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ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF CERTAIN
POOR CONDUCTORS. — L

By B. O. Peikck and R. W. Willson.

Presented April 13, 1898.

We have been engaged for several years in an attempt to measnre, by

the aid of the so called " Wall Method," the thermal conductivities of

certain relatively poor conductors,* and the variations of these conduc-

tivities witii the temperature. We have at length succeeded in over-

coming some' of the difficulties which we have encountered, and are now

ready to describe our apparatus and to give the results of a number of

observations made with it.

When one end of a regular right prism of 2 n sides made of homoge-

neous material is kept at a constant temperature, ]^„ and the other end at

a constant temperature, V^, while its other faces are kept as nearly as

possible at some constant temperature between F^ and FJ, the tempera-

tures on the axis of the prism in its final state depend very largely on the

ratio of the length of the axis of the prism to that of a diagonal of a cross

* Despretz, Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, 1827. Peclet, Ann. de Cliimie et

de Physique, 1841. Tyndall, Phil. Mag., 1853. Hopkins, Phil. Trans., 18.57.

Pfaff, Pogg. Ann., CXIII., 1801. J. D. Forbes, Proo. Edin. Soc, IV. AngstWlni,

Pogg. Ann., CXIV., 1801. Neumann, Ann. de Chimie et de Piiysique, 1862. G.

Forbes, Proc. Edin. Soc, VIII., 1873. Herschell, Lebour, and Dunn, Rep. Brit.

Assoc, 1873. V. Beetz, Pogg. Ann. Jubelband, 1874. Smith and Knott, Proc

Edin. Soc, 1875. Lodge, Phil. Mag. 1878. Less, Journ. de Phys., VII., 1878.

Ayrton and Perry, Phil. Mag., 1878. H. F. Weber, Vierteljahrschrift d. Ziiriclier

Naturf. Ges., 1879. Thoulet, Comptes Rendus, 1882. Lagarde, Comptes Rendus,

1882. V. Littrow, Wien. Per., LXXI. Stefan, Carl's Rep., XIII. Jannettaz,

Comptes Rendus, 1884. Tuchschmid, Beibliitter z. Wied. Ann., 1884. M. Ballo,

Dingler's Journ., 1886. H. Meyer, Wied. Ann., 1888. K. Jamagawa, Beibliitter

z. Wied. Ann., 1889. G. Stadler, Inaug. Diss., Berne, 1889. Venske, Gilttinger

Nachrichten, 1891. Grassi, Atti 1st. Napoli, 1892. Lees, Phil. Trans., 1892. R.

Weber, Bull. Soc. Science Nat. Ncuch., 1895. Lord Kelvin and Mr. Murray, Proc

Royal Soc, 1895. Peirce and Willson, American Journal of Science, 189-5. Lees

and Chorlton, Phil. Mag., 189G. Oddone, Rend. R. Ace d. Lincei, 1897. W. Voigt,

Wied. Ann., 1898. Lees, Proc. Royal Society, 1898.
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section ; and, if this ratio be small enough, the temperature conditions to

which the sides are subjected are of slight importance. For instance,

the temperatures at points on the axis of a relatively thin disk, one face

of which is kept at 0" C and the other at 100° C, are not measur-

ably different, whether the curved surface is kept at 0° Cor 100° C,
from the temperatures at corresponding points on the axis of an infinite

disk of the same thickness, the faces of which are kept at 0° C. and

100° C. respectively.

On the other hand, if the temperature gradient on the side faces could

be made to follow the proper law, — or even if, for moderate values of

Fo — I'l, it could be kept constant, — the temperatures on the axis of the

prism would be much the same, whether the prism were slender or stout.

In view of the extreme difllculty of controlling, or even of measuring

with accuracy, the temperatures on the side faces of a prism, it seemed

to us desirable to determine beforehand, as accurately as we could from

theoretical considerations, under each of a number of different assump-

tions with respect to the side temperatures, how short a prism of given

cross section must be in order that the temperatures on its axis, in the

case mentioned above, might be sensibly the same as if its cross section

were infinite in area.

We shall find it convenient to write down at the beginning of our dis-

cussion some of the common equations* of the theory of heat conduction

in the forms which we shall need to use later on. If 6 represents

the temperature at -the time t at any point, J*, in an isotropic solid, the

rate of flow of heat at this time, at J\ in any direction, is usually assumed

to be the product of a scalar point function, /, and the negative of the

space derivative, taken at 7* in the given direction, of a certain function

of the temperature, / (6). If, therefore, u, v, and w are the components,

parallel to three mutually perpendicular co-ordinate axes, of the vector,

//, which represents the flow within the solid,

„_ . 9/(6) _ , 9 6

v = -/.f(6).l^^, w = -.'./' {6).^^^. (1)

* Fourier, Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur. Poisson, Theorie Matlie'niatique

de la Chaleur. Lame, Lei.ons sur la Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur. Kelvin,

Article " Heat " in the Encj'clopanlia Britanniea. Kelland, Brit. Assoc. TJcp , 1811.

Preston, Theory of Heat, llieniann, Partielle Differentialgleichungen.
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If t) v, t are aiuilytic point fuuctious which define a system of orthog-

onal curvilinear co-ordiniites, and h^, h,^, h^ are the gradients of these

functions, and if q^, 9,,, q^ are the coraponeuts of the heat flux taken at

every point normal to the surfaces of constant ^, 7/, ^ which pass ihrough

that point,

For a given material which would be homogeneous if it were at the

same temperature throughout, under given pressure conditions, k is as-

sumed to be constant, so tliut k' f (6) is a function of the temperature

only. This product is called the specific conductivity of the substance

under the given circumstances, and is denoted by F' (0) or by k. We
may write, therefore,

9 6 9F(0) 9F(6) 9F(0)
. ^ =

7^
—

- , V = ^-^^ , w .—
dx d

X

d

y

d z
{-)

J
3F{6) . 9 Fid) ,

9F{6) ^^,

If a closed analytic surface, aS", be drawn within the solid and if (4^, n),

(ij, n), (^, 11) represent the angles between the exterior normal to /S* at

any point on it and the directions at that point in which ^, »/, and l,

increase most rapidly, the flux of heat across ^from within outward may
be written

/'{q^ cos (^, 11) + '7,, • COS {rj, 71) + q^ . cos {i, n) \d S. (5)

The surface integral, taken over S, of f^cos (^, «), where 6^^ is any

function which, with its space derivatives of the first order, is continuous

within and upon S, is equal to the volume integral, extended through the

U
9\ J J I

space enclosed by S, of /t^ . h^ . h^ . \''r, >'ij , so that the flux across

9$
S may be expressed by the integral

-^^^
( 9^ ^~97, '^'^H )

If \j/ (0) is the specific heat per unit volume of the body under the

given pressure conditions, we may equate the expression just obtained to
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/ f / "A (^) • n^ • '^^ '
J ^^^1 since this result is iudependeut of the form

of S and of the volume of the space euclosed by it, at every point within

the solid

90 h,.h,.h,\9(/]) 9(;'y) 9(,^)l .7.

5^ _ /<s
. h, . kj

I
9 f^ 9/(0) \

^^ 5^ _ //g . hr, . h^
f
9 fjtj_ 9F(0)

9t xpiO) y9^\hr,lH' 9

9_(k'k 9m\ 9(K^i 5m\\ (H)

9v\/is/ii- 9ri J^9i\hiK- 9^ J)' ^''

/Ji_
9t xp{b) \9^\Ihhi' 9$

LfA. l^M\+ 3 ( h^ 9_F(0)\'^

9v\hsf'i' 3-n )^9C\l'iK' H JI'

three different forms of the equation of continuity.

In Cartesian co-ordinates, this eciuation becomes

96 _ 1 (9 fK\9JW\,5 f>^m\ 9
f/^/(6)\^

^-^(e)\9x\ 9x )'^9y\ 9y ) ^ 9 z\ 9z Jj

^ v^i^C^). (10)
-^(6)

+-(^'(*)-ii)}- ^">
9

1

If the flow of heat within a solid is steady, -^ vanishes at every point,

q is a solenoidal vector, and the equation of continuity in terms of Cartesian

co-ordinates becomes

Or
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It is usually assiiiued that i« continuous at the surface of separation

of two isotropic solids of different conductivities. If Hi and n.^ are nor-

mals at a [)oint of such a surface drawn into the first and second conduc-

tors respectively, aud if the flow of heat is steady,

9F,{6) 9 FAQ) ,, ^,. . 9A{e) , 9f,(6)

or Kj^^ [-K'iT^— — 0. (14)

If the temperature differences within a body are comparatively slight,

we may often use Fourier's assumption and representy" (6^) approximately

by itself. As we shall need to compare the solutions of certain simple

problems in the steady flow of heat obtained on this hypothesis with the

corresponding solutions obtained ou the assumption that f (&) and 6 are

not identical, we may note certain facts in passing. It is easy to prove

by an elementary application of Green's Theorem that a function, F,

which is harmonic within a given closed surface S, and which upon two

given portions, Sy and ASg, of S has the constant values Ci and C2 respect-

ively, while at every other part of S its normal derivative is zero, is

determined by these conditions. If this function has been found, it is

easy to write down the unique function

F's^^5|-' F+^^i^^^-, (15)

which is harmonic within S, has the constant value C x on *S'i and the

constant value 0\ on S^^ and the normal derivative of which vanishes

at all points of S which do not belong to Sy oi' ^'i- T^'^ families of sur-

faces defined by the equations, F= constant, V = constant, are identi-

cal. If, therefore, two given portions of the surface of a solid isotropic

conductor in which there is a steady How of lieat be kept at constant

temperatures (Ci and G.) while there is no flow across the rest of its

surface, the function F, which on Fourier's hypothesis gives the tem-

peratures at all points within the solid, is connected with the function

K', which gives /(6') on the assumption that this is not identical with 6

itself, by means of the equation

Gy-C, ^ G,-G, ' ^
^^

and the forms of the isothermal surfaces are inde23endent of the form of

the function f.
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Two harmonic functions can only have the same level surfaces when

one is a linear function of the other. If upon n given portions, Si, S^, S.^,

. . . S,„ of a given closed surface, S, Fhas the constant values Oi, (7i, C3,

. . . (7„, respectively, ami V the values, F {C^), F (C^), F (Gs), . . .

F(C„), while upon the remainder of S, if there is any, the normal deriva-

tives of V and V are zero, and if V and V are harmonic within S,

V caunot in general be expressed as a linear function of V, and, if « is

greater than 2, their level surfaces will not usually coincide. If n is 3,

the condition of coincidence is evidently

Ci F(00 1

C. F(C,) 1

C3 F(C,) 1

= 0. (17)

If U has the constant values Ci, Co, C3 ; V the constant values

Ki, K2, A'a ; and W the constant values Zj, Z.j, L^ on Si, S.,, S^^, re-

spectively, if the normal derivatives of these functions are equal to zero

at every point of S not included in Si, S.,, or S3, and if all these func-

tions are harmonic within S, W can always be expressed uniciuely in the

form A(/+ UV-\- Z>, unless

Ci Ki 1

C\ K. 1

c. a; 1

= 0. (18)

Before we were able to decide upon the forms and dimensions of our

apparatus and upon the manner in which it should be used, we found

it desirable to make some rather elaborate computations based on the

mathematical solutions of certain problems in heat conduction. In de-

scribing this work it will be convenient to state, first, some analytical

results to which we sliull afterwards give various piiysical interpretations.

We have purposely put these preliminary statements in purely mathe-

matical language lest they should seem to be narrower in their applica-

tions than they really are.

(1) ,The square bases of a rectangular parallelopiped of height /are 2a

long and 2 a broad. A function, V, harmonic within this parallelopiped,

has the constant value V\ at the lower base and the constant value F, at

the upper base. At every point of the other faces of the prism V satisfies

the equation

K^+/KF-F)=0, (19)
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— 9 V
where Fis a constant, and ^— represents the derivative of V taken in

d n
the direction of the exterior normal. If the origin of rectangular co-

ordinates be taken at the centre of the lower base while the axes of

X and y are parallel to the sides of this base, V is given by the equation

P ^ CO k =L 1X1

v_
' p ^ CO a; =: CO

V +^(^j, • COS (n^ y)2j'k • cos («^. x) O

,

(20)

where O represents the quantity

Here ni, ??2, ns, etc. are the successive roots of the equation

K n . tan {n d) ^ A,

and Ay,, h stands for the radical ^,j 2 _|_ ^j^/i, while Cj, c^, C3, etc. are the

coefficients of the successive terms in the development,

1 = d cos (?^l d) + Co, cos (wo 0) + Cg cos (??3 ^) +

so that t•^• = 4 sin (?^^^•a) -^ (2 nua + sin (2 rika)).

It is to be noticed that equation (20) would give, on Fourier's assump-

tions, the final temperatures within a homogeneous parallelopiped of spe-

cific internal conductivity k, and of external conductivity h, if the lower

base were kept at the constant temperature Vq and the upper base at the

constant temperature F„ while the sides were exposed to the atmosphere

at the temperature V. In this result the absolute dimensions of the

paralleIopi[)ed are inextricably involved with the value ot h / k.

(2) The square bases of a rectangular parallelopiped of height / are

2 a long and 2 a broad. A function, F, harmonic within this parallelo-

piped, has the constant value Vq at the lower square base, the constant

value Vi at the upper base, and the constant value F on the other faces

of the parallelopiped. If, then, the centre of the lower base be used as

origin of co-ordinates, with axes of x and y parallel to sides of the base,

Fis given by the equation

<'^^)-<^>*-(-)
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where $ represeuts the quantity

U V. - V) sinh {^/FT^') - ( n - V) sinh
(

- <'
-'>^^

]

sioh ( 2^V/>2 + qA

and where /? and q are integers.

F is evidently the temperature on Fourier's hypothesis within the

parallelepiped, if its bases and sides are kept at the temperatures F^, F„

and V respectively, when the How is steady. In this case the specific

conductivity of the material of which the liomogeneous parallelepiped is

made does not aftect the temperatures within the solid, and the lelative,

not the absolute, dimensions of the parallelopiped are of importance. Tiie

interpretalion of the equation (21) when/(^) and 6 are assumed to be

different is obvious.

(3) A function V, which involves the time and the distance from the

9V 9V 9'V . .

co-ordmate plane z =. 0^ is contniuous, as are -7^ , -,^ , -?r-\ , in tne
at d z d z^

region It, bounded by the planes 2 = 0, z = I. Within R, V satisfies

9 V ,9- V
the equation -^^-~ = <r ^ .,

• V vanishes when z ^ I, and has tlie

d t d z-

constant value J'^ when c = 0, whatever t is. If, when < = 0, F= Fo^(c)

for all points within R,

X[Vw + '-l]»i"^rfA]. (22)

If <^ (z) has the constant value c,

V= Fori-~^ + ^|(2c- l)[r'-sin'^+ vr'^'sin^ +

ir>sin^ + ...]-[U"-sin^+le--sinip + ...]M, (23)

where T=P /a'^TrK

Equation (23) would give, on Fourier's assumptions, the temperatures

at any time within a homogeneous infinite plane lamina of thickness I

initially at the uniform temperature c V^, if, from the time ^ = 0, one face

were kept at the constant temperature Fq and the other at the constant

temperature zero.
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(4) The radius of the hase of a riglit cylinder of revolution of length

Ms a. A function, V, harmonic within this cylinder, has the constant

value Fq on one (the lower) base, the constant value F, on the upper

base, and the conslant value Fon the convex surface. If, then, the axis

of the cylinder be used as axis of z with origin at the centre of the lower

base, Fis given by the equation

• x^ . /i {Xp) . sinh ( '^-~ \

(24)

where J^ and J^ represent Bessel's P'unctiou of the zeroth and first

order, respectively, and x^, is the jt»th root in order of magnitude of the

ecjuation J^, (./) = 0. The first ten values of x for which the Bessel's

Fuiictiuu of the zeroth order vanishes have been given by Meissel.*

We have computed the next thirty values of the xj?, by the aid of

Stokes's Formula,! and the values of the Bessel's Function of the first

order corresponding to these forty a;^'s either from the series which usu-

ally defines J^ (x) or from the semi-convergent series. This computation

was done by means of Vega's ten place table of logarithms,^ except in

the few cases where a greater number of places was necessary, and for

these we had recourse to Thoman's tables.§ All the values have been

checked by duplicate computation, and the first four values of Ji (x) by

comparison with Meissel's tables. The results of this work appear in

Table I. Table II. gives to seven places of decimals the values of the

Xj's from p = 4\ to /) = 65. The values of Kon the axis of the cylin-

der depend upon the corresponding values of the function

S

* Meissel, Matli. Abliandhiiigen der k. Akad. der Wissenscliaften zu Berlin,

1888.

t Stokes, Camb. Phil. Trans., IX. Lommel, Studien iiber die Bessel'schen

Functionen, Leipzig, 1868. Hayleigb, The Tiieory of Sound, London, 1878.

Byerly, Treatise on Fourier's Series, etc., Boston, 1893. Gray and Matiiews, Be»-

sel Functions and their Applications to IMiysics.

X Vega, Thesaurus Logarithniorum Completus, Lipsiae, 1794.

§ Thoman, Tables de Logarithmes a 27 De'cimales pourles Calculs de Precision,

Paris, 1867.
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p-^^

^ ^

J^

I

c^

H-1
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H

^

^ ^

-IS

ss

'^^

o

. Si,
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TABLE II.

The /)th Root in Order of Magnitude of the Equation Jq (x)

is denoted by x^.

V
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-s

TABLE III.

[
-'""(¥)

[^„/,(,r,)sinh(^)
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to notice the seemingly anomalous sequence of values in the terms of

the series for T. In fact, the relations between the successive terms

is, for some cases that we have studied, so complicated that the detec-

tion of accidental errors of computation becomes extremely difficult,

y— when r ^= a^ whatever s is, and equation (24) can be written in

the form

V= F(l - 2 n - 2 r,_,) + 2 F, n + 2 To r,_,.

TABLE IV.

all
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TABLE V.

s =
-'^ (^t)

Xp.Ji (xp) sinh (^y

p
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TABLE V.— Conlinued.

P \l

37

38
39

40
41

42
43

44
45

46
47

48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57

58
59
60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

hi

+0.000001
-0.000001

0.1250000

3 I4 *

0.250002

+0.000363
-0.000306
+0.000258
—0.000218
+0.000184
-0.000155
+0.000130
-0.000110
+0.000094
-0.000079
+0.000067
—0.000057
+0.000048
-0.000040
+0.000034
—0.000029
+ 0.000025
—0.000021
+0.000018
—0.000015
+0.000013
—0.000011
+0.000009
-0.000008
+0.000007
-0.000006
+0.000005
-0.000004
+0.000003
—0.000002
+0.000001

0.375004
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TABLE VI.

7'=
^ Xp.Ji (a?p) sinh

^^

j

p
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TABLE VI. — Continued.

p
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/( = 00

+ B^ cosh {

â

where ^4^, jL, A3, B^, and ^3 are subject to the conditions

A, sinh f'^"J-\ = A, sinh ("^^ + i?2 cosh f"^) ,

21

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

k, A, cosh f^^ =: L Fj^ cosh ("^^ + i52 sinh (^')] ,

J^siuh (^^ + ^2C0sh
C'^'^^

=^3 sinh (^') + i^3C0sh (^) ,

h r^ocosh (^) + ^2 sinh (^)l

J^cosh r^^ + ^3 sinh ('^)

^3 sinh ( —
)
+ i?3 cosh

k

xj. 2Vi

and where Xp is the p\\\ root in order of magnitude of the Bessel's Equa-

tion /u {x) = 0.

If, for brevity, we denote the quantities

sinh f
'' "

j
, cosli ' ''

'

-'), .„u(^-^'), ...(^.•/),

\ a ) \ « / x^.J^ {x^

by s, c, s', c', s", c", and O, respectively, these equations of condition

may be written
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Ai s' = A^s' + B^ c, Jc^ Ai c' — kz {A^ c' + B^ s'),

A^ s" + B., c" = As s" + Bs c", yC-2 A^c" + k^B^ s" ^ k^ A^ c" + t, B^ s",

AsS + BsC = il

.

The determinant of the coefficients of the s's and c's may be reduced

to the form

c's'iki-k^) kic'^-k^s'^

c s" s c" — c s" c c"

k^ c c" ks {s s" — c c") kz c s"

(30)

and

A, = (31)
— ko Ag c n

c's'{ICi—k2) \ k-2CS"{sc"—CS")+k^Cc"(cc"S!i")
j
j-(kiC"^k<^'^)

{

Cs"/g(.ss"-Cf")+^2Cc"(s"c-Ac")
I

If in the special case where ^i and k^ are equal, we write ki = /x k^ = k.^
,

we get

A, = (32)
-Mfl

c's'(fi. — l)\s"(sc" — cs") + fxc" {cc" — ss")\ + {fjLc''^ — s"^) \fj.s"(ss"—cc")+c"{s"c — sc")\

with corresponding values for the other coefficients.

We shall need at the outset only two or three applications of the fore-

going theory. We may ask first what must be the relative dimensions of a

homogeneous regular right prism, one end of which is kept at the uniform

temperature ^o ^I'J the other end at the uniform temperature 6„ while

its other faces are kept at some uniform temperature 6, between 6q and 61,

in order that the tem{)eratures on the axis of the prism in the final state

shall be sensibly the same whatever value has. If, for instance, the

difference between 60 and 61 is 100° C, what must be the ratio of the

radius a of the circumference inscribed in a right section of the prism to

the height I of the prism, in order that the temperature of every point on

the axis may be the same within less than 0°.01 C, whether 6 is ecjual

to 60 or to 61 ? Since we need merely to find a lower limit for a -^ /,

we shall do well to substitute for the prism the inscribed right cylinder

of revolution, and then apply the solution of Problem 4 given above.

We are to find a function of r and z, harmonic for values of r between

and a and values of z between and I, which (1) has the uniform

value F (Oo) when z — 0, whatever ?• is
; (2) has the uniform value F (0,)
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when z ~ I, whatever r is ; and (3) has the uniform value F (0) when

r =^ a, whatever z is. The value of this function F (6) is evidently

F(e) . (1 - 2 T,_^- 2 T,) + 2F(eo) . r,_,+ 2 F(e,) . T;, (33)

or, for points on the axis,

F{e) {1 - 2 S,_^- 2 5J + 2 F(eo) . St_,+ 2F(e,) . S^; (34)

that is,

F{e)-F{e,) = 2 s,[F(e,) - f(0o)-] + [F(e)-F(Oo):\ (i- 2 5,_,- 2 *s;).

(35)
z I

In the case of an infinite lamina, where - = , - = ,

a a

F(6) = F (6,) + ~ (F (6,) - F {6,)). (36)

The difference between the values, at any point, of F {0) in the case of

the infinite lamina and in the case a = 5 I, is

[F{ei) - i^(6o)] [2 '^. -
7] + [^W - ^W] [1 - 2 S,_,- 2 S,-] .

It is easy to prove that for given values of? and a, 1 — 2 Si_^ — 2 S^

has its greatest value when z = ^ /, and if a -^ / is as great as 5, it is clear

from Table V. that neither 1 — 2 Si_^— 2 S^ nor [2 aS^ — j) can for any

point of the axis be nearly so great as 0.00001, so that whatever is, the

value of F (0) is surely equal, within less than one ten-thousandth part

of the greater of the quantities F (0,) — i^((9o), F(d) — F {6^), to the

value which it would have at the same point on the axis if the disk were

infinite. By exactly what amount the temperatures themselves would

differ in the two cases cannot be stated unless we know something of the

nature of the function F.

For certain substances, experiment seems to show that within wide

limits F {d) can be expressed as a linear function of 6, as Fourier as-

sumed. In the case of any one of these substances we may say, for

example, that the final temperature at a point on the axis of a disk the

radius of which is at least five times its thickness, if one face is kept at

100° C. and the other at 0° C, cannot be changed by nearly so much as

0°.01 C. by altering the temperature of the edge of the disk from 0° C.
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to 100° C. The effect of radiation or conduction from the edge is

therefore of no consequence.

Most experimenters have been able to reproduce mathematically the

results of their work on thermal conductivities by assuming that in every

case the conductivity, /c, is a linear function of 6, say k (1 + 2 hO), where

b is small (usually less than .OOo), so that F {B) — C + k 6 {} + h6).

On this assumption the temperatures within an infinite disk would be

given by the equation,

k' ^ (1 + ^» e) =^ {0, (1 -\-he,)-eo{\ + b 6,)) + K e,{\ + b o,), (37)

or b (0- - 0,') + {B- Bo) = ^- {Oi -Bo+b {Bi" - 6„-)}.

Except in instances where near certain temperatures some great chem-

ical or physical changes take place in the materials concerned, experiment

appears to show that k always changes slowly with the temperature, and,

whether or not we know the exact nature of the connection between the

two, it is easy to get a superior limit for the effect on the final tempera-

tures at points on the axis of such a disk as has just been described, of

changes in the edge temperatures. Neither in our own experience nor

in any published reports that have come to our notice have we found any

substance in which the change of k with 6 is so rapid that in a disk,

where a > 5 I, made of it. with its faces kept at 0° C. and 100° C.

respectively, the final temperatures of points on the axis could be affected

by nearly so much as 0°.01 C. by changing the edge temperature fiom

0° C. to 100° C. We are here concerned merely with the magnitude of

a possible error, and in every case to which we need to apply our theory

we shall be well within bounds if we assume that the error is not greater

than twice the error which would be found if 6 and f(B) were identical,

as Fourier assumed them to be. We have, therefore, tabulated for a

numerical example the final temperatures computed on Fourier's hypoth-

esis at several points on the axis of a disk of radius a and length /, when

one face (z =^ 0) is kept at the uniform temperature 0° C. and the other

face (z = I) at the uniform temperature 100° C. on two or three different

assumptions with respect to the edge temperatures. If the face temper-

atures are B^ and Bf, and if the temperature has the same value, B, at all

points of the edge, the final axial temperatures are given by the equation

e = B(l -2S^-2S,_;) -\-2BoS,_,+ 2B,S„
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and from this expression, with the help of the numbers in the body of

Table IV., many special problems can be solved with very little labor.

The expression

A (1 _ 2 7; - 2 ?;_,) + 2 B Ti._,+ 2di.T^+ (0, - 5) (l -
^)

gives the final temperatures in a homogeneous disk of radius a and

height I, one face {z =. 0) of which is kept at the uniform temperature

^0, the other face (s = /) at the uniform temperature 0i, and the rim at

constant temperatures given by the law A -\- (0(i
— B) il — ,) . From

this we may see, that, with a very rude approximation to a uniform

gradient in the temperatures of the edge of a disk of relatively large

thickness, the final temj^eratures on the axis are sensibly the same as for

an infinite disk of the same thickness.

100

Figure 1.
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Some of the results given iu the first column of Table VII., with some

others, are represented graphically iu Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 1 the

ordinates ai'e the final axial temperatures ; the abscissas, the distances from

the cold face of the slab. The straight line corresponds to an infinite

slab ; the other curves, in order, to disks where a = I, a =^ ^ I, a — ^ I,

and a = ll, respectively. In Figure 2, the ordinates of the three curves

u ^ , , . . .
i I 3;

are the final temperatures on the axis at the points 2=-, z =^ - . s = —

,

respectively, and the abscissas are the values of a, each horizontal space

corresponding to a change in a of ^ I.

TABLE Vn.

Final Axial Temperatures in a homogeneous Disk of Radius a and

Thickness I, when one Face (c = 0) is kept at 100° C.,the other Face

(c = /) at 0° C, and the Edge at the uniform Temperature 0.

a/l
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100°

80°

60°

40^

20'
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the temperature at no point within the cylinder of radius I co-axial with

the disk differs by more than 0°.02 from the temperature at the corre-

sponding point in an infinite disk of the same tliickness and same face

temperatures. In practice there is always a gradual fall in edge temper-

atures as z increases from to /, and in such a case we may consider a

guard ring of width 4/ amply large- enough to make the final temperatures

within a right cylinder of radius / and thickness I sensibly ecjual to those

within an infinite slab of the same thickness and same face temperatures.

In our experimental work we have sometimes found it desirable to

introduce between two slabs of low conductivity a thin sheet of tinfoil of

comparatively very high conductivity. It is evident that under con-

ceivable conditions such a layer of metal might seriously affect the final

temperatures in the slabs near their common axis. To investigate the

disturbances that miglit arise from this cause, we may apply the solution

of Problem 5 given above to the extreme case where the uniform edge

temperature is equal to one of the face temperatures, and where ki — k^.

If we attempt to compute numerical values of the series

S-.-^y)- frO
p =

by using the expression for A^ given in equation (32), we shall find the

amount of labor involved enormous ; we will therefore change the form

of the expression so as to make the nature of its dependence upon the

dimensions of the cylinders and upon their conductivities more evident,

keeping in mind the fact that the ratio of ^o to ki is very large. If we

denote the denominator of the second member of (i32) by D, and write

«=sinh~^s', « -f 8 = sinh~ ^ s", and Mo^sinh^^s,

we have

Z> = S {(/.
5" 2 _ c" ') (fX C'"-s"-)-{l- /x)- C' S' C" S"}

+ c{\~fj.) {s" c" (/. c' 2 - ,' ') - s' c' Ox c" ' - /' ')}

= 1 s{(l _/x)2cosh 28 + (/x2- 1 )
[cosh 2 (« + 8) - cosh 2 «] - (1 + /x)^}

— ^e(l—;ut)-sinh28 + |c(l — /x2)[sinh 2(«-f 5)-sinli 2m]

= i {(1 - fxY smh («„ — 2 8) - (1 + fiY s\nh «„

— (1 — /x-)[sinh («o — 2« — 2 8) — sinh («o
— 2(t)']},
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and Ai =
4jun

(I +/i)-sinliao— (1- ju)'"«>"'' ("o "'-^S) + (1 — ;U-)[sinh (ag -2a — 25) —sinli (ao — 2a)'

This expression, though still sufficiently complicated, shows that for

properly choseu cases, as good for our present purpose as any others, the

computation is comparatively simple.

If, for instance, the thickness of the lower slab is half that of the disk

formed of the two slabs and the intermediate sheet of metal, I' =z ^ I and

n(p = 2 u, so that

A ^ ^/^"
ns^

' (l + yit)2sinh«o-(l-/x)2sinh(«o-2S)-(l-/i.'^)sinh2 8 '^ ^

O
. , ,, (1 — u)- . , ,_ (u— l)sinh'-S,, , ,, , .

'.^ ^

sinhaf, 1 — — „ - sinh-5H—

;

^- 1 — cosh ao + i" (1 + cosh a,))]
Z/u 4jusinli a()

If we denote the denominator of this expression by sinh «o • (1 + ^)i ^^^

n
note that, if we make u e(\ua\ to unity, we shall have Ai = -^-,— , cor-

smh ixq

responding to the case of a homogeneous cylinder already treated in

Problem 4, we shall see that T'l in the case of the heterogeneous cylin-

der can be found by multi{)lying each term of the series for 7\ by the

quantity — ^—
, and that in our problems the resulting series is usu-

ally more convergent than the original.

In order to exaggerate the magnitude of the disturbing effect of the

tinfoil, we have chosen for computation a value of /x much smaller and

a value of 8 much greater than the proper values of these quantities for

most of our experiments, assuming that a = 5^= 10Z' = 500 (I" — /'),

and that /x = 0.002, so that A is nearly equal to

^ Xj, tanh I «o - j^ ctnh ^ a, - ^^ , where «„ = -^

These values correspond in certain cases to large disturbances of temijcr-

ature on the axis of the slabs, as the results show. Consider, for instance,

the point z = /', r = 0, in a com|iound slab 2 cm. thick and 20 cm. in

diameter, built up of a slab of |)oorly conducting material 1 cm. thick, a

sheet of metal 0.2 mm. thi<'k, and a second slal) of the same material as

the first. Let the lower face be kept at the temperature 0° C, the other

face at the temperature 100'^ C, and let every point of the edge be kept
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at 0° C. The terms of the series which give the final temperature may
be found without much difficulty by the aid of the numbers in the third

column of Table V, Their values are

1. +61.3980

2. —19.6480

3. + 7.8876

4. - 3.7116

5. + 1.8474

6. - 1.0224

7. + 0.5938

8. — 0.3568

9. + 0.2198

10. - 0.1382

11. + 0.0882

12. - 0.0570

13. + 0.0372

14. - 0.0246

15. + 0.0162

16. — 0.0110

17. + 0.0074

18. — 0.0050

19. + 0.0034

20. - 0.0022

etc., so that the temperature required is 47°.12+ C.

The terms of the series which give the final temperature at points for

which z = 1, r = 2, can be found in a similar way by the help of the

numbers in the third column of Table VI. Their values are

1.
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12.
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TABLE VIII.
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3A'

2K

-K

2K

\
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(one vertical divisiou = ^^kVo^ I). Every curve correspoufls to a par-

ticular value of c, and the values represented are 1, i, \, 0, —i —A —1
respectively. All the curves have, of course, the common asymptote,

y = kVq^ I— K, where K is the final rate of flow.

If Vo is to be 100° C, and the slab is to be originally at room temper-

atures, we may put c = J
. The ordiuates of the curves in Figure 4

represent the flow of heat, when c — J, across the hot face, the cold face,

and the plane midway between them, at the times indicated by the

abscissas. The horizontal unit is ] T, the vertical unit J —^

.

3I\

2K

In Figure 5, the abscissas are values of z, the ordinates are rates of

flow. Each curve corresponds to a given epoch, and the epochs repre-

sented are | T, ] T, h T, T, 2 T.

Without waiting to discuss here certain theoretical questions which

will present themselves in the course of our work, we may briefly

describe some preliminary experiments.

We have used two different forms of apparatus in our work, the one

intended for measuring the absolute thermal conductivities at tempera-
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tures betvveeu 0° C. and 100° C. of relatively poor conductors like plates

of stone or glass ; the otiier designed merely for comparing the con-

ductivities of slabs which form a prism or " wall," through which there

is a steady flow of heat.

Of this second form of apparatus, which is much simpler than the other,

we have three of different sizes for plates G5 cm., 35 cm., and 20 cm.

in diameter respectively. Rough diagrams which show the essential

parts of two of these, without their elaborate stands and jackets, are

given in Figures 6 and 7. In each, the prism to be tested is enclosed

Figure 6.

between the horizontal planed plates of two castings, which are fastened

firmly together by bolts around their edges to insure close contact with

the body under experiment. Both castings are hollow ; one forms a

jacketed chamber through which steam or mercury vapor may be passed

for an indefinite period. The upper casting, which is provided with a

system of stirrers or scrapers operated by an electric motor, may be

kept at a low temperature by filling it with ice or by sending through

it a steady stream of water from a very large tank within the tower of

the laboratory.

In Figure G, A represents the hot chamber, weighing about two hun-

dred kilograms, which rests in a thick jacket on a heavy table or stand

made to hold it. A is connected directly with one (^B) of two stout-

walled copper boilers, B and i?', each of which holds about 40 litres of

water. A light cup-shaped weight, inverted and laid on a large tube

with squared end which projects above the top of the boiler, acts as a

sensitive safety valve and prevents any appreciable rise in temperature

within the boiler. B can be refilled when necessary with boiling water
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from B' without stopping the coustaut flow of steam through A, by means

of the siphou f, which is provided with a valve. The steam, after pass-

ing through the hot chamber, is led to the outer air by a jacketed pipe

h, descending* from the bottom of A.

The connections of the thermal elements are led out of the sides of the

prism shut in by A and Z>, and are held between slabs of wood, which act

as a sort of guard-ring jacket to the prism for about 40 centimeters before

they emerge. The platinoid or German silver leads of these thermal

junctions within the prism are soldered together, and to a copper wire

leading to the (copper) wire of a potentiometer, p. The copper ends of

the couples lead to a mercury switch by which any one of them, or any

pair pitted against each other, may be (|uickly connected with a second

copper wire leading to the potentiometer. On its way from the switch

to the cold junctions in C through the potentiometer wire, the current

encounters only copper. By means of a somewhat elaborate standard

potentiometer, not shown in the diagram, the resistance, A', in the poten-

tiometer circuit can be so adjusted that every millimeter on the poten-

tiometer wire corresponds to an}' desired small ])Oteutial difference, such

as one microvolt or one tenth of a microvolt. Katlier tlian make this

adjustment many times a day to conform to the varying temperature of

the copper wire, however, we lind it better to determine the slight correc-

tions necessary to reduce the readings to absolute measure, by noting at

frequent intervals the indications of a standard thermal couple, the elec-

tromotive force of which is well known. The potentiometer wire, which

is 0.25 mm. in diameter, can be changed in a few seconds for new wire,

if the old should become dented or stretched.

Into the vessel D about 100 kilograms of cracked ice can be put, and

this ice can be kept in constant motion over the smooth bottom by help

of the electric motor, M.

Figure 7 shows a similar but smaller ai)paratus without its elaborate

system of inch thick asbestos jackets. Z? is a closed iron drum contain-

ing a rotary stirrer and rubber scraper turned by a motor. Through D
a large volume of water can be sent at a steady rate. The hot chamber

is the iron box, B, planed on its upper surface and communicating at the

bottom with a retort chamber, C, in whi(;h about 20 kilograms of mercury

can be kept boiling. The outlet at fallows the vapor to escape to the

tube^f, connecting with a large wrought iron chamber where it condenses

* In the diagram, A is erroneously represented as ascendinfj, and as inserted in

the side of A.
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and flows back into the retort through the trap h. This apparatus takes

slabs 35 centimeters square. Although we found it possible to maintain

with this arrangement a temperature above 350° C, for many hours at a

time, it was difficult to avoid superheating by conduction through the

massive iron of the hot box, and we intend to discard mercury in future

and use some less troublesome source of heat. If a substance of greater

heat of vaporization than mercury is employed, the retort can be removed

to such a distance that all danger of superheating is removed. We have

not yet been al)le to test au electrical stove which we hope may prove

to be a convenient and a sufficiently constant source of heat for many

purposes.

Figure 7.

The apparatus just described has been furnished with trunnions so that

the axis of the prism can be made horizontal or vertical at pleasure.

This renders it possible to use a layer of mercury on each side of the

slab to be tested, when this is desirable.

Our third apparatus of this kind is made entirely of brass. It is in-

tended only for small thin plates about 20 cm. in diameter, but is in

essentials like the apparatus just described.

Figure 8 represents the apparatus which we have used to determine

the absolute conductivities at temperatures between 0° C. and 100° C. of

various materials. The boilers and the hot chamber are those of the

apparatus shown in Figure 6; the ice box, which is the outcome of
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several years of experimeutatiou, is entirely different. An iron casting,

Z, seen in plan in Figure 11 and in elevation in Figure 9, accurately

planed below and turned true above, is the bottom of the box. Be-

tween this casting (which can be bolted to ^ as Z) is in Figure 6) and

Figure

A is held the prism to be experimented on. While Z was in the lathe

a small hole, i/, about 3 millimeters in diameter and 4 millimeters deep

was drilled exactly in the centre of its upper face. Subsequently a piece

of solid drawn brass tube 12.3 era. in outside diameter and 13.5 cm. high,

with carefully squared ends, was held centrally in Z, by means of a
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wooden disk turned to fit it, and a central pin inserted in H, and was

then soldered firmly to Z. This was accomplished, after many trials of

other materials, by the use of white pitch as a flux, and the result left

nothing to be desired. The walls of the pot tlius formed were jacketed

on the outside, except for a height of about 2 millimeters at the bottom,

by an inch thick casting of hard rubber made for the purpose in the

form of a cylindrical shell. This casting, which was cut off square at

the tO}:) of the pot, tapered to nothing near the bottom, but did not rest

upon the floor. (Figure 10.) Upon the top of this jacket was fastened

a hard rubber cover shaped somewhat like a cylindrical hat. This had

an opening at the top which could be closed by an accurately fitting

rubber plug. In the box P, thus made, is placed a thin-walled ice

holder, ^>, open at top and bottom, of the same outside diameter below

as the inside of the brass pot, but somewhat smaller above, so as to leave

an air space between it and the walls of the pot.

In order that the holder may be easily rotated, a pin soldered to a

thin diametral web, F^ which runs across the bottom of the holder, is

inserted in H, and a vertical brass rod soldered to a similar web, E, at

the top of the holder passes through a hole in the corner of the pot

which it fits closely. A hard rubber thimble fitting tightly on the rod

and turning with it permits the slow entrance of cold air into the pot

without allowing any water to leak in. The rod can be clamped at

pleasure to a brass yoke which is turned l)y the motor. In order to pre-

vent the introduction of heat into the pot by conduction down the rod,

the exposed ])ortion is buried in cracked ice held in a thin m(!tallic cup

carried by the yoke and resting on it. When the holder is filled with

ice and is turned by the motor, the web at the bottom compels the ice

to rub over the floor of the casting, since the holder itself has no bottom,

and as a result of this, the lower surface of the ice ipiickly acfjuires and

keeps a mirror-like surface. The drip from the pot comes out of the

edge of the casting Z through a straight hole about 26 cm. long and

0.6 cm. in diameter drilled in the plate afld ending just inside the pot.

The whole apparatus is very slightly tilted so as to insure the steady

outflow of the drip.

A large cylinder, K, 35 cm. high, made of rolled brass 4 mm. thick

and open at the top and bottom, is mounted on brass ball bearings placed

on the outside of the hard rubber jacket of the pot P, by means of six

vanes, one of which, X, is shown in Figure 9. K weighs about 20 kilo-

grams when empty, and rests upon 144 brass balls each about 12 mm. in

diameter. When set in motion by a slight push, it continues to rotate
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r\

Figure 10.
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for about a minute before coming to rest. This, like most of our other

apparatus, was constructed by Mr. G. W. Thompson, the mechanician

of the Jefferson Laboratory, and we have been much indebted to his skill

and patience at every stage of our work. A' is so truly hung that the

outside can be used as a pulley and the whole can be rotated by the use

of the belt shown in Figure 8. The vanes reach to about 2 millimeters
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speed of A' to one revolution in 20 seconds, though only two wheels are

shown in the drawings. The tripod slides in guides which revolve with

A', and a swivel at the top prevents the cord from twisting.

The rotation of A' and of the inside ice holder, Q, which is connected

with K by a thin yoke, are matters of much importance. The continual

rubbing of the ice over the flat surface of the casting seems to be neces-

sary if the latter is to be kept at a uniform constant temperature for

hours. The energy used in rotating Q is so little as to be quite negligible,

as we shall show further on. The ice in K is piled up so as to cover

P completely, and we have been unable to detect any difference be-

tween the temperatures within and without P by fine, properly protected

thermal junctions introduced for the purpose. If, while A' revolves, Q is

kept still, the amount of ice melted in Q becomes irregular, though

the whole amount of drip in two or three hours is not very different

from the amount of steady drip in an equal time when Q is rotating.

Only selected lumps of ice are put into Q. The ice to be used is first

broken up into pieces weighing something like 15 grams each, by means

of an ice-cracking machine, and these pieces are then put into ice

water so that their sharp edges may become slightly rounded. They
are then drained and dropped into Q. In this way a slight amount of

water attached to the ice is introduced into Q^ but the error due to this

cause appears to be of slight importance. In some of our experiments

the ice to be used was carefully dried in cold blotting paper, but this

precaution does not seem to be necessary, though the use of small bits

of ice with sharp edges is to be avoided, ^'s capacity is about 2,000

cubic centimeters. After Q has been freshly filled in the course of any

experiment while K is rotating, no record is kept for some time, perhaps

fifteen minutes, of the amount of drip. Before the expiration of this

interval the extra water introduced into Q with the ice has drained off",

and the indications have become steady. After this the apparatus is

allowed to run for about two hours until .jOO grams of ice or less has

been melted, and then Q is refilled. The drip tube always contains a

few drops of water, but this amount remains sensibly constant during the

progress of our experiment. The drip is collected in a graduated vessel,

and the approximate amount is noted from time to time to see whether

the flow is steady. The whole is then more accurately determined by

weighing, at longer intervals.

The regularity of drip is a far more sensitive test of the approximate

attainment of the final state of the body experimented on and its sur-

roundings than is a sensil)Iy constant tenqxM-ature gradient on the axis.
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In most of our experiments with the large apparatus just described, a

sufficiently steady state has been attained in about five hours from tlie

beginning of the heating. Sheets of blotting paper were generally in-

serted between the prism to be tested, and the hot and cold boxes, to

serve as elastic pads, and to prevent the possible wetting of the edge of

the prism by moisture condensed on the ice box. The presence of this

paper prolonged the time of waiting for the final state to be attained,

but did not influence the results of the measurement of the conductivity

of the prism. When filled with ice, Z and K weigh about 300 kilograms,

and the additional pressure due to the bolts is considerable, so that, when

the prism is made up of brittle material like glass, the blotting paper

or an equivalent must be used to prevent the prism from injury. We
have tried several different materials, and of these the blotting paper

is the most satisfactory. We may note in passing, however, tbat the

indications of thermal couples placed between soft jiads and the hard

prisms are often very anomalous, two thermal junctions placed side by

side sometimes differing very widely. In all the experiments that we

regard as trustworthy the slab to be tested with its attendant thermopiles

was placed between two other slabs of the same material^ in forming the

prism.

Most of our mercury thermometers were made by Alvergniat, or by

Richards & Co., but our final standard was Tonnelot No. 11,142, upon

which a very complete set of tests bas been made at the International

Bureau of Weights and Measures.

For temperatures higher than 100° C. we had two platinum ther-

mometers of the general form described by Messrs. Griffiths and Cal-

lendar. These served an excellent purpose, though the wire, about

0.2 mm. in diameter, seemed from the form of the calibration curve

not to be very pure. The resistance of one of them, as measured by

a Carey Foster Bridge was about 29.25, 3G.78, 42.85, 45.31, or 55.43

ohms, according as it was immersed in melting ice or the vapor, at 7G0° c.c.

pressure, of water, anilin, naphthalin, or mercury. We have another ther-

mometer made of pure platinum wire furnished by Messrs. Johnson and

Matthey, 0.005 inch in diameter. This we intend to make our standard.

All our thermal elements were made either of platinoid and copper, or

of German silver and copper; some were of wire, and some of narrow

ribbon carefully rolled for our use. Each specimen of platinoid or

German silver was " butt-jointed," generally by silver solder, to a piece
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of the purest obtainable copper of equal cross section. Our finest wire

thermal elements, less than one tentli of a millimeter in diameter, were

so skilfully made by Mr. Sven Nelson, of Cambridge, that the joint was

hardly perceptible. Our German silver and copper ribbon thermal ele-

ments, about one eighth of a millimeter thick, were made by Mr. T. W.

Gleeson of Boston. These last were first soldered with the help of a

holder constructed for the purpose, and the joint was then rolled or

scraped until it was as nearly as might be of the same thickness as the

adjacent nietal.

For wire thermal elements we had large quantities of three kinds of

platinoid, approximately 0.74, 0.30, and 0.097 mm. in diameter. The

first two specimens were obtained about ten years ago from Messrs.

Elliott Brothers, and have been thoroughly seasoned. Each is thermo-

electrically pretty definite, though the two are quite different in their

properties. The electromotive force, in microvolts, of [)latinoid and

electrolytically deposited copper elements made of these wires may be

tabulated as follows for low temperatures.

Temperatures of the
Junctions.
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0.58 mm. iu diameter. The smaller German silver wire was connected

with the corresponding copper wire by a thin joint of electrolytically

deposited copper. These joints were very satisfactory, but extremely

tedious to make.

In some of our experiments we used fine wire thermal junctions in-

serted in shallow grooves accurately cut in the faces of the slabs to be

tested. These grooves were made in a Brown and Sharpe Universal

Milling Machine by extremely thin hard steel saws (No. 34 B. & S.

Gauge) held between flat disks of somewhat smaller diameters than the

saws to prevent buckling. The wire that we used fitted the grooves very

closely and we hoped that the indications of the thermal couples would

enable us to determine the mean temperature of the walls of the groove

when the grooved slab was placed against a flat one. We soon found,

however, that the results were most irregular, and, although we have

s[)eut some time in attempts to make observations obtained in this way
trustworthy, we have met with little success. Sometimes our results

have been good, and sometimes they have been considerably in error.

We do not yet know how to make them always good. It appears that

a thermal junction must be pressed firmly against a surface, the tempera-

ture of which it is to take approximately. Although we are not ready

to discuss this subject exhaustively, we mention our experiences to show

why we have abandoned for the present this very obvious manner of

inserting thermal junctions into a prism built up out of slabs, in favor

of what at first sight seems a less satisfactory device. After some pre-

liminary experiments with fine wire thermal junctions laid between the

slabs, with and without sheets of tinfoil at the sides of the wire, we

determined to use the thin ribbon thermal junctions, elsewhere described,

with varnished edges, so that sheets of tinfoil of the same thickness might

be laid at the sides of the ribbon, and in this way a sheet of metal be

introduced between the slabs.

It has been necessary for us to calibrate in the course of our work

a large number of thermal elements. Some of these when properly

protected we have heated with thermometers iu elaborately jacketed air

baths or in tanks of water or oil, and some in vapor baths. We have

had considerable quantities of nearly pure chloroform, benzol, a^thylen

bromide, bromoform, anilin, paratoluidin, naphthalin, chinolin, a naph-

thol, acetanilid, naphthylamin, diphenylarain, phenanthren, anthracen,

and a few other substances, the boiling points of which divide the ordi-

nary thermometric scale below the boiling point of sulphur into small in-

tervals. A good number of these, but not all, we have actually used.
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Some of our thermopiles have been cahbruted for us at temperatures

between 0" C. aud 100° C. by Mr. C. G. Tersous of the staff of the Jef-

fersou Laboratory, aud he has assisted us in much of our other work.

Thk Thermal Conductivity of Marble.

With the apparatus described in this paper we have made a large

uumber of experiments. As has beeu already intimated, we are not

entirely satisfied with the source of heat that we have used for temjjera-

tures higher than 300° C. because of the ditliculty of keeping these

temperatures constant for long intervals of time, while for tempera-

tures between 0° C. and 100° C, it has been easy to get closely agree-

ing results many times over. We have, nevertheless, made a good

many determinations at the higher temperatures, aud, while we are not

yet ready to state definitely the law of variation with the tempera-

ture of the thermal conductivities of materials in which we have found

such variations, we may say that, of the substances which we have ex-

amined, two, a special brand of glass of which we have a number of

large plates, and dry white marble,* show no appreciable change in

thermal conductivity within the limits of our measurements. We shall

therefore content ourselves in this preliminary paper with giving the

results of a number of determinations, made at different low tempera-

tures, of the conductivities of about twenty specimens of marble of

different kinds. Incidentally we shall need to describe very briefly

some experiments upon the glass plates just mentioned.

It will appear that the conductivity of a specimen of marble at

ordinary mean temperatures may de^jend to the amount of several per

cent, as Messrs. Herschell and Lebour have shown, upon the amount

of moisture which the specimen holds. For this reason we have aimed

at an accuracy of only 1 % in the determinations here recorded. A change

in conductivity much less than this was of course easily observable. The
difference of temperature between two thermopiles, one of which is only

a few degrees hotter than the other, can be measured with considerable

accuracy, but it will be sufficient here to state the results correct to tenths

of degrees.

* The conductivity of the specimen of marble upon wliich R. Weber has made
a set of extremely accurate measurements appears to change by only one two-

thousandth part of its own value between 0° C. and 100° C.
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While it takes a long day to make an accurate determiuation with

our large apparatus of the absolute couductivity of a slab, two determi-

nations may easily be made in the same time of the relative con-

ductivities of the slabs which go to form a prism, since the gradient

on the axis of the slab does not sensibly change after four hours

of heating, and it is then only necessary to note the readings of the

thermopiles. With our smallest apparatus and thin slabs two hours are

often sufficient for a measurement. Our experience seems to show that

this method of comparison is susceptible of great accuracy. We have

made a very large number of direct determinations of the conductivities

of different slabs of stone, but, in view of the fact mentioned above that

the amount of moisture in the stone affects the conductivity very appre-

ciably, even if the les.s tedious method of comparison were not ecpially

accurate, we should think it wise in future to determine with great care

the absolute conductivity of a standard substance unaffected by moisture,

and then compare with it the conductivity of the stone slabs. The ac-

curacy with wliich the comparison can be made is greater of course than

that of a single absolute determination.

The particular kind of glass which we have found useful as a compari-

son substance was selected some years ago from the stock of the Boston

Plate Glass Company. The faces of each plate are very nearly plane,

but the planes are not in every specimen quite parallel. The conduc-

tivities of different plates are somewhat different, but the conductivity of

each plate remains sensibly constant within large ranges of temperature.

Cut from this glass we have a number of slabs 60 centimeters square, a

number of slabs 30 centimeters square and some disks about 20 centi-

meters in diameter.

We shall wish to discuss the properties of this kind of glass at higher

temperatures more particularly on another occasion. For our present

purposes, it is worth while to measure the temperatures to tenths of

degrees only and the thickness of a slab to the nearest twentieth of a

millimeter, and an account of a few experiments to this degree of ac-

curacy, chosen almost at random from the large number of which we have

records, will suffice.

Slabs A, B, C, and D are cut from one particular large homogeneous

piece of this glass, the conductivity of which, according to our determi-

nations, is to that of Plate III. mentioned below as 187 to 175. We
shall assume the conductivities of these slabs to be 0.00277 at all ordinary

temperatures. We have not been able to detect any differences in their

conductivities.
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Experiment (a). A compound slab, made up of slabs Z? and A with

their thermal elements, was placed between two other glass plates to form

a prism. The thickness of B is 0.950 cm. and of A 0.935 cm. In the

final state of the prism, the thermal elements on the warmer face of B,

between B and A, and on the colder side of A, indicated 88°. 1, 63°.
4,

and 38°.9 respectively. A fall of 14°.7 in 0.950 cm. is very nearly equal

to a fall of 14°.5 in 0.935 cm.

Experiment (b). In the final state of a prism made up of slabs A and

B shut in between two other glass plates, the thermal elements on the

warmer face of A, between A and i?, and on the colder face of B,

indicated 85°.0, 62°.2, and 39°. 1 respectively. A fall of 22°. 8 in

0.935 cm. is very nearly equal to a fall of 23°. 1 in 0.950 cm.

Experiment (c) . Three slabs A, C, and E of the standard glass with

three other glass plates, which we may denote by F, Q, and H, were

built up into a prism PA Q CER with thermal elements between P and

A, A and Q, Q and (7, E and R. In the final state the temperatures

of the thermal elements were very nearly 88° .2, 74°. 2, 58°.8 and 30°.0,

respectively, so that the gradient in the slab A of thickness 0.935 cm. is

almost exactly the same as in the double slab G E oi thickness 1.93 cm.

There seemed to be, therefore, no appreciable contact resistance (Ueber-

gangswiderstand) between the two slabs.

Experiment (d). After experiment (c) had been finished, a narrow

ring of blotting paper, the inside diameter of which was only slightly less

than the diameter of the disks, was inserted between C and E so as to

have a dead air space between them 0.7 mm. thick, when the prism was

under pressure. In the final state the temperatures were now 89°. 9,

78°. 3, 66°.5, and 25°. 9, so that in this particular case the dead air space

was nearly equivalent to a glass plate 4.8 mm. thick.

Experiment (e). In this experiment Plate III., of 0.875 cm. thick-

ness, was a part of a prism heated in the larger apparatus intended for

the determination of absolute conductivities. The temperatures of the

thermal elements on the faces of the plates in the final state were 69°.

7

and 58°.8 respectively. In 9060 seconds 464.5 grams of ice were melted.

Assuming the area of the bottom of the ice pot to be 126.7 square centi-

meters and the latent heat of melting of ice to be 79.25, this corresponds

to a conductivity of 0.00258. It is obvious, however, that the last

figure of this number is not quite definitely determined.

VOL. XXXIV. — 4
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Experiment (/). lu the final state of a prism similar to the one used

in the last experiment, 311.9 grams of ice were melted in 5340 seconds

when the temperatures of the thermal elements on the faces of Plate III.

were 66^.4 and 54°. 1. This corresponds to a conductivity of 0.00260.

Here again the last figure is in doubt.

We had occasion to measure the absolute conductivity of only one

other of the 60 cm. s(juare plates bought at the same time as Plate III.

This was Plate I. The results of two experiments made on it were

0.002 G2 and 0.00259. The crown glass used b}^ Oddone had a con-

ductivity of 0.00245, that of Lees* a conductivity of 0.00243.

We will next cite a single experiment to show how much the con-

ductivity of the particular kind of statuary marble that we used could be

changed by moistening the stone.

Experiment (g). A prism was made up of three plates of glass, A, P,

and Q, and three dry slabs of statuary marble, C, D, and E, arranged in

the order P A Q ED C with thermal junctions between P and A, A and

Q, E and D, D and G. The temperatures indicated by the thermal

junctions when the prism had sensibly reached its final state were 84°.
6,

67°.7, 38°. G, and 27°. 7. D was then well moistened with water, and

the experiment was then repeated. The temperatures were then 85°.3,

70°.5, 46°.0, and 38°. 1, so that the conductivity oi D had been increased

in the ratio of 1.21 to 1.

Experiment (Ji). In order to form an idea of the amount of change

with the state of the weather of the conductivity of a piece of our Carrara

statuaiy marble, we made three comparisons on three different occasions

of the relative conductivities of a slab of it (0) 1.08 centimeters thick,

and a plate {A) of standard glass. Between the experiments, was left

in a room the windows of which were much of the time open. The results

were as follows :
—

Temperature of the warm side of the glass.

Temperature of the cool side of the glass,

Temperature of the warm side of the marble,

Temperature of the cool side of the marble,

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 1 .84

Average conductivity of the slab O, 0.00509

Another specimen of Carrara marble had a conductivity of 0.00501.

* We have not yet seen the paper by Mr. Lees mentioned in the March, 1898,

number of the Beibliitter zii den Annalen der Physik und Cheniie.

85°.5
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Before we state the results of our own observations upon other speci-

mens, we will give for purposes of com[)arison some determinations of the

thermal conductivities of marble made by other observers.
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Takiug a certain piece of " Pyrenees Marble " as a standard, Dr. Less

found the conductivities of specimens of " Carrara Marble " and " Italian

Marble " to be 0.769 and 0.763 respectively.

In determining the thermal conductivities of the specimens of marble

mentioned below, the prism clamped between the hot and the cold box

of our apparatus was made up of six slabs in series, a plate of standard

glass 0.935 cm. thick between two thin plates of glass, and the shib to be

tested between two thin slabs of marble. A ribbon thermal element

and tinfoil wings were placed on each side of the standard glass, and on

each side of the marble to be experimented on, so that there were four of

these thermal elements in all. When the prism had sensibly reached its

final state, the temperatures of the thermal junctions were determined and

the ratio of the conductivities of the glass and the marble was assumed

to be etjual to the reciprocal of the ratio of the gradients in the two

slabs. By introducing an extra plate or a sheet or two of blotting paper

into the prism, the two gradients could be altered at pleasure but not

their ratio. So far as we could see, it was immaterial in the case of

these substances whether the marble base of the prism or the glass base

was placed uppermost, but we generally placed the marble on top, so that

the mean temperature of each specimen might be about 30° C. In stating

the results of some of these determinations, we shall give the tem])era-

tures of the four thermal junctions in order, then the ratio of the con-

ductivities of the marble to be tested and the standard glass, and finally

the absolute conductivity of the marble on the assumption that that of the

glass is 0.00277. We shall give the absolute conductivity of the marble

to three significant figures, but it is evident that the last of these is not

determined. All the specimens were artificially dried for some time in

the hot air space over the boilers which furnish steam for heating the

Jefi'erson Laboratory, and were then allowed to stand for some weeks

at ordinary room temperatures so that their conditions might be normal.

The artificial heating drove off the excess of moisture acc^uired by the

marble while being cut under water at the mill.

Most of our stone was obtained from Messrs. Bowker and Torrey of

Boston, who kindly collected for us representative specimens of such

materials as are commonly used for decorative and monumental purposes.

We have given to the slabs the names used by stone workers and have

called them all "marbles," though one or two might more properly be

called " limestones." The " Mexican Onyx " is really travertine. Our

thanks are due to Prof. J. E. Wolff for help in identifying our specimens.
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Possiliferous Tennessee Marble.

(Red with numerous white fossils.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.40

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 82°. 3 and 63°.

2

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 43°.3 and 24°.4

Ratio of the couductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.73

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00756

American White Marble.

(Cream white.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.68

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 83°. 6 and 64°.

6

Temperatures of the faces of the marble .slab, 45°.4 and 20°.

3

Ratio of the couductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.15

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00596

Vermont Statuary Marble.

(Snow white with coarse but uniform grain.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.40

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 82°. 9 and 64°.

2

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 44° .7 and 21°.

7

Ratio of the couductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.09

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00578

Lisbon Marble.

(Light terra-cotta with darker veins.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.30

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 80°.9 and 60°.

8

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 39°. 6 and 19°.

6

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.47

Absolute conductivity of the marble 0.00685

St. Baume Marble.

(Yellow, red, and yellowish white brecciated.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.36

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 80°.9 arid 61°.

2

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 40°. 3 and 22°.

1

Ratio of the couductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.75

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00761
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Rose Ivory Marble.

(From Djebel-er-Roos, Algiers. White with very sUght piukish tinge. Very fine

in grain.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.64

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 80°.3 and 60° .2

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 39°.8 and 19°.0

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.7C

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00756

Italian Egyptian Marble.

(Breccia. Slate colored witli oclire-yellow and white veins.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.55

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 83°. and 63°.

3

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 43°. 1 and 19°.

2

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.25

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00623

Mexican Onyx.

(Alabaster white, translucent.)

Thickness in centimetres, 2.29

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 82°.9 and 63°.

8

Temperatures of the faces of the onyx slab, 43°.l and 19°.

8

Ratio of the conductivities of the onyx and the glass, 2.01

Absolute conductivity of the oynx, 0.00556

Vermont Dove Colored Marble.

(Dove colored witli light and dark striaj.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.19

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 80°.5 and 59°.

3

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 39°. 1 and 18°.9

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.47

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00684

Bardiglio Marble.

(From the Seravazza quarries. Cloudy white, with network of distinct dark lines.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.44

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 81°.8 and 61°.

3

Temperatures of the faces of the marble plate, 41°. 1 and 19°.

3

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.45

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00680
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sienna Marble.

(Yellowish white with blue veins.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.48

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 81 ".5 and 60°.

9

Temperatures of the faces of the marble plate, 40°. 9 and 18°.

6

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.44

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00676

St. Anne Marble.

(Brown black with white patches.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.34

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 80°.9 and 60°. 1

Temperatures of the faces of the marble plate, 38°.8 and 19°.

7

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.73

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00755

American Black Marble.

(Dark slate.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.43

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 81°. and 61°.l

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 40°. 1 and 19°.

2

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.47

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00685

Vermont Cloudy Marble.

(Cloudy white with darker patches.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2.55

Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 82°. 3 and 62°.

1

Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab, 41°. 8 and 19°.

4

Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.46

Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00681

Knoxville Marble

(Pink with occasional dark serrated veins.)

Thickness in centimeters, 2 37
Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate, 81 °.6 and 61°.

Temperatures of the faces of the marl>le .slab, 38°.9 and 20°.l
Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass, 2.62
Absolute conductivity of the marble, 0.00757
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Arranging the results in the order of the couductivities of the speci-

mens, we get the subjoined table. We call attention to the two groups

of fine-grained marbles, which have conductivities of about 0.0068 and

0.0076 respectively, at about 30° C.

Variety of Marble. Conductivity.

« Carrara Statuary " 0.00501

0.00509

« Mexican Onyx " . 0.00556

" Vermont Statuary " 0.00578

" American White " 0.00596

"Egyptian" 0.00623

"Sienna" 0.00676

" Bardiglio " 0.00680

"Vermont Cloudy White" .... 0.00681

" Vermont Dove Colored " . . . . 0.00684

"Lisbon" 0.00685

" American Black " 0.00685

"Belgian" 0.00755

" African Rose Ivory " 0.00756

"Tennessee Fossiliferous" .... 0.00756

"Knoxville Pink" 0.00757

" St. Baume " 0.00761

We reserve for a second paper the results of observations made upon

other materials.

Our acknowledgments are due to the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, which has made an appropriation from the Rumford Fund in

aid of our work.

Jefferson Physical Laboratory,

Cambridge, Mass.
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The potential difference between fused salts and metals immersed in

them is a quantity of great importance because of its relation to the theory

of the origin of contact-potentials, on account of the light it throws upon

the decree of dissociation of salts in their fused state, and in view of its

bearing upon the electrolytic separation of the metals. Notwith^taud-

insj; these important relations, the subject has received practically no

attention at the hands of scientific investigators. In a few cases cells

containing fused salts as the electrolyte have been measured, but always

with some other end in view than the study of the single potential differ-

ence between metal and salt.*

The practical difficulties in the way of carrying out an exhaustive in-

vestigation of this subject are many. Among the more important of

these are the fact that many salts decompose below or slightly above

their melting point, the disturbing effect of side reactions which at ordi-

nary temperatures would be so slow as to cause little or no inconvenience,

and the impossibility of using glass vessels at temperatures as high as the

melting points of most inorganic salts. Such difficulties as these have

prevented me from extending the investigation rapidly, but the results

* Lash Miller (Zeit. fiir pliys. Chemie, X. 459, 1892) used fused salts in experi-

ments to prove that there was no change in the contact-potential as the metal

chantred from liquid to solid state.

Poincare (Ann. cliim.et phys., [6.], XXI. 289, 1890) measured reversible cells con-

taining melted zinc and tin salts with the heat of reaction as the end in view. He
investigated also some polarization phenomena with silver electrodes.
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from the cells so far measured seem of such value that I give them in this

preliminary jjaper, hoping to extend the investigation to other salts and

metals in the near future.

For dilute water solutions the variation of the potential hetween a

metal and a solution of a salt, whose kation is the metal of the electrode,

is given by the well known Nernst formula,*

^^ - ^^ = V ^°s« ^'

where E^, E^, are the respective potentials for the concentrations C^, C, ;

R, the gas constant ; T, the absolute temperature; and m, the valency of

the metal. In the derivation of this formula the gas law, jo v= 11 T, is

applied to the dissolved salt, and complete dissociation is assumed. In

case the dissociation is not complete, Ci, Co, denote the concentration of

the dissociated part.

For fused salts, in case the solutions are sufficiently dilute, we might

expect the same or an analogous formula to hold. Any experimental

evidence, however, for the applicability of the gas law to fused salt solu-

tions, or as to the amount of dissociation, has been lacking.

Accordingly, the first question to be determined was whether or not,

for any measureable range of concentrations, the potential difference

would vary according to the Nernst formula.

So far all my observations have been upon silver electrodes immersed

in fused mixtures containing varying amounts of silver salts. Most of

the cells measured were simple silver nitrate concentration cells of the

type,

Ag
TiAgNOs

in

a:oAgN03

y,KN03 + y^NaNOs
Aff.

The mixture of potassium and sodium nitrates, rather than either alone,

was used as solvent in order to obtain a lower melting point.

Experimental.

General. — In a few preliminary measurements I tried keeping the

temperature constant with an air bath, but was unable to attain much

constancy, and therefore substituted a vapor bath. The practical ar-

rangement of the cell in its constant temperature vapor bath is shown in

the opposite figure.

* See Nernst, Zeit. fiir phjs. Cliemie, IV. 129, 1889.
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The jacket Z>, containing the vapor, is a thin-walled glass cylinder

about 5 cm. in diameter, joined below by means of a Wood's metal or

mercury joint, W, to a cast-iron cup, /, on which the heating flame plays.

This vapor bath arrangement is such as is in

common use for V. Meyer vapor density deter-

minations at moderately high temperatures, ex-

cept that in the present case the jacket tube

was shortened. Inside of this vapor jacket is

the large test tube C, extending about 25 cm.

below the top of the outside jacket. So much

of the upper opening of the cylinder D as tiie

tube C does not fill is closed with the asbestos

sheet Bi. This covering is of course not air

tight, but makes it possible for the vapor to

ascend near the top without any rapid escape

into the room. In the tube (7 is the cell to be

measured. It consists of the silver electrodes

JlJi, £!.,, in the tubes Ai, A.^^ which contain the

two differently concentrated solutions of silver

nitrate, and the connecting solution *S^. The

capillary ends of the tubes A^, Ao, were lowered

beneath the surface of the connecting licjuid

only long enough for the measurements to be

taken. In order to prevent air circulation, the

top of the tube C was covered with an asbestos

sheet having holes for the tubes A and the ther-

mometer T.

The heat was sup[ilied by a three-tube Bunsen

burner, fed from a gas supply containing a good

pressure regulator. By reason of this regu-

lator, when the gas was once adjusted, no care

was required to keep the heiglit of the vapor

constant, except as the amount of boiling sub-

stance made slow escape into the room. The
top of the condensing vapor column could be jilainly seen, and was kept

constant about 18 cm. above the lower end of the tube C. With this

arrangement any difference in tempei-atnre between the upper and lower

jvart of the liquid S was unnoticeable.

Temperature. — The cells were measured at two temperatures, that of

boiling diphenylamine, and of boiling chinoline. The former was taken

One Fourth Natural Size.
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from the laboratory stock, and the latter was made for me by Mr. J. B.

Churchill, whom I wish to thank for j^roviding me with a very consider-

able amount. Since the temperatures were read on a mercury ther-

mometer in the cell itself, no attempt was made to attain absolute iiurity

in the boiling substances.

The most of the cells measured were liable to variations due to other

causes than change of temperature of about 0.001 volt. This was the

accuracy of measurement aimed at. As it was found to require a change

of about 5° ill temperature to cause a change of 0.001 volt, the tempera-

tuies were read on a thermometer graduated to degrees, and considered

constant as long as tiiey did not vary more than 1°.

In order to standardize the thermometer used, it was tested with pure

naphthalene. According to Crafts,* uai)hthalene boils under 756 mm.
pressure at 21 7°. 9. The thermometer used for these experiments regis-

tered 218" as the boiling point under tlie same pressure. Tlie actual

readings of the thermometer were therefore taken as correct.f

Change in Concentration.— In order to render the danger of change

ill concentration in the neighborhood of the electrodes as small as pos-

sible, the tubes A were given the shape shown in the figure. In the

preliminary measurements, however, there was still trouble on this ac-

count. This was due to the fact that the salts were put into the tubes in

the unmelted state. Air was unavoidably retained when the salt was

fused, which must necessarily be blown out after the tubes were lowered

under the level of the connecting solution, and the latter was thus

brought into the tubes. As the potentials were measured by means of a

capillary electrometer, even when the air filled the whole cross-section of

the capillary, the measurement could be made; the value was, however,

alwavs different from the true one. In order to avoid this trouble due

to air bubbles, the filling of the cell tubes with the pulverized salts was

* Amer. Chem. Journ., V. 307, 1883-84.

t Graebe (Annalen [Liebig's], CCXXXVIII. 362) finds tlio boiling point of

diphenylamine to be 302°. The earlier determinations of Hofmann, Girard and

Wilson, and Kreis, etc., are evidently incorrect, as Graebe standardized his ther-

mometers with benzophenone, according to the figures of Crafts. Whether the

difference between Graebe's 302° and the reading 298° of my thermometer in the

cell surrounded by the diphenylamine was due to impurities in the latter, to a

change in the value of the marked degree between 218° (the point found to be

correct), or to the fact that the thermometer in the cell was at a little lower tem-

perature than the surrounding vapor, I have not attempted to determine, since a

change of even 4^ in temperature would cause a change in voltage in the cells

measured of less than 0.001 volt.
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abandoned. Instead, the salts were first melted in a test tube; and when

they were about the temperature of the coustant temperature bath, the

cell tubes were filled by immersion, and then transferred to the tube C.

After this method of filling was adopted, no change of concentration was

noticed.

The Connecting Solution.— The solution .S", which served to connect

the two differently concentrated silver nitrate solutions, consisted of equal

parts potassium and sodium nitrates, with some silver nitrate. For the

cells of small concentration it contained the same proportion of silver

nitrate as the less concentrated of the solutions in the tubes A. Since

it was found experimentally that the amount of silver nitrate in this

connecting solution had no effect on the value of the potential, for the

concentrated cells it was not accurately determined, but was about

10% AgNO..

Preparation of Solutions.— The potassium and sodium nitrates used

were purified by recrystallization. Crystallized argentic nitrate is easily

obtained in a condition pure enough for the end in view.

The concentrations of the silver nitrate ranged from 0.001 of total

weight to pure silver nitrate. 50 7c. and 10% solutions were weighed

out and fused in rather large quantities, and the other solutions made by

dilution of these.

21ie Molecular Concentrations.— While the solutions were naturally

made up by weight, it is the molecular volume concentrations, which are

to be used in the calculation. In order to obtain these it was necessary to

measure the specific gravities of the several mixtures. This was done at

the temperature of the chiaoline bath, 236°. Since the expansion coeffi-

cients for these salts, as found by Poincare,* are small, we can for our

purpose consider the concentrations at 298° to be the same. In order

to obtain the specific gravities, tubes of about 0.5 cm. internal diameter

were narrowed still more a few centimeters from the lower closed end,

and filled to a marked point on the narrow portion of the tubes while in

the chinoline bath. After cooling, the tubes were broken oflT at the

marked point, weighed, and the volumes determined by weighing with

water, applying the correction for expansion of the glass. The specific

gravities measured, and the molecular concentration calculated therefrom

are given in the following table.

* Loc. cit.
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TABLE I.

Per Cent bv weight
AgNO's. .
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Results of the Experiments.

The potentials of four such silver nitrate cells are given in the follow-

ing table. The calculated values are obtained by substitution of the

absolute temperatures and the molecular concentrations, as given in Table

I., in the Nernst formula,

a
Ex- E^ = RT loc

C{

TABLE II.

Silver Xituate Cells.

Xo.
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original value by replacing the weaker of the two solutions witli that of

the connecting solution (of the same concentration).

Cell No. 2, at 298°, remained constant for at least twenty minutes

after the 1% solution in the neighborhood of the electrode was replenished.

Of four cells measured, one decreased in value, and three increased, on

standing.

This cell in the chinoline bath remained constant for several hours.

Cells 3 and 4 were extremely constant for several hours at a time, and

the same solutions iu the same tubes could be lieated up several days in

succession, and would always give the same value.

The inconstancy of the cells containing very dilute solutions would

seem to indicate that in these there is a slow reaction going on between

the solution and the electrode. The fact that the replenishing of the solu-

tion with that which had not been in contact with tlie electrode always

brought the cell back to the same value, shows that the reaction did not

take place throughout the solution as a whole, but only in the neighbor-

hood of the electrode. The more rapid variation at the higher tempera-

ture shows that, whatever the reaction may be, its speed increases with

the temperature. Obviously a slow dissolving of the silver electrode in

the fused salt would account for the observations, the weak solutions be-

ing much more affected by this possible irregularity than the strong ones;

but this hypothesis is not advanced as a certainty.

The observed values for the cells No. 1 and No. 2 agree remarkably

well with the calculated. We must conclude that the osmotic theory

of electromotive forces can be extended to the case of fused salts, and

that even in a 10% solution the silver nitrate is almost wholly dissociated.

In considering the observed potential to be the difference between the

two electrode potentials, we assume that the potential difference between

the two differently concentrated solutions is so small as to be negligible.

While the good agreement between the values found and calculated is

the strongest argument in favor of this supposition, it is to be inferred

also from what we know of aqueous solutions. Such potential differ-

ences depend on the difference in transference numbers of the two ions.

Nernst and Loeb,* and more especially W. Bein,t have shown that the

transference numbers all tend toward the value 0.5 as the temperature

increases. For AgNO^ especially, they are never far from 0.5, and ap-

proach very near it at the highest temperature measured. W. Beiu

* Zeit. fur phys. Chemie, II. 962, 1888.

t Wied. Ann.,' XLVI. 69, 1892.
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found for the transference number of NOg iu AgNOg, 0,470 at 20°, and

0.490 at 90°.

Dissociation.— In view of the agreement with the formula in case of

dilute solutions, the cousideralion of the cells containing the more con-

centrated solution becomes of greatest interest. It seems probable that

the deviations from the calculated values are here due entirely to in-

complete dissociation. "We thus have a means of calculating the degree

of dissociation for the 50% AgNOg solution, and for the pure salt. The

results of this reckoning are given in Table III.

TABLE III.

Dissociation of Silver Nitrate.

Temperature 2'ZQ°. Dissociation 0.1% sol. assumed complete.

Per Cent
AgNOj.
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Before the above cells were measured, cells of the following types

were studied :
—

Zn - ZnCl, - AgCl in ZnCIo - Ag,

Zn — ZnBi'a — AgBr in ZuBro - Ag.

The observed values corresponded roughly with those calculated, but

the readings were not constant enough to be worthy of detailed men-

tion. In the hope of securing greater constancy silver was substituted

for zinc, and two different strengths of argentic halide dissolved in

zincic halide were used around the electrodes, as in the experiments

with the nitrates. These also were not constant, and some interesting

2)henomena concerning their inconstancy are worthy of further investiga-

tion. After the partial failure of these two attempts, the nitrates were

resorted to with the satisfactory and interesting results described above.

These measurements were carried on in the Laboratory of Physical

Chemistry in Boylston Hall, Harvard University. I wish to thank

Professor Theodore W. Richards for his kindly interest and aid in the

investigation, and especially for his many helpful suggestions when ex-

perimental difficulties were encountered.
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At the mills and factories of the Pittsburgh region the opinion is

often expressed by men in charge of steam boilers where natural gas

is the fuel used, that the gas fluctuates in its heating power, and that at

certain times more gas must be used than at others to accomplish the

same work. Changes of pressure in the mains, owing to varying

demands upon the supply, requiring that the valve controlling the

admission of gas to a boiler fire should occasionally be opened more

widely, might readily lead to the supposition that the gas at sucli times

possesses less heating power and consequently a different composition.

No data as regards results in practice have been obtainable, but in

analyses of gas from various wells in the Pittsburgh region reasons have

been found for supposing that slight fluctuations actually occur in its

composition. With a view to a more complete study of the question, the

experiments described in this paper were carried out.

As regards the character and number of its chief constituents natural

gas differs widely from coal gas, and from gas manufactured at high

temperatures in the various forms of producers. While in artificial gas

unsaturated compounds are present in great variety, natural gas is com-

posed mainly of hydrocarbons of the paraflin series, associated with very

small quantities of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor. The

defines, represented mainly by ethylene, are found sometimes in extremely

minute proportion, so minute in fact that quantitative determinations are

a matter of difficulty, although they are qualitatively recognizable when

large volumes of gas are employed. Traces of organic sulphur com-

* Acknowledgment is liere made of aid received from the C. M. Warren Fund
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in conducting the experiments

described in this paper.
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pounds are also present. Free hydrogen, carbon monoxide, hydrogen

sulphide, and oxygen do not occur.

It is a difficult matter to single out any of the constituents of natural

gas as specially suited for a series of determinations having for their

purpose to ascertain whether fluctuations actually occur in its composi-

tion. One of its constituents— nitrogen — seems to be less prone than

the others to enter into chemical changes locally in the rocks, and there-

fore less likely to undergo diminution in the original gas as it is stored

in the interstices of the sandstones and limestones of the Devonian forma-

tion. It might be proper to begin such a study with nitrogen.

Under the term nitrogen is here understood the incombustible residue

obtained when natural gas is burnt in such manner as to prevent the

admixture of air or oxygen with the products. That the element nitro-

gen is actually contained in natural gas has been frequently shown by

passing the gas over heated magnesium. The magnesium, on being

afterwai'ds moistened, yielded ammonia, recognizable by its odor and

reactions, and indicating the presence of nitrogen in the original gas.

The method employed for the determination of nitrogen consisted in

burning a measured volume of natural gas by passing it over heated

copper oxide. The resulting steam was condensed and the carbon

dioxide absorbed by potassium hydroxide solution, leaving the residual

nitrogen to be measured over mercury. This adaptation of the Dumas

ifcethod has been proposed by Stockmann for the determination of nitro-

gen in coal gas.* Arth has described an apparatus for a similar purpose,

the gas measurements being made over water.

f

Description of the Process.

The gas sample was collected in a glass cylinder of from 150 to

400 c. c. capacity, and having stopcocks at both ends. In the drawing

of the apparatus A represents the gas sample vessel with its stopcocks

and capillary endings; Vessels of 150 c. c. proved sufficiently large for

the determination, although in the later work, where it was desirable

to collect a larger volume of the residual incombustible gas, vessels of

350 to 400 c. c. were used. These vessels were calibrated by weighing

the mercury required to fill them. They were filled with gas under

slight excess of pressure (about two ounces). With a view to deter-

mining by calculation the volume at 0° and 760 mm. pressure of the

* Zeitschrift fiir Analyt. Chemie, 1875, p. 46.

t Bull. Soc. Chim., 1897, p. 30.
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contained gas, the vessels after return to the laboratory were placed

vertically in a large box having glass sides, and in such a position that

the lower stopcock projected through a thick rubber disk set in the

bottom of the box and having an opening just large enough for the stop-

cock to pass through it. The temperature in the box was indicated by

a thermometer, which could at all times be read through the glass panes.

When this temperature had remained constant for at least one hour, the

lower stopcock was opened for an instant allowing the surplus gas to

escape. A glass tube, connected by rubber joint with the lower end of

the stopcock, and just touching, but not dipping under the surface of

water, afforded a simple and safe means of preventing the possibility

of the entrance of air during the equalizing of the pressure. After

opening and shutting the stopcock the pressure of the contained gas was

assumed to be that of the air outside, as indicated by the barometer.

A drop of water was always introduced into the sample vessel before it

was filled, so tliat the gas could be regarded as saturated with moisture

when used for analysis.

The gas vessel was connected with a mercury bottle B, the capillary

tubes at the ends of the cylinder having been filled with mercury befcre

the connections were made. By raising the bottle B and opening the

stopcocks the gas was slowly driven over from A through the glass tube

WD into the porcelain combustion tube HH, which contained a layer

of heated copper oxide forty centimeters long. The porcelain tube was

heated in a combustion furnace (partly shown in the sketch). The pro-

ducts of combustion of the gas passed by way of the glass bulb / and

the stopcocks W and X to the absorpion vessel Q, in which the carbon

dioxide was absorbed by solution of potassium hydroxide. This solu-

tion was delivered over when needed from the bottle 0, by pouring

mercury into the tap funnel U. The residual gas, after the absorption

of the carbon dioxide in Q was then caused to return by the same route

to the cylinder A, by adjusting the levels of the mercury reservoirs B
and R. A third passage of the gas over from ^ to ^ rendered it certain

that all hydrocarbons were completely burnt. The bulb J, and the

combination of bulb with three way tube Z)FF served to condense and

hold as water any steam due to burning of hydrogen of the gas in the

combustion tube, and prevent its return into the heated porcelain tube.

These bulbs proved very necessary to prevent breakage. The stopcock

on the bulb J served to discharge this condensed water. As it was

necessary to rinse the porcelain tube and its glass connections after the

passage of the gas from A to Q, or from Q to A, this was accomplished
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by means of a slow stream of carbon dioxide generated by tbe action

of concentrated hydrochloric acid upon calcite in the large jar M. This

jar contained about five pounds of calcite at starting. The escaping

carbon dioxide passed through fragments of calcite in the tube K, and

through water in the bottle G. From this wash-bottle the iias stream

could be deflected to the right hand end of the combustion tube, as seen

in the sketch, entering this tube by the stopcock Z in rinsing gas into

the absorption vessel Q, or to the left, by way of the stopcock ZZ in

rinsing gas back into the vessel A. In this manner the rinsing out of

the products of combustion into either A or Q could be made very com-

plete. The tube F, descending into water in the open cylinder FF,

served as a safety valve to permit the escape of surplus carbon dioxide

from the generator, and thus any unsafe pressure in the apparatus was

avoided. The carbon dioxide could, therefore, be generated freely and

utilized only in so far as it was needed. It is to be observed that the

long glass tube connecting the stopcocks Z and ZZ lies in the, same

horizontal plane with the combustion tube HH, although in the sketch

it appears lower, in order that the arrangement of parts may be rendered

clear. The carbon dioxide having been absorbed in Q, the residual gas

was ready for measurement which was accomplished in the eudiometer

P over mercury. This eudiometer was of 100 c. c. capacity, being made

very short as shown (about forty centimeters long). It was graduated

only in its uppermost and lowermost portions. This is a convenient form

of eudiometer where mercury is used, as it avoids the great pressure of

a high mercury column, and consequent danger of leakage through the

stopcocks, so common where a high column of mercury is used. It is

easily seen that by lowering sufficiently the bottle R any volume of gas,

up to 100 c. c. may be readily measured. The combustion furnace stood

somewhat higher than the upper end of the eudiometer. It was sur-

rounded closely by sheet iron sides, which served to carry upward the-

waste heat. No difficulty was experienced in maintaining a constant

temperature about the eudiometer, as indicated by a thermometer read-

ing to 0.05°, placed in contact with its sides. By reason of the strong

upward draught produced by a sheet iron box placed around and in close

contact with the sides and ends of an ordinary combustion furnace, much

may be done towards diminishing the discomfort of the experimenter,

while the temperature of the interior of the furnace is increased, and

the ends of the tube are more readily kept cool. The tube tt, dipping

into water in the beaker T, serves to discharge the absorption vessel

after a determination. In a similar manner the eudiometer may be
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discharged of its contents by the tube ss dipping into the beaker S.

The tube B serves to discharge carbon dioxide through a Liebig's bulb

having a water seal, when the apparatus is being cleared of air prepara-

tory to a determination. The various forms of stopcocks used are suffi-

ciently indicated by the sketch. The time required for a nitrogen

determination was from one and a half to two hours when 150 c. c. of gas

were used. Two or three days were sometimes occupied in expelling

the last traces of air from the apparatus by the slowly passing carbon

dioxide stream preparatory to a series of determinations.

The potassium hydroxide solution was of 1.258 specific gravity, as

recommended by Kreusler, * and the measurement of the nitrogen was

always made with a little of the fresh solution resting upon the mercury

in the eudiometer. The mercury reservoirs, H, M, were attached to sup-

ports sliding vertically in wooden frames (not shown), and the reservoir

connected with the eudiometer could be adjusted by screw movement so

as to bring the mercury in the reservoir and that in the eudiometer to the

same level. Readings were made by an accurate cathetometer. The

pressures of mercury columns were all calculated at 0°.

A very high temperature was found to be necessary for the complete

combustion of the hydrocarbons of natural gas, under the conditions of

the method, the excess of carbon dioxide produced causing retardation.

No difficulty was experienced, however, as repeated tests demonstrated

that the residual gas did not contain carbon monoxide or free hydrogen.

Moreover, it was repeatedly found that on passage of the residual gas for

a fourth and fifth time through the copper oxide, and absorption of the

carbon dioxide, no further reduction of volume was produced. The con-

stantly increasing amount of reduced copper in the porcelain tube, as

combustion goes on, serves to prevent the escape undecomposed of any

oxides of nitrogen, should such compounds tend to form during the

process.

In order to procure pure carbon dioxide for the Dumas method of

nitrogen determination in organic bodies, it has been recommended that

the marble to be used be first pulverized and then boiled in water before

its carbon dioxide is liberated by the action of an acid. Bernthsen f

frees the pores of the marble from air by exhaustion with an air pump.

In experiments tried with a view to producing pure carbon dioxide these

methods have not always proved satisfactory. The carbon dioxide stored

* Zeitschrift fiir Analyt. Cliemie, 1885, p. 445.

t Zeitschrift fur Analyt. Chemie, 1882, p. 63.
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in liquid form in steel cylinders was tried. It was found, however, that the

gas leaves a considerable volume of unabsorbed residue when treated witii

the solution of a caustic alkali. Sodium carbonate was tried instead of

marble. A hot saturated solution of the salt was allowed to crystallize

in the generator and the mother liquid poured off. The carbon dioxide

produced by action of an acid is purer than that from marble, but the

evolution of the gas is tumultuous and uncontrollable. Experiments

were tried with marble from various localities, but with little success. A
marble from Tate, Georgia, was found to yield very pure carbon dioxide

after it had been coarsely pulverised and well boiled in water. Another

sample of apparently the same rock, from the same locality, yielded

after similar treatment a small residue of gas unabsorbed by jwtassium

liydroxide solution. A calcite from Lampasas, Texas, in translucent

cleavable crystals, was found to yield satisfactory results. The mineral

was crushed coarsely, boiled for six hours in water, and then transferred

with a portion of the boiled water to the generator. The carbon dioxide

evolved proved to be very pure. Experience has shown that no reliance

can be placed upon marble or calcite as a source of carbon dioxide

because a specimen of apparently the same mineral known to come from

the same locality has proved satisfactory. Every batch must be sepa-

rately tested as regards the purity of the carbon dioxide which it

evolves.

To overcome the danger of the action of strong alkali upon stopcocks

in such work, it was necessary to use an unsaponifiable lubricant. After

numerous trials it was found that a mixture, consisting of 70 parts

melted rubber and 30 parts unbleached beeswax, softened with a little

vaseline, served the purpose quite well, protecting the stopcocks com-

pletely. More than 150 determinations have been made in the same

eudiometer without accident to stopcocks.

Some difficulty was experienced in expelling air from the copper oxide

when the apparatus was being prepared for work. In beginning a series

of determinations several days were often required for the purpose. The

porcelain tube was strongly heated, while a slow stream of carbon dioxide

was maintained, and the copper oxide was not considered to be in proper

condition for use until the escaping carbon dioxide was found to be ab-

sorbed without residue by potassium hydroxide solution. About 300 c. c.

of the escaping gas were used for the trial. When the copper oxide was

freed from air, determinations of nitrogen in natural gas could follow

each other until from experience it was shown to be necessary to reoxi-

dize the partially reduced copper oxide. About ten determinations
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could be made before this reoxidation was needed. Regeneration of the

copper oxide was effected by drawing air through the apparatus while

hot. It was found that the copper oxide when once ioapreguated with

carbon dioxide while strongly heated could be reoxidized by an air current

with very little tendency to occlusion of air. After the passage of air

for a few hours, a stream of carbon dioxide readily expelled the remain-

ing air and the apparatus was again ready for further determinations.

But if the copper oxide was allowed to cool in contact with air, much

time was lost in removing the air by the current of carbon dioxide, even

wlien strong heat was applied during the process. It appears that little

or no occlusion of air takes j^lace when the copper oxide is first impreg-

nated with carbon dioxide^ while the same substance exposed to air in

the cold occludes the air and hoUls it with much persistence.

Selection of Samples of Gas.

Many'of the wells are drilled through several different gas producing

sand rocks, separated by deep layers of impervious shales and other strata.

The gas from these different sands mingles, and tlie product flowing from

a single well is often a mixture of gas from formations many hundred

feet apart in the vertical scale. It was attempted as far as possible in

the present work to secure samples from wells yielding gas from a single

sand rock. It was desirable that the samples be taken as far as possible

from wells situated at no great distance from the laboratory, in order

that as short a time as possible should elapse between the collection of

the sample and the commencement of the analysis.

Results of Determinations of Nitrogen.

1. Gas well at Shields, 14 miles west of Pittsburgh. This well was

drilled in 1892, and yields gas exclusively from the Fourth Sand, which

was reached in drilling at a depth of 1,7G0 feet.

Date of Collection of Samples. Percentage of Nitrogen found.

August 0, 1896 (1) 1.25

(2) 1.26

February 5, 1897 (1) 2.70

(2) 2.67

(3) 2.68

April 6, 1897 (1) 1.79

(2) 1.80

April 20, 1897 (1) 1.85

(2) 1.85

Junel, 1898 (1) 1.10

(2) 1.10
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2. Well on the Auderson farm at Sewickley, 12^ miles west from

Pittsburgh. This well was drilled in 1894, and yields gas exclusively

from the Third Sand, which was found at a depth of 1,850 feet.

Date of Collection of Samples. Percentage of Nitrogen found.

July 7, 1896 (1) 2.48

(2) 2.50

August 14, 1896 (1) 1.72

(2) 1.71

March 22, 1897 (1) 2.11

(2) 2.10

3. Well on the Mliller farm at Glenfield, Pa., 9^ miles west from

Pittsburgh. Drilled in 1887. The gas is produced mainly from the

Fourth Sand, although a little gas finds access to this well from the

upper sands. The Fourth Sand was reached in this well at a depth of

1,800 feet.

Date of Collection of Samples. Percentage of Nitrogen found.

July 27, 1896 (1) 1.52

August 17, 1896 (1) 1.69

(2) 1.69

April 2, 1897 (1) 3.24

(2) 3.25

April 16, 1897 (1) 3.23

(2) 3.21

April 28, 1897 (1) 3.23

(2) 3.20

May 4, 1897 . (1) 3.20

(2) 3.22

April 8, 1898 (1) 2.10

(2) 2.10

April 21, 1898 (1) 2.12

(2) Lost. :

June 9, 1898 (1) 1.27

(2) 1.30

June 13, 1898 ....... (1) 1.23

(2) 1.22

4. Well on the Bayley farm, Neville Island in the Ohio River, 6^
miles west from Pittsburgh. The well was drilled in 1892. Gas is
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derived from tlie " thirty-foot " sand alone, which rock was found at

a depth of 1,510 feet.

Date of Collec tion of Samples. Percentage of Nitrogen found.

August 1, 1896 (1) 1.46

(2) 1.48

April 12, 1897 (1) 2.10

(2) 2.11

April 24, 1897 (1) 2.10

(2) 2.09

May 27, 1898 (1) 1.49

(2) 1.48

5. Well on the Hamilton farm, Neville Island in the Ohio River,

7 miles west from Pittsburgh. The gas was derived from the Third

Sand, which was reached at a depth of 1,580 feet, although there was a

slight flow of gas from the Fifth Sand, which was reached at 1,729 feet.

The well was drilled during the spring of 1898. The first sample of

gas below mentioned was taken about 24 hours after the gas had been

turned into the mains.

Date of Collection of Samples. Percentage of Nitrogen found.

May 16, 1898 (1) 1.78

(2) 1.76

May 19, 1898 (1) 1.74

(2) 1.74

6. Well on the King farm at IMurraysville, 18 miles east from Pitts-

burgh. The gas is derived from the 3Iurraysville Sand at a depth of

1,336 feet. The well was drilled in 1887. Analyses of samples taken

on a single date are presented, but this gas is of interest in the present

connection, as the Murraysville gas field was among the earliest explored.

The pressure in the rock has fallen from about 500 pounds to so low a

point that at certain seasons of the year, when the demand is greatest,

the gas is' regularly pumped from the wells into the mains. Pumping

was not in progress when the samples were taken.

Determinations of nitrogen in samples collected June 6, 1898, gave: —
(1) 1.29.

(2) 1.28.

7. Another well on the same farm at Murraysville yields gas exclu-

sively from a sand about 100 feet deeper. Gas collected on the same
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date from this well was found to contain the following percentages of

nitrogen : —
(1) 1.38.

(2) 1.40.

8. "Well on the Souder farm, 12 miles east of Buffalo. This well

was drilled in 1892, and yields gas from the Trenton Limestone exclu-

sively. Mr. E. Coste, Engineer for the Provincial Natural Gas Com-
pany of Buffalo, is authority for the statement that the drill passed

through the base of the Trenton Limestone 30 feet below the point at

which the gas was obtained. Hence the horizon from which this gas

comes is extremely low in the geological scale as compared with the

productive formations of the Pennsylvania gas fields.

Samples were collected at this well on September 3, 1896. The
results of the analyses are as follows :

—

(1) 4.57.

(2) 4.55.

9. Well on the Reinhart farm, near Sherkston, 10 miles east from

Buffalo. In this well the gas is derived solely from the Clinton Lime-

stone, which was reached at a depth of 590 feet. Examinations were

made of samples collected on September 1, 1896. Percentage of nitro-

gen found :
—

(1) 3.64.

(2) 3.G1.

10. "Well No. 12 of the Provincial Natural Gas Company at Sherk-

ston, Canada. Gas is derived solely from the Medina Sandstone, which

was reached at a depth of 850 feet.

The samples were collected on September 1, 1896. Percentage of

nitrogen found :
—

(1) 5.17.

(2) 5.10.

In the case of all these Canadian wells the gas samples were shipped

at once to the laboratory, and the determinations made without delay.

All the samples so far mentioned were taken directly at the wells.

Several determinations of nitrogen have been made in the case of natural

gas from the mains supplying Allegheny. This gas was derived from

various wells scattered through a region of considerable area.

VOL. XXXIV. —
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Date of Collection of Samples. Percentage of Nitrogen found.

August 25, 1896 (1) 1.48

(2) 1.50

August 26, 1896 (1) 1.52

(2) 1.52

August 28, 1896 (1) 1.56

(2) 1.54

August 28, 1896 (1) 1.52

(2) 1.52

February 28, 1898 (1) 1.93

(2) 1.99

March 9, 1898 (1) 1.30

(2) 1.31

Careful tests for oxygen were made in the case of the gas from the

mains, as there was a possibility of access of air to the gas. The method

of testing consisted in causing the gas to bubble through a solution of

manganous sulphate, to which a little sodium hydroxide had been added.

A change in color of the manganous hydroxide which was precipitated

would have indicated oxygen. Tests made in this way were continued

frequently for an entire day while the nitrogen determinations were in

progress, but no oxygen was found, and iience no air could have gained

access to the gas.

There seems to be reason for the assertion that fluctuations occur in

the composition of natural gas, but until the study of the subject is

carried further, and more complete data obtained, no attempt can be

made to connect such fluctuations with any known facts as to the geology

of gas.

There is some little evidence for supposing that gas from the deeper

horizons is richer in nitro<j:en, and that the older productive wells yield

gas containing a little less nitrogen, but such may i^rove not to be the

case when more data are at hand.

It seemed to be of interest to subject the incombustible gas residue,

obtained in the preceding work, to further study. Portions of this

residue were mixed with oxygen and subjected to the action of electric

sparks. The experiments are still in hand, and their results will be \jve-

sented in a later paper. It may be mentioned here that the gas subjected

to this treatment yields oxides of nitrogen, and in presence of caustic

alkali undergoes a considerable shrinkage in volume.

If natural gas occurs in liquefied form in the rocks owing to the
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pressure to which it is there subjected, it is probable that when a drill

taps the gas-beariug rock, causing relief of pressure, the more volatile

among the constituents of the liquefied gas would escape in relatively

laro-er proportion at the outset. The process occurring would be of the

nature of fractional distillation, and would tend to the production of a

gas especially rich in the most volatile constituent ; but the most volatile

constituent of natural gas is nitrogen, since all of the hydrocarbons and

carbon dioxide would be more readily liquefied than nitrogen. The first

yield of a gas well should therefore contain a higher proportion, relatively,

of nitrogen, and this nitrogen should gradually diminish as the liquefied

gas continued to evaporate. There would result after a time a gaseous

mixture containing less and less of nitrogen, and when the reduction of

pressure had progressed so far as to permit of the conversion of the

least volatile of the constituents into gas, the proportion of nitrogen in

the escaping gas would become constant, because the process would then

be one of outflow of a gas mixture, and not of volatilization of an

extremely low boiling liquid whose constituents have different boiling

points.

If natural gas occurs liquefied in the rocks, we should expect to find that

the newly drilled wells yield at first a gas relatively richer in nitrogen.

The rock pressure in the Pennsylvania natural gas fields has in rare

instances attained to 1,000 pounds per square inch. Some cases are

reported in Northern New York State where rock pressures of 1,500 and

2,000 pounds have been measured. Such pressures are probably the

highest ever observed in any natural gas field, but such pressures would

be insufficient to liquefy natural gas. Should further determinations of

nitrogen furnish evidence that a gradual diminution of the percentage

of nitrogen is in progress, support would be given to the view that

natural gas occurs in liquefied form in the rocks. The great productive-

ness of many single wells is, upon this supposition, more readily ex-

plained, for in the interstices of the rock might be stored a much larger

quantity of gas if in liquefied form. The study of the composition of

natural gas will have much to do with determining this point.
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Introduction.

The nature of amalgams, although a matter of much interest, especially

in the light of the modern theory of solutions, is still obscure. The

subject has been studied from the standpoint of electrochemistry by

several investigators, notably by Meyer, * who observed the electromo-

tive forces of cells of the following type: — Dilute zinc amalgam of

concentration x ; Solution of zinc salt ; Dilute zinc amalgam of con-

centration y. Since the total change in a cell of this kind consists in

the transfer of metal between amalgams of different concentrations, the

electrical energy obtained is equal to the maximum osmotic work obtain-

able by the process. On the assumption that the zinc in the dilute

amalgam obeys the laws of dilute solution, Meyer derived the following

expression :
—

^=L908|.riog-|; (1)

in which E represents electromotive force
; ^, the electrochemical equiv-

alent, in grams, of the metal carried in one second from one amalgam

to the other ; J/, the molecular weight of the metal in the amalgam

;

T^ the absolute temperature ; log — , the common logarithm of the ratio

of concentration of the amalgams. By comparing with this formula the

experimental results, Meyer showed with sufHcient exactness that in

dilute amalgams the molecules of the metals studied by him are mon-
atomic. If, on the other hand, the atomic weight is substituted for M
in the formula, the agreement between the calculated and his observed

electromotive forces is not close enough to show whether the dilute

* Zeitschr. phys. Chera., VIL 477 (1891),
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amalgams follow rigidly the laws of dilute solutions, oa account of wide

deviations in the observed values.

It has been the object of the present research to determine the electro-

motive forces of cells of the above type at varying temperatures, and

with amalgams of all degrees of concentration, and also of similar cells

in which one amalgam is replaced by the pure metal. Zinc and cad-

mium as metals, and normal solutions of their sulphates as electrolytes,

were chosen as best adapted to the purpose. The experimental results

were studied in relation to the two following equations:—

£= — Tin — = .0000^0 T log -^. (2)

dE_E Q

Equation (2) is the simpler form that (1) assumes when the atomic

weight is substituted for M. E is the observed electromotive force ; R
is the gas constant ; n, the valence of the metal in question (« = 2 in the

case of zinc and cadmium) ; e^ is the quantity of electricity in coulombs

which is carried by one gram-equivalent; In — is the natural logarithm

of the concentration ratio. A comparison of this formula with the

experimental results shows the extent of applicability of the laws of

dilute solutions to amalgams (assuming the molecule of the metal to be

monatomic when amalgamated).

Equation (3) is the Ilelmholtz equation for the temperature coefficient

of a cell, where Q is the heat given off by the cell during a transfer of

n gram-equivalents. In the cells under consideration the only change

produced by the current is the transfer of metal from the solid electrode

to the amalgam, or from one amalgam to another more dilute. Q then

represents either the heat of amalgamation of w gram-ecjuivalents (one

gram-atom) of the metal, or the heat of dilution of an amalgam contain-

ing one gram-atom. The use of this equation permits the calculation of

these quantities from the temperature coefficient of the cell.*

Since the heat capacity of the amalgam is approximately the sum

of the heat capacities of its constituents, the heat of amalgamation is

Q
practically constant. If we place a constant, h, in place of—, equation

(3) becomes

* Compare the interesting paper by Bugarszky, Zeit. anorg. Chem., XIV. 145.
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dE_E-h dE _dT

integrating, In {E-K) = lnT-\- 0= hiKT,

where C is the integration constant and C = InK, hence

E = KT -{- h. (4)

Upon comparing this result with equation (3), which can be written

E — T -\ one sees that the outcome of this reasoning is simply
d T ne^

dE
the proof that if Q is constant -7^, (the temperature coefficient of the

electromotive force) is also a constant. Thus the electromotive force of

any cell of this type should be a linear function of the temperature.

Materials and Apparatus.

The materials used in this research were of known purity. The

mercury had been twice distilled in vacuo. The zinc and cadmium were

prepared by electrolysis from chemicall}^ pure salts. The zinc sulphate

had been prepared in this laboratory for atomic weight investigation.

The cadmium sulphate was prepared by dissolving the electrolyzed metal

in pure sulphuric acid, and crystallizing twice in order to free it from the

excess of acid. The amalgams were prepared by mixing weighed

amounts of mercury and the metal used and diluting as desired. The

amalgams wore weighed and kept under solutions of their sulphates to

prevent oxidation.

Both cadmium and zinc, when electrolyzed from ammoniacal solutions

of their sulphates, separate in tree-like forms, varying according to the

conditions of electrolysis from large and distinct crystals to finely divided

spongy masses. The latter form is produced by the stronger currents

and greater dilutions.

The metal thus made, after suitable washing, was sometimes dried

with alcohol and ether and converted into amalgam, or sometimes used

at once in the jDure state in the trial cells. The method of using this

spongy material as an electrode is described later, on page 90.

The vessels in which the measurements were made consisted of large

H tubes, with their lower extremities drawn out and turned upwards.

Platinum wires run in through these fine tubes established the connection

with the galvanometer. It was occasionally convenient to use a double

H tube, in which one electrode could be connected through the same

electrolyte with either of two electrodes.
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Diagram of Apparatus.

The glass part at the left of the diagram is drawn about one third of the actual

size. The remainder of tlie apparatus is not drawn to scale, being annexed

merely to show the connections. For explanation, see page 91.

The cell was immersed in a thermostat which could be maintained

constant at any desired temperature within one tenth of a degree.

The electromotive forces were measured by means of an astatic gal-

vanometer according to the Poggendorff method. An Ostwald * " poten-

tial box," the resistances of which were carefully verified, was connected

* Ostwald, Hand- und Hilfsbuch, p. 252.
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with a Leclanche cell through such external resistance as to maintain a

total fall of potential of 0.1 volt. This was adjusted before each series

of measurements by comparison with a standardized Helmholtz cell which

remained constant in potential throughout the course of the experiments.

The direct measurement of potential as far as three figures when de-

sirable was made possible by a device, the principle of which is shown

in the accompanying diagram, ^i'^ represents a potential box containing

three sets of resistances: AB, 9 times 100 ohms; CD, 11 times 10

ohms; JSF, 10 times 2 ohms. These resistances are fitted with pegs

for connection as in the ordinary potential box. ABCD forms a simple

circuit between the terminals A and D. EF'xi, a shunt whose terminals

can be connected with movable caps to the pegs in the row CD. If

they are connected to two pegs, G and H, for example, between which

there is 20 ohms resistance, the current between the pegs is evenly

divided by the shunt. Thus arranged the total resistance of (7—Z^ is

100 ohms, that of A—B is 900 ohms, making 1,000 ohms for the whole

box. A definite potential is maintained between A and D. \i for

example this is 0.1 volt, then the fall between two adjacent pegs is in

^5 0.01 volt; in CD 0.001 volt (except between G and H, where

the total fall is 0.001 volt); in EF 0.0001 volt. The cell, P, whose

potential is to be measured, is connected through the galvanometer to

the box by means of the caps /and K. Its potential is compensated, and

there is no current through the galvanometer when it is equal to the

total fall from B to I, from G to H, and from E to K. This value can

be read directly from the box ; thus the arrangement in the figure indi-

cates a potential of 0.0374 volts. Of course even the next decimal place

may be estimated from the deflections of the galvanometer when two

adjacent pegs in EF on each side of the true point are connected in

succession, or might be measured directly by yet another shunt similar to

E F, with a total resistance of four ohms. In this case EF mxxsi be

provided with an extra peg.

The external resistance of 13,000 ohms was calibrated during the

course of the experiments. Owing to an error found in this box, it was
necessary to correct the direct readings of potential of some of the early

cadmium amalgam cells by multiplying with a constant factor. The
corrected readings are given below without comment.

Results.

Four classes of cells were studied:— (1) electrodes of cadmium
amalgam of different concentration ; (2) electrodes of zinc amalf^am of
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different concentration ; (3) solid cadmium electrode opposed to cadmium

amalgam
; (4) solid zinc electrode opposed to zinc amalgam.

Class 1.

Table I. gives the values found for the electromotive forces of cells

with electrodes of cadmium amalgams of different concentration. The

lower extremity of each arm of the H tube was filled with amalgam to

a depth of two or three centimeters, so that a fairly large volume might

be present. Measurements were made at such temperatures that the

amalgams were wholly liquid, for their partial solidification is an insidious

cause of error capable of producing serious results, especially in this

case of cadmium. The three per cent amalgam begins to freeze at about

0°, becoming wholly solid at a slightly lower temperature (about —3°)
;

while the nine per cent amalgam is not wholly liquid until 45° is reached.

For this reason measurements 10 in Table I. had to be made at high

temperatures. Normal cadmic sulphate was the electrolyte.

TABLE T. Cadmidm Amalgams.
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In the table, Cj and Cg represent the percentage by weight of cadmium

in the amalgam, which in the case of dilute amalgams is proportional

to the concentration by volume ; t is the Centigrade temperature. The

columns under E give the observed electromotive forces and those calcu-

late,d from equation (2).

It was noticed by Meyer that the electromotive force of a cell of this

kind increases rapidly upon standing. A similar eflfect was noticed by

Jaeger* with solid cadmium amalgams. Although no explanation can

be given of this phenomenon, one may prevent it by using as electrolyte

a solution which has remained standing in contact with cadmium amal-

gam for several weeks before being used. The constancy thus reached

permits much greater accuracy than could otherwise be obtained.

A study of the data of Table I. shows that the behavior of the last cell

containing nine per cent amalgam differs materially from the rest. Re-

garding the electromotive forces of the other cells, it is to be noticed that,

(1 ) at the same temperature they are all equal within limits of .0003 volt,

therefore the potential depends on the ratio of c^ to Cj, and not on their

absolute values; (2) they are proportional to the absolute temperature

;

(3) they are uniformly higher than the values calculated from the

formula, ranging from one percent to three per cent too high. In the first

two respects the amalgams obey rigidly the laws of dilute solutions. The

small apparent deviation from these laws, indicated by the difference

between the observed and calculated values, is therefore probably not a

real deviation, but the effect of some slight side reaction in the cell.

The wide departure in the case of the last cell, on the other hand,

shows that in amalgams of concentration as great as nine per cent there

is a considerable deviation from the laws of dilute solution.

Theoretically, the nature of the anion of the electrolyte or the con-

centration of the kation should be without effect upon the rcfult. This

TABLE n. Varying Electrolytes.
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prediction was verified by experiment. Tliree similar cells were set up

with different electrolytes, (1) normal cadmium sulphate, (2) tenth nor-

mal cadmium sulphate, (3) normal cadmium iodide. The results are

shown in Table II. Theory demands 0.0286 instead of 0.0292.

Cl(xss 2.

The cells with electrodes of zinc amalgams were less constant in

potential than those with cadmium, and the measurements were less

trustworthy. Table III. gives the results with four cells of this tyjie.

The remarks on the preceding case apply here.

TABLE III. Zinc Amalgams.
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In order to justify the use of this solid electrode one must show that

it always gives the same potential, and that this is equal to the true

potential existing between metal and solution. The first experiments

were made with a cell whose electrolyte was cadmium sulphate and

whose electrodes consisted of electrolyzed cadmium, of medium fineness,

which had been washed successively in dilute suli^huric acid, distilled

water, and absolute alcohol, and then dried. The two electrodes being

exactly similar, the electromotive force of the cell should be zero. Tlie

actual electromotive force, therefore, indicates the amount of deviation

in potential of electrodes of this kind. Several such cells were measured.

The largest electromotive force found was .0004 volt, the majority being

about .0001 to .0002 volt. Better results were obtained with metal

which, instead of being dried, was washed in the electrolyte. The differ-

ence of potential under these circumstances never exceeded .0001 volt

when proper care was used in preparation. Moreover no greater difference

was found when two electrodes made of entirely different samples of

electrolyzed cadmium were used. Since, therefore, the same potential

is obtained from such electrodes, whether the metal be in a finely divided

spongy state, or consist of a coarser network of crystals, this may safely

be considered the true potential of metallic cadmium. Similar experi-

ments were made with zinc, with equally satisfactory results. The data

given below illustrate the constancy of these electrodes. The electrodes

were usually not tested for any considerable length of time, the cells

being prepared anew for each series of observations, which only lasted

a few hours. Table IV. gives the electromotive forces of cells where

finely divided metallic cadmium was thus pitted against a dilute cad-

mium amalgam containing one per cent of cadmium. '

TABLE IV. Cadmium versus Amalgam.
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On referring to equation (4),

E = KT -V h,

it is obvious that we have here data for calcuhiting h ; for

dE 0.07350 — 0.06836

dT 24.45
= 0.0002102.

Upon this basis, h = 0.01096. But according to our original definition

h =— , or Q = hneQ. In this case « = 2, and Bq = 23040, expressed

in such units that if E is in volts, CqE will be in gram calories. Hence

we have

Q = +505 small calories.

This result represents the small quantity of heat given off when one

gram atom (or 112.3 grams) of cadmium is dissolved in 11,100 grams of

mercury. The constancy of the quotient in the last column of Table I.

shows that further dilution does not increase this heat evolution.

Class 4.

A further application of equation (4) is presented in Tables V. and

VI., which give the electromotive forces of cells whose electrodes were of

zinc and one per cent zinc amalgam. The cells were kept at each tem-

perature for ten minutes after constancy was reached.

Between the observations (4) and (5) in Table V. the thermostat

was raised to higher temperatures, but above 37° hydrogen bubbles weie

evolved at the solid electrodes and the electromotive force became incon-

stant. The thermostat was then cooled to 34.5° and the electrodes were

stirred and shaken to drive off the accumulated hydrogen. The readings

were then resumed.

In Table VI. between observations (7) and (8) forty-eight hours inter-

vened ; so that the later results are not so trustworthy as the earlier

ones. These observations are not used in the calculation, but are given

merely in order to show that even a long immersion in the electrolyte

does not seem to affect very greatly the condition of the spongy zinc.

The equation, based upon the starred observations in Table V., is as

follows :
—

E = 0.0002000 T — 0.04895.

Everywhere between 0° and 36° the values found agree almost exactly

with the values calculated from this formula.

Here, as before, Q = hneQ ; yi = 2 ; e^ — 23040 ; but in this case
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h = —.04895. Therefore Q = —2255. That is, a gram atom of zinc

(65.4 grams) takes up 2255 gram calories iu dissolving iu 6500 grams

of mercury, or to greater dilution.

This method of determining thermal quantities is evidently one of

great accuracy and convenience in cases where it is applicable. The
data concerning the heats of amalgamation of zinc and cadmium which

have previously been obtained are meagre. With these, however, the

present results are in agreement. Thus Obach* found a cooling effect

when zinc was amalgamated, a warming when cadmium was amalgamated.

P'uvre t found for the heat of solution of amalgamated zinc 39.43 Kg-

cal., for that of pure zinc 37.34 Kg-cal. The difference between the

two represents the heat of amalgamation of zinc or —2100g-cal. The
agreement of our result —2255 with this is striking.

The difference iu potential between the solid metal and its saturated

amalgam should be emphasized. It is often stated that the potential of

TABLE V. Zinc veksds Amalgam.
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TABLE VI. Zinc versus Amalgam.
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(4) The heat of amalgamation of cadmium is thus found to be +505
gram calories.

(5) The heat of amalgamation of zinc as thus found is —2255 gram

calories.

(6) A solid electrode composed of finely divided electrolyzed metal

gives a very constant and reliable potential.

(7) In the case of cadmium the contact-potential given by the satu-

rated amalgam in reversible relation to an electrolyte differs by the

twentieth of a volt from that given by the metal.

(8) In the case of zinc this difference is very slight.

Cambridge, Mass., October, 1898.
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The work described in this paper was undertaken with the intention of

preparing some derivatives of the trinitrophenylmalonic ester (picrylraa-

louic ester), C6Ho(N02);5CH(COOaH5)2, discovered by C. A. Soch and

one of us.* It has led to the discovery of a second and more stable

form of the trinitrophenylmalonic ester, which melts at 64° instead of 08°,

the melting point of the form at first obtained ; and we have also pre-

pared the nitrite of this ester,

CeH2(NO,)sCN02(COOC2H5)2,

melting at 109°, the corresponding trinitrophenyltartronic ester,

C6H2(N02)3COH(COOC2H5)2,

melting at 117°, its acetyl derivative,

CcH2(NOo)3COCOCH3(COOC2H5)2,

which melts at 125°, and the trinitropheuylacetic acid,

C6H2(N02)3CHoCOOH,
melting at 161°.

The Two Modifications of Trinitrophenylmalonic Ester.

The trinitrophenylmalonic ester, as prepared by Soch and one of U8,t

crystallized from alcohol in white long rather slender rectangular plates,

or when better developed in thick prisms with blunt ends, often as much
as two centimeters long. It melted at 58°. J When we first took up the

* These Proceedings, XXX. 40L

t Ibid.

X In the previous paper, this melting point is given as 59°, but it must be changed

to 58°, as it was found after that paper was published that the zero point of the

thermometer used had changed.
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work again, we also obtained the trinitrophenylmalonic ester exclusively

in this form, and confirmed repeatedly the observations given above on

its crystalline form and melting point. Somewhat later we converted a

sample of the triuitrophenylmalonic ester into its very characteristic am-

monium salt, and upon acidifying this and recrystallizing the ester thus

set free we obtained instead of the rectangular plates four- (or six-) sided

plates in which two of the opposite angles were unlike, — one being

obtuse and the other acute, — so that the crystals were shaped somewhat

like a kite ; and not only did the form of these crystals differ in such a

marked way from the rectangular plates previously obtained, but they

also melted at G4° instead of at 58°. During this experiment a solution

of the ester from one of our preparations of it was evaporating spon-

taneously on the desk ; the next morning these kite-shaped crystals were

deposited from it, although it had previously yielded only the rectangular

plates melting at 58°, and since then we have obtained from all our

preparations only the form melting at 64°, whereas before exactly sim-

ilar pre[)arations had given us exclusively the form melting at 58°, as

Las been already stated. Varying the conditions of the preparations,

such as carrying them on in cooled or warmed solutions, or with longer

or shorter standing, did not modify the result, so that we have not suc-

ceeded in adding to the stock of the modification melting at 58°, which

we had on hand, when we encountered the other form.

The following experiment seems to us to suggest a possible explanation

of these results : a solution of the form melting at 58° was evaporated

until it began to deposit the rectangular crystals, and then inoculated

with a speck of the form melting at 64°, when at once the kite-shaped

crystals of this form began to appear, and no more rectangular crystals

were produced. This experiment was tried several times early in our

work ; it could not be repeated later, as then recrystallization alone of

the form melting at 58° was enough to convert it partially or even com-

pletely into the form melting at 64°. As then a small amount of the

form melting at 64° is enough to convert a large quantity of the other

form into this, it seems probable that the small amount of the more

stable form floating in the air of the laboratory as dust was enough to

bring about this change, and to give us this more stable modification as

the sole product of our preparations, and even of recrystallizations of the

less stable form. The view that the inoculation of the solutions pro-

ceeded from the dust in the air is supported by the following observa-

tions. A preparation made with new apparatus and fresh material,

but in the laboratory where these experiments had been tried, yielded
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only the stable form melting at 64°. Crystallizations of the form

melting at 5S° gave, after the work had been in progress some time,

the form melting at 64°. We then crystallized a specimen melting

at 58° in a fresh room, which had not been used for these experi-

ments, and obtained in this way the rectangular plates melting at 58°
;

but upon recrystallizing the specimen, the form melting at 64° appeared,

and after this the first crystallization of a fresh specimen melting at 58°

in this room gave crystals of the form melting at 64°. A probable ex-

planation of these latter observations is that there was a little dust of

the more stable modification in this room coming from the clothes of one

of us, who used it as a lecture room, and that this was sufficient gradually

to inoculate the solutions. As the laboratory building, apparently con-

taminated with the dust of the more stable form, seemed to offer little

chance of preparing more of tlie form melting at 58°, we postponed pub--

lishing this paper for some years, in the hope that one of us (who left

Cambridge at the end of the year) might prepare more of the form melt-

ing at 58° by working in entirely new surroundings. Unfortunately, the

pressure of other duties has prevented the carrying out of this work,

and we have decided that it is wiser to publish now the results already

obtained rather than to postpone the appearance of the paper to a still

later date.

The conversion of the form melting at 58° into that melting at 64°

has been brought about by us in the following ways. By its conversion

into the ammonium salt and setting free the ester by acidification ;
* by

inoculating a saturated alcoholic solution with a crystal of the form melt-

ing at 64°
; by melting the less stable form it was partially changed into

that melting at 64°, and, if the melting was repeated, the change became

com[)lete. It is possible, however, that this change might have been due

to inoculation from dust. On the other hand, we have not succeeded in

converting the form melting at 64° into that melting at 58° in s[)ite of

many experiments ; even melting the more stable form and stirrinaf it

with a rod tipped with the modification melting at 58° did not have the

desired effect.

The substance melting at 64° was purified by crystallization from alco-

hol, and after being dried in vacuo was analyzed with the followino-

results :
—

I. 0.2050 gram of the substance gave on combustion 0,3149 gram of

carbonic dioxide and 0.0736 gram of water.

* In my earlier work with Socli, the sodium salt yielded on acidification the

ester melting at 58°. — C. L. J.
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II. 0.2007 gram of substance gave 0.3078 gram of carbonic dioxide

and 0.0789 gram of water.

III. 0.2040 gram of substance gave 20.5 c.c. of nitrogen at a tempera-

ture of 21° and a pressure of 759.6 mm.

Calculated for Tound.

CaH2(N02)3CH(COOC2H5),. I. II. HI.

Carbon 42.05 ' 41.89 41.82

Hydrogen 3.50 3.98 4.36

Kitrogen 11.32 11.41

The combustion of this substance must be carried on as slowly as pos-

sible, as it has a strong tendency to explode.

The molecular weight of the substance was also determined by the

method of Raoult with the following results :
—

I. Weight of benzol used 19.2120 grams, substance 0.3291 gram.

Reduction of freezing point 0°.230.

II. Weight of benzol used 15.7244 grams, substance 0.3428 gram.

Reduction of freezing point 0°.306.

III. Weight of benzol used and weiglit of substance the same as in II.

Reduction of freezing point 0°.297.

Calculated for Found.

C6H2(N02)3CII(C00Cjn3)j. I. II. III.

Molecular Weight 371 365.1 349.0 359.6

From these results there can be no doubt that the preparation melting

at 64° was trinitropheuylmalonic ester.

It is worth while to point out here that the form melting at 58° could

not have owed its peculiarities in melting point and crystalline form to

the presence of a small quantity of some impurity, since it was repeatedly

brought to a constant melting point both by Dr. Soch and by us ; and, if

this explanation were correct, this form should have been the first pro-

duct of the preparations in our later work, whereas, after we had once

obtained the form melting at 64°, we could not prepare the other. Dr.

Soch's analyses of the form melting at 58° also show that it was pure.

Calculated. Found.

Nitrogen 11.32 11.75 11.38

We are therefore led to the conclusion that the trinitropheuylmalonic

ester exists in two isomeric forms.

The isomerism of these two forms is probably due to the same cause

as that of the red and yellow anilidotrinitrophenyltartronic esters (melt-
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ing at 143° and 122°) discovered by W. B. Bentley * and one of us. It

seems more doubtful whether it is related to the isomerism of the formyl-

phenylacetic esters discovered by W. Wislicenus,t of the dibenzoylace-

tones t and the benzoates of oxymethylenacetone § of Claisen, and the

benzalanilinacetacetic esters of R. Schiff,1[ since both of our isomeres can

be dissolved in alkaline solutions without alteration, whereas one of the

most marked differences between the isomeres in these other cases con-

sists in the fact that one dissolves in alkalies and the other does not.

Our present knowledge of these substances is not sufficient to allow us

to make a final statement in regard to the cause of this isomerism, but

the following discussion may be given for what it is worth. The fact

that each form has been converted into a salt, and set free from this un-

altered upon acidification, would indicate that it is a case of chemical

rather than physical isomerism ; and, if this is true, as the symmetrical

nature of the substance would forbid stereometric isomeres, the only

probable explanation which we have been able to find is that the isom-

erism depends on differences of structure in the malonic group, as indi-

cated by the following formulas :
—

I. CeH2(N02)3CH(COOCoH5)2.

n. c.h,(no,).c1^Xoc:h..

In other words, that the isomerism is analogous to that of the bodies

studied by W. Wislicenus, Claisen, and R. SchifF. There are, however,

objections to this explanation, and, as we have said already, the whole

subject needs further investigation before any theory can be found

satisfactory.

Properties of the Trinitrophenylmahmc Ester melting at 64°. — Crys-

tallized from alchohol, it forms white plates, usually bounded by four or

six sides. In the four-sided form there are two unlike opposite angles,

one obtuse the other acute, which give a very characteristic appearance

to the crystals. The six-sided form is produced by two planes trun-

cating the similar angles in the four-sided form. Both these forms

resemble a kite in shape. Occasionally much more complex crystals

w^ere observed, having a parallel-sided projection arising from the middle

of the obtuse end, and also terminated by an obtuse angle ; this form had

a general resemblance to the "spade" in playing cards. The plates

* These Proceedings, XXVI. 82. § Ber. d. chem. Ges., XXV. 1785.

t Bar. d. chem. Ges., 1895, p. 767. T Bar. d. cliem. Ges., XXXI. 601.

% Ann. Chem., CCLXXVII. 188.
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were often thick, especially when having the complex form last described.

The substance turns yellow on long exposure to the air, and imparts to

alcohol a marked crimson color, which has also been observed on the

ground glass stopper of the bottle in which it was kept. In this case the

color may have been due, however, to some alkali from the glass, but this

was not the case in the alcoholic solution, as the color was only partially

discharged by acidification. The modification melting at 58° forms

similar crimson solutions. It melts at 64:° to a red TKUiid. Its solubility

in the organic solvents is essentially the same as that of the form melting

at 58°
; that is, it is very soluble in chloroform, ether, benzol, or glacial

acetic acid ; somewhat less so in carbonic disulphide ; soluble in cold

alcohol, freely in hot, rather more soluble in methyl than in ethyl alcohol

;

insoluble in ligroine, or cold water, slightly soluble in hot water.

The action of acids upon this more stable trinitrophenylmalonic ester

is described in some of the following paragraphs of this paper. Alkalies

give with it dark red salts, which crystallize well. The ammonium salt

is especially characteristic ; it was made by adding an excess of aqueous

aramonic hydrate to a wanm nearly saturated alcoholic solution of the

trinitrophenylmalonic ester. The solution took on a deep purplish red

color, and in a few seconds the whole solidified to a thick semisolid mass

havino- the purplish red color and consistency of clotted blood. A micro-

scopic examination showed that this mass- was made up of long very

slender hair-like crystals, which after drying had a rich golden brown

color and a silky lustre. The salt decomposed below 100°, at first turn-

ing black, but afterward melting to a clear yellowish liquid, which ex-

ploded at higher temperatures. It is rather sparintrly soluble in water;

soluble in alcohol, chloroform, or acetone ; insoluble in ligroine. The

solutions have a dark red color, but if the solution in water or alcohol is

boiled for some time it turns yellowish brown ; unfortunately no product

could be obtained from such solutions in a state fit for analysis.

An aqueous solution of the ammonium salt gave the following charac-

teristic precipitates.

With salts of barium an abundant crystalline amethystine precipitate.

With salts of strontium a dark red precipitate.

With salts of calcium a brick-red precipitate.

With salts of zinc an abundant crystalline scarlet precipitate, turning

to reddish brown on standing.

With salts of cadmium a granular scarlet precipitate.

With salts of copper a heavy flaky precipitate, varying from reddish

yellow to brownish red.
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With salts of lead heavy dark red flocks.

Salts of the other metals gave precipitates as a general rule, but they

were not characteristic. The behavior with argentic nitrate, however,

should be especially mentioned, as this gave no precipitate in dilute solu-

tions, and only a slight cloudy dark red one when the solutions were strong.

The barium, zinc, and copper salts were analyzed.

Barium Salt.— This salt was made by adding a solution of baric

chloride to the aqueous solution of the ammonium salt. The heavy

purple flocks thus obtained were washed with water, dried at 100°, and

analysed with the following result :
—

0.4864 gram of the salt gave 0.1236 gram of baric sulphate.

Calculated for

[C8Hj(N0j)3C(C00CoIl5)2JjBa. Found.

Barium 15.62 14.95

The salt is so hygroscopic that two tenths of a gram will gain as' much

as four milligrams during the time of weighing, if it is in an open watch

glass. In evaporating it with sulphuric acid for analysis, care must be

taken not to apply the heat too suddenly at first, or an explosion may
result. The best plan is to heat the mixture for some time to 100", as

then the decomposition goes on quietly.

Properties.— The barium salt appears as a purple obscurely crystalline

mass, essentially insoluble in water. It explodes if heated to 120°.

Zinc Salt.— This salt was made by mixing solutions of zincic sulphate

and the ammonium salt of the ester. It was purified by washing, dried

at 100°, and analyzed with the following result:—
0.4869 gram of the salt gave 0.0478 gram of zincic oxide.

Calculated for

[Coll, NOolsCICOOOall,-, o „Zrx. Found.

Zinc 8.07 7.88

Properties. — The zinc salt forms a reddish brown crystalline mass,

essentially insoluble in water, but very hygro>copic. Like the barium salt

it explodes easily, if heated with strong sulphuric acid, and therefore the

same precautions must be used in analyzing it which were recommended
in the case of the barium salt.

Copper Salt. — This salt was made by mixing aqueous solutions of

cupric sulphate and the ammonium salt of the ester. It was purified by
washing with water, and after drying at 100° gave the following result

on analysis :
—

0.3012 gram of the salt gave 0.0291 gram of cupric oxide.
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Calculated for

[C6H2(N02)3C(COOC2Hj)2]2Cu. Pound.

Copper 7.92 7.72

Properties. — The copper salt is a brownish red powder, essentially

insoluble in water, it resembles the barium and zinc salts in being very

hygroscopic, and exploding easily, when heated with strong sulphuric

acid.

Action of Nitric Acid on Trinitrophenylmalonic Ester.

The action of nitric acid upon this substance is similar to its action with

the broratrinitrophenylmalonic ester,* that is, the nitrite or the substituted

tartronic ester is obtained according to the length of the treatment.

Nitrite of Trinitrophenylmalonic Ester,

C6H2(N02)3CONO(COOC2H5)2.

Two grams of the trinitrophenylmalonic ester were heated on the

steam bath with about 15 c.c. of common strong nitric acid. After three

minutes the ester had melted to a clear red oily globide, and the entire

liquid had taken on a reddish color. If the process was continued for

two minutes more, the globule went into solution. The heating should

not be continued beyond this point ; in fact, it can be stopped to advan-

tage even as soon as the globule of the melted substance is formed. If

all the organic matter had gone into solution, reddish crystals separated

in large quantity, as the liquid cooled, which were purified by washing

with water and several crystallizations from alcohol, until they showed

the constant melting point 109°. The globule, if the process was stopped

before it disappeared, was allowed to solidify, and then purified in the

same way. The substance was dried in vacuo, and analyzed with the

following result :
—

0.2190 gram of the substance gave 25.8 c.c. of nitrogen, at a tempera-

ture of 20° and a pressure of 760.8 mm.

Calculated for

C6H2(N02)3CN0o(C00C2H5)2. Found.

Nitrogen
'

13.46 13.46

Properties of the Nitrite of Trinitrophenylmalonic Ester.

It crystallizes in long flat white prisms, apparently belonging to the

monoclinic system, usually terminated by two planes at an obtuse angle to

each other, but sometimes only by a single plane. It melts at 109° with

* These Proceedings, XXVI. 72.
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decomposition, as shown by the appearance of a red color. It is easily

soluble in ethyl, or methyl alcohol, or in chloroform, ether, benzol, glacial

acetic acid, or acetone ; nearly insoluble in carbonic disulphide ; essen-

tially insoluble in water, when cold, very slightly soluble in hot water,

^vinw a pink solution. The three strong acids have no apparent action

with it in the cold; strong sulphuric acid, when hot, decomposes it, as

shown by the dark color produced and the evolution of gas; strong nitric

acid, when hot, converts it into the corresponding tartronic ester. Alka-

lies have no action upon it at first, but gradually decompose it in the cold

with the formation of a red solution ; this action is much hastened by

heat, but we have made no attempt to isolate the uninviting product.

In all these respects the nitrite of trinitrophenylmalonic ester resembles

the nitrite of bromtrinitrophenylmalonic ester,* but we have not succeeded

in converting the former into the corresponding tartronic ester by decom-

position by heat, as was done with the latter. No crystalline substance

could be obtained from the viscous red product of the fusion.

Trmltrophenrjltartronic Ester, C6Ho(N02)3COH(COOC2H5)2.

This substance was obtained by long continued action of hot nitric acid

on triniti'ophenylmalonic ester, or by the action of the same reagent on

the nitrite just described. Two grams of trinitrophenylmalonic ester were

warmed in a porcelain dish on the water bath with about 'ib c.c. of com-

mon strong niti'ic acid, more acid being added from time to time to take

the pliice of what evaporated. To secure the complete formation of the

tartronic ester, the heating should be continued for five hours. If the

acid solution was not too concentrated, it deposited on cooling long nee-

dles of a pink color arranged in rosettes ; stronger solutions gave a more

or less red solid cake of the same compound. It was purified by washing

with water, and two recrystallizations from alcohol by cooling, when it

showed the constant melting point 117°, and after drying in vacuo was

analyzed with the following results :
—

I. 0.2129 gram of the substance gave 20.8 c.c. of nitrogen at a tem-

perature of 21° and a pressure of 7G9.7 mm.
II. 0.2051 gram gave 20.3 c.c. of nitrogen at a temperature of 25° and

a pressure of 750.3 mm.

Calculated for Found.

CoH2(N02)3COH(COOC2H5)j. I. II.

Nitrogen 10.85 11.24 10.87

* These Proceedings, XXVI. 74.
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The analysis of this substance gave much trouble, because of the ease

with which it exploded, but the ditiiculties were overcome by mixing it

with a large amount of cupric oxide, and heating very carefullv.

Pruperties of TrinitropJienijltartronic Ester. — It forms white fluffy-

needles in clusters like sheaves or even circles. Under the microscope

the crystals are seen to be slender prisms terminated by a single plane at

an oblique angle. Its melting point is 117°. It is easily soluble in

ethyl, or methyl alcohol, in fact the hot concentrated solution in ethvl-

alcohol is so strong that it solidifies nearly completely on cooling. It is

also easily soluble in ether, benzol, chloroform, or acetone; soluble in

glacial acetic acid; somewhat soluble in carbonic disulphide ; soluble with

difficulty in ligroine ; insoluble in cold water, slightly soluble with decom-

position in hot. forming a reddish solution. The three strong acids have

no apparent effect on it in the cold, but hot strong sulphuric aciJ decom-

poses it, giving a dark color and an evolution of gas. Alkalies give with

it at once dark blood-red solutions probably containing its salts, but these

decompose rapidly, turning dirty brown, and we have not succeeded in

isolating the salts themselves, or any definite compounds from their

decomposition products.

Trin itrophenyJacett/ltartron I'c Ester,

C6H.,(NOo)3C(OCOCH3)(COOCoH5),.

Acetylchloride dissolves trinitrophenyltartronic ester easily, but does

rot react with it either at ordinary' temperatures, or when heated on the

steam bath in open vessels. We accordingly proceeded as follows

:

Three grams of trinitrophenyltartronic ester were heated with 15 to 20 c.c.

of acetylchloride in a sealed tube to 110° for five or six hours. Care was

taken that the temperature did not go too high, as at 140° a blackish

decomposition product was also formed, which made the purification of

the product more difficult. On evaporating off the excess of acetylchlo-

ride white crystals separated, which were purified by crystallization from

alcohol until they showed a constant melting point of 125°, when they

were dried in vacuo, and analyzed with the following result:—
0.2201 gram of the substance gave 19.4 c.c. of nitrogen at a tempera-

ture of 24° and a pressure of 761.6 mm.
Calculated for

C6HJ(NOJ)3COC2H3O^CO0CJH5),. Fonnd.

Nitrogen 9.79 9.88

Properties of Trinitrophenylacefyltnrtronic Ester. — It forms white flat

rather broad prisms, or perhaps they should be called tables, terminated
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by two planes, and apparently belonging to the monoclinic system. It

melts at 125°, and is easily soluble in ethyl or methyl alcohol, benzol,

chloroform, or acetone ; somewhat soluble in ether, less so in carbonic

disulphide ; soluble in glacial acetic acid ; insoluble in ligroine ; insoluble

in cold water, slightly soluble in hot, forming a pink solution. Strong

hydrochloric acid does not dissolve it. Nitric acid when hot dissolves it

apparently without decomposition. Sulphuric acid dissolves it, and de-

composes it, when heated. Alkalies have no effect on it in ths cold, but,

if heated with it, form the red salts of its decomposition product.

The benzoyl derivative of trinitrophenyltartronic ester was also made,

but the close of the academic year prevented us from getting a satisfac-

tory analysis of it. It was made by heating the tartronic ester with

benzoylchloride in a sealed tube to 110° for four or five hours. On
evaporating off the excess of benzoylchloride, it was obtained in white

crystals, which were purified by recrystallization from alcohol until they

showed the constant melting point 152°.

Saponification of Trinitrophenylmalonic Ester.

In all these experiments the modification melting at 64"^ was used.

The method of saponification adopted was that which had given such

excellent results with the other substituted malonic esters studied in this

laboratory, that is, the action of sulphuric acid diluted to a specific grav-

ity of 1.44. Five grams of trinitrophenylmalonic ester were mixed with

100 c.c. of this acid, and the mixture boiled in a flask with a return con-

denser. The ester melted almost immediately to a straw-colored oily

liquid, which gradually decomposed with evolution of gas, and finally

was completely dissolved. This usually took place in from one and a

half to two and a half hours, and showed that the reaction had come to

an end. During the earlier part of the boiling the liquid appearing in

the condenser had a pinkish color, but this disappeared later in the pro-

cess. As soon as all the ester had dissolved, the liquid was allowed to

cool, when it deposited a bulky precipitate made up of yellowish white

needles. This substance consisted of the trinitrophenylacetic acid, and

was purified in the way described in the following paragraph.

Trinitrophenylacetic Acid, C6H2(N02)3CH2COOH. — The purification

of this substance cannot be effected by crystallization from alcohol or

water, as either of these solvents converts it into the corresponding sub-

stituted toluol C6ll2(N02)3CIl3. We tried at first as a solvent water

containing a small amount of sulphuric acid, since this had given excellent

VOL. xxxiv.— 8
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results with bromdinitrophenylacetic acid ;
* but, whereas with that sub-

stance a few drops of sulphuric acid were sufficient to prevent the for-

mation of the substituted toluol, we found that even one per cent of acid

did not produce this effect with the triuitrophenylacetic acid, and that

the amount must be raised to five per cent to insure perfect safety. For-

tunately it was not necessary to use this rather strongly acidified water,

as benzol proved to be an excellent solvent for the substance. Accord-

ingly the crystals, which formed the product of the saponification (see

the preceding section), were filtered from the sulphuric acid through

glass wool, washed with water, dried, and recrystallized from benzol

until they showed the constant melting point 161°, when they were dried

at 100°, and analyzed with the following i-esults :
—

I. 0.2020 gram of the substance gave 28.2 c.c. of nitrogen at a tem-

perature of 22° and a pressure of 750.8 mm.
II. 0.2093 gram of the substance gave 28.4 c.c. of nitrogen at a tem-

perature of 20° and a pressure of 758.3 mm.
Calculated for Found.

CoU,(NO„)3CU.,COOH. I. II.

Nitrogen 15.50 15.59 15.46

Properties of Trinitrophenylacetic Acid. — It crystallizes from benzol

in short needles arranged in sheaf-shaped bunches, and melts at 161°.

As at first prepared it is white, but it turns pink on standing, even when

in a corked tube, and this change is due to decomposition, as it is accom-

panied by an alteration in the melting point. It dissolves in ethyl or

methyl-alcohol with a pink color, but this solution produces a decompo-

sition, the trinitrophenylacetic acid losing carbonic dioxide and forming

trinitrotoluol, which is left in a nearly pure state on the evaporation of the

solvent. It was recognized by its melting point, 81°. Willbrand f gives

82°, Mills I 78°.84 and B0°.52. (It is possible that further cr\stalliza-

tion miglit have raised the melting point of our specimen to 82°.) Ihe

trinitrophenylacetic acid, therefore, is less stable than the bromdinitro-

phenylacetic acid, as two evaporations with alcohol were necessary to

convert this entirely into the corresponding bromdinitrotoluol. One crys-

tallization of the trinitrophenylacetic acid from boiling water was suf-

ficient also to form the trinitrotoluol, and, as has been already said, the

addition of five per cent of sulphuric acid was necessary to prevent this

action. The aqueous solution had a pink color like that of the alcoholic

solution, but we have not succeeded in discovering the cause of this color-

* These Proceedings. XXIV. 241. t Ann. Chem., CXXVIII. 178.

X Phil. Mag., [5], XIV. 27.
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ation, which disappears from the solutions, as the substituted toluol is

purified by recrystallizatiou. The solvents which follow dissolve the tri-

nitrophenylacetic acid without decomposition ; easily soluble in ether,

glacial acetic acid, acetone, or ligroine ; soluble in chloroform, less so in

benzol or carbonic disulphide. The best solvent for it is benzol. The

three strong acids seem to dissolve it without decomposition; it is more

soluble in nitric acid or sulphuric acid than in hydrochloric acid. Alka-

lies dissolve it easily, forming deep blood-red solutions of its salts, but we

have not yet succeeded in bringing any of these salts into a state fit for

analysis.

Attempts to Make Ditrinitrophenylmalonic Ester.

Dittrich,* in his work on the action of picrylchloride on sodium aceta-

cetic ester, obtained without ditficulty a ditrinitrophenylacetacetic ester

;

in fact this substance occurred as a secondary product in his preparations

of trinitrophenylacetacetic ester, when he used the reagents in molecular

proportions. It seems strange, therefore, that we have never observed

the formation of a ditrinitrophenylmalonic ester as a secondary product

in any of our preparations of the mono substituted ester. In the hope

of preparing this substance (ditrinitrophenylmalonic ester) we converted

5 grams of the trinitrophenylmalonic ester into its sodium salt by treat-

ment with the sodic ethylate from 0.31 gram of so<lium, and then treated

it with 3.4 grams of picrylchloride. The mixture was allowed to stand

at ordinary temperatures over night, and, as no apparent chanjie had

taken place, it was divided into two portions, one of which was heated

on the steam bath until it turned brown, and the other allowed to stand

two weeks, when it had also turned brown, and deposited crystals of

sodic chloride. The brown solutions, whether obtained by heating or by

standing, yielded sodic picrate and a brown viscous mass, from which

nothing fit for analysis could be isolated. A repetition of the experiment

under other conditions gave the same result. It seems, therefore, that

picrylchloride brings about a deep seated decomposition, when it acts on

the sodium salt of the trinitrophenylmalonic ester, as the ditrinitrophe-

nylmalonic ester would be without doubt a well crystallized compound.

The products of this reaction recall Dittrich's description of the substances

obtained by him from the action of picrylchloride on sodium malonic

ester (pikrinsaures Natrium neben schmierigen Zersetzungs-producten des

Malonsaureester), and it may be that the presence of an excess of picryl-

* Ber. d. chem. Ges., XXIII. 2720.
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chloride was the cause of his faihire to obtain trinitrophenylmalonic ester,

although this does not appear from the statemeut in his papers.

Some experiments on the action of aniline on trinitrophenylbromraa-

louic ester yielded only viscous unmanageable products ; and boiling it

with water gave no more promising results.

We have also tried several times to detect the presence of trinitro-

benzol in the secondary products of the action of sodium malonic ester

on picrylchloride, but without success. It seems, therefore, that the re-

placement of the chlorine of the picrylchloride by hydrogen does not take

place under these conditions to any great extent, if it occurs at all.
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The principal object of the work described in this paper was to

determine the constitution of the dinitroresorcine diethylether melt-

ing at 133°, formed by the action of a hot solution of sodic ethylate

on tribromdinitrobenzol (Br3l,3,5(N02)22,4), or on the bromdiuitrore-

sorcine diethylether melting at 184°. This determination was of interest

to us, as it formed part of an investigation of the replacement of bromine

by hydrogen under the influence of sodium malonic ester, sodic ethylate,

and similar reagents, which has now been in progress for several years in

this Laboratory. In all the cases studied here, with a single exception,

the atom of bromine (or iodine) has stood between two other radicals,

each in the ortho position to it, and it was necessary to determine whether

this arrangement also existed in this case, since a consideration of the

possibilities shows that this dinitroresorcine diethylether might have either

the symmetrical structure, if the bromine between the two nitro groups

was replaced by hydrogen, or the adjacent structure, if this replacement

occurred with one of the other atoms of bromine.

The constitution of the diethylether was determined by saponifying it

to the corresponding dinitroresorcine, which proved to be the symmetrical

compound (OH)ol,5(N0.2)22,4, melting at 212°.5, according to Typke.*

The proof that this body has the structure assigned to it has been given

by Nietzki and Schmidt,t who converted it into diimidoresorcine, which

in turn yielded dioxyquinone by treatment with sodic hydrate, and this

dioxyquinone gave with nitric acid nitranilic acid, which is paradinitro-

dioxyquiuone, a result that is in harmony only with the symmetrical

structure for the dinitroresorcine. It follows therefore that the bromine

replaced by hydrogen in tribromdinitrobenzol is the one between the

* Ber. d. chem. Ges., XVL 552. t Ibid., XXL 2374.
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two nitro groups, as we had expected from the results of previous experi-

ments, and that the bromdinitroresorcine diethylether melting at 184°

has the constitution (OCoH5)2l,5,Br3.(NOo)o2,4. It is an interesting

fact in this connection that an isomeric bromdinitroresorcine diethylether

(having the constitution (OCoIT6)2l,3,Bro,(N02)22,4), in which the bro-

mine is not in the ortho position to two nitro groups, gave no replace-

ment of the atom of bromine by hydrogen, but, when treated with sodic

ethylate, gave dinitropliloroglucine triethylether by the replacement of

the bromine by an ethoxy group. Beilstein, in the third edition of his

Handbuch, provisionally places the diethylether C6H2(OC2lT5)2(N02)2

melting at 133°, and the corresponding dimethylether C6H2(OCH3)2(N02)2

melting at 167°, prepared from tribromdinitrobenzol by W. H. Warren

and one of us,* under the adjacent dinitroresorcine. The determination

of the constitution of the diethylether just given necessitates their trans-

fer to the symmetrical dinitroresorcine, as there can be no question that

the methylether has the same structure as the ethyl compound. It also

shows tliat the dimethylether CgH2(OCII3)2(N02)2 melting at G7°, pre-

pared by Honigt by the direct action of nitric acid on a solution of re-

sorcine dimethylether in glacial acetic acid, cannot have the symmetrical

structure which Beilstein assigued to it, as this now belongs to the body

melting at 167°.

In addition to this determination of the constitution of dinitroresorcine

diethylether, we have made a mi»re careful study of the products of the

reaction between sodic ethylate and tribromdinitrobenzol melting at 192°

both at ordinary temperatures and when aided by heat. These reactions

had been already studied by W. H. Warren and one of us, J with the result

that in the cold the bromdinitroresorcine diethylether melting at 184°

was formed, whereas, when hot, the dinitroresorcine diethylether melting

at 133° was the product isolated. As, however, subsequent work§ upon

the tribronitriniti'obenzol showed that in that case the action was far from

simple, it hardly seemed probable that the dinitro compound had given

only one organic product in each of thesfe cases, and this inference was

confirmed by our first new experiment m this field, as we found sodic

nitrite as well as sodic bromide among the products of the reaction, so

that it was evident that some other compounds were present besides those

recognized by Warren and one of us. The result of this later work was

* These Proceedings, XXV. 170, 178.

t Ber. d. chem. Ges., XI. 1041.

J These Proceedings, XXV. 166.

§ Jackson and Warren, Ibid., XXVII. 283.
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the isolation of the following products of the action of sodic ethylate

on tribromdinitrobenzol, melting jioint 192°, when absolute alcohol and

benzol are used as the solvents, and the mixture is allowed to stand at

ordinary temperatures :
—

(1) Broradinitroresorcine diethylether CoHBr(OCoH5)o(N02)2, melting

at 184°, (OCoH5).3l,5,Br3,(N02)22,4.

(2) Broradinitroresorcine diethylether CcHBr(0C2H5)2(N02)>, melting

at 92°, (OC2H5)2l,3,Bro,(N02)22,4-

(3) Tribromnitrophenol C6HBr3(N02)OH, melting at 90°, Bra 1,3,5,

^0.2,0 114.

(4) Dinitroresorcine monoethylether C6H2(OC2H5)OII(NOo)2, melting

at 77°, (OC2H5)l,OH5,N022,4.

(5) Dinitrophloroglucine triethylether Con(OC2ll5)3(N02)2, melting at

105°, (OCori5)3l,3,5,(N02)22,4.

These products indicate that there are three primary reactions, when

sodic ethylate acts on tribromdinitrobenzol. These are, Reactions I. and

II., consisting in the replacement of two atoms of bromine by two ethoxy

groups, producing the two isomeric broradinitroresorcine diethylethers

(1) and (2), and Reaction III., in which one uitro group is replaced by

one hydroxyl group (or by an ethoxy group followed by saponification)

giving the tribromnitrophenol (3). There are also two secondary reac-

tions owing to the further action of sodic ethylate on the products of

Reactions I. and II. ; first, the replaceraent of the bromine in the brora-

dinitroresorcine diethylether (1) by an atora of hydrogen (followed by

partial saponification) giving the dinitroresorcine monoethylether (4)

;

and secondly, the replacement of the bromine in the bromdiuitroresorcine

diethylether (2) by an ethoxy group giving the dinitrophloroglucine tri-

ethylether (5). The saponification mentioned in this paragraph might

be brought about by the sodic hydrate formed from the sodic ethylate by

the water added in the course of the purification, but it seems to us more

probable that the phenols were formed by some sodic hydrate acting

directly on the tribromdinitrobenzol, since the ethers of the phenols

seemed decidedly stable, when treated with an alkali.

The following estimations of the approximate yields of the products

give a rough idea of the extent to which each of the three primary

reactions ran :
—

Reaction I., forming substances (1) and (4) . . . 28 per cent.

Reaction II., forming substances (2)and (5) . . . 38 per cent.

Reaction III., forming substance (3) 1 per cent.

Total G7 per cent.
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As most of these substances were purified by crystallization, too much
weight must not be given to these yields, but we can safely infer from

them that Reaction II. ran to the largest extent, Reaction I. came next,

and Reaction III. took jilace only to a very limited extent.

These results are capable of a satisfactory theoretical explanation, but

before giving this it will be well to consider a parallel case studied by
W. H. Warren and one of us,* in which the conditions are simpler and

rather, better marked. This is the action of sodic ethylate on sym-

metrical tribromtrinitrobenzol CgBr3(N02)3, Br3l,3,5,(N02)32,4,6, which

consisted of two simultaneous reactions, first, the replacement of two nitro

groups by two ethoxy groups, giving C6Br3NOo(OC2H5)2, and second, the

replacement of the three bromine atoms by three ethoxy groups, giving

Cg(OC2H5)3(N02)3. These two reactions ran to nearly an equal extent

(about 45 per cent of each product), if the solvent was alcohol only.f

In attempting to explain these experimental results we must consider

the agencies which tend to loosen the nitro groups on the one hand and

the atoms of bromine on the other from the benzol ring. We have

designated these agencies by letters, and arranged them in the order of

intensity, beginning with the strongest.

A. The loosening effect of the three nitro groups on the three atoms

of bromine. This is a strong agency, as shown by the fixct that

picrylchloride (in which the chlorine is similarly disposed to the tliree

nitro groups) is decomposed easily and completely, even at ordinary

temperatures.

J

H. The loosening effect exerted by the three nitro groups on each

other. Lobry de Bruyn § has shown that symmetrical trinitrobenzol is

converted into dinitroanisol by sodic methylate, even at ordinary tem-

peratures ; this loosening effect is therefore a powerful one, but not quite

so strong as A, since the action with picrylchloride is complete in a few

minutes, whereas the reaction with trinitrobenzol needs several days, if

carried on in the cold.

C The loosening effect of the three atoms of bromine on the threo

nitro groups. This is a much weaker action than B, since with the

tetrabrombenzol
||
(Br4l, 2,4,0) the atom of bromine (which stands in the

* These Proceedings, XXVII. 283.

t If the solvent was benzol and alcohol, less of the nitro groups were replaced

;

but this case need not be considered in this discussion.

} These Proceedings, XXXIII. 176.

§ Rec. Trav. Chim. Pays Bas, IX. 208.

II
Jackson and Calvert, These Proceedings, XXXI. 132.
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same position toward the three atoms of bromine as the three nitro groups

do in our body) was removed only after long boiling of the benzol and

alcohol solution, and then incompletely.

D. The loosening effect of the three bromine atoms on each other.

This is a feeble effect, as Blau * found it necessary to heat symmetrical

tribrombenzol to 120°-130° with sodic ethylate to obtain much effect.

Calvert and one of us f found that with sodic ethylate a reaction took

place at the boiling point of alcohol in open vessels, but the reaction ran

more slowly, and was less complete than that witli tetrabrombenzol.

We have then the most powerful loosening effect A, and the weakest

loosening effect D, exerted on the atoms of bromine, while the two inter-

mediate effects B and G influence the nitro groups, so that A -{ D '\?,

very nearly, if not quite, equal io B -\- (J; that is, the attack of the sodic

ethylate will be directed about equally upon the atoms of bromine and

upon the nitro groups, which was the result of our experimental work as

stated above.

A similar discussion of the action of sodic ethylate on tribromdinitro-

benzol gives the following results. The loosening effects are marked by

letters, and arranged in order of intensity, as before.

E. The action of the two nitro groups in loosening the three atoms

of bromine. This is a strong effect, as shown by the ease with which the

bromdinitrobenzol Brl(NOo)22,4, is decomposed by potassic hydrate.

$

F. The effect of the three atoms of bromine on the two nitro groups

already discussed.

G. The effect of the three atoms of bromine on one another, which has

also been considered in the previous discussion.

H. The effect of the two nitro groups on each other. So far as we
can find, this effect is too feeble to produce a replacement of a nitro group

by an ethoxy group, but it should not be left out of account, as Lobry de

Bruyn § has found that potassic cyanide in alcoholic solution converts

metadinitrobenzol into CgHsNOjOCaHsCN, which shows a certain loos-

ening of one of the nitro groups.

Here then we have only one strong loosening agency (^E), and this

acts on the atoms of bromine, while of the other three by far the feeblest

(^H) is one of those acting on the nitro groups. It is evident there-

fore that

E+ G> F+ H,

* Monatsh. f. Chem., VII. 630. J Clemm, Journ. Pr. Chem., [2], I. 145.

t These Proceedings, XXXI. 134. § Rec. Trav. Chim. Pays Bas, II. 205.
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or, putting it into words, the attack upon tlie nitro groups will be insignifi-

cant compared to tiiat on the atoms of bromine. This is in accord with

our experimental results already given, since the attack on the nitro

groups (Reaction III.) was to the attack on the atoms of bromine (Re-

actions I. and II.) as 1 to 6G.

From the yields of the two bromdinitroresorcine diethylethers, given

earlier in this paper, it is possible to draw conclusions in regard to the

effect of the position of the nitro groups in loosening the atoms of bro-

mine, but there is some question whether such conclusions are valid,

since the difference between the yields of the two bromdinitroresorcine

diethylethers is only ten per ceut, and this amount is within the probable

limit of error in this case, where the purifications were made by crystal-

lization. On the other hand, the product melting at 92° (2) was obtained

in the larger quantity, and this is the one where we shovdd expect the

greatest loss, since in its purification the crystallizations were the most

numerous. We feel, therefore, justified in giving the following discussion

with all necessary reserve. In the two reactions (I. and II.) one of the

atoms of bromine replaced occupied in each case the same position (ortho-

para) toward the nitro groups, and therefore the difference between the

reactions depends on tiie position of the second atom of bromine replaced.

In Reaction I. this atom of bromine was ortho to one nitro group and

para to the other, and this reaction gave 28 per cent of the product com-

pared to 38 per cent from Reaction II., in which the atom of bromine

was in the ortho position to both nitro groups. It would seem, therefore,

that the diortho position of the nitro groups exerted a stronger loosening

effect upon the bromine than the orthopara position.

When the reaction between tribromdinitrobenzol and sodic ethylate is

carried on at 70°, the products isolated by us were the dinitroresorcine

diethylether melting at 133°, a little of the bromdinitroresorcine diethyl-

ether melting at 184°, and much of the isomeric substance melting at

92°. These were the only products we have succeeded in identifying,

although we obtained indications of the presence of the tribromnitro-

phenol. There was also a crystalline substance melting at 112°, but

in too small quantity for identification, and a great deal of tarry matter.

The absence of the dinitrophloroglucine triethylether is surprising

;

we should account for it by supposing that the reaction ran for so

short a time (ten minutes) that the bromdinitroresorcine melting at 92°

did not undergo decomposition. The hypothesis that the phloroglu-

cine ether formed was converted into tarry substances by the hot sodic

ethylate seems to us less probable. The approximate yields of the two

products of the reaction at 70° were :
—
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Dinitroresorcine diethylether, melting point 133° .

Bromdinitroresorcine diethylether, melting point 92^

16 per cent.

9 per cent.

Total 25 per cent.

So that in this case 75 per cent of the substance was unaccounted for.

Most of this undoubtedly went into the tarry products.

The most striking phenomenon in the action of sodic ethylate on

tribromdinitrobeuzol at high temperatures is the replacement by hydro-

gen of the atom of bromine in the otho position to both nitro groups.

The fact that this reaction only takes place to a very limited extent in the

cold may perhaps be accounted for by the sparing solubility of the brom-

dinitroresorcine diethylether melting at 184° in the cold alcohol and

benzol, so that most of it is precipitated, and therefore removed from the

action of the ethylate. On the other hand, as this ether is easily soluble

in these liquids, when hot, it would be brought into the sphere of the

reaction under these conditions, and the dinitroresorcine diethylether

would be formed. The bromdinitroresorcine diethylether melting at 92°

is soluble in the cold solvents, and this probably accounts for the fact

that a considerable amount of it was converted into the dinitrophloroglu-

cine triethylether even in the cold.

It is perhaps worth while to call attention to the fact that in the re-

actions described in this paper the action is confined either to the atoms of

bromine or to the nitro groups; that is, if it has started in one set of

radicals in the meta position to each other, it does not extend to the other

set of radicals in the meta position to each other and ortho or para to

the first set. This observation has been made frequently in the course of

the investigation of which this is a part, and the principle has sometimes

given valuable aid in interpreting experimental results. In only a single

case has such an extension of the reaction beyond the limits of the first

set of trimeta positions been observed ; this was in the action of hot sodic

ethylate on tribromtrinitrobenzol,* which gave first tribromnitroresorcine

diethylether, and by further action bromnitroresorcine diethylether

Br Br Br t

NOo
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We are not, however, inclined to be too sure of the general occurrence

of this restriction of reactions to a single trimeta zone, since the excep-

tional action just mentioned, in which the second trimeta zone was in-

vaded, was accompanied by the formation of much tarry matter, and

therefore it is possible that the tarry products so frequent in these reac-

tions may have been formed by similar invasions of the second trimeta

zone. The bearing of these observations on the benzol formula of J. N.

Collie* is obvious.

Preparation of Symmetrical Tribromdinitrobenzol.

The description of the preparation of tribromdinitrobenzol is scattered

through a number of papers from this Laboratory, so that it would be

a matter of some difficulty to find it, and there would be danger that any-

one looking it up might not find the latest and best form of the process ;

we have thouglit it well, therefore, to give here a connected account of

this process.

To make tribromaniline, 60 grams of aniline were treated with dilute

hydrochloric acid, and dissolved in four litres of water. Then a rapid

stream of air saturated with bromine vapor was drawn through the

liquid by means of a Bunsen pump, until it assumed a distinct yellow

color, which did not change for several minutes. The amount of bro-

mine required was about 320 grams. The precipitate of tribromaniline

was filtered out through cheese-cloth, washed until free from acid, and

dried by pressing with a screw press, followed by iieating to about 60°

over a steam radiator.

To convert this tribromaniline into tribrombenzol, 100 grams of it

were dissolved in 600 c.c. of alcohol and 150 c.c. of benzol by the aid of

heat ; 40 c.c. of common strong sulphuric acid were then added to the

hot solution from a pipette, and any precipitate formed was dissolved by

longer heating, or even adding more of the solvents. Forty grams of

finely powdered sodic nitrite were next sifted into the hot solution as

rapidly as the violence of the reaction permitted, and the product heated,

until there was no more effervescence, after which it was allowed to stand

at ordinary temperatures over night, and then filtered and dried.

The tribrombenzol was converted into tribromdinitrobenzol as fol-

lows. The perfectly dry tribrombenzol was mixed with four or five

times its weight of fuming nitric acid of specific gravity 1.51, and gently

heated over a low flame for two hours in a flask closed with a porcelain

* 2 Proc. Chem. Soc, 1896-1897, p. 143.
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crucible, taking care that the temperature was kept just below boiling.

It was then allowed to stand over night at ordinary temperatures, when

most of the tribromdinitrobenzol crystallized out, while the rest of it was

obtained by pouring the supernatant acid liquid into a large excess of

water. The dried product was purified by crystallization from about

eight times its weight of a niixture of three parts of alcohol with one

of benzol.

Action of Sadie Ethylate on Tribromdinitrohenzol at 70°.

The tribromdinitrobenzol used in all this work, made in the way de-

scribed in the previous section, melted at 192°, and had the constitution

lir3l,3,o,(N02)22,4. Forty grams of this tribromdinitrobenzol were dis-

solved in 80 c.c. of benzol, and mixed with the solution of sodic ethylate

obtained from 6.8 grams of sodium and 180 c.c. of absolute alcohol,

wliich gave the proportion of three molecules of sodic ethylate to each

molecule of tribromdinitrobenzol. The flask containing the mixture was

then placed in a water bath, which was heated until a thermometer im-

mersed in the mixture rose to 70°, at which temperature the solution was

kept for ten minutes. The liquid turned dark brown during this heating,

a color which had been found to be characteristic of the reaction with

the aid of heat. At the end of the ten minutes the liquid was poured

into a large evaporating dish, and the solvents allowed to evaporate spon-

taneously. The residue thus obtained was washed with water until tha

wash waters became colorless, and the products purified as follows.

Residue Insoluble in Water.

This residue was dried and extracted three times with boiling ligroin.

The portion insoluble in ligroin was purified by repeated crystallization

from a mixture of ligroin and benzol, during which it was frequently

treated with boneblack. The product was the diuitroresorcine diethyl-

ether already obtained in this way by W. H. Warren and one of us;*

it was recognized by its melting point, 133°, and its solubilities and

appearance.

The ligroin solution on standing deposited a flocculent precipitate in

too small quantity for identification, which was filtered out, and the fil-

trate evaporated to dryness ; the crystalline residue was spread on an

ungluzed plate to remove oily impurities, after which it was purified by
crystallization from hot ligroin. After four crystallizations it showed

* These Proceedincrs, XXV. 170.
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gave no test for a nitrite, showing that the nitro groups had not been

attacked.

Other Products of the Reaction. — During the purification of the dini-

troresorcine diethylether a small quantity of the bromdinitroresorcine

diethylether melting at 184" was isolated. Its presence shows that the

heating for ten minutes used by us was not sufficient to convert the whole

of it into the dinitroresorcine diethylether.

From the ligroin mother liquors of the bromdinitroresorcine diethyl-

ether melting at 92°, a few milligrams of a body were obtained, which

melted constant at 112°, contained bromine, and gave no test for nitro-

gen after fusion with sodium.* AVe supposed, therefore, that we had

the tribromresorcine, which melts according to Benedikt at 111°, and

could be formed by the replacement of the two nitro groups by ethoxy

radicals, followed by saponification : but upon comparing our specimen

with some tribromresorcine made for this purpose, it was found that,

although the two substances melted at the same point, (as we found

the melting point 11 2*^-1 13° for the tribi'omresorcine,) they differed

markedly in solubility in alcohol, our substance being much the less solu-

ble, and also in the method of crystallization, although the forms were

not incompatible. That our substance was not tribromresorcine was

proved by the action of sodic hydrate, which did not affect our body,

whereas it dissolved the tribromresorcine instantly, giving a solution

which turned black almost at once. The amount of our substance was

not enough for analysis, so we can make no statement in regard to its

nature. We add a description of its crystalline form, which may lead to

its identification. It forms when crystallized from alcohol white very

sharp needles, which when better developed appear as slender prisms

with square ends or bluntly sharpened by several planes at very obtuse

angles to the sides and terminated by a basal plane. When less well

developed, it forms felted masses of needles or bunches, or long sheaves

of needles. None of the arborescent forms were observed which seemed

to be characteristic of the tribromresorcine. This substance was also

characterized by its solubility in ligroin. It was only formed in very

minute quantities under the conditions of the reaction used by us.

The Products of the Reaction soluble in Water.

The wash waters obtained from the product of the action of sodic

ethylate on tribromdinitrobenzol at 70° were highly colored, but the

* We do not feel that this proves the substance is free from nitrogen.

VOL. XXXIV.—
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substances obtained by acidifying them with acetic acid were so tarry th^t

we could not isolate any body fit for analysis. The filtrate from this tar,

which was also colored, was evaporated to small bulk, and treated with

baric chloride, when a gelatinous precipitate was obtained, which resem-

bled the barium salt of tribromnitrophenol described later in this paper.

We did not however succeed in getting enough of it to purify for

analysis.

The approximate yields of the principal products of the action of sodic

ethylate on tribromdinitrobenzol at 70° were determined as follows :
—

Dinitroresorcine Diethylether 16 per cent.

Bromdinitroresorcine Diethylether melting at 92° . 9 per cent.

Total 25 per cent.

From which it appears that 75 per cent of the theoretical yield had been

converted into the tarry mass, from which we could isolate nothing fit

for analysis.

Action of Sodic Ethylate upon Tribromdinitrobenzol in the Cold.

The proportions used were the same as those used in the experiment

at 70°, that is, 40 grams of the tribromdinitrobenzol dissolved in 80 c.c.

of benzol and mixed with the sodic ethylate from 6.8 grams of sodium

and 180 c.c. of absolute alcohol. The mixture was allowed to stand in

a corked flask from three to five days with frequent shaking, after which

it was poured into an evaporating dish, and allowed to evaporate spon-

taneously. The residue was washed with water, until the washings

were colorless, and the products were then purified as follows.

Residue Insoluble in Water.

This was dried, and extracted three times with boiling ligroin, which

left a crystalline residue, and this after recrystallization from a mixture

of alcohol and benzol showed the constant melting point 184°, and was

therefore the bromdinitroresorcine diethylether discovered by W. H.

Warren and one of us in the previous work on this reaction.

The ligroin extract was allowed to stand over night, when it deposited

crystals, which were filtered out, and strangely enough proved to be

essentially insoluble in ligroin. As they could not have been formed in

the ligroin solution, we can explain the extraction of them by hot ligroin

only by supposing they are soluble in a mixture of ligroin and the

other (soluble) product of the reaction. The crystals after purification
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by crystallization from a mixture of alcohol and benzol showed the con-

stant melting point 105^, which suggested that they were the dinitrophlo-

roglucine triethylether discovered by W. R. Lamar and one of us.* To

settle the nature of the substance, it was dried at 100° and analyzed with

the following result :
—

0.2297 gram of the substance gave 19.4 c.c. of nitrogen at a tempera-

ture of 23° and a pressure of 750 mm.

Calculated for

CoU(,OC2H5>s{NOj),. Found.

Nitrogen 9.34 9.42

It is therefore the dinitrophloroglucine triethylether.

Tlie ligroin mother liquor, from which the dinitrophloroglucine tri-

ethylether had been deposited, was evaporated to dryness, and spread on

a porous plate to remove oily impurities, after which it was diss^olved in

hot ligroin, and allowed to crystallize, when in addition to the square

prisms of dinitrophloroglucine triethylether long needles with square

ends were observed, which resembled the bromdinitroresorcine diethyl-

ether melting at 92°, obtained by the action of a hot sodic ethylate solu-

tion on tribromdinitrobenzol, as described earlier in this paper. The iso-

lation of this substance from the mixture of crystals proved a matter of

great difficulty. Hot ligroin did not accomplish this, and a number of

other solvents were tried with no better success. Finally, on soaking the

mixture for some time with cold ligroin, it was found that a considerable

amount of ths square prisms remained undissolved; these were filtered

out, and the filtrate on evaporation gave a residue, which was once more

extracted with cold ligroin in the same way. This second extract

yielded crystals, which could be purified by crystallization from hot

ligroin, when their constant melting point 92° and their solubilities and

crystalline form proved that they were the bromdinitroresorcine diethyl-

ether (OaH5),l,3,Br5,(NO,),2,4.

Although the dinitrophloroglucine triethylether was formed freely in

the cold, we obtained none of it when we carried on the reaction at 70°.

This was probably due to the short duration of our* experiments (ten

minutes), as there is little doubt that this substance is produced by the

further action of the sodic ethylate on the bromdinitroresorcine diethyl-

ether at first formed. It follows that the best way of making the die-

thylether melting at 92° is the process described under the action of sodic

ethylate at 70°.

* Am. Chem. Journ., XVIII. 670.
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Products of the Reaction Soluble in Water.

The first step in purifying tlie products of the reaction of soclic ethyl-

ate on tribromdiuitrobenzol in the cold consisted in washing with water

;

the highly colored wash waters were concentrated, and acidified with

acetic acid, which produced a flocculent precipitate ; this was dissolved

in dilute alcohol, filtered, and the hot filtrate treated with an aqueous

solution of baric hydrate. On cooling, beautiful leaf-like lemon-yellow

crystals of a barium salt separated, which, after purification by recrystal-

lizing from water, were dried at 100°, and the barium determined with

the following result :
—

-

0.3916 gram of the salt gave 0.1446 gram of baric sulphate.

Calculated for

[Con.(OC,U3)(NO,)20]oBa2noO. Found.

Barium 21.78 21.71

The retention of the two molecules of water at 100° is certainly strange,

especially as the salt changed from lemon-yellow to orange on heating,

evidently from loss of water, and, as therefore this analysis was not suf-

ficient to establish the identity of the substance, we prepared the free

phenol by decom[)osing the barium salt with acetic acid. It was recrys-

tallized from alcohol, until it showed the constant melting point 77°,

when it was dried in vacuo, and analyzed with the following result :
—

0.2125 gram of the substance gave 22.1 c.c. of nitrogen at a tempera-

ture of 15° and a pressure of 752 mm.

Calculated for

C(iH2OUO0.,Il5(NO2)3. Found.

Nitrogen 12.28 12.11

The body is therefore a dinitroresorcine monoethylether, and seems to

be identical with that discovered by Aroidieim* by treating nitrosoresor-

cine ethylether with nitric acid, as the descriptions of the appearance

and solubilities of the two bodies coincide, but Aronheim gives the melt-

ing point 75°, whereas we found 77°. It seemed necessary therefore to

establish the identity of our body more firmly, and this was done by

saponifying a specimen of it by boiling for half an hour with a sulphuric

acid of specific gravity 1.44. As the dinitroresorcine thus obtained

melted at 212° our body has the symmetrical structure

OHI.OC2H55.NO22.NO24,

* Ber. d. chem. Ges., XII. 32.
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and is the monoethylether corresponding to the diethylether formed by

the action of hot sodic ethylate on tribromdinitrobenzol (see later in this

paper). Whether our substance is identical with that discovered by

Aronheim, or whether the difference of two degrees in the melting point

is caused by a difference in constitution, we are unable to determine with

our present knowledge.

The filtrate, from which the dinitroresorcine monoethylether had been

precipitated by acetic acid, still contained a phenol to judge by its color,

and to obtain this hydrochloric acid was added, which produced a white

precipitate. Without filtering the liquid was extracted with ether, and,

as this removed almost all of the color, the aqueous liquid was thrown

away. The ether on evaporation usually left a red oily mass, which

obstinately refused to crystallize ; on one occasion, however, we succeeded

in obtaining about half a gram of a solid, which after recrystallization

from alcohol showed the constant melting point 90°, and agreed in its

properties with those described for the tribromnitrophenol which melts

at 89° according to Daccomo.* To characterize the substance more

thoroughly some of the oily mass was treated with a solution of baric

hydrate, and the barium salt formed, which liad a gelatinous consistency,

was washed with cold water, dissolved in cold alcohol, from which it was

allowed to crystallize, and after being dried at 100° analyzed with the

following result :
—

0.1816 gram of the salt gave 0.0485 gram of baric sulphate.

Calculated for

(CoHBr3NO.O)2Ba. Found.

Barium 15.45 15.70

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the phenol is tribromnitrophenol

formed from tribromdinitrobenzol by the replacement of one of the nitre

groups by one hydroxyl radical. Our substance also shows two charac-

teristic properties, which have been observed in the case of the tribrom-

nitrophenol; these are the solubility of its barium salt in alcohol, and the

fact that the sodium salt is not decomposed by organic acids. The con-

stitution of the phenol follows from its mode of formation from tribrom-

dinitrobenzol melting at 192°. It is Br3l,3,5,OH2.N024.

The following statement of the yields of these various products of the

action of cold sodic ethylate on tribromdinitrobenzol will give a general

idea of the extent to which each of the reactions takes place, but it

should be remembered that these numbers are approximate estimates

* Ber. d. chem. Ges., XVIII. 1167.
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rather than strict determiuations, as must necessarily be the case where

the products are purified by crystallization. The numbers are percent-

ages of the theoretical yield in each case :
—

C6HBr(OC2H6)2(N02)2, melting point 184° . . 22 per cent.

C6HBr(OC2H5)2(N02)2, melting point 92° . . 19 per cent.

C6H(OC2H5)3(N02)2, melting point 105° . . 19 per cent.

C6H2(OC2H,)OH(N02)2, melting point 77° . . 6 per cent.

C6HBr3(N02)OH, melting point 90° ... . 1 per cent.

Total 67 per cent.

It appears from this that the principal reaction is that which forms the

bromdinitroresorcine diethylether melting at 92°, since the dinitrophloro-

glucine triethylether must be formed from this by a secondary reaction,

and the yield of the two together is 38 per cent. Next after this comes

the reaction forming the bromdinitroresorcine diethylether melting at

184°, and its decomposition product, the dinitroresorcine raonoethylether,

as these together make up 28 per cent of the theoretical yield ; while

the third primary reaction, that which forms the tribromnitrophenol, is of

very inferior importance, yielding only one per cent. These results also

make it probable that no other product was formed in any considerable

amount, as the percentage unaccounted for (33) is no greater than the

loss which would be expected from such numbers of crystallizations, and

other wasteful methods of purification, as were necessary in isolating the

substances enumerated. Small quantities of oily products were observed

at various points in the work, as stated in the description of the purifica-

tion, but except for these all the products were recognized.

Constitution of the Dinitroresorcine Diethylether melting at 133°.

The dinitroresorcine diethylether was boiled for some time with sul-

phuric acid of specific gravity 1.44 in a flask with a return cooler. The

reaction runs smoothly, and gives an almost quantitative yield of the

symmetrical dinitroresorcine (0C^ll,\\,b,(1^0^).^A. This was recog-

nized by its melting point 210° -211° ; Typke * gives 212°.5, Schiapa-

relli and Abellif 214°.5, both of which are higher than that observed by

us ; but, as only two dinitroresorcines could be formed from tribromdini-

trobenzol, the symmetrical one, whose melting point is given above, and

the adjacent, which melts at 142°, there can be no doubt about the iden-

* Ber. d. chem. Ges., XVI. 552.

t Ibid., XVI. 872.
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t'lty of our substance. Many of its other properties also coiucided with

those given for symmetrical diuitroresorciue. It formed vitreous yellow-

ish prisms apparently belonging to the monoclinic system when crystal-

lized from acetic ester, but crystallized from alcohol in the spear-head

forms, which were obtained by Typke from sublimation. The sodium

salt was orange-red, the ammonium salt yellow prisms, the silver salt a

red precipitate which soon turned brown. The acid barium salt con-

sisted of rather thick yellow needles. We did not succeed in getting

the carmine red neutral barium salt. The free phenol decomposes

carbonates.
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In a paper by Sidney Calvert and one of ns,* the behavior of tri-

bromiodbenzol Br3l,3,5,r2, and of tetrabrombeuzol Br4l,2,3,5, with

sodic ethylate was studied, and it was shown that the atom of iodine

(or the atom of bromine in the corresponding position) was replaced by

hydrogen under these conditions, giving the symmetrical trihroml^enzol.

It seemed of interest in this connection to study the corres[)onding tri-

chlor compounds, that is, the trichloriodbenzol and the trichlorbrorabenzol,

to see whether the loosening effect of the three chlorine atoms might

not be even greater than that of the three atoms of bromine, and thus

make it possible that these substances would react with other. agents

beside sodic alcoholates, which were the*only reagents that had any such

effect upon the bromine compounds.

At that time it was not worth while to undertake tlie work, because of

the great difficulty in preparing symmetrical trichloraniline, but since

this obstacle has been removed by the beautiful method of Victor Meyer

and Siidborough,t we have prepared these compounds and studied some

of their relations. Trichloriodbenzol, Cl3l,3,o,I2 melts at 55°; and by

treatment with sodic elhylate dissolved in alcohol and benzol yielded

symmetrical tricldorbeuzol recognized by its melting point 04° and two

analyses. It therefore behaved like the tribromiodbenzol under these

conditions. All our other attempts to obtain a simple replacement of

the iodine in this substance failed, so that it is no more reactive than the

tribromiodbenzol. Fuming nitric acid converted the trichloriodbenzol

into the trichlordinitrobeuzul melting at 129°, iodine being set free.

* These Proceedings, XXXI. 123.

t Ber. d. chem. Ges., XXVII. 315L
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The tricblorbrombenzol Cl3l,3,5,Br2 melts at 65°, that is, at nearly

the same temperature as the symmetrical trichlorbenzol 63°.4 (Korner),

and what is strange, higher than the corresponding trichloriodbenzol.

With sodic ethylate it lost bromine, but the reaction was not specially

studied. When treated with fuming nitric acid it gave a trichlorbrom-

dinitrobenzol melting at 175°, which was a decidedly reactive substance.

Aniline replaced the three atoms of chlorine, giving the trianilidobrom-

dinitrobenzol CG(C6rT5NH)3Br(NOo)2, melting at 175° to 176°, discovered

by W. D. Bancroft and one of us.*

Sodic ethylate also acts upon it, probably giving a number of products,

to judge from analogy and the fact that both sodic bromide and sodic

nitrite were detected among them, but we have only succeeded in iden-

tifying one of these with certainty ; this is a bromdinitroresorcine diethyl-

ether melting at 81° to 82°, and probably having the following constitution,

(OC2ll5)2l?3,Br2(N02)24,6, although it may be that one of the ethoxy

groups stands at 5 instead of 3. It must have been formed by the re-

placement of two atoms of chlorine by two ethoxy groups, and the third

by hydrogen. As in most of the replacements of a halogen by hydrogen

it has been found that it stood between two uitro groups, we think there

can be little doubt that the first constitution assigned to this body is the

correct one. Its formation is interesting, as it is the first case we have

found iu which chlorine has been replaced by hydrogen under these

conditions. In all the otlier cases studied the clilorine has remained

unaltered, or has entered into some sim[)le reaction : thus picrylchloride

gave picryl ether,t picrylmalcftiic ester.J or picrylacetacetic ester, §

according to the reagent used ; chloranil gave dichlorquinonedimalonic

ester,
||

or, so far as the replacement alone was concerned, dichlordi-

ethoxyquinone ; If and trichlordinitrobenzol gave d;chlordinitrophenyl-

malonic ester,** or chlordinitroresorcine diethylether, and diuitrophloro-

glucine triethjdether.ft These last cases are especially striking, since the

corresponding tribromdinitrobenzol showed a replacement of bromine by

hydrogen, when treated with sodium malonic ester or sodic ethylate.

* These Proceedings, XXIV. 293.

t Jackson and Boos, These Proceedings, XXIII. 176.

t Jackson and Soch, Ibid., XXX. 401.

§ Dittrich, Ber. d. chem. Ges., XXIII. 2720.

II
Stieglitz, Am. Chem. Journ., XIII. 38.

IT Kelirmann, J. prakt. Chem., [2], XL. .367 ; Jackson and Grindley, These Pro-

ceedings, XXX. 430.

** Jackson and Lamar, Am. Chem. Journ., XVIII. 775.

tt The same, Ibid., p. 668.
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This bromdinitroresorcine diethylether, melting at 81°-82°,

(OCoH5)2l,3, Br2,(N02)24,6 ?

is isomeric with those melting at 184°,

and at 92°,

(OC,UrJA,3,Bv5,(^0,),2,4,

made by the action of sodic ethylate on the symmetrical tribromdinitro-

benzol.

The trichlorbroradinitrobenzol also reacted with sodium raalonic ester

but we were unable to bring the product into a state fit for analvcis.

When the dry substance was treated with sodic ethylate, it gave a deep

vermilion product, which probably belongs to the class of colored com-

pounds formed by sodic ethylate and certain nitro bodies,* as it was de-

composed by water and some organic solvents. This is the first case, so

far as we can find, in which one of these substances has been observed

derived from a compound of benzol with all its atoms of hydrogen

replaced by other radicals.

TrichloriodhenzoJ^ Cq H2CI3I.

To prepare this substance 17 grams of sublimed trichloraniline (made

by the excellent method of V. Meyer and Sudborough f) were mixed

with moderately dilute sulphuric acid in the proportion of one molecule

of trichloraniline to each molecule ot sulphuric acid, and after thoroutdi

cooling powdered sodic nitrite was added in small successive quantities,

until the nitrous fumes generated were no longer absorbed. After each

addition of the sodic nitrite the flask was corked and vigorously shaken,

until all the red fumes were absorbed, taking care that the contents were

kept cool throughout the operation. When a sufficient amount of sodic

nitrite had been added, the mixture was filtered, the cooled filtrate freed

as completely as possible from the excess of nitrous fumes by vigorous

shaking, and then treated with a distilled aqueous solution of hydriodic

acid, until there was no further action. The brownish precipitate thus

obtained was washed first with a solution of potassic iodide to remove

free iodine, and finally with water, after which it was purified by subli-

mation, or by crystallization from hot alcohol, until it showed the con-

stant melting point of 55°. It was dried in vacuo, and gave the following

results on analysis :
—

* These Proceedings, XXXIII. 173, and Amer. Cliera. Journ., XIX. 199, where
a, complete list of the papers on this subject is given,

t Ber. d. cliem. Ges., XXVII. 3151.
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0.2188 gram of the substance gave by the method of Carius 0.4746

gram of a mixture of argentic chloride and iodide. After wash-

ing this precipitate with ammonic hydrate 0.1672 gram of argentic

iodide were left undissolved.
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I. 0.0906 gram of the substance gave by the method of Cariiis 0.2154

gram of argentic chloride.

II. 0.0702 gram of the substance gave 0.1862 gram of argentic

chloride.
Calculated for Found.

CcU-iClg. I. II.

Chlorine 58.68 58.78 58.13

Behavior of Trichloriodhenzol with Other Reagents.

"With aniline even at its boiling point trichloriodhenzol showed no signs

of action, except that the color of the mixture became darker, and a

certain amount of turbidity appeared, but no test for an iodide could be

obtained, and the trichloriodhenzol was recovered" unaltered.

When trichloriodhenzol was heated on the steam bath for three hours

with an aqueous solution of sodic hydrate, the liquid took on a chrome-

yellow color, but this must have been due to a very slight reaction, as

after acidification it gave no precipitate with argentic nitrate, and essen-

tially the whole of the trichloriodhenzol was recovered unaltered.

Melted sodic hydrate, on the other hand, seemed to act upon it, as a

brownish mass was obtained, which after solution in water gave a slight

precipitate on acidification and a reddish solution ; a good test for an

iodide was obtained, but the yield of the new organic substance was so

small that we did not study this reaction further, since at best it seemed

to us of slight interest.

Sodium malonic ester had little or no action on the trichloriodhenzol,

most of which was recovered unaltered from the product, so that the

hope of obtaining enough of a substance (if one were really formed) for

analysis was so small that we did not continue work in this line.

From these experiments it appears that the trichloriodhenzol is no

more reactive than the tribromiodbenzol, from which exactly similar re-

sults were obtained by Sidney Calvert and one of us.*

Wlien trichloriodhenzol was mixed with nitric acid of specific gravity

1.50 and strong sulphuric acid, and the mixture gently heated, the solid

went into solution. It was allowed to stand at ordinary temperatures

over night, and then precipitated with a large quantity of water, when
a mixture of a white body and scales of iodine was thrown down. The
iodine was recognized by its crystalline form, color, smell, and purple

fumes. The white body was purified by crystallization from alcohol,

* These Proceedings, XXXI. 128.
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when it showed the melting point 129°, and is therefore the trichlor-

diuitrobenzol Cl3l,3,o,(iS02)22,4.

Trichlorhrombenzol CgHjClsBr.

Twenty grams of trichloraniline dissolved in 100 c.c. of hot glacial

acetic acid were mixed with 90 c.c. of hydrobromic acid (boiling at 125°),

and, disregarding the heavy grayish yellow precipitate, the mixture was

thoroughly cooled in an ice bath, and then treated with powdered sodic

nitrite, until red fumes were given off freely. The sodic nitrite was

added in small quantities at a time, and the flask containing the mixture

shaken vigorously after each addition, the liquid behig kept cool through-

out. The heavy precipitate already mentioned went into solution during

the addition of the sodic nitrite, forming a dirty yellow liquid. After

standing for a few hours to complete the reaction, the contents of the

flask were poured into an evaporating dish, and heated for an hour on

the steam bath. In this way a dark oily product floating on the surface

of the liquid was obtained, which solidified on cooling. The mother

liquor deposited more of this product in a semi-crystalline condition, and

an additional amount was obtained from it by heating it again with more

hydrobromic acid. The product was purified by sublimation followed by

recrystallization from alcohol, until it showed the constant melting point

64°_65°. As this is the same as the melting point of trichlorbenzol, we

supposed at first that our product was this body, but the following analy-

ses of the substance dried in vacuo showed that it was the desired

trichlorhrombenzol.

I. 0.1618 gram of the substance gave by the method of Carius 0.3850

gram of the mixture of argentic chloride and bromide.

II. 0.1116 gram of the substance gave 0.2656 gram of the mixture of

argentic chloride and bromide.

III. 0.1276 gram of the substance gave on combustion 0.1274 gram of

carbonic dioxide and 0.0108 gram of water.
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The yield of trichlorbrombenzol was 12 grams, instead of the 26.5

grams which should have been obtaiued from 20 grams of trichloraui-

line, that is, over 45 per cent of the theory.

Properties of TrichlorhrombenzoJ. — It crystallizes from alcohol in white

radiating needles, which develop into long slender blunt ended prisms.

It melts at 64°-65°, that is, one degree higher than the symmetrical

triclilorbenzol, which melts according to Korner at 63°. 4; not only is

this coincidence striking, but it is also surprising that it should melt at

a higher temperature than the trichloriodbenzol, which melts at 55°. It

sublimes easily. It is freely soluble in ether, benzol, or acetone; solu-

ble in cold alcohol, more freely in hot ; soluble in glacial acetic acid, or

ligroin ; less soluble in methyl alcohol, and still less in carbonic disul-

phide. The best solvent for it is alcohol. The three strong acids have

no apparent action on it, but fuming nitric acid converts it into trichlor-

bromdinitrobenzol, as described later. When a benzol solution of the

trichlorbrombenzol was treated with sodic ethylate, the atom of bromine

was removed, as was shown by testing the wash waters from the pro-

duct for bromine, when a strong reaction for it was observed.

Trichlorbromdinitrohenzol CeClgBr (NO2) .^

To prepare this substance the trichlorbrombenzol was mixed with

nitric acid of specific gravity 1.52 and one third the quantity of strong

sulphuric acid, and the mixture heated gently for an hour. At first the

solid dissolved, but later the nitro compound was deposited from the

solution. After the mixture had stood over night, the supernatant acid

was poured into a large quantity of water, which gave an additional

amount of the j)roduct. It was purified by crystallization from a mix-

ture of alcohol and benzol, until it showed the constant melting point

175°, when it was dried in vacuo, and analyzed with the following

result :

—

0.1654 gram of the substance gave according to the method of Carius

0.2914 gram of the mixture of argentic chloride and bromide.

Calculated for
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from alcohol and benzol, thick rather blunt rhombic plates, the obtuse

angles of which are frequently bevelled by two planes. They show a

tendeocy to form groups with the members superimposed, and have a

slight yellowish tinge. The substance melts at 175°; and is very sol-

uble in chloroform, acetone, or carbonic disulphide ; slightly soluble in

ethyl or methyl alcohol either cold or hot ; insoluble in cold, soluble in

hot glacial acetic acid ; essentially insoluble in ligroin, oi* in hot or cold

water.' The best solvent for it is a mixture of benzol and alcohol.

Strong hydrochloric or sulphuric acid has no apparent action on it.

Fuming nitric acid dissolves it when hot. It suldimes easily, and in this

way feathery ivory-white crystals are obtained sometimes over a centi-

meter in length.

Action of Aniliue on Trichlorhromdinitrohenzol.

When one gram of trichlorbromdinitrobenzol was warmed gently with

a slight excess of freshly distilled aniline, it went into solution forming

a cherry-red liquid, the color of which became deeper on longer heating.

To obtain the product the liquid was poured into a large quantity of

water, acidified with hydrochloric acid, and the crimson precipitate formed

in this way thoroughly washed, and crystallized from a mixture of alcohol

and benzol, until it reached the constant melting point 175°-176°.

This showed that the substance was the bromdinitrotrianilidobenzol

CGBr(NO.,)o(CGH6NH)3 obtained by W. D. Bancroft and one of us*

from tetrabromdinitrobenzol and aniline. In this case it was formed by

the replacement of the three atoms of chlorine by three anilido groups.

Behavior of Trichlorhromdinitrohenzol ivith Sodic Ethylate in the Cold.

Five grams of trichlorbromdinitrobenzol dissolved in anhydrous ben-

zol were mixed with the sodic ethylate made from twenty-five grams of

absolute alcohol and one gram of sodium, which gave the proportion of

three molecules of the ethylate to each molecule of trichlorbromdinitro-

benzol. The two substances reacted at once, since the liquid took on a

bright scarlet color as soon as they were mixed, and tliere was also a

slight evolution of heat. To complete the reaction the mixture was

allowed to stand three days at ordinary temperatures, during which time

a heavy precipitate was deposited, and the color changed to a yellowish

red. The precipitate was filtered out, washed with alcohol, and then dis-

solved in water. This solution gave a strong test for sodic nitrite with

* These Proceedings, XXIV. 293.
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potassic iodide, starch paste, and dilute sulphuric acid, and also a heavy-

white precipitate with argentic nitrate and nitric acid. To obtain the

organic products of tlie reaction the reddish alcoholic filtrate was allowed

to evaporate spontaneously, and the residue treated with water ; the in-

soluble substance thus obtained was purified by crystallization from alco-

hol, until it showed the constant melting point 81°-82°, when it was

dried in vacuo, and analyzed with the following result :
—

I. 0.1236 gram of the substance gave by the method of Carius 0.0684

gram of argentic bromide.

II. 0.2500 gram of the substance gave 18.4 c.c. of nitrogen at a tem-

perature of 23° and a pressure of 754.7 mm.

Calculated for Found.

CuHBrtCaHjOjCNOj),. I. II.

Bromine 23.89 23.56

Nitrogen 8.36 8.24

The substance is therefore a broradinitroresorcine diethylether formed

from the trichlorbromdinitrobeiizol by the replacement of two atoms of

chlorine by ethoxy groups, and of the third by hydrogen. Certain

points in regard to its constitution are settled, since the two ethoxy groups

must be in the meta position to each other, and the atom of bromine and

the two nitro groups are in the symmetrical position to each other. The
radicals therefore are probably arranged as follows,

(C2ll50)2l,3,Br2,(N02)24,6,

but it is possible that one of the ethoxy groups instead of the atom of

hydrogen stands at 5 between the two nitro groups. It is isomeric with

the bromdinitroresorcine diethylether melting at 184°, and made by

Warren and one of us * from tribromdinitrobenzol and sodic ethylate in

the cold, which has the constitution (C2H50)2l,5,Br3,(N02)2,4, and also

with that melting at 92° obtained by Koch and one of us, f as another

product from the same reaction, which has the constitution

(C2H50)2l,3,Br5,(N02)22,4.

The yield of the bromdinitroresorcine diethylether was one gram from
five of tiie trichlorbromdinitrobenzol, that is, about 21 per cent of the

theoretical yield.

* These Proceedings, XXV. 1G6. t These Proceedings, XXXIV. 128.
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Propel ties of Bromdinitroresorcine Dletliylether, melting at 81°-82°,

CGH(C.,H50)oBr(NOo)2.

It forms when crystallized from alcohol white ueedles or slender prisms

terminated by two planes at an obtuse angle to each other, which turn

brown on exposure to the light. It melts at 8l°-82°, and is very soluble

in benzol, or chloroform ; soluble in methyl alcohol, acetone, glacial acetic

acid, or carbonic disulphide; slightly soluble in cold ethyl alcohol, more

soluble in hot ; slightly soluble in ligroin. Alcohol is the best solvent for

it. It is not acted on ap|)arently by strong hydrochloric acid, either hot

or cold ; strong sulphuric acid does not act in the cold, but when warm

dissolves it with a brownish red color; strong nitric acid does not act in

the cold, but gives a colorless solution with it when hot.

That tliis bromdinitroresorcine diethylether was not the only organic

product of the reaction of sodic ethylate on trichlorbromdinitrobenzol was

shown by the fact that sodic nitrite as well as sodic chloride was formed.

Our attempts to isolate these other bodies, however, were far from suc-

cessful. Some experiments with the aqueous wash waters seemed to

indicate that they contained a phenol melting at 111°, and having pei-

haps the formula Cg(OC2lI)20II(N02)2lir> but the analytical data

obtained were too imperfect to justify a description of the body ; and we

did not succeed in bringing any of the other products into a state fit for

analysis.

The trichlorbromdinitrobenzol seemed to give colored compounds with

sodic ethylate similar to those given by picrylch oride and several other

nitro compounds, since upon adding an alcoholic solution of sodic ethylate

to the dry substance it took on a strong vermilion color, which was in-

stantly destroyed by w'ater, and more slowly by benzol or ligroin. Tiie

fact that the color disappeared on the addition of water indicates that it

is one of the colored compounds under discussion, and not a salt of a

phenol. Another sample of the color was allowed to stand for half an

hour exposed to the air, at the end of which time the red color had given

place to yellow. As the colored compound was less stable than several

others which have been studied, its investigation was not carried further.

The trichlorbromdinitrobenzol is acted on by an alcoholic solution of

sodium malonic ester. Our first experiments gave a crystalline product,

but in too small quantity for analysis. Our later experiments have

yielded only viscous masses, from which we have not succeeded in ob-

taining anything for analysis in spite of a very large expenditure of time

and material.
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Properties of Bromdinitroresorcine DietJnjlether^ melting at 81°-82°,

C6H(C2H50)2Br(NO.)2.

It forms when crystallized from alpohol white needles or slender prisms

terminated by two planes at an obtuse angle to each other, which turn

brown on exposure to the light. It melts at 8l°-82°, and is very soluble

in benzol, or chloroform ; soluble in methyl alcohol, acetone, glacial acetic

acid, or carbonic disulphide; slightly soluble in cold ethyl alcohol, more

soluble in hot ; slightly soluble in ligroin. Alcohol is the best solvent for

it. It is not acted on api)arently by strong hydrochloric acid, either hot

or cold ; strong sulphuric acid does not act in the cold, but when warm

dissolves it with a brownish red color; strong nitric acid does not actiu

the cold, but gives a colorless solution with it when hot.

That this bromdinitroresorcine diethylether was not the only organic

product of the reaction of sodic ethylateon trichlorbromdinitrobenznl wmc
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" When I have seen the hungry ocean gain

Advantage on the kingdom of the shore,

And the firm soil win of the watery main,

Increasing store witli loss and loss with store
;

When I have seen sucii interchange of state,

Or state itself confounded to decay
;

Ruin hath taught me thus to ruminate."

Shakespeare, Sonnet LXIV.

INTRODUCTION.

Physiographic Standpoint.— The present paper deals with the devel-

opment of coasts from a geographic standpoint, and attempts to workout
the criteria by which we may determine whether a given coastal area

stands now at a relatively higher or lower level with reference to the

level of the sea than it did in some previous cycle or portion of a cycle.

Particular emphasis will be laid upon the stages of development, which
follow each other according to dynamic laws in a systematic succession,

both after uplift and after depression. The time since the beo-iuuino- of

the cycle or epicycle t is found to have a very important bearing upon

the question of continental oscillation. The dynamic forces of nature do

not leave the initial forms produced by uplift or depression, but produce

a successive series of sequential forms, which may be used, when the

order of the normal succession is apprehended, as criteria to determine

the time since the cycle began.

Omitted Phases of the Subject. — The shoreline, the line formed by
the intersection of the plane of the sea with the land, is in a geographic

sense a most inconstant line. Though for the geographic minute, a

* This paper was written for the Doctorate of Philosophy at Harvard Uni-
versity, and was presented in June, 1806. It lias been condensed and slightly

revised for publication. September, 1898.

t See p. 154.
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generation of men, it is practically in the same position, yet even in the

short period of historic time records show that villages have been sub-

merged, or that seaport towns have been turned into inland places.

The historical side of this problem is not to be here discussed, nor is

the cause of the secular movements of the earth's crust, including the

question of isostasy, here considered.

As dwellers upon the land, we look at the change in the relative posi-

tion of land and water as it affects our position. Thus " the land rises,"

" the coast sinks," are the common expressions of man. If the point of

view was that of the inhabitants of the sea, the expressions would be

reversed, the sea sinks when the land rises and rises when the land is

depressed. It will be convenient in this paper to use the terms elevation,

uplift, emergence, raised, etc., and their opposites, depression, submer-

gence, sunken, etc., in reference to the land. Such use is not intended

to imply "a limitation of movement to the land, excluding that of the sea

floor, but is to describe the geographic efTects from the standpoint of

man, who lives upon the dry land.

The shrinking of the mass of oceanic waters will also cause the land

apparently to rise to the same amount all over the world.*

By the draining of lakes many characteristic forms of shore develop-

ment will be exposed, which are here classed with forms following up-

lift; while the increase of water in a lake for any cause will give the

same forms as are produced by a depression of the land.

The relation of the accumulation of glaciers to changes of elevation,

and the evidence afforded by coral islands to show rising or sinking

regions, are two problems for solution which are not attempted by the

present writer.

Use of Terms. — Throughout this paper the author uses shoreline for

the line of intersection of the sea with the land. The region immedi-

ately to the landward of the shoreline is called the coast, and seaward

from this line the shore. Thus cliffs and deltas are coastal features, while

waves advance and retreat along the shore.

In the figures the older mainland is cross-hatched, while forelands are

left blank. The observer is supposed to look from the point of view of

the sea as it attacks the land, therefore the two sides of the figures will

be spoken of as the right and left respectively as seen from the sea look-

ing toward the land.

* The effect in inland seas with imperfect outflow has been discussed by Prof.

Suess, Anzeiger d. k. Akad. d. Wiss., 1887, XXIV. 180-182.
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Initial is here used as the technical term to define the form at the

beginning of any geographic cycle or epicycle. Any dynamic process

which produces a change in the relative position of land and sea may
interrupt a cycle at any stage of development, and introduce a new
cycle. Later stages and forms will be called sequential. These terms

are offered to avoid the misconception, on account of their vernacular

meaning, of the terms constructional and destructional, sometimes used

for the identical ideas.

Previous Work on Shorelines.— Since the days of Strabo and Aristotle,

two of the greatest observers among early geographers, much has been

added to the science of geography. Passing over the work * of the car-

tographers, explorers, and speculative writers, mention must be made of

the great mass of facts collected by Ritter and Humboldt and of their

use by Guyot ; but the great outdoor observer, De la Beche, whose work

was the stock in trade of the next generation, first interpreted many of

the coastal forms. He in 1834,t and Dana more fully in 1849,$ recog-

nized land-carved forms under water, or drowned valleys, as proof of

depression of the land. Robert Chambers recognized raised beaches and

associated coastal forms, and showed that the Atlantic coastal plain indi-

cated elevation. § Lyell with his doctrine of uniformity, Ramsay with

the tlieory of marine denudation, the Geikies, LeConte, Darwin, and

many other geologists, have worked out the changes in form of coasts

here grouped under various sequential stages.

Members of the United States Surveys, Bache, Mitchell, Gilbert,

Shaler, Whiting, Davidson, and others, have worked out many of the

details of coastal forms and their changes, and a large number of obser-

vations recorded upon maps and charts have been the basis of much of

the work in this paper.

In 1879, Dr. Halm discussed the rising and sinking of coasts, but he

did not consider the ratios between activities nor take into account the

time since which a given movement took place. Weule, Cold, Keller,

and Sandler have also studied shorelines, but the fullest discussion of

coastal and shore forms has been made by von Richthofen and his pupil.

Dr. Philippson.il

* See Lyell, Prin. Geol., 11th ed., 1872, 22, 57 ; Woodworth, Am. Geol, 1894,

XIV. 210.

t Theoretical Geology, 192-194.

X Geology of the Wilkes Expedition, 1849, 677.

§ Ancient Sea Margins, 221, 253, 270, 276, 299.

II
See list of references for these and other papers.
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PART I. INITIAL FORMS.

1. The Geographic Cycle.

Systematic Sequence of Forms.— Before the consideration of the initial

forms themselves is undertaken, the position of the initial stage in relation

to geographic cycles of development must be clearly understood. Conse-

quently at the outset some of the general facts of cycles will be discussed

in their bearing upon the problem of stages in the development of shore-

lines, and particularly as regards the initial or first stage of a cycle.

In this paper many facts from different sources are brought together,

and the attempt is made to show some of the laws of coastal development.

After the inductive study of coast forms upon the better mapped areas of

the world had been made, and the deductive scheme of development

worked out, gaps in the scheme were found which are not filled by ex-

amples. This lack of facts to fit ideal cases may be because they do not

exist upon our small earth, or because they have not been reported, as

well as on account of a defective scheme. By showing w here such gaps

in our theoretical scheme of development occur at present, the eyes of

future field workers may be sharpened to look for the expectable facts.

Succession on Land.— Land forms go progressively through a series of

successive stages of development, to which have been applied names taken

from various stages of life, thus suggesting that forms as seen to-day

began as something else, and will as time advances become systematically

still further developed. Stages of the cycle follow one another from birth

to death in the ideal case, where the land stands still long enough for the

completed development. The initial stage, or birth, is succeeded in turn

by infancy, youth, adolescence, maturity, past-maturity, old age, and

finally by death.

A new cycle is inaugurated by each oscillation of any considerable

amount, minor changes of level being included as epicycles, or divisions

of a cycle. Land forms advance successively from infancy toward old

age in each cycle, while any stage of development may be arrested by

elevation or depression of the land and a second cycle begun. An essential

conception is that a region will be finally reduced to a peneplain if the

baselevelling action of the streams, and the other forces of subaerial

degradation, be allowed to continue long enough to reduce the land

forms to extreme old age. Insequent, consequent, subsequent, and ob-

sequent streams all play their part in the development of the land forms,

captures of one stream by another follow unequal chances, while super-
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posed streams often corae unexpectedly upon a difficult piece of work.

Any one unacquainted with the details of this scheme, as wox'ked out bv

Professor Davis, will be referred to the articles given below.*

Succession on the Coast.— At the beginning of a cycle the subaerial

forces of degradation enter upon a new piece of work. Similarly the sea

has to begin anew its attack upon an initial coast. A series of coastal

forms would be expected to result, and these may be grouped in stages

analogous to those of land forms. On account of the many variables which

control topographic form, it would not be expected to find the inland

area and the coast of the same region in homologous stages of develop-

ment. The general surface of a coastal plain may be in youth or ma-
turity when its coastline has advanced to adolescence. Because the

coastline has reached an adolescent stage of development, it does not

follow that the surface of the coastal plain further inland is also in

adolescence.

The initial stages of coast and inland surface begin together, for both

are controlled by a relative change in position of land mass to sealevel.

In making out the initial and sequential stages of shore development from

an inductive study of coasts and shores, the writer has tried to follow

the principles used by Professor Davis in his studies of the stages of land

forms, aided by his critical suggestions during the progress of the work.

The thesis of this paper is : The forms of any coastal bp:lt may
BE GROUPED IN THE APPROPRIATE STAGES OF A CYCLE. TlIESE FORMS

WILL BE CONSISTENTLY RELATED TO THE ASSOCIATED LAND AREA OX
THE ONE HAND AND TO THE SEA BOTTOM ON THE OTHER. WhEN CON-

SIDERED TOGETHER, THE FORMS OF A COASTAL BELT INDICATE THE

RELATIVE TIME SINCE THE LAST CONSIDERABLE UPLIFT OR DEPRES-

SION, AS WELL AS THE RATIO EXISTING BETWEEN THE SEVERAL ACTIV-

ITIES, IN THEIR DYNAMIC EFFECT UPON THE FORMS OF THE COAST AND

THE SHORE.

Rising, raised ,' sinking, sunken.— In considering any of the conse-

quences of continental oscillations, care must be taken to discriminate be-

tween the movement of the land during historical time or the geographic

to-day, its movement during the immediate past of geographic time, and

the last movement of any considerable amount. Because there is good

evidence of either a geologic or a geographic character, that a given land

has moved either up or down during the period of more careful observa-

* Nat. Geog. Mag., 1889, I. 12-26, 183-253. Proc. B. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889,

XXIV. 365-423. Am. Nat., 1889, XXII. 566-583. Bull. G. S. A., 1891, II. 541-

586. Geographical Illustrations, Harvard University, 1893.
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tion of the last century, it does not follow, from such observations 'per se,

that the land has moved in that same direction for any length of time

previous to the earliest of said observations ; and moreover, if in addition

to such demonstrated recent movement there exists geologic or geographic

evidence to show earlier motion in the same direction, such cumulative

evidence of motion in one direction is no valid argument for continued

motion in the same direction, for any period of time longer than that re-

quired by the nature of the evidence itself The converse of this propo-

sition is also true, viz. that evidence which shows that a country has

been raised or sunken does not prove that the region has been rising or

sinking in recent time, or is to-day rising or sinking.

That the time element has been left out of the majority of previous

considerations of shorelines, in the discussion of their elevation or depres-

sion, will be clearly perceived by any one who vs^ill go over the literature

of the subject.

Areas of Elevation and Depression as Mapped. — A comparison of

three maps of " rising " and "sinking" regions will show how different

points of view have led to opposite conchisions. Dr. G. R. Credner

considers the presence of large deltas a proof of slow rising, therefore in

his map of changes of level * he regards all regions of great deltas as

rising. In contrast with Credner's map, compare. that of upheavals and

depressions by Reclus.f In this map, " drawn after Chas. Darwin," all

regions where the coral growth is prevailingly of the atoll and barrier

reef type are given as sinking, while those regions where the fringing

reefs occur are mapped as regions of upheaval. Thus the hypothesis

of Darwin, t who regarded the form of coral construction as evidence of

" probable subsidence " and " probable elevation," when given such defi-

niteness as upon the map of Reclus, makes a striking contrast to the map

by Dr. Credner; many "rising areas" on the one are "sinking areas'"'

upon the other. Neither of these two criteria can be safely used to show

present or recent movement, nor are they more than hypothetical sug-

gestions of earlier changes of level.

Scandinavia on both of these maps is given as rising, because of its

raised beaches and " water-marks." This peninsula, as will be shown

later, is in the larger geographic sense in a cycle of development follow-

ing depression.

An interesting historico-geographic study could be made by a com-

* Pet. Geog. Mitt., Erg. Nr. 56, 1878, Tom. III.

t La Terre, 1872, I. 702, PI. XXIV.
t The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs, 3d ed., 1889, PI. III.
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parison of the facts used as criteria of rising and sinking in central and

southern Europe. For our present purpose, however, it will suffice to

indicate how loosely criteria have been interpreted. Compare the two

maps referred to above with that of France by Girard.* Each of the

three differs from both of the others. Southwestern France, the Landes

coast, is given by Credner as sinking, by Reclus as rising, and by Girard

as sinking in some places and rising in others.

Algebraic Sum of Movements : Maine.— The position of the land in the

present cycle is determined by the algebraic sum of all past oscillations.

The form is due to development in (n + 1) cycles. Cycles and epicycles

previous to tlie present may be recognized in inverse proportion to the

time since their close, and in direct proportion to the stage of develop-

ment reached in said cycle or epicycle. A region is classed in this paper,

as in a certain stage of development following elevation or depression,

according to the larger facts of form prevailing in the region.

For example, the coast of Maine (Figure 1) is on the whole a depressed

region. It has numerous islands, bays, etc., showing drowned topography

in a youthful stage of development. At Ogtniquit,| however, as well as

in other parts of this area, are seen criteria of elevation, elevated shore-

line, narrow coastal plain, nip, lagoon, and enclosing ofTshore bar. Since

the greatest depression, there has been an episode of elevation. The

development of the sequential features, following the initiation of a new

cycle of depression, has been interrupted by this episode or epicycle of

elevation.

Figure 2. Diagram sliowing Mutual Relations of Cycle, Epicycle, and Vibration.

Cycle, Epicycle, and Vibration, Neio Jersey ; Scandinavia.— It is only

to the larger movements of the land to which the term cycle is applica-

ble. The minor ups and downs of the coast are but portions of a cycle,

each of which may be called an epicycle, which in turn may be made

up of various smaller swings or vibrations. The relations of these

various movements to one another is shown in the accompanying diagram

(Figure 2).

* Soulevements et depressions du sol sur les cotes de France, Bull. Soc. Geog.,

1875, X. 225, etla carte,

t See pp. 185, 188.
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Professor Salisbury has given us a very pretty example of such epi-

cycles in' his Beacon Hill and Pensauken subdivisions of the Yellow

Gravel of New Jersey, and of what we may term vibrations in the

Jamesburg and later subdivisions.* He has found it possible to deter-

mine from the geographic form and position of the deposits the change

of level of the coast, though the changes are relatively so small that the

evidence of movement cannot be traced far inland. It is possil)le, on the

other hand, to trace the Tertiary peneplain for a considerable distance into

the interior, where for instance it is seen in the floor of the Great Valley

;

while the Cretaceous peneplain is the great surface of reference for

geographic features in the eastern United States. These cycle features

must not be regarded as the result of some sudden massive uplift, but

rather as the summation of minor vibrations and epicycles, during which

the average position of the land was such as to cause the Tertiary and

Cretaceous peneplains.

Scandinavia (Atlas Univ., 29, 30) is a good example to show the

differences between cycle, epicycle, and vibration. Taken as a whole,

the peninsula is a depressed region, some portions being deeper drowned

than others. Two typical areas will illustrate this. The form of the

region around Stockholm (Swe., 67, 68, 75, 76, 77, and adj*ent sheets,

Swe. Geol., 50, 51, 52, 53) indicates that it was maturely dissected in

the previous cycle, and is now submerged to a greater and greater amount

out from the shore, as is shown by the large islands near shore, the

smaller islands off shore, and the minute islets and skerries out in the

Baltic. Baron de Geer makes the axis of greatest uplift in the recent

episodes of elevations in the central portion of Scandinavia.f This tilting,

at whatever time it occurred, is indicated by the increasing relief in certain

directions of "the topography of this area.

The second region is in central Norway (Nor., 45, C, D ; 46, C, D

;

48, B; 49, A, B, C, D; 50, A, B, C, D ; 52, B, D ; 53, A, C, D; 56,

A, B). This area shows adolescent dissection of the upland, the land

being more continuous than in the first region mentioned.

While in a large geographic way the Scandinavian peninsula is a de-

pressed area, there have been epicycles of elevation in which terraces

have been cut. | Recent vibrations are also shown by changes of water

level at the established water-marks (R. Seiger).

* Ann. Rep. State Geol. N. J., 1893, 3&-328.

t See references.

t See papers by Briigger, Chambers, de Geer, Hogbom, Kjerulf, Lyell, Miller,

Mohn, Munthe, Pettersen, Reusch, Sandler, Sexe, and Sieger.
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Episodes of depression occurring after those of elevation or alternating

with them, if they occurred, must have been of short duration, as well as

those of elevation, for there is no indication that the development of

coastal features has continued for a great length of time at any level

since that at which the adolescent to mature dissection took place. A
possible exception to the above is the short cycle represented by the rock

bench called by Dr. Reusch "the coast plain " (Nor., 6, B; 45, C, D ;

46, C; 48, B ; 49, A; 53, C ; 56, A, B). From the form it is impos-

sible to tell whether this was cut before or after the deepest valley

dissection, shown by the present fjords. In his English summary (the

writer is not able to read the Norwegian paper) Dr. Reusch says, " It

has been worked out in periods previous to the glacial period, and in the

intervals of that time." * If it is later than the deeper dissection some

traces of the material filling the bays should be found, though the glaciers

would have carried off most of the loose detritus.

Volcanic and Climatic Accidents. — In this paper the shore features

that result from the accidents, volcanic and climatic, which are not an

essential part of the normal cycle, are not considered in detail. With the

general scheme of the normal development of shorelines following eleva-

tion and depression in mind, a study of the accidental interruption of the

normal succession can profitably be made. The volcanic features as

shown in Etna (Italy and Sicily, 269, 270, etc.), and Santorin (Fouque,

Santorin et ses eruptions, Paris, 1879) and the glacial features as seen

on Oland island (Swe., 17, 22), in Boston harbor (C. S., 337), Green-

land, and Alaska ; and the arid coasts of Arabia and the shores of the

Red sea, etc., all furnish an attractive field for special study.

Geographic and Paleontologic Criteria.— By the emphasis laid on ge-

ographic criteria for the recognition of change of level and time since the

initiation of a new cycle, it must not be inferred that the writer implies

any lack of confidence in the value of evidence from the position of life

forms. Geography and paleontology should go hand in hand in showing

past changes of level, as where one fails the other may avail. While his-

torically paleontology has had the lead, perhaps the more natural leader

would be geography ; then the indications, given by the inductive study

of the form of a region, may be confirmed by its contained fossils.

Ideal Areas.— Two areas of strongly contrasted conditions are taken as

types. In each area the development of coastal forms has been consid-

ered to have advanced to late adolescence or into maturity in the previous

* See references.
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cycle. In the first area the land is supposed to have risen with respect

to the water far enough to bring all the features of shore development

of the previous cycle above baselevel ; while in the second area these

features are depressed beneath baselevel. Criteria are worked out for

these two normal or average conditions, and later other possibilities will

be considered in connection with actual regions.

2. Uniform Uplift.

Initial Stage of an Ideal Area.— Let it be conceived that a region be

elevated as a unit to a certain distance above sealevel. The geologic

cause of such uplift need not be considered here, as this paper treats of

Figure 3. Ideal Block in Initial Stage following Uniform Uplift. Such a Re-

gion shows Smooth Bottom, Simple New Shoreline, Smootli Coastal Plain,

Elevated Former Shoreline, and the Dissected Oldland.

VOL. xxxiv.— 11
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the geographic results of continental movements. Enough that it be

granted as a possibility of geology that such uplift of a land mass may

take place.

The form of the land at the initiation of a new cycle of development is

a most important consideration, and it is one which is most frequently

left out of the discussions of elevation and depression. The form of the

land at the beginning of a cycle depends upon the stage of development

reached in the previous cycle, as well as upon the amount and rate of up-

lift. The ideal case here considered is taken where a coast of homogene-

ous structure had been developed to late adolescence or early maturity in

the previous cycle, and the uplift was supposed to have been sufficient in

amount to bring all the coastal and shore forms, developed in the pre-

vious cycle, considerably above sealevel ; and this uplift took {dace, not

suddenly, but steadily, so that the sea did not have time to appreciably

attack the land while it progressively rose. A diagrammatic represen-

tation of the resulting form is given in Figure 3. The forms of the

shoreline and of the inland and seaward areas will each be separately

considered.

(1) Smooth Bottom.— The waste from the land, brought down by

the streams or worn off the coast by the waves, would have been spread

out by the currents in the previous cycle, thus causing the bottom to be

smooth out from the new shoreline. In the ideal case which we are here

considering, the bottom would consist of the finer waste of the previous

cycle, where the sea currents had built it up into the continental delta, at

a depth below the deepest wave attack. Such sedimentation in the pre-

vious cycle would have filled any irregularities then existing, so that the

bottom offshore from the initial shoreline would be monotonously level

or gently undulating.

(2) Simple New Shoreline : Buenos Ayres. — Where the ocean or

other large body of water now intersects the land there will be initial

shore features. At first before the waves have had time to attack the

coast the outlines will be simple, the land gently sloping toward the sea

and ending in broad, undulating curves, probably convex where large

rivers enter. As the initial land surface would have but a slight dip

seaward, it having been formed under water, the sea would leave ex-

posed at low tide a wide area of flats. The most marked feature in

this new born shoreline is its slight crenation and long curves. It would

take but a faint convexity of the land surface to give a convex shoreline.

The Ai'gentine Republic southeast of Buenos Ayres has a shoreline

upon a gently sloping land, very nearly flat. Before the present chan-
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nel was dredged to enable ships to reach the city, the steamers had to

discharge their freight into lighters, and these in turn to wagons driven

into the water. This region appears to be the one least advanced at

present beyond its initial stage, and is therefore given as the best ex-

ample known to the writer of an initial shoreline following elevation.

There is no good account of this coast, the fragramentary hints given by

travellers being the only descriptions which we have ; and the poor maps

(H. C, 616, 930) show little else of coastal and shore forms besides the

gently swinging shoreline.

(3) Smooth Coastal Plain: Texas. —A coastal plain ought to be

found along the margin of the uplifted area, wider where there had pre-

viously been an extensive continental shelf, narrower where less waste

had been deposited in tlie previous cycle ; but with its inner margin at

practically the same height on all sides of the elevated mass. Conse-

quent drainage would characterize this uplifted shelf, while extended

rivers from the oldland would flow across the coastal plain as master

streams.

The coastal plain of Texas, according to the account given by Professor

Penrose,* is a flat plain with the streams lying almost upon the surface,

which has a gentle seaward slope. This plane surface appears to be

nearly in its initial stage of development. The surveyors report that there

is " nothing to map " in this coastal plain area. The shoreline is not

consistently related to the surface of this coastal plain, for it has suffered

since the elevation a sHght episode of depression, as is indicated by the

narrow bays, where the sea has entered the lower portion of the valleys,

which the coastal plain streams had begun to widen.

(4) Elevated Former Shoreline : San Clemente, Figure A.— At the inner

margin of this coastal plain we should find shoreline features younger or

older according to the conditions of development of the region before its

uplift, but at a practically uniform elevation above the sea at the present

time. Reasonable variations in the height of the beach as formed must

be expected, but such variations will have to admit of explanation as

formed by one water level, as under this head of uniform uplift no

differential elevation is understood.

Any of the sequential coastal or shore forms, which will be discussed

in Part II., may be found at the level of the former shoreline, and the

stages to which these several forms had advanced in the previous cycle

should now be found consistently related to each other and to the old-

* First Ann. Rep. Geol. Sur. Texas, 1889, 5-lOL
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laud. The cliff, rock bench and terrace, beach, bar, etc., may all be

found elevated above the sea in this initial stage of the new cycle. A
good example of a recently elevated shoreline is not known to the writer.

Figure 4, giving a portion of San Clements island, California (C. S.,

607, 671, now 5100, 5127), shows several elevated former shorelines,

the last formed being nearly in their initial stage. For detailed descrip-

tion of these cliffs and terraces, resulting from periods of comparative

quiet in a series of progressive uplifts, consult the account of the island

by Professor Lawson.*

FiGDRE 4. Elevated Former Shorelines on San Clemente Island, California.

One of the features characteristic of progressive uplift is clearly shown

upon this map, namely, the more advanced stages of stream development

farther and farther inland from the shore. The valleys widen as one

ascends from the western shoreline, and are shallower on the lower ter-

races, as is seen on the map. The streams have had more time in which

to dissect the higher terraces.

The sequential forms, developed at each level on this island, indicate

extreme youth at the time of each uplift ; therefore the coastal plain

* Bull. Dept. Geol., Univ. of Cal., 1893, I. 128-133.
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and offshore deposits, characteristic of an area uplifted after mature de-

velopment, which was the condition assumed in the discussion of the

ideal area, are not here found. The gently sloping terraces have but

scanty covering of" waterworn pebbles.*

(5) Dissected Oldland. — Upon either hand, as one stood at such a

raised beach in the ideal area under consideration just after it had been

elevated, strongly contrasting regions would present themselves. Below,

the faintly seaward-sloping plain ; while above would be seen the dis-

sected oldland. No general criteria for all regions can be given, for the

aspect which a given country at this time will present depends entirely

upon what stage of development was arrested by its change of position

with respect to baselevel. Young, mature, composite, or forms of almost

any other possible stage, may be found. The question for the observer

to ask is, Where in its path of life did this country stand ?

Variationsfrom Ideal Scheme.— Many variations from this ideal scheme

will at once sufrgest themselves. The land may have been depressed but

a short time before the uniform uplift occurred, and then the bottom

would not have been smoothed over. The coast may have been so steep

that all the waste from the cliff cutting was dumped immediately offshore

from the rock bench, and only a narrow terrace was formed in continua-

tion of the bench. This is practically the case in San Clemente and in

the raised beaches of Scandinavia, already referred to (pages 159, 160),

where no broad coastal plain, simple new shoreline, nor smooth bottom

is found.

Variations in structure will cause great differences in the coastal and

shore forms. A mountain region with its structure transverse to the

shoreline, as is the case in Brittany, will show, after an uplift following

adolescent dissection, a much more irregular elevated shoreline than in

the ideal case of homogeneous structure considered above. A region of

longitudinal mountain structure, like the Austrian coast (page 1G8),

would show its characteristic features of development in its elevated

shoreline.

Time since the last considerable movement is however the most im-

portant factor to be considered in regard to variations from the ideal

scheme. If the previous cycle had advanced only to youth, the coastal

and shore forms, seen after the uplift in the elevated shoreline, would have

the characteristic forms of youthful development. In this case it would

be easy to tell whether the second cycle previous to the present was one

* Loc. cit., p. 132.
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following elevation or depression, for as will be shown later the forms in

the various stages are quite different, as far at least as into maturity.

After maturity is reached in the development of forms of the coast and

shore, the distinction between a cycle following uplift and one following

depression is not so marked.

Slow and rapid Movemsnt.— The initial criteria for the ideal case have

heen given as if the land were raised at once to a certain height and then

stopped, and as if its form were exactly as it had been when developed

at a lower level. Such a conception is of course admissible in an ideal

scheme, but in the consideration of actual examples the sea will gener-

ally be found to have done some work while the movement was in pro-

gress. A series of halts may be made in the upward movement, as has

been shown in San Clemente (Figure 4). Any speed of uplift may be

found in a given locality, and the above criteria must be modified to fit

the case under consideration.

Beffioncd and Continental Uplift.— From the uplift of a limited area

we may extend the conception to a whole continent, but we must be

careful that the criteria are found throughout the whole of the area in

which the uplift is inferred. If a whole continent was uplifted bodily,

the new shoreline, the coastal plain, and the elevated former shoreline

should be found all round its margin, unless some local reason could be

given for the absence of one or more of these criteria in a given locality.

Continental movements have been inferred from local phenomena, par-

ticularly by writers who have discussed the relations between elevation

and glaciation, so that the term as found in the literature is used in a

very loose way.

3. Uniform Depression.

Initial Stage of an Ideal Area. — As in the case of uniform uplift an

ideal case will be first considered in the study of the initial forms follow-

ing uniform depression. Tiie ideal case is taken of a region of homo-

geneous structure, which was developed to early maturity in the previous

cycle, and the depression was sufficient to entirely submerge all the forms

of the coast and shore developed in the previous cycle. The depression

is regarded as having been continuous, though not necessarily rapid.

The sea action upon the land during the slow depression was not suf-

ficient in such a short space of time to materially change the mature

forms of the previous cycle.

(1) Utteven Bottom. — If a region be submerged for a certain amount

beneath the sea, the vertical distance being the same on all sides, the
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subaerially carved topography would be partly under water. The in-

equality would be proportionate to the relief of the land still exposed,

the change from the more even offshore bottom of the former sea area

to the uneven floor of the submerged area being less abrupt the more

gradual the depression.

Criteria of submarine form have been very loosely used by writers in

the past. In some cases the same facts have been used to prove diamet-

rically opposed theories. Compare the use of inequalities of the bottom

by Dr. Spencer and M. Bertrand, the one to prove subaerial denudation

in the West Indies at a former greater elevation, while the other con-

siders all such irregularities in the English channel as the result of

warping. *

All along the Atlantic shore of the United States, from Maine to

North Carolina, submerged channels have been revealed by the detailed

soundings of the Coast Survey ; and on the Pacific shore Professor

Davidson has shown many channels which are not continuations of present

river systems. IVIany of these are however undoubtedly the result of

warping, and all have been more or less cloaked over with land waste,

so an example surely in an initial stage following uniform depression

cannot be given. An example, which comes as near as any known to

the writer to being still in a very youthful condition since depression, is

in the bay of Maine (C. S., 103, 104, 105, 106), where the soundings

indicate very marked submarine channels, wliich are continuous with

land valleys. A small portion of this area is sliown in Figure 1.

(2) Irregular New Shoreline : Scandinavia.— The intersection of the

sea with the uneven land surface produces an irregular shoreline, pos-

sessing many drowned valleys or rias t and arms of the sea between

headlands and islands. The degree of irregularity depends upon the

strength and variety of relief of the submerged area and on the amount

of submergence.

For any given area, it is probable that there is a certain medium

measure of submergence which will give a maximum irregularity of

shoreline. The slopes above and below the water level will be essen-

tially identical, inasmuch as the shoreline lies at a level independent of

the form of the land. ,

The excessive irregularity of a drowned shoreline is well illustrated

by the coast of Scandinavia. The coast of Maine (Figure 1) is less irreg-

ular, both on account of a less mature dissection before drowning and also

* See references. t See p. 22a
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because this coast is further removed from its initial stage. Puget sound

(C. S., 6450, 6460) shows an irregular shoreline with many branching

bays, but much more work has been done in this locality since the

drowning to simplify the shoreline. Mr. Willis has shown* that this

Region is complicated by faulting.

(3) Dissected Land comparable with Submerged Topography : Austrian

Coast. In from the coast the land would have for its initial form one

which is appropriate to the stage of the former cycle, which was inter-

rupted by the relative depression of the land with respect to the sea.

The whole region has been supposed to move together, so the streams fit

their valleys ; therefore if it were not for the many streams now pointing

into the same bay, " betrunked " and entering the sea independently, it

could not be told from their individual action in the present cycle that

their work had been diminished by the submergence.

The type example of drowned longitudinal topography, now in an

exceedingly early stage of development since the initial submergence,

is the Adriatic coast of Austria (Austr., Zone 24, col. IX, X, XI;

25, IX, X, XI, XII; 26, IX, X, XI, XII; 27, X, XI, XII; 28,

XI, XII, XIII; 29, XI, XII, XIII; 30, XII, XIII, XIV; 31,

XIII, XIV).

The cliffs on the more exposed land are older than where better

sheltered. It is a region of Mesozoic and Eocene strata of the Jura or

Appalachian type of folding, maturely dissected when drowned, into

whose longitudinal valleys tlie sea has entered, forming characteristic

drowned valleys of the longitudinal type, t In many places the slopes

intersect the sea level without a trace of having been attacked by the sea

since the depression. Following these slopes under water we sometimes

find them continuous with the unsubmerged portion, wliile in other places

the soundings indicate a rapid change from steep to gentle grades. A
detailed geological map with sections showing the structure of the Juras-

sic, Cretaceous, and other strata is needed to show whether these rapid

changes of slope under water are due to structure, to baselevelling, or to

aggradation during a slow depression. The central portions of the sounds

and channels bordered by the inner shoreline have broad flat areas

ranging in depth from 70 to «)5 meters.

The general accordance of level of these bottoms suggests as the most

* Chi. Jour. Geol., 1897, V. 99.

t See various articles in Austrian journals by the following geologists: Bittner,

A.; Hauer, Franz Hitter v.; Hilber, V. ; Petermann, A.; Stache, Guide; Tietze,

Emil; and Toula, Franz.
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probable explanation of their origin that they represent the areas reduced

close to baselevel during tlie previous cycle, when the land mass stood

higher and was dissected to maturity. Such lowlands would be slio-htlv

cloaked over during a gradual submergence. Such slow depression is indi-

cated by the bays almost filled by deltas with no bay-bars at their mouths.

A period of gradual sinking, slow enough to allow delta growth to fill the

valleys as they went under water, and fast enough to prevent much cutting

of cliffs and building of bars, w ould account for the existing combination

of initial shoreline with bays nearly delta tilled.

Infantile islands, minutely irregular shoreline, projecting headland, and
unfilled bays are characteristic of the southern portion of this area. The
depression has no doubt varied slightly in time and amount in different

portions of this region, but as a whole it is a remarkably good examjile

of drowned topography close to its birth.

Other Exaniples. — A few other examples of drowned topograjohy that

have advanced but slightly from their initial stages are here given, with

but a word of comment in the several cases. Special features in these

areas which show an advance from the initial condition are considered

later under the several headings in Part II. All these regions taken

together with Austria, the type of longitudinal drowned topography, give

an idea of the various types of forms resulting from the drowning of sub-

aerially carved topography. In several cases the depression may not

have been absolutely uniform.

Tlie beautiful Cliristiania river system devclopcrl to adolescence before drowning

(Nor., P, A, B, C, D ; 10, A, B, C, D ; 14, B, I) ; 15, A, C ; 19, B, D ; 20, A).

The meandering valley form of Kolding fjord argues strongly for submer-

gence of subaerially carved topography (Uenm., Fredericia, Bogense, Skamllngs

Banke).

The meandering valley above Haderslebener lake is continued in Haderslebencr

fjord with swings of proportional radius of curvature (Germ., 7, 12, 13),

The drowned valley of tlie Warnow river below Rostock is about the same size

as that above the city (Germ., 8G).

Greece and the coasts of the iEgean sea (Atlas Univ., 40; Attica; maps in Der
Peloponnes). Dr. Philippson has shown in his monograph on tlie Peloponnesus

that tliis region is dissected into many blocks by diastrophism.* This causes rocks

of differing resistance to be near one another; thus on this account, and also

because of the stronger sea action in certain places, one finds adolescent develop-

ment replacing the more common youthful forms upon the coasts to the north.

Clarence strait, Revillagigedo channel, and Portland canal, Alaska, show the

typical ramifications of subaerially carved topography (C. S., 8100, 700).

* Der Peloponnes, 418-432.
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Variations. — As in the case of uniform uplift (p. 165) there will be

great variations from this ideal scheme of criteria for uniform depression.

The stage of development interrupted by the drowning, the steepness

and structure of the coast, and the rate of submergence, all have impor-

tant bearing upon the form of the depressed coastal and shore forms.

Slow sinking while the sea cuts into the land will materially aid the for-

mation of a planation surface. Professor von Richthofen goes so far as

to consider all regional plains of abrasion, " Abrasiontlachen/' as neces-

sarily the work of the sea aided by slow submergence.*

The gradual depression and cloaking over of a region are the normal

results of the isostatic return to a condition of equilibrium. Stripping

in one area and loading in another causes a lack of balance, which will

be restored by a rising of the stripped, and a sinking of the loaded area.

One of the best examples of isostasy is seen in the Mississippi basin.

f

Now while the principle of isostasy explains some regions of slow

depression with concomitant sedimentation, it does not account for the

more pronounced changes of level, introduced by secular elevation or

depression. Geographic cycles are not introduced by isostatic move-

ments. The suggestions of cause are numerous, but these geological

questions are not considered in this paper. The subject is here dismissed

with the statement, made by Major Button, that " the nature of the process

is, at present, a complete mystery." %

4. Diverse Movements.

Tilting ; Position of Pirotal Axis. — Uniform uplift and depression

have been considered, and the resulting initial forms contrasted in the

two cases. If, instead of a uniform uplift throughout the area, the move-

ment is diverse, we have tilting, warping, or crumpling and faulting. If

the change of quantity proceeds at a constant rate, we have rigid tilting;

if at a variable rate, but of moderate variety, we have warping ; while if

much irregularity of rate appears, we have disorderly crumpling or

faulting.

With the exception that the topographic forms are elevated or de-

prissed to different amounts in various places, the criteria of tilting are

the same as those already discussed. Tilting may be of such a character

* Fiibrer fiir Forschungsreisende, 1886, 354.

t See the following artides : McGee, A. J. of S., 1802, XLIV. 177-192; Bull.

G. S. .\., 1804, VI. 5.5-70 ; Keves. Bull. G. S. A., 1894, V. 231-242.

t Pliil. Soc. Wash., 1889, XI. 03, G4.
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as to give criteria of uplift in one portion o£ the tilted region and those

of depression in another.

The former shoreline in a tilted region, unless the axis of tilting was

parallel to the general direction of the coast, would not be level, as it

was found to be in a region uniformly uplifted. It will be progressively

higher away from the axis on the side of elevation, and will be more

irregular in height the more sinuous the shoreline before the tilting took

place. The raised beaches around lake Ontario, taking Dr. Spencer's

elevations of the Iroquois beach, show a very nearly even tilt.

The position of the pivotal axis, as pointed out by Professor Shaler,*

gives differing results, and thus the criteria differ for the several cases.

The pivotal axis may lie parallel to the coast, at right angles to it, or

in any intermediate position. This axis may be at the shoreline, inland

from the coast, or seaward from the shore. The tilting itself may be of

two kinds; either the seaward slope maybe increased, or diminished.

These various possibilities will cause many variations in the quantity and

quality of the criteria.

Topography of Tilted Regions : California ; New England. — A two-

cycle history of a region, in which an uplift occurs between the first and

the second, causes the development of composite topography. "When,

however, the uplift is not uniform, a new element comes in ; the topo-

graphic forms developed after a tilt are not only composite, but are also

inclined with respect to baselevel. Those forms of land, which were

developed with reference to one spheroidal plane when it coincided with

baselevel, are tilted, so that this spheroidal plane of the first cycle forms

throughout the region a constant angle with the plane of the sea in the

second cycle. The first cycle of course may be in any stage of develop-

ment when the tilt is made, but the recognition of the tilt will be pro-

gressively easier the later the stage reached before tilting.

A peneplain extends north for a hundred miles from about the fortieth

parallel to the great bend of Pit river, California.f Tliis plain is tilted

at an inclination of 100 feet to the mile toward the east, and is canyoned

by streams 300 to 400 feet deep, which have not yet reached grade.

"The caiions in general are deepest to the westward and gradually run

out to the Sacramento river in the newer deposits which fill the valley.

It is evident that since the baselevel was formed, it has been affected by

* Mem. B. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1874, II. 337.

t J. S. Diller, Jour, of Geol., 1894, II. 32-54; 14tli Ann. U. S. G. S., 1892-93,

Pt. II. 429 ; W. Lindgren, Bull. G. S. A., 1893, IV. 257-298.
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differential elevation in the uplifting of the Coast range and Klamath

mountains, just north of the fortieth parallel, to the extent of over

2,000 feet." *

A slope of small angular value, viz. 0° 8' 5", across the State of Mas-

sachusetts carries the southern New England peneplain to an eleva-

tion of twenty-five hundred feet in a distance of one hundred and sixty

miles. As one stands upon the peneplain in the western part of Massa-

chusetts, he may look to the southeast across an almost even surface of

denudation with liere and there a mouaduock rising above it, a monument

of resistant rock.

Warping: New Brunswick, N.J. — The definition of a warped surface

here adopted is that given in geometry, namely, a surface generated by a

straight line moving so that no two of its consecutive positions shall be

in the same plane. Various cases under warping may occur, the marked

characteristic of them all being the variability of the criteria.

In the depression or uplifting of the Schooley peneplain t there appears

to have been a warp, which causes the portion of the Cretaceous pene-

plain near New Brunswick to be lower than the rest.

Santa Catalina Depression. — Professor Andrew C. Lawson has de-

scribed t a very beautiful instance of differential movement between San

Pedro hill on the mainland and San Cleraente island. Upon the south-

ern California coast and also upon San Clemeute are many well marked

sea-cliffs rising one above another to an elevation of some 1500 feet.§

These show pauses in a progressive series of uplifts. But between San

Clemente island and San Pedro hill lies Santa Catalina island (C. S.,

5100), whose land sculpture shows subsidence and not elevation. Upon
this island (C. S., 5128, old number 613) there is a good example of a

divide almost submerged. Professor Lawson says that the sea-cliffs

show more rapid recession than is usually found in stationary or rising

coasts. He considers this Santa Catalina depression an erogenic, or local

movement, which occurred at the same time or later than the epeiro-

genio or general uplift, shown by many observations along the coast of

California.

Crumpling and Faulting. — Cycles and epicycles caused by uplift or

depression merge through tilting, crumpling, and faulting into those in-

augurated by mountain-building. A graded series of forms may be con-

* Jour, of Geol., 1894, II. 45.

t Messrs. Davis and Wood, Proc. B. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889, XXIV. 380.

X Bull. Dept. Geol, Univ. of Cal., No. 4, 1893, I. 122-139.

§ See p. 164 and Figure 4.
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ceived, and largely filled in with examples, beginning with the area

uniformly uplifted and ending with a highly complicated mountainous

region. This interesting subject falls outside the province of this

paper.

PART IL SEQUENTIAL FORMS.

5. Sea Attack and Transportation.

Differential Abrasion. — Varying hardness of rock is an important

factor in subaerial degradation, and it must also have considerable to do

with the attack of the sea upon coasts. The two ways of formation of

plains discordant with the rock structure have been contrasted thus :
" A

subaerial baselevel plain is gradually completed by the action of ordinary

forces on all parts of its surface," while " a submarine platform is essen-

tially completed strip by strip, once for all, as far as it goes." * Pro-

fessor Shaler has recently called the monadnocks, the residual masses of

harder rock rising above the New England upland, " the most enduring

evidences of marine action." f

Without entering into the discussion whether the New England

monadnocks were formed by subaerial or submarine denudation, it is the

purpose of the writer to use tliese contrasting interpretations of the same

phenomenon as an introduction to the discussion of the effect of relatively

hard and soft rock upon marine denudation. Waves will attack softer

rock more rapidly than its more resistant neighbor. A promontory of

hard rock may thus be formed where the less resistant rock on either

side has been eroded by the sea. The ocean, however, tends to convert

irregular to straight or gently swinging coasts.

If the land therefore remains at the same level there will come a time

when the increased cutting upon the exposed promontory will equal the

lessened wearing of the softer material in the re-entrants on either side.

After such equilibrium is reached the shoreline will march inward, practi-

cally strip by strip. If, on the other hand, there is a gradual sinking of

the land, decided inequalities of surface due to differential marine erosion

may be covered by the offshore deposits. This has been pointed out

both by Professor Shaler and by Professor Davis in the papers quoted

above.

Monadnocks versus Marine Remnants. — A distinction should be sought

* Messrs. Davis and Wood, Proc. B. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889, XXIV. 375.

t Bull. G. S. A., 1895, VI. 149.
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between the remnants above a submarine platform and the monadnocTia

rising above a subaerially carved peneplain. The burying by slow sub-

mergence would tend to protect from decay the sea cliffs and benches, so

that when re-elevated and divested of their sedimentary protection, the

marks of sea action would show marine origin, at least in part. A de-

pressed peneplain with its monadnocks would also show cliffs and benches,

if it remained in its descent at one level for a time sufficient for cutting.

Features of shore development must not then be considered as distin-

guishing between monadnocks and marine remnants.

The vital question is how far the cover extended inland, and what point

the former shoreline reached. Inside this limit all differential erosion

remnants will have been formed entirely by subaerial degradation, while

on the seaward side of the line the sea will have had more or less to do

with their formation. After the form of the old shoreline has disap-

peared, and the coastal plain sediments been more or less completely

stripped off, the evidence for the former greater inland extension of the

cover will lie in the arrangement of the streams. The area formerly

covered will show superposed streams and less perfect adjustment of

rivers to structure than is found beyond the limits of the former

shoreline.*

Coastal Inequalities. — IMany writers have ascribed all inecpialities of

the coast to differential erosion of the sea. Even as late as 1882, Prof.

A. II. Green implies that all bays and other coastal inequalities are due

to " the hardness and structure of the rocks." f The tendency in America

of later years has been to ascribe all inequalities of the shoreline to the

drowning of subaerially carved forms. "While submerged topography will

account for the greater i)art of such irregularities, we must not entirely

leave out of the consideration the action of the sea.

The agents of the sea are the waves. $ tides, and currents. Writers

differ widely in what they attribute to each of these three agents, and a

discriminating study of the work of the three should be made by some

careful observer. The present writer is inclined to attribute the attack

of the sea largely to the waves, and its transporting action largely to the

tides and currents.
,

* See Messrs. Davis and Wood, Proc. B. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1889, XXIV. 399-410;

Professor Davis, Lond. Geog. Jour., 1895, V. 128-138.

t Physical Geology, 577.

} For the method of wave attack see Gilbert, Mon. I., U. S. G. S., Chap. II.,

•with references ; Lyell, Principles of Geology, 11th ed., 1872, 1., Chaps. XX.-XXII.

;

LeConte, Elements of Geology, 2d ed., 1882, 31-43; Penck, Morphologic der Erd-

oberflache, II. 460-497, with references.
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Wave-cut Islands.— On the Marblehead coast of Massachusetts we see the more

rapid erosion of the trap dikes which intersect the more resistant granite.

Sir Charles Lyell has given instances of differential marine erosion in the drongs

of the Shetland islands.* The granite and other harder rocks longer resist the

waves than the schists. The many veins of porpliyry in Hillswick Ness, Lyell

shows, will also in time similarly be etched.

The Orkneys and Shetlands are exposed to violent sea action, and since the

shore evolution is here considerably below grade, this is the place where differential

abrasion might be expected. The best maps of these islands t show many outlying

islets, high stacks, and low skerries, many of which are probably due to abrasion

of the sea since the drowning of this region.

Wave-cut islands are typically seen along the west coast of Ireland. Probable

occurrences are in the following areas (Ireland, 9, 51, 83, 93, 103, 160, 171, 204).

In the Southern rapids of Peril straits, Alaska (C. S., 8259), the sea is now ac-

tively eroding. The current, according to the Coast Survey, is often running ten

knots an hour, and the tides between Pinta head and Eureka ledge run with

terrific velocity. All the conditions are here favorable for the production of

wave-cut islands, and an examination of the charts shows many islands, rocks, and

ledges entirely isolated from each other. Tlie sea has here made no attempt to

simplify the irregular shoreline by connecting bars.

"Approached by sea, the Aleutian islands seem gloom}' and inhospitable. . . .

An angry surf vibrates to and fro amid outstanding pinnacles." J

Off cape Tsciiipnuski, Kamchatka, numerous rocky islets, stacks, and skerries

are seen upon the map, and in the sketch of Lieutenant Rogers (II. O., 54).

At Blanca and Concon points (H. O., 12.32), and at Guacache, Cobija, and Gua-

silla points (H. O., 1181) on the coast of Chile.

Algodonales point, west of Tocopilla, Chile (H. 0., 12G5).

Submarine Platform. — The late old-age of shore development, where

the laud has stood approximately at the same elevation for a period of

time sufficiently long for the sea to have carried out its intention, is the

submarine platform, the plain of marine denudation. This plain will not lie

as far below the surface of the sea as it did in its maturity. The broader

expanse of the submarine platform beneath the ocean will prevent the sea

from so actively attacking the coast. From birth to maturity the sea

pushes its zone of maximum action farther and farther inland, while fiom

maturity to old-age the atmospheric agencies will supply more waste than

the shore currents can take care of, and the offshore depth will gradually

decrease, though the shoreline will move landward at a lessening rate.

The steep cliffs of maturity will diminish in height as old-age cornea

* See figures, Principles of Geology, 11th ed., 510, 511.

t Ivoy. Scot. Geog. Soc, Atlas of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1895, sections XLII,

XLIII, XLIV, XLV.

t W. H. Dall, Sci., 1896, III. 44.
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on, and at a late stage will show as little elevation as was seen in the

youthful nip.

While the sea has produced the submarine platform, the land has been

worn down by subaerial degradation to a peneplain.* The controlling

plain for the production of the peneplain surface is baselevel, " the level

of the sea . . . below which the dry lands cannot be eroded." f The

surface will never reach baselevel, but will approach it, " in an infinite

series of approximations like the approach of an hyperbola to tangency

with its asymptote." t A possible qualification of the above statement

may be, that where the surface is near baselevel, the wind may excavate

a portion down to or even below sealevel.

American and English Views. %— Major Powell, Major Button, Mr.

Gilbert, and other geologists who worked upon our western interior

region, saw the great importance of sea-level as the controlling baselevel

down toward which the laud is worn. The action of the sea did not

enter into their considerations to any extent. The English geologists on

the otlier hand saw upon tlieir island the great destruction wrought by

the waves, and the lower level of wave action was their most important

plane of reference. Professor Ramsay included the subaerial forces as

aids in marine denudation, while later Dr. Geikie
||
made sea cutting of

less importance than subaerial denudation in the production of the plain

of marine denudation.

Figure 5. S L = sea level. \VB = wave-base. P = peneplain.

S P = submarine platform. CD— continental delta.

Wave- Base. — The twb planes of control should be distinguished, and

the almost plains produced by subaerial and submarine degradntion be

given separate names. Figure 5 shows the relation of the peneplain

surface with its controlling baselevel to the submarine platform and its

* W. M. Davis, A. J. of S., 1889, XXXVII. 430.

t J. W. Powell, Exploration Colorado River of the West, 1875, 203.

t C. E. Dutton, Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, Mon. II.,

U. S. G. S., 1882, 76.

§ Since the following section was written, Professor Davis has made a more
extensive comparison of the American and English schools; Bull. G. S. A., 1896,

VII. 377-398.

II Scenery of Scotland, 1887, 137.
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controlling wave-base. The term wave-base is here introduced as a com-

parable term to river baselevel or hard stratum baselevel. It is another

local baselevel, which ought to be distinguished from the grand baselevel

of the sea.

Thus, at a late stage of development, the peneplain and the submarine

platform almost merge into each other; indeed, so murh do the forms

resemble each other, that the one process or the other has been given by

many writers as explaining the total degradation toward a plain. The

plain of marine denudation, perhaps better called the submarine platform,

is distinguished from the peneplain by its cover of offshore deposits, and

the limits of this cover, even after it is partly stripped off, can be found

from the arrangement of the drainage.

The need for a separate term for the controlling plane from that of the

surface, down to which the forces of degradation are able to reduce the

land, is shown when o'ne examines recent writings upon this subject. To
speak of the deformation of the baselevel* is like saying a bent cone in

conic sections. Both terms imply abstract mathematical surfaces that

cannot suffer distortion. The peneplain may be uplifted, tilted, warped,

or folded, but not the baselevel. In the same way it is helpful to distin-

guish between the submarine platform and the wave-base. The offshore

erosion surface will approach the depth to which the maximum wave

action is possible, but the submarine platform will be cut to that depth

only in the zone of maximum wave activity.

Sea Transportation.— When the sujiply of waste has increased beyond

the power of the various currents to immediately deposit it offshore,

transportation alongshore will become more important, and aggradation

may take place in certain places. The tendency of shore currents is

undoubtedly to form curves in the shoreline wliich will be satisfactory

to the particular current acting.

The writer makes the following distinction between the sea action

upon the inner shoreline, which includes the more protected coasts of

bays, drowned valleys, sounds, channels, etc., and its action upon the

outer t shoreline, which is that of the exposed coasts of the ocean. The

ocean currents have little direct effect upon the inner shoreline, and the

wind has not opportunity to develop, by the formation of waves, current

eddies of large radius of curvature upon inland waters. In these narrow

arms of the sea the tidal currents are the preponderating force, for here

* Diller, 14th Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., 1892-93, Part II., 406; Jour, of Geol., 1894,

IL 45.

t See Penck, loc. cit., II. 551.

VOL. XXXIV.— 12
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the ocean current and the local wind current do not have a chance to be

relatively so effective. It may be stated as a general principle that the

most effective agent of shore development upon the inner shoreline of

drowned topography is the tidal current. Broad bays form a middle

ground where any of the three forces may be the strongest. Upon the

outer shoreline the ocean eddy currents are the most effective, while

upon lakes and inland tideless seas the local wind currents are the most

important factor. The movement of the land waste is in all three cases

due largely to the action of the waves.

Offset; Orerlap ; Stream Deflection, Figures 6, 7,8. — The three

criteria of form by which the dominant current alongshore may be in-

ferred are offset, overlap, and stream deflection. The three usually

occur together, but each is found alone.

Figure 6. Offsets. Figure 7. Overlaps.

V

Figure 8. Stream

deflection.

Types of offset without accompanying overlap are given in Figure 6.

Overlaps are commonly accompanied by offsets of the shore curves in the

same direction, as is markedly the case in Fire Island inlet, Long island

(C. S., 119). One shore curve offsets another when the curve itself or

the continuation of the same passes to seaward of the next succeeding shore

curve. "When this offset is slight, it may be perceived by looking along

the shore curve, putting the eye close to the map.

The typical example of offset without overlap is on the west coast of

Jutland (Denm., Thisted), where the currents are known to be from the
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south, which is in this case the right.* The right shore curve syste-

matically offsets the left along all the western coast of Denmark.

Many examples of similar offsets are known along the coasts of the

world, and wherever the dominant current is known from observation

the offsets follow this law : The current flows from the outer

CURVE TOWARD THE INNER ONE. On account of the number of cases

ill which the offsets agree with the observed currents, it is pretty safe to

conclude when offsets occur systematically in one direction that the domi-

nant movement alongshore is in all probability from the curves which

offset toward tliose which are offset.

Figure 7 shows typical overlaps. The right hand curve of the outer

shoreline la|)3 over the next succeeding curve of the outer shoreline.

A curve which overlaps the succeeding one generally offsets it as well,

though in places, as is shown in the lowest example in Figure 7, the

up-current curve may intersect the down-current one if extended far

enough. This occurs where the factors of alongshore transportation are

probably changing, and the down-current curve is really made up of two

curves, and the up-current curve offsets the down-current one in each

case.

The overlap is an intermediate form between the offset and the

deflected stream. A graded series of examples might be given from

simple offset through various combinations of overlap to a case of stream

deflection without any offset.

Along coasts which are formed of unconsolidated materials, it is fre-

quently observed that rivers, brooks, or tidal channels aim toward the

sea for a certain distance and then turn and run along nearly parallel to

the shoreline, and finally empty to the right or the left of the point which

would have been their direct course to the sea. The river's intention to

reach the sea as quickly as possible is evidently not carried out where

such deflection is seen. Some disturbing force has come in. There

seems little doubt that this force is the current alongshore, which has

turned the outlet of the stream. Such has been the explanation of

many authors, f Figure 8 shows the relation of current to deflection

of streams.

Dominant Current. — There is probably wave movement in both direc-

tions along the shore at different times, and the form shows in which

* H. Mohn, The North Ocean, Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876-78,

2, XVIII. 168, Plate XLIII.

t De la Beche, Geological Notes, 1830, II. 11, Plate I. Fig. 3; Reclus, La Terre,

1870, I. 447 ; Sir A. Geikie, Textbook, 3d ed., 399.
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direction the dominant movement has taken place. The dominant move-

ment may not always correspond to the prevailing movement alongshore.

A few severe storms causing a strong

current from the right during one

month might determine forms, which

a weak current from the left prevail-

ing for eleven months of the year

would not be able to efface.

Current Cuspate Forelands: Type,

Figure 9.*— In adolescence, w'hen the

currents have more load than they can

carry, it is deposited in forelands of

various forms. A characteristic one

is the cuspate, of which a typical draw-

ing is given. In it are combined those

features of the three Carolina capes f

and cape Canaveral (Figure 10) which

the author deems important to show

the method of growth. Former posi-

tions of the shorelines are indicated

by the ridges of dunes built by the

wind along the shore.

Such former positions are beautifully

Figure 9. Typical Current Cus- indicated in Canaveral (C. S., 160, 161),

pate Foreland. wiiere three or four successive positions of

tlie outline of the cusp, each farther to tlie

left than the preceding, are delineated, besides many lines of aggradation in each

position (Fig. 10). Simihir lines of grovvtli are seen at cape Fear, where the present

right slioreline cuts off tlie eastern ends of the four dune ridges extending cast-

southeast from tlie lighthouse and curving sympathetically with the left shoreline.

Cape San Bias, on the west coast of Florida (C. S., 183, 184), shows four stages

on the right side and nine successive stages of aggradation on the left side.

A more striking example of aggradation lines is seen in the cusp of Dars cape
in the Baltic (Germ., 61, 62, 63), where thirty-eight systematic and successive
shorelines are indicated by dune ridges (Fig. 11). The dominant current is from
the right, according to the offsets and hook at the point of the cusp; but the
thirty-eight successive shorelines suggest a gradual aggradation of strips, and a
change from an earlier condition when the current was from the left. The tidal

flats, east of Zingst, point to present transportation and growth toward the left.

* For fuller account see Bull. G. S. A., 1896, VII. 399-411 ; also see references
for papers by Abbe and Tarr.

t See p. 242.
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The topography and geolog}' both imply that this offshore bar is built up of several

islands tied together. A very pretty problem for field study is here presented.

A rounded cusp projects into the Baltic north of Wismar bay (Germ., 85).

Markelsdorfer Huk on the northern end of Felimarn island is a foreland of ap-

parently this same general type of formation (Germ., 40).

/^:^^>'

Figure 11. Dars Foreland, Germany.

Jaederens point on the Norwegian coast (Nor., 6, B) probably owes its projection

in part to current aggradation.

The point del Faro on tlie northeast of Sicily shows action of tidal currents

combined with the large eddy of tlie T^yrrhene sea. The cusp does not grow at

right angles to tlie direction of the currents through the straits of Messina, but lies

between the Messina current and the Tyrrhene current (Ital. and Sicily, 254).

North of Sousse there are tAvo solid cuspate forelands, covered with dunes,

which are apparently built by a progressive series of additions to the coast

(Tunis, 57).
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In small water bodies, lakes and seas nearly without tides, the winds would

cause waves which in turn would originate currents of smaller radius of curvature,

which should produce smaller cuspate forelands. The cuspate points in the Danish

waters are probabl}' such forelands. Tliese are seen on the topographic maps of

Denmark in the following localities : Roskilde fjord (Denni., Hilderod), Suen Mel-

lem Smalandene (Denm., Saxkjobing, Vordingborg), Limfjorden (Denm., Logstiir),

on Langeland and the islands to the west (Denm., Svendborg, Nakskav, Gulstav,

Faaborg), and in other localities along the Danish and German coasts.

The Bonneville cuspate forelands are proportional to the currents which existed

on the old lake and are similar in size and outline to the Danish cusps. Professor

Russell also reports V-bars upon the fossil shores of lake Lahontan.* These
cusps seem to have been built upward as the waters of the lakes rose, but the

water level never remained constant long enough for the lagoons to have become
filled, forming solid forelands, since Mr. Gilbert reports only a partial silting up.t

6. Offshore Bar.

Shelving Shore.— When the sea takes a new position of attack after

elevation, if the shore is shelving, wave-base intersects the smooth bottom

at some distance from the simple new shoreline, and the point of maxi-

mum wave abrasion is out from the coast at some point on the shelving

shore. This condition would obtain in the ideal case assumed in Part I.

From the forms of observed shores which slope gently beneath the water,

the action of the sea appears to be somewhat as follows. The waves at

first beat upon the coast and cut a faint cliff or nip. The point of maxi-

mum wave action is offshore, and there the waves heap up sand from the

bottom and a bar is formed alongshore. The waves abrade rapidly until

the offshore bottom to seaward of the bar approaches wave-base. Dur-

ing this deepening the waves have broken farther and farther offshore,

so that the bar has gradually moved seaward. When now the bottom to

seaward of the bar has been abraded almost to wave-base, a condition of

shore-grade is reached : the sea is able to transport and build into the con-

tinental delta whatever waste is supplied from the bottom and offshore

bar. As soon as material is taken from the bar it will retreat toward

the land.

Stages. — The period of upbuilding and seaward growth of the offshore

bar has been regarded as the youth of the shoreline, and the period of

cutting back as adolescence, since the latter is a graded condition. Dur-

ing youth the seaward growth of the bar leaves long marshy strips, or

'' slashes," between the successive dune ridges formed along the shoreline.

These become overgrown with bushes, peat, etc. The lagoon behind the

* Mon. XI., U. S. G. S., 93.

t Lake Bonneville, 121, PI. XVIII.
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bar also is frequently converted into marsh. In the landward retreat of

the shoreline, this vegetable layer is discovered at or beneath sealevel,

covered by the beach sands, as on the New Jersey coast.

When the offshore bar has been completely cut back, the nip has been

extinguished, and the sea is actively cutting into the coastal plain, leaving

a more or less pronounced sea cliff, maturity is reached.

No Offshore Bar.— When the initial slope of the coastal plain is so

steep that the sea is able to begin the production of the submarine plat-

form immediately offshore, shore-grade is quickly attained, youth and

adolescence are of short duration, and the coast reaches a mature stage

of development without the production of an offshore bar. This has

probably been the case in eastern Italy (page 18G).

Youth : Texas.— Tlie offsliore bars on the Texas coast are very marked features

in tliat elevated region (C. S., 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212). An apparent

earlier position of the bar is shown by the string of small islands inside the present

offshore bar. The sea is here building apparently from the bottom in great meas-

ure. The transportation alongshore as indicated by many offsets, Cavallo pass,

Galveston entrance, etc., is dominantly from the left, caused doubtless by the eddy

circulation in the gulf of Mexico. There are occasional stream deflections to the

left, as Cedar bayou and San Bernard river, which are caused possibly by backset

eddies from the main circulation. The littoral forms in this region are complicated

by an episode of slight drowning. A great variety of dune forms are shown

on this bar.

The map of Costa Rica by Dr. Frantzius* shows a characteristic offshore bar.

The scale of the map is too small to show indications in which direction the bar is

moving, so this may be an adolescent coast.

The eastern coast of Corsica (Fr., 2G1, 2G3, 265) shows an offshore bar, but

whetlier advancing or retreating, the writer does not know.

Off the (Jgunquit-Wells Beach coast there is an offshore bar upon which the

writer could find no evidence as to which way it is moving.

The offshore bars on the Atlantic slope are furtlier advanced on the whole than

the Texan bars. Youtliful bars prevail in Texas, and adolescent ones from North

Carolina to Long island. Field study of these bars is needed to bring out more

fully the history of the sequential forms. The following quotation shows tlie

meagre character of existing descriptions.

The offshore bar opposite Beaufort harbor, N. C, "is mostly covered with a low

pine and mixed growth, and its average width is about half a mile ; the sand hills

and ridges upon it are from 20 to 35 or 40 feet high." f

Adolescence : Southern New Jersei/. — The Geological Survey of New Jersey re-

ports that the sand dunes overlie a layer of black soil along the shoreline, at

differing heights at different localities. The lagoon along the southern coast of

New Jersey is largely converted into marsh, while that along the central portion of

• * Pet. Geog. Mitt, 1869, XV. 81, Tom. V.

t H. L. Whiting, U. S. C. G. S., 1851, Appen. 28, 483.
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the State is little filled, indicating an earlier stage. In tlie northern portion of the

State the offshore bar merges into the southern wing of the Long Branch behead-

land (page 213).

Upon the south side of Long island the sea has devoured the land to an appre-

ciable extent during the historical period. Meadows and cultivated lands have
been covered with sand, wagon tracks in peat have been found on the ocean side

of the dunes, wliile peat, cedar stumps, and tangled roots occur to-day between the

sand hills and the sea. These traces of land life seaward of the dunes indicate a

march of the dunes landward,* and a general pushing of the offshore bar inland.

7. Dissected Coastal Plain.

Surface Form.— On page 155 it was shown that the stage of develop-

ment of the surface of a coastal plain may not be the same as that of

the coastline of the same region. This subject comes more properly

under the cycles of development of land forms ; but, since the coastal

plain is one of the main criteria of uplift, the sequential forms will be

briefly sketched.

Mr. W. Lindgren shows a characteristic section of a Quaternary coastal

plain lying on a granite oldland,t but he does not use its stage of dis-

section to show the time since the elevation of the region around San

Diego.

Youthful Dissection : Ogunquit, Maine.— In southern Maine the forms indicate that

there has been a recent episode of uplift revealing a narrow coastal plain, which

fills in the irregularities of the coast made by a previous depression. The streams

have only begun to intrench themselves upon this late deposit.

The Monopoli coastal plain on the " heel " of the Italian boot shows youthful

dissection of a marine plain (Ital., 190, 191). The Pliocene strata t present a

surface gently rising from the sealevel to heights of from 100 to 200 meters at tlie

foot of an abrupt slope of Jurassic and Cretaceous rock. This slope rises from 75

to 250 meters above the plain, and has the form of an elevated former sea cliff now

slightly dissected. A problem for field study is the cause of the minutely ragged

outline of the present shoreline. § There is no ofTshore bar shown with this coastal

plain, which may be accounted for by the fact that the slope of the surface of the

coastal plain is considerable, 100 meters in 5 kilometers, and therefore it is probably

steep enough for the direct attack of the sea. The coastal plain character of the

heel of Italy is well shown on the topographic sheets by the radial arrangement of

roads (Ital., 202, 203, 204, 213, 214, 215, 223). The towns are like the hubs of

wheels, the spokes of which are the highways. The distribution of infaces,

streams, and outcrops suggests that the area has been developed in several cycles,

a study of which in the field would be most attractive.

* A. G. Pendleton, U. S. C. G. S., 18-50, Appen. 8, 80, 81.

t Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1888, L., PI. III.

J Carta Geologica d' Italia, 1 : 1,000,000, Roma, 1889.

§ See page 239.
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The Pyrgos coastal plain on the western end of the Peloponnesus shows char-

acteristic intrenching consequent streams.*

The Sykonia coastal plain, south of the gulf of Corinth, is much complica-

ted by faults, t The streams are frequently lost in crossing the gravel of the

youngest step.

Adolescent dissection: Eastern Italij. — Eastern Italy, nortli of the " spur," from

Pesaro to Termoli, is a coastal plain of Pliocene strata \ dissected by consequent

streams now aggrading (Ital., 140, 111, 147, 148, 155). There is indication of cap-

tures, particularly in tlie Pescara, Saline, Vomano, and Sangro rivers, but study

upon the ground is needed for proof. Several streams siiow cutting of the right

bank more than the left, Biferno, Fortore, Sangro, Pescara, and Tavo.

Many portions of the Atlantic and Gulf plains of tlie United States, and of the

North German plain show characteristic adolescent dissection.

Mature Dissection: Eastern Virginia.— The form of the surface of the dissected

Neocene strata east of Riclimond, Virginia, indicates mature dissection. Tlie

slight drowning of the streams indicates that since dissection there has been an

episode of depression.

A portion of the coastal plain of southern Sicily where there is the least defor-

mation shows quite typical mature dissection (Ital. and Sicily, 272).

Adjustment of Drainage.— A characteristic feature of maturity is the

adjustment of streams according to the structure of the region. The

most perfect mature adjustment will result from (1) considerable diver-

sity in the size of the initial consequent streams ; (2) considerable alti-

tude of the land-mass ; (3) considerable diversity of resistance in the

strata that are cut through by the streams; aud (4) a significant amount

of inclination in the strata. § Two successive cycles of uplift will give

more complete adjustment than a single cycle.

8. Fading Elevated Shoreline.

Lake Shorelines. — Although some of the finest known examples of

initial elevated former shorelines occur upon shores abandoned by lake

waters, nevertheless these forms as seen to-day have entered their se-

quential stages and are fading away. This fact has not been forced upon

the reader's attention in the articles upon lake shorelines, and he is left

to infer that an elevated former shoreline remains as it was left by the

retreating water. Of course the shoreline of a lake, whose water has

* Dr. A. Pliiiippson, Der Peloponnes ; topograpliical and geological charts,

sheet I. section IV. ; text, 321-323.

t Loc. cit., sheet II. 118, 153; also see Der Isthmos von Korinth, Z. d. G. f. E.,

1890, XXV. 1-98.

\ Carta Geologica d' Italia, 1 : 1,000,000, Koma, 1889.

§ W. M. Davis, Lond. Geog. Jour., 1895, V. 133, 134.
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abandoned its former stand on account of the removal of its barrier or

dowu-cuttiiig of its outlet, is in the topographic sense as truly an elevated

former shoreline as if the land had been raised. The relative position

of land and water is changed.

Typicalforms of Bonneville.— Many of the illustrations of shore forms

of the Bonneville, Provo, and levels intermediate iu position between

lake Bonneville and Great Salt lake serve as types of elevated former

shorelines, in youthful stages. The deltas, terraces, embankments, clifFs,

V-bars, bay-bars, and the tying of islands to the mainland are all charac-

teristically shown. The stratigraphic and paleontologic proof of the

relative age of the shorelines is brought out by Mr. Gilbert, but the

fading features of the older shorelines are not dwelt upon to show

relative ages.

Lake Agassiz.— The descriptions of the shore forms of the ice-dammed

glacial lake Agassiz are given iu this same manner, as if the forms were

formed once for all and would forever remain as constructed. Gen. G.

K. Warren set aside the hypothesis of an ice-barrier and argued for an

actual change of level, depression to the south accompanied by a rise to

the north. Mr. Upham has traced the various beaches formed by the

different water levels and shown them to have been the result of an ice

mass to the north gradually retreating toward Hudson bay. These ele-

vated former shorelines rise from south to north and from west to east,

in the direction of the former ice-fields, the amount of slope varying from

zero to one and one third foot per mile. Since these old shores must

have been horizontal when formed, their present position shows a tilting

since the time of lake Agassiz.

Marine and Lake Terraces.— Early writers used the beach form to show

elevation,* but they often did not distinguish between the seashore forms

and those which had been produced by water above the sealevel. One

of the most fruitful sources of error has been in regarding the terraces

of ice-dammed lakes as produced by marine action. The classical exam-

ple is that of the Lochaber terraces, the Parallel Roads of Glen Roy.

For an historical discussion of the change of view from tiie detrital

dammed lake to the action of the sea and finally to the present hypoth-

esis of an ice-dammed lake, see " The Great Ice Age," by Professor

Geikie. t The geographic criteria for the differentiation of the similar

forms produced by these two processes are these. At the level of the

* R. Chambers, 1847, and many later writers.

t 3d ed., 1895, 282-285.
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supposed ice-dammed lake the terraces will be approximately continuous

except wliere tlte ice stood. On the drift barrier hypothesis it was very

difficult to explain how the terraces remained while the barrier was

removed, but the ice-barrier would disappear by simple melting, and

therefore the terraces would remain in nearly their initial form after the

retreat of the ice and removal of the water. The upper terrace level

would correspond in elevation with the height of the col over which the

lake discharged. This relation to the col has been worked out in con-

siderable detail in the study of the Great Lakes.* A reliable geologic

criterion is the occurrence of marine shells, which are found in marine

beaches but not in ice-dammed lake terraces.

Examples. Raised beaches are found in Ireland on the north coast, in Killary

harbor, along Kenraare and Glengarriff bays, and elsewhere, according to Mr.

HuU.t

For the raised beaches of Great Britain reference will be made to the papers by

the following authors : Ansted, Cliambers, De la Beche, A. Geikie, J. Geikie, God-

win-Austin, Prestwick, Richardson, Trevelyan.

Tlie literature on Scandinavian X raised beaches is extensive, and there are manj'

fine examples of fading elevated shorelines upon that coast. The features do not

show distinctly enough upon the topographic maps for purposes of illustration.

Old beaches at various levels above the water of Pechora bay in the Great

Tundra region of northern Russia appear to be former shorelines. § Mr. Jackson

does not mention less perfect terrace forms the further he went from the present

shoreline, but he proved the progressive stages of uplift by the less perfect preser-

vation on the more elevated beaclies of the pine tree trunks, which he considers as

brought down by the Pechora river.

There is a former shoreline near Ogunquit, Maine, and also farther to the north-

east, upon which little work has been done since uplift.

There is an 800 foot cliff six miles east of San Roque point. Lower California,

which should be examined in tiie field to determine whether it is a former sea cliflF

or not (H. O., 1208).

Another case suggestive of uplift is seen in Santa Rosalia bay. Lower California

(H. 0., 1100, 1193). The lack of more accurate information about this region

makes it impossible to use it as surely showing uplift.

Cliffs 75 feet high are seen along the Sonora coast, Mexico, near the mouth of

the Colorado river. They are so distinct as to indicate a recent elevation (H.

O., 800).

* See papers by Fairchild, Gilbert, Lawson, Leverett, Newberry, Schott, Spen-

cer, Taylor, Upham, and Warren.

t Physical Geology and Geography of Ireland, 1878, 107 ; see also paper by
Kinahan.

X See pp. 158-160.

§ F. G. Jackson, The Great Frozen Land, Macmillan & Co., 1895, 129, 262.

Map.
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Superposed Drainage. — No attempt has been made in this study to

work out the sequential stages in the fading of elevated shorelines. This

problem is intimately connected with the dissection of the land, and de-

pends largely upon the factors which control such dissection in any given

locality. The shore deposits being coarser would probably remain longer

than those finer materials laid further out from the old shore. When
however all the shore deposits themselves are eroded away, the amount

of the former coastal plain overlap may frequently be inferred from the

arrangement of the streams. Where there never had been a cover, the

adjustment of the drainage to the structure would be more perfect than

where the streams had taken consequent courses over an uplifted coastal

plain. The coastal plain sediments would overlie uncomformably what-

ever structures happened to occur in the oflTshorc region of the previous

cycle, and thus the streams in cutting through the cover would have

many chances to become superposed upon unexpected dithculties be-

neath.* The line between the region of well adjusted drainage and the

region in which superposition of streams is found represents a former

shoreline, now elevated and in a late sequential stage.

9. Islands.

Consumption hy the Sea. — As a part of the sea's work to reduce all the

land to a submarine platform just above wave-base, the islands formed by

the depression of a region are some of thirst forms to be demolished.

Very small islets are quickly reduced to skerries and to submarine reefs.

Large islands are more continental in character, and their coasts may
become mature long before the islands themselves are consumed. These

larger islands are not as a rule tied to the mainland by bars. But

islands, which range in size from an area of one third of a square mile

up to some two hundred square miles, are very frequently tied to the

mainland by bars in the process of their demolition by the sea.

Upon the coast of Italy where island-tying in its various stages is beau-

tifully shown, such a bar is called a tombolo.f For convenience in

distinguishing island-tying bars from those of other kinds, the writer

proposes to call every bar of this kind a tombolo, giving an English

plural tombolos.

Loop-bar: Shnpka, Figure 12. — An island at some distance from the

mainland may be so large that the sea cannot dispose of all the detritus

* See fuller statement by Professor Davis, Lond. Geog. Jour., 1895, V. 128-138.

t See Figure 16.
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woru from the island, and then in youth this waste tails oif on right and

left toward the mainland or in the direction of the quietest water. K
the island is so far from the mainland that these spits cannot reach land,

they are most likely, in swinging back and forth with varying currents,

to join each other and thus form a loop-bar.

Sliapka I.

700 Ft.

Nautical MUe

Figure 12. Loop-bar : Sliapka Island, Alaska.

The form of Sliapka island^^laska (Figure 12), indicates that it had two spits

formed on its lee side from the waste of the eastern cliff face, and tliat these two

have now joined, forming a looped bar enclosing a lagoon (C. S., 8881).

Cup butte, Utah, is an example in the fossil condition.*

San Juan Nepomezino island, Lower California, has a salt lagoon at its southern

end evidently similarly inclosed (H. O., 42).

Cockenoes island has two long stringing bars pointing toward the coast at Nor-

walk, Conn., but the bars have not as yet joined (C. S., 116, 3039).

Endelave island (Denm., Bogense) is being consumed on the east and south sides

and the material is transported around the north and west ends. This is shown by

the hooked spit on the west end and by the five lines of slaslies, or narrow lagoons,

inclosed by successive outgrowing beaches. If this process is continued a little

farther we shall here see another Shapka island with enclosed lagoon.

Flying-bar : Sable Island. — When an island is completely reduced to

a submarine condition, the bar formed from its waste may still remain.

A case like Shapka, when the former island was completely consumed,

would give a flying-bar.

* Gilbert, Lake Bonneville, p. 55, PI. VL
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Sable Island, composed of unconsolidated materials, is rapidly disappearing. *

The map shows an enclosed lagoon, which was formerly nearly twice its present

length. t Its form and structure suggest that it represents a flying-bar, after the

island, from which its materials were derived, had been completely destroyed.

Simple Cases of Island-tying and their Stages.— One of the features of

shore development following depression which shows in most clear and

decisive terms the relative time since depression, is the formation of tom-

bolos connecting islands with each other and with the mainland. When
the sea is able to do the work given it to perform, shore-grade is estab-

lished and littoral transportation occurs along the base of the cliffs, which

are cut on the more exposed portions of the island and mainland, and

deposition begins along the edge of the currents in the comparatively

dead water. Such dead water naturally occurs upon the protected side

of the island between it and the mainland, and a tombolo is begun usually

upon that side. According to the direction of transportation the bar

may grow from the island, from the headland, or from them both. The
essential point to bear in mind is this : the currents will seek to alter the

shoreline better to satisfy their conditions of work.

Numerous examples from various localities are given of the seven

stages into which island-tying has been divided. The lists under this

and other headings of the present article are however not at all exhaus-

tive, enough examples being given in each case to bring out the successive

stages of development and to show the play of the variable elements

within the limits of each stage.

I. Initial Island (Birth) : Austria ; Sweden. — Tlie fii-st stage in the

life of an island is where no work whatever has been done upon it by

the sea. Great variety of form and size will occur, depending largely

upon internal structure and pre-natal development. The longitudinal

structure of Austria, the transverse structure of Casco bay (Figure 1),

and the concentric structure shown on the Vaxholm sheet of Sweden,

give markedly different island forms. The mature dissection of Scan-

dinavia gives many small islands, while the more youthful dissection in

the Puget sound region shows but few islands, and these much larger.

II. Nipped Island (Iniancy) : Sweden; Maine, Figure 1. — The sea

first attacks the coast and makes a nip all around the island, but cuts

more upon the exposed side. The sea at first can dispose of all the

waste from the island.

* Patterson, Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., 1894, XII. (2) 1-50. Map.

t Loc. cit., p. 37.
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Many islands along the east coast of Sweden (Swe., U, 17, 22, 29, 37, 46, 67, 68,

76, 85, 86, etc.) ; also on the west coast (Swe., 18, 24, 25, 32, etc.).

Maine (C. S., 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106).

Numerous exiimples on the coast of Norway (Nor., 5, B ; 48, B ; 49, C ; etc.).

Many islands among the Orkney, Shetland, and Hebrides on the north and west

of Scotland (Scot., 58, 59, 101, 104, etc.).

Off Marseilles (Fr., 247) there are several very young islands.

Lipari islands, Tyrrhene sea (Ital., 244).

Capo Passero island, Sicily (Ital., 277).

Gemini and Corbella, south of Elba (Elba).

Islands west of Fosana, Austria (Austr., 26, IX).

Numerous islands in the Adriatic where ideal possibilities for future tying exist

(Austr., 31, XIII, XIV ; 34, XVII ; etc.).

III. Uncompleted Tomholo (Youth). — AVheii more waste is supplied

than the sea can deposit offshore, transportation alongshore begins, and

there is a tendency to aggrade the surplus load of detritus. Such build-

ing- would naturally be expected to occur in the comparatively quiet

water between the island and the mainland. This is found to have taken

place in many localities. According to the several conditions of the

variable factors in the problem, the tombolo may begin to grow from the

mainland, the island, or from both.

a. Attached to Mainland onli/ : Gigha.— The typical example is seen on the west

;;oa.st of Scotland, where Rhunahaorine point projects as a cuspate foreland from

the mainland toward the island of Gigha (Scot., 20). This foreland is of the nature

of the tidal forelands described on

page 214, and a tombolo may never

be completed across the deep chan-

nel.

A shoal extends from the large

island, Berneray, toward the rocky

stacks, Sgeir a' Ciiail (Scot., 89).

This islet is fast being consumed by

the sea, and probably never will be

tied.

Lingay strand extends below high

tide level toward Lingay island

(Scot., 89).

Callao, the seaport of Lima, Peru,

is built on the tombolo growing toward San Lorenzo island (Stieler, 94; Midden-

dorf. Das Kiistenland von Peru, 1894,36).

Angel island in San Francisco bay, California (C. S., 5581).

b. Attached to Island only : Tuno.— From Tunc") island (Denm., SamsJ)) there pro-

jects toward Sams(3 island a lanceolate cusp, showing the attempt to tie the smaller

to the larger island.

Figure 13. Diagram of Uncompleted

Tombolo.
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Another cuspate foreland projects from Taransoy island toward Harris island

(Scot., 98).

Vigso island has two curved spits not quite able to reach the mainland (Denni
,

SaxkjiJbing).

c. Attached to Mainland and Island : Aebelo ; Figure 13. — A bar is forming from

Aebelo island and from a smaller island close to the mainland (Denni., Bogense).

Another example is Spectacle island in Boston harbor (C. S., 337), where the

"nose-piece" of the spectacles consists of two cusps almost joined. Upon the

Coast Survey chart these two islands are not joined, but in 1896 the writer saw
from a steamer that the tombolo was completed.

Between Pabbay and Berneray islands a tombolo has begun to grow which con-

sists so far of a cuspate projection from each island (Scot., 89).

The tombolo connecting North rocks with the Irish coast (Ireland, 49, 50) is not

completed, and it is very probable tliat these rocks will be completely consumed
before tying on is accomplished.

The flats between Barra and Fiaray islands represent the attempt of the sea to

tie islands together (Scot., 58, 59, 68, 69). The flats surround three other islands.

Tombolo growth is indicated from both Ibiza and Formentera islands, the ad-

vance from each island being made toward the other (Spain, Bol. VII, Lam. B).

There are several small islands in the line of probable future growth, which will

be surrounded by the completed tombolo.

Marrowstone island, Washington, at present is detached from the peninsula to

the west, Kilisu harbor having communication across the bars at both its north-

ern and southern ends (C. S., 64.50 and 647).

Several of the islands in Sitka harbor, Alaska, are soon geographically to be-

come land-tied ; as, for example. Cannon island, Beardslee islands, and The Twins
(C. S., 725).

Isia de Apics, Mexico (H. O., 878), is now connected at low water.

Rush and Ackerman islands, Costa Rica, are nearly in this stage (11. 0. 1028).

Redonda and Siriba islands, Brazil (H. O., 486).

A tombolo largely of mechanical construction though there is some coral growth

in it, is attempting to connect Ceylon with the mainland.*

IV. Completed Tomholo (Adolescence).— As a rule when islands along

a stretch of coast are completely tied to the mainland by tombolos, the

coast as a whole is graded, and may he regarded as in adolescence. Oc-

casional youthful features will persist after the region has reached adol-

escence, and in the same way completed tombolos will sometimes be found

where the other features of the coast are indicative of youth. There

are three classes of tombolos : single, Y-shaped, and double.

a. Single Tombolo : Nahant, Figure 14.— Nahant is tied to the Massachusetts coast

at Lynn by a single tombolo, which is typical, with the exception that the island

itself is made up of Big and Little Nahant, which are themselves joined by a

tombolo.

* Map by J. Walther, Pet. Geog. Mitt., Erg. 102, 1891.

VOL. XXXIV.— 13
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Many other cases of single tombolos occur in Boston harbor (C. S., 337 ; G. S.,

Boston Bay, Mass.). Among these may be mentioned Winthrop head, point Siiir-

ley, Peddocks island, Hull, and the islands tied by Nantasket beach.

Little Koniushi island, Alaska (C. !S., I)-

Biorka island, Alaska, is made up of

two islets tied together by a bar (C. S.

724).

George island, Alaska, sliows com-

posite building (C'. S., 741).

Aniaknak island, Alaska, has three

component parts (C. S., 8901).

Morro Ingles island, Paz point, and

San Vicente island, Mexico (II. 0.>

640).

Mare island (C. S., 5524, old number

C25) is a case in San Pablo bay where

an island has been tied by a tombolo to

the mainland.

Spider island, Alert harbor, Chile

(II. O., 92G).

Mt. Division, 1880 feet high, is con-

nected with the mainland of Peru by

a low sandy isthmus (II. O., 1178, 1185,

11G2), which is probably a tombolo.

Morro of Barcelona, Venezuela (H.

O., 374).

An island off the Bonneville shoreline

near George's ranch was tied by a tom-

bolo, in which three attempts at tying

are figured by Mr. Gilbert.*

Gilsay island in the sound of Harris

(Scot., 80).

Taransoy is apparently built up of

three islands tied together (Scot., 98).

Ilowth peninsula has the form of an

island tied to the mainland northeast

of Dublin (Ireland, 112). Transporta-

tion is indicated both from the cliffs of

the mainland toward the island and from the island along the tombolo. Broad
tidal flats, cut with runways, occur on the right and left of the tombolo.

Mweenish island is made up of three drumlin-shaped portions connected by
narrow necks, presumably tombolos (Ireland, 115).

Illaunatee or Straw island, one of the Aron islands (Ireland, 113).

The Chesil bank t connects the isle of Portland with the mainland of Dor-

setshire (Eng., 17).

* Mon. I., U. S. G. S., 113, Fig. 23.

t For the literature on this tombolo consult De la Beche, Geol. Notes^ 1830, IL
p. ix ; Geikie, Textbook, 3d ed., 1893, 451.

Kiloineteri

I

Figure 14. Single Tombolo : Nahant,

Massachusetts.
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The rock of Gibraltar (Q.J. G. S., XXXIV., 1878, VL 23; Brit. Ad., U4, 1448)

was an island, and is now tied.

Sermione, Italy, is on an island in Garda lake connected by a bar three kilo-

meters in length, three times the length of the island (Ital., 48).

Cape Milazzo (Ital. and Sicily, 253).

Penisola Magnisi, and that on which Augusta is built (Ital. and Sicily, 274).

Monte P>nfola (Elba).

Tlie peninsula southwest of Vari, on which Zoster cape is situated (Attica, VIII).

Koronl (Attica, XI).

Probable tying of islets to Samsu island (Denm., Samsu).

Faejo island is composed of two parts tied with a tombolo (Denm., Saxkjobing).

Knudshoved point (Denm., Saxkjobing).

Bogo island has Faro tied to its northwest point by a long tombolo (Denm.,

Vordingborg).

Avernak island (Denm., Faaborg).

Drejo island is composed of two tied by a narrow tombolo (Denm., Svendborg).

Two or three islands were apparently tied together to form the hook north of

Aeriiskjubing (Denm., Svendborg).

b. Y-tombolo : Morro del Puerto Santo,

Figure 15. — The type of the Y-tombolo,

where one bar from the island unites

with two from the mainland, is found in

Puerto Santo bay, Venezuela (H. 0.,

374).

Northeast point on St. Paul island,

Alaska (C. S., 8990, old number 88G) is

connected by a Y-tombolo enclosing a

lagoon.

JIaliedia, Tunis, is figured by Reclus

as tied in this manner.* t^ ir it-. i i ^» i i

,^. , ,. ,,.,x,-r^ liGCRE 15. 1 -tombolo: i^Iorro del
Nicolaos (Attica, XVII). n . o it i

^ ,
,
~_

, , T^ , . , -I

.

Puerto Santo, V enezuela.
c. Double 1 ombolo.—if the island is com-

paratively near to the mainland, and if it

has considerable extension alongshore, there will generally be formed a tombol<o

from either end, enclosing a lagoon. Aebelo and Nahant are too far from thecoas t

to have a double tombolo, but Marblehead neck and Monte Argcntario (Fig. IG),

are near enough and large enough to have a bar at each end. >

(1) Only one Bar comjikted : Marblehead Neck (C. S., 335).— Only one bar is here

built, and that in recent geographic time, for the shore is not graded outside of the

tombolo, either on tlie right at the southern end of the island, or on the mainland

at the left. The tombolo has probably been built largely from the bottom, since

botli ends form nearly a right angle where they join the island and mainland.

Stony island in lake Ontario, New York, is composed of two islands, probably

drumlins, joined by a bar at the southern end, while a second bar is nearly com-

pleted at the northern end (G. S., Stony Island).

The island east of Port Townsend, Washington, is joined by one bar at the

head of Oak bay (C. S., 6405).

* La Terre.
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Bodega bead, California (C. S., 630), appears to be an island tied to tbe main-

land by a bar, probably broadened by elevation since it was built and now baving

its surface niucb diversified with dunes. A second bar is almost completed, a spit

extending from the mainland nearly across Bodega bay. Bodega head like Toma-

les point to the south is of resistant granite,* east of wliicli the longitudinal valley,

now shown by Bodega and Tomales bays, was carved in the weaker sandstones,

along a probable fault according to Professor Lawson.

Point Galero, Me.xico, is tied by San Juan beacli, and a second bar enclosing Cha-

cahua lagoon is being built (H. O. yo-3).

Copenhagen is ap.parently built upon a bar connecting Amager with Seeland,

ami the buildings and fortifications of the city have much altered tlie former ap-

pearance of the bar, harborage being gained by maintaining water communication

across tlie tombolo (Denra., KjiJbenhavn).

Helnes island is joined by a bar at its northern end (Denm., Vissenbjerg).

Overlap, offset, and stream deflection all indicate a current from the riglit, so that

the tombolo probably grew from tiie island to tlie mainland.

A small island south of Faaborg (Denm., Faaborg).

Several cases along the east shore of the Cattegat (Svve., 18, 24, 32, 41, 51, 01).

Kekenis is tied to the larger island of Alsen and tlie second tombolo is now be-

ginning as a spit on the other end of tiie island (Germ., '24; Denm., Faaborg).

An island north of Gliicksburg in tiie Flensburger tjord (Germ., 23).

Halbinsel Wustrow (Germ., 85).

Pulitz is almost tied (Germ., 04).

Several islands are strung together at the southeast point of Riigen island

(Germ., G4).

Eye peninsula is apparently tied to Lewis island (Scot., 105), but rocky ledges

are shown in the tombolo, and separation may never have been complete.

Vatersay island in the Hebrides is composed of two liigli portions connected by

3 lower neck (Scot., 58).

Peninsula point, California (C. S., 5581), is tied by one bar and a second is

)flearly comple'fed.

Conanicut isUnd (C. S., 353) in Narragansett bay is made up of two portions

joined by a b»r.

(2) B^fh Bars completed : Monte Argentario, Figure 16.— Monte Argentario, Italy,

is an I'nstvuctive example in explaining the method of tying islands.

In the interior of Orbetelio lagoon a bar extends from the mainland toward the

/Sidnd. This tombolo was probably the first built, from the mainland to the point

V(Were the village of Orbetelio now stands. Meanwhile a bar further north, Tom-

t)olo delln Giannella, was growing from the mouth of the Albegna river toward

Monte Argentario. At a little later staije shore-grade was established along the

southeast coast of the island and the Tombolo di FenifjUn grew toward the main-

land. Tiie growth of this third tombolo prevented the extension of the Orbetelio

tombolo.

The reasons for the above interpretation are as follows. The tidal inlet across

the Tombolo della Giannella is close to the island while that of the Tombolo di

Feniglia is next to the mainland. With such simple bars as these are, where there

» J. D. Whitney, Geol. Sur. Cal., 1866, I. 84, 85.
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Figure 16. Torabolos : Monte Argentario, Italy.
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has evidently been no complete closing of lagoon and then a later reopening, this

would indicate the direction of growth, particularly when it accords with tlie evi-

dence from the shore curves, as it does in this case. This example then apparently

combines the features of single and double tombolos.

Monastir (Tunis, 57) is built on an island tied by two tombolos. This example

is worthy of special field studj* to bring out the relations of the several uncom-

pleted tombolos, apparently built from the mainland toward the island before the

formation of tlie present tombolos which enclose tlie others.

Jasmund is tied to Riigen island by two beautifully curving tombolos (Germ.,

42,64). At Lietzow there is a third connection with the mainland across a narrow

portion of the enclosed lagoon, but this in part at least is artificial. Transportation

is indicated as slightly stronger from the right, wliile the squareness of the bar

suggests that it was built largely from the bottom.

San Juan Nepomucino island, Lower California, is composed of two parts con-

nected by bars completely enclosing a salt lagoon (H. 0., 1223).

Margarita island, oft the coast of Venezuela, consists of two individuals joined

by two bars enclosing Laguna Grande (H. 0., 374).

Presqu'ile de Giens (Fr., 248).

V. Lngoon-marsh-meadow (Adolescence) : Colchester Point. — After

formation of a lagoon by a Y-tombolo or a double tombolo, the wind

blows in sand from the beaches and streams, and tides deposit silt, so that

in time the lagoon is converted into marsh and the marsh in turn into

meadow, if the island is not first consumed by the continued attack

of the sea.

On the Plattsburg, N. Y., sheet of the Geological Survey, at Colchester point,

Vermont, are two cases of filled lagoons, each having an almost extinguished pond.

The western pond still maintains connection witb the lake, while the eastern pond

has no outlet.

The lagoon between Cumberland head and the mainland is two thirds filled,

Woodruff pond overflowing across the last built bar into lake Champlain (G. S.,

Platt.sburg, N. Y.).

" The Bonnet" on the west side of Narrangansett bay appears to be an island

tied to the mainland (C. S., 353). Wesquage pond is the lagoon between tlie

tombolos.

Sachuest point, east of Newport (C. S., 35::!, 3044), has the lagoon between its

two connecting tombolos almost completely filled.

Monte Circeo south of Home is completely tied (Ital., 170).

Tiree island (Scot., 42) appears to be composed of two islands connected by
" The Reef." Further study is here needed.

Between San Franeisquito and Santa Teresa bays, Lower California, there is a

low dune-covered tract connecting land 300-600 feet high with the mainland. Tlie

only trace of a lagoon is the bed of a pond, half a mile in diameter, which is said

to contain fresh water during four months of the year (H. 0., 638).

Three islands are tied together and to the mainland west of Sacrificios island,

Mexico. Two of the lagoons are completely filled, and the third one is more than

half filled (H. 0., 875).
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Tlie lagoon between the three or four individuals of Santa Maria island, Chile,

is completely converted into marsh (H. O., 1209).

Alki point, Washington (C. S., 651 ; G. S., Seattle). This point may never have

been separated from the mainland.

The northern portion of Unalashka island from cape Kalekhta to Constantine

bay, Alaska, has been tied by two bars to the main island. The enclosed lagoon

is a long narrow one, extending the whole distance between the bars. The map
indicates considerable filling on the sides of the lagoon (C. S., 821).

Massoncello point, Italy, upon the southern end of which Piombino is situated,

is an example where the enclosed lagoon has been completely aggraded by a river

delta, that of the Cornia Eiver (Ital., 119, 127).

VI. Vanishing Island (Adolescence). — After an island has become

land-tied, it continues to waste away by the action of the sea and subaerial

forces, until a stage is reached when the island is gone and nothing but

the tombolo which connected it to the mainland remains. This stage

must of necessity be a short one, for the unconsolidated tombolo will be

rapidly consumed. This feature would be one of late adolescence.

Theoretically we should expect to find single, Y, cuspate, and double

tombolos remaining after the islands had been

consumed. The three examples which appear

to be surely in this stage are all cuspate.

This form is probably the one which best re-

sists the sea, and each of the others is easily

converted into the cuspate.

Cuspate Tomholo: Block island, Figure 17.— The

type cusp whose position has been determined by a

former island is Sandy point. Block island (C. S.,

356).*

At the southern end of Revere beach (C. S., 337;

G. S., Boston Bay, Mass.) there is a cuspate projec-

tion where a drumlin was formerly tied on and has

now been consumed.

Uvita point on the western coast of Costa Rica

(H. O., 1035) is a cuspate foreland whose position is

apparently determined by rocky islets off the point.

This seems to be a case where the cusp is completely

tying the island when the island itself is practically

destroyed.

Figure 17. Vanishing Isl-

and ; Diagram of a Cus-

pate Tombolo. Similar

Stage found in Sand}'

Point, Block Island,

Rhode Island.

VII. Straight Coos^ (Maturity).— The mature stage of island-tying is

where the islands and their connecting tombolos are completely consumed

* See Livermore's History of Block Island, 1877, 175.
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by the sea. Therefore the straight coasts of Jutland, Italy, etc., as given

on page 246, are the forms of the stage next succeeding that of the

vanishing island.

Complex Cases of Tying.— Many of the actual examples of island-

tying are not simple. A great variety of combinations occur in nature,

but only three will be here considered, viz. where several tombolos unite

a group of islands, where rivers surround islands with their waste, and

where slight movements of the land have assisted tying.

Samso Island is composed of two higher portions joined by a lower narrow neck

(Denm., SamsiJ). The central portion of this neck is lieath and forest, presumably

overgrown marsh, bounded on either side by gently curved shores. These curves

also indicate tying and complete filling, for the coast farther north and south has

not such smooth outlines, indicating that the present position of the land has not

been maintained for a time sufficiently long to develop such curving shorelines.

The left hand end of the eastern bar is complicated on account of numerous small

islands.

Three islands in Lenox cove, Tierra del Fuego (II. O., 455').

West of Magdalena bay an island between cape Corso and Entrada point is tied

to another island at cape Lazaro (II. ()., G21, G44).*

]Marambava mountain, 20GG feet liigli, has a twenty-mile tombolo extending to

the mainland of Brazil, which close to tlie sliore is broken by a tidal opening. A
spit from the tombolo inside of Sapetiba bay is growing toward Jaguanao island

(H. 0., 488).

In Boston harbor there are three groups of islands tied by numerous tombolos

(C. S., 337; G. S., Boston, Boston Bay, Mass.), viz. the Winthrop, tlie Quincy,

and the Nantasket groups. Marshes occur in all three, indicating adolescent

development.

Sidi bon Said (Tunis, A'll, VIII, XII, XIV, XX, XXI) is on an island which

is tied to tlie Tunis mainland by three bars. The central one is 5 to 8 kilometers

broad, 10 kilometers long, and has an elevation in places of 10 or 12 meters.

Whether this broad istlimus was originally two tombolos enclosing a lagoon, or was

made land by elevation, is not certain from map inspection. Later, however, two

tombolos have been built from eitiier end of the island, enclosing between them

and the earlier built isthmus two lagoons, Sebkhat er Riana and Lac de Tunis.

Leucate (Fr., 255) is an island of Oligocene strata, tied by one tombolo to the

mainland, and has also a wing-like bar on both the right and left sides. These wing-

bars are built up from the bottom in large measure, according to the indications

given by the right-angled abutment of the left end of the right bar against Leucate,

and a similar abutment of the left bar against the older land near Port Vendres

(Fr., 258). Tlie stream deflections indicate alongshore motion to the right, which

is also suggested by the offset of the right wing-bar by the left.

The island of Cette (Fr., 23.3) , of Jurassic strata, is tied by the wing-bar from the

left side of the Hhone delta. To the southwest the volcanic knob of Agde is more

* In regard to dislocation as a probable cause of these islands, see W. Lindgren,

Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1888-90, I. 173, II. 1, III. 26, and references there given.
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completely surrounded by the aggraded detritus of recent times (Fr., 244, 245).

The latter may never have been an island.

Berneray island in the Hebrides is made up of several higher portions connected

by sandy areas (Scot., 89).

A group between Brandon and Tralee bays (Ireland, IGI).

Eddy island is a composite island, in which there are two examples of lagoons

almost included by tombolos (Ireland, 114, 115).

Several islands at the head of Galway bay seem to belong to this class

(Ireland, 115).

The type of islands tied to the mainland by delta growth is seen in lougli Swiliy

(Ireland, 11), where Inch Top island, 702 feet high, appears to be joined to the

mainland on the east side of the bay by the detritus borne down by the small

streams. Other knobs to the southeast of Inch Top hill were possibly tied in a

similar manner.

The islands of Paleozoic, Mesozoic, Tertiary, and eruptive rocks are surrounded

by the delta deposits of the Danube (Taf. III. Jahrb. k. k. Geol. Keiclis., XL., 18^0).

From San Pablo point to Richmond point is an island completely joined by

marshland (C. S., 5581). In this case streams have evidently aided the tidal cur-

rents in filling in between a former island and the mainland.

North head, McKensies head, and various other islands at the mouth of the

Columbia river (C. S., 681", 640), are seen upon inspection of the more detailed

charts and Mr. Davidson's sketches* to be tied together to form cape Disappoint-

ment, which is in turn tied to the mainland at Chinook point.

An example in which slight elevation may have helped island-tying is seen at

the mouth of the Medjerda river (Tunis, VII, XIII, XIV, XX).

Oland and Gjol are becoming land tied by river and tidal deposits, probably

more tidal than river, since the elevation of the land from which the streams come
does not exceed 75 meters (Denm., Nibe).

An example of complex island-tying is seen on the chart of San Quentin bay.

Lower California (II. O., 1043). It would appear that the earliest tying was done

wlien the land stood lower than at present, for some of the bars outside of the salt

lakes are cliffed.

10. Bat-bars.

An Adolescent Feature. — Shore development of a submerged region

has been studied as regards island-tying ; a second important feature is

now to be considered. It has been shown that when sliore-frrade is

attained detritus will be transported along the beach at the foot of cliffs,

and tombolos connect many islands with the mainland. As the head-

lands are attacked faster than the bay heads on account of their more

exposed position, wing-bars will frequently be formed of the detritus

from the cliffs. This special form of bay-bars will be considered under

Winged Beheadlands.f

* Pacific Coast Pilot, 1889, 451. t See page 2i:l
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The sea also erodes the bottom and supplies material for the bar.

The proportion of bottom to side supplied detritus will vary exceedingly.

With a deeply dissected, steep coast, the proportion of material from

the headland will be large, while in a slightly drowned region, devel-

oped to past-maturity in the iirevious cycle, there will be more material

under water above wave-base, and therefore a greater proportion of

bottom detritus. There are so many variables which enter into this

problem, — viz. initial form, prevailing winds, strength of currents,

height of tides, radius of curvature of eddies, structure of laud, etc., —
that it is difficult to predict where a bar will be built across a bay.

It may be said, however, that the sea is not satisfied with an irregular

shoreline, and in its attempt to reduce the land to a submarine platform

it will straighten the shoreline in order better to attack the land. The

curve that a given shore will take depends upon the forces acting at

that point.

In one place wings will extend from the projecting headland, in another

the currents will build a bar across the mouth of the bay, in a third

the bar will grow from a point between headland and bay-head, while in

a fourth [)lace the alongshore action may be so weak or the bay so broad

that the sea will begin to fill at the head. In this fourth case any delta

filling will go on at the same place as the accumulation by sea action.

When the bay-bar is completed, and there is transportation of material

practically all along the shore, shore-grade is attained, and the period of

adolescence in shore evolution is reached. Tlie narrow and broader

bays behind the bars are gradually filled by river, tide, and wind. "Where

the river activity is strong enough, it pushes a delta beyond the bar.

Maturity is reached when the bays are filled and the headlands cut back

so that the initial shoreline is lost. From this time forward the sea,

satisfied with the shore curves, eats farther and farther into the land with

the intention of reducing all that stands above wave-base to a monotonous

submarine platform.

The classification of bay-bars here given is not a satisfactory one.

The separation into stages of development is only partial, for more facts

of observation are needed. The location of the bar in the bay, which

depends upon the ratio of alongshore to on- and offshore currents, as well

as upon the form of the bay, has been used to make three types of bay-

bars. Under each of these, stages of filling occur, all centring about

the attainment of shore-grade, and therefore bay-bars may be limited as a

class to a period extending from late youth to early maturity. Bay-bars

are characteristic of adolescence.
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A. Bar across Mouth of Bay: Lake Ontario, Figures 18, 19.

—

Several bays on the eastern shore of lake Ontario are closed by bars,

whose form indicates more bottom than alongshore action, there being

3
_J Kilometers.

Figure 18. Bay-bar across Mouth of Bay, Lake Ontario.

no dominant offset and overlap. This indication is confirmed by the

observations of the currents, many of the courses of observed bottle

drifts having ended on these bars.*

Instead of looking at these sandbars as barriers to keep the sea out of

the bays,t let us regard them as built by the sea in order to prevent the

wasting of its force dashing into the indentation, where the delta growth

will finally be victor, and in order that the sea may be able to concentrate

* Surface Currents of the Great Lakes, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Weather
Bureau, Bull. B, Washington, 1895.

t See Geikie, Scenery of Scotland, 1887, 186.
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its force upon the more exposed coasts, by having a simpler coastline

upon which to work.

(1) Bay but little Jilled (Youth-Adolescence). — Bay-bars are forming across

tliree bays on the Oldenburg sheet (Germ., GO). Two of tliese are on the southern

side of Fehmarn island and tlie third is south of Grossenbrode. In Orther bay

transportation is from the left, but in the other examples it is about equally from

right and left headlands.

Gruber bay is enclosed b^- a bar (Germ., 60, 84). The deflection of the outlet,

Dahmer-See, to the left indicates a dominant current from the riglit.

Stettiner bay is closed by a bar wiiich shows a very beautiful series of aggrada-

tion shorelines (Germ., 89, 90, 91, 92, 120, 121, 122, 154, 155, 187). Tlie dominant

current is indicated by offsets, overlaps, and stream deflections to be from the left.

The contest between river and tidal currents on tlie one hand and alongshore cur-

rent on the otlier is clearly shown. A study of details on the ground in connection

with these expressive general maps ought to bring out many features of the pro-

gressive steps in the formation of bay-bars. Islands are included in this bar and

thus complicate its form. Usedom island is made up apparently of several indi-

viduals, and WoUin island is in large part a portion of the drowned mainland and

not the later built foreland.

Three bays formerly arms of Hochwachter bay are enclosed (Germ., 59). The

indications are of a dominant current flowing from the left.

Several examples from Kiel nortliward (Germ., 39, 58).

Warneniiinde is built on a bay-bar (Germ., 86).

Kurische and Frisciie bays (Germ., 1, 3, 8,9, 15, 16, 29, 30, 48,49, 50, 71,72,73).

Carder, Dolgen, Leba, Sarbsker, and Zarnowitzer are enclosed to form lakes or

lagoons (Germ., 25, 26, 44, 45, 46).

Vietzker lake (Germ., 43).

Vitter lake (Germ., 66).

Jamunder and Buckower lakes (Germ., 65).

Kamper lake (Germ., 93).

IIorst-Eiersberger lake (Germ , 92).

Bankel-damm is shut in by a bay-bar (Germ., 13). Transportation is about equal

from right and left according to the map indications.

Schlief-see is closed by a bar growing from the right, for on that side the

curve of the cliff is continued in the line of the bar, while on the left the bar

abuts abruptly against the oldland, forcing the stream under the left hand bluff

(Germ., 13).

The Sejrslev headland has a right and left wing growing across bays (Denm.,

LugstiJr).

A cuspate bar extends from the left hand side of Ilorsens fjord toward a rock

near Alro island (Denm., Skanderborg).

Across the mouths of some ten drowned valleys, between tlie Dnieper and the

Danube rivers on the Black sea, bars have grown (Rus., .33; Atlas Univ., 38),

More than half of them are completely closed by the sea action. Tlie low mean
annual rainfall in this region, 1.5.83 inches at Odessa,* would cause weak stream

* E. Loomis, Contributions to Meteorology, revised ed., 1889, 151, PI. XXIII.
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action. The waves and currents, though weaker on the inland sea than on the

open ocean, are relatively stronger than the streams, for they are able to close

these bays. The absence of ocean tides, which tend to keep open inlets into bays,

aids this shutting up.

Across the western end of the sea of Azov a bar has been formed (Atlas Univ.,

38 ; Rus., 48, 62) which has nearly rectangular junctions with tiie mainland, indi-

cating that it has been built largely from the bottom of the sea.

Lituya bay, Alaska, has the right spit offsetting the left. Glaciers now descend

to sea level in various arms of this fjord (C. S., 8451).

Thomas bay, Alaska, has bar forming between Vandeput and Wood points

(C. S., 7.33).

On Amaknak island, Alaska, the spit has grown southward from Ulakhta head

more than half way toward Rocky point (C. S., 821).

Coburg peninsula west of Esquimalt roadstead, Vancouver island (H. 0., 1306).

Tomales bay, California (C. S., 631), has a bay-bar extending three quarters of

the way from the left toward the right side of the bay, thus indicating a dominant

current from the left.

Willapa bay, Washington (C. S., 6185), shows incurving spits at the end of the

bar, pointing up the river.

(2) Baji more or /ess ^//ec? (Adolescence), Figure 19.— Silting up of the bay

enclosed by a bar progresses rapidly, as engineering works testify. Streams, tides,

and winds fill this quieter water with waste. The changing conditions of along-

shore transportation will be shown by the advance or retreat of the shoreline

of the bay-bar.

A bar has grown from the right across the mouth of Mobile bay (C. S., 187,

188). Successive positions of this bar are indicated by some eighteen sympatheti-

cally curving dune ridges with intervening stream or marsli. The offset here indi-

cates a dominant current from the right.

Tampa bay, Florida (C. S., 176, 177), shows overlap from right to left, thus

indicating a dominant current from the right.

The overlap of the right bar at the mouth of the harbor of Rio Grande do Sul,

Brazil, indicates a prevailing current from the riglit (H. 0., 1191).

A bar is built from Palmia point to Gorda point across the drowned valley of

San Jose river. Lower California. Its southern point overlaps and offsets the

northern portion, indicating a current from the left (H. 0., 635).

Several bays on Monte Gargano, Italy, show nearly complete filling (Ital., 157)

South of Soby on Arii island Vidsii bay is closed and the lagoon is considerably

filled with marsh. A nip decreasing in height toward the bay-head is clearly

shown on the German map (Germ., 24; Denm., Faaborg). These two surveys

differ decidedly as to tlie amount of filling.

On the eastern side of the southern point of Falster island (Denm., Gjedser)

the sea has a curving shoreline of large radius upon a low sandy coast behind

which lies an enclosed lagoon, to the west of which is an area of higher land.

The offsets and stream deflection indicate a prevailing current from the right

Botonor lake Jias a bordering belt of marsh, and there are other patches of marsh

between this lagoon and the eastern shore. All the above facts sug'jest the growth

of a bar across the mouth of an open bay. In front of the artificial sea wall,

built to protect the coast, the map shows a belt of sand, as if the sea was even

now building out in places.
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On the western coast of Langeland and at the soutliern point are several enclosed

bays partly filled (Denm., Svendborg, Gulstav). The offsets indicate movements

in both directions.

The bays on the southwest side of Chirikof island, Alaska, sliow several stages

of filling (C. S., 9191, old number 796). The sea built five bars from headland to

SOUTHWEST ANCHORAGE

CHIRIKOF ISLAND
ALASKA

Figure 19. Nearly Mature Filling of Bays.

headland, in swinging curves satisfactory to itself. In the broadest bay there still

remain two lagoons, but the others are completely filled (Fig. 19).

Kiska harbor on Great Kiska island, one of the Aleutian islands, has three hays

showing three stages of filling. In the central one there is a large lagoon com-

pletely enclosed, in the northern one a small lagoon remains, and in the southern

one the area back of the bar is completely converted into marsh (C. S., 9191).

The alongshore current is here probably from the left, witness overlap of bars to

the right, and streams crowded to right side of bays.

(3) Bay filled (Maturity). — The last few examples in the previous section are

as near to mature forms of this kind of bay-bars as have been found in the present

study. Mature stages of bay-bars merge into mature ria-deltas so closely that one

can hardly separate them upon the map. When the bay is filled, the stream

mouthing in the bay will attempt to push forward its delta, and the shore form
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then depends more upon the ratio between stream and current, than upon the at-

tempt of the sea to bridge across the bay. The day of tlie bay-bar is over.

B. Bar in Middle of Bay.— The form of the bay or the strength and

position of the currents may cause a bay-bar to grow from the side of

the bay, at some point between the head and mouth of the bay. If the

growth of the bar is due largely to alongshore action, a spit will extend

from the side of the bay ; but if the bottom action is dominant, the bay-

bar will abut nearly at right angles against the coast of the bay.

(1) Bay but to/e^/ec? (Youth-Adolescence). — Yakutat bay, Alaska, has a bar

forming at point Turner, about half way between mouth and head (C. S., 8451).

Ciiignik bay, Alaska, has spit growing from right side of bay only (C. S., 8891).

Kachemak bay, Alaska, has spit grown about half way across from its left side

(C. S., 766).

Salinas bay, Lower California, has a bar enclosing a salt pond into which there

is little or no drainage (H. ()., 850).

Inverness or Moray firth (Scot., 83, 84, 93, 94) has a spit growing from either

side, of which the left one is considerably near the mouth of the bay. The Dor-

noch firth (Scot., 94, 103) has spits in similar positions.* The writer questions

whether the position of these spits indicates a dominant current in these two bays
from tlie left.

Hagios Nikolaos bay (Attica, XVII). Current probably from riglit.

The small bay, Hejisminde, on the eastern end of the boundary line between
Denmark and Schleswig is shut in by a bar whose curve is continuous with that of

the coast to the north, indicating a current from the right. On the left side of the

bay there is nearly a right angle between bar and coastline, indicating that the sea

builds here mainly from the bottom (Germ., 7; Denm., Skamlings Banke).

(2). Bay more or less Jilled (Adolescence).— Marathon bay in Greece (Attica,

XVIII, XIX). The former courses of the Marathon river and the overlap and

stream deflection to the right indicate the prevailing current to be from the left.

On the right side of the bay the bar abuts against the oldland forming nearly a

right angle with Kynosura point. This fact indicates that the bar is built mainly

from the bottom.

Mosvig bay (Denm., Skamlings Banke) shows a smoothly curved bar continuous

to the right and left with the shore curves, indicating filling from either side. The
dominant direction of alongshore current is indicated as from the right by the

stream deflection to the left. Behind the bay-bar the lagoon is almost completely

filled with marsh.

The sea has built Tent moor and Barry links upon the two sides of the firth

of Tay (Scot., 49) and the rectangular junction of the bay filling with the bay sides

indicates that the building has been done from the bottom. Deflection is toward

the central channel, where the relatively strong tidal currents interrupt the for-

mation of a typical bay-bar.

Dornoch firth is a similar example (Scot., 93, 94, 102, 103).

* Geikie, Scenery of Scotland, 1887, 180. 187.
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(3) Bay filled inside Bar (Adolescence).— Under this heading are included several

cases in whicli it is impossible to tell whether the bar originally was found where

it now stands or whether it began near the bay head.

Procchio and Biodola bays (Elba).

Tiie gulf of Salerno has a bar from Salerno across to Agropoli, inside of which

it has been filled by river and tidal action, forming a rich delta plain with only a

few remaining marshy places (Ital., 185, 197, 198).

Gulf of S. Eufemia (Ital, 241). Current from the left is indicated by deflec-

tion of streams to right.

From Palmi, Italy, across to Nicoteca a bar extends from the right headland to

a point across the bay half way between the left headland and the bay head (Ital.,

215, 246). Direction of current is probably from the right.

Bay of Phaleron southwest of Athens (Attica, III). The bar is largely pro-

duced by the action of the sea on the bottom, for the shore curves at its two ends

are not continuous with curve of the bar.

Vari bay (Attica, VIII). Tliis also shows sea bottom action.

Hanu bay (Swe., G). Dominant current from the right.

C. Bar near Head of Bay: Drakes Bay, Figures 20, 21 — At the

head of Skelder bay (Swe., 8j a bur is built chiefly from the bottom,

since the bar curve abuts sharply against the two sides of the bay, and

streams are deflected to the right on the right hand side and to the left

on the left hand side of the bay, thus indicating currents in either direc-

tion from the centre (Fig. 20). There is evidence of very trifling trans-

portation along the sides of Skelder bay.

Figure 20. Diagram of Bay-bar at Head of Bay ; dominant Bottom Action :

Skelder Bay, Sweden.

VOL. XXXIV. — 14
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Tlie indications from riglit-angled abutment at both right and left sides of

Laholms bay (Swe., 8, 13) are that the bar is built mainly from the bottom with but

little transportation along the sides of the bay. The stream deflections from either

side of the bay toward a probable oldland island now included in the bar indicate

currents toward the centre. This is in marked contrast to the last example, taken

from the same coast.

Nearly as typical an example is in Dingle bay (Ireland, 172) where the bottom

action is dominant, though there is indication of some transportation from the

right side of tlie bay.

There are many cases of bay filling of this type along the Irish coast (Ireland,

7,9, 15, 51,62, etc.).

Dundrum and Dundalk bays on the west shore of the Irish sea (Ireland, 61,

70, 71, 81, 82).

Drakes bay, California (Fig. 21), is a broad open bay, with a bay-bar growing

near its head. Delta filling is now progressing between the nip and the bar.

Another typical example of the head of a broad bay being aggraded by sea

and streams working together is seen in the gulf of Taranto, Italy. From tlie

swinging outline of the shore the sea action is seep to be stronger tiian the river

action, the deltas are either rounded or stunted. The dominant direction of current

is seen by the offsets to be from the left (Ital., 212, 201, 202).

At the southwest corner of this gulf where the Crati river enters, the shore is

also aggrading. Here the several streams form a great confluent delta, whose form

is modified by the sea (Ital., '221, 222, 229, 230).

In Wachusett cove, Alaska, the curve of the shore at the head of the bay was

nearly satisfactory to the sea forces, acting therefore sea and river fill at the same

point. The great rise and fall of the tides, 18 feet, doubtless prevents the forma-

tion of a bar across the mouth of the cove from Bluff point (C. S., 734).

Nateckin bay, Alaska (C. S., 821).

In the upper portion of tlie valley of San Francisquito bay, Lower California

(H. 0., 638).

Harbor of Acapulco, Lower California (H. O., 872).

San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua (11. O., 934).

Manzanilla and Santiago bays, Mexico (II. O., 915).

Filling is shown on west coast of Central America (H. 0., 1016, details in

1025-1033).

Todos Santos bay, Lower California (II. 0., 104G).

Several bays on the east coast of Scotland are of this tj'pe, Lunan, Montrose,

Aberdeen, Cruden (Scrot., 57,77, 87). The beaches abut sharply against headlands

of irregular shorelines, an indication of bottom building.

Sinclairs and Dunnetbays (Scot., 116) similarly indicate growth from the bottom.

Several beaches on Tiree island (Scot., 42) are of this type.

Magilligan Foreland, Figure 22.— Magilligan point (Ireland, G, 12) is

a bay-bar which combines some of the characteristics of tidal cusps witli

the normal bay-bar ^features. From the cliff on the left of the bay a

gently curving beach extends to the end of the point, indicating growth

by alongshore transportation from the left. McKinneys bank points up
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Figure 22. Magilligan Foreland, Ireland.

s
_| Kilometers.
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lough Foyle from near the tip of Magilligan point, and its straightness

and length suggest a fairly constant and strong tidal current through the

inlet, three fourths of a mile broad, between the point and the right side

of the bay.

This foreland has the cuspate outline appropriate to a tidal cusp, but

on the bay side it shows no line of growth. Back of the present ocean

beach, however, are seventeen roads which curve sympathetically witli

the shoreline of to-day. These roads are not parallel lines, but each

curve is nearly parallel with the two on either side, departing just enough

from parallelism to make a systematic series, changing gradually from a

direction a few points south of west to one nearly northwest and south-

east. Between almost every pair of adjacent roads is a ditch, whose

course is systematically accordant with the direction of the roads. These

culture lines are not constructed in a haphazard manner, and their orderly

arrangement suggests a series of successive curves of higher and lower

ground. Such a systematic series indicates lines of growth. If this

indication be true, then this cuspate bay-bar began some five miles farther

up the bay. and has advanced by some seventeen steps to its present

position.

As said above, the bay side or right side of the cuspate bay-bar shows

no airirradational line of growth. Each of the roads and ditches ends

at the liigh tide line, forming transverse features in respect to the bay

shoreline, while the same are longitudinal with respect to the ocean

shoreline. This abrupt ending, together with the continuous curve of

the bay shoreline, suggests that the sea may have shaved off the ends of

these presumable former beaches.

As confirming the above hypothesis for the formation of Magilligan

point, it is observed that the cliffs, some 200 feet high, where the along-

shore action changes from cutting to aggrading, continue as a nip behind

the Magilligan foreland. This cliff is progressively lower toward the

supposed earlier formed portion of the foreland. This would be expected,

since the portion of the cliff which was exposed for a shorter time to sea

action, other thiniis being equal, would have the less height.

The dominant current from the right, which is indicated by the form

of this bay-bar, is possibly due to a backset eddy between Islay island

and Ireland. The ocean current flowing from the southwest along the

west coast of the Britiah islands * could cause such a backset eddy in

this locality.

* Eriimmel, Uebersichtskarte der Meeresstromungen, 1886.
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11. Winged Beheadland.

A Combination of Bay-bar arid Cliff.— One of the striking features

of adolescent shore development is the winged beheadland. Where the

projecting headland has been cut back and transportation has taken place

in both directions, spits extend to the right and left from the headland.

The winged beheadland is made up of a cliffed headland and two bay-

bars, one extending to tlie right and the other to the left; and this com-

bination of wiug-bars with a headland beheaded is so striking a form,

and one so characteristic of depressed regions developed to adolescence,

that these forms have been grouped separately.

Type: Long Branch, N. J.— From Sandy point to Barnegat inlet is

one of the finest winged beheadlands to show the method of formation.

The records since the Europeans came to America show the cutting back

of the cliffs on the headland, and the shifting of the wings on either side.

From the slope of the land above the cliffs upon the headland, it is seen

that the land probably projected several miles beyond the present cliffs.

The consumption of this land supplied more waste than the sea could

immediately carry offshore, and it was temporarily deposited, forming

Sandy hook and Island beach. The left wing was probably built in large

part from the bottom, and represents the offshore bar of the low New
Jersey shore. The cliffs upon Navesink highlands represent the nip,

cut before the barrier of Sandy hook was formed.

Other Examples. — Cape Cod is an example of a winged beheadland which pro-

jects far into the sea, so tliat the wings do not extend across bays on either side.

The series of changes of the right or Provincetown wing, as indicated by tlie form,

has been worked out by Professor Davis.*

Another typical example is seen on the island of Laaland (Denm., Nakskov,

Maribo, Dannemare).

Scjrslev headland (Denm., LiJgstur) shows the same form.

S3'lt island off the west coast of Schleswig has a right and left wing extending

respectively toward Amrum and Hum islands (Germ., 11, 20, 21, 35, 36). The
Miocene headland (Geol. Eu., 24) is separated from the rest of the oldland by the

drowning, and is therefore somewhat different from the type example.

Insel Poel and Halbinsel Wustrow north of Wismar have both developed wings

(Germ., 85, 116). These wing-bars have been curved strongly back toward tiie

mainland.

Similar wings from islands are seen farther north (Germ., 41, 63).

Usedom island is made up of two main headlands with wings (Germ., 89, 90,

121, 122).

WoUin island (Germ., 91, 121, 122). »

* Proc. Amer. Acad., 1896, p. 303.
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Samland with its wings protecting Kurische and Frisclie bays (Germ., 3, 8, lo,

16, 28, 29, 48, 49, 71, 72).

The Pomeranian headland has its right wing enclosing several lagoons, while its

left wing is growing into Danziger bay (Germ., 25, 26, 27, 44, 45, 4b, 47).

West of tlie Crimean peninsula there is a very striking winged beheadland

(Rus., 33). The initial shoreline is very evidently changed by the cutting back of

a projecting headland and the extension of wing-bars, beliind which the less altered

shoreline is seen. Although the map is not of the highest quality, the scale is

small, and the geology of the region is unknown to the writer, he has no hesitation

in classifying this feature on account of its typical winged outline.

North of the left-hand wing of the last example is a somewliat similar area,

whose origin is, however, not so clear. The outline is similar to a winged behead-

laml, but the headland is full of small lakes, and it seems probable that it is a i)art

of the Dnieper delta drowned by a late episode of depression. A submergence is

indicated by the drowned rivers to the northwest (Rus., 33; Stelier, 48).

12. Tidal Cuspate Forelands.

Location and Description.— In regions of drowned valleys, long inlets,

or narrow sounds, where the two opposite shorelines are roughly parallel

to each other, cuspate deposits of sand frequently occur, when shore

development has readied an adolescent stage and transportation along-

shore has begun.

These forelands project from one quarter to three quarters of a mile

into the sea, and vary in breadth between the same limits. In some

cases the cusps are long and narrow, while in others they are short and

broad. Frequently they more or less completely enclose lagoons, but in

some instances tliere is no included water body, or if there was one it has

become filled. The curve of the two outer edges of these sand deposits

is concave toward the water, and is a continuation of the curve at the

base of a shore cliff. These two concave curves intersect in a marked

cusp, which is sometimes typically pointed. thou<;h in other cases the tip

is rounded. The axis of these forelands projects approximately at ri^ht

angles to the shoreline, and also at right angles to tlie general direction

of the tidal currents in the inlets.

T>/pe, Figure 23.— West point, north of Seattle, Washinston, will

be taken as the type, and, after giving its description and discussing the

method of its formation, others differing in details of form will be con-

sidered. Magnolia bluff, two miles northwest of the city of Seattle, has

a gently swinging curve, doubtless quite satisfactory to the current here

prevailing. This curve continued forms the right boundary of the West

point cusp. The curve on the west side of the foreland is in like manner

a continuation of the curve of another cliff (C. S.. 658 ; G. S., Seattle).
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On the inside of the cusp there is a faint cliff where the coast was nipped

after the initial drowning. The central lagoon is nearly all converted

k--"-'^

Figure 23. Filled Stage of Tidal Cuspate Foreland : West Point. Washington.

into marsh, a small tidal inlet remaining on the left side with a few small

ramifying branches. The cusp is very perfectly formed by the intersec-

tion of the two curves in a sharp point.

Sand point in Narragansett bay is nearly as typical in form and

position as West point. This point projects from the eastern side of

Prudence island (C. S., 353) into a channel less than two miles broad

and from 10 to 17 fathoms deep, 5.^ fathoms off the point of the foreland.

This cusp is smaller than the average tidal cusp, and it shows no included

Isgoon or marsh. Mr. J. B. Woodworth says that the ice in winter

overrides this cusp, and thus any indications of embryonic form would be

obliterated. The secondary cusp on the left side of the foreland appears

to be due to the collection of sand about rocks or piles driven into the

sand.

A profile has been drawn from another typical cusp, point Wilson

(C. S., 6405), north of Port Townsend, Washington. This drawing (Fig-

ure 24) shows the relation of the foreland to the older mainland. The

broken line indicates the probable initial form of the land following the

depression which inaugurated the present cycle of shore development.

The " foreland" quality of the cusp is here clearly seen ; it is constructed
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by transportation and accumulation in front of the nipped oldland.

Although plotted from the soundings and contours about point Wilson,

this figure will serve as a general profile of all the cusps of this class.

Where the initial slopes were less steep, less contrast is seen between the

oldland and the foreland.

.SL

Kilometers.

Figure 24. Profile of Tidal Cuspate Foreland : Point Wilson, Washington.

Tidal Hypothesis. — Before considering other cusps which differ some-

what from West point, let us look for a moment at what might be

expected to result in narrow channels with sides nearly parallel. Waves

would attack this inner shoreline to a greater or less extent at all points.

When adolescence is reached in the process of shore development, and

waste is supplied faster than it can all be carried offshore, it will be

transported and deposited somewhere* The great system of ocean eddy

currents is not able to affect this inner as it does the outer shoreline.

Local winds must pro-

duce small currents pro-

portional to the size of

the water bodies, but

these will be so weak

in narrow channels that

their effects will be lost

in those of even mod-

erately strong tidal cur-

rents. Thus it seems

safe to conclude that the

probable agent of trans-

portation in such chan-

nels is the tidal ebb and

flow.

An ideal scheme of inflowing tide, with the eddies which would prob-

ably accompany it, is given in Figure 25. Where the movement is

least in the triangles of comparatively dead water between the several

Figure 25.— Ideal Scheme of Tidal Inflow : Port

Discovery, Washington.

* Compare pages 176-178.
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Gaspee Point

members of the circulatory system, the deposition would take place. In

the majority of places the outflowing tide would reverse the direction of

flow and transportation of shore waste, therefore the combined action of

ebb and flow would shape the tidal foreland so that its central axis would

be at right angles to the general direction of tidal flow.

The cuspate forelands, which are mentioned under the three following

heads, are arranged in three stages of progressive development,— the

V-bar stage, the lagoon-marsh stage, and the filled stage.

V-bar Stage.— A much younger stage than that of West point is seen on the

same sheet at Meadow point. Here the bars surround a relatively large lagoon,

which apparently has hardly begun to fill. The form of this bar is what Mr. Gilbert

has called V-shaped.*

Various examples on the east

coast of Port Discovery (C. S.,

648) show V-shaped bars enclos-

ing lagoons. Tlie majority of

forelands in this bay have their

greater extension alongshore.

Beckett point, however, has its

length normally at right angles

to the shoreline.

At point Monroe, near Port

Madison, Washington (C. S.,

663), a looped bar encloses a

lagoon somewhat similar to those

just mentioned. The shore drift

is here all from the left, and the

curve of the bar is convex sea-

ward. At point Jefferson farther

north on the same sheet there is

another convex bar enclosing a

lagoon where the drift has been

from the left, as shown by the

continuation of the cliff curve in

the bar. These two examples

do not give the typical cuspate

form.

Laqoon-marsh Stage, Figure

26. — Various stages of lagoon

filling are shown on the Port

Townsend sheet (C. S., 6405, old number, 647). Walan point foreland has consid-

erable area of lagoon, and still maintains open connection with Port Townsend.

At point Hudson there remains an unfilled lagoon, but its connection with the sea

is lost. At point Wilson a small lagoon now exists, while at Kala point the lagoon

Figure 26. Lagoon-marsh Stage of Tidal

Cuspate Foreland : Gaspee Point, Narra-

gansett Bay, Rhode Island.

* Lake Bonneville, 57, 58, PI. VII.
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is practically converted into a marsh. On the foreland at Marrowstone point the

sand dunes have almost obliterated tlie marsh.

On this same Port Townsend sheet the rounding of the point of the cusp may

be studied. At point Wilson the concave curves intersect in a slightly rounded

cusp, while at Kala point the cusp is more blunt, and VValan point is decidedly

rounded. The curves at point Hudson have a long radius, so the sides of the

cusp are nearly straight, and since they meet at nearly right angles the foreland

has a broad flattened appearance. The curve on the right side of Marrowstone

point changes from a concave to a convex form, so that it gives that side of this

foreland a snubbed look.

Sand point, projecting into Popof strait, Alaska (C. S.,8891), is a fairly typical

example of a cusp with enclosed lagoon. The point is here somewhat blunted,

more on the southern than the northern side. This foreland as mapped is evidently

a piece of made land, built forward in the process of shore development.
^

A typical example is seen in New Dungeness harbor, Washington (C. S., 046),

where inside of the beautiful hooked spit forming the harbor tlie foreland projects

with a very sharp point.

Gaspee point (Fig. 26) in Narragansett bay (C. S.,3047) may be taken as a typical

example of this lagoon-marsh stage.

A rounded cusp with completely enclosed lagoon occurs near the mouth of

llorup bay (Germ., 24 ; Denm., Faaborg). Upon the same sheet there is a typically

sharp pointed cusp projecting from the north end of Aru island. This projects

at right angles to the general shoreline, but the belt of water is iiere so wide that

the wind-made currents probably have as much controlling influence as the tidal,

possibly more.

Filled Stage, Figure 23.— West point, Washington.*

Dungeness point t on Romney marsh, England, is a cuspate projection into the

English channel (Eng., 4).

In tiie eastern entrance to Magellan strait, South America, is one of the largest

known forelands of tliis class. Westward from cape Virgins and south of a nipped

cliff 100 to 300 feet in height projects from five to six miles a second Dungeness,

named by some British seamen in recognition of a form similar to that of tlie great

Englisli sand cusp (H. 0., 443, profile in View A).

Sandy point, Magellan strait, Soutii America (H. O., 450"), is another example.

On Douglas island opposite Juneau, Alaska, is a tidal cusp at low water, while at

high tide it is covered (C. S., 734). The rise and fall of tide at tins point is 18 feet.

Sextant point, San Quentin bay, Lower California, is apparently a cusp built

out between two rocky headlands (H. O., 1043).

Estauques point, Venezuela, is a long narrow cusp (H. O., 1087).

Alice point, on tlie bottom of the foot of the Italian boot, is a foreland which

sliows no included marsh. Its axis if projected across the gulf of Taranto would

touch the extremity of the heel, as if its existence showed the attempt of the sea

to close the gulf (Ital., 231).

* See page 214.

t Topley, Geol. of the Weald, 1875, 211, 303; F. Drew, Romney Marsh, Mem.
Geol. Sur. Eng. and Wales, 1864 ; F. P. Gulliver, Dungeness Foreland, London

Geog. Jour., 1897, IX. 536-546.
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South of Rettin there is a somewhat irregular cusp (Germ., 84).

A cusp projects into Der Bodden from the southeastern point of Eiigen island
(Germ., 89).

There are several cusps inside of Frische and Kurische bars (Germ., 3 8 15,

16, 2y, 48, 49, 71, 72).

In Vejle fjord (Denm., Fredericia), tiiere are several cuspate projections, often
called " Hage " or hook, whose lorm and position indicate eddies in the tidal in
and out flow.

At the mouth of the Elbe river, west of Cuxhaven, where fortifications now
stand, is a low projecting point, a foreland of this class (Germ., 110).

Two broad, completely filled cuspate forelands occur in the Kieler and Eckern-
forder bays respectively (Germ., 58). Friedriclisort is built upon the former, while
the latter lies six kilometers east of Eckernforder.

Cebii, on an island of the same name among the Philippine islands, is built on
a point apparently of this same nature (Spain, Bol. XIII, 1886, Lam V, 1 : 100,000).
A cusp with irregular outline of " Schaaf Land " (Pasture?) is built in front of

one of the Holland dikes (Holl., 8).

Landskrona (Swe., 4) is built upon a low cuspate point, which appears to be a
foreland of this class. As there are shoals ofE the point it may be that this is

a cusp resulting from the tying on of an island which is now cut away.
Between Ilelsingborg and Raa there is a rounded foreland, an embryonic tidal

cusp (Swe., 4).

A cusp near the head of Skelder bay (Swe., 8) curves around from the usual

position at right angles to the tidal currents and points toward the mouth of the

bay. The presence of oldland may account for this, but the form of the cusp

indicates a change in direction of growth from the normal position at right angles

to the shoreline to one where a spit is growing from the cuspate point toward

the right.

Methods of Growth. — It would seem from inspection of the maps that

it was the more common thing to enclose lagoons, though in some places

the growth has evidently begim at the mainland and progressed out-

wards. In False Dungeness harbor some of these cuspate deposits are

seen which do not appear to have ever enclosed any lagoons (C. S., 646).

Three of the- cusps on the inside of the Coatue Spit, Nantucket, have no

lagoons, but as the other two have, and since they are nearer the end of

the spit and hence probably later formed, it is quite likely that the earlier

formed forelands also began with lagoons (C. S., Ill, 343 ; G. S., Nan-

tucket, Mass.).

Professor Shaler has ascribed these Coatue cusps to tidal whirlpools.

He says :
'' From a superficial inspection it appears that the tidal waters

are thrown into a series of whirlpools, which excavate the shores between

these salients and accumulate the sand on the spits," *

* Bull. U. S. G. S., No. 53, 1889, 13.
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Among these filled cusps are included doubtless those which have

pa&sed through the V-bar stage as well as those which have grown by

gradual out-building, since from present knowledge it is impossible to

separate the two groups. With better maps and descriptions of the

cusps a later classification will make closer distinctions.

Theory confronted loith Fact.— After this general survey of the varying

forms of cuspate forelands selected from the many examples in the nar-

row water bodies of the world, the following generalization may be

made. However varied the form resulting from the local conditions,

tides, relief of oldland, etc., the axis, or a line drawn from the point of

the cusp through the centre of the foreland, is always at right angles to

the general direction of flow of the tidal currents.

Where there are strong tides, as in Paget sound, Chesapeake bay, and

Narragansett bay, there are numerous and typical cuspate forelands

;

while in Albemarle sound the range of tides is less than one foot, and

here few sandy points of a cuspate form occur.

Thus tlie facts of observation seem to correspond with the principal

requirement of the theory. Studies of the existing currents in regions

where these forelands are found are now needed to further test the tidal

hypothesis. From present knowledge this seems to be the best working

hypothesis.

Two methods of growth are suggested. Jn one the outline of the

foreland is early given by a V-bar, and later this enclosed lagoon is pro-

gressively filled. In the other the foreland grows by successive additions

to the mainland. The first appears to be by far the larger class ; though

the examples of the latter are liable to be confused with the filled stage

of the first class.

Between the narrow channels and the open sea there are all gradations

in size of water bodies, so we should expect to find forelands built by

combination of tidal and wind currents in different proportions. Such

cases have been referred to in Del Faro point, Aro island cusp, and

Alice point.

13. Bat-deltas.

History of a Drowned Valley. — Bay-deltas fill drowned valleys. The

term ria, from the Spanish, may be advantageously used to cover all

types of subaerially carved troughs, including von Richthofen's fjord, ria,

dalmation, and liman types.* After depression, the stream in youth

* Fiihrer, 305-312. Compare use by Pencik, Morphologie der Erdoberfliiche,

II. 562-582.
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Figure 27.

build.s a delta at the head of the ria or drowned valley, in adolescence it

pushes it well forward, and in maturity it has completely driven the sea

out of the valley and thus obliterated the initial shoreline of depression.

Bay-deltas, or ria-deltas will here be grouped under the three heads,

young, adolescent, and mature.

Type Young Bay-delta : Loch Fine, Figure 27. — The type is seen in

loch Fine (Scot., 37) where Fine river has begun to fill the drowned

valley. Shira river farther

west has also begun to fill, and

later the two streams will join

their deltas, filling up the lower

portion of the ria. At the head

of this long bay the delta form

is practically free from compli-

cation due to sea action, which

in so many cases influences the

form of filling.

Other Young Bay-deltas.— Many
occur on the northwestern coast of

Spain, from which locality the gen-

eric term " ria " was taken (Stieler,

33; Spain, Bol. VII, 1880, Lam. D).

Strath Beag at the head of loch EireboU (Scot., 114).

Loin water at the head of loch Long (Scot., 38).

At the heads of loch Lomond (Scot., 38, 46); loch Awe (Scot., 45); loch

Striven (Scot., 29); loch Etive (Scot., 45) ; loch Maree (Scot., 92); loch Broom

(Scot., 92) ; loch Diiich (Scot, 72) ; etc.

Tomales bay,* California, a well marked " ria," shows delta filling at its head

(C. S., 631).

Drago delta, Austria (Austr., 25, IX). This stream is small, and has not yet

filled much of the ria, Canale di Leme.

Type Adolescent Bay-delta : Dwamish. — The Dwamish river pushing

forward its delta to fill Elliott bay is the type. Seattle, built upon the

mainland along the margin of both the delta and the unfilled bay, has a

splendid combination of elevated locations for residences, flat delta land

for future business blocks, and a water front on deep tide water. As the

delta grows forward the city will occupy it, probably accelerating its

advance, and transfer the shipping interests farther down the bay (C. S.,

651; G. S. Seattle).

Young Bay-delta : Loch Fine,

Scotland.

* See page 196.
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Other Examples.— The larger streams in the Puget sound region, notably the

Skokomish, de Cliate, Nisqually, Puyallup, and Snohomish (C. S., 6450, 6460,

690, 644).

The Tay river has filled about half of the valley which the firth occupied after

the depression (Scot., 48).

Kyle of Durness and kyle of Tongur (Scot., 114).

Euel strath (Scot, 29, 37).

Sachaig strath (Scot., 37).

Clyde delta (Scot., 38).

Carron delta (Scot., 92).

Torridon delta (Scot., 91, 92).

Scotland gives also many other examples.

Bilbao ria is partly filled (Spain, Vizcaya, 1892, Lam. 1; Spain, Bol. 111,1865,

Lam. D).

Mobile bay is being rapidly filled by waste from the Alabama rivers, although

tlie delta front is some 30 miles from the mouth of the bay (C. S., 188).

The ria-delta in Irondequoit bay is not so far advanced as the Dwamish, and is

perhaps on the border line between the periods of youth and adolescence. The

mouth of tlie bay is closed by a bay-bar, so the stream will be able to push

forward its delta undisturbed by tlie waveS of lake Ontario.

Halkjaer (Deiim., Nibe).

Kanders (Denm., Mariager).

Vejle is built on the delta growing forward into Vejle fjord (l)enm., Fredericia).

The stream emptying into Kands fjord (Denm., Fredericia).

Several streams entering into Odense fjord (Denm., Ilindsholm, Nyborg).

Quieto and Dragogna rivers, Austria (Austr., 24, IX).

Arsa delta, Austria (Austr., 25, X).

Bado delta, Austria (Austr., 26, X).

In St. Jordals fjord (Nor., 47, C).

Ler river (Nor., 15, C).

The Dniester (Rus., 33).

Tlie Gedis delta in Asia Minor (Brit. Ad., 1523, Map II, Dr. C. Cold, Kusten-

veranderungen im Archipel, Miinchen, 1886) has grown, even in historical times,

into the gulf of Smyrna, and will soon geographically cut in two the harbor of

Smyrna and leave that city without communication with the ^gean sea.

The above mentioned catastrophe has happened to Ileraclea and other places

south of Smyrna on the coast of Asia Minor, where the Ma;ander has nearly filled

its ria (Brit. Ad., 1555; Cold, loc. cit.. Map III).

Type Mature Bay-delta : Simeto, Figure 28. — South of the volcanic

mass of Etua, the three rivers Simeto, Dittaiuo, and Gorna Lunga have

built a common flood plain and delta of recent alluvium. This is a

beautifully mapped illustration of the ideal form of a delta-filled bay

(Ital. and Sicily, 269, 270, 273, 274). The filling may have been

contemporaneous with a slow sinking of the region, or the space now

occupied by the flood plain may be simply what was not filled with the

lava. The form is so typical however that it is given as the best mapped
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example of a mature bay-delta, although there is some doubt as to the

early stages of this example.

Other Examples.— In Cliehalis river, Wasliington, the delta has filled not only

the drowned valley, but has also considerably filled North and South bays between

the nipped coast and the bar (C. S., 643).

A similar case is WiUapa river, Washington (C. S., 681", 642, and 6180).

Solkjoer river ha.s completely filled its ria (Denm., Skamliiigs Banke), except

for a small pond. The deflection of the mouth is to the left, indicating a current

from the right.

/v

Figure 28. Mature Bay-delta : Simeto. Sicily.

Taubaek (Denm., Nibe).

Kastbjerg (Denm., Mariager).

Narenta river has nearly filled the drowned portion of its valley (Austr. 33,

XVII).

The Guadalhoree river has filled its ria; also the Ve'Iex (Spain, Bol. XVII,

1991, Lam. A ; XVIII, 1892, Lam. A).

Lake Bay-deltas.— Lakes whose basins are portions of river valleys

frequently show, at the end where the stream enters, deltas of similar form

to those mentioned above. These deltas show almost complete river

intention, since ocean currents and tides do not affect them, and the

narrow water bodies do not permit the winds to stir up very destructive

waves.

The delta of the Ticino river in lake Maggiore, Italy, is a typical example

(Pet. Geog. Mitt., Erg. XIV., Nr. 65, 1881, Taf. III.).

See also the delta of the Rhone in lake Geneva (Carta Geologica d' Italia,

Roma, 1889) ; that of the Aare in lake Neuchatel (Swiss, VIII, and Carta dell'

Italia Superiore, by 11. Lcnzinger, Ziirich) ; etc.
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Bonneville Bay-deltas.— Almost all the streams entered lake Bouue-

ville through momitain gorges, aud the detritus of the Bonneville epoch

was deposited iu these narrow estuaries forming bay-deltas, the water

at the Bonneville level having entered the previously eroded valleys.

When the water fell the detritus was carried away, leaving no deposit

to mark the Bonneville shoreline in these larger streams.*

14. Deltas.

Ratio between Sea and River Activities. — The shore changes caused

by delta growth depend on the ratio between sea and river activity more

than upon any other factor ; and deltas would therefore be typically

developed either after uplift or depression. The area of a delta is a

measure of time since the beginning of a cycle. A large river will soon

build a great delta, a precocious infant ; but the delta will attain its

maximum area at some period in late adolescence or maturity, after which

the delta will diminish in area by the degrading of the river. A smaller

stream has a similar maximum area, though its dimensions at any given

stage are always less.

The life of a river is in a sense to be considered apart from the cycles

of coastal plain development and also as distinct from the other shore

changes, though its life is intimately connected with and a most important

part of both sets of processes. The river's aim is to convey the load

given it by the laud to the sea. Of itself it would build forward a lobe

for each distributary, the shifting of these distributaries on account of the

upbuilding causing in time a broad fan-shaped deposit, so well shown in

the confluent delta of ,the Hoang and Yangtze rivers.

The sea, on the other hand, desires a straight shoreline. The delta

intention is opposed to its attack upon the land, and therefore the sea

aims to cut off the front of the lobes and carry the delta waste out to

sea, depositing it beyond wave attack or below wave-base.

The form of a delta front does not indicate sharply the stage of the

cycle in which a given re<rion stands. The relative strength of sea and

river may cause a given form of delta front at many stages in the life

history of a region. The river activity is increasing from birth toward

maturity, so that in the case of any given river there will come a time of

maximum activity, when the river will be best able to push forward and

build a lobate delta into the sea. This time, however, may not be the

time when there is the greatest likelihood of the formation of such a

* Gilbert, Lake Bonneville, 154.
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lobate delta, for the activity of the sea is also a variable, and it may
happen that the ratio between the two activities is more strongly in

favor of the river at some time before or at some time after its period of

maximum activity. For example, if the time of maximum activity ot

the sea on a given shore occurs at a later stage than the time of the

maximum activity of a certain river, the largest ratio in favor of the

river will probably occur considerably before its maximum ; while if the

sea's maximum occurs at an earlier stage of shore development, and is

decreasing at a more rapid rate than the river's activity, the ratio in

favor of the river will be greater after its maximum is passed.

It may be that the sea action is so strong off any river's mouth that

the river never is able to carry out its intention. Indeed, this seems to

be the case in a large proportion of the rivers of the world. The sea is

relatively stronger than the river in all cases except where the volume

of the river is exceptionally great, as in the Mississippi, or where the

mouth is protected from the stronger sea attack, as is the case of the Po
at the head of the comparatively narrow Adriatic.

Delta Stages.— In the initial stage deltas do not exist. At any time

after the beginning of a cycle, a delta may be built, whose size will

depend far more on the volume and drainage area of the river than upon

the time since uplift.

In the cycle following uplift a delta of a certain frontal outline may

occur at various stages, and the forms appropriate to successive stages

have not been worked out, because of the many complications of tlie

problem, some of whose factors are indeterminate. Deltas doubtless

follow a normal succession of forms under the various conditions. This

has been shown to be true in the case of bay-deltas. A delta foreland

of any considerable size would not be found projecting from an initial

coast, where the valleys of all the larger river systems had been sub-

merged. Until maturity of shore development has been reached, large

delta forelands would consequently not be expected upon depressed

regions.

Credner. — Dr. Credner's monograph on Deltas* is today, nearly

twenty years after its publication, the most complete source of informa-

tion about the deltas of the world. While his descriptive portions are

classics, the theoretical conclusions of the text seem open to question.

Dr. Credner apparently looked at deltas as phenomena requiring some

common cause which would account for their presence or absence. He

* Die Deltas, Pet. Geog. Mitt., Erg. XII., Nr. 56, 1878.

VOL. XXXIT.— 15
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found that deltas were not due necessarily to a large amount of sedi-

ment ; that they are not explained by the greater or less velocity of

current ; that their presence is not determined by a deep or shallow sea

in front of the mouth of the river ; that they are not explained by the

presence or absence of an offshore bar ; that they occur even where tides

"are strong ; that " the presence of a controlling ocean current (Tiber,

Rhone) does not alone suffice to prevent the formation of deltas "
; and,

finally, that deltas are not prevented by the wind. He then goes on

to show that delta growth is aided by slow elevation and hindered or

prevented by gradual depression. He concludes that relative elevation of

the land with respect to the water is the controlling cause of delta growth.

Such slow elevation of the land is surely an aid to delta extension, but

it is only one of the factors which work together in the determination of

delta growth ; and cannot be considered necessary, in the opinion of the

present writer, for the aggradation of a coast line by rivers.

Further Study.— The subject of deltas offers a very attractive field for

investigation. The writer has not been able to make out nearly as much

as he had expected to in regard to the stages of development shown by

deltas. He is convinced that each delta goes through appropriate stages,

but the variables are so many, and vary between such wide limits, that

the laws of development are not clearly seen. Vigorous advancing

deltas are characteristic of maturity, following both uplift and depres-

sion. But the maximum of delta growth may be either before or after

this period, as shown above. Bay-deltas have been separated from the

rest, as they show characteristic stages following depression. When
better understood, other deltas will fall into their appropriate stages.

Classification. — Deltas are here classified, not according to stage in

cycle, but according to ratio of activity between river and sea. The
examples of shore development by delta growth are arranged in the

following series.

1. Lobate deltas : (a) unilobate
;

(b) multilobate.

These show the river intention successful.

2. Cuspate-lobate deltas.

The river intention is in these deltas predominant, but the sea action

prevents typical lobes.

3. Cuspate deltas.

The river mouths at the point of intersection of two shore curves,

concave seaward.

4. Rounded deltas.

The shore currents prevent the cuspate extension.
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' 5. Stunted deltas.

The stream iu this case is able to alter but slightly the shore curve.

6. Blocked streams.

The sea here builds a bar closing the mouth of the river. This ratio

was recognized by Dana,* who used the term blocked.

1. Lobate Deltis. (a) Unilobate type.— In tliis class are those deltas in which a

single lobe is formed by a single stream, showing pure river intention. No very

typical example has been found.

The delta of the Masander (Brit. Ad., 1555 ; Dr. C. Cold, Kiisten veranderungen

im Archipel, Miinchen, 1886, Map III) has now a typical unilobate front, project-

ing from the nearly straight front of the almost tilled ria.

The Ebro is of the general form of the unilobate delta, slightly modified toward

a muitilobate type (Credner, loc. cit., 17 ; Spain, Bol. XVI, 1889, Lam. A).

(b) Muitilobate Tijpe.— The type is the Mississippi. This classic example is

so well known, and has been so frequently given to illustrate successful river

intention, that a description is here unnecessary. a

The Kilia or northern distributary of the Danube (Rus., A; Credner, loc. cit.,

23).

The Volga (Rus., 114 ; Credner, loc. cit., 16 ; Pet. Geog. Mitt., IV., 1858, Tom. V.).

The Atrato (Credner, loc. cit., 5).

The Po (Stieler, 23) shows the river intention dominant, with partial cutting off

of the more exposed lobes.

The Gedis delta in the gulf of Smyrna (Brit. Ad., 1523; Cold, loc. cit., Map II

;

Credner, loc. cit., 11).

Tiie Rhone (Fr., 233, 234, 235, 246, 247) has a form midway between the Mis-

sissippi and the Tagliamento.

2. Cuspate.-lobctte Deltas.— The type is the Tagliamento at the head of the Adri-

atic (Austr., 22, VIII, IX ; 23, VIII, IX). The river intention is plainly seen in

the form of the delta front, but the alongshore currents prevent the formation of

typical lobes. Former positions of the delta front are indicated by the lines of

villages on the higher ground. Three of these lines are seen west of Palmanova

(Austr., 22, VIII). On the earliest shoreline are situated Gonars, Castions, Flam-

bro, Rivolto, Codroipo, and intermediate places ; on a later and less clearly marked

line are Castello, Paradiso, Torsa, Ariis, and Rivignano; while a third stage in the

growth of the delta is indicated by the road connecting St. Giorgio with Latisana.

These lines are more or less perfect divides across whicli but few streams cut, and

these few gather the many small watercourses from the areas which represent the

filled lagoons. The transition from lagoon to marsh, to wet meadow, and finally

to a rich lowland plain capable of high cultivation, is beautifully shown in going

inland from the Adriatic east of the Tagliamento.

The Danube delta (Rus., A) shows many former channels with recent changes.

That the river has been pushing forward is also indicated by the marshy, reed-

covered surface, but thinly populated.

t

Frnser river, British Columbia (H. O., 961).

* Manual, 3d ed., 1880, 683.

+ Draghicenu, Jahrb. k. k. gcol Rcichs., 1890, XL. 409.
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Holland (Atlas Univ., 26) is in large part a great confluent delta formed largely

by the Rhine and adjacent streams.

The Nile is a raulti-cuspate-lobate delta (Brit. Ad. 2673, 2630; Credner, loc.

cit., 2).

3. Cuspate Deltas*— The typical example of a cuspate delta is given in Figure 29.

The two gently swinging shore curves, concave seawards, with their dune-lined

beaches, are the work of the sea.

At the point of intersection of these

two curves the river empties. The
form of the land siiows that, if it

were not for the river, there would

not be any cusp here, as there is

no projecting point in the oldland

to cause eddies in the currents.

The evidence from tiie turning of

the mouths of the small streams

both to right and left indicates

that the direction of current motion

alongshore is probably sometimes

in one direction, and sometimes in

the reverse. The smaller streams

on each side of the river's mouth

are deflected away from the point

of the cusp, indicating that the

delta mass divided an onshore

current and turned it to the right

and left, carrying the river sediment

from the river along the shore.

Farther from the river, both on

the right and left sides, there are

streams deflected toward the mouth
of the main stream. There is here

evidently no dominant movement
in either direction along the shore.

A former stage of the delta is

indicated by the ridge of geologi-

cally older material, which is repre-

sented in the figure by the broken

line. This earlier stage of the delta

front is seen to have a rounded— outline. This suggests that for-

Tiber, merly there was a dominant move-

ment alongshore. Back of this

former shoreline are seen areas of

marsh, filled lagoons, or lowland behind the old beach. Since this leap from

some still earlier position of the shoreline, the forward growth seems to have been

Kilometers

Figure 29. Typical Cuspate Delta

Italy.

* For fuller discussion, see Bull. G. S. A., 1896, VII. 417-421.
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gradual, for no long slashes of swamp are shown. This type is the Tiber (Ital.,

149; Carta Geologica della Campagna Romana, Roma, 1888).

The Angitola delta (Ital., 241) extends a small cuspate point beyond the curve

of the bay-bar, as if the stream crossing the bar was relatively strong enough to

divide the alongshore current. It has been found impossible to pick out from the

other examples of cuspate deltas given below, any which were later stages of this

embryonic type. The maps give little more than the form of the latest stage of

development. Tiie forms should be studied on the ground, in order to see what

was the embryonic condition. This study is analogous with what is done by the

paleontologist when he peels ofE the outer shell of an Ammonite in order to dis-

cover its embryonic form.

In both the Biferno (Ital., 155) and the Ofanto rivers (Ital, 165) the deflections

indicate a current from the right at present, though formerly the deflection was in

the opposite direction, according to the indications from inland form.

In the two following examples of deltas, Volturno (Ital., 171, 172, 184) and Om-
brone (Ita)., 127, 128, 135), the streams are deflected in both directions, thus indi-

cating no dominant current alongshore.

The current is probably from the left in front of Alento delta (Ital., 141) and

from the right at Neto delta (Ital., 238).

Diina river (Hus., 13) has a cuspate foreland projecting into the Gulf of Riga.

The deflection of the Aa river to the left indicates a strong current from the right

at the head of this gulf.

The Aa de Livonie, east of the Diina, also has a cuspate outline (Rus., 13).

Punta Arenas, a Chilean settlement. South America, is built on a foreland made
by combined action of river and sea (H. O., 450a). Deflection is to the left.

A variation from the typical form is seen in the hooked j)oint of A usable delta

in Lake Champlain (C. S., 554 ; G. S., Plattsburg, N. Y.).

In the Voistrap at Aaeby (Denn)., Frederikshavn) the southward deflection of

the mouth indicates a prevailing current from the right.

The Danzig mouth of the Vistula (Germ., 70) shows deflection to the right.

Kolberg is built on the cuspate delta of the Persante (Germ., 98). The evidence

along this coast is for a current from the right.

Many of the discharge sluices emptying into the Zuyder Zee have built cuspate

deltas, and though aided by artificial means, the form is so typically cuspate that

they are included in this category (Holl., 15, 16, 21, 26, 27, 32).

4. Rounded Deltas. — The type of this class of deltas is that of the Arno (Ital.,

104, 111). The delta front is bounded by a curve convex seaward, changing into

the shore curves concave seaward. In contrast with the case of the Tiber the river

is here not strong enough to separate the alongshore current into two eddies. The
current swings around the delta, and gives it a smoothed outline in place of

a cuspate.

Fortore delta, Italy (Ital., 155). This sheet shows a portion of the former

channel, fiume morto, on the left wing of the delta.

The Sinni, Agri, and Basento deltas (Ital., 212, 201). Dominant current from

left.

The Sele delta, Italy (Ital., 197, 198). Dominant current from right.

Sangro and Trigno deltas, Italy (Ital., 148). Currents uncertain.

Vomano, Saline, and Pescara deltas, Italy (Ital., 141). Dominant current from
right.
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Savuto delta, Italy (Ital., 236).

Crati delta, Italy (Ital., 222). Current from left.

Trionto delta, Italy (Ital., 230). Currents in both directions.

The Fiunienica delta, Italy (Ital., 231). Mouth deflected to right.

The Esk delta upon which Musselburgh is built (Scot., 32) shows no dominant

current.

The deflection of over 2,000 meters of the ditch-like stream near Lyngsaa

suggests current from rrght (Denm., Frederiksliavn).

The northward deflection of the mouth of the Liver river with its rounded delta,

indicates a current from the right (Denm., Hirshals).

Maratlion delta, Greece (Attica, XVIII). Current from the left.

Rega (Germ , 92) ; VVipper (Germ., 66) ; and Stolpe (Germ., 44). All three in-

dicate a shghtly dominant current from right.

Rion delt.a, at the eastern end of the Black sea (Rus., 80; Stieler, 49). Streams

are deflected to the right and to the left from the mouth of the river.

The Rio Grande (C. S , 212) has filled a considerable portion of the lagoon, en-

closed fartlier north by Padre island or the great Texan offshore bar, and is now
advancing in front of the bar at Bagdad, having in recent geographic time aban-

doned the distributary running toward Boca Chica inlet.

The Llobregat (Spain, Barcelona).

5. Slitnted Deltas. — In a fifth class of deltas the relative strength of the stream

is so much less than that of the sea that tiie shoreline curves around the front,

making almost no change in its curvature at the mouth of the river.

An example is seen in Figure 30, where the Cavone empties into the Adriatic

(Ital., 212), making a very slight convexity. The dominant current in the gulf of

Taranto is from the left.

The Soltane makes but faint projection into the gulf of Tunis (Tunis, XXI).

Easterly current.

The Simeto delta, Sicily (Ital. and Sicily, 270, 274). The deflection of the

mouth is toward the right. The bottom cutting of the sea is judged to be greater

than its alongshore action, because the beach abuts nearly at right angles against

the lava at Catania and Agnone (Fig. 28).

The Simeri river is cut off without any delta growth (Ital., 242). Deflection is

about equal in both directions.

Acate delta, Sicily (Ital. and Sicily, 272, 275). Dominant current from the right.

The delta of Garigliano river, Italy, makes but a faint projection against the

sea (Ital., 171). Deflection to right.

Lama d'Arco delta (Ital., 201) and Lato and Lenna deltas (Ital., 202) on the

gulf of Taranto, Italy. Dominant current is from the left.

F. Alento, Italy, is not allowed by the sea to build forward its delta (Ital., 209).

Current from left, as deflection is to right.

F. Oliva, Italy (Ital., 2.36).

Several streams on the Catanzaro sheet (Ital., 242). Currents about equally

from right and left.

The ditch-like stream 4,000 meters north of Saeby enters the sea with no deflec-

tion and producing no apparent alteration in the shore curve ; a similar stream six

kilometers south of Saeby causes as little alteration in the shore curve, but it ia

deflected 800 meters to the south, which indicates a current from the right ; a third
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variety of stunted delta shown on tlie same sheet is that of another ditch-like

stream, one kilometer north of Vorsaa, which produces slight alteration in the

shore curve and is not deflected, but the land on the north of the stream decidedly

offsets that upon the south, indicating again a current from the right (Denm.,

Frederikshavn).

Kolkjaer and Brendelsig give no indication as to direction of current (Denm.,

Aalborg).

Haslevgd is deflected to the south, suggesting a current from right ^Denm.,

Mariager).

Kjul, Ugerby, and Tversted deltas suggest current from right (Denm., Hirshals).

Guadalaviar 6 Turia (Spain, Valencia).

Si-ala cliiioinetrira di I a lOO.OOa

Figure 30. Typical Stunted Delta: Cavone, Italy.

The Tinto river is strongly deflected to the right and shows very little projection

of a delta (Spain, Huelva; Stieler, 35).

The Tet delta (Fr., 255).

6. Blocked Streams. — If the sea action is relatively stronger than in the last

case it may close up completely the mouth of the rivers (Fig. 31). The water

from the typical ponded streams on the Oceanside sheet, California, reaches the

sea by percolation through the beach.

The stream intention is often completely blocked by the sea when the water is

carried in a deflected course far to the right or left, and such examples have been

included in this category.
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An example of a blocked stream of a different type from the Oceanside case is

seen in the Vistula (Germ., 70, 71, 99, 100). The sea here blocks the course of the

river and carries out its intention of a concave shoreline. The main work of the

river at present seems to be filling up Frische lagoon into which the main distribu-

taries have been turned, since the aggradation of the drowned valley.

4
t Kilometers.

Figure 31. Blocked Stream : Oceanside, California.

The delta of El Rincon river on the north side of the ridge south of which the

stream flows is an anomalous feature, until one perceives that in the contest be-

tween river intention and sea intention the latter has been victorious. A current

from the left flowing up the gulf of Dulce is indicated, such current having forced

the stream to turn a right angle around the point (H. O., 1036).

Sea intention versus river intention is prettily shown at Coos bay, Oregon (C.
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S., 5984). The spit formed by the southward flowing current has crowded the

river as far south as possible, close to the cliffs on Coos head.

Another good example of a river forced against a rocky headland by the sea

is seen in Garcia river at point Arena (C. S., 661).

Bezirk river is lost in the sand dunes before reaching the gulf of Tunis (Tunis,

XXI). Current is indicated from the left.

15. Tidal Scour.

Action in Bays. — Tides as abradiug agents are most effective in

drowned valleys. The destructive effects of the bore have been much
discussed, and more work has been ascribed to tliis inrush of tidal waters

than that for which it is probably responsible. The depth to which tides

may scour a submarine channel is still a very problematical question, and

the amount of wearing of the shores by the tides is a subject needing

study.*

Tides are not here taken up at any length, because the relation of

their products to stage of cycle is not as yet shown. The forms of shores

as determined by the changing ratios between tidal on- and offshore and

alongshore currents is the only point upon which emphasis is here laid.

As in the consideration of deltas, this point is dwelt upon because it

shows so clearly the importance of perceiving tlie varying ratios between

the several factors that determine shore forms.

Runways. — On Hat coasts where there are broad surfaces covered at

high and bare at low tide or wide stretches of tidal marsh, there is op-

portunity for much tidal work. When the main body of ocean water

retreats during ebb tide, that portion lying upon the flats must flow off

down the easiest path, and thus runways are formed dissecting the sur-

face. Such runways may be broad or narrow, deep or shallow, short or

long, etc., according to the values of the varying factors which obtain in

any given case. The scouring action may continue below low tide level,

to greater depths, the greater the range of tide and volume of water

passing through the runways.

The tidal scour if strong would tend to prevent the tying of islands

and closing of bays, which are normal features of shorelines in an adoles-

cent stage of development.

Such prevention of island-tying is seen on the Schleswig coast, where

from the stage of development indicated by the long wings on Sylt

island (page 213), the development of tombolos would be expected. It

* For the discussion of the scouring of tides in estuaries, see papers by the fol-

lowing authors : Bache, Branner, Dana, Ferrel, Mitchell, Shelford, and Sollas.
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seems therefore justifiable to infer that iu this locality strong tidal runs

have prevented the growth of tombolos.

The form of the tidal runway is of the indefinite type of channels,

called inseqaent by Professor Davis. A broad tidal flat will be cut by

runways forming a dendritic drainage pattern (Germ., 5, 36, 37, 79, 80).

Where there are large rivers, the pattern of dissection will show the con-

trolling influence of the master stream (Germ., 109, 110, 111).

Ratio betiveen Tides and Currents. — The relative strength of tidal on-

and offshore action and alongshore current action is a most important

consideration in the determination of the form of coasts. The form of

the North Carolina coast indicates that back-set eddies * are relatively

stronger than the tides. The prevailing extension of water bodies is

along the shore. These alongshore channels or lagoons are connected

with the ocean by tidal inlets which cross the bars, and whose position

is constantly shifted by alongshore transportation. These inlets repre-

sent the weaker tidal intention working at right angles to the general

shoreline, while the lagoons indicate the stronger alongshore action.

Something of the insequent pattern is seen in the ramifying channels

inside the offshore bar at Bogue and New River inlets, North Carolina

(C. S., 148). Southward along the Carolina coast the alongshore action

would appear from the shore forms to diminish in strength in relation to

the tidal in- and outflow.

Series of Forms.— It is possible to arrange shores in a progressive

series according to the ratio between tidal on- and offshore and along-

shore currents. This series is not one following stages of development,

but one which is determined by the ratio between two variables, whose

average directions of activity are at right angles to each other.

The normal development of shorelines as affected b}^ the sea should

however be kept in mind, and allowance made in each example for the

stage of development indicated.

When the ratio is in favor of the alongshore current, the forms

developed should show extension in the general direction of the shore-

line ; when on the other hand the ratio is in favor of the tides, the most

pronounced shore feature should be development at right angles to the

shoreline.

Western Florida Type.— On the western shores of Florida, although

the tides are weak, the ratio between tide and current action is inferred

to be preponderantly in favor of the tidal, as indicated by the form of

* See page 180, and Bull. G. S. A., 1896, VII. 405.
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the shore (C. S., 180, 181). These two sheets show almost no iudica-

tion of alongshore work. The shoreline is minutely irregular from the

dissections of the tidal runways. The bottom is very shallow, the three-

fathom line extending on an average eight miles from the shoreline.

The average rise of the tide is here 2.5 feet.

The runways off this coast are not so deep nor so markedly dendritic

as in the succeeding case, but the stream pattern is very irregular.

Schleswig-Holstein Type.— On the west coast of the Schleswig-Holstein

peninsula (Germ., 5, 11, 20, 21, 35, 36, 37, 55, 56, 79, 80, 109, 110,

111) occurs an example of marked tidal scour. The west coast of the

Schleswig-Holstein peninsula from the mouth of the Elbe to the Danish

boundary is low and flat, with many outlying islands of the same char-

acter. The spaces between islands and mainland are occupied by broad

flats, bare at low tide, with steep-sided channels dissecting them. Some

of these channels are continuations of existing valleys on the mainland,

and were possibly cut when the land stood higher. Others however

head upon the flats, and appear to be runways cut by the tide. The

volume of water covering the broad flats at high tide must have con-

siderable scouring power when confined in these narrow channels, and it

has probably cut many new channels and deepened previously existing

inequalities.

Offsets, overlaps, and stream deflections indicate a dominant current

from the right in this region, whose existence is proved by observation.*

Generalizations need to be followed by detailed study and observation

of localities. Wherever possible to include facts of local observation, it

has here been done, but of many localities there are no descriptions. In

the present case it is possible to compare the rate of alongshore current

and the range of tides.

The resultant for the year 1880-81 of the northward flowing current

along the west coast of Jutland was eighteen nautical miles in twenty-four

hours or 0.75 mile per hour.f The rate of flow is probably not so

great along the less exposed coast immediately north of the Elbe river.

The range of the tides off this west coast of the Schleswig-Holstein

peninsula is from 2.75 meters to 3.50 meters (Germ., 20).

The volume of water which flows off these flats must be large on

account of the breadth of the area flooded at high tide. The form

plainly indicates that with the above ratio between alongshore currents

* H. Mohn, The North Ocean, p. 166, PI. XLIII.

t Loc. cit., p. 168.
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ami the tides, and the volume of tidal waters, the tidal in and out flow

largely determines the forms developed.

The stage of development of this shoreline is one which shows char-

acteristic features of adolescence. The projecting headland of Sylt

island is graded and has characteristic wings on right and left. The sea

is now carrying this shoreline landward. The islands of Fnno, Rom,

and Amrum were at an earlier period graded, as is indicated by their

form, and are now locally aggrading, as is indicated by the outlying sand

banks built in front of probable former shorelines. This geographic

interpretation is found to accord with the geology as given by Dr.

L. Meyn.*

The relation of such marked tidal scour to the adolescent stage of

development of this coast is not clear. The sequence of tidal forms

during successive stages of cycles is a subject needing much furtlier

study.

Georgia-South Carolina Type.— In the case of portions of the Georgia-

South Carolina coast (C S., Iu2, 153, 154, 155, 156) the ratio is less in

favor of the tides, although they are still the controlling factor in the

development of coastal forms. The shore curves are not continuous for

long distances, nor are the offsets arranged systematically. Many tidal

channels interrupt the sea beaches. These tidal runways are prevail-

ingly at right angles to the general direction of the shoreline, but there

are many connecting channels which run alongshore roughly parallel to

the beaches.

With the exception of Bulls bay (C. S., 153), where there are bro;id

flats covered at high and bare at low tide, the runways drain great areas

of salt marsh. The detritus brought down by streams from tlie land, the

sands blown by the wind, and the growth of swamp vegetation, as well

as the action of salt water upon mud-laden waters, all tend to convert

flats into solid land.f The tidal scour is opposed to this filling, and

carries off what it can by its runways into deeper water, to be finally

built into the continental delta.

The control of tidal runways b}' large rivers is shown in this region by

the Savannah, Broad, and Winyah. Tidal channels are turned toward

the stream current in some places, while in others the river fills up the

runways with detritus causing the water to flow away from the river, in

* Geologische-Uebersichtskarte der Provinz Schleswig-Holstein, 1 : 300,000,

Berlin, 1881.

t See discussion by Prof. Shaler, Gtli Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., 1884-85, 360,

361 ; and 10th Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., 1888-89, 2G1-2G1.
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the same manner that a river higher up in its course causes streams to

flow away from the main channel down the slope of the alluvial plain.

The gathering is seen in the case of the Broad, and the filling up in the

Savannah (C. S., 155).

These tidal runways, which open to the sea in a direction away from

the main river, are often no doubt former distributaries of the river, at

present ke[)t open by the tides. The river delta phenomena merge into

the tidal very intimately in this region, and features are due usually

to more than one cause. River, tidal, and current action are here

blended, with the indications that the tides are the dominant factor in

tlie determination of the shore forms.

The average height of tides at cape Romaiu is five feet, while the

highest observed tides in this area rise from eight to nine feet.

An example of a ratio similar to the South Carolina type occurs on

the north coast of Holland (Holl., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 ; Atlas Univ., 33).

Southern New Jersey Type. — Northward from Winyah bay the ratio

is in favor of alongshore action. Areas showing some tidal in and out

flow, controlled by alongshore action, are seen on the following sheets

(C. S., 152, 149, 148, 123).

When the lagoons are nearly filled, as in southern New Jersey, the

longitudinal feature of the shore is not so marked. But in this case,

the time element must be considered, a stage later than that in North

Carolina probably exists, and the ratio between tide and current is not

necessarily changed.

North Carolina Type.— The next ratio taken to illustrate this pro-

gressive series is where the youthful shoreline shows continuous offshore

bars, broken only at intervals of several miles by tidal inlets. Examples

are seen on the following sheets (C. S., 122, 138, 145, 14G, 147, 150).

The tides in the region of Ilatteras rise from one to three feet, while

the rate of the currents is various, being much affected by storms.

Texas Type.— A final example in this series may be taken from the

gulf of Mexico, on tlie opposite side from which the first was taken.

On the east side of the gulf the ratio seemed to be in favor of pure

tidal action ; on the west, however, the alongshore action a[)pears to be

practically uninterrupted by the tides, and has determined the form of

the Texas bar, continuous for 102 miles (C. S., 210, 211, 212).

"The tide is almost always less than a foot, and its time is very

variable and uncertain. Storm tides are the only important ones."

(C. S., 211.)
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16. Cliffs.

Nip.— A very characteristic feature of tlie early stages following both

uplift and depression has been shown to be the first cut, or uip, made in

the initial coast, before the formation of an offshore bar succeeding eleva-

tion or foreland succeeding depression, the presence of either of which

protects the coast for the time from further attack.

Examples of Nips.— Back of an offshore bar a nip is usually observed, tliougli

the scale of many maps is too small to show so faint a cliff.

Nips are also seen in many regions which have been depressed. Drakes estero

(Fig. 21).

Brackenridge bluff and Stearns bluff are nips on the initial coast of Grays

harbor, Oregon (C. S., 6-13).

Back of Willapa bar, Washington, the irregular coast was nipped (C. S., 642

and 6185).

There is a nip north of Empire City, Oregon (C. S., 637).

In Chit^nik bay, Alaska, inside of spit (C. S., 8891).

Behind the marsh in Brown cove, Alaska (C. S., 704).

Both east and west of the delta of the Dwamish river, Washington.

Powder point, Du.xbury, Captains hill, and High cliff, Plymouth, Mass., were

nipped before the sea built Duxbury and Long beaches (0. S., SoS).

Back of the bar in San Rafael bay and behind the dunes in the filled valley of

San Francisquito bay, Lower California, nips are seen (II. 0., 638).

Todos Santos bay. Lower California (H. 0., 1046).

Behind tiie marsh on Santa Maria island, Chile (II. O., 1209).

In Frische and Kurische bays (Germ., 3, 8, 29, 30, 49, 72, 73).

Irregular Cliffs (Infancy-Youth).—.Cliffs occur along ungraded shores,

where there is no protection afforded by bars or other forelands. These

are characteristically jagged and irregular in youth, becoming more and

more gently curved as the graded shoreline of adolescence approaches.

The actual height of these cliffs upon ungraded coasts depends almost

entirely upon the character of the country submerged. The 1,000-foot

cliff of North cape, Norway, where the waves dance up and down and

accomplish but little abrasion, is young ; while the low cliflTs upon the

islands east of Stockholm are also youthful.

Caves are characteristic of this stage of development. Fingals cave

is cut by the sea in the sheets of igneous rock in the drowned western

coast of Scotland.*

Cliffs cut in the older Paleozoics of the southern uplands of Scotland, 200 to 300

feet high (Scot., 33, 34, 41).

* Geikie, Scenery of Scotland, 1887, 218, 219.
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The western side of Lewis island has a very jagged outline (Scot., 98, 104).

Many fine examples occur on the west coast of Ireland. Particularly fine ones
are on Acliill head (62), southwest of the Bloody Foreland headland (9), Brandon
head (160, 171), and Bray head (182, 190).

George island, Alaska, on the west side of Granite cove (C. S., 741).

Point Colorado to cape Haro, Mexico (H. O., 640).

Sixty per cent of the cliffs on the eastern third of the island of Elba (Elba).

A portion of the Adriatic coast of Austria (Austr., 24, IX; 25, IX).

Curzola island (Austr., 34, XVI).

West coast of Brittany (Fr., 57).

Many good examples in Sweden (Swe., 11, 23, 29, 32, 37, 41, 46, 52; 18, 24, 25,

32,41,51,61).

And tiiere are numerous similar youthful cliffs elsewhere.

Minutely Irregular Shoreline. — The minute irregularity of the shore-

line of certain regions is a feature to which field study should be directed.

As a working hypothesis may be offered the idea that these irregulari-

ties are due to minor differences in resistance in beds at the coast. The
irregularity in the cases given below does not appear to be due to alter-

nations in the resistance in successive strata.

(Italy, 177, 178).

(Attica, X).

(Denm., Hilderod).

(Fr., 28, 29), irregular rocky ledges below high water.

Tlie east coast of Oland island (Swe., 17, 22, 38, 30).

Tiie east coast of Gotland (Swe., 23, 31).

South of Warberg (Swe., 18).

Gently Curved Cliffs (Adolescence).— Drakes Bay (Figure 21), Cali-

fornia, shows for about one half of its extent transportation alongshore.

Many of the cliffs retain youthful irregularities (C. S., 629).

Captains bay, Unalashka island, Alaska (C. S., 821).

Chirikof island, Alaska (C. S., 796).

Similar conditions prevail on either side of Acapulco harbor, Lower California

(H. O., 872).

Transportation is seen practically all along the shore from Chipequa point to

Ventosa bay, Mexico (H. 0., 876).

The cliffs on seventy-five per cent of the central portion and fifty per cent of the

western portion of the island of Elba (Elba).

Many portions of the Baltic coast of Germany (Germ., 84, 85, 12, 23, 24, 39, 68,

59, 60, 115, 42, 64, 28, 26, 27, 92, 93).

At many points along the east shore of the Cattegat (Swe., 4, 8, 13, 18).

Straighter C'///fs (Maturity). — When the initial shoreline following

depression is all cut back by the sea, the cliff line of the depressed
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region is nearly straight, as is also the case with the mature cliff upon

an elevated region. Distinction between the two must be sought not in

the cliff, but in some other sequential feature. In a depressed region

the heads of filled bays may still give witness to the drowning. If a

coastal plain region was dissected, then depressed, and then its coast was

developed to the middle of the stage called maturity, the evidences of

the episode of depression would be lost. The northwestern coast of

France is probably an example of a region which has gone through some

such history. For otlier examples of straight coasts consult references

on pages 243 and 246.

17. Spits.

A Characteristic of Adolescence.— A spit is formed by currents carrying

waste from an attached end into open water, where the unattached point

of the spit may be shifted by varying conditions of water motion. Spits

are found characteristically tilong adolescent coasts, and may be found

wherever there is transportation alongshore, and are particularly marked

at the stage of adolescence.

Straight Spits.— Port Angeles, Wasliington, is enclosed by Ediz hook, which

shows an attempt to form a barb (C. S , 630:5, old number G4G). This may be

considered as an earlier stage of the condition seen in New Dungeness harbor

to the east.

Putziger spit (Germ., 27, 47).

A spit has grown northeast into the Zuyder Zee from the dike surrounding Urk

island (Holl., 20).

Examples of straight spits occur in the Limfjorden (Denm., Logstilr).

The type example of a broad spit is Skagen point, upon the northern extremity

of Jutland (Denm., Hirshals, Skagen). The prevailing motion of currents is indi-

cated by offsets and stream deflection to be toward the point of the spit on the

right and from the point on the left. In this example we are able to confirm the

indications given by the geographic form, as to the direction of the forming cur-

rents, by actual observations. The prevailing current along the west coast of

Jutland is from the right, the surface water having been shown to flow from the

south toward the point of Skagen spit.* The lines of growth are beautifully

shown by the curving strips of marshland ; even the artificial ditches follow the

same curves as if their location was determined by dune ridges. The direction of

growth of this spit has been toward the nearest land on the Swedish coast.

Curred Spits.— T)n\.c\\ point (Fig. 32), lake Michigan, has grown from right to

left, looking from the lake to the shore. Storms from the opposite direction have

" turned its end toward the land and the successive recurvements are clearly dis-

* H. Mohn, The North Ocean, Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876-78,

[2,1 XVIII. 168, PI. XLIII. ; Danish, Meteorologisk Aarbog, 1880, 1881.

VOL. XXXIV.— 16
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cernible near the apex. The last of these is the greatest ; and it is possible that

the spit has acquired permanently the form of a hook." *

Hooked Spits.— Cape Lookout t is cliaracterized by a spit projecting from the

point of the cusp vvhicli has a recurving barbed hook on its left side. Tlie curve

of the right side of tlie spit is continuous with tlie curve of the rigiit offshore bar,

and tliere is an offset from tlie right near the point of the cusp proper. On the

opposite side of the spit there are tliree minute offsets, also from the right to the

left. The offsets therefore indicate currents flowing in opposite directions upon

the two sides of the spit, botli moving from tlie right to the left. The form of the

barbed hook is evidence for a current moving from tiie sea toward tlie land at this

point on the left side of the cusp, because for its extension material must be carried

toward the point of the hook from some other locality, and since the hook curves

in toward the land and has a smootii contour on the outside and an irregular one

on the inside, transportation is inferred along tlie graded and not the ungraded

path. The form of the Lookout recurved spit indicates a current from the land

toward the sea on the riglit and one from tlie sea toward the land on the left of

the cusp.

Capes Obitotchnaia and Berdianska'ia in the sea of Azov (Atlas Univ., 38) are

markedly hooked even on a small scale map.

Messina spit, Sicily, is another hooked spit (Ital. and Sicil}-, 254).

On the south side of Hjarnii island (Denm., Skanderborg), and southeast of

Nyborg (Denm., Nyborg), are two otlier examples. One forms the harbor of

Marstal, aided by artificial breakwaters, another lies five thousand meters to

the northwest of the city, and a third hooked spit is about the same distance to

the east (Denm , Svendborg).

Another encloses New Dungeness harbor (C. S., 646).

Serpent Spits.— Li certain places the currents may be so variable or periodically

shifting that the spits do not grow in a straight line or simple curve, but take a

serpentine course. In many cases this current irregularity may be due to the form

of the bottom, reefs, submerged ridges, etc.

The type example of such spits is that of cape Etolin, Nunivak island, Bering

sea (C. S.. 896).

Spelmo island has a somewhat similar serpent spit growing northward toward

the mainland (Denm., Faaborg).

18. Stages of Development of Various Coasts.

Average Stage.— Taking the criteria as g-iven in this paper as a basis

of comparison, the maps of various regions have been studied and com-

pared with any available deseriptions ; and the regions have then been

classified according to the prevailing criteria shown. A few criteria in

any region may be in advance or behind the average development of

features, and such a region has been classed according to the majority

of its features. This classification is not as complete as could be desired,

* G. K. Gilbert, 5th Ann. Rep. U. S. G. S., 96, PI. IX.

t See page 180.
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nor is it free from inaccuracies. The sources of information are in many
cases very meagre.

All the reasons for the classification of each example are not dis-

cussed ; and many of the most important features are omitted, because

they already have been considered. Under examples of depression is

given some idea of the various kinds of lands which were depressed, and

also some hint as to the different stages of development which had been

reached before the new cycle was inaugurated.

Uplift: Youth.— The coast of the Argentine Republic (page 162).

Texas (p. 89), and other parts of the Atlantic and Gulf plains.

Maine (C. S. and G. S. sheets), (pages 158, 185, 188).

Corsica (Fr., 261, 263, 265).

Parts of Attica (page 186).

Probably the coast of Brazil from cape Benevento to cape Frio should be here

included. The ciiarts sliow offshore bars enclosing lagoons (H. 0., 470, 471),

probably following uplift.

Also from cape Santa Marta to Tramandaky bar (H. 0., 477).

The soutliern half of Lower California, Mexico, appears on its western slope to

liave a coastal plain, described as " low hills and rising plains," with offshore bars

enclosing narrow lagoons (H. O., 621).

The western coast of Mexico, east of the gulf of California, also shows a similar

coast (H. O., 621 and 622 as far south as San Bias).

A third example in the same general region is seen on the west coast of Guate-

mala, extending a little on either hand into Mexico and San Salvador (H. O., 931,

932). The detail of bar and lagoon is shown on the chart (H. 0., 873). The lack

of definite information makes a positive statement in regard to this region unsafe.

A study of the maps indicates that they belong in this stage. Mr. J. J. Williams

says in regard to this region :
" The tertiary clays, gravels, and beds of detritus

which cover up so much of the Isthmus along the line of survey, extend on tlie

north side almost to the summit-level, and the base of the hills which lie east and

west of it. Those deposits being found pretty uniformly spread, even to the depth

of thirty feet in some places, as at a point north of the sunnnit-level, and between

it and the river Almoloya, are evidences of the slow and tranquil elevation of this

portion of the Isthmus above tiie sea." *

Uplift.: Adolescence. — Southern New Jersey (page 184), and other portions of

the Atlantic coastal plain.

Uplift: il/atH;v«y.— Eastern Italy (page 186). The southeastern and southern

coast of the "toe" of Italy (Ital., 246, 247, 255, 263, 264).

The southern coast of Sicily (Ital., and Sicily, 265, 266, 271, 272, 275, 276).

The Tertiary strata are considerably deformed and therefore the shoreline is not

as straight as in the case of a more simple coastal plain. In a few places along

this line tlie development has hardly reached maturity, as for example west of

Pozzallo (276).

Northwestern France (page 241).

* The Isthmus of Tehuantepec, J. G. Barnard, New York, 1852, 149.
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Tlie west coast of Hollanfl from the northernmost outlet of tlie Rhine to Helder

at the uilet to the Zuyder Zee (Atlas Univ. 26; Holl., 14, 19, 24, 25, 30, 37). Tliis

is a porti'^n of tlie confluent delta of the Rhine and adjacent streams.

The coast of Belgium (Alias Univ., 25; Belg., 4, 5, 11, 12, 19).

Depressioii : Youth. — Southwest Ireland is a typical example of youthful shore

evolution upon a vigorous coast (Ireland, 150, 151, 160, 161, 162, 171, 172, 17o, 182,

183, 184, 190, 191, 192, 197, 198, 199, 203, 204). A region of strong relief, with

transverse trends, dissected to about early maturity, was deeply drownt'd and

exposed to the strong attack of the open sea. Far up into the bays the waves

attack the coast and the offshore currents carry away the waste from tlie jagged

cliffs. Grade is reached only in the bay-bars near the heads of the bays.

The southern coast of Curzola island (Austr., 34, XVI).

The west coast of Central America, San Juan del Sur to gulf of Nicoya (II. 0.,

1016, details in 1025-1034).

Soledad bay and Santo Tomas anchorage. Lower California (II. 0., 1044).

Port Islay, Peru (H. 0., 1183).

Brayza island, Austria (Austr., 32, XV).

Meleda island, Austria (Austr., 34, XVII).

The southernmost portion of the Austrian coast, in places becoming adolescent

(Austr., 3(i, XIX ; 37, XX).

Many portions of the coast of Greece (Attica, III, VIII, XVI, XXI, XXII, and

XXIII).

The youthful shoreline of the low coast of Saitiiolm is markedly contrasted with

the adolescent shoreline north and south of Copenliagen (Denm., Kjilbenliavn).

The eastern coast of Schleswig (Germ., 7, 13, 14, 23, 24). The development has

advanced to adolescence in many of the more exposed portions of this low coast.

The steep eastern coast of Sweden from Ilanil Bay northward to a point on the

mainland opposite the north end of Gland island (Swe., 6, 10, 11, 12, 17, 22, 29).

It is worth notice how sligiitly the glacial accidents have here modified the forms

due to drowning.

The Stockholm district (page 159).

The irregular cliffs of eastern Scotland indicate yonth'"iil shore evolution (Scot.,

57, 67, 77, 87).* The development has gone a little farther toward adolescence

near Rattray head (Scot., 97), but very jagged cliffs are seen to the west of this

head (Scot., 95, 96). The north coast of Scotland (Scot., 113, 114, 115, 116) shows

almost no transportation alongshore, althougli several bays have been partly filled.

The west coast of North and South Uist (Scot., 08, 69, 78, 79, 88, 89) shows

a nearer approach to adolescent simplification of outline than their irregular

eastern coast.

Taken as a whole the western coast of Scotland, where the sea attack is stronger

though the rocks are more resistant, is nearer adolescence than the eastern, where

the weaker attack of the North sea has not done so much work upon the less meta-

morphosed rocks. The time since the beginning of the present cycle may not have

been the same in the two areas. As the division lines have been drawn in this

scheme, this Atlantic coast of Scotland is about on the border between the two

stages. Youthful and adolescent features both occur. Two typical areas, from

* See Geikie, Scenery of Scotland, 2d ed., 1887, 56-59.
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the northwest and southwest respectively, are given (Scot., 71, 72, 81, 82, 91, 92.

100, 101 ; 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38, 43, 44, 45, 46).

The shores of Kristiania fjord (Nor., 9, A, B, C, D ; 10, A, C ; 14, B, D).

The Bergen region with structural northwest to southeast trend (Nor., 16, G,

D; 22, A, B; 23, A).

Central Norway (page 159).

Soutliern coast of Finland (Rus., 11, 25).

The eastern shore of the Cattegat northward from Warberg (Swe., 18, 24, 25,

32, 41, 51, 61).

Coast of Chile (H. 0., 445, 446, 446«, 447, 447', 38; also Piano Topografico y
Geologico de la Republica de Chile, sheet 12).

The California coast near San Francisco (C. S., 5500, 5520, 5521, 5599).

Depression : Adolescence. — The type example of adolescent sliore development

following depression is in Germany on a coast of moderate relief upon the south-

ern shore of the Baltic (Germ., 1, 3, 8, 15, 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 43, 44, 45, 46,

47, 48, 49, 50, 65, 66, 70, 71, 72, 73, 92, 93). Beaches occur at the foot of the

cliffs, and the cliff lines are gently curving. The transportation of material takes

place practically all alongshore, wings have grown out from the headlands, and the

bays are nearly all enclosed by bars. Deltas occur at tlie bay-heads and are

growing forward, but the bays are not as yet filled by laud waste and sand blown

in from the bars. Upon the inside of the bars there are cuspate projections of

sand, while nips are seen upon the mainland itself. At a distance of from 3 to 10

kilometers offsliore there is a depth of from 20 to 25 meters, which seems to repre-

sent the submarine platform. Offsets, overlaps, and stream deflections are not

strong in either direction, but show a slight alongshore action toward the east or left,

thus indicating a dominant current from the right. This dominance appears to be

stronger toward the eastern side : witness the wing growing eastward from Putzig

headland, the inlet to Frische bay nearer the northeast end of the bar, and the

inlet to Kurische bay crowded way over to the northeast end close to the mainland.

One feature very typical of adolescence which is not well shown along the

northern coast of Germanj' is island-tying. There are several areas, which were

possibly isolated portions of the mainland at the beginning of the cycle, that are

now completely connected with the mainland by sea and river aggradation, but

there are no typical tombolo-tied islands,* so common elsewhere. Tlie reason for

the absence of such islands seems to be that this shoreline is one developed upon

a drowned coastal plain, not deeply dissected and somewhat masked by glacial

aggradation. The writer's interpretation of the late history of this region is that,

after the elevation of tlie Tertiary and Pleistocene strata of the North German

plain, the dissection of the land advanced to adolescence. Then followed a mod-

erate depression by which the adolescent valleys were drowned, but the land was

not sufficiently dissected to allow the formation of many islands.

Another example is the west coast of Central America, gulf of Nicoya to

Burica point (H. 0., 1016, 1017).

Blanca and Falsa bays. Lower California (H. O., 1115).

Playa Maria bay to Rosalia point, Lower California (H. O., 1118).

Bay of Avatcha and approaches, Kamchatka (H. 0., 54).

* See page 189.
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San Juan Bautista bay, Juan Fernandez island, from Salimas point to Bacalao

point (H. 0., 1267).

The western coast of Mexico from San Bias to Tehuantepec {H. 0., 622, 932,

933; details 876, 915, 936, and 938).

Tuget sound (C. S., 6450, 6460).

Transportation occurs along nearly the whole firth of Forth shore (Scot., 32,

33, 40, 41).

The northeast coast of Ireland has entered adolescence (Ireland, 8, 14, 20, 21, 29).

The area of moderate relief in the region of Dublin, from Dundruni bay to

Wicklow head (Ireland 60, 61, 70, 71, 81, 82, 92, 102, 112, 121, 130), shows con-

tinuous transportation alongshore and other typical features of adolescence.

The eastern coast of Jutland from Skagen to Horsens (Denm., Skagen, Frede-

rickshavn, Aalborg, Mariager, Stavnshoved, Skanderborg). The offsets and river

deflections indicate a prevailing current from the left. The shoreline is here much

simplified, and for the most part in long swinging curves, but the initial outlines

are still seen in the fjorded bays, therefore the shoreline is classed as adolescent

approaching maturity.

The east coast of Kiigen island (Germ., 42, 64). See also hypsometric map by

Dr. R. Credner which shows the simplification of a very irregular shoreline.*

The southeast coast of MiJen and Falster (Denm., Moensklint, Vordingborg,

Gjedser).t The offsets and stream deflection indicate a prevailing current from the

northeast.

Part of the northeast coast of Schleswig-Holstein (Germ., 39, 58, 59, 60).

Southern coast of Sweden (Swe., 1, 2, 3). Tiie streams are deflected to the left,

which indicates a dominant current from the right.

The eastern shore of the Cattegat southward from Warberg (Swe., 4, 8, 13, 18).

Portions of the coast of Greece (Attica, VIII, XI, XVII).

The southeast coast of Arabia on the map by S. B. Haines.|

The coast of Tunis (Tunis, VII, XIV, XXI, etc.).

The northwest shore of the Black sea (Rus., A, 19, 33 ; 2\tlas Univ., 38).

See page 214.

Depression : Maturity. — The west coast of Italy from Punta Rianca southward

to the land-tied island, Massoncello (Ital., 96, 104, 111, 112, 119).

The west coast of the Italian "foot" (Ital., 228, 229, 236).

The western coast of Jutland (Atlas Univ., 30; Denm., Thisted, L(>gstur, Lok-

ken, liirshals, Skagen). A prevailing current from the right is indicated by the

offsets.

» Rugen, Forsch. z. deutsch. Landes- u. Volkskimde, 1893, VII. 373-494.

t See also maps and sketches in Geologie der Insel Muen, by Dr. C. Poggaard,

Leipzig, 18-52 ; and for sketches of disturbed strala in cliffs see account by F.

Johnstrup, Deutsch. geol. Gesell. Zeit., 1874, XXVI. 533-585.

t J. R. G. S., 1845, XV. 104.
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The interesting collection upon which this paper is based was made

by Prof. C. Ishikawa, of the Agricultural College at Komaba, Tokyo,

and was most generously given me to study by Professor Packard, to

whom my sincere thanks are due. All that has hitherto been published

upon the Collembola of Japan is a short article by myself, in which three

new species are described. The present paper deals with eleven species,

of which six species and one variety are new. In accordance with the

wishes of Professor Packard, a series of specimens has been given to the

United States National Museum at Washington, D. C, and another to

the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass.

My friend, Dr. C. Shaffer, of Hamburg, has materially assisted my
studies by sending identified examples of European Collembola, as well

as valuable notes. Mr. Samuel Henshaw has given me many useful

suggestions, and freely permitted me to study the collection of the

Cambridge Museum.

List of Japanese Species.

1. Aphorura inermis Tull. 7. Cremastocej/halus affinis, n. sp.

2. Xeni/lla longicnuda Folsom. 8. Seirajaponica Folsom.

3. Achorntes communis Folsom. 9. Tomocerus varius, n. sp.

4. Achorutes rp-acilis, n. sp. 10. Papirius denticulatus, n. sp.

5. Isotoma nitida, n. sp. 11. Sminthurus hortensis Fitch.

6. Entomobrya straminea, n. sp. 12. Sminthnrua viridis L. var. annulatus, n. var.

* Part I. was publislied in Bull Essex Inst., Vol. XXIX., (1897) 1898.
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Fam. APHORURID^.

Genus Aphorura MacG.

Aphorura inerinis TuU.

(Plate 1, Figs, 1-5.)

Tullberg, p. 18.

ia (L.) Lubbock, p. 303, PI. 22, Figs. 27, 28.

Tullberg, p. 154.

"
pp. 55, 56.

Lubbock, pp. 191-193, PI. 46, PI. 56, Figs. 24-26.

Packard, pp. 28, 29.

Parona, pp. 609, 610.

Oudeinans, p. 90.

Uzel, p. 75.

Schott, p. 24.

" pp. 88, 89.

MacGillivray, p. 313.

Loiinberg, p. 165.

Schott, p. 128.

Reuter, p. 33.

Schott, p. 187.

Schaffer, pp. 161, 163, Taf. 2, Figs. 17-21.

Lie-Pettersen, p. 21,

White (Fig. 1) ; the contents of the stomach appear as a broad black-

ish stripe. Eyes absent. Postautennal organ (Figs. 2, 3) elongated,

parallel-sided, of eight or nine elements. Pseudocelli of the head ten in

number (Fig. 2), of which three lie behind the base of either antenna,

and four occupy the posterior border of the head. Antennae (Fig. 2)

shorter than the head, of four segments, related in length as 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
;

antennal organ (Fig. 4) consisting of a dorso-lateral group of four chiti-

nous, finger-like processes, accompanied by setae, on the anterior part of

the third segment. Body elongated, clothed with short bristles and tuber-

culated more finely than the head; the number of pseudocelli on the

dorsum of each successive segment is, respectively, 0, 4, 4, 6, 6, G, 6, 4, 0.

Legs stout, bristly ; superior claws (Fig. 5) stout, curving and tapering

uniformly from a broad base, untoothed ; inferior claws slightly shorter,

slender, gradually attenuating into a fine filament. Ventral tube present

;

furcula absent. Length, 1.8 mm.

One hundred and forty-two specimens examined, which were collected

at Komaba, Tokyo, October 9, 27, and November 14, ,1894.

1869.
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Except for the number of elements in the postantennal organs, the

Japanese specimens agree perfectly with North American representatives

of the species ; the examples from Massachusetts which I used for com-

parison are of the same lot of which some had been sent to Dr. SchafPer,

who pronounced them to be A. inermis Tull., and the equivalent of

Lipura Jimvtaria (L.) Lubb. Packard's specimens oi L. jimetaria in the

Museum of Comparative Zoology are the same species; in fact, Packard

hiiDself wrote ('73, p. 24), "It appears that on comparison I can find no

difference between European and American specimens of Lipnra jime-

taria." It is at least questionable, however, whether L.fimetaria (L.)

Lubb. is the Linnaean species.

A. inermis is a widely distributed form, having been recorded from

Sweden (Tullberg, Schott), Norway (Lie-Pettersen), Finland (Renter),

Germany (Schaffer), Bohemia (Uzel), Italy (Parona), England (Lub-

bock), Sumatra (Oudemans), and in North America from Massachusetts

(Packard), California (Schott), and Florida (Lonnberg, Schott).

Fam. PODURID^.

Genus Achorutks Tempi.

Achorutes communis Folsom.

1898. Achorutes communis Folsom, pp. 52, 53, Figs. 1-9.

One hundred and thirty specimens, of all sizes, from Komaba, Tokyo,

differ from the types only by having longer and more slender anal spines,

in many cases.

Achorutes gracilis, n. sp.

(Plate 1, Figs. G-13
)

General color, indigo blue (Fig. 6) ; legs and furcula pale ; sternum

yellow; the disposition of the hypodermal pigment is shown in Figure 7.

Head clothed with stiff setae ; ej'es eight on either side (Fig. 8), upon

black patches
;
postantennal organ (Fig. 9) of four elements. Antennae

subequal to the head in length, with long bristles and with segments

related in length as 3 : 4 : 4 : 6. Body cylindrical-ovate in dorsal aspect

(Fig. 6), and sparsely clothed with short reclinate setse (Fig. 10). Legs

stout, basally spotted with blue; superior claws (Fig. 11) uniformly ta-
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pering and curving, uuidentate one third from the apex ; inferior claws

half as long, lunate, acuminate ; tenent hairs, two on the fore feet and

three on the others. Dentes stout, slightly tapering, with stout reclinate

satEe and a few extra long bristles ; mucrones a third as long as the

dentes, in form as represented in Figure 12. Anal spines (Fig. 13) two,

small and conical. Length, 1.5 mm.
Described from twenty-four types, from Yanaka, Tokyo, November

18, 1894.

This species closely approaches the European A. purpurascens Lubb.,

as well as A. theelii Tull. of Nova Zembla, both of which species I have

received from Dr. Schiiffer ; from these A. gracilis is distinguished espe-

cially by the form of the mucrones, together with the coloration.

Fam. ENTOMOBEYID^.

Genus Isotoma Bourl.

Isotoma nitida, n. sp.

(Plate 1, Figs. 14-18.)

Bluish gray, with a slight greenish tinge ; antennjc darker ; sides mot-

tled with pale spots ; sternum pale. Head, body, and appendages clothed

with short dense bristles (Fig. 14) ;
genje gibbous. Eyes (Figs. 15, 16)

eight on either side, upon black patches
;
postantennal organ absent.

AntennjB two fifths as long as the body, stout, with segments related in

lenfth as 2 : 4 : 4 : 5, and with the last three segments petiolate. Supe-

rior claws (Ficr. 17) broad basally, slightly curved, untoothed, with two

filiform pseudonychia ; inferior claws broadly lanceolate, without teeth

;

tenent hairs absent. Furcula slender, exceeding the ventral tube, with

segments related as 4 : 16 : 1 ; mucrones (Fig. 18) four-toothed. Length,

1.4 mm.
Described from seventy-two types, of which seven were collected at

Komaba, Tokyo, November 16, 1894, and the remainder at Miyagi,

Boshyu, November 9, 1895,

This species is, upon the whole, most nearly allied to 1. pahistris Miill.,

especially in the form of the mucrones (cf. Schott '93, Taf, 6, Fig. 5).

T find no species of Isotoma, except that now described, which possesses

filiform pseudonychia.
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Genus Entomobrya Rond.

Entomobrya straminea, n. sp.

(Plate 2, Figs. 19-23.)

Pale straw yellow throughout. Head, body, and appendages densely

clothed with barbellate bristles ; the vertex and basal antennal segment

bear also stout, clavate sette (Figs. 19, 20). Eyes three on either side,

black, arranged as in Figure 21. Antennae almost half as long as the

body, segments cylindrical, related in length nearly as 1 : 2 : 2 : 3. The

body segments, measured along the median dorsal line, are related as

4:17:12:8:11:11:31:5:3; a cluster of clavate setje arises from

the anterior border of the mesonotum, and a similar dorsal cluster occurs

upon each succeeding segment. Legs slender; superior claws (Fig. 22)

almost straight, tapering to a sharp point, in lateral aspect showing a

small tooth on the outer margin and two on the inner margin ; one of

the latter is comparatively small, situated near the middle, and overhung

by the greatly developed second, or basal tooth ; inferior claws over

half as long as the others, straight, broadly linear, acuminate, bearing on

the outer margin a broad, acute, hyaline lamella ; a single stout but

unknobbed tenent hair is present. Furcula with segments related as

28 : 49 : 3 ; mucrones (Fig. 23) broadly falcate, with a prominent erect

tooth near the middle and surrounded by three or four stout barbellate

bristles which project from the dentes. Length, 1.9 mm.
Seven types, from Komaba, Tokyo, November 16, 1894.

E. straminea agrees with E. sexoculata Schott ('9G, pp. 180, 181, PI. 17,

Figs. 30-32) in the number of eyes, but differs in the formation of

the claws and mucrones, as well as in other respects. It also bears

much resemblance to Sinella hijfti Schaffer ('96, pp. 192, 193, Taf. A,

Figs. 103-105). P"'or reasons already urged by Schott ('91, p. 20,

'96, p. 180), I follow that author in uniting the genus Sinella with

Entomobrya.

Genus Cremastocephalus Schott.

Cremastocephalus affinis, n. sp.

(Plate 2, Figs. 24-27.)

Color, chrome yellow ; the lateral borders of segments two to six

inclusive, the posterior borders of the last two abdominal segments and
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the apex of each antennal segment are frequently dark purple ; the

antennre, legs, and furcula are pale yellow. The head hangs down
(Fig. 24), is elongated, and clothed with numerous proclinate bristles

interspersed with extra long, slender, erect bristles ; similar long bristles

occur also on the body, antennge, legs, and furcula. Eyes eight on

either side (Fig. 25), arranged in two longitudinal rows, on black

patches. Antennae one fourth longer than the body, bristly, with seg-

ments cylindrical or slightly dilated and related to each other in length

as 25 : 31 : 27 : 35. The body (Fig. 24) is elongate-cylindrical, clothed

with reclinate bristles and scaleless ; its segments, measured along the

median dorsal line, are related as 2 : 12 : 8 : 6 : 7 : 2 : 34 : 4 : 4. The

thorax curves downward ; the mesonotum almost covers the prothorax

and bears clavate bristles on its anterior border. Legs long, slender,

and bristly; superior claws (Fig. 26) stout, but little curved, with a

tooth on the inner margin, one third from the apex, and a second tooth

near the base ; inferior claws half as long as the others, broad, with

acuminate apex, convex outer margin and a single tooth, borne upon an

obtuse angle at the middle of the inner margin ; a single tenent hair is

present which gradually expands to a broad truncate apex. Furcula

five eighths as long as the body and bristly ; manubrium cylindrical,

slightly shorter than the dentes ; dentes gradually tapering, each bearing

a large oval scale near the apex (Fig. 27) ; mucrones oblong, somewhat

curved, with three terminal lobes, which are subequal, rounded, and

surrounded by barbelhite bristles projecting from the dentes. Length,

2 mm.

Described from seven types, collected at Komaba, Tokyo, October

25, 1894.

This curious form is closely related to the Mexican Cremastocephalus

trilobatus Schott ('96, pp. 175-178, Plate 16, Figs. 20-23, Plate 17, Figs.

25, 26), which has hitherto been the only representative of its genus.

The specific distinctness of the two species is evident when my figures

are compared with those of Schott ; the chief differences exist in colora-

tion and the form of claws and mucrones ; the dental scale is elliptical

in trilobatus, but oval in the species now described. I may mention that,

although Schott states tliat the upper claw of trihbatus is "provided

with two teeth," there are three represented in his figure.
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Genus Seira Lubb.

Seira japonica Folsom.

1898. Seira japonica Folsom, pp. 55, 56, Figs. 15-18.

Many of Dr. Ishikawa's specimens differ from ray types by being

larger, attaining a length of 3 mm. The antennal segments are more

slender, are related to each other nearly as 3 : 5 : 4.5 : G, and are purple

throughout. Clavate hairs are few in number and the scales have dis-

appeared. The second abdominal segment is usually yellow ; the meso-

uotum is laterally bordered with blackish blue and occasionally each side

of the head bears a stripe of that color. A single example is yellow

throughout, excepting the antennae, lateral borders of meso- and meta-

notum and the posterior border of the fifth abdominal segment, all of

which are purple. In all other respects the specimens agree perfectly

with the types, which are manifestly younger individuals.

Sixteen specimens, large and small, were taken at Komaba, Tokyo,

October 27 and November 16, 1894. I omitted to mention in my pre-

vious paper that the types are dated June 24, 1897.

Genus ToMOCERus Nic.

Tomocems varius, n. sp.

(Plate 2, Figs. 28-30, Plate 3, Figs. 31, 32.)

Color with scales, plumbeous ; without them, dull yellow. Eyes

(Fig. 28) six on either side, on black patches. Antennne almost as long

as the body, with purple segments, related in length as 3 : 4 : 27 : 5.

From under the anterior margin of the mesonotum project many stout

stiff seta3 (Fig. 29). Superior claws (Fig. 30) nearly straight, rather

stout, with from two to five teeth which successively become more obscure

toward the apex of each claw ; in the kw specimens at command, the

fore claws bear two or three teeth, the mid claws from two to five, and the

hind claws two ; the right and left claws of the same pair of feet often

differ in the number of teeth. The inferior claws are a little more than

half as long as tlie others, broadly lanceolate and unidentate. A sin-

gle tenent hair is present. Furcula seven tenths the length of the body,

with segments related nearly as 3 : 4.5 : 1. The dental spines (Fig. 31)
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are simple and vary in number from eight to ten ; the proximal spines

are smallest and the two most distal are largest. Each mucro (Fig. 32)

bears a single blunt tooth near the middle. Length, 2.5 mm.

Described from three types, collected at Komaba, Tokyo, November

16, 1894, and Oji, Tokyo, November 18, 1894. These had unfortunately

dried and shrivelled.

This species is intermediate between T. mhiutus Tull. ('76, p. 32, Taf.

8, Figs. 9, 10) which has 2-3 teeth on the superior claws and 10-11 den-

tal spines, and T. arcticus Schott ('93, pp. 43, 44, Taf. 3, Figs. 8, 9) which

possesses 4-5 teeth and 7-8 spines.

Fam. SMINTHURID^.

Genus Papiuius Lubb.

Papirius denticulatus, n. sp.

(Plate 3, Figs. 33-36.)

Pale chrome yellow, with purple markings (Fig. 33). Head sparsely

clothed with stout, stiff setai ; eyes upon black patches. Antenna;

purple, three fourths as long as the body, with segments related nearly

as 1 : 4 : 7 : 2 ; third segment with at least nine distal subsegments and

dilated apex ; terminal segment lanceolate in outline, with the basal

half composed of four subsegments. Legs yellow, banded with purple,

with stout bristles ; superior claws (Fig. 34) slender, nearly straight, the

outer margin unidentate one third from the apex, both inner margins

bidentate ; inferior claws (Fig. 34) over half as long, with acute apex,

almost parallel sides, long, knobbed, subapical hair, and two unequal,

perpendicular teeth on the rounded basal portion of the inner margin

;

the smaller tooth is occasionally absent ; a single, slender, unknobbed

tenent hair is present. Abdomen elongate-ovate, sparsely clothed with

short, stitf seta;, which become longer and numerous posteriorly. Color-

ation as shown in Figure 33 ; two broad paramedian stripes occur upon

the anterior half of the dorsum ; several oblique wedge-shaped bands

extend upward and backward from either side ; a median U-shaped

mark is conspicuous on the posterior part of the dorsum. Furcula

yellow, bristly, with segments related as 2 -. 4 : 1 ; manubrium broadly

oblong in dorsal aspect ; dentes slender, with long, stout, lateral bristles

(Fig. 33) which become barbellate toward the apices of the dentes (Figs.
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35, 36) ; rauci'ones (Fig. 35) oblong-lauceolate, serrate upon both edges.

Length, 2 mm.

Three types, from Komaba, Tokyo, November 16, 1894.

P. denticulatas' most nearly approaches the North American P. mar-

moratus Pack. (73, p. 42), of which I have examined the types and with

which I am inclined to regard P. lymculosus Schott ('91, pp. 14, 15, Taf.

3, Figs. 1-3) as synonymous.

Genus Sminthurus Latr.

Sminthurus horterisis Fitch.

(Plate 3, Figs. 37-40.)

1863. Smynthurus hortensis Fitch, pp. 6G8-673, Figs.

1841. Harris, p. 125.

1842.

1844. Smynthurus sp. " Fig.

1969. " [cHCumeris] " p. 362.

1871. Sminthurus pruinosus Tullberg, p. 145.

1872. " " " p. 31, Taf. 3, Figs. 13, 14.

1873. Smynthurus quadrisignatus Packard, p. 44.

1876. Sminthurus lineatus Reuter, p. 83.

1891. Smynthurus hortensis MacGillivray, p. 271.

1891. "
frontalis Uzei, p. 37, Taf. 1, Fig. 3, Taf 2, Figs. 3-5.

1893. Smint/iurus pruinosus Schott, pp. 28, 29, Taf. 2, Figs. 13-16.

1895. " " Reuter, pp. 10-12.

1897. " " Schaffer, p. 26.

1897. Smynthurus albamaculata Harvey, pp. 124-126, Figs. 1-5.

1898. Sminthurus pruinosus Sclierbakow, p. 60.

General color dark purple, spotted with pale yellow ; antennae, legs,

and furcula paler purple. Head densely clothed with short proclinate

settB. Eyes (Fig. 37) upon large black patches, broadly surrounded

with pale yellow ; vertex yellow ;
geiife with several circular yellow

spots. AntennjE over half as long as the body, with segments related

as 2 : 4 : 17 : 15 ; terminal segment composed of seven subsegments :

the apical two thirds of the terminal segment (Fig. 38) consists of six

subsegments, of which five are subglobose, while the last is elongate-

conical and itself represents three subsegment?, which however are not

distinct as such. Legs bristly ; segments darker apically ; superior claws

(Fig. 39) tapering, slightly curved, unidentate near the middle of the

inner edge ; inferior claws three fifths as long, entire, apex acuminate,
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outer margin straight, inner margin roundly dilated near the base ; tenent

hairs two or three, clavate. Coloration rather variable ; dorsum marked

anteriorly with transverse rows of pale yellow circular spots (Fig. 37) ;

sides of abdomen with many regular rows of minute, circular, yellow

spots ; sternum posteriorly yellow ; body well clothed with bristles,

which are short and reclinate, except upon the posterior segments, where

they become longer and more numerous. Furcula long and stout

;

dentes scarcely tapering; mucrones (Fig. 40) almost one third as long

as the dentes, oblong-lanceolate, with rounded apex. Length, 1.2 mm.

Two specimens with no locality given.

The Japanese examples agree satisfactorily with North American

representatives of S. hortensis ; in fact, I found some of our specimens

which match them quite closely in coloration. A study of Packard's

types leaves no doubt that quadrisignatus Pack, is a synonym of hor-

tensis Fitch. Professor Harvey kindly sent me numerous specimens of

his albamaculata, which also prove to be hortensis ; he regards the last

antenna! segment as being composed of nine subsegments, evidently

considering the last subsegment as three. The identity of the European

pruinosus Tull. with the American hortensis was called to my attention

by Dr. Shaffer, to whom I had sent examples of our species, and he has

since sent me ten South American specimens of the same form.

S. hortensis has been found in various parts of Europe : in Sweden

(Tullberg), Finland (Renter), Russia (Scherbakow), and Bohemia (Uzel).

In the United States it is recorded from New York (Fitch), Maine

(Packard, Harvey), Massachusetts (Harris), and Ohio (MacGillivray).

Finally, it is reported from subantarctic America (Schaffer).

Sminthnrus viridis Linn., var. annnlatiis, n. var.

(Plate 3, Figs. 41-43.)

1758. Podura viridis Linnaeus, p. 608.

1762.
" " GeoflFroy, p. 007.

1781.
" " Schrank.

1793.
" " Fabricius, p. 65.

1804. Smyntliunis viridis Latreille, p. 82.

1806.
" " "

p. 166.

1835.
" " Lacordaire et Boisduval, p. 115.

1835.
" " Templeton, p. 97, PI. 12, Fig. 7.

1839. " ** Burmeister, p. 451.

1841. " " Nicolet, p. 82, Pi. 9, Fig. 9.

1842. " " Boiirlet.
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Lucas, p. 567.

Gervais, p. 401.

Lubbock, pp. 295, 296, PI. 21, Figs. 1-3.

I
TuUberg, pp. 144, 145.

Tullberg. p. 30, Taf. 2., Figs. 16-20, Taf. 3,

Figs. 1-5.

Lubbock, pp. 100, 101, PI. 1, PI. 55, Figs. 1-4.

Reuter, p. 79.

Tullberg, p. 30.

TumiJsvary, pp. 37, 38.

Dalla Torre, p. 149.

Reuter, p. 227.

Uzel, pp. 34, 35.

I ScliGtt, pp. 22-24, Taf. 1, Figs. 1-5.

Parona, p. 696.

Reuter, pp. 9-10.

SciiiiEfer, pp. 209, 210, Taf. 4, Figs. 122, 123.

Poppe und Schaffer, p. 271.

Lie-Pettersen, p. 8.

Scherbakow, pp. 60, 65.

Pale yellow, spotted with blackish purple (Fig. 41) ; most of the spots

are approximately ring-like, being polygonal with pale centres ; one

individual is pale yellow throughout, except for faint purple spots on the

posterior part of the abdomen. Head densely clothed with proclinate

bristles. Eyes upon black patches. Antennae three fifths as long as

the body, yellow basally, purplish apically, with segments related as

1:4:6:13; terminal segment composed of about seventeen subsegments.

Body clothed with long reclinate bristles, numerous upon the anal

tubercle. A median dorsal purple streak occurs on the anterior half of

the body. Legs pale yellow, with long setas. Superior claws (Fig. 42)

stout, broad, slightly curved, mucronate at apex and unidentate on the in-

side, two fifths from the apex ; inferior claws over half as long, broa<llv

triangular, with a subapical hair and a single tooth upon the inner,

rounded margin ; tenent hair single, slender, and unknobbed. Furcula

pale yellow with long setae ; mucrones (Fig. 43) elliptical, with entire

margins. Length, 2 mm.
Described from two types, found at Komaba, Tokyo, November 16,

1894.

1842.
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Upon comparing the Japanese variety with several examples of S.

viridis L. var. cinereoviridis Tull., which Dr. Schaffer gave me, I find

but few structural differences ; the European variety has more slender

mucrones and is clothed with longer bristles.

S. viridis is extremely variable in coloration and the present variety is

the ninth to receive a name. The species ranges throughout Europe,

having been recorded from Sweden (TuUberg), Norway (Lie-Pettersen),

Finland (Renter), Russia (Scherbakow), Nova Zerabla (Tullberg),

France (Bourlet, Geoffroy), Switzerland (Nicolet), Germany (Renter,

Schaffer), Bohemia (Uzel), Tyrol (Dalla Torre), Hungary (Tomosvary),

Italy (Paroua), England (Lubbock,) and Ireland (Templetou). Outside

of Europe, it is known from Tunis (Parona), Siberia (Reuter), and South

America (Parona).
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PLATE 2.

Fig. 19. Entomohrija straminca, n. sp. X OG.

Fifr. 20. " " " Bristle from head, X 424.

Pig. 21. " " " Eyes of left side, X 352.

Fig. 22. " " " Left aspect of left fore foot, X 540.

Fig. 23. " " " Left aspect of left nnicro, X 540.

Fig. 24. Cirmaatocephalus affinis, n. sp. X 44.

Fig. 25. " " " Eyes of left side, X 269.

Fi(T. 20. " " " Left aspect of right fore foot, X 540.

Fig. 27. " " " Mucro, X 540.

Fig. 28. Tomorerus varitia, n. sp. Eyes of left side, X 124.

Fig. 29. " " " Bristles of mesonotum, X 424.

Fig. 30. " " " Right aspect of right mid foot, X 424.
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• PLATE 3.

Fig. 31. Toinoccrus varius, n. sp. Dental spines, X 65.

Fig. 32.
" '• " Right aspect of right mucro,

X 269.

Fig. 33. Pupirius denticulatus, n. sp. X 26.

Fig. 34.
' " " Right aspect of right mid foot,

X 26y.

Fig. 35.
" " " Left aspect of left nmcro, X 136.

Fig. 36.
" " " Bristle froai dens, X 605.

Fig. 37. Smiutliurus hoitensis, Fitch. X 68.

Fig. 38.
" " " Terminal antennal segment, X 65.

Fig. 39.
" " " Left aspect of left mid foot, X 605.

Fig. 40.
" '• " Mucro, X 269.

Fig. 41. Sminthurus viridis, var. annukitus, n. var. X 26.

Fig. 42.
" " " " " Riglit aspect of right hind foot,

X 269.

Fig. 43. " " " " " Left aspect of left mucro, X 136.
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In a brief paper upon the transition temperature of sodic sulphate,* we
have recently shown that this non-variant point is cajmble of being repro-

duced in practice with great certainty, and that it is therefore admirably

suited for use as a standard of reference in thermometry. We pointed

out the fact that many other systems composed of two or more com-

ponents might answer equally well, and declared our intention of fixing

as many points as possible in order to simplify the accurate measurement

of temperature. The subsequent appearance of a hastily written note by
Messrs. Meyerhoffer and Saunders,! claiming for themselves a part of

this scheme, has prompted the present paper, which has as its object a

more detailed statement of the plan.

It is obvious that, while any number of components might be employed

simultaneously for this service, the simpler systems will be on the whole

the most useful. Water is so omnipresent as to be difficult to exclude

from any kind of experiment, hence the investigator is almost forced to

adopt it as one of the components. The choice is then of the other

material or materials, and the first step was obviously to study all com-

mon substances with a view to discover the probable usefulness of the

transition temperatures of their aqueous crystals. If a complete tem-

perature scale could not be built up from such simple data it would

obviously become necessary to investigate quintuple points, of which a

very great number could be devised. This additional complication could

not but be regretted, however; for it involves the necessity of preparing

two salts instead of one in a pure state, it renders less easy the use of

* American Journal of Science, VI. 201 (1898); also Zeitschr. phys. Chem.,

XXVI. 690.

t Zeitschr. phys. Chera., XXVII. 367, October, 1898.
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the same material over and over again, and it introduces a complication

which might seriously retard the speed of attaining equilibrium, and
hence the constancy of the desired point.

After studying with care the published records of all the field of inor-

ganic chemistry, about two dozen salts were selected as probably suitable

lor the work in hand. Of these magnesic and nickelous sulphates, calcic

and nickelous nitrates, nickelous chloride and borax were rejected as

being too inconstant in their indications. The lack of constancy was due

sometimes to the smallness of the latent heat of transition, and sometimes

to a superabundance of crystalline hydrates. On the other hand, at least

eight of the new salts gave results comparable in certainty with those

given by the ever trustworthy Glauber's salt. These salts are given in

the table below.

TRANSITION TEMPERATURES OF NINE SALTS.

Salt.
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These gentlemen studied in a very hasty fashion the transition tem-

perature of Glauber's salt in the presence of an excess of common salt.

Although theoretically sound, such a system labors under a serious prac-

tical disadvantage ; for the addition of heat to it means the dissolving

of common salt as well as the melting of crystallized sodic sulphate and

the depositing of anhydrous material. The first of these processes is

obviously less speedy than the others, and must surely occupy appreci-

able time even if the solid is finely powdered. Such a " lag " inevitably

affects the temperature ; our own experience with this mixture as well

as with other similar ones su[)ports this inference, and is anything but

reassuring. Indeed, we found that Glauber's salt itself did not give

absolutely accurate results if it was allowed to " freeze " instead of to

" melt," for a similar reason.

We agree with Messrs. Meyerhoffer and Saunders as to the great

desirability of uniting upon some normal temperature for the graduating

of flasks, etc., but we cannot conclude with them that 18° is the best

temperature. In America the steam-heated winters and sun-heated

summers raise the average temperature of our laboratories at least to

20°, and indeed this temperature is more comfortable than 18° unless

one is performing active manual labor. Hence at Harvard we have set-

tled upon 20° as the normal room temperature. Sodic chromate (19.G°)

clearly gives us very nearly the standard of reference which we desire.

In determining the specific gravities of liquids, a temperature above that

of the room is preferable to one beloio,— for the expansion of the liquid

during the drying of the exterior of the pycnometer is otherwise apt to

be troublesome, hence 18° is not suitable for this purpose. The authors

before mentioned suggest the use of a bath of mixed salts as a means of

keeping the temperature constant during determinations of electrolytic

conductivity ; but it should be pointed out that in such work the neigh-

borhood of a very large amount of a good electrolyte is necessarily risky,

except in the best of hands. This is especially the case when the sub-

stance effloresces to form a fine powde"", easily wafted around by currents

of air. In short, while for some work with closed vessels demanding the

greatest accuracy such a bath may be invaluable, the Ostwald thermostat

is the safest and most convenient appliance for preserving a constant

temperature in the laboratory. The baths of " melting " crystals will

find their greatest use in the standardizing of thermometers at fixed

points ; and these thermometers will continue to serve as the most

handy means of attaining and registering any desired temperature. It

is obvious that if a thermometer is standardized under exactly the
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conditions imposed upon it during its use, the correction for the cool

column projecting into the air may be omitted. This correction, by the

way, may account for the fact that Meyerhoffer and Saunders found

the transition temperature of sodic sulphate to be only 32.35° * instead

of 32.38.°

We are much pleased that the idea should have been grasped with

such eagerness in the laboratory of Professor van't Hoff, for no better

proof could be found of its unquestionable utility. We feel too that

constants of this sort, like atomic weights, should be studied by more

than one set of investigators, and that they should be finally investigated

with the utmost care in the Bureau Internationale des Poids et des

Mesures, and the Reichsanstalt ; hence we are glad to accord to Messrs.

Meyerhotfer and Saunders the right which they demand to investigate

quintuple jjoiuts involving sodie sulphate or sodic carbonate. At the

same time, we feel that our undoubted priority (our preliminary paper

having been finished early in June) allows us to study any desired

portion of this field ; and for the present, feeling that the simpler sys-

tems are the better ones, we shall investigate primarily the salts named

above.

Cambridge, November 14, 1898.

* By a clerical error, Rimbach's table for this correction was stated in our last

paper to be on page 143 of Landolt and Burnstcin's Tables (1894). It is really on

page 95.
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Two or three years ago an article entitled " On the Thermal Conduc-

tivity of Mild Steel " was published by one of the authors * of the pres-

ent paper. The method described at length in that article made use of

a disk of soft steel, about 0.3 cm. thick and about 10 cm. in diameter,

coated on each face with an electrolytic deposit of copper about 0.05 cm.

thick. Thin copper wires attached electrolytically to these copper coat-

ings led to a sensitive galvanometer, the deflections of which depended

upon the thermo-electromotive force of the couple made by the steel of

the disk and the copper of its coverings, and indicated the difference of

temperature existing between the two faces of the steel itself.

"Water of a known temperature was made to flow across one copper

face of the disk and water eight or ten degrees warmer across the other

copper face. The water delivery of one stream was measured, and its

change of temperature between entering and leaving the vessel con-

taining the disk was determined by means of two copper and German

silver thermo-electric junctions.

The apparatus containing the disk was surrounded by a water jacket

having a temperature near that of the disk, so that the radiation to or

from the exposed convex surface of the disk could be neglected.

This hasty review shows that, if all the measurements indicated were

correctly made, the thermal conductivity could be found by a simple cal-

culation based on the data affoi-ded by the experiments. In fact, the

experiments described in the article under discussion left something to

)e desired ; for they showed that different parts of the same face of the

lisk were not at the same temperature, and the process of calculation

necessary to deduce from the observations the mean difference of tem-

perature of the two faces of the disk was laborious, and perhaps to the

casual reader not entirely convincing. This difficulty and the desira-

bility of certain changes in the apparatus used were recognized in the

article itself.

* E. H. Hall, These Proceedings, Vol. XXXI. p. 271, 1896.
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The authors of the present paper have used the same method, applying

it to measure the thermal conductivity of a certain grade of cast iron ;

but they have employed a thicker disk and thicker layers of copper.

The result of these changes has been to produce such uniformity of tem-

perature over each face of the disk, that calculation of the mean differ-

ence of temperature between the two faces of the disk has become an

exceedingly simple matter.

The Iron Used,

The disk was made from a slab of cast iron the origin and description

of which are well set forth in the following extract from a letter written

by Mr. A. C. Colby, the metallurgical engineer of the Bethlehem Iron

Company :
—

"Dear Sir,— In response to the instructions contained in your letter of

the 30th ultimo, I send to-day . . . the casting which has been made at

these works, and for which no charge will be made to you. I selected a high

silicon iron so as to make the casting free from any chill, and it is smooth

as can be obtained in a sand lined mould, and, I think, very close to the

dimensions you desire, namely, 12" X 4" X 1"-

" In the following composition of the iron entering into this casting, the

sulphur and silicon determinations were made on a gate of the casting.

The other determinations are approximate, based on our daily analyses from

the furnace from which this casting was made :
—

Carbon
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and strongly adherent coating would be obtained upon the latter at the

first trial. The final procedure, which worked well, was as follows :
—

Two electrolytic baths were prepared, one consisting of a cyanide of

copper solution purchased ready made from a nickel plater, the other

being an ordinary sulphate of copper solution of specific gravity about

1.10, acidulated by about one drop of strong sulphuric acid to ten cubic

centimeters of the solution. Each solution contained two vertical plates

of copper, somewhat broader than the disk to be coated, placed several

centimeters apart.

A hole about O.o cm. in diameter was bored a short distance into the

curved side of the disk, and in this was fixed one end of a steel rod,

which was to serve the double purpose of a handle and a conductor of

the current from the disk. After being rubbed tolerably bright the disk

was boiled in a strong solution of caustic potash for ten minutes, then

rinsed in flowing water, then scoured with powdered pumice and water

by means of a bristle brush, then dipped some seconds in a 20% solution

of hydrocliloric acid, then rinsed again in flowing water, then dipped

again in the acid solution, then rinsed again, then placed between the

two plates of copper in the cyanide of copper solution, which was at a

temperature near 70° C, and kept there half an hour with a current of

about 3.5 amperes flowing through it. At the end of this time the sur-

face of the disk, including its curved side, was well coated with copper.

Accordingly, the disk was taken from the solution, rinsed, covered as to

its curved surface with a rubber band to prevent further deposit of copper

there, then jilaced in the sulphate of copper solution between two copper

plates about 8 cm. apart; and a current of 3 amperes or more was set to

flow through it.

After a number of hours, beads of copper were seen to have formed at

the edges of the two flat faces of the disk, and the disk was removed

from the solution long enough to allow these beads to be broken or filed

off". It was then rinsed, dipped in the hydrochloric acid solution, rinsed

again, then replaced in the sulphate bath and again subjected to the cur-

rent. This course of operations was continued for several days, about

135 hours of current use, until the layer of copper on each face of the

disk was about 0.2 cm. thick. At one stage of the procedure it was

found necessary to resort to the cyanide bath again for a short time, the

filing off of the copper beads at the edges having exposed the iron at

certain parts of the convex surface.

The coatings when completed were somewhat tWcker near the edge

than in the middle. Accordingly, they were turned off in the lathe to a
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nearly uniform thickness, though one of them was left slightly thicker at

the edge. The final thickness of each coating was not far from 0,2 cm.

The convex surface of the disk was turned off sufficiently to leave a

good surface and show clearly the junctions of the copper coatings with

the iron body. The diameter of the disk was thus reduced to 9.94 cm.

Each coating was now channelled at the edge to a depth of about

0.1 cm. and a width of about 0.17 cm,, as iu Figure 1 of Plate I., and

a brass ring, Ji or H', 0.3 cm. thick, was shrunk into the channel iu

each coating. R' is cut through in Figure 1. The object of this detail

will appear presently.

Mounting and Use of the Disk.

Figure 2 shows how the disk was placed and used in the experiments

on conductivity. In tliis figure, the scale of which is -^-, I represents the

disk; c and c' are the copper coatings; and the rings just described can

be seen set into the edges of the coatings. The lower ring is shown cut

through by horizontal passages. There are, in fact, in this ring 24

horizontal slots, each about 1 cm. long and 0.2 cm. wide, the object of

which is to allow the water entering vertically beneath the middle of the

disk to flow out horizontally from beneath the disk, thus carrying away

the air-bubbles which warm water inevitably contains, and which would

accumulate beneath the disk if an immediate downward escape of the

water through small passages were required. Upon passing from be-

neath the disk the water enters a groove cut in a hard rubber ring, h'h',

and covered by a brass flanged ring n n fastened to h'h'. Thence it

passes downward and out of the apparatus by several passages of 4 or

5 millimeters iu diameter, only two of which are shown in the figure.

The slotted brass ring through which the water flows carries the iron

disk, and rests in a groove in the hard rubber ring h'h', a soft rubber

tube at the bottom of this groove making a water-tight packing. The

ring h'h' has at the bottom another groove, which receives the top of the

brass ring r'r', which rests upon a wooden support to which it is firmly

attached by means of a horizontal flange. Soldered within r'r' near its

top is the brass plate p'p', which carries the hard rubber block H'H', in

the centre of which is fixed the tube that carries the water to the bottom

of the disk. This tube is enclosed for a part of its length by another,

which extends downward from p'p' ; but this is an unimportant detail.

Encircling the iron disk is a soft rubber band b h, which was intended

partly as a protection of the iron against rusting, and partly as a dam to

prevent leakage of water upward past n?i. Another similar band, not
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shown, rested its lov.'er edge upon n n ; but such precaution agaiust leak-

age was perhaps hardly necessary. The downward escape of water from

the groove in h'h' was so free that there was little tendency for it to over-

flow n n.

Starting again at the iron disk and now proceeding upward, we find

hh, HH, and pjo, corresponding in material and in general shape and

position to hJh! ^ H'H', and p'p'., already mentioned. The mere weight

of the apparatus being insufficient to prevent vertical movement and

dislocation under the pressure of the water within, a retaining device was

used, which is described as follows. A flat ring of brass, not shown in

Figure 2, was provided with three internal radial offsets, each of which

bore upon a block of wood resting upon the narrow external flange of

pp. Three brass bolts led from tliis ring to the brass base-plate of the

apparatus, enabling the experimenter to apply to the plate pp any neces-

sary amount of downward pressure.

Certain other parts in the upper portion of the figure require expla-

nation. The parts there shown in dotted outline do not lie in the median

section of the apparatus, and are to be regarded as behind the plane of

the rest of the figure. For example, the vertical tube indicated above

Ji does not rise directly from t/j, but from a horizontal offset extending

from Ji as in Figure 3. Another horizontal offset from J^ receives, as tlie

same figure shows, one end of a plug. Pi, consisting of two semi-cylin-

drical pieces of hard rubber jiressing between them a strip of soft rubber

packing, which packing separates the wires of the copper-German silver

junction j\. J^, Figure 2, is similar to Ji, and contains a similar junc-

tion. More will be said of these junctions later.

Water entering at A flows vertically past the bulb of the thermometer

Ti, which gives a rough indication of its temperature, then horizontally

past the junction in ./j, then by a brass tube into the funnel-shaped

passage FF, then downward through numerous holes near the edge of

pPf and so on, as the arrows show, under ////, upward through the ver-

tical brass tube ^j, which touches the enclosing brass tube U only near the

ends of the latter, past the other copper-German silver junction within

J2, past the bulb of TT,, thence out by means of a rubber tube to the lower

part of the jacket KK, around and upward through this jacket to the

main outlet at 0. The jacket has a supplementary outlet at S ; and the

water from both outlets is collected and weighed below.

Leading upward from the apex of the funnel FF is a small tube,

w, through which a slight waste flow of water is maintained in order to

carry off air-bubbles from FF. Two openings in the top of the water
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jacket give escape for air, and allow the use of thermometers for taking

the temperature of the water in the jacket.

This water flows over as well as around the enclosed apparatus. The
opening in the double top of the jacket, through which extend the tubes

shown above Jx and J2 in Figure 2, is about 7.5 cm. by 2.5 cm. Below

Ji and J.2, down to the hard rubber ring h h, the tubes and funnel were

thickly wrapped with cotton to lessen radiation between these parts and

the jacket. The space between h h and h'h', as well as that around and

below hHi', was carefully and fully packed with the same material.

Figure 2 shows two fine copper wires leading out from the coating C,

and passing through holes in the hard rubber ring h h, where they are held

in place by means of hard rubber plugs, k^ and X-o, with soft rubber pack-

ing. There are, in fact, see Figure A, p. 290, thirteen such wires, 0.018 cm.

in diameter, attached to C by electrolytic deposit of copper by a process

sufficiently described in the article referred to in the beginning of this

paper. Wire no. 13 is attached at the centre of C ; nos. 3, 6, 9, and 12

are attached symmetrically about 2 cm. from the centre ; nos. 2, 5, 8, and

11, symmetrically about 3.2 cm. from the centre; nos. 1, 4, 7, 10, sym-

metrically about 4.4 cm. from the centre. Similar wires, nos. l'-13', are

similarly attached to the coating C, no. 1' being immediately beneath

no. 1, no. 2' immediately beneath no. 2, etc. These wires pass through the

ring h'h' exactly as nos. 1-13 pass through the ring /^A. To prevent

deposit of copper upon the free parts of the wires during the process of

attachment, and to prevent illegitimate metallic contacts between the

wires and the coatings C and C during the experiments on conduction,

the wires were coated with shellac between the points of attachment to

the coatings and the places of exit through the hard rubber rings. Out-

side the rings each wire was led to a point on a wooden platform, where

it was, by means of a screw and copper washers, held in firm copper con-

nection with a larger copper wire. The twenty-six larger wires thus

brought into connection led to a like number of small mercury wells in

a board j^laced at some distance from the apparatus shown in Figure 2.

Determination of the Difference of Temperature of

THE Two Faces of the Disk.

The mercury wells were so arranged that by means of copper con-

nectors reaching from one well to another any point of junction on the

upper coating of the iron disk could be thrown into circuit with the cor-

responding point on the under coating and with an astatic galvanometer.
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Care was taken to make the thirteen circuits which could be, one at

a time, thus formed very nearly equal in resistance. It was possible to

use such copper connectors between the mercury wells as to throw all

the wires leading from the upper coating of the disk into multii)le arc

with each other, and all those leading from the lower coating into multiple

arc with each other, and to connect the two sets of wires in one circuit

with the galvanometer. The latter mode of connection was finally used

in the conductivity experiments ; but certain preliminary observations with

the single circuits were made in order to find whether the various pairs

of junctions on the disk were enougli alike in performance to justify con-

necting them in multiple. Tiie method of testing was to run a stream

of water at constant temperature through the apparatus on the under

side of the disk, and another stream at a different constant temperature

through on the upper side of the disk, and to note the galvanometer

deflections obtained from each of the pairs of junctions in turn. The

following table shows the result of the observations :
—

Deflections.

Junctions.

13 and 13'

1 and 1'

4 and 4'

7 and V
10 and 10'

2 and 2'

5 and 5'

8 and 8'

11 and 11'

Oct. 23.

4.91

5.31

5.08

4.93

4.71

5.06

5.03

4.76

4.66

Oct 26.

4.38

4.70

4.70

4.47

4.33

Oct. 26.

4.46

4.90 4.87

4.78 4.70

4.55 4.56

4.53 4.40

4.51

4.63

4.40

4.30

Nov 3.

4.86

5.25

5.20

4.80

4.75

5 15

5.06

4.75

4.76

Nov. 3.

4.74

5.19

5.00

4.60

4.55

5.05

5.00

4.68

4.68

Mean.

4.67

5.10]

4.95
'

4.69

4.59

)>4.83

4.89]

4-88 I ^„
4.61,^^-^^

4.55
I

3 and 3'

6 and 6'

9 and 9'

12 and 12'

4.90

4.70

4.66

4.60

4.67

4.67

4.40

4.33

4.59

4.59

4.40

4.35

5.02

4.99

4.76

4.65

4.98

4.98

4.70

4.70

4.83
]

4.79
'

4.58

4.53
j

}^4.68

An examination of this table, in connection with Figure A, leads to the

conclusion that the mean difference of temperature between the two sides

of the disk increases from the centre to the circumference about 3 per

cent. It appears, too, that the mean difference of temperature between

top and bottom is greater along the radius 1-2-3-13 than along the

VOL XXXIV.— 19
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radius 4-5-6-13, greater along the latter than along 7-8-9-13, greater

along the last than along 10-11—12-13. The mean difference of tem-

perature along 1-13 apparently exceeded that along 10-13 about 6 per

Figure A.

cent. A partial explanation of this difference probably is that, on one

face or the other of the disk, the flow of water was freer in the region

1-13-4 than in the region 7-13-10. This inequality of flow might be

caused by a slight tilting of HH ox of NH' (Fig. 2).

Two short sets of observations were made to compare the deflections

given by all the pairs of junctions in multiple with the mean of the

deflections given by the pairs used separately. The pair 5-5' was now

found defective, and was omitted from the comparison. The results,

after allowance for the smaller resistance of the multiple arc, were as

follows :
—

Nov.

The test of November 20 was the more careful of the two; but even

in this test the difference between the ratio found, 1.014, and unity, was

within the possible limits of error of observation.

The tests which have been described were considered to justify using

the junctions in multiple and treating the current obtained from the

combination as representing the mean thermo-electromotive force of the
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whole disk, and therefore the mean difference of temperature of the two

faces of the iron. There is doubtless some inaccuracy in this conclusion.

Strictly, somewhat greater weight should be given to the indications from

the outer circle of junctions than to those from junctions nearer the centre ;

for an inspection of Figure A will show that each of the outer junctions

represents a somewhat greater area than one of the inner junctions.

The multiple arc method of operation makes no allowance for this fact,

but the error from this cause was probably very small. It is to be ob-

served, moreover, that an error of 1%, for example, in the absolute

value of the thermal conductivity of a particular piece of iron is of no

great consequence in the present state of investigation, provided the

change of conductivity with change of temperature can be determined

with some degree of accuracy.

Before the experiments upon conductivity were made, a number of the

fine wires leading from the faces of the disk having failed, a complete

new set of wires, from the same piece as the first set, was put in by the

same method and in the same positions as before. The apparatus was

then set up once more, in its former condition as nearly as possible.

The strength of the electric current coming from the disk was meas-

ured bj' means of an astatic galvanometer, the sensitiveness, or figure of

merit, of which was determined frequently by sending through it a known

fraction of a current measured by a good tangent galvanometer. The
resistance of the circuit containing the disk and the galvanometer being

known, the thermo-electromotive force producing |he current from the

disk was found. But before this e. m. f. could be translated into differ-

ence of temperature between faces of the iron, it was necessary to deter-

mine by experiment the e. m. f. arising from some known difference of

temperature between two junctions made of copper and of iron like the

iron of the disk. For this test a piece about 10 cm. long and 0.16 cm.

in diameter was cut from the same slab of cast iron from which the disk

had been taken ; and to each end of this slender bar a copper wire, from

the same piece as the wires attached to the coatings of the disk, was

fixed by electrolytic deposit of copper. The bar was set in a hard rub-

ber holder, about 2.5 cm. projecting at each end, and the whole was

mounted between two brass tubes in such a way (see Fig. 4) that water

flowing through either tube would flow over one end of the bar. Thus

water entering at Ai ran past the bulb of the thermometer 7\ along the

end /i of the iron, and out at Ei. An alternative exit for the water is

indicated by the dotted lines below I^. A coating of shellac was used to

protect the iron and the copper from the chemical action of the water.
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In order to eliminate various sources of i^ossible error, including espe-

cially disagreement of the two thermometers, sets of observations were

made iu pairs, the stream entering at Ai being warmer than the other in

the first set of observations and colder than the other iu the following

set. The ditference of temperature was usually between 5° and 10° C.

Some doubt was felt at first as to whether the ends of the bar would

have the same difference of temperature as the thermometers. It is evi-

dent that use of exits £Ji and j^o, whereby the streams were made to flow

a considerable distance along the bar, would be more effective than the

use of the dotted exits. The latter were used upon occasion, with the

idea that, if they gave about the same effect as £i and SJ2, the latter

could be regarded as satisfactory. The dotted exits gave a result some

four or five per cent less than that given by the other exits. It ap-

peared unlikely that any considerable error would be made in assuming

that, when J^i and iJ.. were used, the difference of temperature of the

ends of the bar was the same as the difference of temperature of the

thermometers.

It will be observed, however, that the iron bar used in this test was

like a piece cut parallel to a certain diameter of tlie disk, not parallel to

the thickness of the disk. It was a matter of very grave doubt whether

the thermo-electric quality of the bar, taken lengthwise, could be re-

garded as identical with the thermo-electric rpuxlity of the disk taken

thickness-wise. It was the latter quality that came into play in the con-

ductivity experiment^ ; and some way of determining it was to be found.

The method which was finally adopted is described in Appendix I. of

this paper. It showed that scarcely an appreciable error would have

been made by using the results obtained from the first method, above

described.

With the information thus obtained it was easy to calculate with con-

siderable accuracy the difference ii» temperature of the two faces of the

iron disk iu the conductivity experiments, the indications of the astatic

galvanometer being readily interpreted. The deflections of the galva-

nometer, upon reversal of the current, were usually about 9 cm. ; and

the difference of temperature of the faces of tlie iron was usually rather

more than 1° C. The difference of temperature of the streams, above

and below the disk, was usually about 8° C.
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Determination op the Difference op Temperature of the Ingo-

ing AND OuTCOMING WaTER AT THE ChAMBEK ABOVE THE DlSK.

The method of making this measurement has already been indicated.

Two copper-German silver junctions, each like that shown in Figure 3,

were used, one at Jx in Figure 2, the other at J^ in the same figure. The

German silver wire used, about 0.015 cm. in diameter, was continuous

from /i, Figure'3, to the corresponding junction in the other plug. Its

length was perhaps 30 cm. The fine copper wire, 0.018 cm. in diameter

(from the same piece as the wires attached to the coatings of the disk),

leading from t/j, Figure 3, did not extend completely through the hard

rubber plug, or holder, but was soldered carefully, some distance from

the outer end of the plug, to a larger copper wire, which led off toward

an astatic galvanometer. The arrangement of copper wires at the other

plug was quite similar. The fine wires of each junction were coated

thinly with shellac.

The two copper-German silver junctions thus described, or similar

ones,* were tested, or " calibrated," by means of streams of water, of a

known difference of temperature, flowing past the junctions according to

the arrows in Figure 3. The ditierence of temperature of the streams was

found by means of the same pair of thermometers that are indicated in

* In accorrlance with my advice, I\Ir. A3Tes made 07ily such experiments in the

calibration of liis copper-German silver junctions as to show that their performance

differed but little from that of similar junctions used previously by myself. After

this, in all his calculations of the conductivity, he took his values of the thermo

e. m. f. of copper-German silver from Figure 8 of my previous paper, already re-

ferred to, "On the Conductivity of Mild Steel." In preparing the present paper,

I

have had some misgivings as to the accuracy of these values, and therefore in

October, 1898, I made more experiments upon a pair of junctions quite similar to

those used by Mr. Ayres. Tlie results are given in the second column below.

The third column gives values, for the same temperatures, taken from the figure

used by Mr. Ayres :
—

Mean Temn Electromotive Force, in Volts, per I'' C. DifiFerence of
Temperature of Junctions.

20° 3 .00001743 .00001732

37°.9 .00001826 .000018.30

58°.2 .00001944 .00001942

From the old observations and the new combined a curve representing the ther-

mo e. m. f. at temperatures ranging from 15° to 65° was constructed, and the values

of the conductivity found by Mr. Ayres were revised accordingly. The resulting

changes of conductivity were slight, but they had considerable effect upon the

estimated temperature coefficient of conductivity.— E. H. II.
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Figure 4, and the same method of alternating the hotter and cooler streams

was used here that was used in the test of the copper-iron junctions.

The difference of temperature of the streams in the calibration tests was

usually about 4° or 5° C.

In the conductivity experiments proper, the usual difference of temper-

ature of the copper-German silver junctions, the usual difference of tem-

perature, that is, of the ingoing and outgoing water, was probably rather

more than 0°.5 C.

The Flow of Water.

The method of controlling and heating the streams of water was

essentially the same as that described in the previous paper,* and illus-

trated in Figure 5 of that paper. Powerful gas-burners, of a type

manufactured by the Buffalo Dental Comijany and expressly intended

for heating streams of water, were used. Each stream flowed through the

conduction apparatus from the base of an overflowing standpipe, which

device answered the double purpose of insuring a constant flow, and

allowing air bubbles to escajie from the water before reaching points

where they would do harm. A supplementary air-vent was provided

for the upper stream near its entrance at A, Figure 2.

The stream which flowed above the disk, the only one upon which

careful measurements were made, ran into a covered barrel standing

upon a platform balance. The time of flow was noted, and the amount

of water accumulating in the barrel during that time was determined by

weighing. The rate of delivery of the stream ranged, during the whole

course of the investigation, from about 15 grams per second to about

25 grams per second. The stream flowing beneath the disk was of the

same order of magnitude.

Results and Discussion.

A (ew sets of observations were made at low temperatures without the

use of the jacket. A few others were made at various temperatures with

use of jacket, but without the cotton packing within and below it. These

observations were preliminary, and none of them will be used in dedu-

cing the final results. The detailed results of subsequent observations,

made with jacket and cotton packing in use, are given below in chrono-

logical order. None are omitted, although some are placed in brackets

for reasons to be given later.

* Tliese Proceedings, Vol. XXXI., 1896.
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The " meau temperature " is the mean between the temperature of the

upper stream upon entering the apparatus (as indicated by the ther-

mometer Ti in Fig. 2), and the lower stream upon leaving * the apparatus.

Neither of these temperatures was taken with great accuracy, aud any

one of the mean temperatures given may be wrong to the extent of 0°.5,

Date, 1897.
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variation of the specific heat of water with variation of temperature, this

specific heat being called 1 for every temperature used. This inaccuracy

will be referred to again.

These figures show a considerable range of temperature, and from

them it should be possible to derive an approximate value at least of the

temperature coefficient of K. The numbers given in brackets, however,

will not be used for this purpose. The numbers for July 1, 2, and 8

exhibit great differences between Ki and iu, and also between the values

of K. On those days, and those only, the pair of copper-German silver

junctions, used to determine the change of temperature of the upper

stream, were covered with shellac melted on. The coating thus obtained

was too thick, so that the junctions did not take the temperature of the

water with sutficient readiness. There are in the table above given

other values of K obtained at temperatures not very different from

those at which these rejected values were found. The values obtained

for K ai all temperatures above 70° differ much among themselves; but

it hardly seems best to reject them altogether in the attempt to arrive

at an approximate value of the temperature coefficient of K. The great

variation observed among them was probably due to unsteadiness of

temperature of the water streams when very hot, or to possible impair-

ment by the hot water of the shellac coating on the copper-German

silver junctions.

All the values of K not contained within the bracketed lines will be

used in some fashion in estimating the temperature coefficient ; but they

will be used in two divisions, one for May and June, the other for July

and August. The reason for this division is that on August 5 some of

the lines of wire leading from the copper coatings on the iron disk were

found to be out of condition. The pairs of wires affected were 1, 2, 11,

and 12, the other nine pairs remaining in good condition. When this

partial breakdown began it is impossible to determine ; June 30 was

the last date on which all the pairs of wires were known to be in good

order. It has been shown in the early part of this paper that each pair

of wires gave about the same effect as any other pair ; therefore, as all

were joined in multiple, the failure of a few of them should affect the

total current but little, the resistance of the remaining pairs being but a

small part of the total resistance of the circuit. The failing pairs lay,

one in the outermost circle, two in the next, and one in the next. It

appears, from a comparison of the values of K obtained near 21° and

near 39° in May and June with the values obtained near 28° in July

and August, that the impairment of the wires or some other unknown
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cause made the later values at a given temperature about one per cent

greater than they would have been had they been obtained at the same

temperature in May or June. In these earlier months sets of observa-

tions were made at various temperatures from near 20° to near 75°. In

July and August sets near 28° were intermingled with sets near 57°. It

is possible, therefore, to make for each period an independent determina-

tion of the temperature coefficient of K.

We have from the May and June division :
—

Date.
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The single set of observations, made July 30, at a temperature near

75° is hardly worth taking into account here, the uncertainty of observa-

tions at such a temperature being great, as we have seen.

According to the evidence thus far we have, from the May and June

observations.

at 20°.

9
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The difference between the value of^ found for 20°.9 and that found

for 38°. 9 is so slight that very little importance can be attached to it, in

view of the much greater differences between successive measurements

of K at or near any one temperature. Making the formal calculation,

however, from these values as they stand, we get, as the temperature co-

efficient of K between 20°.9 and 38°.9,

0.1494— 0.1485 ^ ^^^„„— —0.00033.
0.1494(38.9 — 20.9)

Taking the mean of 20°.9 and 38°.9 and the mean of 0.1494 and 0.1485,

we have, at 29°. 9, A'= 0.1490. Taking this as a starting point, we

find, for the tempeiature coefiicieut of iiT between 29°.9 and 56°.2,

0.1490-0.1453
__o.ooo94.

-0.00064.

0.1490(56.2 — 29.9)

Similarly, we find between 29°.9 and 74°.7,

0.1490 — 0.1447 _
0.1490 (74.7-29.9;""

So much for the IMay and June numbers.

From the July and August numbers we get, between 27°.6 and 56°.8,

0.1505—0.1458
= —0.000107.

0.1505(56.8 — 27.6)

The mean of all these estimates of the temperature coefficient of K is

—0.00075, according to which the thermal conductivity of the cast iron

disk diminishes about 1% for each 18°.3 rise of temperature within the

limits of the observations above recorded. According to experiments

described in Appendix 11. following this paper, the temperature coefficient

of electrical conductivity of the same cast iron, between 17° and 67°,

is —0.00118; which means that the electrical conductivity between

these limits diminishes at the rate of 1 % for each 8.°5 rise of tempera-

ture. At one time during the preparation of this paper it appeared that

the two temperature coefficients were very nearly equal. This led to a

more careful examination of the evidence than had been made before,

and a repetition of certain measurements, with the result given above.

It may yet be that the two coefficients are equal. Where both are so

small the question of equality or inequality is difficult to settle, although
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a new series of experiments with same cast iron disk would probably

give results much more concordant than those set down in this paper. In

wrought iron the temperature coefficient of electrical conductivity is

much greater than in cast iron, and if the tempei*ature coefficient of

thermal conductivity is correspondingly large in wrought iron, fairly ac-

curate measurements of this latter coefficient should be attainable with

this material. A disk of wrought iron will probably be put to the test

before long. The disk of mild steel used in the experiments described

in a preceding paper was very like wrought iron in many respects ; but

it has already been stated, in the first part of this paper, that the experi-

ments with this disk were not entirely satisfactory, the disk itself and its

copper coverings being too thin for the best effect.

The experiments of this paper have given a larger value of K, for the

piece of cast iron dealt with, than was expected. It is much larger than

the value, about 0.105, found some years ago for two specimens of cast

iron near 115°C. by one of the authors * of this paper, using the method

of Forbes. It is much larger than the values found by Kohlrausch and

by AViedemann and Franz for soft steel near 15°. Nevertheless, there

seems to be no good reason for doubting the substantial accuracy of the

value of K found in this paper. The most novel, and perhaps the most

doubtful, feature of the method here described is the use of the iron

itself as part of a thermo-electric element. How carefully the thermo-

electric behavior of the iron with respect to copper has been considered

will be apparent to the reader of Appendix I.

Another subject of possible doubt is the amount of error caused by

neglect of radiation or convection between the water jacket, Figure 2, and

the apparatus surrounded by it. The value found for K is affected, 1st,

by such interaction as occurs between the jacket and the disk ; 2d, by

that between the jacket and those surfaces which lie above the disk and

below Jx and J<,_. The mean temperature of the curved surface of the

disk was probably four or five degrees below the temperature of the

jacket when the warm stream ran above, and nearly an equal amount

above that of the disk when the cold stream ran above. The area of

this surface between the two hard rubber rings h h and //// was about

50 sq. cm. Preston, "Theory of Heat," p. 4G1, gives, as found by McFar-

lane for a blackened sphere suspended within a water jacket 5° cooler

than itself, ^''heaf. emitted per second, per degree difference of temperature^

* E. H. Hall, in these Proceedings, 1892, p. 202.
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per square centimeter in water-gram units " equals 0.000252. Assum-

ing this rate of emission or absorption for each of the 50 sq. cm. of the

curved surface of the disk, we should get for the passage of lieat per

second 50 X 0.000252 X 5 = 0.0G3 units. The heat passii.g per second

through the disk from face to face was usually about one hundred times

as much as this. If we as&ume, for the moment, that the passage of heat

through the curved surface of the disk is equal to 1 % of that which Hows

from face to face, we may thereupon reason as follows. When the warmer

stream flows above the disk, the disk takes in heat from the jacket, and

the total amount passing out through the lower face of the disk exceeds

by 1% the amount flowing in at the upper face. The inflow at the

curved surface distorts the isothermals and lines of flow within the disk

in such a way that, with a given difference of temperature between the

faces, the flow from fixce to face, which is equal to the inflow at the upper

face, is less than it would be if the flow within the disk were adiabatic,

that is, if there were no inflow at the curved surface. On the other

hand, the outflow at tlie lower face is greater than the adiabatic flow

from face to face would be. We may conclude that, under the conditions

assumed, the actual inflow at the upper face is about 0.5% less than the

adiabatic flow would be with like temperatures at the faces, and that the

outflow at the lower face is about 0.5% greater than the adiabatic flow

would be. Our method of calculating ^assumes adiabatic flow, while

our observations give us the inflow at the upper surface. Accordingly,

under the conditions here assumed, the value obtained for K would be

about 0.5% too small. A similar error, in the same direction, would be

made with the colder stream flowing above the disk, so that we could

not eliminate it by combining two sets of observations. In fact, however,

the assumption that the rate of transmission at each square centimeter

of the curved surface of the disk, thickly wrapped with cotton, is the same

as that found by McFarlane for a bare blackened surface of copper,

gives a very large overestimate of the possible error from this source.

Turning now to the surfaces between the top of the disk and the parts

Ji, Jo, Figure 2, we find the area of these surfaces to be about 300 sq.

cm. No systematic observations of the temperature of the jacket were

kept during the experiments of which this paper gives an account, but

from previous observations it appears probable that the mean tempera-

ture of the jacket was about 1° C. lower than the temperature of the

parts which we are now considering, when the warmer stream ran

above, and 0°.5 or less higher than the temperature of these parts when

the colder stream ran above. Assuming the difference of temperature
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to have been 1° C, and assuming, for the moment, the same rate of sur-

face transmission which we have used above, we get, as the amount of

heat passing per second between the parts considered and the jacket,

300 X 0.000252 = 0.0756 units. This is, jjerhaps, rather more than

1% of the heat carried from face to face through the disk, and if it were

a fair estimate of the actual transmission between the jacket and the

surfaces considered, the neglect of this transmission would make K, as

calculated, about 1 % too large. This error would not be eliminated by

combining sets of observations, some with the warmer stream above, and

some with the colder stream above. But in this estimate, as in that

relating to the action at the curved surface of the disk, the rate of

transmission assumed is no doubt much too large, the surfaces enclosed

by the jacket being, for the most part, well wrapped with cotton.

It seems, therefore, unlikely that any considerable error was made

by neglecting the intercliange of heat between the water jacket and the

apparatus within it.

There is little doubt that much more concordant values of K than

those given in this pa])er can be obtained by a somewhat more careful

control of the temperature of the water, and by making each set of

observations longer than the sets, often very brief, which were made in

the investigation which has here been described.

Summary.

The thermal conductivity of the cast iron used is about 0.1490 at

30° C. The temperature coefficient of thermal conductivity, if Winkel-

mann's rule for the change of specific heat of water with temperature is

correct, appears to be about —0.00075 between 20° and 75°, so that

a rise of about 13° C. corresponds to a fall of \% in conductivity.

If the change of specific heat of water between 30° and the higher

temjjeratures up to 75° were neglected, the value found for the temper-

ature coefficient would be about —0.0010.

The electric conductivity of this cast iron is about 112,200 in c. g. s.

units. (See Appendix II.)

The temperature coefficient of its electric conductivity between 17° and

67° is about —0.00118.

The method used appears to be capable of giving better results than

have yet been obtained by it.
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APPENDIX I.

Measurement of the Thermo-Electric Quality op

Short Iron Bars.

"When it became necessary to determine, relatively to copper, the

thermo-electric quality of the cast iron disk thickness-wise, the problem

appeared to be one of some difficulty. The thickness of the disk was

about 1.8 cm. The thickness of the slab from which the disk had been

taken was such that bars 2 cm. long could be cut from it thickness-wise;

but to make satisfactory thermo-electric measurements upon a single bar

of this length appeared to be impracticable. The device of putting a

number of such bars end to end, so as to make a column of considerable

length, and placing this column lengthwise between two blocks of copper

of different temperatures, seemed a hopeful one; but it had to be put

to the proof before it could be used with confidence.

Accordingly a very soft magnet core rod, about 0.16 cm. in diameter,

was taken, and from it were cut one piece 15 cm. long and ten pieces

each 2 cm. long. Copper wires were soldered to the ends of the 15 cm.

piece, and this piece was then mounted very much as the piece I^L is

mounted in Figure 4. The parts exposed to the streams were now, how-

ever, some 5 cm. long, about twice as long as the exposed parts in sim-

ilar preceding tests. A thin coating of paraffine was now used to protect

these parts from the chemical action of the water.

The ten 2 cm. pieces, after being carefully cleaned and polished at the

end surfaces, were placed end to end in a wooden tube, which in all its

dimensions was much like the wood of a common pencil from which the

graphite has been taken out. The iron, corresponding in position to the

graphite of a pencil, projected from the wood about 0.2 cm. at each end.

RR in Figure 5 (Plate II) shows in diagonal lines a section of the

wooden tube, or rod, the iron witliin being indicated by a heavy black

line ; the scale of the figure is \. Water jackets, ^ and J^ in Figure 5,

surrounded R R for the greater part of its length. The iron column

projecting from RR was pressed between two copper blocks B^ B^ and

B^ B^, through which flowed streams of water at any temperature re-

quired. The pressure was applied by means of a wooden plunger p, sup-

ported in the block 5, and pushed against ^2 -^2 by ^ fairly constant force.

The blocks B^ B^ and B^ B„ were of the same diameter as the jackets ji

and J2, and all of these objects rested in a slot cut lengthwise in a piece
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of hard wood. S, S, S, in the figure, are parts of this wooden support

which would have been cut through by a vertical longitudinal section

through the middle of the apparatus. Certain edges of the support which

do not form part of the section shown are indicated in the figure by

light dotted lines. Behind, to the left of, the block Bi B^^ is shown a

copper wire TFj, about 0.1 cm. in diameter, which extends through the

centre of a wooden rod r and bears against Bi B^, thus making a back-

stop for the pressure exerted at the other end of the apparatus. From
the block B^ B.2 another copper wire, W^, held in firm contact with Bo B,,

leads away. The wires Wi and W2 are parts of the thermo-electric cir-

cuit of the apparatus, and are in metallic connection with the terminals

of a galvanometer. B^ Bi is provided with a water jacket Ji J^, the

construction of which is indicated by certain lines in Figure 5 and in

Figures 6, 7, and 8. Thus, Figure 6 shows a vertical cross-section

through Ji Jx near the left end of ^1 B^, the dotted lines indicating cer-

tain edges not lying in this section. Figure 7 shows a vertical cross-

section through t/i ^1, through B^B-^. and through the thermometer T^

(Fig. 5). Figure 8 shows a horizontal section through J^ J^ and Bi By.

The block B2 B2 is protected by a jacket quite similar to Ji J^. Wads of

cotton were used to protect certain parts of each block which were not

covered by the jackets.

The course of the water through the apparatus is indicated by arrows.

Thus, at the left hand the streams enters at A^ passes down along the

bulb of Ti through B^ i?i, thence by a rubber tube, longer in fact than

in the figure, to J\J\^ thence by another rubber tube to j^-, and out at

E]^. The flow of the right hand stream is strictly analogous. Each

stream usually carried 20 or more grams of water per second. The
thermometers T-^ and To were the same that were used with the 15 cm.

bar of iron and in previous tests of thermo-electric junctions. Sets of

observations at a given mean temperature were made in pairs, one set

having T^ the warmer, the other set having To the warmer.

It was necessary to give careful attention to the electrical resistance of

the column of short iron bars ; for it could not be safely assumed that

this resistance would be either small or constant. It was found, naturally,

to depend somewhat upon the magnitude of the pressure applied at the

ends of the column. In the experiments upon soft iron which we are

just now considering, the pressure was exerted by means of a compressed

piece of india-rubber tubing, not shown in Figure 5. In later experi-

ments, with cast iron, it was applied through a lever as in Figure 5,

the force F being exerted upon the end of the lever by means of a
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spring balance at a point too far down to be shown in place. "With the

rubber tube in use the pressure against the end of the column was per-

haps 1.8 kilograms. When the lever and balance were used, it was some-

times about three kilograms and sometimes less.

The various jacketing and protecting devices shown in Figure 5 were

not all used at first, and in the early experiments on soft iron the e. m. f.

obtained from the column of short bars was several per cent less than

that obtained from the 15 cm. soldered bar, with a given difference of

temperature between the two thermometers. This discrepancy gradually

diminished as the method of experimentation was improved, until at last

it became little or nothing, as the following numbers, obtained with the

system of jacketing shown in Figure 5, will testify.
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upon one of the ends may break altogether the electric circuit of which

the column of bars should form a part. In later work it seemed better

to rub the ends with fine emery paper, and then wipe them upon smooth

hard-finished paper to remove adhering particles of dust.

Bars 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19, and 23, the numbers indicating their

order from one end toward the other of the slice from which they had

been cut, were placed in the order just given, end to end in the appar-

atus shown by Figure 5. The resistance of the column, which in the

case of soft iron bars had been about 2 ohms under a pressure of 1.8

kgm., was now found to be surprisingly large. It diminished with in-

crease of pressure, but even with a pressure of 3 kgm. was at first, June

30, about 16.5 ohms. Under a nearly continuous application of this

pressure it gradually grew less, until, on July 2, it was about 5 ohms,

after which it changed but little, although it appeared to be somewhat

greater on July 4.

With this set of bars, and with the method already described, the follow-

ing results were obtained :
—

Date. P'? °^ "^^^P- Mean Temp. E. m. f. in Volts per Degree,
between Lads. "^ r o

June 30, 1898, 9°.84 29°.3 ) .00000549 1 ......,,

July 4, " 10°.21 30Mr--' .00000549 P^^^^^^*^
" « " 11°.97 45°. 2 .00000593

" 2, " 13°.40 C3°.2) •^00^0^491

" 4, « 15M3 63°.0i^^-^ .00000043 r^^^^^^^*^

On November 4, 1898, observations were made in the same way with

ten cast iron bars taken from the same set as those used in June and

July ; whether the same bars or not, could not be told. The result was :

Date. Diff. of Temp. Mean Temp. E. m. f. per Degree.

Nov. 4 10°.24 29°.7 .00000550

It should be remembered that the end to end method of experimenta-

tion with short bars of cast iron was adopted because of a doubt as to

the availability of the thermo-electric test made by a different method on

a 10 cm. bar cut crosswise from the cast iron slab. This earlier method

had given :
—

Mean Temp. E. m. f. per Degree.

14° .00000507

18°.6 .00000518

40°.6 .00000576

63°.3 .00000647
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A comparison of these results with those obtained by the end to end

method with short bars, cut thickness-wise from the shib, shows that the

two methods gave almost identical results. Of course, it is possible that

the bars used in the two methods differed considerably in thermo-electric

quality, and that some error in one or the other method compensated for

and obscured this difference of quality ; but it is much more reasonable

to conclude that the slab from which all of the bars were cut had practi-

cally the same thermo-electric quality crosswise as thickness-wise, and

that the accuracy of each method of testing this quality is affirmed by its

concordance in results with the other method. The results of both

methods were used for plotting a line from which values of the copper-

iron thermo e. m. f. could be derived for purposes of interpolation. This

line is a curve ascending with increase of temperature, and slightly con-

cave upward. The divergence of this line from true rectitude is prob-

ably not very significant. There is in the corresponding curve for the

thermo e. m. f. of the copper-German silver junctions, described in

the preceding pages, a divergence of about the same relative amount in

the same direction. It is possible that this peculiarity of both lines is

due to some idiosyncrasy of the thermometers used in the thermo-electric

tests. The same thermometers were used in all these tests ; and tliere-

fore, as the method of calculation of conductivity involved the ratio of

tlie e. m. f. of copper-iron and copper-German silver, no final error as

to conductivity results from any small imperfections of these thermom-

eters. E. H. II.

APPENDIX II.

Measurement of Electric Conductivity of the Cast Iron.

One of the 2 cm. bars described in Appendix I. was used for this

determination. Four copper wires were attached to this bar by elec-

trolytic deposit of copper. Two of the wires were about 0.08 cm. in

diameter ; these were attached to the flat ends of the bar, and served to

carry in and out an electric current of about 0.25 ampere. The other

two wires were much finer, about 0.018 cm. in diameter; these were at-

tached at two points about 1.7 cm. apart, each being about 0.15 cm. from

one end of the bai", and were used for making connection with a poten-

tiometer. The bar was submerged in oil during the measurements.

The temperature of the oil was controlled by water flowing through
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a lead tube bent into solenoidal form. The bar was placed horizontal

within the solenoid, the axis of which was vertical.

The electrical resistance in absolute c. g. s. measure was about 112,200

at 17°. 4.

From the observation of September 20, 1898, the temperature-coefRcient

of conductivity between 20°.9 and 61°.2 appeared to be —0.00120. The

observations of September 27, between 17°.4 and 67°. 4, gave —0.00116.

We may take the mean, —0.00118. In both cases the coefficient was

calculated by the formula

C e-ffi
' Cond. at high temp. — cond. at low temp,

Cond. at low temp. X (high temp. — low temp.)

without reference to 0°.

E. H. H.
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It is evident that, in an optical examination of monoclinic minerals

with coincident optical and crystallographic planes of symmetry, the

angle of extinction on (010) is a highly important datum, for it is indis-

pensable to a knowledge of the shape and orientation of the ellipsoid of

elasticity. The difficulty of preparing sections in the plane of symmetry

of amphiboles and pyroxenes, and the practical impossibility of doing so

in the case of very small crystals, lead the student of these species to

revert to those good natural sections, cleavage plates, and inquire as to

the relation subsisting between the extinction on sections parallel to (010)

and that on prismatic cleavage flakes. This relation is not simple, and

it was long ago demonstrated that, accepting Fresnel's optical theorem,

the extinction on (110) is dependent in a complex way on the angle of

extinction on (010) and on the optical angle. Michel Levy made it clear

that, for pyroxenes, the extinction on (110) would always be less than

on (OlO), since the latter is the maximum possible value of extinction

read against cleavage cracks on any section in the vertical zone. On
the otlier hand, it was shown for the negative amphiboles that among
the infinite number of possible sections made by a plane revolving in

the vertical zone from (010) to (100), there is one which has the highest

value of extinction in that zone, and that this value decreases as the

revolving plane moves toward (010) or (100).* It is interesting to

determine whether an amphibole with this property of showing a max-
imum of extinction for positions of the rotating plane between (010)
and (100) could have an extinction-angle on (110) greater than that on

* Fouque and Michel Levy, Mineralogie Micrographique, p. 368.
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(010). It seems to have been taken for granted by some writers that

this is not true.*

It is the object of this paper to make a systematic statement of the

relation between the extinction on (110) and on (010), and to indicate

under what conditions the former may be used to determine the latter.

First, there will be deduced a formula to express the extinction on any

plane of the vertical zone when the optical angle 2 Fand p, the angle of

extinction on (010), are known, and a graphic representation of possible

extinctions in that zone will be attempted. Then specific tables will be

introduced to show how 2 V, p, and 6' are related for any variety of

pyroxene or negative amphibole, where 6' represents the extinction on a

cleavage plate of that variety. Secondly, a method is proposed for the

determination of p by means of 6' and a new angle of extinction, 6",

found after turning the cleavage piece through a certain angle about the

vertical axis.

Figure 1

In Figure 1, let ECB be the plane of symmetry of any monocHnic

crystal characterized by parallelism between (010) and the optical plane.

Let E C G hQ any plane in the vertical zone cutting the plane of sym-

* Rosenbusch, Physiographie der petrographisch wichtigen Mineralien, 3te

Auflage, 1892, p. 550. Zirkel, Lehrbuch der Petrographie, 2te Aufl., Bd. I. p. 302.
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metry in C E, and B C G a, plane cutting the vertical zone at right

angles. Let P represent the vertical crystallographic axis, D the

direction of extinction on (010), A (9 and B the optic axes. Let 0'
P^

be the rectangular projection of P on B C G, 0' representing the sim-

ilar projection of on B G. Further, let O'D' be the direction of

extinction on BOG, and A' (/ and B' 0' respectively the lines of inter-

section of the planes A 0' and BOO' with the plane B C G. Let

the angle B C B' ^ C, ZP A = a, ZP B = /3, ZP'O'A' = a',

ZP'd'B' = /3'. We have also ZP'O'B' = 6 and ZPOB^p.
This construction represents an application of Fresnel's fundamental

law that, for a biaxial mineral, the direction of extinction in any section

is found by taking the intersection of the plane of the section with that

which bisects the angle between the two planes respectively containing

an optic axis and the line (ray of light), perpendicular to the section.

It follows that

a + ^ a — ft

and 6 =

tan a =

tan/3 =

2 2

2

tan a

cos G '

tan^'

(1) tan 2 p =

cos O

tan a — tan /?

1 + tan a tan /3
'

(2) tan2^=,^^"'"^-/""^>"l^.
^ ^

1 + tana tan ^' cos^ O

Equation (2) is a special case of Michel Levy's general formula on

page 65 of the " Mineralogie Micrographique," and also of the new for-

mula by Cesaro for expressing the extinction on any face of a zone.*

The mathematical treatment of these expressions shows that, as the sec-

tion moves continuously from the position (010) to the position (100),

it will pass through an intermediate position of maximum extinction if

the angle 2 F be less than 90°, or the angle (a + /3) greater than 90°.

Thus, has a maximum when cos c = .f This is true of
V tan a tan ft

* Me'moires de TAcademie Royale des Sciences, etc. de Belgique, 1895, Vol. LIV,
p. 26. Kef. in Zeit. fiir Kryst., etc., 1897, p. 181.

1 The position of tiie section where an extinction may be observed between
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all amphiboles so far as known, except pargasite and a very few other

varieties ; with these exceptions, each has a maximum in a section far

removed from the plane of symmetry. A striking example is to be found

in an interesting amphibole rich in ferrous oxide from Philipstad, Sweden.

It has a pronounced zonal structure ; all the zones extinguish together in

(010) at 15° 9', but at different angles on (110), the latter varying from

21° to 17°, corresponding to different and unusually small optic angles

in the respective zones of from 50° to 60°.

Plates I., II., and III. represent diagrammatically the variation which

may be observed in the behavior of certain negative amphiboles that

have such maxima of extinction,— namely, those with optical angles of

50°, 60°, 70°, and 80°, and each characterized by extinctions on (010)

of 10° (Plate I.), 15° (Plate IL), and 20° (Plate III.). The abscissa rep-

resents the angle of rotation of the section out of the plane of symmetry,

the ordinate indicates the corresponding angle of extinction. Arrow-

heads show which plane of the vertical zone possesses the maximum
extinction peculiar to each curve, and also the value of that maximum.

The diagrams clearly show that the maximum extinction observable in a

rock-slide examined for one of these amphiboles would be far from repre-

senting the extinction-angle on (010), and data regarding extinctions and

pleochroism derived from the study of thin sections would be worthless, if

not controlled by this principle. For the sake of comparison, the anal-

ogous curves for amphiboles with 2 V= 90° and p respectively equal to

10°, 15°, and 20°, appear in the plates. It will be seen that there is no

position of maximum extinction between (010) and (100).*

Now, among the i^ossible positions of the movable plane, there is one

which surpasses all others in interest except that of the plane of sym-

(010) and (100) just equal to that on (010) may be found from the following un-

publislied formula by Dr. A. C. Lane of Houghton, Mich. :
—

1 — cos- p — cos'2 V
sin X — —

—

— >

cos- V— cos- p

where x is the angle made with (100) hy the required section.

* It is characteristic of all the curves, that the angle of extinction changes very

slowly in passing out from (010). This is important in the study of rock-slides,

since a section may be removed several degrees (even 30° when the optical angle is

large) out of the plane of symmetry, and but small error would be made in using

its value of extinction as equivalent to that on (010). It would, in that case, be

only necessary to be sure that the section is really in tlie vertical zone, as ascer-

tained by the parallelism of cleavage cracks. That it is near tlie position (010)

can, of course, be proved by the absence of a well defined hyperbola in con-

vergent light.
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TABLE I.

s

B
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umn headed " 62|°." This table is regarded as capable of more general

application than the one published by Harker,* inasmuch as his refers

only to that small class of amphiboles which have the acute optical angle

situated about the axis of elasticity lying next to the vertical axis (op-

tically 2)ositive, represented by pargasite). It will be observed that for

amphiboles with small optical angle (up to 60°), any one of the three

variables may be determined if the other two are known, but that, con-

sidering the instrumental errors of reading, the larger values of the

optical angle cannot with much safety be determined on account of the

slow variation in the corresponding angles of extinction on (010) and

(110). When 2 Fis equal to 70°, p and 0' are for any negative species

nearly equal.

The following is the similar table (Table II.) for pyroxenes, where the

cleavage angle is taken at 92° 54'. It is simply a slight extension of

that of Harker.

t

TABLE IT.

Angle of
extinrtion
on (010).
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rock-forming pyroxenes and amphiboles which, owing to the small size

of the crystals or their very friable nature, it is extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to cut in the directions necessary to obtain p and 2 V.

On the other hand, good cleavage flakes are almost always to be had, and

it is by the use of these that I propose the following method of finding

the extinction on the clinopinacoid of an amphibole or pyroxene.

A perfectly flat cleavage piece, thick enough to give the greatest pos-

sible definiteness to the position of extinction and showing clearly marked

cleavage cracks, is laid on an object-glass with the broadest face down.

It is then carefully mounted on the stage of a two-circle FedorofF table.

With the vertical circle set at zero, the stage of the table is turned so

as to bring the cleavage cracks of the specimen into a position parallel

to the axis of the vertical circle.* This axis should be parallel to the

principal section of either polarizer or analyzer. By taking the average

of a number of good readings, the extinction angle is now obtained.

Following this operation, the vertical circle is turned in such a direction

that the plane of symmetry of the crystal is more oblique to the polarized

ray and by an angle nearly approaching that at which the specimen

would begin to slide on the object glass. I have found that 15° is a con-

venient amount of rotation, and that angle will be used in the following

discussion. Extinction is again read in this new orientation with the

greatest possible care.

We have in this way determined two special angles of extinction (0'

and 6"), corresponding to two jjlanes in the vertical zone, which are at

different angles (C and C"= C + 15°) to (010). It is now possible

in a simple way to eliminate a and 13, and thus permit of the determina-

tion of p directly from 6' and 6". To this end, we have the following

series of transformations, which I owe to Mr. J. K. Whittemore of

Harvard University.

Substituting in (2) the special values of and C, we have,

- ., (tan a — tan B) cos C"
(3) tan 2 6' = ^, "^ ^-^7/ ; and
^ ^

1 -f tan a tan )8 cos^ 6" '

(4) tan 2 6

Then

(5)

(tan a — tan ft) cos C
1 + tan a tan /3 cos" C"

tan 2 p 1 + tan a tan /? cos'^ C"

tan 2 (^'
~

(1 -f tan a tan /3) cos C
* The Nachet form of the table or the simpler model by Fuess is best for the

purpose.
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tan 2 p 1 + tan a tan /8 cos^ C"
(6)

tan 2 6" (1 + tan a tan {3) cos C
1 — M cos C" 1 — w cos C"

(7) tan a tan ^ = P^t
—-^ = j^, ^-^ .

^ ^ MOOS 6^— cos' C rcosC — cos^C

tan 2 6' — cos C tan 2 p _ tan 2 9" — cos (7'' tan 2 p
^ -^ tan 2 p cos C" — cos'^ C tan 2 6' ~ tan 2 p cos (7" — cos^ C" tan 2 6'

Let tan 2 p = x, tan 2 6' = x', tan 2 Q" = x' . We have

x' — X cos C" x" — X cos C"
^^^

a; cos C - x' cos'-' C ~ x cos (7" - x" cos^ C"
'

Hence

(10) X {x' cos C" sin^ C - x" cos C" sin^ C") = x' a:" (cos'^ C" - cos^ (7')

.

Substituting the values of x, x\ and x",

_ tan 2 g^ tan 2 &' (cos'' C^^ - cos' C)
(11) tan 2 p -

^^^ ^ ^, ^^^ ^,„ ^.^, ^„ _ ^^ 2 ^„ ^^^ ^, ^.^^2 ^„ .

Reducing to a form more convenient for the use of logarithms, we have

' _ tan 2 & tan 2 &' sin (C + C^'Q sin (C - C")
(12) tan 2 p _ ^an 2 6/' sin^ C cos C" - tan 2 6/" sin^ 6'" cos C '

We now have an expression by means of which the extinction can be

calculated even when the optical angle is not known. The theory of

the same problem was elaborated by Liebisch in his discussion * of the

general determination of the optical angle and of the direction of the

optic axes in biaxial minerals, using sections whose cry stallographic

orientation is known, and on which the planes of vibration of the two

refracted rays are known. Of immediate interest to us is the case in

the monoclinic system where the optical plane is also the plane of sym-

metry, but the orientation of the two axes of elasticity is not determined.

He finds the problem soluble when two sections can be employed, and

this is what we practically have for optical purposes in the cleavage

piece placed at two positions with respect to the incident ray from the

polarizer.

But it is evident that there must be some degree of error in the instru-

mental readings of 0' and 6"; we have next to inquire if equation (12)

is so sensitive to changes in 6' or 6" or to simultaneous changes in both

as to make any determinations of p by means of it valueless. By ac-

* tJber die Bestimmung der optischen Axen durch Beobachtung der Schwings-

richtung ebener Wellen. Neues Jahrbucli fur Min., etc., 1886, Bd. I. p. 155.
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tually trying certain cases, I have found that p changes for small errors

in 6' and $", but that the rate of change is not sufficiently rapid to make

the method of no practical use. Indeed, the errors in p may in certain

cases be little greater than the original errors of reading 6' and 6". A
Zillerthal actinolite may be taken as an example.

Let C = 62° 15', and 2 r=: 80° (an actinolite). Then 6' = 13° 27';

and, if C" — 77° 15' (15° of rotation of the vertical circle), then 6" =
8° 16'. In the attempt to find p from 0' and 6", errors of various

magnitudes in 0' and 0" were introduced as follows.

TABLE in.
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equation. On the other hand, if & and 0" vary from the truth in oppo-

site directions, p quickly changes, a fact which is evident from an inspec-

tion of the expression for tan 2 p. The table shows an error of 1° 28'

in p when 6' is 20' too large and 6" 20' too small ; and again an error

of +2° 2' in p for corresponding errors of +30' and —30' in 6' and 6".

If the rotation of the vertical circle had been in the opposite direction

through the same angle, so as to make C" = 47° 15', the errors for cases

1, 2, 3, 8, 9, and 10 of the foregoing table would have been considerably

less ; those for cases 4, 5, 6, and 7, on the contrary, somewhat greater.

The curves of Plates I., II., and III. show, however, that the extinction

angles for each of the different amphiboles in sections cut at respective

angles of 47" 15' and 62° 15' to the plane of symmetry would be nearly

the same, and that the variation in the extinction-angle at 47° 15' in pass-

ing from one amphibole to another would be much slower than that

peculiar to the 77° 15' position.* Hence I have chosen the latter as the

more useful ; in Table I., in the columns headed " C = 77° 15'," will be

found the values of extinction angles characteristic of the same amphi-

boles whose extinctions on cleavage pieces have already been calculated.

By the use of the whole table, a first approximation to the value of the

extinction-angle on (010) can be rapidly made without the necessity of

going through the rather tedious application of equation (12).

Analogous results characterize the introduction of errors into the 6'

and 6" of pyroxenes. I have chosen an Ala diopside with C = 43° 33'?

2 K=: 59°, and p = 36°. Then, revolving the cleavage-face (110) 15°

away from (010), we have C" = 58° 33'. 6' was calculated to be 31° 16',

and 6" = 26° 8'. Introducing arbitrary errors in 6' and 6", we obtain

the results of the accompanying Table IV.

Generalizing from the two error tables, supplemented by the inspection

of equation (12), we can reach certain conclusions regarding the in-

fluence of instrumental errors. Equation (12) is least sensitive for

errors in 6' and 6" when these are either both plus or both minus and

equal or nearly equal. When equal, p can be more accurately deter-

mined than by direct measurement on a section in the plane of sym-

metry (given the use of the same microscope in both cases, as well as

equal thicknesses, absorption, etc. for the cleavage piece and cut section).

* It is, of course, evident that both readings (at 47^° and 77|^°) can be taken on

the same cleavage piece ; and also that amounts of rotation other than 15° may be

advantageously employed. Experiment shows that the cleavage piece will not

slide on the object-glass even at an angle of 20°, and thus 6 may be determined for

the 421° and 82^° positions.
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TABLE IV.
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tinction was read in this position against the cleavage trace, at an angle

with the latter of just 20° (average of ten readings). Substituting this

value and the value of extinction on (110) in equation (12), I obtained

15° 3' as the corresponding value of p. This very close correspondence

with the determination of p by the use of the oriented sections is not

less than accidental, but the example clearly shows that cleavage pieces

may be made to yield information concerning the value of extinction on

the plane of symmetry as useful for practical purposes as that derived

from a section in that plane.

A second example was found in a hornblende, which was given me for

examination by Professor J. E. Wolff of Harvard University. It occurs

associated with much pyroxene and biotite in the classic coarse theralite

of Theralite Peak in the Crazy Mountains. Optical study of the horn-

blende in the numerous slides which have been made of the rock is

difficult, on account of the scarcity of the mineral in large individuals.

It would be quite impossible to make oriented sections even if the grains

could be freed from the much more abundant pyroxene, with which they

are commonly intergrown. Apart from the absolute small amount of

the hornblende present in the rock and from the fact of intergrowth with

another silicate, this seemed to be a particularly unfavorable case for the

application of our method, in that the absorption is strong, and errors in

6' and 0" should appear rather larger than characterize readings on such

an amphibole as Zillerthal actinolite, for example. The rock was pul-

verized and, after some search, suitable cleavage pieces were discovered

in the powder, and manipulated as in the last example. This time, the

curve of extinctions was examined on four points besides that at the

position (010); namely, at the positions, 42:^°, 47J°, 771°, and 82^°.

Extinctions were read for these at respective values of 29°, 29° 30', 31°,

and 30°. The cleavage position gave 34°. The average value of p now
determined by substituting the readings in the general equation is 28° 5'.

Now, I was fortunate enough to find in one of the thin sections a longi-

tudinal section of the hornblende, evidently in the vertical zone since the

cleavage cracks were rigorously parallel to one another, and very near

the plane (010), inasmuch as there was practically no trace of a hyper-

bola in convergent light. Careful reading of the extinction afforded

an astonishingly close approximation to the value of p just determined,

viz. 28°. It is possible that the true angle is half a degree or more

greater or less than that, but the calculated value is in any case near that

observed in* the rock-slide. It may be noted in passing that this is a

rather remarkable hornblende, from the fact that its extinction angle is
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abnormally high ; the optical angle is also unusual, for calculation shows

that it must be about 55°. Unfortunately, for reasons speciQed above,

the mineral cannot be separated and chemically analyzed.

In the process of working out these illustrations, the author has come

to the conclusion that, with the proper safeguards, the method can be

safely applied to the amphiboles in general ; and that the pyroxenes can

be similarly treated. It may thus prove to have more than mere theo-

retical interest.
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Plate I.— Showing the curves of extinction in the vertical zone of Amphiboles

for which the extinction on (010) is 10° and the optical angle is 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, or

90°. The abscissa represents tlie amount of rotation of a plane in the zone away

from the plane of symmetry. The ordinate is the corresponding angle of extinc-

tion for that position of the movable plane. The position and amount of maximum
extinction are represented by arrow-heads. Tiie values of extinction for 10° inter-

vals in the zone are entered in the diagram.
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Plate II. — Sliowing curves formed on the same plan as those of Plate I. The
extinction on (010) is here 15°.
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The extinction on (010) is here 20°.
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In a recently published investigation upon the atomic weight of nickel

we gave three series of results, depending upon the ratios of silver and of

argentic bromide to nickelous bromide.* These led us to the conclusion

that the atomic weight in question could not be far from 58.09 if oxygen is

16.000. Since however no single method is ever convincing, and since the

results above mentioned did not represent all that might be done even with

one method, it was evidently advisable to pursue the matter to a more defi-

nite conclusion. Accordingly, we determined to continue the work with a

twofold object in view: first, to study further the preparation of pure

material, and secondly, to complete the analysis of nickel bromide in such

a way as to determine directly the amount of nickel as well as the amount

of bromine in the salt. No surer test of a quantitative result than such

a complete analysis is known. The careful study of all the conditions

and results has led us to the conclusion that the preparation of pure

nickelous bromide is an unusually difficult problem ; but the problem has

been so nearly solved that we know exactly the precautions and correc-

tions necessary to make this substance serve as an accurate basis for the

determination of the atomic mass of nickel. In the light of this later

knowledge we find that the results of the last paper need a slight cor-

rection, but it is satisfactory to note that the change amounts to not

much over one unit in the second decimal place of the atomic weight.

While carrying out the work, we had continually in mind the various

controversies which have arisen over the atomic weights of nickel and

* These Proceedings, XXXHI 97.
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cobalt ; and feeling that the " Gnomium " question raised by Kriiss and

Schmidt had never been conclusively laid at rest, v/e naturally dwelt espe-

cially upon it. Unfortunately, one cannot enter into a discussion of this

subject without directly antagonizing many views which have been ex-

pressed on one side or the other ; but of course the following results are

recorded solely in the interests of truth, without controversial bias.

The balance and weights used in the work described were the same as

those described in the former paper. The weights were re-standardized,

with results very similar to those found a year before. All weighings of

nickelous bromide were reduced to the vacuum standard by the addition

of 0.114 milligrams per gram to the observed weight. The specific

gravity of nickel (about 8.7) is so near the specific gravity of brass (8.4)

that the correction of the nickel to the vacuum standard is less than one

part in a hundred thousand, hence it may be omitted.

Experiments concerning the Purity of the Materials.

The purification of our nickelous material has already been described

at length.* Most of the work described below was done with nickel

which had been purified by Mond's process and many subsequent opera-

tions (Sample Ill.t), but two analyses were made with a somewhat less

pure sample (No. II. t) made from commercial material. Since we had

proved that further protracted treatment produced no effect on the com-

bining weight, evidently these specimens were quite pure enough for

our purpose.

Kriiss and Schmidt used glassware in their preparation work, there-

fore it seemed worth while to make an exact observation of the well

known danger involved in this practice. To this end two very carefully

treated specimens of spongy nickel were prepared, one having been made

wholly in platinum, and the other wholly in the best Bohemian glass,

which had been thoroughly steamed. The former of these preparations,

which was supposed to be absolutely pure, left upon sublimation as bro-

mide in a stream of bromine vapor only a very minute siliceous residue.

The specimen of nickel which had been prepared in glass vessels was

totally different in appearance from the one prepared in platinum ; in-

stead of being metallic and coherent, it was black and powdery. Upon

the conversion of about ten grams of this dark powder into nickelous

bromide, a beautifully iridescent voluminous residue, weighing about five

milligrams and consisting mainly of silica, was left in the boat. Evi-

* These Proceedings, XXXIII 102. t Ibid , 105.
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dently this silica had prevented the cohering or " sintering " of the metal

during its original reduction from the oxide, and hence caused the pul-

verized state of the impure metal,— a fact which is interesting as

showing the great change in properties produced by a small amount of

impurities.

These two experiments emphasize the well known facts that glass is

wholly unsuitable for accurate work, and that material prepared even in

platinum is extremely difficult to I'ender wholly free from silica, unless

it is vaporized.* While however our purest nickel sometimes contained

traces of silica, the bromide prepared from it by sublimation was un-

doubtedly as free as possible from this impurity. Further light upon

this question will be given in a following paper upon cobalt.

Although a possible contamination with silica was thus little to be

feared, some other constituents of glass or porcelain were much more

dangerous. All the material actually used in our analyses had been

prepared wholly in platinum vessels at every stage excepting at the very

end, when it had been sublimed in a porcelain tube. Obviously this

tube might be attacked by the hot mixture of hydrobromic acid, bromine,

and nickelous bromide vapor ; but since nothing beside sodic bromide

would probably sublime with the nickelous salt, and the "equivalent" of

sodic bromide is almost equal to that of nickelous bromide, the slight

impurity could produce no important effect upon our last year's work.

This was realized at the time ; and the discovery of the presence or

absence of this error was one of the prearranged objects of the present

paper. Since the work recorded below was completed, Professor Wink-

ler, by a kind personal letter as well as by a recent article, wisely called

attention to this flaw ; and it will be seen that his objection had been both

substantiated and answered before he wrote about it.

The easiest method of detecting sodic bromide in nickelous bromide

is obviously to reduce the latter and then to extract the former with

water from the spongy metal. Moist hydrogen easily divorces the halo-

gen from its none too stable metallic union at a temperature of not much

over 300°, at which temperature sodic bromide is essentially non-volatile.

In this way repeated experiments showed that all our nickelous bromide

had contained on the average not far from one tenth of one per cent of

sodic bromide. The particulars concerning the determination of this

serious impurity naturally form an essential point in the method of anal-

ysis of the nickel salt, hence they will be found later under that head.

* Compare Stas's " Untersuchungen " (Aronstein), pp. 269 and 279.
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The presence of an unreduced bromide was first detected by Mr. Baxter

in the course of his work on cobaltous bromide, and some interesting

details involved in its discovery will be recorded in the paper upon that

subject. The amount present varied with the temperature used in the

sublimation, but was otiierwise surprisingly constant. The concurrent

sublimation of the two salts is undoubtedly similar to the distillation of

organic substances with steam, sodic bromide possessing a small constant

vapor-tension at the constant temperature of about 900° used in the

sublimations.

After the completion of a series of reductions of nickelous bromide

containing this impurity of sodic bromide, a final attempt was made to

obtain the salt of nickel in a state of absolute purity. We expected

that platinum would be attacked by the mixture of bromine vapor, hydro-

bromic acid, and nickelous bromide, which exists in the red-hot tube

during the sublimation of the salt, but platinum is the last resort in cases

of this kind. In order to sacrifice as little of the precious metal as pos-

sible in our desperate experiment a large porcelain tube was lined with

platiimm foil,* and inside of this was placed a platinum boat containing

the metal to be converted into bromide. In each of two separate speci-

mens of nickelous bromide made in this apparatus merely a trace of

sodium was found, but unfortunately enough platinum was present to

render the results valueless. They are not included in the tables below.

Only a small strip of the foil was injured, the very hot parts and the cool

parts being alike untouched. After these exj)«riraents we abandoned

the attempt to prepare absolutely pure nickelous bromide, and returned

to the use of the porcelain tube for the sublimations ; for sodium

is an impurity much more easily weighed than platinum, under the

circumstances. The only method of obviating the difliculty would have

been to use a tube of nickel for the sublimation ; but the obtaining and

moulding of a large amount of the metal in a perfectly pure state prom-

ised to be so troublesome that we have not yet attempted this improve-

ment.

The arrangement for supplying and purifying the large volumes of

hydrogen needed in this research was gradually evolved from the simple

form used in the first experiments to an elaborate piece of apparatus

which will be described in detail in the paper upon cobalt.

The preparation of bromine and of the other materials has been de-

* This idea was suggested by Professor H. B. Hill. Compare also Penfield,

Zeitschr. Anorg. Chera., VII. 22.
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scribed in sufficient detail in other papers,* so that no further words

need be wasted upon these points. It is almost unnecessary to state that

in these simple operations no loophole was left open through which an

error might creep in to destroy the value of the more dithcult under-

taking before us. We are indebted to the Cyrus M. Warren Fund for

Chemical Research in Harvard University for some of our more expen-

sive pieces of apparatus.

Thb Method of Analysis.

At first many attempts were made to determine nickel by electrolysis,

with the hope that nickelous bromide might be analyzed in this simple

and direct fashion. In order to test the metliod, weighed amounts of the

purest spongy metal were dissolved and reprecipitated electrolytically.

The spongy metal had been prepared by boiling the purest platinum-

made amraonio-nitrate with much water, igniting and reducing the pre-

cipitate with pure ammonia, and heating the metal in a vacuum. The

weight of nickel deposited by electrolysis always exceeded that of the

pure nickel taken, hence the electrolytic method was abandoned as un-

suitable for work of the highest accuracy. The excess of weight, which

was noticeable even when the film was heated to 120° before weighing,

and often exceeded two tenths of one per cent when it was dried at 50°

after the method of Winkle i",t was traced to inclusion of mother liquor

between the film and the dish, and to the probable presence of occluded

hydrogen in the nickel. t Since the deposit was beautifully metallic

and coherent in appearance, one might well have expected a better

result. It is possible that these observations may help to explain Wink-

ler's high values for the atomic weight of nickel and cobalt, since he

used the electrolytic method. On the other hand, the spongy metal

which had been used in our experiments was probably purer than that

prepared in any other way, for solid impurities had been rigorously

excluded, and the traces of gas present had been pumped out.

These preliminary experiments showed that the best method of deter-

mining the amount of nickel in the bromide would be to reduce it in a

stream of hydrogen, provided that the reduction could be accomplished

without the loss of any of the bromide by volatilization. Following in

the footsteps of Mr. Baxter's work with cobalt, it was found that moist

* These Proceedings, XXXIII 106 et seq.

t Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., IV., 22.

X Raoult, Compt. Rend., LXIX. 826 ; Bottger, Dingler's Polytech. Journ.,

CCI. 80 (1871).
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hydrogen answered the purpose ; for the temperature at which the reduc-

tion takes place is so low that no trace of nickel was found outside of the

boat which originally contained the bromide, if a rapid current of the

gas was maintained. It is obvious that according to the law of mass-

action, the presence of a large proportion of hydrobromic acid resulting

from the reduction would tend to prevent the desired reaction, and hence

to facilitate the undesired sublimation ; therefore a large excess of hydro-

gen must be present. Of course the hard glass tube used for this pro-

cess was always afterwards treated mternally with nitric acid, and the

liquid was examined with minute care for traces of nickel.

Fig. 1. Apparatus for igxitixg Nickelous Bromide in ant desired

Mixture of Gases.

The use of rubber was confinefl to the first part of tliis train, where it could do

no harm (A B C D E F and A M N O P).

The nickelous bromide to be analyzed was contained in a platinum

boat, and the method of drying and weighing it was in every respect the

same as that described in detail in the previous paper upon this subject.

After having been weighed, the boat was carefully placed in a hard glass

tube, in which the bromide was cautiously reduced to the metal. When

the reduction was completed and the apparatus had just cooled, the boat

and its contents were returned to their weighing bottle, where they were

enclosed in an atmosphere of dry air. The weight of the residue was
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found after half an hour, and then at the end of many hours. Since the

boat was cool before having been introduced into the bottle, two suc-

cessive weighings thus made never differed from one another by amounts

beyond the limit of error of weighing. Spongy nickel evidently does

not oxidize in dry air.

It is obviously a matter of great importance to discover whether or not

the material prepared in this way contains weighable amounts of occluded

hydrogen. According to the experiments of Neumann and Streintz*

who worked with reduced metals, two cubic centimeters of the gas were

occluded by each gram of spongy nickel. This amount would alter the

observed atomic weight by only about the fortieth of one per cent ; but

since we are aiming at even greater accuracy, the matter should evidently

be probed to the bottom.

In the first place, carefully weighed nickel remaining from one of the

analyses recorded below was ignited in a Sprengel vacuum at perhaps

550°, For fear of losing some sodic bromide a higher temperature

could not be employed. No appreciable loss of weight occurred and no

gas was evolved during this process, which was repeated with several

specimens ; hence there seemed to be good reason to believe that no

hydrogen was occluded by the metal in our experiments. In order to

prove the matter, one and a half grams of spongy nickel reduced from

the bromide and allowed to cool in hydrogen was oxidized by heating in

a current of dry air, which was subsequently passed over red hot cupric

oxide, and through a carefully weighed tube containing phosphoric oxide.

Since the absorption tube did not gain in weight, no water could have

been formed during the combustion, and hence no hydrogen could have

been occluded.

Treated in exactly the same way, four grams of nickel prepared by

the reduction of the oxide yielded about three milligrams of water, or

about half the amount found by Neumann and Streintz. This agreement

is sufficient to show that these investigators were not mistaken in their

conclusions, and that the permeability of nickel is enormously modified

by minor circumstances.

Is the presence of the sodic bromide, otherwise so objectionable, the

agency which prevents the occlusion in our case, or does the volatility of

nickelous bromide allow its metal to be deposited in a form more cohe-

rent than that remaining from the oxide ? The attempt to answer these

* Monatshefte fur Chemie, XII. 6i0 (1891). Berichte der d. ch. Gesell., XXV.,
1872.
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questions experimentally would be far from uninteresting, but it is suffi-

cient for the present purpose to prove in the manner described above that

nickel treated as we have treated it in the following determinations does

not occlude an important amount of hydrogen, and does not oxidize in

dry air. Confirmatory evidence will be found in the paper upon cobalt

which follows.

Fig. 2. Apparatus for Redccing the Bromide.

Before it was possible to use the data thus obtained for the calculation

of the desired atomic mass, the weight of sodic bromide existing as impu-

rity within the spongy metal must obviously be found. Accordingly the

residue was digested with successive portions of pure water in a platinum

dish, and the bromine in the filtrates was precipitated and weighed as
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argentic bromide. Since the spongy metal (after slow solution in very

dilute nitric acid in a platinum dish) was found to contain no bromine, it

is safe to infer that all the soluble impurity had been leached out by the

water. This process was repeated with every analysis, the result being

always the same. From the weight of argentic bromide thus obtained,

the weight of the impurity of sodic bromide was alculated, and wlien

this quantity was subtracted from both the original weight of the nickel-

ous bromide and the weight of the spongy metal, data suitable for the

calcuhxtion of the atomic mass were obtained.

Iq order to show that tliis method of correcting the results is really

exact, it is necessary to prove, first, that no impurity other than a bro-

mide remains behind in the nickel, and secondly, that no impurity beside

sodic bromide is dissolved by the water. The first point has been already

partially considered; we have shown that silica at least was absent.*

Since silica was the only non-volatile and insoluble acid likely to have

been present, and all the bromine had been dissolved out by water, the

only probable impurities were other metals capable of being reduced

fiom their bromides by hydrogen. But these, even if they had been

present in unsuspected and undiscoverable traces, could have exercised

no appreciable effect upon the atomic weight unless their equivalents

were widely different from that of nickel. Hence this possibility of error

need cause no anxiety. Finally, it has been already stated that no

weighable amount of hydrogen was ever found in the metal, hence we
are justified in the assumption that the washed out spongy nickel is a

safe material upon which to base the calculation of the atomic mass in

question.

The question as to the purity of the sodic bromide in the wash-waters

was a matter less easily settled. Careful qualitative and quantitative

analysis of the liquid were alone capable of deciding the point, and with

only infinitesimal amounts of material such elaborate examination was

difficult. To make a very long story short, nothing was found in any of

the wash-waters beside sodium, bromine, nickel, and in some of the earlier

analyses traces of sulphuric acid. This last impurity may have crept in

from the air during the evaporation of the aqueous solutions, or possibly

from the towers used for drying the nitrogen and air. In the later analy-

ses sulphuric acid was not used in these towers, and was proved to be

absent from the nickelous bromide. As its amount was in any ease

very small, we felt justified in neglecting it as one neglects an infinitesimal

of the second order in the course of mathematical reasoning.

* See p. 328.
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On the other hand, the amounts of nickel in the wash-waters were

distinctly weighable, and not to be overlooked. That it was nickel, and

not a new metal, there could be no room for doubt, for it gave a black

sulphide and a green sulphate, the characteristic pink coloration with

potassic thiocarbonate, as well as a beautiful rose-colored flame test,

which we have found to be characteristic of nickelous halides. Since

the nickel salts are much more easily reduced than those of cobalt (see

the next paper), it is harder to obtain a satisfactory flame test in the

former case than in the latter. Only when both salts and gas are dry,

and the vaporization proceeds in the inner flame, are the best results to

be obtained. We have found no reference to this flame reaction of

nickel halides in chemical literature,* and one cannot but believe it

to have been unknown to Krliss and to Winkler at the time of one

of their disputes.!

The question now arises. Whence came this nickel ? Was it occluded

as nickelous bromide in the interior of crystals of sodic bromide, and

thus protected from reduction, or was it dissolved as hydroxide from the

spongy metal ? The large quantity of nickel present seemed to over-

throw the former alternative, but the possibility of the latter is emphati-

cally denied by Winkler,t and rejected after some hesitation by Kruss.§

Since the equivalent of nickelous bromide is very near that of sodic bro-

mide (109.3 : 103), and the impurity was calculated from the amount of

bromine present, the point has no important bearing on the immediate

problem; but nevertheless it is always interesting to settle a mooted

question of this sort.

Winkler's experiments were made with coherent nickel coated on the

inside of a platinum dish, while Kriiss's experiments were made with spongy

metal in porcelain vessels. The former found no trace of any substance

in the water in which his nickel had been digested, while the latter found

a large residue (most of which must have come from the porcelain), and

hastily ascribed this residue to the presence of an unknown element. It

* Vogel, Spectral Anal, irdisclier Stoffe, pp. 246, 262.

t Kriiss and Schmidt, Zeitschr. Anorg. Cliem., II. 249; Winkler, Ibid., IV. 17.

Kriiss observed the appearance of a pale rose-colored flame during tiie ignition

of his nickel in a Rose crucible in hydrogen, accompanied with a loss of weight.

If the hydrogen was r/r//, and especially if, as is often the case, it contained traces

of hydrochloric acid, minute traces of nickelous chloride might have been sublimed

and have caused this phenomenon, which Kriiss ascribed to "gnomium" and

Winkler ascribed to potassium. This question is worthy of further attention.

\ Winkler, Zeitschr. Anorg. Chera., IV. 12.

§ Kriiss, Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., II. 2i{8.
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is not at all impossible that, in spite of the well known permanence of

the smooth bright surface of a nickel-plated object, the spongy metal re-

duced by hydrogen might be easily oxidized and dissolved.* The differ-

ence in this respect between polished iron and the same metal reduced by

hydrogen is well known. Hence Winkler's experiments prove nothing with

regard to the behavior of finely divided nickel. The position of nickel

on the positive side of hydrogen in the electro-chemical series leads one to

expect that it must behave as zinc and iron do, although to a less degree.

f

In order to decide the matter so far as the present work is concerned,

we sought to determine experimentally, first, if the purest water is capa-

ble of acting on the purest nickel, and secondly, if the hydroxide thus

formed is sliglitly soluble in water. To settle the first point, some very

pure reduced nickel was thoroughly washed with water, and then digested

at 20° for some time with repeated portions of water just purified. In

every case nickel could be found in the filtrate, both by means of po-

tassic thiocarbonate and by evaporation to dryness. Many repetitions

of the experiment with new samples of metal brought always the same

result. It is quite possible that galvanic action hastened this oxidation,

for of course the nickel was contained in a platinum dish. Since

Winkler's dish was evenly coated, the water probably did not touch the

plathium in his case, and hence this possible cause of acceleration was

absent ; but the difference between the smooth surface and the finely

divided surface alone is amply sufficient to explain the difference in

the speed of the reaction.

It will be remembered that Kriiss, in one of his experiments, digested

a mass of nickel for a year on the steam bath with water, and obtained a

white residue which was the chief basis of his alleged discovery. Our

work shows that this residue must have confined not only dissolved por-

celain, but also enough nickel to yield the black sulphide, the pale green

color, and the electrolyzed metal which led Kriiss so far astray.

* It is a peculiar household fact that cold water faucets plated with nickel are

usually less brilliant than their hot water comrades; this difference may well be

ascribed to the slow action of condensed water, even upon polished nickel. Tlie

greater tendency to rust shown by cobalt may well be due to the fact that in its

case the hydroxide is converted into a higher state of oxidation immediately upon

being dissolved, thus giving opportunity for the solution and hence for the forma-

tion of more hydroxide. In the case of nickel the thin permanent film of Ni(0H).2

probably protects the metal, although its solubility may be no less than that of

Co(OH)2.

t See a paper entitled " Autoxydation," by R. Ihle, Zeitschr. phys. Chem.,

XXII. 114.

VOL. XXXIV.— 22
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It is clear that, since no acid was present in the water, the nickel must

have been dissolved in the form ofhydroxide. In none of our experiments

with the purest metal did the solution give an alkaline reaction with

phenol phthalein, hence hydroxyl ions must be absent, and tlie hydroxide

must be dissolved in a colloidal form. The alkaline reaction sometimes

observed by Kriiss and Winkler must have been due to impurities, as

Winkler pertinently suggests. Traces of alkali would surely be found in

nickel oxide precipitated in glass vessels, even when mercuric oxide was

used as the precipitant.

Nickelous hydroxide, precipitated by alkali and thoroughly washed,

possesses at least as great solubility as the hydroxide which is formed by

the slow oxidation of nickel. Upon suitable electrolysis, fifteen cubic

centimeters of such a cold solution yielded 0.00062 gram of nickel, while

another similar portion yielded 0.00057 gram, or about 0.04 gram per

litre. Since the solubility is a colloidal one, its limit is indeterminate;

hence no elaborate attempt was made to discover its exact amount. It

is well known that the presence of other salts in the solution diminish

this kind of solubility, but the small amount of sodic bromide present in

this case was insufficient to produce any considerable effect. Undoubtedly

the fact that the solubility is colloidal and uncertain is responsible for

the conflicting statements of the various authorities and handbooks.*

This solubility of nickelous hydrate is the circumstance which obliged

us to determine the residue of sodic bromide through argentic bromide,

instead of simply by evaporating the wash-waters poured off from the

nickel and weighing the residue. This necessity is made clear by the

foUowius table.

»T c Tf I... c Weight of Residue
No. of Weight of

extracted bv Water
Aual. Nickel,

grams.

0.8056

7 1.488

8 0.G07

and dried at 105-'

grams.

0.00330

0.00895

0.00400

Weight of
AgBr.

grams.

0.00410

0.01398

0.00568

Weight of NaBr
calculated
from AgBr.

grams.

0.00225

0.00767

0.00311

Weiglit un-
accounted for.

grams.

0.00105

0.00128

0.00089

In order to prove that this large percentage of unexplained residue

* Finkener (Handbuch der Anal. Cliem. von Rose, 6te Auflage von Finkener,

II. 136); Busse (Zeitschr. Anal. Chem., XVII. 60); Fresenius (Quant. Anal.,

1877-1887, II. 393, 823) ; Roscoe and Schorlemmer (A Treatis^e on Chemistry, Vol.

II. Part II. p. 149); Winkler (loc.cit.); Kriiss {loc.cit.); etc. Temperature is a

circumstance which produces great effect on this kind of solubility, heat being apt

to coagulate the dissolved material.
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consisted chiefly of nickelous hydrate, two more determiuations were

made with new material. Since enough data for the atomic weight had

been obtained, and time pressed, the bromide of nickel was not weighed

in the first place. In these analyses the nickel dissolved as hydroxide

was also weighed.

Weight of
Residue ob-
tained, dried

at 105^.
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THE ATOMIC WEIGHT OF NICKEL.

Fourth Series. — = 16. — Ratio = NiBrj : Ni.

No.
of

Anal.
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It has been already pointed out that this impurity of ^'^j per cent of

sodium would make no difference in last year's results if the " equivalent

"

of sodium equalled that of nickel. Since, however, it is somewhat less,

slightly too much argentic bromide was obtained last year, and the

atomic weiglit of nickel appeared lower than it really is. Assuming the

amount of impurity to have been the same in last year's preparation as

in this, 0.0 15 should be added to the atomic weight, in order to correct

this error. The results of the four series, which represent the sum and

substance of the present research, are then as follows. Ratios (e) and

(/) were obtained by cross-reckoning from the earlier ratios. The

reason for thus restating the results is because this restatement uses the

weight of the nickelous bromide only as a constant, and not as a basis of

calculation.
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criticism one should rather classify the investigations according to the

methods used in them.

The most direct method of determining the atomic weight of nickel is

obviously the reduction of nickelous oxide, for in this way the ratio

between nickel and oxygen, the usually accepted standard of atomic

weights, is settled at once. Russell, Zimmermann, Mond Langer and

Quincke, Schlitzenberger, and Krtlss and Schmidt * used this method

with varying degrees of success. Of these five investigations the third

was hastily undertaken only to show that nickel which has been vapor-

ized as nickelcarbonyl is essentially similar to the ordinary material

;

the fourth included only two determinations made with oxide undoubt-

edly containing traces of sulphate, and the last was hopelessly faulty for

reasons already discussed. Hence as exact criteria we may reject these

three at once, and turn back to the much more carefully executed work

of Russell and Zimmermann.

Russell showed that when the higher oxides of nickel and cobalt are

ignited in an inert atmosphere, oxygen is driven off and the monoxide re-

mains. His materials were contained in a Rose crucible of platinum ; and

after igniting the oxides in a stream of carbon dioxide, he reduced tliem in

a stream of hydrogen. His nickelous oxide was very carefully freed from

all extraneous matter except the insidious impurities derived from his

glass vessels, against which no precautions were taken. A careful study

of his work shows that this is the most serious cause of error likely to

affect his final result, but that it was probably in part counteracted by the

presence of occluded gases in the oxide ; l^ence we have good reason to

believe that this result is probably somewhat, but not much, too high.

Zimmermann followed essentially the same method as Russell. From
ten exceedingly concordant analyses he deduced the value 58.694t for

nickel, a value slightly lower than Russell's 58.743. His work also was

carried out with great care, and the effort was made to avoid the occlu-

sion of alkaline impurities by precipitating the final hydroxide of nickel

Result.

* 1863 Russell, Jour. Cliem. Soc, [2], I. 51, Ni = 58.743

1886 Zimmermann, Annalen (Liebig's), CCXXXII. 324, Ni = 58.694

1890 Mond, etc. Jour. Cliem. Soc, LVII. 753, Ni = 58.580

1892 Scliutzenberger, Compt. Rend., CXIV. 1149, Ni = 58.515

1892 Kriiss and Schmidt, Zeitschr. Anorg. Cliem., 11. 235, Ni = 57.5 to 64. (!)

t Kriiss and Alibegoff, who published Zimmermann's result, after his death,

unwisely omitted to apply the correction to the vacuum standard. This omission

has been supplied above.
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with pure oxide of mercury, thus doing away with the use of au alkaline

precipitant. This improvement also lessened the danger of Russell's other

chief error, and at the same time introduced yet another with au opposite

tendency, the inclusion of mercury ; hence it is not surprising that his

result should be somewhat the lower of the two. An unprejudiced

critic cannot but consider Zimmermann's work as the best among the

older researches, and it is pleasant to call attention to the fact that Zim-

mermann's result differs by only the fiftieth of one per cent from ours.

The reason why this method gives a result more satisfactory in the case

of nickel than in that of cobalt is probably because cobaltous oxide is so

much more readily raised to the higher stage of oxidation. Both Rus-

sell's and Zimmermann's work may have been slightly vitiated by the

presence of occluded hydrogen in their nickel ; but it is impossible now

to appraise the error involved, because the phenomenon is so irregular.

It is convenient to class together five more investigations which ap-

peared between 1857 and 1871.* In the light of present knowledge

concerning the possibilities of accurate quantitative work these con-

tributions may be dismissed with few words. Marignac showed that

Schneider's oxalate contained occluded impurities, and Schneider showed

that Marignac's chloride could hardly have been both anhydrous and

free from oxide. Our own experience entirely confirms both of these

criticisms. Dumas's lack of ability to determine chlorine with accuracy

throws out his analyses of the chloride at once, even if one is credulous

enough to believe that the choride itself was pure. Sommaruga precipi-

tated sulphuric acid from nickelous potassic sulphate as baric sulphate,

a method now ostracised except for crude work. Lee's work was won-

derfully accurate, considering the small quantities of materials which

he used, but these quantities were so microscopic, and his compounds

were so complex, that one could not have been expected to improve

much upon his error of one per cent without a radical reformation of

method.

Within this same period appeared another paper by Russell, elaborated

as carefully as his previous one, but depending upon a less satisfactory

process. The hydrogen evolved by the action of nickel upon hydro-

chloric acid was measured. Many uncertainties combine to make this

* (1857) Schneider, Pogg. Annal., CI. 387, CVII. 61G, 58.07

(1858) Marignac, Arch. Sci. Nat., (nouv. sen), I. 375, 58.90

(1860) Dumas, Annalen (Llebig's), CXIII. 25, 59.02

(1866) Sommaruga, Sitzber. Wien. Acad., LIV. [2], 50, 58.0-3

(1871) Lee, Am J. Sci., [3], II. 4-1, 58.01
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method of little value, so that the result (58.77 ?) does not carry with it

much weight.

Tiiree chemists in three different decades, Marignac, Baubigny, and

Schiitzenberger,* have attempted to solve the question by the quantita-

tive ignition of nickelous sulphate. The three investigations agreed

fairly well upon an average result, 58.71,t Baubigny's being by far the

most satisfactory. This method is one involving two errors which

nearly counterbalance each other:— the sulphate has a tendency to

retain water, while the oxide almost invariably retains sulphuric acid.

For this reason, the method gives results which approximate closely to

the truth.! Here again we have a support for the conclusion that the

value iu question cannot be far from 58.7.

All the published work upon the subject has now been referred to

except some early work of Eothoff, Erdmann and Marchand, and

Deville § (which deserves no more than a passing mention), and the

more recent researches of Winkler. Kriiss's misguided work has been

sufficiently dissected by Winklei''s able but unsparing criticism
||
and in

the experimental part of this paper. The only points not covered by

Winkler, — the rose-colored flame test and the solubility of nickelous

hydrate, are explained in the foregoing pages.

The work of W^inkler is surprising in its variety and in the ingenuity

of his methods, but unfortunately it is equally surprising in the wide

range of one per cent between his several results. His earliest work,**

depending upon the reduction of sodic aurochloride by nickel, giving the

extremely high value 59.45, is obviouslj' at fault. Winkler himself

ignores it in his discussion,tt so that further criticism of it may well

be omitted.

Winkler's two later investigations, carried out only a few years ago,

gave results much lower and more satisfactory. In his first revision he

weighed nickel, converted it into chloride, and determined the chlorine

Greatest Difference

from Mean.

* (1858) Marignac, Arch. Sci. Nat., (nouv. ser.), I. 374, Ni = 58.70 ± 0.15

(1883) Baubigny, Compt. Rend., XCVII. 951, Ni = 58.73 ±0.002

(1892) Schiitzenberger, Compt. Rend., CXIV. 1149, Ni = 58.65 ± 0.075

t Clarke, Recalculation, top of page 302.

I See " A Table of Atomic Weiglits," These Proceedings, XXXIII. 297, 298.

§ See Clarke, Recalculation, p. 291.

II
Zeitschr. Anorg. Chcm., IV. 10.

** 1867. Zeitschr. Anal. Chem., YI. 18. Ni = 59.45 (Clarke).

tt Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem , IV. 10, VIII. 1.
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both gravimetrically and volumetrically.* He wisely regulated his opera-

tions in such a way as to avoid the use of alkalis ; but in his iirdor

to escape this danger he encountered others as serious. It is highly

unlikely that the electrolytic nickel, dried at only 50° while adhering

to the dish, could have been free from impurities, as we have already

shown in the experimental part of our paper. Indeed, he confessed in a

later paper f that the electrolysis of cobalt at any rate is very far from

being as accurate a process as it is sometimes supposed to be. The

report of the acid reaction of the chlorides of these metals would have

had more significance if the indicator had been named, for the salts

destroy the magenta of phenol phthalein only because they remove the

hydroxyl ions from the solution. Both chlorides are perfectly neutral to

methyl orange. A loss of chlorine during the drying of either chloride

would of course raise the observed atomic weight ; and while in the

case of nickel the loss was so small as not to have produced a visible

cloudiness, no proof is offered that no loss took place. In the case of

the cobalt " eine gewisse, aber so schwache Triibung, dass sie, wie man
zu sagen pflegt, nicht ' blank ' erschien " involved a loss of as much as

one per cent of material, and it is well possible that a smaller but still

important amount of basic salt may have escaped notice in the case of

the nickel. Our own experience with the halides of both metals con-

vinces us that it is quite impossible to obtain them pure and dry by evap-

orating to dryness in moist air. Turning now to the determination of

the chlorine in the salts, we find other grave flaws. No account was

taken of the solubility of argentic chloride in the gravimetric work, and

several milligrams must have been washed away by the hot dilute nitric

acid used as a washing fluid. One is surprised, too, to find that the anti-

quated process of burning the filter was adopted, instead of Gooch's

admirable substitute. In the volumetric work again the solubility of

argentic chloride was overlooked, although it produces a most injurious

effect on the method of Volhard.t It is indeed surprising to see so emi-

nent a chemist using volumetric methods at all in this way, for every one

knows the difficulty of obtaining results of a very high grade of accuracy

by their aid. In this laboratory the burette is only called into use when

at least ninety-nine per cent of the material has been weighed out, and

then only a few cubic centimeters of a very dilute solution are added to

* Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., IV. 10, 1893.

t Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., VIII. 4.

t These Proceedings, XXVI. 34, and XXIX. 67.
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complete the quota. This is quite a different story. It is evident that

nearly all the errors mentioned tend to make Winkler's result too high.

Some singular oversights appear also in the calculation of the results.

For example, in one place Winkler compares 0.1 G62 gram of nickel with

0.6079206 gram of silver. The small amount of nickel was deposited

in a large platinum dish, and its weight could certainly not have been

determined more accurately than within 0.1 milligram, hence at least

three decimal places of the recorded weight of silver were superfluous,

even if the volumetric solution could have been prepared with an error

of only one part in six millions. It is perhaps well to mention also that

his final results, varying in the case of cobalt from 59.5996 to 59.7480

(if O = 15.96) are given as far as four decimal places.

While a review of this work is necessary in order to explain why the

results should be too high, perhaps one should not be severe in one's

criticism of it, for Professor Winkler himself rejects it, as well as some

later work on cobalt,* in his most recent contribution upon the subject.

f

In this new paper he pins his faith to another series of determinations

made in 1894, with a very ingenious method adopted after sundry fruit-

less attempts in other directions. It behooves us then to consider this

later work with great care.

J

Evidently many of the errors which render the older investigation

untrustworthy were eliminated from that of the subsequent year. The

nickel was separated from the platinum dish and afterwards ignited in an

atmosphere of hydrogen, and the solubility of argentic chloride does not

enter into the question. On the other hand, the unfortunate use of vol-

umetric operations and the misuse of figures remained, while to these were

added other dangers not present in the older work. The ingenious pro-

cedure was as follows: pure nickel was acted upon by pure iodine, and

the excess of iodine was determined by sodic tliiosulphate. Many text-

books upon volumetric analysis name the process of iodometry as one

of the most accurate of titrimetric methods simply because the end

point is an extremely sharp one. In reality, the lack of permanence

of the necessary solutions render it distinctly unsuitable for very ac-

curate work even under the best conditions. When the iodine must

* Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., IV. 462.

t Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., XVII. 236.

i 1894 (1895), Winkler, Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., VIII. 1,291; Ni = 58.85. It

must be borne in mind in referring to Winliler's papers that he uses the old stan-

dard = 15.96. His values have all been translated into the more convenient nota-

tion (0 = 16.000) in this paper.
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remain in solution for twenty-four hours after weighing and before

titration, and when this circumstance is complicated by the presence

of a metal capable of acting to a slight extent even upon pure water

in the presence of air, one can hardly contend that the conditions are

the best. The chance of side reactions seems to be too great to admit

of infallibility in the results. One is surprised, indeed, that Winkler's

results approach as near to those of Zimmermann as they do, and this

close approach is evidence of great accuracy of manipulation on Wink-

ler's part. In short, viewed from the standpoint of ordinary analytical

experience, Winkler's last work is admirable, while from the standpoint

of atomic weight research it is inadmissible. In justice to Professor

Winkler it is only fair to add that he realizes this fact himself.* One

need not dwell upon possible inaccuracies, however; for Winkler himself

has furnished us with data for computing the error of his method. In a

short paper he uses the same method for determining the atomic weight

of iron, and finds for this quantity the value 5G.174, if O = IG.OOO.f

Now according to the fairly consistent work of Berzelius, Erdmann and

Marchand, Svauberg and Norlin, and Maumene, the atomic weight of

iron cannot be far fi-om 56.02 ; and there is no contradictory evidence

of serious value.t Winkler's method then gave him a result 0.275 per

cent § too high in the case of iron, and it is fair to conclude that the

error could not have been far different in the case of nickel. Making

the corresponding subtraction, Winkler's corrected result approaches

astoundiugly near to those obtained by Zimmermann and by us.|l

Winkler's corrected value 58. G9

Zimmermaun's value 58.694

Richards and Cushman's value 58.706

Average 58.70

Owing to a slight uncertainty in the atomic weight of iron, as well as

to the possibility that iron may behave somewhat differently from nickel

* Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., XVII. 239.

t Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., VIII. 291.

} Clarke's recalculation, p. 289. The atomic weight of iron is now being further

studied in this Laboratory.

§ It is possible that a small part of this error is due to the omission of the

reduction to the vacuum standard, which would afiect the final value by about

0.01 per cent. This correction may have been applied, but there is no evidence

of such application.

li
Mr. Baxter first called oiir attention to this remarkable unanimity.
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in iodine solutions, this comparison is less significant than it seems to be

;

but certainly it does not militate against our value for the atomic weight

of nickel. It is of interest to note that Clarke's mathematical method

of selecting from among the older values led to the number 58.687.

Professor Winkler's sixth and last paper upon this subject appeared

only last summer, after the work described in this paper had been com-

pleted.* In it he kindly points out several possible flaws and omissions

in our earlier paper. This criticism will be discussed at length in the

next paper on cobalt.

Cambridge, Mass., October 22, 1898.

* Zeitschr. Anorg. Chetu., XVII. 236.
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In a recent paper upon the atomic weight of cobalt,* we began the

analysis of cobaltous bromide by the determination of its bromine, with

results which seemed to show that the atomic weight of cobalt is very

nearly 58.99 (0 = 16). Although very great care was taken in purifying

the cobaltous bromide used in this work, it was never certain that during

the sublimation of the bromide in the porcelain tubes small amounts of

impurity had not crept in. The situation here was exactly the same as

in the research upon nickel, carried on at the same time in this Labora-

tory,! and here also the simplest and most convincing way of settling the

question was to determine directly the amount of cobalt present in the

salt, thus obtaining its total percentage composition.

Of the three methods of procedure which presented themselves,—
precipitation, electrolysis, and reduction of the bromide,— reduction by

hydrogen was chosen as being the least complicated and most certain.

The slight hope offered in the nickel research that electrolysis might be

used for the determination of the metal was here lacking on account

of the greater difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory electrolytic deposit.

A conceivable objection to the use of the reduction of an oxide as an
accurate quantitative method is the possibility that this reaction may not
be capable of absolutely complete fulfilment. It is well known, for

example, that one is rarely able to reoxidize wholly a metal once reduced,

* These Proceedings, XXXIIL 115.

t The preceding paper describes this work. This Volume, p. 327.
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even if the material is finely divided. In the case of the oxide there is

no means of deciding whether or not the last traces of oxygen have been

removed, while in the case of the bromide a residue of halogen is easily

detected. The complete reduction of nickelous bromide described in the

preceding paper shows that some such operations are in fact possible.

It is easy to see how the increase in volume involved in oxidation might

cause a part of the metal to be permanently protected by the growing

coat of oxide ; on the other hand, an oxide or salt which is being reduced

leaves only its skeleton behind, the innermost meshes of which may be

penetrated by the reducing agent.

Cobaltous bromide when heated in a current of dry hydrogen begins to

be reduced at a temperature of about 350°. At higher temperatures the

reduction goes on more rapidly, but is then accompanied by partial sub-

limation of the bromide. Schiitzenberger's * observations on the sublima-

tion of nickelous chloride were similar to these, but he seemed to think

that some strange compound must have been the medium of the change,

instead of realizing that in the presence of hydrochloric acid a trace of

the vapor of the metallic salt might easily exist even in an atmosphere

of hydrogen.

If the hydrogen is moist, however, the action begins at a lower tem-

perature, about 250°
; but even under these conditions sublimation can be

completely avoided only with the greatest difficulty. The reduction of

nickelous bromide offered fewer difficulties ; this process could be effected

in a current of dry hydrogen, and without danger of sublimation of a

trace of the material. The fact that moist hydrogen is more efficient

than the dry gas is easily explained by the hypothesis that the oxide is

formed as the first step in the reaction.

Purification of Materials.

Pi'eparation of Cobaltous Bromide.— The cobaltous bromide used in

this work was prepared by methods similar to those used in our previous

investigation, and for details the previous paper should be consulted.

Pure metallic cobalt was heated in a current of pure bromine and hydro-

bromic acid, and the sublimed bromide was preserved in weighing bottles

contained in desiccators until used for analysis. Samples I. and II. were

essentially the same as in the earlier investigation, even greater pains

having been taken, however, in the purification of the reagents and

water used in their preparation. Sample III. likewise was purified by

* Compt. Rend., CXIII. 177.
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essentially the same method as before, but was then further treated by

six additional recrystallizations as the purpureo-chloride, with the help

of very pure redistilled ammonia and hydrochloric acid. The oxides

obtained from these preparations were finally reduced by means of pure

hydrogen, instead of by ammonia as before.

Preparation of Bromine. — Here also the process of purification did

not differ from that previously employed. The purity of the bromine is

sufficiently proven by two analyses in which a known weight of silver

was precipitated by a slight excess of ammonic bromide made from the

halo£:en.

g in Vacuum.
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boat carefully placed in the reduction tube, where it was heated in a

current of moist hydrogen until the fumes of hydrobromic acid ceased to

come off. The tube was then swept out with dry hydrogen, and when
cool the boat was quickly replaced in the weighing bottle coutaining dry
air, and was thus weighed after a suitable delay. In most analyses this

process was repeated until the weight of the cobalt ceased to change.

Cobalt reduced from the bromide is less constant in weight than nickel,

gaiuing several tenths of a milligram in weight in twenty-four hours.

Fig. 1. Apparatus for ignitixg CoBALTOrs Bromide in ant desired

iNIixTCRE OF Gases.

Tlie use of rubber was confined to the fir.st part of this trnin, where it could do

no harm (A B C D E F and A M N O P).

For this reason the metal was always allowed to become thoroughly cool

in the atmosphere of hydrogen, and the weighing bottle was allowed to

come to perfect equilibrium with the atmospheric conditions inside a desic-

cator at the room temperature before receiving the boat. After half an

hour nickel treated in the same way had been found to come to constant

weight, and in half an hour the opportunity for oxidation of cobalt is so

slight as to be negligible ; hence this interval was the one which always

elapsed between the bottling and the weighing of the cobalt. In one

analysis, to see if exposure to the air affected the weight of the cobalt,

the boat was bottled in dry nitrogen in the bottling apparatus, after
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being heated to constant weight in the usual way. Upon correcting the

weight of the bottle for the difference in weight of nitrogen and air, the

weights obtained by both methods agreed perfectly.

The resulting cobalt was in the form of a gray metallic sponge, which

showed no traces of oxidation upon standing in air. Since previous

work by other experimenters * is not unanimous as to the occlusion of

hydrogen by cobalt under these circumstances, it seemed desirable to us

to obtain more evidence on this point. Accordingly, in several analyses

the boat containing the cobalt was placed in a hard glass tube sealed at

one end. After the air had been exhausted by means of a Sprengel

pump, the tube was heated to about 500°, the highest temperature used

in the reduction. In no case was a measurable quantity of gas evolved,

and the cobalt did not lose in weight ; hence it would appear that cobalt

prepared from the bromide does not possess the property of occluding

important amounts of hydrogen when heated in the gas.

To avoid any possibility of error, two and a half grams of cobalt,

freshly reduced from the bromide aud allowed to cool in hydrogen, were

subjected to quantitative combustion in the manner already described in

the paper upon nickel. Only five tenths of a milligram of water were

formed ; and even the repeated reduction and combustion of the residual

oxide yielded only a milligram. Evidently the amount of hydrogen

occluded was very small. On the other hand, cobalt reduced originally

from the oxide, when treated in the same way, was found to contain

about fifteen times its volume of hydrogen and when allowed to remain

in hydrogen several hours, it was found to have absorbed amounts com-

parable to those found by Neumann and Streintz.f A fuller statement

of the experiments will be reserved for a future paper upon the nature

and causes of these singular irregularities ; for the present, it is sufficient

to have shown that cobalt, like nickel, reduced from the bromide, does

not retain enough hydrogen to vitiate the results recorded below.

It is perhaps worth while to state also that the empty platinum boat

was tested as to its power of absorbing weighable amounts of hydrogen.

After ignition and cooling in the gas, and bottling in dry air as usual, it

was found to have gained 0.02 milligram when compared with its weight

after ignition in air. Evidently the occlusion of hydrogen, if measurable

at all, is balanced by adsorption of air ; hence for our purpose it may be

neglected.

* Neumann and Streintz, Monatshefte fiir Chem., XIT. 642; Berichte d. d. ch.

Gesell., XXV., 187R ; Henipel and Thiele, Zeitschr. Anorg. Chem., XI. 93.

t Loc. cit.
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A slight sublimation of the cobaltous bromide took place during the

reduction in almost every case. The amount of this sublimed material

was determined by washing out the tube with a few cubic centimeters of

nitric acid, and evaporating this liquid to dryness. After the solution of

the residue in water and the addition of an excess of ammonia, a very

dilute standard solution of potassic permanganate was run in until a pink

color appeared. This method of Winkler's is applicable only when ex-

tremely small amounts of cobalt are present, because the brown color of

the cobaltic salt interferes seriously with the end point in the presence

of large amounts of cobalt. The weight of the cobaltous bromide thus

sublimed never amounted to more than three tenths of a milligram, and

seldom exceeded one tenth of a milligram.

The platinum boat used in the earlier work served to contain the

bromide in these experiments also. Although the metallic cobalt alloyed

itself with the surface of the boat to a slight extent, we were able to

remove completely the alloy by treating the inside of the boat with aqua

regia. After this treatment and scrubbing with round sand, the boat

showed no trace of darkening upon ignition. Evidently, then, the cobalt

had been completely removed. Of course a gradual loss of weight took

place, owing- to solution of small amounts of platinum, but this loss

amounted to only half a gram in the course of the work.

In the first two determinations the hydrogen was generated from hydro-

chloric acid by means of pure zinc. It was purified by passing through

bulbs containing silver nitrate, potash, silver nitrate again, then through

a hard glass tube heated to redness. From this point the gas came in

contact only with glass, being conducted through three towers containing

glass beads moistened with silver nitrate, then by means of T-tubes,

either directly in a moist state, or through a long drying tube containing

stick potash, into the reduction tube. The reduction tube was connected

with the rest of the apparatus by means of a ground glass joint.

A small amount of white sublimate, which appeared beyond the boat

during each of the preliminary ignitions, proved to be ammonic bromide.

The source of the ammonia was not at first apparent, as it was hard to

believe that the cobaltous bromide could retain ammonic bromide at a

temperature between 400° and 500°. Upon examination of the silver

nitrate columns it was found that reduction*had taken place there, metal-

lic silver being precipitated upon the beads.* Of course the reduction of

* The fact that silver nitrate is reduced by molecular hydrogen has already

been noted by other experimenters : Russell, Jour. Chem. See, [2], XII. 3, (1874)

;

Pellet, Compt. Rend., LXXVIII. 1132,
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the silver alone could do no harm; but unfortunately it was attended by

a reduction of the nitric acid also. This was proved by passing the re-

sulting gas through a hot tube, when traces of ammonia were formed,

capable of easy detection by Nessler's reagent. We had come face to

face with one of those frequent cases where an attempt at purification

had introduced a flaw as serious as the one it eliminated. The very

common use of argentic nitrate as a means of purifying hydrogen is

obviously a pernicious one, if accurate results are desired.

The hydrogen apparatus was then entirely remodelled. Owing to the

fact that the amount of hydrogen required for the completion of a reduc-

tion was very much larger than the amount actually necessary to combine

with the bromine,* a gasometer was constructed which should collect the

hydrogen after it had passed through the tube and deliver it repeatedly

to the apparatus, after removal of the hydrobromic acid. The hydrogen

was generated by a primary battery consisting of zinc amalgam, hydro-

chloric acid, and platinized platinum. The gas delivered by this appa-

ratus is pure, except foi- the presence of a little hydrochloric acid, which

can be removed easily by means of potash. The following cut shows

the apparatus in its improved form.

The bottle B is filled with pure hydrogen generated by the battery

C. From the bottle A water is siphoned into B, forcing the hydrogen

by way of the stopcock e through the column D, filled with beads

moistened with aqueous cupric sulphate to remove sulphur compounds

taken from the rubber; through the columns E and .^ which contain

dilute sodic hydrate, then either directly through g or through a potash

tube G into the reduction tube H. After being freed from hydrobromic

acid in the bottle K containing potash, the gas is conducted through the

open stopcock h into A. When B is full of water the process can be

repeated by interchanging A and B, and opening the stopcocks c and d

after closing h and e. The generator C served to keep the pressure

always outward. The current of gas could be regulated by a pinchcock a

on the rubber siphon tube. This apparatus proved entirely satisfactory,

and was not altered during the investigation.

As in the case of nickel, it was found impossible by reduction alone

to remove the last traces of bromine from the spongy cobalt. Even

long continued heating to a temperature much above the subliming

point of cobaltous bromide failed to give complete reduction, the solu-

tions of the reduced cobalt giving decided tests for bromine. In the first

* See the preceding paper, p. 333.
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Fig. 2. Apparatus for Reducing the Bromide.

analysis this bromine was precipitated with an excess of silver nitrate

and weighed. In analyses 2, 3, and 4 the cobalt was leached with pure

water, and after filtration the bromine was determined in the filtrate.

The solutions of the cobalt in dilute nitric acid proved almost entirely

free from bromine, that obtained from analysis 4 being entirely so. The
silver bromide from these solutions was combined with that obtained

from the aqueous extracts and weighed. As it was hard to believe that

cobaltous bromide could be enclosed by the reduced cobalt in such a way
as to remain unreduced and yet to go completely into solution with ap-

parent ease, it was obvious that some foreign bromide must be present.

Accordingly the filtrate from one of the precipitates of silver bromide
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was treated with an excess of hydrobromic acid in order to remove the

silver, and the retiltered solution was evaporated to dryness. Upon a

careful qualitative analysis tests were obtained for nothing but sodium

and traces of cobalt. The sodium evidently came from the porcelain

tube used in the sublimation, and we were dealing with an impurity

precisely similar in source and nature to that described in the case of

nickelous bromide. As the two investigations progressed side by side,

the discovery was almost simultaneous in the two cases. We have

already said that this outcome was not an unexpected one.

Since it would be impossible to calculate the weight of the soluble

bromides from the weight of the silver bromide without a quantitative

analysis of the two bases present, the effort was made to evaporate the

aqueous extract from the reduced cobalt and to weigh the dried residue

directly. In the work upon nickel this method was necessarily rejected

because the spongy nickel was oxidized and went into solution as nickel-

ous hydrate which could not be removed by filtration. Our spongy

cobalt oxidized much more rapidly than the nickel upon treatment with

water ; but the decantate, upon filtration and evaporation in the air,

deposited most of its cobalt as cobaltic hydroxide. The presence of salts

of the alkalis greatly increases this oxidation, cobalt which has once been

leached being oxidized but little. Heat also increases the oxidation, and

so probably does the galvanic action with the platinum dishes which were

used wherever possible through the whole course of this investigation.

In view of the colloidal solubility of nickelous hydrate in water, it is

probable that cobaltous hydrate possesses the same property. When
cobalt is treated with water in the presence of air, the metal oxidizes and

goes into solution as cobaltous hydrate ; this is then further oxidized by

exposure of the solution to the air and thrown out of solution as cobaltic

hydrate, which can be filtered off. Since the dissolved cobalt is almost

completely removed by this process, it is obviously legitimate to weigh

the residue obtained by evaporating the aqueous extract of the reduced

cobalt, and thus to obtain directly the amount of impurity present in the

metal. This difference of procedure in the two cases is an interesting

example of the way in which subordinate side reactions may influence

two researches otherwise unusually analogous.

In the next four analyses (5 to 8) the cobalt was leached with the purest

hot water in a platinum dish and the solution, after filtration, was evapo-

rated to dryness. The residue was taken up with water, filtered from

the deposited cobaltic hydroxide into a weighed platinum crucible, again

evaporated, heated to 130°, and weighed. That these residues contained
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cobalt was undoubtedly true from the fact that they were colored a pale

blue both after evaporation and after heating. During the heating

Iiowever a slight blackening took place which was due to the oxidation of

traces of unoxidized cobaltous hydrate. In order to make sure that all

unreduced bromides had been renaoved from the cobalt by the process of

leaching, in each analysis the metal was dissolved by cold very weak
nitric acid* and treated with silver nitrate. As not even the faintest

cloudiness was ever again visible in these solutions, it was assumed that

the soluble matter had been completely removed.

In analysis 5 the bromine in the residue was determined and the result

found to be considerably too low to correspond with the weight of the

residue, if calculated as sodium bromide. In order to discover the cause

of this discrepancy an elaborate series of experiments was carried out at

the expense of much time and labor. To describe these experiments in

full would result only in confusing the mind of the reader. It is sufficient

to say that 2:)ure spongy cobalt was treated with varying amounts of pure

sodium bromide in solution, the conditions being regulated so as to be as

nearly as possible like those in the analyses. The following conclusions

drawn from these experiments are of great importance.

In the first place, no bromine is lost by the residues either during

evaporation or in heating to 130°. The cobalt in the residues may
be present in three forms, as cobaltous hydrate which has escaped oxi-

dation, as cobaltic hydrate, and as unreduced cobaltous bromide,t each

in exceedingly small amounts. The doubt as to the quantity of each

present makes it impossible to apply the correction for dissolved cobalt

with any degree of accuracy and in the table of results no attempt has

been made to do so. In the later analyses this cause of uncertainty was

removed. t This correction within a correction is however an infinitesi-

mal of the second order ; neglecting it can produce no serious effect upon

the accuracy of the final result. § In this respect the research upon

cobalt differs from that upon nickel, where the amount of hydroxide in

the residue was relatively great, owing to the fact that it had not been

chiefly eliminated by oxidation during the evaporation.

* In a platinum dish this solution takes place with great ease, and with no danger

of a loss of bromine. The galvanic action is a great assistance.

t Cobaltous bromide could only have found its way into this residue by having

been protected from reduction by enclosure in crystals of sodic bromide. It must

have been exceedingly small in amount, if present at all.

f Compare page 3G3.

§ This extra cobalt may partly explain why the sum of the total analysis slightly

exceeds 100.000 per cent. See page 365.
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The possibility of the presence of some other acid than hydrobromic

acid in the residues led us to make tests in this direction. Silicic acid

Avas of course the first one to suggest itself. Early in the work one test

liad been made by subliming about two grams of pure cobaltous bromide

from a platinum boat in a current of hydrobromic acid gas. After the

sublimation of the bromide the boat was perfectly bright, and gave not

the slightest evidence of the presence of any silica. One of the residues

was now treated with pure strong hydrochloric acid, heated to 130°,

again treated with hydrochloric acid, and filtered. The amount of silica

found, three one-hundredths of a milligram, is a negligible quantity. Al-

though the purity of the phosphoric anhydride used for drying our gases

had been proven by passing air through a tube filled with the pentoxide

into aqua regia, which upon evaporation gave no precipitate with ammo-
nic molybdate, nevertheless one of the soluble residues from the reduced

cobalt was tested with the same reagent with a negative result.

Upon examining one of the earlier residues for sulphuric acid, how-

ever, a slight precipitate of baric sulphate was formed. The source of

this sulphuric acid was hard to discover, but finally it was found that the

strong sulphuric acid in some of the drying columns had become dis-

colored in places by organic matter. This must have led to a slight

decomposition of the acid and formation of sulphur dioxide, which was

subsequently oxidized to sulphuric acid by the bromine. The amount

of sulphuric acid present in the bromide was very small, 3.88 grams of

cobaltous bromide giving only 0.00036 gram of baric sulphate in one

case. As in the instance of nickel, however, this cause of error was

wholly eliminated in the later experiments, aod no trace of sulphuric

acid could be detected in the material used in the last series.

The conclusions to be drawn from these experiments seem to be :
—

First, that our cobaltous bromide was almost if not completely reduced.

Secondly, that the impurities, which consist of alkaline bromides (with,

in some cases, a minute trace of sulphates), can be completely removed

by leaching the cobalt.

Thirdly, that the residue obtained by evaporating the water extract of

the cobalt after reduction represents within an exceedingly small amount

the weight of the impurities.

In the fourth series, during which the truth of this third conclusion was

not realized, and a method similar to that used in the nickel research was

adopted, the weight of the residue had to be calculated. The basis of

calculation was the knowledge obtained from analysis 5, Series V. Un-

fortunately this is the only analysis of material similar to that used in
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Series IV., where both the weight of tlie residue and the silver bromide

obtained from it were determined. Since, however, the use of this

analysis causes the average of Series IV. to approach within one part in

thirty thousand of the average of Series V. and VI., we may safely

assume that the rather meagre data represent with great exactness the

real weight of the impurity contained in this Sample I. of cobaltous

bromide. In Series V. and VI. the residues were weighed directly, so

that this factor was not needed. Below are given the results of the first

two series of analyses.

THE ATOMIC WEIGHT OF COBALT.

O = 16 ; Br = 79.955.

Fourth Series (Preliminary). CoBfj : Co.

No. of
Anal.
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It seemed highly important to us at this point to prepare cobaltous

bromide which should be free from every impurity. In the first place

the drying apparatus was slightly modified, no strong sulphuric acid

being used except in drying the air necessary for sweeping the nitrogen

out of the weighing bottle. Dilute sulphuric acid was substituted in

every case, and two columns of stick potash followed by one of phosphoric

anhydride were inserted beyond this dilute acid. As the porcelain tubes

had evidently been the source of the alkaline impurities found, a platinum

lining, made by bending a large piece of platinum foil into the form of a

cylinder, was provided for the outside porcelain tube.* The smaller

porcelain tube was not used at all, the sublimed matei'ial being removed

by taking out the foil and unfolding it. Cobalt from Sample III. was

then sublimed in the remodelled apparatus from a platinum boat. The

material obtained in this way gave results for the atomic weight alto-

gether too high, a circumstance due to large quantities of ^ilatinum

actually found in the sublimed bromide. Even here a small amount of

alkaline impurity existed, having crept in through the crack in the pla-

tinum foil. Hence, no more work was done with this material ; but

renewed precautions were taken to prepare by the older method cobaltous

bromide which should contain the smallest possible number and quantity

of impurities.

Four analyses were made with this new material, which proved in

spite of all our care to contain as much soluble matter as before. The

water extracts from these analyses were evaporated in a flat platinum

dish, which exposed a large surface of the solution to the air. This served

to oxidize completely the dissolved cobaltous hydrate, for the residues did

not become gray when heated, and upon the addition of water gave per-

fectly clear solutions. These residues were faintly blue, the color being

due doubtless to a trace of unreduced cobaltous bromide. For some un-

discovered reason, the amount of silver bromide obtained from the

residues was still too small to correspond to the weight of the residue,

if calculated as sodic bromide.

Tests were repeated for sulphuric, phosphoric, and silicic acids with

the greatest possible care, but still with negative results. In one analysis

the cobalt was determined in the residue and found to be only 0.00013

gram. It is possible, however, that these few tenths of a milligram dis-

argentic bromide. Hence 0.0010 gram of argentic bromide corresponds to 0.000626

gram of residue. This factor is used in calculating the results in Series I.

* Compare the preceding paper on Kickel, page 331.
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resembled those used ia Series II. and III. of last year's work) were

found to contain 0.02327 gram of impurity. If, as we may reasonably

suppose, all the residues obtained from this sample of material resembled

that found in analysis 5, Series V., this residue would have yielded

0.0372 gram of argentic bromide. We may now correct last year's

results by subtracting from the several weights of cobaltous bromide

proportional weights of impurity, and also subtracting from the several

weights of argentic bromide amounts of this substance corresponding to

the impurity. Making this correction, the atomic weight of cobalt would

be loioered 0.008, the averages of Series II. and III. becoming 58.987

and 58.979. Our uncertainty regarding the nature and amount of the

impurity thus involves an uncertainty of about one part in six thousand in

last year's results. In the light of all the circumstances, it is perhaps

safest not to attempt any correction of these values, but to accept them

uncorrected as subject to this possible error. The results are accord-

ingly giveu below in an uncorrected form.

The data just discussed obviously afford a basis for recording the total

percentage composition of the cobaltous bromide analyzed.

COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF COBALTOUS BROMIDE.

Based upon Series II., III., and V.

Per cent.

Cobalt (Series Y.) = 26.923

Total Bromine -

'
(II.) 73.050%

'

(III.) 73.053%

Aver. 73.051%

Bromine combined , -r. «^,J . , „
, ,

y— 72.981
with Cobalt

/ Bromine actually
[ ^y^.

r found in impurity C

i Remainder of -s

Total impurity . .
— 0.103% =z^ impurity '= .033

( (chiefly Sodium) j

Total r= 100.007

Series VL, perhaps the best of all, is not included in this table because

the material used iu it was not quite identical with that used in the three

other series. Obviously it is possible to calculate two more ratios in-

volving the atomic weight of cobalt, in which the values for the bromine

in the bromide are compared with the cobalt found in it. Into this calcu-

lation the weio^ht of the bromide itself enters simply as a constant, and

an indifferent impurity (such as water) would be eliminated from the
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porcelain tubes might have been attacked during the sublimation of the

bromides, with the introduction of foreign bromides into the nickelous

and cobaltous bromides. He goes on to state that the bromides were

dried in an acid atmosphere, and probably retained hydrobromic acid

after this gas had been displaced by air. His third criticism is that the

nickelous bromide in the earlier analyses contained nickelous oxide

which had to be determined and subtracted ; and his final objection

applies to the use of the Gooch crucible.

Answers to the greater part of his criticisms can be found in the very

articles which he criticises. In one case only can his view be substan-

tiated;— the porcelain tubes are really attacked. That this flaw was

a possibility we realized at the time ; but we also realized the smallness

of the error introduced by even a comparatively large amount of such

impurity. This matter has been already discussed in detail, both in this

paper and in the paper upon the atomic weight of nickel.

There are two possible ways in which hydrobromic acid could have

been retained:— by adsorption and by inclusion. At the high tempera-

tures employed the adsorption must have been very slight, and the

long process of washing witli an indifferent gas was favorable to the

elimination of any tendency in that direction. "While the inclusion of

liquids is a very serious possible cause of error, that of gases is usually

negligible because of the small mass involved. For this reason crys-

tallization from solutions is far less satisfactory than sublimation as a

means of purification.

That as a matter of fact our bromides were neutral there is no lack

of evidence. The possibility of acidity had occurred to us also, but rea-

soning from analogy we had decided that this possibility was rather an

improbability. Bromides and chlorides of barium and strontium, heated

in the same way in a dry acid atmosphere, after the acid has been dis-

placed by dry air, give absolutely neutral reactions with methyl orange.*

With cobaltous bromide the end point is not as easy to detect as with the

before mentioned halides on account of the color of the dissolved salt,

but colorimetric comparison makes it possible to distinguish the change

very accurately. A solution of our cobaltous bromide containing methyl

orange perceptibly changed color upon the addition of the minimum

amount of hundredth normal acid necessary to produce a change of color

in pure water containing methyl orange, showing that the salt must have

been very near if not at the turning point. As a final test, potassium

* These Proceedings, XXIX. 59, XXX. 373.
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bromide was sublimed iu the apparatus which had been used for the prep-

aration of the cobaltous bromide. The sublimate was then heated in a

current of dry nitrogen and hydrobromic acid gas, and finally, when cool,

the nitrogen and acid were displaced by dry air, just as in preparing the

cobaltous bromide for analysis. This potassic bromide upon solution

gave an absolutely neutral reaction with methyl orange. Taking into

consideration these three points, one cannot believe that enough hydro-

bromic acid was retained to have had an appreciable influence on our

results.

The third criticism, objecting to the ftict that in some analyses a small

amount of nickelous oxide was found in the bromide, is an unfortunate

one. A careful perusal of the work would have shown that only in the

preliminary series of results was this the case, and that this series does

not enter into the final average, although its results differ only by a very

small amount from those subsequently obtained with material free from

oxide. As far as the nickel is concerned, a conclusive proof of the ab-

sence of acid is afforded by this very fact that the earlier determinations,

in which it was necessary to filter off a residue of finely divided nickelous

oxide, gave results no higher for nickel than the later results.* Hence

the second and the third criticisms are obviously inconsistent with one

another.

The advantaces of the Gooch crucible are too well known to need

mention. Professor Winkler's specific objection to the collecting of dis-

placed asbestos upon an ordinary filter affects only an amount of a few

tenths of a milligram ; and a i^roof that no error was introduced in this

way lies in the fact that in every case the amount of silver bromide found

agreed very closely with the amount of silver necessary to complete the

reaction, where all but a few tenths of a per cent of the silver was

weighed out, and the remainder was added volumetrically. The following

brief table will make this clear.

Tlius, in the cobalt work, 18.1G302 grams of silver yielded 31.61642

grams of silver bromide,— a ratio of 57.448 to 100.000,— while in the

case of nickel, 15.51556 grams of bromide gave 26.67078 grams of silver

bromide,— a ratio of 57.444 to 100.000, while Stas found 57.445.

From the cobalt work AgBr : Ag = 100.000 : 57.448

From the nickel work AgBr : Ag = 100.000 : 57.444

From Stas's work AgBr : Ag = 100.000 : 57.445

* The slight colloidal solubilitj' of nickelous hydroxide was evidently destroyed

by the presence of large amounts of nickelous bromide, as one would expect.
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Thus the last of Professor Winkler's criticisms is sufficiently answered.

After necessarily dwelling at such length upon disagreements, it is a

pleasure to emphasize other points in which we agree with Professor

Winkler. The evidence of our work, together with Dr. Cushman's,

strongly supports Winkler's contention that nickel and cobalt, as we

knew them of old, cannot contain more than an infinitesimal amount of

any unknown element. Several radically different methods of prepara-

tion and many fractionations invariably led us to constant atomic weights,

within a reasonable limit of experimental error ; and we are forced to

conclude that the familiar properties of these common and useful metals

are to be ascribed to elements as definite as any of the seventy-five. It

is needless to point out also that we agree with Professor Winkler in

assigning to cobalt a higher atomic weight than to nickel, in spite of the

conflict of periodicity with rhodium and palladium. According to our

results, the atom of cobalt, weighing almost exactly 59.00, is very nearly

half of one per cent heavier than that of nickel.

Cambridge, October 29, 1898.

VOL. XXXIV. — 24
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Introduction.

Among the larger groups of rock-forming silicates, there is none

perhaps which, in the present state of our knowledge, ofTers more dif-

ficulties in the determination of systematic relationships than the amphi-

bole family. Its importance for the petrographer needs no emphasizing

here, yet it is he who has to meet the difficulties of classification and

discussion under the most disadvantageous circumstances ; in general, by

reason of its association, the amphibole of an eruptive rock or of a crys-

talline schist lacks crystal form, and, because of numerous inclusions, it

may often be impossible to procure a reliable chemical analysis of the

mineral. Thus deprived of two principal aids to diagnosis, the worker

in rock-forming amphiboles must make the most of the other criteria

which offer themselves. In so doing, he may eventually be able to repay

the pure mineralogist for his services to the study of the crystalline rocks

and present new considerations that can lead to the interpretation of the

mineral species as such without relation to rock genesis or rock classifica-

tion. Of the methods which, so fnv, have been almost completely neg-

lected by petrographers in the investigation of amphiboles, is that of the

use of etch-figures on planes of the more important zones. I propose

in the following pages to record briefiy certain results I have obtained

while breaking ground in this new field of inquiry.

The first, and so far as I have learned, the only published reference

to actual experiments in etching an amphibole, occurs in Boricky's first

essay on microchemical methods.* Plate II. Fig. 7 of his work repre-

sents a hornblende etched with fluosilicic acid on the clinopinacoid. The

reference in the text to this drawing was occupied with the mention of

the chemical reaction, and especially of its products, — nothing further.

* Archiv d. naturw. Landesdurchforschung von Bohmen, III. Prague, 1877.
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Sir David Brewster observed his " O^Jtical Figures " on a few hornblendes

characterized by natural pits of corrosion.* Since nothing has been

done towards a comparative review of etching phenomena with respect

to the amphiboles, I shall state some of the reasons why the present

reseai'ch was begun.

(1) In the first place, it has been considered a good opportunity to

test once more how far etch-figures are dependent on the method of

attack, and to devise a convenient and uniform method for the group in

question. (2) Will the etching process furnish any information as to

the attackability of amphiboles in hydrofluoric acid 1 (3) Are the etch-

figures variable in shape with the chemical composition of the mineral?

Will they throw any light on the problem of isomorphism among the

amphiboles ? (4) Will the amphibole figures by comparison with those

on the corresponding faces of pyroxene, tend to strengthen the parallel

between the two mineral groups ? (5) Can cleavage pieces and crystals

of amphibole be crystallographically oriented by means of etch-figures ?

(6) Will the latter give us any data on the vexed question of the best

standard orientation of amphiboles as a whole? Is Tschermak's or

Nordenskiold's recommendation better fitted to disclose the many va-

ried relationships of the group ? (7) Are the amphiboles holohedral ?

(8) Are anthophyllite and gedrite really orthorhombic ? (9) Inciden-

tally, in connection with the attempt to solve these problems, I have

compared etch-figures using hydrofluoric acid with those obtained with

the corrosive alkalies.

Now, in order to pave the way for a concise description, and perhaps

readier understanding of the following discussion, a few lines may be

taken to define a certain number of terms which have been introduced

with more or less technical import. Several of these ai-e literal or

slightly modified translations of the valuable German names or phrases

of Becke, Baumhauer, Leydolt, and others.

The etch-figure itself may be a cavity of corrosion, an " etch-pit

"

("pit of corrosion," Aetzgriibchen, Aetzvertiefung), or it may be an

etch-hill (Aetzhiigel), a residual boss standing up in relief above the gen-

eral surface of the crystal. Either etch-pit or etch-hill is bounded by

•' figure-faces " f (Aetzflachen), in general manifestly plane, sometimes

* Phil. Mag., 1858, Vol. V., p. 16.

t Molengraaf's nomenclature seems unfortunate in relegating the short, useful

word " Aetzflache " to the comparatively unimportant curved surface which often

truncates a crystal edge when exposed to corrosive agents, and compelling us to

speak of the figure-face of a pit as an " internal etch-face " (innere Aetzflache). —
Zeit. fur Kryst, 1888, Bd. XIV. p. 174.
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apparently curved, faces. Many pits normally exhibit a figure-face

parallel to the plane etched ; it may be designated the " bottom-face."

An " etch-zone " is a zone containing two or more figure-faces (" Aetz-

zone" of Molengraaf, not equivalent with the " Aetzzone " of Becke).

The periphery of the pit where its figure-faces intersect the plane at-

tacked is here called the " outline " of the figure-, and each " edge " that

composes it may thus be a straight or curved line as its figure-face is

plane or curved. A " corner " is the point where the etched plane and

two adjacent figure-faces meet.

As the process of etching continues, a pit usually increases in size,

often (depending partly on the symmetry of the etched plane) changes in

shape of outline, and, in many cases, deepens as the result of replace-

ment of early formed figure-faces by others of different indices, accom-

panied by the necessary " diminishing " of the " bottom-face " if there be

one present (cf. pits on apatite, calcite, galenite, gypsum, zinc-blende,

etc.). These changes in the figures may be continuous, but often have

rather the look of being intermittent, the replacement of one figure-face

by another taking place as a momentary cliange, faces of intermediate

indices not appearing at all. The first stage of development of a pit

may be called its " initial " form. The development ends where the out-

line besfins to be seriously impaired by the solution of the surrounding

part of the etched surface. Just preceding this point in the history, the

pit may be called " mature," and the process intervening between the

initial and mature stages is that of " maturing." Von Ebner's " instan-

taneous " and " retarded " types are connected by transitions, but are

not easily to be compared to " initial " and " mature " figures, since his

types refer simply to the length of time required to develop the pits, and

are not restricted to the use of one solvent.*

Discussion of Etch-Figures in the Microscope.

It is believed that a description of the etch-figures as seen in reflected

light with vertical incidence would be, on the whole, of more value than

an account of the same figures examined under other conditions (trans-

mitted light, Lichtschimmer). Within certain limits, this method is

easily carried out with the aid of the modern appliances to be found on

the large models of most petrographical microscopes, and thus a new

etch-figure can in a few minutes be compared in its main features with

* Sitzungsber. der Akad. d. Wissen., Vienna, 1885, Bd. XCI. p. 776
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those already established for the corresponding face and mineral group, or

with analogous figures belonging to other species. Furthermore, such a

description may be made in cases where any determination of the indices

of the figure-faces is impossible on account of the absence of " Licht-

schimmer," due to various causes, as fibrosity, minuteness of figures, cur-

vature of the surface studied, etc. But it is necessary to recognize that

a complete analysis of a figure is not j^ossible in many cases, even under

the most favorable circumstances. Tliis is true, for example, of the pits

on the prismatic faces of amphibole and in the vertical zone of most

monoclinic minerals. Relatively low powers of the microscope must

always be used, since contrasts of dark and light are speedily lost above

200 diameters, and thus it often cannot be decided whether an apparently

rounded figure-face may not really be one compounded of many small

faces, according to the well known examples of Becke, Baumhauer, and

others. Hence, inasmuch as it is not practicable to determine in the

microscope the elements (faces, angles, symmetry, etc.) with the same

precision and detail with which we can define a crystal, it becomes ad-

visable to choose certain elements of the figure that are sufficient to fix

its general shape. Such elements will be those which can be directly

measured in the microscope and with a maximum of exactness. They

will include straight sides and the angles between them as well as the

special angles between curved sides characteristic of each figure. These

elements, too, had best be such as can be recognized on very small figures

of a given category, since in some varieties it may be feasible to produce

figures only relatively very minute. Lastly, we must have a base-line of

reference for all measurements ;— in amphiboles, there is an excellent

one, the trace of the cleavage, which generally makes it unnecessary to

search out the directions of edges bounding the crystal-face.

For the convenient examination of figures on (110), it is well to use

prisms with sides as smooth as possible, so that the mineral will lie flat,

and the plane to be studied perpendicular to the axis of the microscope.

In the study of terminal planes, or of material with which such perfect

prisms are not obtainable, the crystal or cleavage piece may be readily

brought into the desired position by mounting it on an object-glass with

wax and then adjusting it so that the simultaneous reflection of a ray of

light from the glass and the plane may occur. "With lustrous faces, this

adjustment can thus be carried out with a close degree of accuracy.

The microscope used was a Nachet, provided with an apparatus for

vertical incidence of the light that illuminated the crystal-face. The

light was led through a collimator attached to an Auer lamp. Below
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the collimator, the metal casing of the lamp was pierced so as to allow

of a source of transmitted light for getting extinctions in cleavage plates.

Orientation could thus be eifected by means of extinction (when the

amphibole was known), as well as by using terminal planes.

For reasons explained further on, Tschermak's orientation is adhered

to throughout this paper (/3 = 73° 58').

The photographic illustrations I owe to the skill of M. Monpillard of

Paris. The difficulties in reproducing anything like the sharpness of the

etch-figures on amphiboles, especially on faces other than that of tlie

fresh cleavage flake, are very great and fully explain any lack of defi-

niteness that may be observed in the micro-photographs. The diagram-

matic figures were drawn by means of a camera lucida and bring out

more clearly than the photographs, the points of essential resemblance

and dissimilarity which need emphasis.

Both in the diagrammatic figures and the wash-drawings of Plate I.

the cleavage trace on each etched surface is represented by a straight

line, which the reader will immediately recognize. This line is replaced

in the photogravures by the longer edge of the page. The top of the

crystal will as usual be directed toward the top of the page in the case of

planes in the vertical zone ; the front of the crystal toward the bottom

of the page for terminal planes.

Materials of Study.

The work the results of which are embodied in the following pages was

begun in the laboratory of Professor Rosenbusch at Heidelberg, where

the initial experiments were carried on with crystals of Vesuvius horn-

blende obtained from the collection of the Mineralogical Institute, and

with Zillerthal actinolite, St. Gothard (?) tremolite, and Bohemian horn-

blendes from the private collection of Professor V. Goldschmidt of

Heidelberg. To this material were added 41 specimens from the Im-

perial Museum, Vienna, through the kindness of Professor Berwerth,

some 20 others from the collection at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, due

to the liberality of Professor Lacroix, six fine crystals of aeuigmatite and

arfvedsonite from Professor Ussing, Copenhagen, classic glaucophane

from Professor Barrois, Lille, and much American material from Pro-

fessor Hobbs, Madison. To these gentlemen I should like to express

my hearty thanks for the privilege of securing so many specimens with

little trouble to myself,— material which in many cases is classic, and of

considerable value from the mere monetary point of view. Without the

use of so many representatives of the group, I should not have felt
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enough confidence in the generalization from certain types to all types.

The systematic investigation was almost entirely pursued in the labora-

tory of Professor Lacroix, and I desire to acknowledge, in particular,

his generosity in placing at my disposal the apparatus necessary for

the etching.

The list of specimens is self-explanatory. For convenience I have

followed Dana's classification closely, without however implying an

absolute adherence to all its details. I have inserted the catalogue num-

bers of the Museum specimens, sometimes the date of collection, and,

where possible, leading references to original papers in connection with

those specimens that have furnished particular descriptions or material

practically identical with them. An asterisk denotes a specimen "pre-

sumably similar to the classic material from the same locality. The

source of each specimen is indicated in the general list by letters pre-

fixed to the number corresponding. H. — Heidelberg, V. = Vienna,

P. = Paris, C. = Copenhagen, M. — Madison, L. = Lille.

Amphiboles proper.

A. Orthorhombic amphiboles.

a Anthophyllite.

P. 1. Kongsberg, Norway :
—

Des Cloiseaux, Nouv. Recherch., 1867, p. 541.

Michel Levy and Lacroix, Min. des Roches, 1888, p. 149.

P. 2. Nunangiast, Greenland. —20-125.

P. 3. Regardsheina, Norway.

b. Gedrite.

P. 4. Gedres, France :
—

Dufre'noy, Ann. des Mines, 1836, Vol. X. p. 582, etc.

B. Monoclinic Amphiboles.

a. Non-aluminous.

(1) Tremolite.

H. 6. St. Gothard (?).

P. 6. Siberia. — " Grammatite."— 2-855.

P. 7. Faroe Islands. — 64-63.

V. 8. Newport, Bucks Co., Mass. (?) A. c. 4154.

*M. 9. Gouverneur, N. Y.

(2) Actinollte (witii certain allies).

*H. 10. Zillerthal.

*P. 11.

P. 12. Syra.

P. 13. Gellivara, Asia Minor, 68-31.

V. 14. Killaersarbik, Greenland. A. e. 924, 1818.

V. 15. Anaitsirksarvik, Greenland. A. u. 98.

*V. 16. Orange Co., N. Y. E. 5606, 1888.

V. 17. Arendal, Norway. A. e. 961, 1825.
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V. 18. Ottawa River, Canada. A. e. 968, 1826.

P. 19. (Smaragdite), Greenland.

*V. 20. (Richterite), Langban, Sweden. A. a. 509.

*V. 21. " " " G. 3122, 1894.

*V. 22. (Astochite), " " G. 4080, 1895.

(3) Cummingtonite.

*M. 23. Cummington, Mass.

(4) Grunerite.

P. 24. Collobrieres, Dep. du Var, France :
—

Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., 188G, p. 40.

Mine'raux des Roches, 1888, p. 144.

b. Aluminous.

*P. 25. (Edenite) Edenville, N. Y. 64-145.

*V. 26. (Pargasite) Pargas, Finland. A. e. 928, 1848.

V. 27.
" " " A. o. 469.

Berwerth, Sitzb. Akad. Vienna, 1882, Bd. LXXXV. p. 158.

*V. 28. (Pargasite). A. e, 929, 1826.

V. 29. (Carinthine) Saualpe, Carinthia. A. o. 464 and 465.

Tschermak, Min. und Petrog. Mittheil., 1871, p. 38.

*H. 30. (Syntagniatite of Breitliaupt), Vesuvius.

*V. 31. Krager5, Norway. G. 3287, 1894.

V. 32. Arendal, Norway. A. f. 2., 1827.

V. 33.
" " A. e. 967.

V. 34.
" " A. e. 891 and 892.

V. 35.
" " A. e. 897.

V. 36.
*' " A. e. 898.

V. 37.
" " A. o. 4.32.

V. 38.
" " A. o. 434.

V. 39. > " " A. f . 3, 1824.

V. 40. Norway. A. o. 459.

V. 41. Philipstad, Sweden. A. o. 458.

*V. 42. Kafveltorp, Sweden. 1889.

*V. 43. Wolfsberg, Bohemia (in basalt). A. a. 1860.

V. 44. Orbus, Kupferberg, Bohemia. A. o. 446.

*H. 45. Bilin, Bohemia.

V. 46. Mayenegg, near Kupferstein. B. e. 5378, 1838.

V. 47. Easton, Pennsylvania. A. e. 971, 1826.

V. 48. Worthington, Mass. A. e. 902, 1825.

V. 49. Kangerotvarsvik, Greenland. A. e. 922, 1818.

V. 50. Edenville, N. Y. (greenish-black). A. e. 913, 1829.

V. 51. ^ " " (dark green). A. e. 901, 1827.

V. 52. Ge'bel Gharib, Arabia. B. d. 6369, 1877.

P. 53. (Ganisigradite) Gamsigrad, Servia. 97, 351.

Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., 1887, Vol. X. p. 147.

*V. 54. Wolfsberg, Bohemia (twin). F. 3850, 1890.

P. 55. Eiveau Grand, Mont Dore.

Lacroix, Mine'ralogie de la France, 1893-95, Vol. I. p. 663.
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Glaucophane.

*P. 5G. He de Groix.

L. 57.

Barrois, Am. Soc. Geol. du Nord, 1883, p. 19.

P. 58. Oulx, Savoy.

*P. 59. (Gastaldite) Champ de Praz, Val d'Aosta. 90, 197.

Crossite.

*P. GO. Berkeley, Cal.

Riebeckite.

P. 61. St. Peter's Dome, Colorado. 89, 6.

Arfvedsonite.

*P. 62. Kangerdluarsuk, Greenland.

*C. 63.

(Barkevikite.)

*P. 64. Barkevik.

Aenigmaiite.

*P. 65. Naujakasik, Greenland. 95-190.

*C. 66.

Bronzite.

*P. 67. Kraubat, Styria.

P. 68. Greenland. 9-25.

Hypersthene.

P. 69. St. Paul's Island. 35-2631.

Lacroix, Min. des Roches, 1888, p. 261.

Diopside.

*P. 70. Ala.

A ugile.

P. 71. Puy de la Rodde.

Gonnard. Cf. Lacroix, Mine'ralogie de la France, Vol. 1, p. 578.

Fowlerite.

*P. 72. Franklin, New Jersey.

Methods Used.

The researches of recent years on figures of corrosion have shown that

the most fruitful results are obtained by quantitative methods, that is, by

the use of reagents under definite specified conditions, and by close

measurement of the figures. It hardly needs mention that there is

much yet to be learned regarding the coliesional properties of the

species belonging to each of the great mineral groups, as well as re-

garding the similar relations which may exist between corresponding'

members of two different families. Just as we may describe as accu-

rately as possible the hardness or the fusibility, the specific gravity or

the optical properties, of a species, not only to fix it as an independent

type, but also to relate it to the other members of its own family and

to other mineral groups, so we believe it is possible to construct with
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some precision a scale by means of which crystal faces may be defined

as to molecular cohesions. This has, in fact, been accomplished in

certain cases ; but, in general, etch-figures have only been used quali-

tatively, so to speak, and as yet there has been not enough of continuity

of method from one investigation to another to make possible detailed

comparison of species with species in this matter of facial cohesion.

In the particular case of the group here considered, it has seemed

desirable to make it possible to reproduce the conditions finally selected

for etching, so as to permit of the discussion of new amphiboles with

the aid of data already in hand. May it not be possible that the

contradictory results of certain observations is simply due to difference

in methods ? Thus, Penfield, Meyer, and Bomer found the basal

plane of quartz characterized by etch-hills when hydrofluoric acid was

used,* while with the same solvent Gill obtained pits of corrosion.f

For these and other reasons noticed below, I have tried to establish

a constant method which would give good results with all varieties

of the great amphibole family, and one which can be extended to the

pyroxenes and other silicates. That such a method be wrought out, it

was necessary that some preliminary experiments should be made, for

reasons, some very obvious, others less so, all of which I shall summarize

in this connection.

1. It is generally advisable to choose prominent crystal-faces, usually

those of simple indices aud those parallel to cleavages. That one would

select such faces is to be expected, but I think this point should be espe-

cially in mind if comparisons are to be made as widely as possible. An
advantage in choosing cleavage pieces or the corresponding crystal-face

is evident in those groups where certain members appear only as allotrio-

morphic individuals in rock aggregates. Even in these cases, their etch-

figures may be produced on a good cleavage when figures on other planes

would ouly be possible on artificial faces. Fortunately, too, for the

discussion of rock-forming amphiboles as well as of the group as a whole,

the cleavage pieces give the sharpest and most regularly developed

figures to be obtained on any given crystal. J The prismatic cleavage of

amphiboles has thus a superior claim to attention, and I have accordingly

laid most stress on this important face in the course of the present inves-

tigation. Next to these, pinacoids will naturally give the most useful

* Trans. Connecticut Academy, 1889, p. 157. Neues Jahrb. fiir Min., etc., 1891,

Beil. Bd. VII. p. 534.

t Zeit. fiir Kryst., Bd. XXII. p. 111.

t Cf. Bauiuhauer, Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. 3.
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results. As a matter of fact, I have found (010) and (100) to be among
the interesting faces for etching on amphiboles. Moreover, not only are

they very common planes ; they are also those most likely to reveal the

fundamental features of crystal structure.

2. Since the production of etch-figures on a bisilicate is in large part

the result of a chemical reaction between mineral and solvent, it is clear

that the figure will, in every case, depend on the chemical nature of both.

Two varieties apparently isomorphous and differing little in composition

may afford figures markedly different from each other, although produced

on planes with the same symbols and with the same solvent. Examples

will be noted in the sequel. Such being the fact, it is natural to conclude

that the figures shall be similarly sensitive to small changes in the solvent

also.* A striking illustration is to be found in the series of etch-pits

formed on (010) of actinolite by hydrofluoric acid in various states of

dilution in water or mixture with sulphuric acid. There is a steady

change in the orientation of the figure as the state of purity of the hydro-

fluoric acid is affected. Details concerning this phenomenon are given

in the section devoted to a description of figures on (010).

I chose hydrofluoric acid as the universal attacking reagent on account

of its convenience and efficiency. Inasmuch as its working depends on

the degree of concentration of the acid, it becomes necessary to fix on some

particular grade of acid. A number of trials soon convinced me that the

concentrated commercial water solution is for general purposes the best.

Not needing special preliminary preparation, it is easily obtainable in any

desired quantity ; experiment showed that it gave the most satisfactory

figures just as the alums afford the best results with the solvent in an

active state, f There is one danger to be guarded against, namely, the

loss of concentration with prolonged heating of the acid ; hence the ad-

vantage of easy renewal of the reagent.

Temperature and its function, the duration of immersion, are now well

established to have a strong influence on the process and effects of etch-

ing. A new variable must thus be considered. As a result of a large

number of trials made both incidentally and with this distinct purpose in

mind, I found that good figures could be produced at many different tem-

peratures ; thus, Zillerthal actinolite will yield well developed pits of

corrosion when boiled one minute in HF, or at three minutes in HF

* Cf. Von Kobell, Sitzungsber. Miinchner Akad., 1862, p. 199 ; Ben Saude,

Ueber den Perowskit, Gottingen, 1881; Meyer, Neues Jahrbuch, 1883, Bd. I.

p. 77.

t Klocke, Zeit. f iir Kryst, 1877-78, Bd. II. p. 130.
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on a water bath, or, again, when immersed several hours in cold HF.
Among all these possibilities I have endeavored to secure for all com-

parative studies a temperature as nearly constant as possible, and this for

two reasons. In the first place, it would not be at all certain without

direct proof that the figures with any one reagent remain constant for all

temperatures. Bomer discovered that the form and orientation of the

figures on quartz produced by attack with HF were affected by the tem-

perature of the reaction.* It is reasonable to suppose that temperature

may have a corresponding effect on amphibole figures when the same

reagent is used. As will be noticed elsewhere, I have been able to deter-

mine no sensible variations in figures on (110) from this cause, but it

cannot be denied that they are present. Secondly, I wished to tabulate

the amphiboles with reference to their power of resisting solution in the

etching process. The standard temperature chosen for these reasons is

that of the water bath, one that is nearly constant, attained with no dif-

ficulty, and found to suit the necessities of the case very well.

To secure a standard temperature for the reaction repeatedly and expe-

ditiously demanded in addition a certain amount of arbitrary treatment,

since the amount and initial temperature of the acid have not yet been

allowed for. A platinum crucible of the usual slightly conical form

and with a diameter at the bottom of about 4 cm. is filled to a depth of

1 cm. with the cold acid ; the mineral, resting in a platinum net, is im-

mersed, and at the same time the crucible is placed 1 cm. deep in the

steam of a water-bath which is kept constantly at 100 degrees Centigrade.

The attack is readily checked at any moment by lifting the platinum net

and plunging it with the mineral into water. The coating of fluorides

could be readily removed by brushing the mineral in running water, or

by dissolving them in hot concentrated hydrochloric acid.

Another point of inquiry in connection with formation of an ideal

method would be the effect of increasing the energy of the reaction by

the agitation of the acid during attack. Klocke, in his classic research

on the alums, found that on agitating the solution in which corrosion pits

were forming, the figures grew larger rapidly, due, as he stated, to the

dissipat'on of the " Hof " (Losungshof) of liquor near the figure which

had become laden with the products of solution.t Experiment of the

same kind was carried on with basaltic hornblende, but no material im-

provement was effected on the sharpness of figures produced without

* Neues Jahrbuch, 1891, Beil. Bd. VII. p. 538.

t Zeit. fur Kryst., 1877-78, Bd. II. p. 298.
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agitation. I am inclined to think that convection currents in the warmed

acid are sufficient to perform the same function.

Ill thus fixing on a universal solvent, its temperature, state of concen-

tration and of convention, we have narrowed down the variables of the

process to one, the duration of attack. This facility in arriving at the

conditions of a uniform method of etching is not possible when the caus-

tic alkalies are employed and hence these will be referred to only inci-

dentally in the following pages. Unless the contrary be stated, the

standard conditions of etching are to be understood in every experiment.

The Optimum Exposure of the Different Species.

Here the study was confined to cleavage pieces. It was naturally

found that as the figures increased in number, they also increased in size,

any changes in shape not being sufficient to remove them from the cate-

gory of "primary" figures (Becke). In most cases, the general cleav-

age surface showed no serious roughening as the figures grew and the

attack was allowed to continue nearly to the point where overlapping of

the pits (generally aggregated in groups) would occur. This length of

exposure usually gave the best figures for study ; hence I have called it

the " optimum " duration of attack. Since the determination of the

optimum length of immersion was a matter of considerable labor, the

result of several trials with almost all varieties, I have thought it worth

while to tabulate the results obtained with a certain number of speci-

mens. It is to be understood that the following table is only approxi-

mately accurate. Perfectly fresh acid was not used in every case, and,

of course, the longer the acid remains on the water bath, the weaker it be-

comes ; moreover, the amount of steam in the water bath is variable to some

extent, and thus the HF might become heated at different rates. Care was

taken to allow for such causes of variation from the true optimum.

Optimum Exposures.

Anthophyllite.
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V. 21 . .
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each case, two minutes, yet the actual amount of material carried off in

sohuion from the very minute pits of the anthophylHte is extremely

small when compared with that removed in the process of excavating

the much larger pits on the monoclinic mineral. While working out

optimum exposures, I generally had opportunity to observe the incipient

stages of attack on cleavage-cracks and of the roughening of tlie whole

surface of the crystal. In this way a general impression of the i-elative

attackability of these minerals was gradually made upon me. I give

the seiies for what it is worth, beginning with the varieties most resistant

to hydrofluoric acid, and naming the others in order of less resist-

ance: — 1. The orthorhombic araphiboles. 2. Actinolite. 3. Ti-emolite.

4. Glaucophane. 5. The light-colored aluminous monoclinics. G. The
common green hornblendes. 7. The basaltic hornblendes. 8. The
Richterites. 9. Arfvedsonite. 10. Riebeckite (?). 11. Aenigraatite.

It will be seen that the resistance to solution decreases with increase in

soda and in sesquioxide of iron.

But not only are the differences of attackability due to differences in

chemical composition and crystal system, they are also strongly affected

by physical conditions irrespective of species. The physical influences

may entirely mask the attackability resulting from the chemical reaction

alone. The theories which have been made to explain the irregular dis-

tribution of etch-figures on a given plane by corresponding irregularities

in the grouping of the chemically active part of the solvent in use, can

have no application to many cases that have come under my notice during

the course of tlie present research. They are often rather to be explained

as dependent on a loosening of the original molecular structure of the

mineral by mechanical action without at the same time being accompanied

by chemical decomposition. The presence of submicroscopic cracks or

planes of parting (a superficial capillary zone) will necessarily give the

acid greater surface by which to attack and permit of a readier dislodg-

ment of the molecules from the grip of physical cohesion, A good anal-

ogy is found in the hardness of certain pseudomorphs ; manganite with a

hardness of 6 forms a pseudomorph after polianite (pyrolusite), but has

then an apparent hardness of only 3.

A few typical examples of this differential resistance to solution will

suffice for our present purpose. Two intergrown crystals of V. 42 ap-

parently of etjual freshness, each bearing the plane (Oil), were simulta-

neously immersed for several periods and examined at the end of each

interval for the relative progress of attack. The plane (Oil) of one

crystal was seen to have been affected decidedly sooner than the same
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plane of the other. In this case, the ready yielding of the former may
have been caused by its being exposed to more active convection currents

than the second crystal, due to position in the acid. But this explanation

cannot apply to V. 46, where the optimum exposures for cleavage flakes

from different ciystals, though from the same hand specimen, varied from

two and one half to five minutes, and the pits were of nearly equal size

(area and depth) on all the pieces. V. 34 afforded some light on the

question in the behavior of two terminated crystals, the (Oil) of the one,

less lustrous than the same plane of the other, was the more rapidly at-

tacked. The suggestion that the phenomenon is a result of alteration

can hardly be avoided. That the alteration may be an almost, if not

quite, exclusively physical one and not associated with a serious change

in the original chemical molecule of the hornblende, seems clear from

the facts observed in an experiment on V. 31. The hand specimen is a

" Krystallstock " composed of well defined individuals, tipped with asbes-

tus and occasionally showing patches of an asbestiform substance on the

sides of the crystals. At two minutes' exposure, one of these gave sharp

but relatively few figures on (110) near the point of attachment at the

end of the crystal. The other three fourths of the surface of the prism

was characterised by the appearance of numerous cleavage cracks which

gradually increased in number in the direction of the free (in the druse

unattached) end, and there was a simultaneous increase in the number of

pits. The development of the latter was independent of the asbestiform

patches, and, from the uniformity of color of the general surface, I have

concluded that there has not been chemical decomposition sufficient to

explain the differing rates of etching. It may be noted that the much

attacked end was directed upward in the acid, and any heating by direct

contact with the platinum at the bottom of the crucible would tend to

dissolve the unaltered extremity of the crystal the more rapidly.

As a general rule, the crystal-face (110) was observed to be less resist-

ant to solution than the parallel cleavage plates of the same individual

crystal, but the converse was often true.* Thus at one and two thirds

minutes, the cleavage showed much stronger attack than the correspond-

ing crystal surface (HO) of a specimen of V. 32, although here again

the original face was facing downward, the cleavage plane upward, in the

acid solution. The mineral was perfectly fresh in appearance, and be-

trayed no alteration to the eye such as seemed best to explain the same

relations characterizing other examples: e.g. V.8,V. 14, V. 17,V. 26,V. 42.

* Cf. Becke's experience with zinc blende, Min. und Petrog. Mitth., 1883, Bd. V.

p. 485.
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In these cases, actual separation had taken place along the cleavage

planes in question long enough before the specimens were collected in

the field to have j)ermitted the physical processes of weathering to de-

stroy to some extent the original cohesion of those layers of the crystals,

while, for some reason (probably the protection of surrounding minerals),

the crystal-face escaped such disintegration. That there may be other

and more obscure physical differences which can explain the grouping of

etch-figures was suggested by Baumhauer, who attributes the zonal ar-

rangement of the pits on etched fluorites to them rather than to chemical

variations in the zones.* The same principle is illustrated in the expla-

nation of " Aetzgriiben," f linear aggregations of pits following direc-

tions of weak cohesional control. Thus, on etched cleavage plates, there

are commonly to be observed a regular grouping of figures in directions

which are crystallographically fixed on hornblende ; long rows of pits

parallel to the trace of the second vertical cleavage, or to the trace of

the rudimentary basal cleavage, without, in either case, there being actual

cleavage cracks opened which would affect the etching directly. Viola

has recently described the zonal distribution of pits on gypsum, the zones

being regularly fixed with reference to tlie axis of symmetry.! Whether

these zones represent the original stratification of molecular deposition or

are the result of secondary physical change, acting on a homogeneous

crystalline mass, the behavior of gypsum is another example with those

already cited to show the dependence of attackability on physical co-

hesion, when the latter varies according to the laws of crystal structure.

Incipient weathering and the development of secondary strains will favor

an irregular grouping of etch-figures that are structurally accidental.

These have been noticed in connection with the amphiboles. These facts

lead us to suspect that Ebner's hypothesis of irregularities in the solvent

can no better explain the differing attackability of a cleavage piece of

calcite in its various parts than the hypothesis of varying physical con-

ditions in the crystal itself. §

* Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. G. Mere heating may render actinolite fibrous.

See Doelter and Hussak, Neues Jalirbuch, 1884, Bd. I. p. 24.

t Ibid., p. 6.

t Zeit. fur Kryst., 1897, Bd. XXVIII. p. 575.

§ That no one tlieoretical cause yet adduced in explanations will suffice is clear.

Minute fracturings cannot, for example, pave the way for unequal etching in the

case of a growing crystal of alum in a saturated alum solution. It is simply neces-

sary to dilute the solution slightly in order to etch the newly made surface ; here

there could be no reasonable supposition that the crystal had already undergone

any disintegration, yet the pits are irregularly dispersed on the surface. See
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Having traced tlie influence of chemical composition and of physical

conditions on the property of attackability, we may now proceed to in-

quire whether the single planes of an amphibole have different powers

of resisting solution in hydrofluoric acid. I shall once more use the infor-

mation gained in the process of etching ; the appearance of figures and

the loss of illumination using vertically incident light will be taken as

the criterion of attack. Actinolite, tremolite, and common hornblende

were thus examined.

A crystal of V. 42 was exposed first, 40 seconds, then one minute.

At 40 seconds (111) was visibly roughened but showed no figures, while

(110) remained practically intact; at the end of the second exposure both

planes were equally provided with pits. From the mere development of

figures, it would appear that (Til) and (110) were of about equal attack-

ability, but the roughening of surface gave much more reliable indications

of the fact. Combining with this, the observations on the other faces,

the series is correctly written iu the order of increasing resistance to the

( (100)
1

acid (Til), (011)-< (010) V. As a matter of fact, the maturing of pits

((.no))

on the various faces often occurred at intervals so far apart as to permit

of a pretty tolerable determination of the facial attackability by means

of their study alone. It is essential, of course, to distinguish etch-pits

from etch-hills, which may (as described by Becke) simultaneously ap-

pear on two different faces of the same crystal. A generalization was

made from the study of twelve crystals of aluminous hornblendes, as

follows: V. 26, V. 32 (2), V. 33, V. 35, V. 40 (2), V. 42 (3), V. 54, and

P. 55. Arranging the planes in order of increasing resistance to the acid,

we have, (Til), (Oil), (130), (100), (010), (110). But what has been

said about the phenomenon as affecting the corrosion on (110) applies

with equal force to the other planes. With V. 54, I obtained the series

(TOl), (010), (110), (Oil), in the same order as above,— an anomalous

order which I could see was correlated with the lustre and general state

of repair of each of the faces belonging to the crystal in question. By
reason of the peculiar geological conditions, and of the position of the

crystal in its druse, a prism face may suffer alteration while an end face

may escape that process and the latter can thus resist an attacking acid

longer, though, as we have seen, the terminal planes are regularly the

ones to yield first.

Klocke, Zeit fiir Kryst., 1877, Bd. II. p. 128. Cf. Retgers, Zeit. fur Phys. Chemie,

1895, Bd. XVI. p. 638.
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Similar results were found with crystals of Actinolite (V. IG), (V. 17),

and of tremolitic anaphibole (V. 8). Tlie series are, respectively, (TOl),

(Oil), (100), (110), and (Oil), (010), (110).*

These conclusions illustrate the now well established method of inter-

preting molecular structure by solubility in different crystallographic

directions.! The series of facial attackability correspond to the dimen-

sional variations in the pits on the various faces of an amphibole. They

explain, for example, the very general elongate form of the pits on planes

of the prism zone, an elongation in a vertical sense and coupled with a

greater resisting power in the prism zone itself. I may further note, in

passing, that here the different zones behave, as always, in a way to indi-

cate the holohedral character of all the amphiboles. The " Lusungsober-

fiiiche " (Becke) of amphiboles is monosymmetric and centrosymmetric.

Description op the Etch-Figures.

We may now proceed to the characterization of the etch-figures

themselves. It has been thought most convenient, and as tending towards

an easier survey of the facts, to group them with reference to crystallo-

graphic planes primarily and to consider in order the behavior of each

species on etching each of tliese planes with hydrofluoric acid. TVe may
hope thus to lessen the repetition of detail necessary in some degree ; at

the same time, the essential features of likeness or unlikeness of the dif-

ferent varieties will appear with most clearness. Following this more

or less bald statement of fact, which is abbreviated as far as consistent

with our immediate aims, there will be an attempt to correlate the facts

both in way of summary review and as related to certain others which

shall be especially introduced in the general discussion.

Etch-Figures on (HO), Actinolite Type.

Throughout the whole series of non-aluminous amphiboles (excepting

riebeckite) which I have yet studied (actinolite, tremolite, smaragdite, rich-

terite, astochite, etc.), cleavage pieces give figures that are practically

* One fresh crystal of Zillerthal actinolite etched with an alkali, caustic soda,

displayed greater resistance to attack on (010) tlian on (110). This may be another

illustration of tiie rule enunciated by Bauraliauer, that, in certain cases, the direc-

tions of rapid solution are reversed for acids and alkalies. Thus, he found it to be

true for Linneite when he compared its behavior in the process of etching using

nitric acid with its behavior in Becke's experiment of etching with caustic potash

(Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. 20). The same holds true for magnetite (Ibid., p. 21).

t Cf. Baumhauer, Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. v.
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indistinguishable from one another. They are the same as those on the

corresponding crystal-face and are, so far as observed, uniform in charac-

ters for all strengths of acid and times of exposure. This does not imply

that there are no differences in the figures, but these are so minute as, in

most cases, to defy measurement. Since I obtained the largest and best

pits on actinolite, I shall call theirs the " actiuolite " type of etch-pit.

In the diagrams (Fig. 1), (Plate I. Fig. 2), and Photograph 1, it will

be at once seen that in the claw-shaped figure, there are not many ele-

ments which can permit of precise measurement and of the comparison

of one figure with another, and with those of the aluminous amphiboles.

Yet the shape is so constant as to render possible an immediate recogni-

tion of these figures and of their orientation. The etch-faces are gen-

erally three in number (sometimes four, as in Plate I. Fig. 4), one plane,

the others more or less curved. The drawing and photograph convey a

far better idea of the arrangement of the etch-faces than could be given

in a verbal description, and it will only be necessary to note a few special

points. First, we have the corner at A (Fig. 1), which is always the

most clearly defined part of the figure. Often in the initial stage of

development this re-entrant angle appears before one can make out any-
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thing of the rest of the figure (Plate I. Fig. 1), a phenomenoa tliat

seems to have its correlative in the filling of the deeper parts, first of the

figures on a crystal of alum when it is placed in a concentrated solution

of its own substance (Ausheilen) .* The edge A £ is likewise the most

sharply outlined edge. The angle £A i/^ which it makes with the trace

of the cleavage can be seen to alter as the figure gradually evolves in the

process of etching. Thus, on Zillerthal actinolite, this angle increases as

the figure grows more mature, from minus 2° to plus 10°, plus angles

being read on the right of the cleavage trace passing through A (compare

in Plate I. Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3). The limits of variation are the

same for the Syra actinolite. In the actinolite numbered V. 14, they are

0" and 12°
; in V. 16, 0° and 8°. During this jirocess of swivelling, the

edge AB remains straight ; this suggests an actual change in the indices

of the figure-face adjoining AJ3 as the pit is deepened, rather than a modi-

fication of a figure-face of constant indices by secondary solution. An
analogous feature characterizes the pits on aluminous amphibole, as will

be noted further on. Again, the corner at C, while not definite enough

to allow of exact location as a point, can be with low powers so fixed

with reference to A and the trace of the cleavage as to orient immediately

the whole figure. Measurements were made of the angle CAH, within

about 2° of accuracy in each case, as follows :
—

Specimen. Angle CAH.

H. 5 12°.

H. 10 13°-16°.

V. 12 13°.

V. 14 10°.

V. 16 12°-14°.

V. 17 12i°

P. 19 130-15°.

V. 20 i . 13°.

V. 22 13°.

This angle is then seen to vary only slightly, and it has always the same

sign with respect to the trace of the cleavage. We may thus state the

orientation of the pit by means of its longer axis -4 C;— the point

of the " claw " is directed towards the positive hemij^yramids. Further-

more, the asymmetry of the figure expressed in the contrast of the

curved side ADC diad the side AB gives the orientation at a moment's

ijlance.

* Cf. Klocke, Zeit. fiir Kryst., 1877-78, Bd. II. p. 144.
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Strongly attacked Zillerthal actinolite regularly exhibits normal etch-

hills on the prism, but, since they are not of immediate interest in

connection with our main j^urposes, I shall pass them over with this

mere mention.

MoNOCLiNic Alujiinous Amphiboles. Etch-Figures on (110).

As might have been expected, I have observed a considerably greater

variety in the aluminous amphiboles than in the relatively few non-

aluminous species that, so far, have yielded figures that can be discussed.

The pits of corrosion are, however, reducible to three types, respectively

characteristic of basaltic hornblende, glaucophanc, and arfvedsonite, and

it is by the names of these species that we shall know the types.

The Hornblende Type {\\Q).

To use an expressive German designation, the term " hornblende "

is a " Sachname," and signifies a large number of bisilicates which are as

yet not dignified by more specific names because of our ignorance of

their real nature. If the phenomena of etcliing are to have weight in

the discussion of the isomorphism or the orientation of cleavage pieces

of hornblendes, it is expedient to examine an extensive and representa-

tive suite of specimens from the different members of the group, and

determine what are the variations in the figures of corrosion along the

series. I have accordingly etched about one hundred crystals and

cleavage plates from the thirty localities mentioned in the list of mate-

rials used. The result was to show that all these species will give etch-

pits whose main characters are constant, but permit of the recognition

of at least four sub-tyi)es. From the localities of specimens that

illustrate tliem best, these may be called the Wolfsberg, the Kragero,

the Edenville, and the Philipstad sub-types. With the exception of

the last, crystal-face (110) and cleavage (110) give invariably the

same figure.

The Wolfsberg Sub-type of Corrosion Pits on (110).

The front positive prism-face on the lustrous basaltic hornblendes of

Norway, Bohemia, Vesuvius, etc., uniformly give an etch-pit, scalene-

triangular in shape, with the most acute angle (corner) pointing down-

wards and the next most obtuse angle (corner) pointing northeast (Fig. 2,

Plate I. Figs, b, 6, 7, and 8). In a mature figure (Fig. 2), the three figure-
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faces and the edges are curved, AC more than AD and DC more than

AC. AB is a part oi AG which is practically straight, but of variable

length when coinjiared to the pit as a whole. A, B, 6', and D being the

principal angular points of the figure on the outside, i. e. marking the

more or less clearly defined corners formed by the meeting of pairs

of figure-faces and the prism-face etched, A', B', and D' are corre-

sponding corners at the bottom of the pit. Their position changes with

the maturing of the figure, but they are always analogous to A, B,

and D, because the bottom figure-face remains parallel to (110). To get

some idea of the relative dimensions of the j^its we shall define the

" length " of a figure as the distance, ^l H, from A to the foot of the

perpendicular running from C to the trace of the cleavage passing

through^. The "breadth" is, in like manner, the distance from this

trace to the line tangent to the curved side D C and parallel to the

cleavage AH. The maximum* length observed was about one tenth of

a millimeter and the breadth never far from one third of the length.

The angle D' A' B' gives an indication of the bluutness of the figure,

and is selected for measurement rather than D A B on account of its

greater sharpness, and hence the greater accuracy in measurement. It

is strikingly constant at from 72° to 73°. The angle CA His of course

variable with the elongation of the figure, but preserves a north by east

trend in all cases. Its value is usually from 13° to 15°.

The angle BAH also helps to orient the figure, and displays an

interesting relation to the deepening of the pit. Tiie shallow initial pits

of V. 46 characteristically had a large value for this angle (== 5°) ; as

they matured, it passed through intermediate values until parallelism

oi AB with the trace of the cleavage was reached; there the swivelling

o( AB seems to have been arrested in even much older figures, and thus

the angle BAIT never was observed to change its sign. A cause for

this swinging of ^ i? is problematical, but it looks as if Becke's* prin-

ciple of differential solution might be used in explanation. In the corner

A, there is likely to be more rapid saturation with the jjroducts of solu-

tion than along the medial part of the figure-face A C, since these are not

so readily whisked away in convection currents acting on the constricted

parts of the pit as in those affecting the more open region about the

point B, for example. Thus, the middle part of AC will suffer in a

unit of time the attack of a greater number of chemically active ions

than will the corners, and yield faster to solution accordingly. Such

* Min. und petrog. Mittheil., 1885, Bd. VII. p. 240.
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a hypothecated process of "secondary solution" was incidentally re-

ferred to in connection with the actinolite figures ; its effects can

often be seen where straight-edged outlines of a figure are replaced

by curved edges as the figure is undergoing destruction by prolonged

solution.

Plate I. Fig. 7 furnishes a noteworthy variation on the normal and

simple process of pit development. The figure is compound, and consists

of three pits, formed respectively at the bottom of the next oldest pit.

Each must represent an abrupt stage in the solution of this part of the

surface. The side AD remains sensibly parallel to itself in all three

steps, but the angle BAH grows larger from the first to the third num-

bered downwards; at the same time, the edges of the successive figure-

faces against (110) are seen to curve more in the first than in the second

and in the second than in the third. These facts accord with those

observed in the case of the pits that grew continuously, not intermit-

tently, to maturity from the initial and less advanced stages of previous

exposures to the acid. The stepjied figure seems, then, to show that

the formation of pits may (though not always) take place spasmodically,

so to speak (•' sprungweise," in the German phrasing), the attack the

affair of a moment and preceded and followed by longer periods of

almost perfect quiescence as regards other than "secondary" solution.

Klocke believed, similarly, that the formation of figures on the alums

is an instantaneous thing.* The stepped form is jiresumably not due

to a zonal structure in the hornblende, because such a hypothesis would

imply very considerable variations in the attackability in passing from

the exterior to the inner zones of the crystal,— variations improbable

* Zeit. fiir Kryst., 1877-78, Bd. II. p. 131. The rapidity of the reverse process,

that of healing over an etched surface, was early commented upon by Sir David

Brewster in connection with his studies on the instructive group of crjstalline

substances, the alums, especially' with reference to his now familiar " light-figures."

On immersing an etched crystal of an alum in a concentrated solution of its own
substance, he observed that, "in an instant," the pits of corrosion began to fill.

He says, "The singular fact in tliis experiment is the inconceivable rapidity with

which the particles in the solution fly into their proper places upon the disinte-

grated surface and become a permanent portion of the solid crystal." Phil. Mag.,

1853, Vol. V. p. 27. The intermittent character of the process of etching was

noticed by Rinne (Neues Jahrbuch, 1885, Bd. II. p. 15), who etched milarite with

dilute HF. At first, the base became covered with regular hexagonal pits placed

symmetrically on (0001). On further attack, these are suddenly modified by the

appearance in each case of a second hexagon in the bottom of the first, but now
turned through an angle of 30°.
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and not yet shown to exist. The interrupted phases of solution are

more reasonably connected with the lamellation of the cleavage parallel

to the plane attacked. Actual microscopic or submicroscopic separation

of layers parallel to this cleavage would present to the solvent action

of the hydrofluoric acid a series of thin plates each of which, strongly

resistant in a direction at right angles to the broad flat surface, would

readily yield, in directions in that surface, i. e. along the grain of the

mineral.

The above mentioned data regarding the highly important Wolfsberg

sub-type refer to conditions of etching described as standard for the

present investigation. Remembering Bomer's conclusion that the tem-

perature of the solvent has, in tlie case of HF and quartz, an influence

on the figures, I have recorded the facts from a number of experiments

intended to test the principle in its application to the group of the com-

mon and basaltic hornblendes. The experiments were made on V. 4G,

as follows :
—

(1)
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discoverable rule governing its development, and I even doubt that it

is always the same face. We might suppose that B G is composed of a

large number of minute planes, and that, for some at present unknown

reason, there is a selection of now one, now another, of these multitu-

dinous facets, which grows rapidly and becomes prominent as a fourth

figure-face of the pit.

Pargasite, carinthine, gamsigradite, syntagmatite, and barkevikite (see

Plate I. Fig. 20), each from its classic locality, give figures that are equiv-

alent with those just described for basaltic hornblende. The differences,

if any, from the Wolfsberg sub-type are so slight as to prevent any

determination of these varieties from the shapes of their respective

corrosion pits. The other three sub-types merit a few remarks, inasmuch

as they undoubtedly owe their distinctive characters primarily to chemi-

cal composition.

Figure 3.

Tlie Kragero Sub-type, (110).

The pits on (110) of V. 31 were sotne-

what sharper than those usually obtainable

on basaltic hornblejide (Figure 3, Plate I.

Figs. 9 and 10, and Photograph 2). There

are again normally three, abnormally four,

figure-faces all oriented in the sense of the

corresponding faces of the pits of the Wolfs-

berg sub-type. The straightness of the edge

A D \% here characteristic. The angle D A H
is extraordinarily variable, having the value

of about 38° in the initial figures, aud in-

termediate values up to 80° in the large

matured pits. There is also a swivelling of

the edge A! , jy, but its amount is difiicult to

determine. Accompanying these changes in

the figure-faces, there is a tendency for the

figure to broaden out as it deepens; so that,

while in the initial figures the ratio of length

to breadth is about 3.5 : 1 (0.05 mm. : 0.014

mm.), that ratio is 2 : 1 (0.072 mm. : 0.03(>

mm.) in the matured pit. The angle CA H
ranges through limits about equal to the

Wolfsberfj readings.
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The Kragero sub-type differs, then, from the Wolfsberg sub-type in

the hick of curvature in the figure-face A D D A\ in the acuteness of

the northeast angle at A, in the greater variation of shape as the figure

grows older, and in the stoutness of the figure in plan. The orientation

is the same in both, as also the occurrence of the adventitious fourth

figure-face adjoining GE in the figure (see Plate I. Fig. 10). V. 42 is

the only other amphibole that showed closely similar etching phenomena

(Plate I. Figs. 11 and 12, and Photograp»h 3), but their clearness has led

to the conclusion that we have here a new category of figures whose ex-

planation should be looked for in the internal structure of the varieties in

question. The lack of analyses forbids the extension of this hypothesis.

The Edenville Sub-type, (110).

Edenite gave abundant figures, apparently identical with those on the

Wolfsberg hornblende, but the habit of a cleavage piece of the former

was peculiar in exibiting a general predominance of the four-sided figures

already noted in connection with the previous two sub-types (Plate I.

Figs. 13 and 14). The triangular figures do occur, but their number is

quite subordinate. Even without their aid, it is very easy to orient cleav-

age plates of the mineral by means of fairly well developed quadrilateral

figures ; in them, the upper end is always recognizable.

The PkiUpstad Sub-type, (110).

The last of the hornblende sub-types which we have to notice is of

special interest, since it led at once to further investigation and the dis-

covery of a new and interesting variety of amphibole. Figures were

produced on four different crystals, with exposures of 2 min., 2 min.,

1| min., and 2 min., respectively, and on another crystal immersed in

hot HF (near its boiling point) for one minute. In all five, the result

was the same, two clearly defined figures, whose distribution was at first

a mystery ; on further study it was found that one type was confined to

the cleavage faces and the other to the crystal faces, or to cleavage surfaces

lying not more than 1 mm. beneath the latter. We begin with a de-

scription of the first mentioned sort of figures.

They vary in number of sides, in tint (proportion and distribution of

light and shade), and considerably in shape (Photographs 6 and 7).

Usually, they are six- or seven-sided and bounded by nearly or quite

straight edges (Photograph 6), and either uniformly dark or more or less

brilliantly illuminated on certain figure-faces. I could get no satisfactory
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idea as to the relative steepness of the figure-faces on account of the great

variability of the pits, on the one hand, and, on the other, the deep tint

characteristic of the pits. The largest mature pits are perfectly black,

blunt on the upper end because of the truncation by a long transverse

edge and bulging below but tapering rapidly to the lower end. The
angle made by the transverse edge with the cleavage trace was measured

at 83°, a value which lies within the limiting values of the angle D A H,

in Figure 2 ; the edge is thus oriented the same as the edge D A oi the

Wolfsberg sub-type, and the two are regarded as equivalent.

Now, these pits appear on all four cleavage faces and are also asso-

ciated on these according to the law of twinning after (100) ; but with

them were found a second set of j^its arranged enantiomorphously to

the first. Evidently, no system of twinning can explain their orienta-

tion, and it is all the more surprising from the fact that there is no

perceptible difference in the young forms of the two sets of figures.

Moreover, whole areas of a cleavage surface are covered with pits belong-

ing to a third category, in which the straight edges are the exception and

a curved outline the rule (Photograph 7). By an optical illusion, these

pits have the appearance of projecting from the general surface after the

manner of etch-hills ; in so doing, the form of the outline and a pro-

nounced shelly structure, exactly imitating the lines of growth in a mol-

luscan shell, make each pit extremely organic in look. Very often, the

shells are greatly elongated in a direction transverse to the cleavage

trace (Photograph 7). Only one probable explanation of these two

classes of abnormal pits has suggested itself, namely, that the crystals

are in a condition of internal tension, which interferes with the workings

of the usual molecular cohesions. If this hypothesis be correct, we
should expect all transitions between the normal type and the other two

abnormal types of figures. Such is the fact, typified in the observed

occurrence of pits intermediate to those of the first and second kinds,

where the transverse edge is seen to have all directions within the limits

set by the enantiomorphous pits (see Photograph 6). Moreover, we

might expect on this hypothesis that there should be distorted pits on the

cleavages etched with reagents other than HF. Using caustic soda, I

obtained normal pits on (110) illustrated in Photograph 9 ; occasionally,

though more rarely than in the case of crystals etched with the acid, the

beautifully marked shells were replaced by others elongated transversely.

A possible cause of this distortion by differential tensions is not far to

seek. Several carefully cut sections of the mineral showed that it is

strikingly zoned, each zone possessing its own tint of color which is
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doubtless correlated with a special chemical constitution. It is not difficult

to believe that the molecular substance of the crystals may be put into a

condition of strain by varying rates of expansion and contraction in the

ditferent zones due to temperature changes. Again, there is also possible

a massive stress set up in the crystal caused by its contortion in the rock

from which it was derived. In this case, we are dealing with a druse-

mineral ; nevertheless, I have observed that at least two of the individu-

als are greatly twisted so that the plane of the cleavage is replaced by a

curved surface with from 8° to 10° of curvature. Attempts were made
to etch this jjarticular crystal on (110), without marked success, although

the mineral was strongly attacked ; yet the few pits actually obtained

seemed to be of the distorted types. May this massive distortion not be

the result of differential stress in the zones ?
*

The Philipstad (cleavage) sub-type of etch-pit is thus analogous to the

other sub-types peculiar to hornblendes, but it is similar to no one of

them. It bears the same relation to the second principal kind of pit

observable on this mineral ; namely, that on the zone occurring on all the

individuals so far examined, just underlying the crystal face (Photographs

4 and 5). Most commonly, they are of the shape illustrated in Photo-

graph 4 ; that is, while the general habit of the figure is very like that

of the Wolfsberg sub-type, tliere is here a more pronounced blunting of

the lower end of the pit by an edge nearly as long as the transverse edge

of the upjier end. The rarer pits with a sharpened lower end are

portrayed in Photograph 5. The photographs show with sufficient

clearness the contrast existing between these pits and those character-

istic of the inner zones exposed on cleavages. There is never any inter-

mixture of the two kinds ; the former is confined to a light colored

exterior zone, which appears to be less strongly charged with iron than

the inner zones, which are always darker in color. Examination proved

that these pits on the outside zone could not be explained as natural

etchings ; they are manifestly the result of an interaction between the

acid and the mineral, aud probably differing from the figures on the

other zones on account of the fact that, while the latter agree in chemical

composition fairly closely among themselves, there is a strong chemical

peculiarity adhering to the outer zone. That the phenomenon is not

confined to the reagent used is evident from the comparative study of

* Sudden twisting of crystals does not seem to affect the form of the etch-

figures. Thus, I etched a cleavage plate of gypsum which had been bent through

an angle of at least 15°. The pits produced had perfectly normal characters, as

those recently described by Viola.

VOL. XXXIV. — 26
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Photographs 8 and 9. No. 8 indicates the result of etching (110) (crys-

tal face) with caustic soda. The pits are like those on the inner zones in

possessing a shelly structure, but have a different outline (compare

Photograph 9).

Before leaving this peculiar hornblende, it should be stated that it

stands also in a unique position with respect to the etching properties of

the clinopinacoid. I have called the angle A DH \n Figure 8 posi-

tive ; it varies in value with the different varieties of aluminous amphi-

boles from 1° to 10". But, in the analogous pit produced on (010) of

the Philipstad hornblende, this angle is always negative and averages 2^°

in value. The description of the optical and other characters of the

mineral is deferred to another occasion. (See following article.)

Etch-Hills on Hornblende^ (110).

A digression from the main subject of types of pits of corrosion may

be permitted in the form of a short discussion of another result of attack

with hydrofluoric acid, namely, etch-hills. The usual effect of dissolving

a cleavage piece is, in time, the disappearance of the pits formed at the

beginning, and their replacement by these residual bosses. When they

are numerous, the mineral has a characteristic raammillated look. Besides

the normal bosses left on the removal of the ridges between successive

pits, however, there often appear on aluminous amphiboles, when etched

rapidly (fresh acid and high temperature), a variable number of remark-

able etch-hills which, from their form, can have but little to do with

those just mentioned.

As examples, V. 46 furnishes some very striking specimens. I pro-

duced these peculiar etch-hills at 3 minutes, at '6\ minutes, at 7 minutes,

and also after 12 minutes' suspension in IIF gas evolved from a hot

(fuming) aqueous solution of that gas. In all four cases, the bosses were

on the whole similar in look, and, on account of their perfect development,

I shall describe the etch-hills on the cleavage piece last mentioned, as typ-

ical of all (Photograph 10). They are bizarre in form and arrangement;

in plan, triangles, irregular quadrilaterals of many shapes, trapezoids,

pentagons, etc., sometimes in groups of two, three, or a half-dozen, similar

to one another in outline, and even showing parallelism between cor-

responding sides. They are commonly bounded by straight lines that

have no definite relation to the hornblende crystal, and are thus in strik-

ing contrast to the pits which are oriented in the regular way on the

same cleavage face. Occasionally, small groups of the figures have the

same form and orientation ; thus, three scalene triangles were observed
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in one place, with sides mutually parallel. At the same time, other

aggregations could be found in which the individuals were bounded by the

same number of sides, and with angles sensibly equal, yet the corre-

sponding sides were not parallel and the orientation of the figures was

necessarily unlike.

For some time I was without a clue to the meaning of these myriad

extraordinary figures, but another of the many valuable suggestions in

Becke's writings afforded some light on the problem.* When galenite is

etched with hydrochloric acid, the resulting chloride of lead often crystal-

lizes out in areas of local supersaturation of the liquid, particularly in

regions where the jiits are most numerous. The individual crystals of

the chloride may be locally oriented in the same way, and will doubtless,

in certain cases, favor a skeleton growth. They serve as a kind of pro-

tection to the surface on which they lie ; the acid will thus dissolve the

intervening parts of the general crystal-surface not so protected, and the

substance of the galenite underneath the chloride crystals is left projecting

as residual hills on corrosion. The common orientation of these crystals

and their skeleton-crystallization (touching the galenite surface only

where the regular growth of skeleton crystals would permit) could

explain the accordant attitude of certain similarly arranged groups of

the bosses.

An analogous explanation is believed to apply to the curious etch-hills

on hornblende above noted. The chemical reaction is diflerent, the me-

chanical cause of differential attack is the same. Instead of hydrochloric

acid we have here hydrofluoric acid, and in place of a single resulting

compound, the chloride, there are probably several salts of hydrofluoric

and fluosilicic acids that are produced during chemical solution of the

bisilicate, and in the form of crystals or of skeletal aggregates might

serve as the protective caps in the lithographic process. What particu-

lar fluorides and silicofluorides would be most likely to play such a role,

it is perhaps not impossible to say. From their relative insolubility in

warm water, the prisms of fluosilicate of magnesium, the rhombohedrons

of the fluosilicate of iron, and the spindle-like crystals of the fluosilicate

of calcium, seem to be the most favorable to such action. The more

soluble octahedrons of the fluosilicate of sodium and hexagonal prisms of

the fluosilicate of potassium might also result in an atmosphere of hydro-

fluoric acid gas diluted with only a small proportion of vapor of water,

* Aetzversuche am Bleiglanz, Min. und petrog. Mittheil, 1884-85, Bd. VI.

p. 240.
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as in the case before us. The tendency of fluosilicate of magnesium to

crystallize out in the form of skeletal groupings is noted and figured by

Boricky in his classic work on microchemical methods.* He also de-

scribes the actual determination of these various fluosilicates on (010) of

an amphibole,t etched with hydrofluosilicic acid.

The Glaucophane Type, (110).

Glaucophane furnishes a new tyi^e of pit on (110). It is more elon-

gated than the Hornblende type, is characterized by a more pronounced

straightness of edges, and is unique by reason of the parallelism between

its longest edge (corresponding to A C \n Figure 2), and the trace of the

cleavage. (See Plate I. Figs. 15 and 16.) It is likewise triangular in

outline, possesses three figure-faces on the sides and a migrating bottom

face. Gastaldite from the Champ de Praz (P. 59) afforded pits in no

respect to be distinguished from those on the He de Groix glaucophane.

On the other hand, crossite gave figures decidedly differently and more

closely allied to the Hornblende type (Plate I. Fig. 17).

The Rieheckite Type, (110).

Figures of corrosion were obtained on riebeckite only with much dif-

ficulty, apparently due to its extreme attackability in concentrated acid.

They were alwaj's excessively small, often with imperfect development;

the upper end of the pit was the first to become clearly evident, in the

process of maturing. The figure has many points in common with the

sub-type noted above on Edenite ; it is usually quadrilateral, though

sometimes three-sided and analogous to the Wolfsberg sub-type. Put it

differs from both in its being much darker than they in vertically incident

light: — the figure-faces are steeper than in the same (110) pit on com-

mon hornblendes (Plate I. Figs. 18 and 19).

The Arfvedsonite Type, (110).

Quite an exceptional category of etch-figures is represented in the pits

generated on the prism-face of arfvedsonite by the use of hydrofluoric

acid. (Plate I. Figs. 21 and 22, and Photograph 11.) Their peculiar-

ities are so salient as to enforce the belief that, in the matter of cohesion

on this particular face, arfvedsonite is at least as far removed from the

* Archiv d. naturw. Landesforschung von Bohmen, III. 5, Prague, 1877, Plate I.

Fig. 12. Translated by Winchell, 19th Ann. Rep. Minnesota Geological Survey,

t Op. cit., Plate II. Fig. 7.
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other amphiboles as it has been proved to be optically. The pit is here

a spindle-shaped well defined figure, generally about six times, rarely only

four times, as long as it is broad. The sjtindle is usually ideally perfect,

and theu the axis can be seen to make an angle with the cleavage cracks

of two degrees east of north on (110), two degrees west of north on

(ITO). Many pits show that they are bounded by two curved figure-

faces of unequal steepness, and hence of unequal illumination in the

microscope. The narrower, darker one lies to the left on (110) ; it is

separated from the other by a narrow light streak that corresponds to the

keel of the unsymmetrical canoe. The relations are enantiomorphous on

(ITO). Occasionally, the spindle is blunted with what appears to be an

imperfectly formed third figure-face that would represent the upper figure-

face of the Hornblende type (Plate I. Fig. 22). The photograph does

not give an idea of the exceeding sharpness of these figures, at least

as compared with most other amphiboles ; there can be no doubt that

the type is a distinct one and stands alone.

The figures show the mineral to be holohedral and centrosymmetric

and a cleavage plate can be easily oriented in the absence of crystallo-

graphic data by observing the position of the adventitious third face, or

the direction of the spindle-axes with respect to the obtuse angle of cleav-

age (110 : 110), and one, say the darker, of the two longitudinal figure-

faces of a pit.

Both the symmetry and orientation of arfvedsonite are, however, better

made out by the use of figures resulting from exposure to molten caustic

soda. A cleavage piece was found after 25

seconds' immersion to be covered with three-

sided pits, as depicted in Figure 4. These

show once again the radical difference in

behavior between arfvedsonite and common
hornblende. (Cf. Plate I. Figs. 34 and So.)

It is, furthermore, an interesting case, in that

the directions of rapid solution are here

transverse to those of rapid solution by the

acid, and, secondly, the formation of etch-

figures is once again seen to be independent

of cleavage. Figure 4.

Non-Aluminous Amphiboles, Etch-Figures on (010).

The actinolite of Zillerthal was found to be typical of the whole

group of amphiboles not containing a sesquioxide as regards the facts
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of etching on the clinopinacoid. Good figures are obtained with ease.

(Plate I. Figs. 23a, 236, 23c.) They are remarkable in belonging to

two classes, analogous to those described by Pelikan for pyroxene with

the same reagent.* (Photo. 12, cf. Photo. 13.) The pit of the one

category is a quadrilateral in outline, with four pyramidal figure-faces

and a bottom-face that grows smaller and then disappears as the figure

matures and deepens. The other kind of pit is also four-sided in habit,

but may possess another pair of figure-faces in addition to the five cor-

responding to those of the first class. Figures 5 a and 5 b represent

diagrammatically the two kinds matured under normal conditions (water

bath, concentrated acid, etc.). The drawings are lettered in order to in-

dicate the elements chosen to fix the shape and orientation of the pits.

Figure 6.

Figure 5 6,

C Figure 7.

* Ueber den Scliichtenbau der Krystalle. Min. und petrog. Mittheil., 1896,

Bd. XVI. p. 16.
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The smaller pits (Figure 5 a) are invariably four-sided and elongated

parallel to the side the more oblique to the trace of the cleavage. So

extremely minute as to be at times easily overlooked, they are, moreover,

inconspicuous on account of their shallowness and the consequent lack

of contrast with the rest of the crystal surface ; they may hence be called

the " light " figures to distinguish them from their darker fellows of the

second class to be described. The angle A^ D'H was determined at from

3° to 5°, the auirle B'A IX averaged 108°. A' B' and A' D' were

measured as under :
—
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second typical pit manifestly of younger generation, but with its A B
steeper than A D. Brauns found on the etched surface of sylvite neigh-

boring pits bounded by figure-faces of different steepness, but he does

not seem to have connected the phenomenon with the difference of

maturity of the two pits. (See Nuues Jahrbuch fur Miu., etc., 1889,

Bd. I. p. 113.)

Either of these types of dark figures may show a keel at the intersec-

tion of a pair of figure-faces (Plate I. Fig. 23 b).

It was in connection with the study of the pits on (010) of actinolite

that I became convinced of the necessity of fixing a standard degree of

dilution of the hydrofluoric acid before beginning a series of comparative

experiments in etching the araphiboles. The problem could be here

more successfully attacked than in the examination of the figures on

(110) because of tlie greater likeliiiood of being able to observe differ-

ences in the shape or arrangement of the systematically straight-edged

pits on (010). Six cleavage pieces of Zillerthal actinolite were immersed

in II F, either in the form of pure gas or in different states of dilution

with water. The procedure and the results are synopsized in the accom-

panying table, which shows the effects on the angles A DH 3ind BAD
of the dark figures under the different conditions (Figure 6).*

Specimen. Solvent. Exposure,

No. Minutes.

(1) Pure HF (gas) 70

(2) Com. cone, water solution of HF 2\

(3) 75% HF, 25% water 4

(4) 50% HF, 50% water 15

(5) 25% HF, 75% water 25

(G) 10% HF, 90% water 20 -10

No. 1 was etched by hanging it above the surface of some concentrated

water solution of the acid, that was very gently heated far below its

boiling point, and thus only a small percentage of water vapor could be

present during the reaction. The other examples were etched in the

ordinary way on a water bath. The percentages of dilution are by

volume.

The effect of dilution with water is, then, to produce a rotation of

each dark figure about a line perpendicular to the crystal plane. The

direction of the rotation is opposite to that of the hands of a watch, its

amount (within the limits of these experiments) about 30°. Along

* For Figures 6 and 7 see page 406.

Angle ADII.
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with the rotation, there is a simultaneous distortion of the ontline so as

to make the angle B A D more and more acute. The latter could not be

measured closely in the cases of dilution of 50 per cent or more on ac-

count of the poor development of the pits. The longer edge preserved

its distinctness much better than did the shorter edge ; hence the angle

A D If was measurable throughout.

The light figures remained quiescent, neither changing in shape nor

orientation, so far as those rather unsatisfactory figures would permit of

measurement. In the same manner, I could discover no variations in

the pits on the prism-face (HO).

Bomer has described other examples of the dependence of the results

of etching with hydrofluoric acid on its state of dilution in water. He
found the form and attitude of the pits on the base of quartz to alter so

much with dilution that, whereas concentrated acid gives figure-faces

belonging to the right trigonal pyramids, with very dilute acid they are

negative rhombohedrons. Intermediate forms characterize decrees of*

concentration between these two extremes.* Baumhauer discussed a

similar anomalous behavior in the pits on apatite, using hydrochloric acid

as the solvent.f There is throughout a close analogy between the pits

on (0001) of apatite and those on (010) of actinolite. In both, we have

dark fijjures and two cateiiories of liiiht figures, and, finally, the same

tendency to rotate with decreasing concentration of the respective acids

in aqueous solution.

|

It is well known that sulphuric acid, when added in small quantities,

will in certain cases intensify the solvent power of hydrofluoric acid. I

made one or two trials of a basaltic hornblende to see whether in this way
the figures of corrosion might be improved. They resulted in partial

failure, for, although the pits were a little larger than usual, they lost

considerably in definiteness of outline. It then occurred to me to try

mixtures of the two acids in various strengths on a more resistant sub-

stance, actinolite, primarily to determine what, if any, would be the

influence of the sulphuric acid on the etching. The problem was anal-

ogous to that just discussed for dilution with water, the procedure was

similar, the results just as striking. The table is so like the last as to

need no special explanation. (Figure 7.)

* Neues Jahrbucli fiir Min., etc., 1891, Beil. Bd. VII. p. 535.

t Eesultate der Aetzmetliode, p. 48.

t Becke states that concentration affects the position of the figure-faces in the

etch-zone. Min. u. petrog. Mittheil., 1883, Bd. V. p. 487.
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Specimen. Solvent.

No.

(1) Pure HF (gas)

(2) Commercial cone, solution

(3) 95% HF, 5% H2SO4
(4) 90% HF, 10% H2SO4

(5) 75% HF, 25% H2SO4

(6) 50% HF, 50% H..SO4

(7) 20% HF, 80% H2SO4

Exposure.
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Etch-Figures on the Clinopinacoid of Aluminous

Amphiboles.

The cohesional properties of the plane (010) on any one of the akimi-

nous amphiboles are simpler than those of the same face on actinolite, in

that we find the development of only one kind of figure on the former

though etched in exactly the same fashion. It corresponds to the light

type on the actinolites in several respects, being a parallelogram with

the obtuse angle situated in the upper left hand corner and the non-

appearance of the adventitious third pair of figure-faces. The equiva-

lence is not complete because of the slight elongation in a vertical sense,

and because of a greater obliquity of the figure-faces to the plane (010).

(See Fig. 8 on page 406, and Plate I. Fig. 26, and Photograph 14.)

We have seen that the pits on (110) of the hornblendes vary some-

what with the chemical composition ; the same is true of the (010)

pits. A number of specimens from different localities undoubtedly

with considerable, though unknown differences in the proportions of

the constituent oxides, were etched, and two of the elements determined

in each case, as recorded in the table :
—

pecimen.
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may reduce the iagures and their individual characters to law, and make
the etch-pits of determinative value.

Owing to lack of material, etch-figures were not obtainable on
the clinopinacoid of barkevikite. crossite, glaucophane, riebeckite, or

arfvedsonite.

Amphibole Etch-Figures on Faces other than (110)

AND (010).

From the preceding sketch of the pits of corrosion on the prism and

clinopinacoid of the aluminous and non-aluminous groups of amphiboles,

respectively, it is evident that the general figure-types are modified by

variations in the chemical nature of the species. But the prime impor-

tant modifications are conditioned by the presence in the riiolecule of

alumina, or at least of a sesquioxide. That is, in the one class, we have

to do with amphiboles whose molecular constitution is similar, excepting

perhaps arfvedsonite ; whether it be lime, iron, magnesia, or soda,— any

or all of them,— that, together with alumina, compose the complex

silicate, the results of etching are always similar.* On the other hand,

so soon as the alumina (sesquioxide) molecule disappears, or is present

in only very small amouqts, there is a radical change in the etch-pits on

both faces. Tliis leads to the expectation that other planes will show

corresponding change. The few specimens which I have been able to

secure confirm that conclusion, and a brief account of the observations

thereupon may prove of interest.

Before proceeding directly to them, however, I shall state the negative

results characterizing the examination of three other faces (130), (Oil),

and (111) ; their indefinite etching phenomena did not allow of compar-

isons by measurement. V. 42 at one minute's exposure exhibited many

pits on (130). They were warped triangles, with the upper acute corner

pitching into the crystal mucli after the manner of the analogous hair-like

projections described by Tschermak on siderite. (See Baumhauer,

Eesultate der Aetzmethode, Microgram 20.) The same crystal of V. 42

* Mr. Walker's use of the term "similar" to denote an enantiomorphous rela-

tionship between etch-figures seems to me to be inadvisable since it is not needed

in that sense, and such a usage deprives us of a convenient designation for figures

that are not identical but differ from one another very slightly as in the case of

the hornblendes. (American Journal of Science, 1898, Vol.1, p. 181.) "Analogous"

might be employed in this connection rather more freely to mean similarity in

some one or more features, and would need supplementary statement to indicate

wherein the analogy consists.
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furnished arrow-headed etch-hills on (Til). The direction of the arrows

was iu the sense of, though not parallel to, the b axis inwards. On
(Oil), likewise, the figures of corrosion were etch-hills of tiiangular

shape, in the case of both actinolite and hornblende, but again so ill

defined that no certain statement of likeness or unlikeness could be made.

V. 16 (actinolite), V. 8 (tremolite)^ and V. 20 (richterite), at respective

exposures of two minutes, two minutes, and one minute, show strong

attack on the terminal planes and the development of numerous bosses

on (Oil) ; the same was true of the hornblendes, V. 33 at two minutes,

V. 35 at 1 min., V. 36 at 1^ min., and V. 42 at 1 min. Though charac-

teristic, they do not lend themselves to analysis, and I have been able to

accomplish nothing toward comparative detailed study.

Better success was had with the orthopiuacoid. Among the aluminous

amphiboles, crystals of V. 33, V. 34, V. 35, and V. 42 gave pits at 1:^^,

IJ, 1, and 1 minutes respectively. The result was unifoi'm,— a figure

of triangular outline, isosceles, the upper apical angle bisected symmet-

rically by the plane of symmetry of the crystal. The figure-faces cor-

respond to the edges ; two very steep pyramids, a dome at the base and a

bottom-face parallel to (100), which diminishes as the pit matures. Occa-

sional figures on V. 42 were notable for the replacement of the pyramids

by two pairs of positive and negative pyramids (Plate I. Fig. 28). A
much commoner variation is the symmetrical curving of the two lateral

edges, probably as an effect of secondary solution as the figure grows

older. Simultaneously, the figure tends to grow stouter; thus, a youno-,

light figure of V. 33 was found to have a ratio of altitude to base of

4:1, while on the same face a dark matured figure possessed a ratio

of 3 : 1. I'he stoutest figures measured on any hornblende (V. 34),

showed a ratio of 3 : 2.

Actinolite pits on (100) display one noticeable differonce, and only

one, from these last figures; they are more slender (Plate I. Fig. 27).

The ratio of altitude to base in the pits of V. 17 (at CA 2h min.)

changes from a value of 6 : 1 in the initial figure to a minimum of 3 : 1

in a matured pit. Whether this distinction applies to all the non-alumi-

nous amphiboles or not is a question that needs for its solving more

material than I have had the opportunity of studying.

Finally, we have to note the corrosion pits on the dome (TOl).

These are, on the whole, rather difficult to obtain on hornblende by

reason of the narrow limits between maximum and minimum times of

exposure necessary to bring about their maturing properly. Only three

of the species examined afforded good figures, and only one gave those
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capable of fairly accurate measurement. The crystals belonged to H. 30,

V. 35, and V. 54. The first yielded figures after 30 seconds' boiling

in cone. HF, the second on one minute's exposure on the water bath,

and the third after two minutes' immersion in a dilute (10%) solution of

HF. The plane (TOl) was in every case strongly affected, and penta-

gonal pits of corrosion were visible (Fig. 9, and Plate I. Fig. 30).

Figure 9. Figure 10.

The measurements on the crystal of V. 35 were as follows :
—

ZBAE 84°. ABCD 96°. /.ABC 132°.

The outline is symmetrical to the plane of symmetry of the crystal.

The acute angle BAB points toward the front (in Tschermak's orien-

tation). Each edge corresponds to a plane figure-face indicated in the

drawing, and there is a diminishing bottom-face parallel to (101). The

twinned character of V. 54 was clearly manifested in the attitude of

the pits on the two adjacent dome-faces intersecting in the twinning-

plane (100).

An actinolite (V. 16 at two minutes' exposure) and richterite (V. 20

at one minute) furnished the type of (TOl) pits characteristic of the non-

aluminous amphiboles (Plate I. Fig. 31, and Fig. 10). The figures on

the former were extremely sharp, but a photograph could not be pre-
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pared ou account of the roughness of the general crystal-surface. They
are not pentagonal but triangular ; two edges, A and B C (Fig. 10),

meet at an angle of 80° or more, the apes of which points forward on the

crystal. Tlie edges A C and B O are quite straight, and their respective

figure-faces are plane. On the other hand, the figure-face A B B'A' is

curved and is predominant as a curve even when A A' C and BBC are

not well developed. The bottom plane of the pit is a plane parallel to

(TOl) and diminishing in size as the pit matures. AAG and BBC
are steeper (darker) than A BB A', but are of equal obliquity to (TOl),

thus agreeing with the other characteristics of the pit in supplying

perfect monosymmetry for the figure with respect to (010).

The differences in the etclvpits on the positive unit-dome of the acti-

nolitic species as contrasted with the corresponding pits on hornblendes

is striking in face of the fact that we have already seen exemplification

of even greater contrasts between the mineral groups in the behavior of

the unit prism and the clinopinacoid during the same process of etching.

Isomorphism in the Amphiboles.

Chemical crystallographers are of different opinion regarding the value

of etch-figures in determining isomorphism. Arzruni, on the one hand,

denies any necessary relationship between them and the fact of isomor-

phic mixture ;
* in this he is supported by Baurahauer, who regards the

pits on dolomite, calcite, and siderite as not indicating lack of isomor-

phism, although their orientation on corresponding faces of all three

species is widely different, f The opposite view has been strongly main-

tained by Retgers in his recent and valuable research on the subject.

J

Retgers gives his three critei'ia of isomorphism as follows: — 1. Mix-

tures of the constituent salts of an isomorphic series must take place

in all proportions. 2. There must be a lack of chemical combination

in the mixture : thus diopside (CaMgSiOg) is not a member of the

isomorphic series (CaSiOg and MgSiOg), but an independent body.

Likewise manganese augite (MnSiOg) and the manganolime augite

(MnCaSiOa) are not isomorphic. 3. Etch-figures produced on the

same crystallographic plane of all members of the series will be alike

both in shape and symmetry. To support the last statement, he cites a

* Phys. Chemie der Krystalle, 1893, p. 162 et seq.

t Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. 37.

X Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Isomorphismus. Zeit. fiir phys. Chemie, 1895,

Bd. XVI. p. 36.
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number of such isomorphic groups whose etch-figures are known, and in

every case thei-e is this similarity among the figures. Thus the experi-

ments of Baumhauer on the double sulphates,* the lime and strontium

hyposulphates,! ^he alums, $ the phosphate (arsenate) group,§ and the

apatite family
; ||

the studies of Baumhauer and Becke on the carbonates

of iron and magnesium ;1[ those of Wulff on the barium, strontium, and

lead nitrates,** and Becke's on spinel and its relatives ; tt all exhibit a

marked stability in the form of the etch-pits as the different members

of each group are attacked by the same reagent. The earlier objections of

Arzruni are considered to have been met by more recent observations of

Baumhauer (Res. der Aetzmethode, p. 40). Retgers does not contend

that similarity of etch-figures implies isomorphism, as in the two cases of

calcite and soda nitrate on the one hand, and the rutile-zircon-cassiterite

group, on the other; but regards the converse as a fixed law, "das

erhiirtete Gesetz," that genuinely isomorphic substances always show, on

corresponding surfaces, similar etching phenomena. He further states

that "a successful study of isomorphism, without continual controls by

means of the methods of etching, is no longer conceivable." tt At the

same time, he remarks that the etch-figures do vary, and that the limits

of variation in most groups have not yet been determined ; they are,

however, as far as known, always narrow limits.

Now, if this contention be valid, the application of the princijile to

the amphiboles will have important consequences. It will be remem-

bered that tremolite, actinolite, richterite, and astochite, from many

different localities and of various chemical composition, gave uniformly

the same etch-pits on (110), and, where the material was at hand to

determine the point, the same figures on (010), (100), and (101). With

respect to the same planes, the much greater group of common and ba-

saltic hornblendes, also of very variable composition, agreed among them-

selves as well as with barkevikite, glaucophane, crossite, and riebeckite ;

but each of these two sets of etch-figure types was so strikingly different

* Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. 46.

t Zeit. fiir Krystalloszraphie, 1877, Bd. I. p. 54.

t Ber. der k. bayr. Akad. d. Wissenschaften, 1874, and Res. der Aetzmethodcj

p. 45.

§ Resultate der Aetzmethode, p. 43.

II
Ibid., p. 39, and earlier references therein.

1 Ibid., p. 67.

** Zeit. fiir Kryst., 1883, Bd. IV. p. 142.

tt Min. und petr. Mitth., 1885, Bd. VII. p. 200.

U Zeit. fur phys. Chemie, 1896, Bd. XX. p. 528.
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from the other, that, od etching (110), (010), or (TOl), one could tell

with ease whether he be dealing with an amphibole of the first class,

devoid of a sesquioxide, or with one of the second, probably aluminous,

but possibly one whose iron represented the total content of sesquioxide.

The testimony of the etch-pits, then, would be to establish perfect iso-

morphism in each of the two groups, but to refute the idea that there is

isomorphism between the two groups themselves. Whether or not this

hypothesis be justified by future investigation, the facts of the case seem

to have an important bearing on the theory of Retgers.

Arfvedsonite figures present relationships to the hornblende type, but

that species cannot be asserted from them to be in the same isomorphic

series with pargasite, for example.

It was thought to be of interest to test further the etching properties

of actinolite and hornblende by using caustic alkalies as the solvent in-

stead of hydrofluoric acid. The results were confirmatory of the division

just made in the amphiboles. A crystal of Zillerthal actinolite was im-

mersed in molten caustic soda for 15 seconds. A large number of sharply

outlined pits were produced on both (110) and (010). Plate I. Figs. 32

and 33 and Fig. 11, are diagrammatic

representations of them oriented on their

respective planes. Now a cleavage piece

of AVolfsberg basaltic hornblende (V. 54)

furnished splendid figures on (110) after

35 seconds' exposure in the same reagent,

and these were of the varieties shown in

Plate I. Figs, 34a and 345, and Photograph

16. Another crystal of the Kafveltorp

hornblende (V. 42) gave the pits of Plate

I. Figs. 35fl!, 35b, 35c, and Photo. 17, on

(110) and pits represented by Figure 12

on (010). Still a third aluminous horn-

blende (V. 33) from Arendal afforded

good figures at 30 seconds, this time prac-

tically identical with those of V. 42.

Without further analyzing these types, it

appears to be a legitimate conclusion that

the differing habit of the two may be

regarded as significant, not accidental, but indicative of a fundamental

difference in the two kinds of substance.

If the tremolite molecule represents one of the fundamental ingredi-

VOL. XXXIV. — 27

Figure 12.

Figure 11.
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ents in the actinolitic group, the formula of richterite (after Groth, Dana,
and Hintze) would have to be recast to show that the latter species is

the result of the mixture of CaMg3(Si03)4 with another metasilicate

molecule. It would be highly interesting to determine the figures on
grunerite (FeSiOg), cummingtonite [(FeMg)Si03], and dannemorite

[(FeMnMg)Si03], for purposes of similar comparison ; many trials with

material of the two former from the classic localities failed to produce
figures that could be discussed.

The similarity of the riebeckite pits to those on hornblende may go to

show that (if it be true non-aluminous riebeckite that was dealt with

during the examination) the strong influence of the alumina molecule

may be replaced by that of its common associate, sesquioxide of iron.*

In any case, the etch-figures in all thirty of the common and basaltic

hornblendes, as well as in the glaucophanes and barkevikite, can hardly be

explained except as the effect of an interaction of hydrofluoric acid and a

common molecule constituted with reference to one or other or both of

the two ses(|uioxides.

In summary, then, if we accept the law that isomorphic mixtures must

have similar etch-figures on corresponding crystallographic planes, we
have two divisions among the amphiboles, each of which is isomorphic in

itself, but not so related to the other group. If this theory be rejected,

we have still the facts remaining of an important difference in the struc-

tural plan of each division.

IIOLOHEDRAL CHARACTER OF THE MONOCLINIC AmPHIBOLES.

Throughout the whole suite of specimens which I have studied, the

evidence is convincing that the family of amphiboles belongs to the holo-

* Haefcke was so impressed with tlie importance of alumina in the amphibole

molecule that lie was led to consider it with the other oxides, to be in combination

with orthosilicic acid and thus helps to form salts constitutionally different from

the non-aluminous amphiboles, the metasilicates (Inaug. Diss. Gilttingen, Berlin,

1890). The masterful influence of alumina is further seen in Wiik's table of ex-

tinction angles showing the dependence of the angle of extinction of amphiboles on

the percentage of AUOg present. (Zeit. fiir Kryst., 1882-83, Bd. VII. p. 79.)

That the sum of the sesquioxides as well as the amounts of each should be con-

sidered in any comparative study of minerals containing them, is illustrated in an

analysis of Doelter's paper on the pyroxenes, in which he traces the influence of

alumina and of the sum (Al.^Og -f- Fe.iOg -f FeO) on the optical constant c : c of

pyroxene (Neues Jahrb. fiir Min., etc., 1885, Bd. I. p. 43). He finds that FeO alone

will not explain the position of c with respect to the vertical axis, nor will AlgOg

alone nor Fe.iOs alone ; bat he concluded that both the iron oxides added to the
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hedral (Groth's '"prismatic") class of the monoclinic system. I ex-

amined practically all varieties with this point in mind : figures produced

with hydrofluoric acid, caustic soda, caustic potash, and bicarbonate of

soda, and the attackability of the different faces, all told the same story.

Besides the diagrams so often referred to, I shall introduce another to

represent etch-pits on (100) of a hornblende (V. 42) acted upon by

caustic soda. (Plate I. Fig. 29.)

CoaiPARISON "WITH THE PYROXENES.

Many years of comparative study, chemical and physical, have evolved

a vast body of evidence to restore something of the early belief in the

identity of the pyroxene and amphibole substance,* but it is, after all,

alumina furnished a serial correspondence to the variations in c : c. If, however,

the doubtful case of Mte. Rossi be rejected and it be noted that tlie extinction c : c

for the Siderao occurrence was read on a section not quite parallel to (010), it will

be seen that the sum (AI.2O3 + FcoOs) gives better results than any of the variables

considered by Doelter. Witness the accompanying table :
—

Locality.
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astonishing to observe the very close parallelism which even a cursory

study established between the etching properties of the two mineral

genera. This is one part of the present investigation which the author

regrets to leave in an especially incomplete stage. Thus, it would be

of moment to produce etch-figures on that prism of pyroxene (210),

which is nearly equivalent to (110) of amphibole, and compare them with

those of the last-mentioned face. This has been left undone for lack of

material. But even the facts in hand are wonderfully accordant. To

simplify matters, I shall enumerate some of the main conclusions we have

reached regarding the etch-pits on amphiboles and note the comparisons

with pyroxene in connection with each.

1. Actinolitic amphiboles give one class of etch-pits, aluminous am-

phiboles anotber,— especially evident on (010), (110), and (101). I

have been able to find a similar strong contrast between diopside and

augite in this respect: they were etched on (010) and (110).

2. Not only is such a double cleavage of the groups possible ; there

are positive similarities in the respective pits on the pinacoids (010)

and (100) of the non-aluminous amphibole actinolite and the non-

aluminous pyroxene diopside, and there are positive resemblances char-

acterizing the pits on the same planes of augite and hornblende. The

paper of Pelikan,* referred to in detail further on, along with those

of Wltlfing t and Baumhauer J show clearly that the etching phe-

nomena (outline of figures, number of pits and of figure-faces, orien-

tation of figures, etc.) on (010) of diopside, using hydrofluoric acid,

are hardly distinguishable from those on actinolite. (Compare Photo-

graphs 12 and 13.) Pelikan § has shown, in addition, that the augites

from Vesuvius, Laacher See, Wolfsberg, etc., are characterized by only

one sort of pit on the clinopinacoid and thus are in contrast to diopside,

and, as we now see, are analogous to hornblende. It must be confessed

that no amphibole which I have yet etched has yielded anything like so

perfect figures on the orthopinacoid as those readily procurable on the

same face of Ala diopside (see Photograph 15). While the general re-

semblance to the pits on (100) of actinolite is certainly great, I cannot say

whether or not the pair of figure-faces at the lower end of the diopside

pit is represented in the actinolite pit. (Plate I. Fig. 27, is somewhat

hypothetical as to the " primary " figure-faces.) I have not been able

* Min. u. petr. Mitth., 1896, Bd. XVI. p. 1.

t Die Pyroxen Familie, Heidelberg.

I Poggen. Annalen, Bd. CLIII. p. 75.

§ Op. cit, p, 21.
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to secure etchings of this plane for augite nor of (TOl) for any py-

roxene.

3. As was to be expected, the pits on the unit-prism of actinolite and

diopside are unlike in outline. I made the experiment of testing the

cohesional property of the actinolite substance on a plane making with

(010) an angle essentially equal to half the cleavage angle of diopside.

A new prism-face was thus ground on a crystal of Zillerthal actinolite,

then carefully polished and etched in the usual way, with cone, hydro-

fluoric acid after two minutes' exposure. The face was found to be

covered with etch-hills, the effect of strong attack (much quicker on the

artificial face than on any natural face in the prism-zone) ; but, among
them, a few pits which were surprisingly like those on diopside (see

Photograph 18), and on aegerine. Further comparison could be made

by etching an artificial face on diopside lying 62° 15' out of the plane

of symmetry, and also by using the caustic alkalies in this round of

experiment.

4. From the close association of the pyroxenes with our group, it is

important to recognise that recently attempts have been made to remove

the diopsides from the holohedral class into a hemihedral (" domatische,"

Groth) class of the monoclinic system. In 1889, G. H. Williams sug-

gested this hypothesis on purely crystallographic grounds, interpreting

the imperfect development of the planes about the extremities of the

vertical axis of crystals from Orange County, N. Y., and Canaan, Conn.,

as an evidence of hemihedrism.* In this, he was followed by Dana in

the " System " (1892, p. 352). But that the failure of planes about one

end of an axis need not mean true structural lack of symmetry is well

known, and has lately been exemplified by etch-figures on cuprite that

restore it to the holohedral category. Pelikan rightly rejected this argu-

ment, but still, on the basis of etching results, he considers it probable

that the diopsides are nevertheless hemihedral in Williams's sense.f He
was led to this conclusion chiefly by the study of the HF pits on (010).

He figures some of these from a Nordmarken specimen which are un-

symmetrical in that lines drawn from one side to another through the

centre of a pit would not be bisected at that centi-e ; there is, in other

words, a lack of that antimetric (dimetric) character necessarily charac-

teristic of (010) if diopside be holohedral. In particular, the asymmetry

of the face is supposed to betray itself in the fact that one corner of the

rhomboidal figure may be truncated by a fifth figure-face while the oppo-

* Amer. Jour. Science, 1889, Vol. XXXVIII. p. 115. t Op. cit., p. 19.
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site corner is not so truncated. But this phenomenon is a familiar one

in etching, as pointed out bj Becke with reference to siderite and mag-

nesite ; it is simply analogous to the unsymmetrical appearance of a

crystal, due to the non-development of faces, which, by the known sym-

metry of the crystal, should appear on it.* Furthermore, Pelikan states

that, even in the typical Ala diopside, the regular antimetric pits appear

in abundance, and my own observations on another crystal from the

same locality (P. 70, Photograph 13) confirm the statement. There is

no trace on my well etched specimen of pits that are not antimetric.

Secondly, he uses certain figures on the clinopinacoid of Ala diopside

as suggestions of hemihedrism because of the curvature of the edges be-

tween their respective figure-faces (see his drawing, Op. cit., p. 20). I

have not been able to establish the observation by reference to my Ala

specimen, and I am inclined to think the curvature must be a consequence

of the solution of planes no longer "primary." If secondary solution

really exists, (and the numerous experiments of Becke seem to prove it

incontestably,) we should expect it to warp the straight edges between

primary figure-faces with some such curves as those represented in

Pelikan's drawing.

The evidence seems to be perfectly convincing that diopsides as well

as augites, amphiboles as well as pyroxenes, are holohedral, and there-

with we may close this brief comparative sketch of their etch-figures.

Crystallographic Orientation of the Amphiboles.

The extraordinary resemblance between the amphiboles and pyroxenes

in the matter of etch-figures is certainly correlated with likeness in mo-

lecular structure, and is an effectual criticism of that mischievous con-

servatism which has not accepted the arguments of Tschermak, G. H.

Williams, and others, in favor of a change in the classic crystallographic

orientation of amphibole, introduced by Nordenskiold. The new differs

from the old simply by the rotation of the crystal about the vertical axis

* After these lines had been written, the paper by Baumhauer appeared in the

Zeit. fiir Kryst. (1898, Bd. XXX. p. 97), in which the author stated, as the result

of a careful examination of some of Pelikan's original material, that, in his opinion,

diopside is holohedral, and that the anomalous pits described by Pelikan are really

only imperfectly formed representatives of either of the two tj'pes of normal anti-

metric pits, or are the result of the combination or fusion of these two types (Op.

cit., p. 101). On similar grounds, Baumhauer regards Colemanite as monoclinic,

although certain etch-pits apparently indicate an asymmetric character for the

mineral.
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by an angle of 180°. The reasons for altering the old orientation have

been so well expressed by Williams that they here need no more than

mere mention. (1) The base of pyroxene is an important plane on

account of the mineral's well known habit of twinning parallel to that

face, and, secondly, on account of the (probably resulting) planes of

parting that are so often developed parallel to (001). Amphibole shows

both phenomena with reference to the unit dome of the old orientation.

(2) Parallel intergrowths of the two minerals are much more intelligi-

ble if this unit dome of amphibole, sensibly parallel as it is, to the

base of the pyroxene, be really regarded as the base of the amphibole.

(3) There can be no doubt that the optical and other properties of the

two groups can be more easily compared in the new orientation.

Now, when we remember that the pits on (100) are in both families

boat-shaped figures with the bow of the boat headed in opposite direc-

tions if amphibole be placed in the old orientation, in the same direction

if in the new ; that the two kinds of joits respectively characteristic of

the clinopinacoid on diopside and actinolite are practically identical in

arrangement in the new position advocated ; that the cohesional relations

of the aluminous amphiboles as regards (010) witness to the same close

relationship; and that the analogy of the figures on the two sorts of

prismatic cleavage is so well brought out in the greater bluntness of the

upper end in each case ;
— it is undeniable that the physico-chemical facts

of corrosion with the acid render it highly expedient to follow Dana
in his " System," and Lacroix in " La Mineralogie de la France," in

reversing, for purposes of systematic comparison, the orientation so

recently, and with so little reason, advocated by Hintze.*

Optical Orientation of an Amphibole Crystal or Cleavage
Plate by Means of Etch-Figures.

I cannot subscribe to the opinion of Pelikan,t that the etch-pits on

the orthopinacoid and on the clinopinacoid of diopside are valueless for

purposes of optical orientation. Whether it be because of different

methods of procedure or not, yet I have always found a minimum of

difficulty in applying Wiilfing's directions for the employment of etch-

figures to this end. The same facility of use characterizes the corre-

sponding figures on amphiboles. For their actual application, as well

as for that of the pits on (110), the reader is referred to the type

* Handbucli fiir Mineralogie, p. 1186.

t Op. cit., 1896, p. 12.
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diagrams and their accompanying descriptions. In every case, there is no

doubt which is the upper end of the cleavage piece, on which the (110)

etch-pits can be seen. This study of amphiboles was undertaken pri-

marily to determine the value of etch-figures on cleavage pieces, in order

to give a means of orienting those belonging to new varieties which are

being so often discovered in allotriomorphic development in crystalline

rocks. For this reason, I was especially glad to have access to the

many species named in the rather voluminous list of page 379. The con-

clusion is that, while etch-figures render possible a certain amount of

differentiation in the whole family of amphiboles, they yet have so much

constancy, so many analogies in outline, as to furnish a reliable means of

determining up and down, right and left, in a new variety.

Etch-Figures of Orthorhombic and Triclinic Amphiboles.

There remain two problems which I have set before me for solution

by means of etching; one, the crystal system of antliophyllite and

gedrite, the other, the comparison of aenigmatite and monoclinic amphi-

boles in the matter of cohesions on their prismatic cleavage-faces.

Etch-Figures on Anthophyllite and on Gedrite (110).

With no other amphibole did I find so much difficulty in producing

and discussing figures of corrosion as on anthophyllite and its near

relative, gedrite. By dint of some patience, however, pits were ob-

tained on (110) that fully served the purpose. The relatively great

resistance of these minerals to the solvent power of hydrofluoric acid

was illustrated in every specimen. Although recognizable pits could be

seei on P. 1, P. 2, and P. 3 at 3 minutes, they were often exceedingly

sn.al (longest diameter about equal to 0.002 mm.) and the amount of

material removed in solution was insignificant. They could not, however,

be much enlarged by longer immersion, as shown by a number of trials

at various exposures up to 20 minutes. Instead, they became gradually

lost in an indefinite confused surface of irregular solution. The best

figures were furnished by P. 2 after 2 minutes' exposure (see Plate I.

Fig. 36a and 366), most of them were very shallow, elliptical in shape,

with the longer axes of the ellipses uniformly parallel to the vertical

axis of the crystal; tliey were commonly aggregated along lines of

cleavage. As shown in the diagram, other pits were considerably larger,

rectangular, sometimes wholly black under vertical incidence of the

light (Plate I. Fig. 36c), at other times characterized by several visible
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ligure-faces (Plate I. Fig. 3Gd). These, like the smaller elliptical pits,

possessed one plane of symmetry transverse to the trace of the cleav-

age, and were, of course contrary to expectation, sensibly symmetrical

to a plane parallel to the cleavage trace. The other three planes of the

unit prism showed figures that clearly indicated the holohedral ortho-

rhombic character of anthophyllite. Gedrite (P. 4 at 8 miimtes' exposure)

afforded precisely similar phenomena to those of anthophyllite.

These observations confirm the optical determinations of orthorhombic

symmetry by Des Cloiseaux, and meet the objection thereto by Ilintze,*

who referred to the possibility that both anthophyllite and gedrite may

really be monoclinic, but imitate the optical behavior of an orthorhombic

mineral. That these minerals are monoclinic for chemical reasons has

more recently been suggested by Retgers : f we have once again an

illustration of how etch-figures may come to the help of the chemical

theorist.

In passing, it may be noted that the plane of easy parting (010) in

hypersthene (P. 69) and bronzite (P. 67 and P. 68) gave with hydro-

fluoric acid extremely sharp pits with six-sided bisymmetric outline, that

betokened orthorhombic symmetry for these minerals, though I could

obtain no certain residts on etching (110).

Etch-Figures on the Prismatic Cleavages (110) and (ITO)

of Aenigmatite.

Without destroying the splendid crystals of aenigmatite which Mr.

Ussing was good enough to place at my disposal, I was able to etch and

orient cleavage pieces of that mineral. The crystals showed (Brogger's

orientation) the planes (110), (ITO), (010), (Tol). The standard con-

ditions of etching were again used, and, after some trouble, both cleavages

were finally attacked with successful outcome. Figure 13 and Plate I.

Fig. ola will give an idea of the pits. They are triangular in outline,

very analogous to the pits on the cleavage of common hornblende, but

with a decided peculiarity of orientation. The attitude of the figure-faces

shows a greater resistance to attack in a direction parallel to the edge

110 : ITO than at right angles to it, a phenomenon we have already no-

ticed in treating of the analogous position of the caustic soda figures on

arfvedsonite.J Neighboring pits may overlap, and thus the figure-faces

* Handbuch, p. 1180.

t Zeit. fiir phys. Chemie, 1895, Bd. XVI. p. 618.

I Baumhauer observed the independence of etch-figures and cleavage in the

case of several species. Poggen. Annalen, 1872, Bd. CXLV. p. 460.
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Figure 13.

which are nearly parallel to the trace of the second cleavage may run

into one another, forming a more or less straight edge in that direction

(Plate I. Fig. 37^). The small differences in the shape and orientation

of the pits on (110) and (ITO) are

such as to form another testimony

to the fact expressed by Forstner

that cossyrite (aenigmatite) closely

approximates a monoclinic habit.*

(See Figure 13.)

It is possible that the moot ques-

tion as to whether kolbingite is a

distinct species, or (after Brogger)

an intergrowth of arfvedsonite

and aenigmatite, might be settled

by etching cleavage pieces of the

mineral.

Zinc-bearing rhodonite (fowlerite, P. 72) is much nearer the mono-

clinic pyroxenes, as shown by etch-figures, than is aenigmatite like the

monoclinic amphiboles. Fowlerite at 45 seconds' exposure gave tri-

angular pits on (110) and (ITO), which are elongated in the sense of

the edge 110 : ITO, and are strongly suggestive of the pyroxene figures

on cleavage plates.

Summary of Conclusions.

Reviewing the ground over which we have come, we may make the

following brief resume of results :
—

(1) It seems to be clear that, for the group of the amphiboles, a

special method of etching must be adopted, if a comparative study of

the etch-figures derived from the different species is to be instituted. A
universal solvent must, of course, be used, but its temperature, degree of

concentration, and facility of convection at the time of each attack must

be attended to if a strict control over the effects of corrosion be possible.

It is only by observing this principle, that the measurement of the out-

lines of pits and their elements of form will lead to the most valued con-

clusions ; and we have seen that measurement, i. e. discussion of the

figures by quantitative methods, serves this purpose much more perfectly

than does a mere statement of the kind of pit or etch-hill to be seen on

any given specimen. It has further been shown, with respect to the pits

* Zeit. fur Kryst., Bd. V. p. 350.
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on the cleavages and on the clinopinacoid of amphibole at least, that the

action of hydrofluoric acid is seriously affected by its mixture with j^ure

water and also seriously affected, in the opposite sense, by its mixture

with sulphuric acid; the action of pure hydrofluoric acid gas is inter-

mediate to that of both kinds of mixture. Is it not always necessary to

guard the conditions of attack when etching of crystals by chemical cor-

rosion is to be the means of comparison among the substances represented

thus in the crystalline state ?

The relatively rapid process of studying etch-flgures in vertically in-

cident light can, under the circumstances just outlined, lead to results of

importance, not inferior to that attaching to problems where the rather

laborious method of determining the exact symbols of figure-faces by

means of the goniometer and the Brewster light-figures is necessary.

(2) A scale of optimum exposures for (110) under standard conditions

is recorded and the attempt is made to systematize the amphiboles as

regards their attackability on the same face. The comparative attack-

ability by hydrofluoric acid of the different faces on certain non-aluminous

amphiboles has been determined. It has been found that this property

is affected, in large measure, by the physical state of the specimen

attacked.

(3) In many instances it has been exemplified that a systematic com-

parison of etch-figures on different species will be of most service if the

observer recognizes the principle that there is a decided change in the

etch-pit characteristic of any face, in accordance with the stage it has

reached in the process of maturing from an initial figure to the often very

different figure peculiar to an advanced stage of corrosion. Chiefly for

this reason, it has been found difficult, if not impossible, to tell which of

the many successive figure-faces composing a given pit on amphibole are

the " primary " figure-faces of Becke's definition. It may have been, too,

partly for this reason, that I have found it as yet impossible to co-ordinate

perfectly the figure-faces and the related directions of easy and difficult

solution, so as to construct the " Losungsoberflache " characterizing any

amphibole.

(4) The curious adventitious etch-hills on hornblende, illustrated in

Photograph 12, have led us to suspect that they in no wise represent the

true cohesional property of the face considered, but have suggested the

hypothesis (following Becke) that they may be due to the unequal pro-

tection of the mineral surface by the solid products of the chemical reac-

tion, and that the parts so shielded from attack will project above the

general surface after corrosion has further advanced. It would be
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interesting to know if other studies of etcli-hills will confirm this

hypothesis.

(5) A point of considerable theoretical interest is raised by the be-

havior of the clinopinacoid of actinolite when etched by hydrofluoric

acid. It is another of those puzzling cases of the existence, side by

side, on the same face, of two quite different kinds of figures, an asso-

ciation for which valid explanation has not yet been vouchsafed.

(6) The amphibole family merits particular notice from the student of

etch-figures because it forms a test case for the theory that isomorphic

crystalline bodies must have similar etch-figures on corresponding faces.

If actinolite and common hornblende, for example, be isomorphous,

then their etch-jiits must be " similar " in a sense very different from that

adopted in the foregoing paper. By our usage, they can only be said to

be " analogous." In view of these facts, if this theory of the association

of isomorphism and etchings be of universal apj^lication, it will be neces-

sary to define more closely than has yet been done by an advocate of the

theory, the degree of variability that may occur in the etch-figures of

any isomorplious series.

(7) The amphiboles are throughout holohedral.

(8) A further proof of the extraordinary similaiity between the pyrox-

ene substance and the amphibole substance is aff"orded by the study of

the pits on crystals showing (010), (100), and (110). This is especially

true of the phenomena which can be observed when the clinopinacoid is,

in each case, etched with hydrofluoric acid.

(9) It is incontestable that, in spite of their different crystalline de-

velopment and angles of cleavage, pyroxene and amphibole are so

closely and so instructively allied that the standard orientation for both

should bring out as conveniently as possible their points of resemblance.

Taking etchings as particularly significant of what there be of genuine

likeness in the two kinds of substance, there can be no doubt that the

orientation proposed by Tschermak should be universally adojjted in pref-

erence to the older orientation.

(10) It is further possible to make etch-figures on amphibole of prac-

tical value by using them as a means of orienting cleavage flakes and

other crystal fragments. This use is parallel to that proposed by "Wiilfing

for the pyroxenes.

(11) Lastly, so far as etch-figures may be trusted to show relation-

ships, we have the following results of our survey as to the systematic

classification of the amphiboles.

The patent pronounced separation between non-aluminous and alumi-
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nous amphiboles, signalized by the two-group division of all our hand-

books, is once more confirmed. At the same time, attention has been

again called to the overwhelming importance of a sesquioxide, whether

iron oxide or alumina, in the mineral.

Glaucophane and gastaldite are the same species, and both isomorphous

with hornblende.*

Arfvedsonite appears to hold a more or less independent place in the

family of amphiboles.

'

Barkevikite is more closely related to common hornblende than to

arfvedsonite.f

Anthophyllite and gedrite are plainly orthorhombic and holohedral.

Aenigmatite diverges considerably from the amphibole habit, but be-

trays a tendency toward symmetrical cohesional property, as it does

toward crystallographic symmetry.

t

Lastly, it is believed that our present methods of determination of

species can be reinforced by the detailed study of mineral groups with

respect to etching. The peculiarities of the pits on the cleavages of

riebeckite, arfvedsonite, and barkevikite make it easy to say to which

of these a given cleavage flake belongs. Similarly, the differentiation

of crossite and glaucophane, difficult as it often is by purely optical

methods, is ready at hand if the mineral be etched on (110). The

striking characteristics of the Philipstad hornblende (V. 101) first became

evident in the process of etching cleavage pieces. Its description as a

new variety will form the sequel to this paper.

* Cf. Striiver's statement: "It is probable that glaucophane and gastaldite

are isomorphous with amphibole [proper], but it is not yet proved." Neues Jahrb.

fiir Min., etc., 1887, Bd. I. p. 217.

t The same opinion is held by Lacroix, chiefly on optical grounds (Mine'ralo-

gie de la France, Tom. I. p. 561) ; the opposite opinion by Brogger (Zeit. fiir Kryst.,

Bd. XVI. p. 414), followed by Dana (System, p. 403), and Hintze (Handbuch.

p. 1256).

f See Brogger, op. cit., p. 424.



PLATE I.

Fig.

1. Initial form of pit, Actinolite type (110), HF. X 300.

2. Mature pit of the Actinolite type (110), HF. X 300.

3. Another form of the mature pit of tlie Actinolite type (110), HF. X 300.

4. A rather exceptional variant on the normal Actinolite type (110), distin-

guished by a well defined fourth figure-face at tlie lower end, HF.

x300.

6. Initial form of the Wolfsberg sub-type (110), HF. x 1800.

6. The Wolfsberg sub-type (110), HF. x 300.

7. Compound stepped etch-pit of the Wolfsberg sub-type (110), HF. X 300.

8. Exceptional pit of the Wolfsberg sub-type, showing a fourth figure-face at

the lower end (110), HF. x 300.

9. Immature pit of the Kragero sub-type (110), HF. x 300.

10. Matured pit of the Krageru sub-type (110), HF. X 300.

11. Another form of the last on another Hornblende variety, showing the com-

mon occurrence of a fourth figure-face at the lower end of tlie pit. X 300.

12. An exceptional pit found on (110), along with the pits of Figure 11. X 300.

13. The Edenville sub-type (110), HF. x 600.

14. Another form of the last, where the individual figure-faces can no longer

be distinguished. X 600.

15 and 16. Two forms of the Glaucophane type (110), HF. X GOO.

17. The Crossite type (110), HF. x 1000.

18 and 19. Two forms of the Kiebeckite type (110), HF. x 1000.

20. The type of pit on Barkevikite (110), HF. X 300.

21 and 22. Two forms of the pits on Arfvedsonite (110), HF. X 175.

23a, 236, 23c. Pits on (010) of Actinolite, HF. 23a is the "light" etch-pit, the

other two the "dark" pits simultaneously occurring with the first,

HF. X 300.

24. The modification of the normal pit on Actinolite (110) by the admixture

of h% sulpliuric acid to the commercial hydrofluoric acid generally used.

X300.
25a and 256. The same as the last, except that the admixture is here 50% of

sulphuric acid. X 300.

26. The type of pits on (010) of common and basaltic (aluminous) Hornblendes,

HF. X 300.

27. A pit on (100) of Actinolite (non-aluminous amphibole), HF. X 300.

28. A pit on (100) of basaltic Hornblende (aluminous), HF. X 300.

29. Caustic soda pit on (100) of basaltic Hornblende. X 300.

80. Pit on (TOl) of basaltic Hornblende, HF. X GOO.

31. Pit on (fOl) of Actinolite and other non-aluminous amphiboles, HF. X 300.

32 and 33. Caustic soda pits on Actinolite (110). X 1200.

34a and 346. Caustic soda pits on basaltic Hornblende (110). X 300.

85a, 356, and 35c. Caustic soda pits on the Kafveltorp Hornblende (110). X 600.

36a, 366, 36c, and 36c?. The various types of pits produced on Anthophyllite

and Gedrite, (110), HF. X 3000.

37a and 376. Pits on Aenigmatite (110), HF. X 3000.
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PLATE II.

DESCRIPTIOy OP THE SnCEOPHOTOGRAPHS.

Etch-figures are illustrated as follows :
—

2^0. 1. Actiiiolite type on (110), Zillerthal Actinolite, HF. x 88.

No. 2. Kragen") sub-type on (110), Krageru Hornblende, IIF. X 78.

No. 3. Tlie same on another variety, Kafveltorp Hornblende, x 78.

No. .4. Philipstad sub-type on (110), (crystal face = outer zone), showing pits

with blunted lower end, riiilipstad Hornblende, HF. x 225.

No. 5. The same on another crystal, showing pits characterized by a sharpen-

ing of the lower end. X 05.

No. 6. Philipstad sub-type on (110), (one form on the cleavage surface of the

inner zones,) Philipstad Hornblende, HF. x 225.
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PLATE III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MICBOPHOT06RAPHS.

Etch-figures are illustrated as follows :
—

No. 7. The same as No. 6 on another crystal, showing the common distortion

of the pits, HF. X 78.

No. 8. Caustic soda pits on Philipstad Hornblende (110), (crystal face). X 225.

No. 9. Caustic soda pits on Philipstad Hornblende (UO), (cleavage, inner

zones). X 225.

No. 10. Etch-hills on (110), basaltic Hornblende from Mayenegg (HF gas).

X71.

No. 11. Pits on (110), Arfvedsonite from Kangerdluarsuk, HF. X 78.

No. 12. Pits on (010), ZUlerthal Actinohte, HF. x 78.
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PLATE IV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MICR0PH0T0GRAPH3.

Etch-figures are illustrated as follows : —
No. 13. Pits on (010), Ala Diopside, HF. X 78.

No. 14. Pits on (010), basaltic Hornblende from Kafveltorp, HF. x 78.

No. 16. Pits on (100), Diopside from Ala, HF. X 78.

No. 16. Caustic soda pits on (110), Wolfsberg basaltic Hornblende. X 78.

No. 17. Caustic soda pits on (110), basaltic Hornblende from Kafveltorp.

X 225.

No. 18. Pits on (110), Diopside from Ala, HF. x 78,
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ON A NEW VARIETY OF HORNBLENDE.

By R. a. Daly.

Presented by J. E. Wolff, February 8, 1899. Received February 11, 1899.

The abnormal etching characters of the Philipstad hornblende referred

to in the foregoing paper have suggested further study of the mineral

;

the description of its otlier properties shows that it should be regarded as

an independent member of the amphibole group.

It is a variety given me for study by Professor Berwerth of the Royal

Museum in Vienna. It is catalogued in that collection as " A. o. 458,

Philipstad, Sweden." In addition to the original cleavage pieces for

etching purposes, Professor Berwerth has been kind enough to turn over

to me several fine crystals from the parent druse and enough extra

material to permit of chemical analysis. To him, in thus abundantly

supplying me with the mineral, my best thanks are due.

The crystals stand upon a compact mass of the same hornblende.

The usual planes (110), (010), (100), (130), (Oil), (Tschermak's orien-

tation), with normal interfacial angles, are well developed. The adjoin-

ing table shows the close correspondence of the observed angles with the

calculated angles (cf. Lacroix, Mineralogie de la France) :—
Observed. Calculated.

110:130 150° 9" 150° 6'

010 : 130 147° 23' 147° 29'

110:110 (faces) 124° 11 '-124° 17' 124° 11

" " (cleavages) 124° 27'

110:010 117° 50' 117° 54'

110:011 68° 33' 68° 46'

011:011 149° 12' 149° 11'

The unit prism is usually striated, owing to the presence of vicinal

planes.

The reflexes in the goniometer from the planes of the vertical zone

were often considerably displaced. This is probably due to the warping

of the crystals. In several of the latter, it is possible to see with the

VOL. XXXIV.— 28
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naked eye a marked flexure and even twisting of the prism-faces. I

consider that the curious distortion of the etch-tigures on (110) is due to

the warping and consequent molecular strain.*

Several of the crystals are twinned parallel to (100).

The different etching behavior of the crystal-face and of the surface

of cleavage has been explained as due to the zonal structure which is

a prominent characteristic of the mineral. Six oriented sections and

numerous cleavage pieces display the structure : it is illustrated in Fig-

ures 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 1. Figure 2. Figure 3.

Figures 1 and 2.— Two sections parallel to (010) of the same doubly termi-

nated crystal, showing zonal structure. In Figure I three zones, in Figure 2 four

zones, are indicated. The zone of deepest tint is the most closely shaded, that of

the lightest tint is left unsiiaded. The lines of shading run parallel to the cleavage

trace. The trace of the edge 010 : Oil slopes downward from right to left.

Figure 3.—A section parallel to (110), showing three zones represented as in

Figures Ijand 2. The extinction of the lightest zone is 17°, that of the intermedi-

ate zone is 19°, and that of the darkest zone is 22° 30'.

That this structure is rare in the amphiboles is clear from the recent

statement by Becke in his essay on the zonal structure of crystals in the

eruptive rocks.f Brogger describes one casein connection with his cato-

phorite series. He notes the fact that sometimes the core of a crystal

may consist of catophorite and the outer zone of arfvedsonite.J Tscher-

mak long ago noted another example in a Vesuvius hornblende.

§

Palache has figured the structure in crossite.
||

The diagrams show that the bulk of each crystal is composed of

pretty uniform substance, in which a darker colored phase of the mineral

may be apparent, either without definite arrangement with respect to the

former or in the form of true hour-glass intergrowth with it. In the

* See These Proceedings, Vol. XXXIV. page 400.

t Min. und petrog. Mittheilungen, 1898, Bd. XVII. p. 101.

t Die Gesteine der Grorudit-Tinguait-Serie, pp. 27 et seq.

§ Min. und petrog. Mittheilungen, 1871, Heft I. p. 40.

II
Bulletin, Department of Geology, Univ. of California, Vol. I. p. 187.
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latter case, the darker areas of the section generally occur at the ends of

the crystal, representing a late stage of growth, and are, with the rest

of the crystal, commonly covered with a thin mantle of still a third kind

of substance considerably lighter in tone than either of the other two.

Accurate sections cut in the appropriate directions by M. Werlein of

Paris enabled me to determine the chief optical properties of the horn-

blende. The optical plane is parallel to the plane of symmetry. The

axis of least elasticity lies in the obtuse angle (i (Tschermak's orienta-

tion), making an angle of 15° 9' with the vertical axis using yellow light

or 15° 5' using white light. The mineral is negative. In oil with an

index of refraction of 1.609, I found the optical angle (2 H) to be

53° 24'; in another oil with an index of refraction of 1.5011, I deter-

mined 2 H to be 57° 24'. The hyperbolas were not well defined, and,

on account of strong absorption, the readings had to be made in the

brightest white light procurable.

Owing to the extreme ease with which the mineral cleaves, it was

found impossible to cut oriented prisms for the purpose of finding the in-

dices of refraction ; nor was any other method feasible under the cir-

cumstances. The true optical angle cannot then be found from 2 H,

since the mean index of refraction is not known. It may, however, be

considered that this index lies withm the limits of 1.622 (tremolite) and

1.725 (hornblende, a high value). The first reading for 2 H (53° 24')

would give for b = 1.622, 2 V = 52° 56', and for 6 = 1.725, 2 V =
49' 42'. The second reading (57° 24') would give for the same values

of b, 2 V = 52° 46' and 49° 24'. The closeness of the agreement in the

respective calculated values of 2 V is rather fortuitous. The optical angle

for this section is, then, within a degree or so of 50°.

The double refraction seems to be low. The dispersion is weak

(p<^)-
On (110) the extinction varies with the zones, increasing with the

depth of tint. ' One dark zone gave in white light an average reading of

20° 53' ; other lighter zones afforded extinction angles as low as 17°.

The total range, so far as observed, lies between 22° 30' and 17°. This

can only mean that the optical angle for the different zones varies and

must have values between 42° and 60°. (See Figure 3.)

The pleochroism is very strong in characteristic colors : -

a = light brownish green.

b =1 dark yellow green.

t = dark blue green.

b >c>a
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This scheme of color and absorption applies to all the zones, the colors

being simply modified in intensity.

The specific gravity was determined in methyl iodide solution at 1 6° C.

The average for two unaltered crystals is 3.275. An outer light-colored

zone gave 3.195, and an inner darker zone 3.230. The difference be-

tween the last two was too small to permit of the separation of the light

and dark zones. I doubt that the lightest zone is more than one per cent

of the whole. There are no important inclusions in the mineral.

M. Pisani of Paris made an analysis of the hornblende ; it resulted as

follows :
—

SiO. 45.20

TiOa 0.84

AloOg 7.34

Fefis 7.55

FeO 15.80

MnO 1.52

CaO 12.30

MgO 8.40

NaoO 0.80

KoO 0.37

Loss on ignition 0.70

100.82

The analysis does not lend itself to calculation in a satisfactory way.

There is considerable divergence in the proportions of the oxides from

an old analysis by Rammelsberg of a Philipstad hornblende with a spe-

cific gravity suggestively close to that of our hornblende.*

It will be seen that the most noteworthy feature of the analysis is the

high percentage of ferrous iron, a fiict which correlates the mineral with

hastingsite, which also has an unusually great proportion of this oxide,

as well as an extraordinarily small optical angle.f

That a high content of ferrous iron (plus MnO) always means a cor-

respondingly small optical angle cannot be asserted ; pargasite affords a

case sufficiently clear to invalidate any such claim. Yet it does seem that

there is some intimate relationship between the amount of the oxide and

the optical angle. The analogy of another group of allied silicates is in

striking corroboration of this conclusion. Thus Hiutze t gives a table

* See Hintze, Handbuch der Mineralogie, 1894, p. 1223.

t Cf. Adams, Canadian Record of Science, 1896, Vol. VII. p. 77.

} Handbucli, p. 9G4.
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of fourteen chemical and optical analyses of enstatite wherein the optical

angle in oil continuously decreases from 133^ 8' (red light) to 59^ 20'

(green light) while the percentage of (FeO plus MnO) simultaneously

increases from 2.76% to 33.6%.

This hornblende is thus unique among the species yet described in that

it possesses the combination of properties including an unusually small

optical angle, an unusual pleochroism and absorption scheme, a well de-

veloped zonal structure, and quite anomalous etch-figures with hydro-

fluoric acid on the prism (110) and on the clinopinacoid.

For convenience of reference, this variety of amphibole may be called

philipstadite, from the name of the locality whence it was derived.
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THE ORTIIOPTERAN GENUS SCIIISTOCERCA.

By Samuel H. Scudder.

Received February 20, 1899. Presented March 8, 1899.

ScHiSTOCERCA belongs to the Acridii, the typical group of AcridiinaB,

in which the fastigium is dellexed and passes insensibly into the frontal

costa, lateral carintE are wanting on the pronotum, the mesosternal lobes

are longer than broad and usually produced and strongly acutangulate

posteriorly on the inner side, the hind tibi;e have smooth margins with

numerous spines regularly disposed on both sides, but with no apical spine

on the outer margin, and the second tarsal joint is only half as long as

the first.

There is but one other genus in the group, Acridium, from which

Schistocerca was separated by Stal in 1873, on account of the apically

broader anal cerci of the male and the apically fissate subgenital plate of

the same sex. In doing this he also separated the Old World species of

Acridii from those of the New "World, for Acridium does not occur in

America and Schistocerca is found only in the New World, except for a

single species, which occurs both in South America and in Africa, but

which has also been found in such circumstances in mid-ocean as to render

it in the highest degree probable that Africa was originally colonized from

America.

Schistocerca is therefore normally an American genus. Like Acridium

it is composed of large species with a wing expanse usually reaching

nearly or quite a decimeter, though it contains more species of a moderate

size than does Acridium, and some much smaller than any Acridium

known to me. Two at least of the larger forms, including the species

common to the two worlds, are known to be both migratory and very

destructive ; but the greater number appear to do less harm than their

large size would lead us to expect. The species of Acridium are mostly

confined to Africa, southern Asia, and Australia, and many species are

apparently still undescribed.

A considerable number of species of Schistocerca have been described

from America, but many have received more than one name, even since
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Stal first brought together the synonymy of the species known to him, in

his Recensio Orthopterorum ; and a number of described forms are still

indeterminable with the considerable material I have brought together

for their study. Especially is this true of Walker's species, his genera

Acridium and Cyrtacanthacris being heterogeneous assemblages of species

of many genera, and usually quite impossible of determination apart from

the specimens themselves in the British Museum.

Unfortunately, a not inconsiderable part of the material on which the

species are here separated is not so good as one could wish, being speci-

mens dried after previous immersion in spirits, — a favorite mode of

collecting these bulky Acridians, but one which dulls the coloring and

often exaggerates the salient parts of the structure of the head and pro-

notum. I have therefore relied as little as possible on mere color, which

nevertheless plays a very important part in the distinction of species in

this genus. It takes a longer immersion to destroy the markings, but

these also are sometimes lost. On this account I have been obliged to

discard a small part of my material, which seemed to indicate additional

species coming from localities, from which one rarely obtains specimens.

Of the forty-four species here tabulated, eleven are known from the

United States, twenty-three from Mexico or Central America, six from

the West Indies, and twenty from South America (including the Gala-

pagos), besides one of which the provenance is unknown, but which

probably belongs to South America.

I am indebted to my friends, Messrs. S. Henshaw, A. P. Morse, and

L. Bruner, for loans from their collections, and have had all the material

from Central and South America in the Museum of Comi)arative Zoology

for study. The main portion of my material is found in my own collec-

tion. Only the new forms are described, but the following table will

enable one to determine any of the species I have seen, new or old.

Table of the Species of Schistocerca.

ai. Antennae of male (those of female always relatively sliorter) nearly or quite

one third, often one half, longer than liead and pronotum together.

M. Pronotum rectangulate behind, or in tlie female faintly obtusangulate, the

angle narrowly or very narrowly rounded.

ci. Tegmina distinctly maculate or if occasionally feebly and obscurely macu-

late, then the pronotum is unstriped above ; lateral lobes rarely with any

markings, and when present rarely separated obliquely.

d^. Pronotum with no, or at most very obscure, dorsal stripe, the lateral

lobes at most clouded with fuscous.
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e^. Pronotum not or scarcely tectiform ; eyes normal.

/^. Relatively small and slender; prozona as long as metazona ;
greatest

dorsal width of metazona not exceeding width at eyes . . 1. (jracilis.

/'-. Relatively stout and large
; prozona shorter than metazona

;
great-

est dorsal width of metazona exceeding widtli at eyes.

r/i. Wings flavo-fuliginous 2. aurantia.

g~. Wings hyaline with fuscous veins.

10-. Maculation of tegmina delicate, obscure, in the distal half sub-

strigate 3. curinata.

Ifi. Maculation of tegmina coarse, distinct.

i^. Wings more or less distinctly infumate
; prosternal spine erect,

yi. Fusco-testaceous ; hind femora with hoary outer face ; hind

tibiae purple 4. cnhimbina.

j-. Olivaceo-testaceous ; hind femora and tibia flavo-oliva-

ceous 5. crocoluria.

P. Wings hyaline
;
prosternal spine retrorse . . 6. interrita.

e2. Pronotum distinctly tectiform ; eyes more oblong than usual.

7. camerata.

d^. Pronotum with median dorsal stripe and diversified lateral lobes.

f-. Dorsal stripe of pronotum of equal width throughout; lateral lobes

longitudinally banded, the bands not or scarcely oblique.

f^. Prosternal spine slender ; wings more or less infumate ; hind femora

without fasciation.

9I. Males with no distinct dorsal stripe ; maculation of tegmina dis-

tinct; wings distinctly flavo-infumate throughout ... 8. mellea.

(j^. Males with a conspicuous pale dorsal stripe on head and prono-

tum ; maculation of tegmina often obscure ; wings very feebly infu-

mate at most 9. zapoteca.

f^. Prosternal spine stout; wings hyaline or nearly hyaline; hind

femora obscurely fasciate.

g^. Pronotum very coarsely carinate, the position of the lateral carinas

unmarked ; tegmina densely maculate 10. vaga.

g"^. Pronotum finely carinate, the position of the lateral carinae marked
anteriorly with fuscous ; tegmina sparsely maculate. 11. simulatrix.

c^. Dorsal stripe of pronotum narrowing from in front posteriorly.

yi. Lateral lobes of pronotum mottled and longitudinally variegated

with fuscous, the lower anterior margin not distinct from the rest ; costal

area of tegmina with no light streak 12. pi/ramldala.

/'-. Lateral lobes of pronotum with a strongly oblique anterior and in-

ferior light patch, edged with fuscous ; costal area of tegmina marked

with a pallid streak 13. desiliens.

c^. Tegmina immaculate, or if rarely feebly and obscurely maculate, then the

pronotum is marked with a dorsal stripe, narrowing posteriorly ; lateral lobes

of pronotum often marked below with dull yellow, separated very obliquely

from the darker parts above.

d\ Lateral lobes of pronotum with a very obliquely delimited inferior clay

yellow patch, often obscure in the female.
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e^. Median stripe of pronotum generally narrowing from in front back-

ward ; wings more or less and simply infumate.
/I. Antennse of male about one half as long again^as head and prono-

tum together ; tegmina immaculate, or feebly and obscurely maculate
;

wings feebly infumate 14. Jlavofasciala.

f'^. Antennae of male not more than one third as long again as head

and pronotum together; tegmina immaculate; wings distinctly infu-

mate 15. iiifumata.

e^. Median stripe of pronotum broad and equal throughout ; wings flavo-

infumate 16. cvqualis.

d'. Lateral lobes of pronotum without markings 17. maya.

Jfl. Pronotum distinctly obtusangulate behind, even in the male, the angle gen-

erally rather broadly and obtusely rounded at apex.

ci. Pronotum never tectate, or at most but very feebly ; tegmina more or less

distinctly, generally distinctly, maculate throughout (or, if without maculation,

the head, pronotmn, and closed tegmina have no light colored dorsal stripe);

wings generally hyaline, occasionally lutescent basally or even throughout, the

veins fuscous or ferruginous, rarely luteous ; lateral lobes ofpronotimi often

marked conspicuously with longitudinal fuscous stripes on a lighter ground,

but often unmarked.

d^. Pronotum so broadly and strongly rounded behind as to be rotundate,

rather than obtusangulate
;
prostcnial spine somewhat retrorse.

18. aiistralis,

d'K Pronotum distinctly angulate behind, the angle more or less but not

greatly rounded, at least in the male; in the female it is sometimes rather

broadly rounded.

fii. Pronotum never tectate, generally distinctly striped on the lateral lobes.

f-. Hind femora not transversely fasclate.

7^. Prosternal spine erect or suberect, straight or almost straight;

lateral lobes of pronotum not or feebly marked, and tlien irregularly

blotched.

/(I. Dorsal stripe of pronotum obsolete ; maculations of distal half

of tegmina slight and scattered, or if at all regular it is to form

numerous narrow one- or two-celled transverse broken stripes.

19. gulosa,

Ifi. Dorsal stripe of pronotum moderately distinct ; maculations

of distal half of tegmina massed in several rather broad oblique

bands . 20. hogotensis.

(J-.
Prosternal spine distinctl}' curved and retrorse ; lateral lobes of

pronotum distinctly banded longitudinally.

h^. Pronotum griseous, slenderly strigate with fuscous ; wings

nearly h^-aline 21. inscripia.

h-. Pronotum with a broad median light dorsal stripe between

fuscous bands; wings flavo-infumate 22. idonea.

f^. Hind femora distinctly trifasciate.

g^. Pronotum with no dorsal stripe; tegmina distinctly maculate

throughout; interspace between eyes distinctly narrower than nar-

rowest part of frontal costa 23. literosa.
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^2. Pronotum with a median dorsal stripe; tegmina feebly or not

maculate, especially in the distal half; interspace between eyes not

or scarcely narrower than narrowest part of frontal costa.

24. melanocra.

e^. Pronotum feebly tectate, at least in tlie female, not striped or very

obscurely striped on lateral lobes,

yi. Metazona rugulose as well as punctate ; maculations of tegmina

when present quadrate or rounded ; male cerci of subequal breadth,

tapering only in distal half; subgenital plate of moderate length,

apically witli a ratlier shallow V-shaped emargination.

25. riihiginosa,

f". Metazona punctate but scarcely rugulose ; maculations of tegmina

distinctly elongate ; male cerci tapering throughout so as to be at apex

only two thirds as broad as at base ; subgenital plate long and slender,

apically deeply fissate 26. sonorensis.

c^. Pronotum generally more or less tectate ; tegmina immaculate, or at most

marked linearly with fuscous or yellow on lower half (or if, rarely, distinctly

maculate, then the head, pronotum, and closed tegmina are distinctly marked

by a light colored dorsal stripe) ; wings generally lutescent with luteous veins
;

lateral lobes of pronotum very rarely with conspicuous and definite markings,

generally clear or irregularly mottled.

d^. Pronotum with a distinct percurrent median light colored stripe.

fii. Lateral lobes of prozona immaculate, or with feeble light colored

stripe at or above the middle,

yi. Dorsum of metazona plane or nearly plane in both sexes, occasion-

ally faintly tumid anteriorly in the female; hind tibiae purplish, testa-

ceous, or very dull ferruginous.

g^. Hind femora usually not fasciate ; hind tibiae testaceous or red-

dish, sometimes basally purplish above ; subgenital plate of male with

a relatively shallow apical U-shaped fissure, but little deeper than

broad 27. alutacea.

92. Hind femora usually fasciate; hind tibise dark purple; subgenital

plate of male cleft narrowly, almost to the base ... 28. ohscura.

f'-.
Dorsum of metazona distinctly tumid in the female and sometimes

in the male ; hind tibiaj coral red or purplish.

g'^. Flavo-testaceous ; fore and middle femora of male very stout;

hind femora generally conspicuously fasciate; hind tibias purplish or

ferruginous 29. Uneata.

g^. Fore and middle femora of male only moderately stout; hind

femora never fasciate ; hind tibiae coral red.

Ix^. Flavo-testaceous, the dorsum of prozona, except for stripe, much
infuscated 30. alhoJ'meata.

h~. Nearly uniform olivaceous, except for the yellow dorsal stripe.

31. t;enusta.

e^. Lateral lobes of prozona with a conspicuous black-edged pallid stripe

below the middle 32. mexicana,

d^. Pronotum with no median light colored stripe, or if a feeble one occurs,

it terminates with the prozona.
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e^. Wings nowhere roseate.

f^. Prozona neither tectate nor tumid, with an obscure broad median

stripe, not passing the prozona 33. sepa7-ata.

/2. Prozona more or less tectate, and, at least in the female, tumid,

without a median stripe.

f/^. Superior carinas of hind femora obscurely serrate ; inner spines of

hind tibiffi but little longer tlian deptli of tibiae.

h^. Prozona not arched longitudinally
;
pronotum of male not more

than half as long again as greatest dorsal width of metazona, its

posterior margin distinctly obtusangulate ; hind tibije red.

34. shoshone.

li'. Prozona feebly arched longitudinallj'
;
pronotum of male dis-

tinctly more than half as long again as greatest dorsal width of

metazona, its posterior margin rather feebly obtusangulate; hind

tibiae testaceous (?) 35. oUiquata.

(j^. Superior carina of hind femora distinctly serrate ; inner spines of

hind tibiae nearly twice as long as depth of tibiae . . 3G. jicrturbans.

e-. Wings roseate distally 87. hicittala.

aP'. Antennae of male (those of female always relatively sliorter) not or hardly more

than, often less tlian, one fourth longer than tlie iiead and pronotum together.

l^-. Prozona more or less strangulate (especially in female?), narrower than tlie

head exclusive of the eyes, the metazona somewhat abruptly and not gradually

expanded and bullate.

ci. Prozona transversely rotundato, though feebly and delicately carinate

;

metazona posteriorly rotundato-subrectangulate.

c/i. Anal area of tegmina at broadest one third broader than the interspace

between the eyes ; anal cerci of male apically rounded ; metazona about one

half wider than middle of prozona 38. peregrina.

d-. Anal area of tegmina no broader or scarcely broader than the interspace

between the eyes ; anal cerci of male distinctly emarginate apically, the

lower lobe the longer; metazona about one third wider than middle of

prozona 39. pamnensis.

c^. Prozona distinctly tectate and bluntly carinate ; metazona posteriorly very

obtusangulate and broadly rounded 40. exsul.

b". Prozona not strangulate, no narrower than the head exclusive of the eyes,

the metazona gradually and regularlj- expanding posteriorly to a greater or less

degree, never bullate.

ci. Of large size. Pronotum scarcely or not at all tectate, the median stripe

broad, the posterior margin obtusangulate and rounded ; tegmina distinctly

maculate or obliquely strigate ; male cerci tapering from base to apex.

</i. Tegmina feebly if at all pantherine in markings, the costal area immacu-

late,

fii. Markings of distal half of tegmina composed of longitudinal streaks by

the more or less interrupted infuscation of the longitudinal veins, enforced

by a partial infuscation of the adjoining cross-veins * ... 41. pallens.

* These interruptions, however, often occur at similar intervals on adjoining

veins, and so give rise also to a more or less noticeable transverse arrangement,

but this is less conspicuous than the longitudinal disposition.
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c2. Markings of distal half of tegmina composed of fuscous maculations,

generally feeble, arranged in obliquely transverse series at right angles

to the veins (much as in S. americnna), the transverse cross veins at such

points infuscated equally throughout 42. cancellata.

d-. Tegmina distinctly pantherine in markings, the costal area maculate.

43. americana.

(?. Of small size. Pronotum distinctly and strongly tectate, the median stripe

narrow, the posterior margin rectangulate or even acutangulate, at least in the

male ; tegmina immaculate or very feebly maculate ; male cerci of subequal

breadth 44. damnijica.

1. Schistocerca gracilis sp. nov.

;

One of the smallest and slenderest of the genus, fusco-testaceons, ob-

scurely marked with fuscous. Head fusco-testaceous ; frontal costa sub-

equal, a little expanded basally, strongly sulcate excepting above, coarsely

punctate, the margins flavo-testaceous ; eyes much longer than the gente

below them ; antennjB fulvo-testaceous. Pronotum compressed, subequal,

hardly expanding on the metazona, where the width does not exceed that

at eyes, fusco-testaceous with a ferruginous tinge, the metazona somewhat

infuscated on the disk, the lateral lobes immaculate but a little pallescent

centrally
;
pi-ozona not tectate, of the same length as the metazona, ante-

riorly produced and well rounded, rather delicately scabrous, the median

carina slight but distinct and slender, more pronounced on the metazona,

which is delicately scabro-punctate, the posterior angle rectangulate,

hardly rounded, Prosternal spine rather slender, rather short, equal,

blunt, a little retrorse. Tegmina slender, much longer than the body,

fusco-testaceous sprinkled, especially in the distal half, with slight and

not very dark fuscous maculations, rather irregularly scattered throughout

;

wings apparently vitreous.* Fore and middle femora slender ; hind femora

rather small, but little surpassing the abdomen, fusco-ferruginous, with a

somewhat hoary outer face, the upper carinas scarcely serrate ; hind tibiae

ferruginous, the spines black tipped. Anal cerci fully twice as long as basal

breadth, tapering slightly, bent a little inward at the middle, the apex

truncate and feebly emarginate, the angles rounded ; subgenital plate a

little upcurved, scaphiform, but tapering regularly as seen from above and

compressed, apically acuminate and fissate half way to the base, the angles

acute.

* The specimen is in too fragile condition to be spread.
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Length of body, 26 mm.; antennae, 12.5+ mm.; tegmina, 28 mm,
;

hind femora, 16 mm.
1 (J. South America.

2. Schistocerca aurantia sp. nov.

Of moderate size and stoutness, fusco-testaceous somewhat obscured

with fuscous. Head rather large, nearly uniform fusco-testaceous, above

with feeble, more or less divergent, dull fuscous stripes ; frontal costa

subequal, not very broad, j^unctate, deeply sulcate below the ocellus

;

eyes narrow elliptical, very much longer than the infraocular portion of

the genje ; antennoe testaceous, the distal half infuscated. Pronotum well

arched but not tectate, expanding slightly on the metazona so as to be

about as broad as at the eyes, with a feeble median carina, merely indi-

cated on the prozona, the latter produced anteriorly and rounded, a little

shorter than the metazona, scabro-punctate, a little more coarsely than the

metazona, the whole pronotum uniform in color except that the metazona

is more or less ferruginous, posteriorly rectangulate. Prosternal spine

moderate, erect, cylindrical or feebly tapering, blunt. Tegmina consid-

erably longer than the body, moderately slender, testaceous becoming

subvitreous distally, maculate with moderately large quadrate or rounded

fuscous spots, darker proximally than distally and pretty uniformly dis-

tributed in the median area, the costal and anal areas more or less minutely

flecked with fuscous; wings hone3^-infumate, the veins flavous and the

cross-veins fusco-flavous, with a slight sprinkling of fuscous dots apically.

Fore and middle femora not inflated in the male ; hind femora scarcely

surpassing the abdomen, fusco-ferruginous, the outer face whitish, the

carinai with the serrations marked with fuscous ; hind tibia3 fusco-ferru-

ginous verging on puri)lish, the spines luteous, apically black. Male

cerci nearly twice as long as basal breadth, tapering only a little, apically

truncate and broadly emarginate ; subgenital plate narrowly and rather

deeply fissate apically.

Length of body, ^, 31 mm., 9, 46 mm.; antennte, <?, 15.5 mm., 5,

16 mm.; tegmina, S, 33 mm., 9^ 44.5 mm.; hind femora, J, 19 mm.,

9 , 27 mm.

1 (J, 8 9. Mexico, Packard; Yucatan, Schott ; Meriden, Yucatan;

Realejo, Nicaragua, April, McNeil.

The male, from Nicaragua, may not belong here ; the wings are almost

clear hyaline, but the specimen has been long immersed in spirits and is

decolored.
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3. Schistocerca carinata sp. nov.

11 Acridium scuteUare Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Wus., III. 579 (1870). Cf.

No. 25, below.

Slightly above the ordinary size and moderately stout, fusco-testaceous

with an olivaceous tinge. Head rather large, dull testaceous, the promi-

nences iufuscated, with a slender suborbital, genal, obscure fuscous streak

and usually a pair of slender, diverging, fuscous streaks on the vertex;

eyes considerably longer than the infraocidar portion of the gena3, promi-

nent in the male ; antennai flavous or rufous, sometimes infuscated,

especially on distal half. Pronotum well arched and very distinctly

carinate so as almost to appear tectiform, the metazona enlarging so as to

be a little broader than width at eyes, at least in the female, the pos-

terior margin feebly more than rectangulate, the angle very narrowly

rounded
;
prozona jjroduced and rounded anteriorly, somewhat shorter

than the metazona, more or less infuscated on the disk, with obscure pallid

quadrate patches on the lateral lobes. Prosternal spine moderate, sub-

conical, erect, blunt. Tegmina much longer than the abdomen, obscure

olivaceo-testaceous, very obscurely cloudy-maculate with fuscous through-

out, substrigate distally; wings vitreous, washed in the faintest manner

with aurantio-fuliginous, nowhere maculate. Fore and middle femora

scarcely enlarged in the male; hind femora ferrugineo-testaceous, the

outer face dull ivory white, the inner portion of the upper face often with

a pair of distant fuscous blotches ; hind tibia; purplish testaceous, the

spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci more than twice as long as

broad, straight, tapering slightly throughout, truncate and very feebly

emargiuate apically; subgenital plate rather small, elongate, apically

acuminate as seen laterally, the apical fissure U-shaped and moderately

deep.

Length of body, ^, 31 mm., 9? 55 mm.; antennre, ^, 14mm.; teg-

mina, (J, 33 mm., 9» 54 mm.; hind femora, ^, 17.5 mm., 9) 30 mm.

1 $, Q 9- ^^^ I^i^gO) Cal., Crotch; Sierra Nola, Mex., Dec. 3-6,

Palmer ; Orizaba, Mex., Jan. (Bruner) ; Vera Cruz, Mex., Heyde

(Bruuer).

4. Schistocerca columbina.

Gri/llus cegtjptius Thunb., Mem. Acad. St. Petersb., V. 247 (1815)t. Stul [misnomer].

Gryllus columhinus Thunb., Loc. cit., IX., 899, 425 (1824).

Acridium (Schistocerca) columhinum Stal, Rec. Orth., I. 67 (1873).

Schistocerca columbina Brunii.-Redt., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1892, 210 (1892).

Gri/llus occidentalis Thunb., Loc. cit., IX. 400, 429 (1824) t. Stal.

VOL. XXXIV. — 29
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This species was originally described from St. Bartholomew in the

"West Indies, and has been i-eported from other islands,— St. Vincent's,

Grenada, Martinique, and Trinidad, as well as from Mexico, Costa Rica,

Nicaragua, Guatemala, Panama, Colombia, Venezuela, Surinam, Brazil,

and Peru. I have seen specimens only from Costa Rica, Underwood

(Bruner) ; San Mateo del Mar, Tehuantepec, Feb., in lagoons, Sumi-

chrast ; and Panama, besides one marked Central America.

5. Schistocerca crocotaria sp. nov.

Slightly above the ordinary size and moderately stout, olivaceo-testa-

ceous, more or less infuscated. Head rather large, olivaceo-testaceous,

with faint diverging fuscous stripes on the vertex, the front rather densely

punctate with pale ferruginous; frontal costa subequal, feebly sulcate

below the ocellus; eyes considerably longer than the infraocular portion of

the genre ; antennse luteous, apically ferruginous. Pronotum well arched,

scarcely subtectate, the metazona enlarging so as to be slightly broader

at its greatest dorsal width than at the eye?, distinctly shouldered later-

ally ; prozona very slightly produced and broadly rounded in front, bluntly

punctate, slightly shorter than the posteriorly rectangulate, rather finely

and sharply punctate metazona ; whole pronotum olivaceo-testaceous,

more or less ferruginous on disk, especially on metazona, obscurely mottled

with ferruginous on lateral lobes, the median carina distinct throughout,

but especially on metazona. Prosternal spine moderately stout, cylindrical,

very blunt, erect or suberect. Tegmina much longer than the body, rather

broad, olivaceo-testaceous, rather obscurely maculate with faint fuscous,

distally in irregularly oblique broken transverse bands ; wings subvitreous,

faintly aurantiate throughout, with very feeble signs of maculation apically

in anterior area. Hind femora reaching tip of abdomen, moderately stout,

flavo-olivaceous on outer, inner, and inner-superior faces on an olivaceous

ground, the hind tibiae flavo-olivaceous with a ferruginous tinge, the spines

luteous with black tips.

Length of body, 54 mm. ; antennjE, 19 mm. ; tegmina, 53 mm. ; hind

femora, 31 mm.

5 9 • Chon tales, Nicaragua ; Realejo, Nicaragua, April, McNeil.

6. Schistocerca interrita sp. nov.

Size and form of the last preceding, ferrugineo-testaceous. Head
moderately large, of the ground color with obscure fuscous markings;
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frontal costa subequal, sulcate throughout ; eyes scarcely longer than the

infraocular portion of thegenoe; antennae ferruginous. Prouotum well

arched, in no way tectate but with distinct and sharp median carina,

ferruginous with feeble fuscous maculations on the lateral lobes (which

have also below the middle an obscure pallid spot), widening considerably

on the metazona, so as to be considerably broader than at the eyes, the

prozona scarcely produced anteriorly, distinctly shorter than the metazona,

which is faintly obtusaugulate behind, the angle narrowly rounded. Pro-

sternal spine moderate, cylindrical, blunt, retrorse but not arcuate.

Tegmina extending much beyond the abdomen, moderately broad, testa-

ceous or ferrugineo-testaceous, with distinct subpantherine fuscous mark-

ings of rather large size extending from base to tijj; wings vitreous, the

veins luteous. Hind femora ferrugineo-testaceous with hoary outer face,

the serrations of the upper carinte fuscous ; hind tibiae pale ferruginous,

the spines with black tips.

Length of body, 45 mm. ; antennae, IT-j- mm. ; tegmina, 50 mm. ; hind

femora, 28 mm.

2 ?. Peru, H. Edwards (Mus. Comp. ZooL, Scudder).

7. Schistocerca camerata sp. nov.

Compact and bulky, somewhat above the medium size, ferrugineo-

testaceous more or less iufuscated. Head ferrugineo-testaceous, mottled

posteriorly with faint plumbeo-fuscous and with a pair of divergent fus-

cous streaks behind upper edge of eyes ; frontal costa subequal, slightly

narrower at the ocellus, deeply sulcate at and below the ocellus ; eyes

narrower than usual, distinctly longer than the infraocular portion of the

genae ; antennte luteo-testaceous. Pronotum distinctly tectate, with very

coarse and jjrominent median carina, which is free from the very obscure

and faint infuscation of the remainder
;
prozona scabro-punctate, produced

and subangulate anteriorly, but little shorter than the not very profusely

punctate metazona ; the latter enlarges but little, but is shouldered pos-

teriorly and just broader than at the eyes, the hind margin faintly obtus-

augulate, the angle rather narrowly rounded. Prosternal spine short,

stout, cylindrical, blunt, erect. Tegmina extending but little beyond the

abdomen, rather broad, ferrugineo-testaceous, rather profusely and some-

what obscurely maculate throughout, except the anal area, with fuscous,

the maculations in the distal half having a tendency to an obliquely trans-

verse direction ; wings impure vitreous, with luteous veins. Hind femora
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dull testaceous, the outer face faintly hoary, the cariuse punctate with

fuscous at the serrations, the genicular arc black ; hind tibiiB dull dark

purplish, the spines luteous with black tips.

Length of body, 49 mm. ; antennas, 14+ mm. ; tegmina, 44 mm. ; liind

femora, 28 mm.

3 9 . Sinaloa, Mex., Koels, Behrens.

8. Schistocerca mellea sp. nor.

Of medium size and moderately stout, fusco-testaccous with a ferrugi-

nous tinge. Head ferrugineo-testaceous, with the margins of the frontal

costa and facial caringe punctate with fuscous, a pair of diverging fuscous

stripes on the vertex and a genal stripe below the eyes ; frontal costa

slightly narrowed just below the ocellus and feebly sulcate, excepting

above ; eyes a little tumid in the male, much longer than the infraocular

portion of the geuse ; antennae ferrugineo-testaceous. Pronotum well

arched transversely, in no way tectate, the median carina faint excepting

on the metazona of the female, where it is slight ; prozona obscurely

ruguloso-punctate, slightly and scarcely angularly produced anteriorly, a

very little shorter than the rather finely punctate metazona, which enlarges

considerably jiosteriorly, so as to be considerably broader than at the eyes,

and is posteriorly rectaugulate, or in the female faintly obtusangulate;

the whole pronotum is ferrugineo-testaceous, the disk, at least in the

female, strigate and blotched with fuscous, leaving clear a broad median

stripe, the lobes irregularly maculate with fuscous, the middle with a

longitudinal fuscous bar, all of which is very obscure in the male. Pro-

sternal spine erect, moderately slender, conico-cylindrical, blunt. Teg-

mina extending considerably beyond the abdomen, not very slender,

ferrugineo-testaceous, profusely and distinctly maculate throughout with

fuscous, in the distal half arranged rather conspicuously in transversely

oblique stripes ; wings honey yellow with a smoky tinge, apically macu-

late in the upper area. Fore and middle femora not enlarged in the male;

hind femora about reaching the tip of the abdomen, ferrugineo-testaceous

with hoary outer face, which is punctate with black, as are also the serra-

tions of the carinas ; hind tibite ferrugineo-testaceous, the spines pallid

with black tips. Male cerci moderately slender, feebly tapering, about

twice as long as basal breadth, apically truncate and feebly and broadly

emarginate ; subgenital plate rather elongate, scaphiform, apically fissate

narrowly half way to the base, the flaps so formed acutangulate, the angles

rounded.
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Length of body, ^, 30 mm., 9, 47 mm.; antennae, ^, 13.5 mm., 9,
12+ mm.; tegmina, <?, 32 mm., 9, 47 mm.; hind femora, ^, 18 mm.,

9 J 25 mm.
1 (J, 19- Vera Cruz, Mexico, Heyde (Bruner).

9. Schistocerca zapoteca sp. nov.

Of moderate size and stoutness, but in these respects with considerable

disparity between the sexes, fusco-testaceous with a slight ferruginous

tinge. Head rather prominent, testaceous, flecked and more or less ob-

scured with fuscous, with a pair of divergent fuscous stripes bordering

the flavo-testaceous median stripe which marks the vertex ; frontal costa

a little contracted at the ocellus, sulcate at and below the same, flavous at

the margins ; eyes prominent in the male, much longer than the infra-

ocular portion of the genaj; autennie flavo-testaceous, in the male a third

as long again as head and pronotum together. Pronotum somewhat

compressed, well arched, hardly tectate, feebly and very bluntly carinate,

the disk ferrugineo-fuscous, sometimes strigate on the metazona, with a

distinct, rather narrow, median testaceous stripe, broader in the female

than in the male, the lateral lobes broader than deep, testaceous, mottled

or obscured or occasionally vittate with fuscous
;
jorozona produced ante-

riorly and rather strongly rounded, a little shorter than the metazona,

which is postei'iorly rectangulate with narrowly rounded angle, and ex-

pands but little even in the female so as hardly to exceed the width at the

eyes. Prosternal spine slender, feebly tapering, blunt, erect. Tegmina

extending far beyond the abdomen, moderately slender, ferrugineo-testa-

ceous, rather profusely but feebly maculate with fuscous, mainly by the

infuscation of cross-veins, occasionally disposed in obliquely transverse

stripes on the distal half
; wings vitreous or very faintly infumate apically,

occasionally faintly maculate apically in the anterior area, the veins luteo-

ferruginous. Fore and middle femora scarcely thickened in the male;

hind femora rather slender, reaching beyond the abdomen, luteo-testaceous,

flecked and punctate with fuscous, often tinged more or less with ferrugi-

nous, especially on the distal half, occasionally flavescent basally ; hind

tibias dark dull purple, the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci

twice as long as broad, equal, straight, apically truncate and mesially

emarginate, the angles rounded ; subgenital plate tapering, scaphiform,

apically compressed, deeply cleft, the fissure closed.

Length of body, $, 28 mm.. 9, 40 mm.; antenna?, ^, 13 mm., 9,
14.5 mm. ; tegmina, ^, 29 mm., 9, 43 mm. ; hind femora, ^, 18 mm.,

9 , 2G mm.
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21 ^, 13 ?• Venis Mecas, Mex., Jan. G, Palmer; Mexico, April,

Sumichrast, Botteri ; Guatemala, Van Patten ; Costa Rica, Underwood

(Bruner) ; South America.

10. Schistocerca vaga.

Acridium vcnjum Scudd.!, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XVIII. 269 (1876).

Schistocerca vaga Brun., Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XII. 187 (1890).

I have received this species from CaliJ^ornia, H. Edwards ; Fresno,

April 27 (Stanf, Univ.), Pasadena, June (Stanf. Univ.), Los Angeles,

March (Bruner), South Santa Monica, July 30, Morse, Colton, July 17,

Morse, San Bernardino, July 15, Morse, Palm Springs, July 12, Morse,

and San Diego, Cal., Edwards, Crotch, and Mohave Desert, Cal. ; Ft.

Whipple, Palmer, and Yuma, Ariz., July 7, Morse; Mesilla, N. Mex.,

Cockerell, Oct. 18, Morse; San Antonio, Sept. 18-27, Palmer, Uvalde,

July, Palmer, and El Paso, Tex., Aug., Dunn (Bruner); Guadalupe

Isl., off Lower California, Palmer; Cape St. Lucas, Lower Cal., Xantiis
;

Matamoras,Tamaulipas, Couch, Uliler; San Pedro, May 20, Palmer,

and Montelovez, Coahuila, Sept. 20, Palmer ; Sonora, Schott ; Bledos,

Mex., Oct. 1, Palmer; Sierra Nola, Mex., Dec. 3-6, Palmer; Mexico

City, Palmer; Jalapa, Mex., June 22 (Bruner), Durango, Mex., Palmer,

and Jalasco, Max., Berendt; and Realejo, Nicaragua, April, McNeil.

11. Schistocerca simulatrix.

? Ci/rtacanthacn's simulatrix Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV. 010 (1870).

? Acridium simulatrix [sic] Thom., Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V. 230 (1873).

Originally described from San Domingo, I have a specimen which

appears to belong here, which comes from Inagua, Bahamas.

12. Schistocerca pyramidata sp. nov.

Of medium size and stoutness, fusco-testaceous. Head rather large,

pale testaceous, the face generally much infuscated, especially on the

prominent parts, with a ferruginous tinge, posteriorly striped with fuscous

and the vertex with a pair of diverging fuscous stripes running from the

front of the fastigium or even the median ocellus backward, leaving be-

tween them a broad clear luteo-testaceous median band; frontal costa

subequal, deeply sulcate at and below the ocellus ; eyes prominent in the

male, much, in the male very much, longer than the infraocular portion

of the gense ; antennas considerably more than a third longer than the
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head and iironotum together in the male, luteous. Pronotura well arched,

in no way tectate, but with a delicate percurrent median carina, in the

middle of a regularly narrowing but percurrent luteous or ferrugineo-

luteous median stripe, the rest of the disk fuscous, often longitudinally

strigate with testaceous on the metazoua ; lateral lobes ferrugineo-testa-

ceous, much mottled and sometimes longitudinally strigate with fuscous, a

paler spot generally appearing on the upper part of the prozona ;
prozona

a little jiroduced anteriorly and rounded, a little shorter than the meta-

zoua, which is posteriorly rectangulate, the angle rounded not very nai"-

rowly. Prosternal spine rather slender, slightly tapering, blunt, straight,

slightly inclined. Tegmina extending considerably beyond the abdomen,

moderately slender, testaceous, in the male nearly immaculate, in the

female distinctly but not very profusely maculate with fuscous throughout

the median area, the maculations of the distal half small and obscurely

arranged in obliquely transverse lines; wings faintly tiuged, especially in

the anal area, with pale citron, apically very faintly fuliginous, nowhere

maculate. Fore and middle femora not enlarged in the male; hind

femora attaining (9) or surpassing (^) the end of the abdomen, dull

testaceous with the outer face dull ivory white, punctate with fuscous

along the carinas ; hind tibi;e dull jjurplish testaceous, the spines luteous

with black tips. Male cerci of subequal breadth, about twice as long as

basal breadth, apically a little obliquely truncate and considerably emar-

ginate mesially, the lobes thus formed rounded, the lower somewhat the

longer ; subgenital plate slender, elongate, scaphiform, apically very deeply

fissate, the acute angles only slightly rounded.

Length of body, ^, 37 mm., 9,53 mm.; antennae, ^, 15.5 mm., 9,

18 mm.; tegmina, ^, 36 mm., 9, 53 mm.; hind femora, J", 20 mm., 9?

31.5 mm.
2 c?, 5 9. Cuernavaca, Mexico, May, Sept., Barrett (Morse).

13. Schistocerca desiliens sp. nov.

Of moderately large size and moderate stoutness with considerable dis-

parity between the sexes, ferrugineo-testaceous, considerably infuscated.

Head not very large, ferrugineo-testaceous, testaceous posteriorly, all the

carinas marked with fuscous, and a pair of diverging fuscous stripes on

the vertex, enclosing a broad median luteo-testaceous band, as in the last

species; frontal costa subequal, deeply sulcate at and below the ocellus;

eyes somewhat prominent, especially in the male, distinctly (j) or

scarcely ( 9 ) longer than the infraocular portion of the genoe ; antennae
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more than lialf as long again as the head and pronotum together in the

male, luteous, faintly infuscated apically. Pronotum well arched, in no

way tectate, but with a delicate percurrent median carina in the middle

of a gradually diminishing but percurrent luteo-testaceous median stripe,

the remainder of the disk ferrugineo-fuscous, the lateral lobes the same

with a strongly oblique anterior and inferior luteo-testaceous patch, edged

above with fuscous fading superiorly
;
prozona roundly produced anteriorly,

slightly shorter than the metazona, which is very slightly broader than

at the eyes, posteriorly rectangulate (^) or faintly obtusangulate (9),

the angle narrowly rounded. Prosternal spine moderate, cylindrical,

blunt, erect or suberect. Tegmina extending well beyond the abdomen,

slender, with a pallid luteous streak basally in the costal area, in the male

otherwise immaculate or nearly so, in the female sparsely and rather

feebly maculate in the median area and particularly along the median line,

all the maculations small ; wings vitreous, with an exceedingly feeble

infumation, most distinct apically. Fore and middle femora not enlarged

in the male ; hind femora ferrugineo-testaceous, with hoary outer face

and the carinas punctate with fuscous ; hind tibia3 ferrugineo-testaceous,

the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci very small, straight, hardly

twice as long as broad, ta})ering to a blunt rounded tip ; subgenital plate

slender, haustrate, somewhat compressed, subacuminate, apically narrowly

and not very deeply fissate.

Length of body, <J , 31 mm., 9-1 55 mm. ; antennre, $, 14.5 mm., 9>

18 mm. ; tegmina, (^ , 31 mm., 9 5^0 mm. ; hind femora, ^ , 11 mm., 9>

32 mm.
1 (? , 4 9. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Nov. (Mus. Comp. Zool.) ; Vic-

toria, Brazil, May (Bruner).

I know of no species of Schistocerca in which the male cerci are so

narrow at apex as here ; the next species is the most closely allied in

that respect.

14. Schistocerca flavofasciata.

Acri/diumjfnvqfasciaium DeGeer, Mem., III. 488, pi. 40, fig. 8 (1773).

Acrldium {Schistocerca) flarofasciatum Stal, Rec. Orth., I. 67 (1873).

Gryllus nitens Thunb., Mem. Acad. St. Petersb., V. 236 (1815) t. Stal.

Gri/Ihisjimbrlntiis Thunb., Loc. cit., IX. 428 (1824) t. Stal.

Gnj/lus livichis Thunb., Loc. cit., IX. 428 (1824) t. StSl.

Acrldium hmrjipenne Burm., Handb. Ent., II. 632 (1838) t. Stal.

The only specimens I have seen are from Rio de Janeiro Nov. (Mus.

Comp. Zool.), and Corumba, Brazil, March, April (Mus. Comp. Zool.).

It was originally described from Brazil.
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15. Schistocerca infumata sp. nov.

Of large size and moderate stoutness, dark olivaceo-fuscous. Head
not very large, olivaceo-fuscous, with a subocular genal fuscous streak,

and a pair of divergent fuscous streaks on the vertex, enclosing a median

luteo-testaceous stripe ; frontal costa subequal, deeply sulcate at and below

the ocellus ; eyes a little prominent in the male, distinctly ((^ ) or scarcely

( 9 ) longer than the infraocular portion of the geuoe ; antennae barely a

third longer than the head and prouotum together in the male, luteous

or luteo-testaceous. Pronotum well arched but feebly subtectate, with

distinct percurrent median carina in the middle of a posteriorly attenu-

ating luteo-testaceous median stripe edged with fuscous, the rest of the

pronotum dark olivaceo-fuscous with an obliciue inferior fuscous cloud or

stripe on the lateral lobes, the whole prouotum gradually enlarging pos-

teriorly, so that the metazona is considerably (9) or a little
(
J"

) wider

than at the eyes; prozona angularly produced anteriorly, the angle rather

narrowly rounded, but little shorter than the metazona, which is posteri-

orly rectangulate d^) or faintly obtusangulate (9)? the angle not very

narrowly rounded. Prosternal spine slight, cylindrical, blunt, erect.

Tegmina extending far beyond the abdomen, moderately slender, olivaceo-

testaceous, immaculate ; wings distinctly infumate throughout. Fore and

middle femora not enlarged in the male ; hind femora dark testaceous, the

outer face and genicular lobe ivory white, the carinoe punctate with fus-

cous, occasionally the other faces more or less hoary ; hind tibife dull

ferruginous, the spines luteous (or in the female the outer spines luteous,

the inner ferruginous) with black tips. Male cerci very small for this

genus, half as long again as broad, the lower margin straight, the upper

rounded, and tapering so as to be at the truncate apex hardly a third as

broad as at broadest. Subgenital plate straight, long, scaphiform, hardly

compressed, apically deeply and still more widely emarginate to form a

U-shaped fissure with diverging sides, the angles subacuminate. Whole
body and legs pilose.

Length of body, ^ , 33.5 mm., 9, 58 ram. ; antennae, ^, 14 mm., 9,
18 mm. ; tegmina, ^ , 38 mm., 9 , 56 mm. ; hind femora, ^ , 21.5 mm.,

9 32 mm.

7 (J , 3 9 . Montevideo, Uruguay, Meyer-Diir ; Brazil, Janson.
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10. Schistocerca sequalis sp. nov.

Of fair size and moderately slender, fusco-testaceous. Head moderately

large, fusco-testaceous, the vertex fuscous except a broad median ferru-

gineo-luteous band ; frontal costa subequal, sulcate below the ocellus

;

eyes rather prominent, very much longer than the iufraocular portion of

the geuse ; antennae at least a third longer than the head and pronotum

together, ferrugineo-luteous. Prozona well arched, in no way tectate,

but with distinct and delicate percurrent median carina, in the middle of

a rather broad and equal percurrent ferrugineo-luteous stripe, the rest of

the disk fuscous, the lateral lobes fusco-testaceous, with an oblique inferior

fuscous stripe, below which they are testaceous
; prozona roundly produced

anteriorly, about as long as the metazona, which enlarges but slightly and

is narrower than at the eyes and jjosteriorly rectangulate or perhaps faintly

obtusangulate, the angle rounded. Prosternal spine rather long, erect,

cylindrical, bluntly tapering apically. Tegmina extending well beyond

the abdomen, slender, immaculate, ferrugineo-testaceous, the costal and

anal areas testaceous ; wings very faintly infumate with a slight citron

tinge. Fore and middle femora not enlarged ; hind femora rather slen-

der, slightly surpassing the abdomen, ferrugineo-testaceous, the outer face

hoary, feebly punctate with fuscous on the carince; hind tibiae dull pur-

plish or ferruginous, the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci sub-

equal, about half as long again as broad, inbent at the middle, apically

angularly emarginate above the middle, the lower lobe projecting ; sub-

genital plate short scaphiform, almost haustrate, apically U-shaped, the

emargination deeper than broad, and the angles subacute.

Length of body, 35 mm.; anteunje, 13.25-1- mm.; tegmina, 36 mm.;
hind femora, 19 mm.

2 (J . Demerara, British Guiana.

17. Schistocerca maya sp. nov.

Below the medium size and moderately slender, testaceous, more or less

infuscated. Head moderately large, ferrugineo- or luteo-testaceous, the

vertex with a pair of fuscous stripes bordering a ferrugineo-luteous median

band ; frontal costa subequal, sulcate at and below the ocellus ; eyes

moderately prominent, much longer than tlie infraocular portion of the

genfB ; antennae more than a third longer than the head and pronotum

together, ferruginous. Pronotum well arched, in no way tectate, with a

delicate median carina in a (sometimes obscured) ferrugineo-luteous dorsal
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stripe, the rest of the disk fuscous, the hxteral lobes ferrugineo-testaceous,

uumarked, or at most feebly clouded with fuscous
;
prozona produced and

atigulato-rotuudate in front, as long as the metazona, which enlarges but

little, is narrower than at the eyes and posteriorly rectangulate and nar-

rowly rounded. Prosternal spine moderate, conical, blunt, feebly retrorse.

Tegmina much surpassing the abdomen, immaculate or very faintly and

most obscurely clouded with fuscous, ferrugineo-testaceous, the anal area

lutescent ; wings vitreous with luteous veins. Fore and middle femora

not enlarged ; hind femora ferrugineo-testaceous, with hoary outer face ;

hind tibine ferruginous, the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerei

subec^ual, fully half as long again as broad, a little obliquely truncate

apically, the lower posterior angle distinctly produced and rounded ; sub-

genital plate scaphiform, subacuminate, apically fissate to the base, the

fissure closed.

Length of body, 31 mm. ; autennte, 13 mm. ; tegmina, 28.5 mm. ; hind

femora, 18 mm,
3 ^. Venis Mecas, Mexico, Jan. 6, Palmer; San Mateo del Mar,

Tehuantepec, in lagoons, Feb., Sumichrast.

The description is based mainly on the Mexican specimen, and the

others may possibly not belong here. All have been immersed in alcohol.

18. Schistocerca australis nom. nov.

Acridium occidentale Scudd.!, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XII. 3.30 (1869).

Acridium {Schistocerca) occidentale Scudd., Loc. cit., XVII. 274 (1875).

The name is here changed, as the name occidcntalis was given by

Thunberg to another species of Schistocerca, placed by liim in Gryllus

;

see No. 4, above.

I have specimens before me from Rio de Janeiro, U. S, Expl, Exp.,

Thayer Exp., Mrs. Davis (Mus. Comp, Zool.) ; Brazil, Linden (Mus,

Comp. Zool.); Santarem and Cudais, Brazil, Thayer Exp. (Mus. Comp.

Zool.)
; Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana, Richardson (Mus. Comp. Zool.) ; and

the Napo or Maranon River, eastern Peru.

19. Schistocerca gulosa sp. nov.

Large and bulky, ferrugineo-testaceous. Head large, ferrugineo-

testaceous, obscurely marked with fuscons and especially with a pair of

very divergent stripes on the vertex ; frontal costa subequal, faintly

broadening below, sulcate below the ocellus ; eyes much longer than the
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•

iufraocular portion of the gense ; antennte rufous. Pronotum well arched,

in no way tectate, but with a distinct though slight median carina, ferru-

gineo-testaceous, the front edge narrowly fuscous, the disk with exceed-

ingly obscure infuscation, leaving a clear dorsal stripe scarcely perceptible,

the lateral lobes obscurely mottled with fuscous and with a mesial longi-

tudinal fuscous stripe
;
prozona produced and rounded anteriorly, a little

shorter than the metazona, which broadens considerably behind so as to

be very much broader than at the eyes, and is obtusangulate, the angle a

little rounded. Prosternal spine rather small, erect, subconical, blunt.

Tegmiua extending far beyond the abdomen, moderately broad, ferru-

gineo-testaceous, fiiintly feebly and sparsely maculate with fuscous in

one- or two-celled jiatches ; wings vitreous with a faint citron hue basally,

all the veins luteous or ferruginous. Hind femora ferrugineo-testaceous,

the outer face ivory white, the carinaj punctate with fuscous ; hind tibiai

dull purplish, the spines luteous with black tips.

Length of body, 52 mm. ; tegmina, 51 mm. ; hind femora, 28.5 mm.
1 9 . Demerara, British Guiana.

20. Schistocerca bogotensis sp. nov.

Below the average size and not very stout, ferrugineo-testaceous, much
infuscated. Head moderately large, ferrugineo-testaceous, the frontal

costa much infuscated, especially at the margins, whence a fuscous stripe

proceeds on either side backward across the vertex, leaving a broad sub-

ferruginous median band; frontal costa subequal, sulcate below the

ocellus
; eyes considerably longer than the iufraocular portion of the genae.

Pronotum well arched, in no way tectate, but with a sharp though slight

median carina in the middle of a broad subequal, but on the metazona

slightly attenuated, subferruginous stripe, the rest of the disk deeply in-

fuscated, the lateral lobes ferrugineo-testaceous, blotched with fuscous and

testaceous, but not longitudinally striped
;
prozona a little shorter than

the metazona, a little and roundly produced anteriorly, the metazona but

little enlarged and hardly exceeding the width at the eyes, posteriorly

obtusangulate, the angle broadly rounded. Prosternal spine rather long,

erect, subconical, blunt. Tegmina extending well beyond the abdomen,

moderately broad, testaceous, maculate with fuscous in the median area,

the maculations in distal half obscurely massed in broad oblique bands;

wings citriuo-infumate, without maculations. Hind femora ferrugineo-

testaceous, the outer face dull ivory white ; hind tibiie vinous, the spines

vinous with black tijDS.
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Length of body, 49 mm. ; tegmiua, 46.5 mm. ; hiud femora, 26 mm.
2 9 • Bogota, Colombia.

21. Schistocerca inscripta.

CijrtacantJiacris inscripta "Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., III. 550 (1870).

Acridium inscriptum Thorn., Rep. U, S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V. 228 (1873).

Originally described from Jamaica. I have seen a single specimen

from Mandeville, Jamaica, April, Cockerell (Bruner).

22. Schistocerca idonea sp. nov.

Of fully average size and moderately slender, ferrugineo-testaceous,

much infuscated. Head rather large, luteo-testaceous, all the prominences

marked with fuscous, besides a distinct suborbital genal fuscous stripe,

and on the vertex a pair of divergent fuscous stripes on either side of a

broad testaceous median stripe, sometimes tinged with ferruginous ; frontal

costa broadly and rather shallowly sulcate, subequal ; eyes shorter than

the infraocular portion of the genai ; antennte rufous. Pronotum well

arclied, in no way tectate, very faintly strangulate, the median carina

delicate, percurrent, lying in the middle of a very broad and equal ferru-

gineo-testaceous stripe, bordered on either side by a slightly broader

posteriorly widening fuscous or ferrugineo-fuscous stripe, occupying the

rest of the disk ; lateral lobes testaceous with a very broad median slightly

oblique longitudinal fuscous stripe, often itself with a median testaceous

thread
;
prozona strongly produced and well rounded in front, slightly

shorter than the metazona, which broadens so as to be slightly broader

than at the eyes, and is posteriorly obtusangulate, the angle generally

very broadly rounded but variable. Tegmina extending far beyond the

abdomen, rather slender, testaceous, the costal area with a long luteous

streak, the anal area wholly luteous or luteo-testaceous, the median area

profusely maculate with fuscous, more or less blended in the proximal

half, scattered and more feeble and generally subquadrate in the distal

half; wings rather faintly flavo-infumate, immaculate. Plind femora

testaceous, the outer face hoary or lutescent below, infuscated along the

middle and generally above, the carinas punctate with fuscous at the ser-

rations ; hind tibiae ferruginous, the spines luteous with black tips.

Length of body, 46 mm. ; antennae, 16.5 mm. ; tegmiua, 41 mm.; hind

femora, 22.5 mm.
3 9. Crapada, Brazil, July, Aug. (Mus. Comp. Zool.).
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23. Schistocerca literosa.

Acridium Uterosuni Walk./Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV. 620 (1870) ; Butl, Troc.

Zo(j1. Soc. Lond., 1877, 88 (1877).

Schistocerca literosa Scudd., Bull. Mus. Comp. ZotU., XXV. 15, pi. 2, figs. 1, 3 (1893).

This species is known only from the Gahipagos, and has been found

on Chatham, Hood, Tower, and Charles Islands, the forms occurring on

each island, or on all but the last, being distinct enough to be regarded

as races, as I have pointed out in the paper above cited, where nine points

of distinction are tabulated.

24. Schistocerca melanocera.

Acridium melanoccrum Stal, Eug. Resa, Ins., Ortb., 326 (1860).

Acridium {Schistocerca) melanocerum Stal, Bee. Orth., I. 65 (1873).

Schistocerca vielanocera Brun., Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XII. 193 (1889); Scudd.,

Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., XXV. 11, pi. 2, figs. 5, 6 (1893).

Acridium tibiale Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., III. 582 (1870) t. Walker.

This is known to me only from the Galapagos Archipelago, where ii

has been found on Charles, Albemarle, Indefatigable, Chatham, Jervis,

Barrington, James, and Duncan Islands; but it is also credited by Walker

to the '* west coast of America." In my paper on the Orthoptera of the

Galapagos, quoted above, I have discussed at length the distinct types

which appear to be forming ou the different islands.

25. Schistocerca rubiginosa.

Acridium nd)iginosum Harr.!, MS., Scudd., Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VII. 467 (1862).

Schistocerca rubiginosa Morse, Psyche, VII. 105 (1894).

?? Acridium scutellare Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., III. 579 (1870). Cf.

No. 3, above.

This insect is found along the entire Atlantic coast of the United States

from central Massachusetts to Key West, Florida, and in the interior,

east of the Great Plains, from as far north as Iowa and Minnesota to the

Gulf, and it extends into Mexico and even farther south.

My specimens come from Massachusetts, Sanborn ; Wellesley, Aug. 8,

Sept. 24, Oct. 10-11 (Morse), Dedham, Aug., Maynard (Morse), Prov-

incetown, Sept. 4-6 (Morse), and Hyannis, Mass., Scudder ; Kingston

and Wickford, R. I., Aug. 29 (Morse); Connecticut, Uhler, Norton;

Thompson, Aug. 6, 9 (Morse), Deep River, Aug. 24 (Morse), North
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Haven, Aug. 23 (Morse), New Haven, Aug. 29 (Morse), Smith, Stam-

ford, Aug. 13-17 (Morse), and Greenwich, Coun., Aug. 27 (Morse);

Long Island, Sept. ;
Sparkill, N. Y., Baird

; Maryland, Uhler ; Middle

States, Osten Sackea ; Jefferson, Iowa, Sept. 20, Allen; District of

Columbia (Bruner); Virginia, Oct. (Bruner); Smithville, Nov. 21,

Dingo Bluff, Nov. 15, Parker, Maynard, and Newbern, N. C. ; Georgia,

Morrison ; Florida, AVurdemann ; Biscayne Bay, Palmer, and Key West,

Fla., Morrison, Palmer, Maynard ; Texas, Aug. 19, Belfrage, Lincecum,

and Dallas, Tex., Boll; Inagua, Bahamas; Mexico, Schaum ; Yucatan,

Schott ; and Guatemala, Van Patten.

It has also been reported from Staten Island, Davis ; New Jersey,

Smith ; Kentucky, Garman ; Illinois, McNeill ; Mmnesota, Lugger

;

and Nebraska, Bruner.

26. Schistocerca sonorensis sp. nov.

Of medium size and not very stout, testaceous. Head testaceous with

none but the most obscure markings ; frontal costa subequal, deeply sul-

cate below the ocellus ; eyes very much longer than the intraocular portion

of the genjB ; autennge a third longer than the head and pronotum to-

gether, luteous. Pronotum distinctly subtectate with an excessively blunt

median carina, testaceous, without markings except a slight indication of

a quadrate fuscous patch on the lateral lobes
;
prozona slightly produced

and rounded anteriorly, a very little shorter than the metazona, bluntly

rugulose, the metazona punctate but scarcely rugulose, broadening poste-

riorly so as to be a very little wider than at the eyes, posteriorly obtus-

angulate, the angle narrowly rounded. Prosternal spine luoderate,

cylindrical, erect, blunt. Tegmina extending far beyond the abdomen,

slender, testaceous, the median area profusely but obscurely maculate,

the maculations in the distal half mostly elongate ; wings hyaline, with

the very faintest possible apical infumation, immaculate. Fore and

middle femora not enlarged ; hind femora testaceous, the outer face hoary,

the inner with feeble fuscous clouds as the basis of fasciation, the carinas

punctate with fuscous on the proximal half ; hind tibise testaceous, the

spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci feebly incurved, tapering

gently by the slope of the upper margin, nearly twice as long as middle

breadth, apically truncate and minutely emarginate ; subgenital plate

rather long and slender, scaphiforra, apically acuminate on a side view

due to the slope of the inferior margin, hardly compressed, apically deeply

fissate, the fissure closed.
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Length of body, 35 mm.; antennjE, 13.5 mm.; tegmina, 38.5 mm.;

hiud femora, 20.5 mm.

2 ^ . Sonora, Mexico, Scliott.

The specimens have been long immersed in spirits.

27. Schistocerca alutacea.

Acridium alutaceum Harr.!, Ins. Inj. Veg., 139 (1841).

Cijriacanthacris alutacea Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV. 609 (1870).

Schistocerca alutacea Brun., Publ. Nebr. Acad. Sc, III. 2G (1893).

Acridium emarginatum Uhl.!, MS., Dodge, Can. Ent., IV. 15 (1871).

This insect has much the same distribution as S. ruhiginosa, but is a

little less extended on the Atlantic coast, reacliing only from extreme

southern Massachusetts to northern Florida. It is not only more common

than that species at the west but has a wider range there, extending in

the north to Montana, Utah, and Nevada, and in the south to New
Mexico and even southern California, while it also occurs in northern

Mexico.

Specimens at hand come from "West Chop, Martha's Vineyard, Mass.

(Morse) ; Farmington, Norton, Deep River, Aug. 24 (Morse), New
Haven, Smith, North Haven, Aug. 23 (Morse), and Stamford, Conn.,

Aug. 10-22 (Morse); Long Island; Middle States, Osten Sacken

;

Maryland, July 11, Uhler; Newbern, N. C. ; Georgia, Morrison, Oem-

ler; Florida, Uhler, and Jacksonville, Fla., Priddey (Bruner) ; Indiana,

Oct. 2, Blatchley (Morse, Scudder) ; Illinois and southern Illinois, Uhler;

Colona, III., Aug. 12, McNeill; Minnesota, Bruner; Dallas Co., Aug.

20-24, Allen, and Jefferson, Iowa, Sept. 20, 26, Allen ; Nebraska, Dodge
;

Sidney, Nebr. (Bruner) ; Valley of the Platte, Hayden ; southern Black

Hills, Austin ; Upper Missouri River, Hayden ; Colorado, Baker (Morse),

Morrison ; Pueblo, Aug. 30-31, Scudder, Denver, Scudder, and Mani-

tou. Col., Aug. 24-25, Scudder; Texas, Pope, Belfrage, Aug. 19, Oct.

13 ; southwestern Texas, Schaupp (Bruner) ; San Antonio, Sept. 18-27,

Palmer and Dallas, Tex., Boll; Spring Lake Villa, Utah Co., Utah,

Aug. 1-4, Palmer; Reno, Nevada; Julian, San Diego Co., Cal., Palmer;

Mesilla, N. Mex., June 30, Morse ; and Sierra Nola, Mex., Dec. 3-6,

Palmer.

It has further been reported from Staten Island, Davis ; New York,

Beutenmiiller ; New Jersey, Smith ; Kentucky, Garman ; and Kansas,

Bruner.
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28. Schistocerca obscura.

Grylhis ohscurus Fabr., Suppl. Etit. Syst, 194 (1798).

Acridiam ohscuruvi Burni.!, Haiidb. Ent., II. 632 (1838).

Acridium olivaceum Serv., Ortli., 666 (1839).

This species has a more southern range than the preceding, from which

it is witli difficulty distinguished, not being known on the Atlantic coast

north of North Carolina, though in the west it occurs as far north as

Nebraska and even Iowa. It is not known west of eastern Colorado,

except in the south, where it occurs in New Mexico ; and it is found

throughout Mexico.

I have specimens before me from North Carolina, Holder, Uhler, Shute
;

Dingo Bluff, N. C, Nov. 15, Parker, Maynard; South Carolina, Oem-

ler; Georgia, Morrison; Morris Isl., Geo., Akhurst; Florida, Uhler;

Biscayne Bay, Palmer, Green Cove Springs, Boardman, and Cedar Keys,

Fla., Palmer; Jefferson, Sept. 20, Allen, and Dallas Co., Iowa, Aug.

1-10, 20-23, Allen; Sidney (Bruner), and Platte River, Nebr., Hayden;

Pueblo, Aug. 30-31, Scudder, and Manitou, Col., Aug. 24-25, Scudder;

Texas, Lincecum, Belfrage; Dallas, Boll, Bosque Co., Oct. 23, Belfrage,

Eagle Pass, Schott, and Carrizo Springs, Tex., Wadgymar (Bruner);

White Sands, 30 m. south of Tularosa, Dona Ana Co., N. Mex. 3600',

Aug. 25, Wooton (Morse); Mexico, Uhler; Matamoras, Tamaulipas,

Couch, Uhler; Montelovez, Coahuila, Sept. 20, Palmer; Sonora, Schott;

Venis Mecas, Mexico, Palmer; Tepic, Mex., Cal. Acad. Sc. (Bruner);

and Vera Cruz, Mex., Heyde (Bruner).

I have examined Burmeister's species in the Halle Museum, and this

is also the species so named in the Berlin Museum.

29. Schistocerca lineata sp. nov.

Of large size and robust form, pilose, flavo-testaceous, marked with

fuscous. Head moderate, flavo-testaceous, often marked with fuscous

on the prominent parts, with a distinct, suborbital, genal streak of fuscous,

and the whole vertex more or less infuscated except for a median flavo-

testaceous stripe; frontal costa subequal, feebly sulcate; eyes somewhat

prominent in the male, distinctly longer than ((^) or of about the same

length as (9) the infraocular portion of the genos ; antenufe about half

as long again as the head and pronotum together in the male, flavous.

Pronotum feebly tectate, with a slight percurrent median carina, the disk

much, generally deeply, infuscated, with a not very broad median flavo-
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testaceous stripe, the lateral lobes flavo-testaceous, more or less suffused

with fuscous, sometimes much iufuscated, rarely blotched with fuscous;

prozona slightly and roundly produced anteriorly, about as long as the

metazona, which is distinctly tumid dorsally in the female, and sometimes

in the male, expanding also so as to be about as wide as ((^) or consid-

erably wider than ( 9 ) the breadth at the eyes, posteriorly obtusangulate,

the angle broadly rounded. Prosternal spine moderate, erect, bluntly

acuminate. Tegmina extending somewhat beyond the abdomen, moder-

ately broad, testaceous or flavo-testaceous, the median area generally

heavily iufuscated next the flavous anal area, but otherwise immaculate

excepting for sometimes, especially in the female, the faintest signs of

quadrate maculatious transversely arranged in the distal half ; wings faint

flavous with luteous veins. Fore and middle femora considerably tumid

in the male; hind femora flavous, flavo-testaceous or testaceous, generally

conspicuously trifasciate with fuscous, the fasciations more or less broken

and occasionally considerably reduced; hind tibite purplish or ferrugi-

nous, the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci less than half as

long again as broad, bent inward at the middle, tapering very little, api-

cally deeply and obliquely emarginate, the lower lobe the longer, more

extended and more broadly rounded; subgenital plate short, haustrate

rather than scaphiform, the apex deeply cleft in U -shape, the cleft more

than twice as deep as broad, the margins parallel, the angles well

rounded.

Length of body, ^, 47 mm., $, 59 mm.: antennae, ^, 20 mm., 9>
21.5 mm.; tegmina,

t;^ , 38.5 mm., $, 5G mm.; hind femora, ^, 23

mm., $ , 33 mm.

2 (?, 10 9. Barber Co., Kans., Cragin (Bruner) ; Texas, Lincecum,

Belfrage; San Antonio, Tex., Newell (Bruner); Gulf coast of Texas,

Aaron; Montelovez, Coahuila, Mex., Sept. 20, Palmer.

SO. Schistocerca albolineata.

Acridlutn alboUneatum Tliom., Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. West 100 Mer., V. 897, pi. 43,

fig. 1 (1875).

Specimens at hand come from Ames, Iowa (Bruner) ; Camas Pt.,

Idaho (Bruner); Mesilla, June 30, Morse, and Las Cruces, N. Mex.,

Aug. 19 (Bruner); and Grand Canon, Ariz., July 5 (Bruner). It was

originally described as probably from Arizona.
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31. Schistocerca venusta sp. nov.

Of fully mediura size, moderately slender, olivaceous marked with fla-

vous and more or less int'uscated. Head not very large, flavo-olivaceous,

with a greenish fuscous suborbital genal streak, and a pair of similar

divergent stripes on the vertex, darker in color in front of than behind

the eyes, bordering a broad median flavous stripe; frontal costa subequal,

moderately sulcate below the ocellus; eyes somewhat prominent, espe-

cially in the male, distinctly longer than the itifraocular portion of the

gense ; antenna) more than half as long again as tlie head and pronotuin

in the male, flavo-luteous. Pronotum feebly subtectate, olivaceous,

sometimes punctate with flavous, the lateral lobes sometimes clouded with

dull flavous and always ligliter than the disk, which is more or less though

never strongly infuscated or of a deeper green, leaving however an ordi-

narily broad flavous median stripe; median carina slight, percurrent;

prozona considerably produced and strongly rounded in front, about as

long as the metazoua, which expands only a little so as to be only as

broad as ( ^^ ) or but little broader than ( 9 ) the width at the eyes, the

disk more or less tumid, at least in the female, posteriorly obtusangulate,

the angle generally broadly rounded. Prosternal spine slender, com-

pressed conical, subacuminate, erect. Tegmina extending considerably

beyond the abdomen, moderately slender, olivaceous, immaculate, the

edge of the anal area more or less flavous; wings hyaline with green veins.

Fore and middle femora slightly enlarged in the male; hind femora not

very stout, about reaching the tip of the abdomen, olivaceous, the outer

face more or less hoary and bisally flavescent, the genicular lobe flavous

;

hind tibiae red, the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci fully half

as long ag-ain as broad, tapering but little, inbent at middle, apically

truncate with rounded angles and mesially emarginate, the lower lobe

projecting the most; subgenital plate very short scaphiform, upturned,

apically emarginate half way to base, forming a V-shaped incision, gener-

ally much deeper than broad, the angles hardly rounded.

Length of body, J*, 45 mm., 9, 56 mm.; antennae, ^, 20 mm., 9)

19 ram.; tegmina, (J, 41 mm., 9,51.5 mm.; hind femora, (J , 23 mm., 9,

30 mm.

22 (^ , 16 9 . Grant's Pass, Oregon, Sept. 8, Morse; Gazelle, Sept.

5, JMorse, Tulare, Aug. 5, Morse, Palm Springs, July 12-13, Morse, and

Indio, Cal., July 9, Morse ; Eeno, Nev., Aug. 16; Wasatch Mts. near

Beaver, July 12-18, Palmer, and Spring Lake Villa, Utah Co., Utah,

Aug. 1-4, Palmer; Ft. Buchanan, south of Tucson, Ariz., Palmer;
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Texas, June 25-26, Morse; San Luis Potosi, Mex., Palmer, and Sierra

de San Miguelito, Mex., Palmer.

The specimens, one female each, from the last two localities, differ from

the others in their greater robustness and the brevity of the tegmina,

which scarcely surpass the abdomen; the hind tibi?e also are not so bril-

liant red.

The specimens collected by Mr. Morse at Indio, Cal., were " common

on fruit and shade trees about ranches; they were shy and very active,

taking alarm easily and flying fast and far." Those taken in the north

at Grant's Pass, Or., and Gazelle, Cal., were found on willows.

32. Schistocerca mexicana sp. nov.

Of rather small size, not stout, testaceous, somewhat infuscated. Head

light testaceous, the carinse heavily infuscated, with a strong suborbital

geual fuscous stripe, and on the vertex a pair of deep fuscous diverging

and arcuate stripes, bordering the median testaceous stripe; frontal costa

subequal, faintly narrowed above and at the ocellus, sulcate below the

latter ; eyes not very prominent, ranch longer than the iufraocular por-

tion of the gense ; antennae fully half as long again as the head and

pronotum together, flavous. Pronotum feebly tectate with faint median

carina in a narrow flavo-testaceous median stripe, the rest of the disk

ferruofineo-testaceous somewhat infuscated, especially next the median

stripe, the lateral lobes ferrugineo-testaceous with a conspicuous oblong-

quadrate submedian luteous patch, edged with fuscous
;
prozona produced

anteriorly and angulato-rotundate, about as long as the metazona, which

enlarges a little but is not broader than at the eyes, and behind is obtus-

angulate, the angle narrowly rounded. Prosternal spine small, erect,

conical, bluntly pointed. Tegmina extending a little beyond the abdomen,

not very slender, ferrugineo-testaceous, immaculate, the anal margin dull

flavous; wings very faintly infumate in the apical half, the veins luteous.

Fore and middle femora very slightly enlarged; hind femora flavo-testa-

ceous, the outer face hoary on the lower half, heavily trifasciate with

blackish fuscous, the fasciations completely blended on the inner face and

partly blended on the upper half of the outer face; hind tibi* purplish

fuscous, the spines hardly lighter with black tips. Male cerci heavy, sub-

equal, nearly twice as long as broad, apically truncate and slightly emar-

ginate ; subgenital plate short haustrate, not compressed, apically fissate

about half way to the base, the lobes rounded and overlapping so as to

close the fissure.
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Length of body, 34 mm.; antennae, 16+ mm. ; tegmina, 31 mm. ; hind

femora, 20.5 mm.
1 ^ . Sinaloa, Mex., Keels, Behrens.

33. Schistocerca separata sp. nov.

Of average size and stoutness, dark olivaceous. Head rather large,

flavous, much mottled and streaked with olivaceous, and with a pair of

dark olivaceous diverging stripes on the vertex, bordering a median flavo-

olivaceous stripe; frontal costa subequal, shallowly sulcate below the

ocellus; eyes somewhat prominent in the male, much longer than the

infraocular portion of the genre ; antennae rufous. Pronotum well arched,

in no way tectate, with a slight median carina, dark olivaceous, darker

on disk than on the lateral lobes, where it is faintly mottled with flavous,

with a rather broad and equal median stripe of very faint olivaceous,

sometimes wholly obscured and always confined to the prozona ; the latter

angularly produced in front, the angle rounded, almost as long as the

metazona, which is but slightly expanded so as to be slightly narrower

( (^ ) or slightly broader ( 9 ) than at the eyes, posteriorly only a little

obtusangulate, the angle narrowly rounded. Prosternal spine moderate,

conical, blunt, suberect. Tegmina reaching considerably beyond the

abdomen, not very slender, olivaceous, in the female the median area

more or less ferruginous and with the distal half showing the faintest

possible signs of small scattered maculations ; wings faintly luteo-infumate.

Fore and middle femora not enlarged in the male ; hind femora olivaceous,

the outer fiice lighter than the rest with a flavous tinge ; hind tibiae oli-

vaceo-testaceous, the spines luteous with black tips. Male cerci fully

twice as long as basal breadth, the lower margin straight, the upper

slightly convex and sloping, the upper posterior angle well rounded, the

apical margin roundly and a little obliquely truncate ; subgenital plate

slender scaphiform, much compressed, apically acuminate as seen laterally

and fissate to the base, the lateral lobes rounded.

Length of body, ^ , 32 mm., 9 , 55 mm. ; tegmina, ^ , 34.5 mm., 9 ,

55 mm.; hind femora, ^, 19.5 mm., 9, 33 mm.
1 (? ? 2 9- Chontales, Nicaragua; Costa Rica, Underwood (Bruner).

34. Schistocerca shoshone.

Acridlum shoshone Thorn., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philad., 1873, 295 (1873); Rep
U. S. Geol. Surv. West 100 Mer., V. 895, pi. 43, fig. 2 (1875).

Schistocerca shoshone Brun., Rep. Neb. St. Hort. Soc, 1894, 163 (1894).
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This is a strictly western species, I have seen specimens from Spring

Lake Villa, Utaii Co., Utah, Aug. 1-4, Palmer ; Truckee Valley, Nev.,

Eidgway
; Colorado desert, Cal. (Stanford Univ.) ; Ft. Whipple, Ariz.,

Palmer ; Mesilla, June 30, Morse, July 4, Cockerell (Morse) and Las

Cruces, N. Mex., Cockerell (Bruner) ; Pecos River, Pope, and El Paso,

Tex., Morse ; Juarez, Mex., July 3, Morse ; and Sonora, Schott. It was

originally described from Nevada and Utah, and besides the States men-

tioned above it has been reported from Idaho, Hunter, and Colorado,

Cockerell.

This species was occasionally met with by Mr. Morse at El Paso, Tex.

on shrubbery along streams and ditches.

35. Schistocerca obliquata sp. nov.

Of rather large size and moderate stoutness, testaceous (or flavo-testa-

ceous ?) somewhat iufuscated dorsally. Head not large, luteo-testaceous,

sometimes with a pair of diverging fuscous stripes ou' the vertex ; frontal

costa equal, sulcate, especially below the ocellns ; eyes not very promi-

nent in the male, somewhat ( J" ) or hardly (9) longer than the infra-

ocular portion of the gen?e; antenntc half as long again as the head and

pronotum together in the male, luteous. Pronotum feebly tectate, espe-

cially in the female, where the prozona is a little tumid, with a slender

median carina, testaceous, the disk niore or less infuscated, leaving some-

times a faint paler median line along the prozona
;
prozona anteriorly

produced and strongly rounded, as long as the metazona, which broadens

a little so as to be a little narrower (J ) or a little wider ( 9 ) than at the

eyes, posteriorly obtusangulate, the angle a little rounded. Prosternal

spine slender, subconical, bluntly pointed, erect. Tegmina extending

somewhat beyond the abdomen, not very slender, testaceous, immaculate,

distally hyaline; wings hyaline, basally with a very faint flavous tinge.

Fore and middle femora slightly enlarged in the male ; hind femora about

reaching the tip of the abdomen, luteo-testaceous, sometimes obscured

with fuscous above, basally ; hind tibise luteous or ferrugineo-luteous,

the spines with black tips. Male cerci stout, scarcely tapering, incurved

a little, less than half as long again as broad, apically truncate and feebly

emarginate ; subgenital plate rather short haustrate, a little upturned,

not compressed, apically fissate half way to the base, the angles rounded.

Length of body, ^, 41 mm., 9, 55 mm.; antennae, ^, 18 mm., 9,

30 mm. ; tegmina, (^ , 38.5 mm., 9 , 51.5 mm. ; hind femora, ^' , 23 mm.,

9 , 29 mm.
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1 (^ , 2 9 , San Jose del Cabo, Mex., Cal. Acad. Sc. (Bruner) ; Chi-

huahua, Mex. (Morse).

All the specimens have been immersed in alcohol.

36. Schistocerca perturbans sp. nov.

Of rather large size, moderately slender, testaceous. Head not very

large, testaceous, with a pair of obscure, diverging, fuscous stripes on the

vertex ; frontal costa contracted feebly at summit and just below the

ocelhis, gradually broadening below, sulcate at and below the ocellus

;

eyes longer than the infraocular portion of the gense ; antennae luteo-

testaceous. Pronotum rather feebly tectate, testaceous, obscurely infus-

cated on the sides of the disk, especially posteriorly, and also below the

middle of the lateral lobes, where the fuscous cloud is abruptly and

obliquely delimited below ; median carina rather coarse, percurrent

;

prozona anteriorly produced and angulato-rotundate, scarcely shorter than

the metazona, wliich is laterally shouldered and posteriorly only a little

obtusangulate, the angle generally narrowly rounded. Prosternal S2)ine

strong, cylindrical, blunt, erect. Tegraina very much surpassing the

abdomen, rather slender, testaceous, the median area proximally obscured

feebly with fuscous, distally faintly and rather profusely maculate with

fuscous in obliquely transverse stripes ; wings hyaline, feebly infumate

in apical half, basally very feintly lutescent, the veins luteo-ferruginous.

Hind femora testaceous, the outer face hoary, the genicular arc fuscous
;

hind tibite luteo-testaceous, the spines with black tips.

Length of body, 43 mm. ; antennae, 19 mm. ; tegmina, 51 mm. ; hind

femora, 2G.5 mm.

5 9 • Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana, Richardson (Mus. Comp. Zool.)
;

Para and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Thayer Exp. (Mus. Comp. Zool.).

All the specimens have been long immersed in alcohol.

37. Schistocerca bivittata.
*

Grjillus flavkornis var. 5, € Thunb., Mem. Acad. St. Petersb., V. 226 (1815) t. Stal.

Acridium {Schistocerca) biviltatum Stal, Rec. Orth., I. 66 (1873).

I have not seen this species, the provenance of which is unknown. It

comes pretty certainly from South America.
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38. Schistocerca peregrina.

Acridium peregrimim Oliv., Voy. Emp. Ott., II. 424 (1807).

Acridium (Schistocerca) pereyrinum Stfil, Rec. Ortli., I. 65 (1873).

Acridium (Schistocerca) peregrimim (pars) Berg., Aual. Soc. Cient. Argent., IX. 275

(1880).

Schistocerca peregrina Brunn., Prodr. Eur. Ortli., 215 (1882).

Gryllus migratoriits (pars) Thunb., Mem. Acad. St. Pe'tersb., V. 243 (1315) t. Stal.

Gryllus rufescens Thunb., Loc. cit., V. 245 (1815) t. Stal.

Acridium flaviventre Burm., Handb. Ent., II. 631 (1838).

This is the migratory species which occurs on both sides of the Atlantic.

I have seen specimens from Brazil, Janson, and Panama, Hassler Exp.

(Mas. Comp. Zool.), in this comitrj ; and in the Old World from Spain,

Bolivar, Cairo, Egypt, Upper Egypt, and the Cape of Good Hope, the

last from Schaum's collection, XnheWeA Jlaviventre. Its distribution in the

Old World is given by Brunner as northern Africa, from Senegal to the

Red Sea, but not farther south, Syria, the Balearic Islands, and Portugal.

The published references to its occurrence in America have been obscured

by other species being confounded with it, so that no further details can

be given than are found above. Stal, however, states that the Stockholm

museum has specimens from Argentina, Montevideo, and Bahia in

America, and from j\Iadeira, Teneriffe, Algeria, Egypt, Nubia, and the

East Indies.

As this is the only species of Schistocerca known in the Old World,

and as it occurs in both hemispheres, there can be little doubt that it

originated in America, — the home of the genus. Notwithstanding its

known powers of extended flight one would hesitate to affirm that it crossed

the Atlantic Ocean on the wing, were it not that it has actually been taken

on vessels in midocean,* viz. in Lat. 25° 28' N., Long. 41° 33' W., which

is about as near one continent as the other, but slightly nearer Africa.

"The clouds and ship's sails were full of them for two days" early in

November.

39. Schistocerca paranensis.

Acridium paranense Burm., Reise La Plata, I. 491 (1861).

Schistocerca paranensis Brun., Inf. Com. Inv. Lang., I. 1, pi., figs 1-3, 6 (1898).

Acridium (Schistocerca) peregrimim (pars) Berg, Anal. Soc. Cient. Argent., IX.

275 (1880).

This is the destructive locust of Argentina, which has sometimes been

confounded with the preceding. The only specimens I have seen are

* See Psyche, II. 24.
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those sent to me by Professor Bruner from Argentina, while engaged in

studying its ravages there. His report states that it occurs not only in

Argentina, but in " the adjoining portions of Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil,

Bolivia, and Chile." Burmeister received it from the valley of the Pa-

rana, whence it derives its name. Its home, according to Bruner, appears

to be to the north of the settled district of Santa Fe, Cordoba, and

Entre Rios.

40. Schistocerca exsul.

Schistocerca exsul Scudd.!, Bull. Mus. Comp. ZoiJl., XXV. 4 (1893).

The single female I have seen was taken " two hundred and fifty miles

off the west coast of South America."

41. Schistocerca pallens.

Gri/Uus pallens Thunb., Mem. Acad. St. Pe'tersb., V. 237 (1815).

Acridium {Schistocerca) pallens Stal, Rec. Orth., I. 66 (1873).

Schistocerca pallens Brunn.-Redt., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1892, 210 (1892).

1 Acridium cubense Sauss., Orth. Nova Amer., II. 14 (1861).

? Cyrtacanthacris pectoralis Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., III. 551 (1870).

Specimens are before me from Mexico, Packard (Mus. Comp. Zool.)
;

Vera Cruz, Mex., Heyde (Bruner); Motzoronga, Mex. (Bruner);

Meriden, Yucatan ; Realejo, Nicaragua, April, McNeil ; San Domingo,

Frazer ; Surinam, Schaum ; Pernambuco, May (Bruner), Chapada,

Aug. (Mus. Comp. Zool.), and Victoria, Brazil, May (Bruner) ; and

Uruguay River, Wyman (Mus. Comp. Zool.). It is also reported from

Cuba by Stal.

42. Schistocerca cancellata.

Acridium cancellatum Serv., Orth., 664 (1839) ; Blanch., Gay, Hist. Fis. Chile,

Zool., VI. 71 (1849).

I have specimens from Chile which agree perfectly with the descriptions

of the original specimens from the same country. There is also a speci-

men in the Cambridge Museum from Para, July. It differs but little

from S. americana, and may perhaps be regarded as a mere race of that

species.

Blanchard in Gay's Chile refers to a figure of this species in the atlas

of that work (Plate 2, Figure 7), but I cannot discover that more than

one plate of Orthoptera was ever published. Four copies have been

examined in a vain search for more.
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43. Scliistocerca americana.

Gryllus americanus Drury, 111. Nat. Hist., I. 128, pi. 49, fig. 2 (1770).

Acridium americantim Scudd., Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VII. 4'6G (1868).

Cyrtacanthacris americana Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., III. 550 (1870).

Acridium (Schistocerca) americanum Stai, Rec. Orth., I. GO (1873).

Schistocerca americana Brun., Bull. Washb. Coll., I. 136 (1885).

Gryllus succinctus (pars) Linn., Syst. Nat., ed. xii. I. 099 (1707) t. Stal.

Gryllus rusticus Fabr., Syst. Ent., 292 (1775).

Acridium rusticum Burm.!, Handb. Ent., II. 633 (1838).

Gryllus tartaricus Panz., Urury, pi. 49, fig. 2 (1785-88).

Gryllus serialis Thunb.!, Mem. Acad. St. Pe'tersb., V. 241 (1815),

Acridium vittatum Palis., Ins. Afr. Amer., 140, pi. 4, fig. 5 (1817).

Acridium ambiguum Thorn., Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V. 447 (1872).

Acridium obscurum Bol. (nee Fabr.), Me'ni. Soc. Zool. France, 1888, 144 (]

Excepting S. peregrina, which has crossed the ocean and colonized

another world, this species of Schistocerca is the most widely distributed

of the genus, and merits its name, ranging as it does from North America

east of the Great Plains and south of about latitude 40°, through the

West Indies, Mexico, and Central America to South America, where it

occurs as far as Colombia in the west and Argentina in the east, though

the records of its occurrence in South America are few. North of north

latitude 40° or thereabouts, sporadic cases of its appearance are recorded,

notably in Massachusetts and southern Ontario; these are doubtless

accidental visitants, flying from their proper home farther south.

I have before me specimens from Pennsylvania, Uhler; Maryland,

Sept. 19, 30, Oct. 6, Uhler; North Carolina, Holder, Uhler, Shute

;

Dingo Bluff, Nov. 15, Parker, Maynard, and Smithville, N. C, Nov.

22 ; Georgia, Morrison ; Florida, Norton, Wurderaann ; Jacksonville,

April, Maynard, Dummet's Grove, Feb., Maynard, Green Cove Spring,

Boardman, F'ort Reed, Comstock, Tallahassee, Glover, Indian River,

Palmer, Key West, Maynard, Palmer, Morrison, Burgess, and Logger-

head Key, Fla., Mayer; Illinois, Uhler; southern Illinois, Kennicott,

Uhler, and Moline, 111., McNeill ; Indiana, Oct. 15, Blatchley (Morse);

New Madrid and St. Louis, Mo., Engelmann ; Lincoln, Nebr., May 3

(Bruner); Texas, Lincecum, Belfrage * ; Goliad, Dec. 3, Palmer,

Dallas, Feb. 20, Mar. 12, May 26, Boll, Bosque Co., July 27, Belfrage,

and Carrizo Springs, Tex., Wadgymar (Bruner) ; Gulf coast of Texas,

Aaron ; Mexico, Packard (Mus. Comp. Zool.) ; Matamoras, Tamaulipas,

Couch, Uhler; Cuernavaca, May 12, Barrett (Bruner), Tepic, Calif.

* Where it is said to be not rare and " found only in woods, particularly in pine

barrens, being never seen in open fields or in suuuner."
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Acad. Sc. (Bruner), and Vera Cruz, Mex., Heyde (Bruner), Salle;

Yucatan, Schott; Chontales, Nicaragua; Cauca River near Medelin,

Colombia, Denton (Morse) ; Inagua, Bahamas ; Cuba, Gundlach, "Wright,

Uhler ; Isle of Pines, Scudder ; San Domingo, Frazer ; Jamaica,

Cockerell (Bruner); South America ; and Carcaraiia, Argentina, Jan.,

Feb. (Bruner).

It has also been reported from Ontario, Moffatt ; Toronto, Walker

;

eastern Massachusetts, Sprague, Morse ; New York, Thomas, Beuten-

miiller; Staten Island, Davis; New Jersey, Smith; Michigan and Ohio,

Bruner; Minnesota, Lugger; Iowa, Bessey, Ball; S. Dakota, Bruner;

Kansas, Bruner ; Kentucky, Garman ; Tennessee, Thomas ; Mississippi,

Weed ; Virginia, Howard ; District of Columbia, Thomas ; and St.

Bartholomew, Stal.

Specimens from the West Indies are almost always of a small size, and

it was to these that Thuuberg applied the name serialis.

44. Schistocerca damnifica.

Acridium damnijicum. Sauss., Orth. Nova Amer., II. 14 (1861).

Cyrtacanthacris unilitmita Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV. 611 (1870).

Acridium rubicjinosum Thorn, (nee Harr.), Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V. 170

(1873).

Acridium rugosum Prov.!, Nat. Canad., VIII. Ill (1876).

Acridium appendiculatum Uhl.!, MS., Scudd., Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XIX. 86

(1877).

This is a common southern species differing greatly from all other

species of Schistocerca, occurring in the United States east of the Great

Plains from Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois, and Arkansas to the Gulf.

It is not known to extend into Mexico. It is our smallest species.

I have seen specimens from Pennsylvania, Schaum ; Maryland, April

26, Sept. 30, Oct. 8, 18, Uhler; Middle States, Osten Sacken, early in

spring ; Virginia, May (Bruner) ; North Carolina, Shute ; Dingo Bluff,

Nov, 15, Parker, Maynard, and Smithville, N. C, Mar. 22, Maynard
;

Georgia, Morrison, Oemler; Florida, Mar. 10, Uhler, Norton, Archer,

March (Bruner) ; northeast Florida ; east Florida, Ashmead (Morse)

;

Jacksonville, April, Maynard, Palmer, Key West, Palmer, and Appa-

lachicola, Fla., Thaxter; Alabama, Morrison (Bruner), Baker; Texas,

Belfrage; Tiger Mills, Schaupp (Bruner), and Dallas, Tex., July 26,

Boll ; and Johnson, Aug. 18, Ashmead (Morse) and Fayetteville, Ark.,

McNeill (Morse).
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It has also been reported from Tennessee, Saussure ; Indiana, "Walker

;

southern Illinois, Thomas ; and even from Quebec, Canada, Provancher.

I have myself seen Provancher's specimen, but must confess to some

doubt whether it was actually taken in that part of Canada.

The following described species I have not been able to determine.

Acridium carneipes Serv., Orth., G65 (1839). Berg regards this as a synonym of

<S. peregrina.

Cyrtacanthacris concolor Walk., Cat. Derm. Salt. Brit. Mus., IV. 610 (1870).

Cyrtacanihacris diversifera Walk., Log. cit., IV. 611 (1870). Probably a Melano-

plus.

Acridium emortuale Sauss., Orth. Nov. Amer., II. 13 (1861). This appears to ap-

proach S. desiliens Scudd., but the eyes of the latter species are not " maxime
appropinquati."

Acridium luridescens Walk., Loc. cit., III. 583 (1870).

Acridium panthennum Walk., Loc. cit., IV. 623 (1870). Pretty certainly not a

Schistocerca.

Acridium picei/rons Walk., Loc. cit.. III. 578 (1870).

Acridium proprium Walk., Loc. cit., IV. 621 (1870).

Acridium strenuum Walk., Loc. cit.. III. 580 (1870).

Acridium toltecum Sauss., Loc. cit., II. 14 (1861). Probably not a Schistocerca.

Acridium varipes Walk., Loc. cit.. III. 681 (1870). Very doubtful if it be a Schis-

tocerca.

Acridium vicarium Walk., Loc. cit, III. 580 (1870).

Acridium vitticeps Walk., Loc. cit., III. 579 (1870).
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In the fall of 1898, while studying the ore deposit in the new work-

ings at North Mine Hill, Franklin Furnace, in connection with the Frank-

lin Folio of the United States Geological Survey, the writer took down

from the wall of a cross-cut at the extreme north workings, and about

900 feet below the surface and near the limestone foot-wall, a specimen

of ore composed of small irregularly interlocking grains of green and

reddish willemite, lilac-brown rhodonite, franklinite in abundance, and

a white mineral which is the subject of this paper. The ore is banded,

and the grains average about a millimeter in diameter.

Chemical Composition. — Part of the specimen was pulverized and

passed through a 90-mesh sieve, the franklinite and rhodonite taken out

by the electro-magnet and portions of the white mineral obtained by

careful hand-picking, which were then purified from a trace of calcite

by the Thoulet solution, but still contained a few specks of franklinite

and an occasional grain of willemite. The following analyses (I. to IV.)

were made on separately picked portions :
—

I. II. III. IV.

1.59

SiOa
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the barium-mercury-iodide solution, for tlie others about f of a gram. In

I. the mineral was decomposed by HCl alone, in the others after pre-

vious fusion with Na.jCOs. Iron was first precipitated as basic acetate,

then the zinc as sulphide, dissolved and re-precipitated as carbonate, the

manganese as sulphide and carbonate, calcium and magnesium, as usual.

The manganese carbonate in I. was accidentally contaminated and is in-

accurate. Taking III. for computation, in V. it is recalculated to 100,

omitting iron and ignition as non-essential. VI. and VII. give the mo-

lecular ratios from which we deduce (ZnMn)O : (CaMg)O : SiOs as

1:2:2 with Mn to Zn and Mg to Ca as 1 to 15 respectively. The

formula is hence (ZnMn)O, 2 (CaMg)O, 2 SiO. or ZnO, 2 CaO, 2 SiO.,.

VIII. gives tlie theoretical composition of the latter, and IX. of the

former. The mineral gives off a little chlorine with liCl indicating a

higher oxidation for some of the manganese unless due to traces of

franklinite, and the ferric iron may also be due in part to that impurity.

Crystal System and Physical Characters.— The grains have no dis-

tinct crystalline boundaries, but show several cleavages. Thin sections,

prepared by scattering the grains in balsam and grinding thin with em-

ery, give in polarized light numerous basal sections which show a distinct

uniaxial cross (without any perceptible opening into hyperbolas) and neg-

ative optical sign. These basal sections show two distinct sets of rec-

tangular cleavages apparently normal to the base, and at 45° to each

other, one a little better than the other. Prismatic sections show a good

basal cleavage (i. e. normal to the negative optical direction) and par-

allel extinction, with a strong bi-refringence. The mineral is therefore

tetragonal with a good basal cleavage and secondary cleavages parallel to

the prisms of the first and second orders. The specific gravity determined

with the pycnometer on over a gram of the material used in Analyses 1.

and IV. was respectively 3.397 and 3.395. Hardness between 3 and 4,

color white to transparent, with a glassy lustre. Pyrognostics: unaltered

in the open and closed tubes. It fuses in the forceps with difficulty to a

cloudy glass, giving an intense red calcium flame, especially when moist-

ened with HCl. On charcoal the powdered mineral glows intensely, and

gives a heavy zinc coating, which is intensified by using NaoCOg, the

centre of the assay is then colored bluish green (Mn). A manganese

reaction with borax ;
gelatinizes easily with HCl. Aside from the crystal

system it may be separated from willemite by the hardness, negative

optical character, and intense calcium flame.

The mineral is named Hardystonite from Hardyston township, in which

the Franklin mines are situated.
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Its systematic position is perhaps not clear without crystallographic

material. Having an oxygen ratio of 4:3 it would belong among the

intermediate silicates (Dana's System, 6th ed.), and its tetragonal system

and cleavages would place it near ganomalite (Pb3Si20,). Some genetic

connection with clinohedrite * (HoCaZnSiOg) may be surmised, as both

minerals come from the same workings, and the writer is informed that

a white mineral, probably hardystonite, has been found there in con-

siderable quantity. It is hoped in a future visit to the mines to obtain

further light on these questions.

* Penfield and Foote, Am. Journ. Sci., 1898, Vol. V. p. 289.
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I.— ELEOCHARIS OVATA AND ITS AMERICAN ALLIES.

In attempting to place satisfactorily a number of strikingly different

American plants, which, according to the standard works upon that

group, must all be called Eleocharis ovata, a detailed study of the achenes

has shown that our present conception of the species — especially in

America — is remarkably indefinite. The commonest American plant

passing as Eleocharis ovata is an annnal species with many erect or

ascending comparatively stout culms from 1 to 5 dm. high, capped by
thick globose-ovoid or ovate-oblong obtuse densely flowered brown heads,

3 to 13 mm. long. The closely a^ipressed ascending obovate-oblong or

suborbicular scales are blunt, with scarious margins. The tubercle,

usually as broad as the cuneate-obovate achene, is depressed, somewhat

resembling in outline a high-crowned tam-o'-shanter cap; it is generally

one third as high as the body of the achene. This common American

plant (Figs. 1 to 7), now accepted as E. ovata, was described in 1 809 by

Willdenow as Scirpus obtnsus, and it was subsequently transferred by

Schultes to Eleocharis. For three fourths of a century the plant was

generally treated by Torrey, Gray, and other recognized authorities on

the group, as a distinct American species. In his monograph of the

Cyperacece, however, Burkeler reduced^ our common American Eleo-

charis {Heleocharis) ohtusa to the well known E. ovata. of central

Europe. This disposition of the plant was accepted by Mr. C. B. Clarke

in his study of the European species of Eleocharis,'^ and it has been

adopted by subsequent American students of the group,— Britton, Wat-

son, etc. Habitally the two plants are essentially alike, but a careful

examination of achenes from an abundance of American and European

specimens reveals certain differences which appear quite constant. The

1 BGckeler, Linnaea, (1869-70), XXXVI. 463. 2 Jour. Bot., XXV. 268.
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achene of the European E. ovata (Figs. 9, 10) is obovate or inverted-

pyriform in outline, and it is about three fourths as high and two thirds as

broad as the obovate or cuneate-obovate achene of the typical American

plant (Figs. 4 to 7) which commonly passes under that name. The

tubercle of true £J. ovata averages four sevenths as broad as the achene,

while that of the American plant equals the achene in breadth. Though,

as already stated, the European . E. ovata and the American plant

recently united with it are not readily distinguished by superficial

characters, the apparently constant differences in their achenes and

tubercles are sufficient to justify us in regarding our own plant as dis-

tinct from that of Europe, and in restoring to it the distinctive name

Eleocharis obtusa, under which it was so long known to American

botanists.

Although the common Americiin plant, which, for the last three de-

cades, has passed as Eleocharis ovata, proves on critical study to differ

from that species in certain well marked and constant characters, the true

jEJ. ovata of Europe is not entirely wanting in our American flora. The

American plant, however, which not only in habit but in the characters

of achene and tubercle closely matches the European specimens and

plates, is as yet known from only four northern stations, in New Bruns-

wick, Maine, Vermont, and Mioliigan. In these specimens, in habit and

achenes undoubtedly E. ovata, the oblong or ovate-oblong scales are

very dark chestnut-brown or purplish, distinctly darker than is usual in

E. obtusa.

In October, 1878, Mr. E. H. Hitchings collected in Dedham, Massa-

chusetts (presumably in Purgatory Swamp), an Eleocharis which has

proved unusually puzzling to those who have subsequently worked upon

the genus. Two sheets of the plant, showing large and small specimens,

are preserved in the Gray Flerbarium, where they have been frequently

shifted from one species cover to another. Originally Dr. Gray wrote

upon one of the sheets, a " remarkable form, I think, of Eleocharis inter-

media." Subsequently both sheets were referred by Dr. Watson to

E. obtusa ; but when studying the plants in the prejmration of his synop-

sis of "The Genus Eleocharis in North America," ^ Dr. N. L. Britton re-

ferred the two Dedham sheets to different species, the smaller specimens

to E. olivacea, the other to E. palustris. Why the two sheets should be

thus separated we cannot make out. They are, to be sure, hardly iden-

tical in size, but in general habit, scales, and achenes they are the same,

1 Jour. N. Y. Microsc. Soc, V. 95-111.
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and they are both annuals with small tufts of merely fibrous roots. Both

Eleocharis palustris and E. oUvacea, on the other hand, are well known,

and are always described as perennials with definite root-stocks. Another

Massachusetts specimen, collected by C. E. Perkins at AVinchester, soon

after Mr. Hitchings found the puzzling Dedham plant, has likewise been

referred to both E. obtusa and E. oHvacea, and doubtfully to E. diandra.

In attempting, then, to place satisfactorily this anomalous plant, recent

botanists have associated it at different times with no less than five

species.

The plant is probably of general, though perhaps not of abundant,

distribution throughout eastern Massachusetts. In the middle of October,

1897, a small plant, which may well be a depauperate form of the Ded-

ham plant, was collected by E. F. Williams and J. M. Greenman at

Massapoag Pond in Sharon. P^xceptional individuals among these

autumnal specimens have short capillary stolons, but, except for this

unusual development, they can hardly be distinguished from the smallest

specimens collected by Mr, Hitchings. A little later, specimens identical

with the larger Dedham plant were collected by Mr. Williams in the bog

south of Annursnack Hill in Concord.

In northern Maine, on the upper waters of the St. John and Penobscot

Rivers, where Eleocharis palustris and E. intermedia are common species,

this Dedham plant is also abundant. There it has been carefully watched

in the field, where it forms dense tufts of generally slender and decidedly

flexuous culms, which are often quite prostrate upon the ground, giving

the plant a superficial resemblance to E. intermedia. From the gener-

ally common E. obtusa, whose place this slender flexuous plant (Figs. 15

to 22) seems to take in northern Maine, it is otherwise superficially distin-

guished by its dark chestnut or purple ovate or ovate-lanceolate acutish

scales, which are looser in the heads and more spreading than the paler

brown ascending closely appressed obovate obovate-oblong or suborbicu-

lar blunt scales of E. obtusa. The color of the scales, though fairly

constant, is not, however, so distinctive a character of the Dedham
and northern Maine plant as the size and shape of the tubercle. The
tubercle of this dark-scaled plant is deltoid-conical, slightly or not at all

constricted at the base, suggesting in outline a half-closed parasol with

incurved edge ; it is about three fifths as wide as the obovate or inverted-

pyriform achene which it caps, and usually about three sevenths as high

as the body of the achene. The tubercle of E. obtusa, on tlie other hand,

as already described, is usually as broad as the cuneate-obovate achene, and

it is depressed and generally one third as high as the body of the achene.
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The retrorsely barbed bristles of this species, too, are slightly coarser than

in the other plant, though for distinguishing the species this character is

less to be relied upon than those found in the scales and tubercles.

From Eleocharis pnlustris and E. olwacea this northern plant may
generally be quickly separated by its annual habit, though, as noted in

the Massapoag specimens, it very rarely produces late autumnal stolons.

Its flexuous densely-clustered slender culms and its comparatively short

ovate heads sufficiently distinguish it from the taller erect Ji!. palustris,

with its narrower elongated heads. In habit the plant strongly suggests

E. olivacea (Figs. 23, 24), but in this latter perennial species the tubercle

is narrower and lower, and of different outline : the sides, instead of being

essentially straight, have a strong concave curve ; and below, instead of

rounding gradually to a slightly constricted base, the tubercle flares some-

what like a saucer.

Like Eleocharis intermedia and E. diandra, to which the northeastern

plant has sometimes been referred, it is an annual. In habit it strongly

suggests the former species, but that (Figs. 25, 20) has narrower spikes,

and the more elongated achene is capped by a decidedly narrow deltoid

conical tubercle reminding one of a very tall fool's cap. Nor is the plant

satisfactorily referred to Charles Wright's obscure E. diandra. From

such specimens as we know (the original material) that species (Figs.

53 to 58) seems to be of erect habit, and the narrower scales are pale

brown with dark green midribs. The plant is unicpie in tliis group of

annual species (excepting forms of the very different Engelmanni sec-

tion) in its entire lack of bristles; and its smaller obovate achene is

capped by a depressed tubercle about as broad and half as high as that

of Mr. Ilitchings's plant, but in outline resembling a miniature tubercle

of E. obtusa. In short, the northeastern plant, which has been referred

at various times to the five species here discussed, is as distinct from all

of them as are they from one another, and the only other described plant

which seems to approach it is a form of E. ovata of continental Europe.

Though E. ovata is an erect plant, and has been so described by most

European botanists, a single sheet in the herbarium of Dr. Charles "\V.

Swan shows an extreme form collected by Seidel at Reichenbach in

Silesia, which is identical with the low flexuous-culmed plant first found

in America by Mr. Ilitchings. This depressed plant with flexuous culms

hardly suggests to the casual observer the familiar erect E. ovata, but it

is certainly difficult if not impossible to find in their achenes any satisfac-

tory distinctions ; and in northern Maine, at the single known station

for the erect E. ovata, there are puzzling specimens clearly intermediate
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between the two. This low form, more common in New England than

the tj'pical erect E. ovata, is doubtless the Silesian variety Beuseri of

Uechtritz. From the description alone of Terracciano's var. hutnifusa^

our plant may be the same as that Italian form. No specimens of the

latter have been seen, and as the New England plant is clearly identi-

cal with the more northern var. Heuseri, Uechtritz, that name will here

be taken up.

This flexuous dark-headed plant is not the only anomalous form long

referred to Eleocharis ovata. A tall northwestern plant, 7 or 8 dm. high,

has been considered by Mr. C. B. Clarke as a variety of this species.

Aside from its unusual size, this plant is well characterized by the re-

markable broadly obcordate tubercle (Figs. 11, 12), which is not at all

compressed and fully half as high as the achene itself Other north-

western plants, however, connect this extreme form directly with the

typical E. obtusa, so that it seems undoubtedly an extreme variety of

that species. Another striking form which an abundance of material

shows to be in reality an extreme variation of E. obtusa is a slender

somewhat depressed plant of the east. This plant (Figs. 13, 14), with

capillary erect or generally decumbent or spreading culms mostly a deci-

meter or less (very rarely 2 dm.) high, is frequent in damp sand or in

exsiccated places in New England and other eastern States. The short

few-flowered heads are from 2 to 5 mm. long, and the oblong obtuse scales

are slightly more spreading than in the true E. obtusa. The achenes, how-

ever, though a little smaller, are not distinguishable from those of that

species, and occasional specimens occur which might equally well be

referred to either form of the plant. For this reason, although the plant

with capillary short culms seems habitually very distinct, it is here treated

as a variety of E. obtusa. The smaller achenes of this low plant are about

as high as those of the European E. ovata, but they are readily distin-

guished from that species by their greater breadth and by their tubercles.

Some other plants which have been associated in our herbaria with

Eleocharis ooata apparently have less affinity with that species. E. dian-

dra, Charles Wright (Figs. 53 to 58), has already been briefly discussed.

Prior to publishing the species himself, Mr. Wright sent specimens to Dr.

Gray who then considered the plant a " pretty good species," and gave it

a provisional (though never published) name in the herbarium. In 1883

Mr. Wright described his plant, distinguishing it by a number of appar-

ently constant characters from E. obtusa. In his "Genus Eleocharis in

North America," however, Dr. Britton treated the plant as a probable

form of the older species ("ovata"). In the subsequent edition of Gray's
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Manual it is given only minor recognition, as a probable form of E.

^•ovata,'^ and in the Illustrated Flora it is not even mentioned. Though

the plant is as yet known only from a limited area in the Connecticut

valley, its structural characters distinguish it from E. ovata and E. obtusa

quite as clearly as do those of the now well recognized E. Engelmanni.

An Arkansas plant (Figs. 27 to 29) sent by Prof. F. L. Harvey to

the late William Boott has been passing as a form of E. obtusa. In

habit the plant resembles both that species and E. diandra, but its cap-

illary culms are as fine as in the most slender specimens of the latter

species. The heads, however, are not broad as in those species, but

lanceolate and acute, 5 to 8 mm. long. The very pale ascending scales

are lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate and acuminate. The achene, though

not unlike that in the smallest form of E. obtusa^ is shorter and broader

than is usual in that plant, and the tubercle is hardly so depressed.

Another plant (Figs. 45 to 52) which has been included in the com-

plex called Eleocharis ovata is a low but erect plant of the Northwest,

occurring from the Coeur d'Alene valley southwestward through Oregon

to the northern Sierra Nevada of California and extending eastward to

the northern prairie region. The original specimens sent by Mrs. Pul-

sifer Ames from the Sierra Nevada in 1876 were referred by Dr. Gray

to E. palustris, and subsequently by Dr. Watson to E. obtusa. Similar

specimens, if not from the identical collection, were sent by Mr. Lem-

mon to William Boott, who pronounced them E. obtusa, as he did also a

plant sent a year later by Mr. Howell from Multnomah Co., Oregon.

Excellent material of essentially the same plant recently distributed by

the National Herbarium from the Coeur d'Alene valley in Idaho is la-

belled E. ovata, as are also exceptionally large specimens collected by

Professor Macoun in Manitoba. Though habitally somewhat suggesting

the common E. obtusa, this northwestern annual plant has narrower

looser-flowered acutish heads varying from ovate-lanceolate to oblong-

lanceolate, and the narrower chestnut-tinged scales are acutish and more

spreading. The achenes, though not unlike those of E. obtusa, are capped

by more compressed tubercles resembling those of E. Engelmanni. The

bristles, too, are like those of the latter species, about equalling the

achene or much shorter, not exceeding it as in E. obtusa. In the shape

of its spike and tubercle, then, and in its bristles, the northwestern plant

IS more like E. Engelmanni than E. obtusa. From that species it differs

in its more ovoid head, and darker more acutish and spreading scales.

E. Engelmanni, as ordinarily recognized, is a species of low altitudes,—
primarily in the middle States, and rarely reaching the Atlantic seaboard.
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For this reason, and in view of the slight though apparently constant

habital and structural differences, it seems hardly justifiable to identify

the Sierra Nevada and northern plant with the species of the central

and southern prairie States.

Eleocharis Engehnanni (Figs. 30 to 40), which has been treated, now
as a variety of E. ohtusa (ovata), now as a distinct species, is generally

given specific recognition. Resembling E. ohtusa in habit, it is fairly

characterized by its narrower elongated head, by its more compressed

tubercle, and by its shorter bristles. It requires no detailed discussion

here.

From these recent studies it seems that the American Eleocharis ohtusa

of Schultes is really distinct from the European E. ovata with which it

has been united, but that, although rare with us in its typical form, the

true E. ovata is represented in northeastern America principally by the

little known Prussian (Silesian) var. Heiiseri. And many annual plants,

it seems, which have been associated with these species in our herbaria,

though in some cases as closely related to E. Engelmanni, cannot be

satisfactorily identified with either species. Nor are these plants more

readily placed with the other species, E. intermedia, E. palustris, and E.

olivacea, with which they have sometinies been associated. On this

account they are here proposed, some as distinct specific types, others as

extreme varieties of older species ; and with the hope of diminishing the

confusion which has so long existed among them, the following synopsis

has been prepared of all the annual American forms (excluding the very

distinct E. intermedia) here discussed.

In the preparation of this paper, besides the extensive collection of

Eleocharis in the Gray Herbarium, and those in the Herbaria of the

United States National Museum, the Canadian Geological Survey De-

partment, Brown University, and the New England Botanical Club, the

valuable sheets in many private herbaria have been placed at my dis-

posal. To Messers. F. V. Coville, James M. Macoun, and J. Franklin

Collins I am indebted for the use of material in their charge, and to the

following gentlemen, whose private collections have largely supplemented

the representation of species exhibited in the public Herbaria consulted

:

— President Ezra Brainerd, Judge J. R. Churchill, Drs. G. G. Kennedy

and C. W. Swan, Rev. E. C. Smith, and Messrs. Walter Deaue, E. L.

Rand, W. P. Rich, and E. F. Williams.
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Synopsis of Species.^

* Bristles overtopping tlie body of the achene.

-t- Tubercle nearly or quite as broad as the achene.

•M- Heads from globose-ovate to ovate-oblong : scales brown, obtuse.

E. OBTUSA, Schultes.— Figs. 1 to 7.— Culms generally many, compar-

atively stout, erect or ascending, 1 to 5 dm. high : heads globose-ovoid to

ovate-oblong, obtuse, densely-flowered, 3 to 13 mm. long, 3 to 5 mm.
broad : scales obovate, obovate-oblong, or suborbicular, ascending, close-

appressed, dull brown or rarely chestnut-brown with pale scarious blunt

or rounded margins and comparatively pale broad midribs : achenes mostly

cuneate-obovate ; tubercle depressed, about a third as high as the body

of the achene.— Mant. ii. 89; Torr. Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. iii.

302; Gray, Man. 522; &c. E. (^Heleocharis) ovata, Bockeler, Linna^a,

xxxvi. 462, in part; C. B. Clarke, Jour. Bot. xxv. 2G8, in part; Wats. &
Coulter in Gray, Man. ed. G, 574 ; Britton, Jour. N. Y. Microsc. Soc.

V. 102; Britton & Brown, 111. Fl. i. 251, f. 584 (as to habital sketch) ;

not R. Br. Scirpus obtusus, Willd. Enum. Hort. Berol. i. 70. S. cap-

itatus, Walt. Fl. Car. 70 ; Pursh, Fl. i. 55 ; Ell. Sk. i. 77 ; Torr. Fl.

N. & Midd. U. S. 45 ; and many other authors ; not Willd. S. ovatus,

Muhl. Cat. 6; Pursh, Fl. i. 54; not Roth. S. elegantulus, Steud. Cyp.

317.— A common plant in muddy or wet places nearly throughout eastern

North America, growing from Whycocozmah, Cape Breton (Alacoim),

Kent County, New Brunswick {Fowler), Piscataquis County, Maine

{Fernald, no. 251), Ste. Clotilde, Quebec {St. Cyr), and Ottawa,

Ontario {Macoun), to Minnesota ( Woods, Sandberg, no. 6G9, Taylor),

Iowa {Butler, Fink), and Kansas {Norton, no. 545) southward to the

Gulf of Mexico. Reappearing in the northwestern United States and

British Columbia: Green River Hot Springs, Washington {Piper, no.

G280) ; Clarke Co., Washington {Suksdorf, no. 2328) ; Pitt River,

British Columbia {Hill). Some northern specimens not otherwise dis-

tinguishable from typical E. obtusa have castaneous scales.

Var. jejuna. — Figs. 13, 14. — Culms capillary, suberect or gen-

erally decumbent or spreading, 1 (rarely 2) dm. or less high : heads

smaller, fewer-flowered, 2 to 5 mm. long ; scales more spreading : achene

1 The number and character of the stamens have sometimes been given promi-

nence in distinguisliing species of Eleocharis. When the achenes are well matured,

however, the stamens are too often shrivelled or entirely gone, so that the differ-

ences found in them are hardly satisfactory criteria for determining species.
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somewhat smaller, with the tubercle about three sevenths its height.— In

damp sandy soil or exsiccated places, probably throughout the range of

the species. Maine, sandy intervale, Milo Junction, Sept. 12, 1896

{M. L. Fernald, no. 2838) ; river margin, Oldtown, Sept. 7, 1898

{M. L. Fernald, no. 2721); sandy shore, Orono, Sept. 7, 1893 {M. L.

Fernald) ; damp sandy ground, North Berwick, Sept. 25, 1897 (/. C.

Parlin & M. L. Fernald) : Neav Hampshire, Mascoma River, Lebanon,

Aug. 19, 1890 (G. G. KennediJ): Vermont, Middlebury, Sept. 21,

1878 {^Ezra Brainerd) : Massachusetts, shore of North Reservoir,

Winchester, Oct. 6, 1894 {W. P. Rich); Milton, Sept. 25, 1881 {C. W.

Swan); Blue Hills, Sept. 29, 1894 ( TF. H. Manning); Great Pond,

South Weymouth, Sept. 19, 1891 (IT. P. Rich); without locality

{Morong) : Rhode Island, South Kingston, Aug. 3, 1847 (S. T.

OlneAj) : Illinois, Jackson Co., July 16, 1873 ( G. H. French). Various

specimens, as a sheet in the herbarium of the New England Botanical

Club from Revere, Mass. {Young), a taller but slender small-headed

plant from Framingham, Mass. {E. C. Smith), specimens from Harlan

County, Kentucky (^Kearney, no. 27), and from Indian Territory {Bush,

nos. 632, 633), connect this variety directly with typical E. ohtusa.

Var. gigantea. — Figs. 11, 12. — Culms stout and tall, 5 to 8 dm.

high : heads ovate-oblong, 9 or 10 mm. long, 5 mm. broad: scales ovate,

dark brown : achene as large as in the species, the broad obcordate tuber-

cle not depressed, about five eighths as high as the achene.— E. ovata,

var. gigantea, Clarke in Britton, Jour. N. Y. Microsc. Soc. v. 103

(nomen nudum). E. obtusa, Watson, Bot. Calif, ii. 222, in part, not

Schultes.— Cascade Mts., "Oregon" (i. e. Washington), 49° N. Lat.,

1859 {Lyall) ; bogs near New Westminster, British Columbia, Aug. 28,

1893 {Macoun., no. 7557). A low more slender and smaller-headed

plant collected by Mr. Howell in Multnomah County, Oregon, July,

1877 (no. 409), and by Professor Macoun at Agassiz, British Columbia,

May 20, 1889, has the smaller achene capped by a large tubercle, thus

connecting this variety with the typical form of the species.

++ ++ Heads lanceolate : scales pale, acute.

E. lanceolata. — Figs. 27 to 29.— Culms slender, almost capillary,

erect, 2 dm. high : heads 5 to 8 mm. long, 2 mm. broad, acutish : the

hyaline green-ribbed scales subappressed : achene broadly obovate, with a

scarcely depressed tubercle one half its height. — Collected in central

Arkansas, July, 1882 {F. L. Harvey, no. 8).
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•I- -I- Tubercle distinctly narrower than the achene.

E. OVATA, E. Br. — Figs. 8 to 10. — Habitally resembling E. obtusa,

the narrower but obtuse scales darker colored : the deltoid-conical often

somewhat depressed tubercle about four sevenths as broad and about

three sevenths as high as the body of the obovate or inverted-pyriform

achene. — Prodr. Fl. N. Holl. 224 in adn. ; Roemer & Schultes, Syst. ii.

152; Reichenb. Fl. Germ. Excurs. 77 {Heleocharis) ; Nees, Gen. Fl.

Germ., ii. t. 18, f. 17-20; Ledeb. Fl. Ross. iv. 245 (Elaeochans) ;

Bockeler, Linnaea, xxxvi. 462 (as Heleocharis, excluding H. obtusa) ;

Nyman, Consp. Fl. Europ. 766 ; C. B. Clarke, Jour. Bot. xxv. 268

(excluding- E. obtusa and its syn.) ; Terracciano, Malpighia, ii. 310

(excluding E. obtusa) ; Richter, Enum. PI. Europe, i. 143. Sct7-pus

capitaius, Sehreb. Spic. Fl. Lips. 60 (according to various European

authors), not Willd. S. ovatus. Roth, Tent. Fl. Germ. ii. pt. 2, 562,

& Cat. i. 5 ; Sturm, Fl.iii. Heft 10, with plate ; Host. Gram. iii. 56 ; Fl.

Dan. xi. t. 1801 ; Reichenb. Ic. Fl. Germ. viii. 37, t. 295, f. 700, 701

;

Anders. Cyp. Scand. 11, t. 2, f. 25. S. compressus, Moench, Meth. 349.

S. annuus, Thuill. Fl. Bav. ed. 2, i. 22 (ace. to European authors).

5. nutans, Bergeret, Fl. Pyren. i. 43 (ace. to European authors). S. solo-

niensis, Dubois, Meth. Orl. 249 (ace. to European authors). S. multi-

caulis, Gmel. Fl. Badens, i. 96. S. turgidus, Pers. Syn. i. 66. Bulbostylis

ovata, Steven, Mem. Soc. Imp. Nat. Mosc. v. 355. Clavula ovata, Dumort.

Fl. Belg. 143. Eleogenus ovatus, Nees, Linnasa, ix. 294.— The com-

mon form of the sjDecies in central Europe. In America definitely known

from onlj"^ four stations: ditches and boggy ground, Campbellton, New
Brunswick, Sept. 4, 1882 (John Macoun) ; shallow pool, Masardis, IMuine,

Sept. 10, 1897 {M. L. Fernald, no. 2837) ; Middlebury, Vermont, July

6, 1878 (Ezra Brainerd) ; muddy places with E. obtusa, Keweenaw
County, Michigan, Aug., 1886 (0. A. Fartvell, no. 547, in part). Prob-

ably of wider distribution in Canada and the northern States.

Var. Heuseri, Uechtritz. — Figs. 15 to 22.— Culms very numerous,

slender and flexuous, often recurved or prostrate, from 3 cm. to 3 dm.

long, of very different lengths on the same individual : heads dark chest-

nut-brown or purplish ; the acutish scales more spreading than in the

species: tubercles generally less depressed. — Uechtritz in Garcke, 111.

Fl. Deutschl. Aufl. 17, 625. E. olivacea, Britton, Jour. N. Y. Microsc.

Soc. v. 101, in part (as to Dedham plant), not Torr. — Common in wet

or springy places or even in shallow water in northern Maine, apparently

less abundant in eastern Massachusetts. Collected by the writer at the
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following stations in Maine:— St. Francis, Aug. 26, 1893, no. 2836;

Masardis, where it passes to the species, Sept. 8, 1897, no. 2834; Island

Falls, Aug. 28, 1897, no. 2835 ; Blanchard, Sept. 4, 1897, no. 2833

;

Great Works Meadow, Clifton, Sept. 22, 1898, no. 2772. Massachu-

setts, bog, south of Annursnack Hill, Concord, Oct. 24, 1897 {E. F. Wil-

liams) ; Winchester, Sept. 19, 1881 (C. K Perkins) ; Dedham, Oct., 1878

(E. H. Hitchings) ; Sharon, Oct. 17, 1897 {E. F. Williams & /. M. Green-

man). Also in Prussia (Lusatia & Silesia) where it is apparently rare.

* « Bristles about equalling or shorter than the body of the achene, or

obsolete or none.

-t- Tubercle nearly or quite as broad as the achene.

++ Heads narrow-oblong or sub-cylindric ; the blunt ascending scales

close-appressed.

E. Engelmanni, Steud.— Figs. 37 to 40. — Habitally resembling

E. obtnsa, the comparatively slender culms 1.5 to 3 dm. high: heads

brownish, 5 to 15 mm. long, 2 to 3 mm. broad, very rarely compound :

achenes similar to those of E. obtusa, but the flatter tubercle only about

one fourth the height of the body of the achene : the bristles about equal-

ling the achene and retrorsely barbed.— Syn. pt. 2, 79; Britton, Bull.

Torr. Club, xv. 100. E. ooata, var. Engehnanni, Britton, Jour. N. Y.

Microsc. Soc. V. 103. — A little known species originally collected by

Dr. Engelmann in marshy places in the hills west of St. Louis, Sept.,

1845; Texas ? (Mex. Bound. Surv. no. 1527); and later found at

Wethersfield, Connecticut {Chas. Wright), and on Pine Hill, Medford,

Massachusetts, Aug. 19, 1880 (C. W. Swan), Better known in the

Var. DETONSA, Gray.— Figs. 30 to 36.— Generally a little stouter

than the species : the bristles absent or represented only by their short

naked bases. — Gray in Patterson, Cat. PI. 111. 46, & Bot. Gaz. iii.

81. E. obtiisa /3, Torr. Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. iii. 304. — Mas-
sachusetts, " Hills, Waltham " (B. D. Greene) ; Woburn, Oct., 1878

{E. H. Hitchings, Thos. Morong) ; shores of Winter Pond, Winchester

( W. Boott, E. H. Hitchings, C. W. J^fiiks & C. W. Sivan [a monstrous

form with capitate proliferous clusters], E. F. Williams, &c.) : Pennsyl-

vania, damp sandy ground, Tinicum, Delaware County (^4. // Smith) :

Michigan, Detroit
(
W. Boott) : Indiana, borders of ponds, Lafonte

(E. J. Hill) : Illinois, river bottoms, Oquawqua (H. N. Patterson) :

S. Dakota, Bangor (Griffiths & Schlosser) : Nebraska, Fillmore Co.

(J. H. Wibbe): Indian Tekritort, border of pond. Fort Sill (C. S.

Sheldon, no. 256) : Arizona, Grand Caiion of the Colorado {F. H.
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KnowUon, no. 231). A few specimens, cited by Dr. Britton under

E. 3ngelmanni, I have not seen, but some of them may well belong to

this variety, which is not recognized by him.

Var. robusta. — Figs. 41 to 44. — Culms stout, about 3 dm. high :

the pale obloug-lanceolate heads becoming 2 cm. long, 3.5 or 4 mm.
broad : achenes distinctly larger than in the other forms, the thicker

tubercle less flattened, resembling that of E. obtusa, about one third as

high as the achene : bristles as in the species.— Missouui, Montier,

where it is said to be common, June 30, 1894 (B. F. Bush, no. 585) ;

vSpringfield, 1889 (/. W. Blankins/u'p) ; pond, Lawrence Co., June 19,

1890 (W. J. SpiUman) ; ravines in the Ozarks, Shannon Co., July 6, 1890

{B. F. Bush, no. 42) : essentially the same plant collected in western

South Dakota, Sept., 1892 (Z). Griffiths).

++ -^ Heads ovate-lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate ; the acute or merely bluntish

scales more spreading.

E. monticola. — Figs. 45 to 50. — Culms erect, 1 to 2.5 dm. high :

heads G to 9 mm. long, 2 to 3.5 mm. broad: scales chestnut-brown or

purplish with paler midribs and margins : achenes and tubercles resem-

bling those of E. Engehnanni ; the bristles equalling or slightly exceed-

ing the achene.— E. obtusa, Watson, Bot. Calif, ii. 222 (as to Plumas

County and Oregon plants), not Schultes. E. ovata, var. Engelmanni,

Britton, Jour. N. Y. Microsc. Soc. v. 103, in part (as to Lemmon speci-

men). — Plumas County, California, 187G (J/rs. Mary E. Pulsifer Ames)
;

northern Sierra Nevada of California (71 G. Lemmon, no. 485); Mult-

nomah County, Oregon {Howell, no. 408). Distinguished from the

more eastern and southern E. Engelmanni principally by its more ovoid

darker heads, and less appressed acutish scales, and like the latter species

losing the elongated setulose portions of its bristles in

Var. leviseta.— Figs. 51, 52.— Bristles represented only by their

short naked bases.— In muddy j^lsices, valley of Ca-ur d'Alene River,

Kootenai County, Idaho, July 14, 1892 {Sandberg, MacDougal & Heller,

no. 649) ; and in a muddy place west of Killarney, Manitoba, Aug. 1,

1896 {John 3Iacoun, no. 16365).

-f- H- Tubercle distinctly narrower than the achene.

E. DiANDRA, Chas. Wright.— Figs. 53 to 58.— Culms slender, erect,

2 or 3 dm. high : heads ovoid, obtuse or acutish, 4 to 6.5 mm. long, 2 to

3.5 mm. wide : the small pale brown ovate or oblong-ovate scales acutish

or blunt, ascending but scarcely appressed: achenes small, broadly obovate

or inverted pyriform, capped by a compressed tubercle resembling that
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of E. ohtusa, but only about five eighths as broad as the achene : bristles

few and short, generally none.— Bull. Torr. Club, x. 101 ; Britton, Bull.

Torr. Club, xv. 100 (under E. Engelmanni^) ; Britton, Jour. N. Y.

Microsc. Soc. v. 102 (under E. ovata). — On high sand-bars of the Con-

necticut River, between Hartford and Wethersfield, Connecticut (Chas.

Wright). A little known species ; not satisfactorily referable, however,

to either of the older forms with which some authors have placed it.

While studying the material associated with EUocharis ovata, the an-

nual plants passing as E. intermedia were also examined. This compar-

atively rare species is generally well understood, but a plant growing in

marshes on the Gatiueau River (a tributary of the Ottawa) has a very

different achene, and it may well be distinguished, in recognition of its

discoverer and his equally alert father, as

E. Macounii.— Fig. 26".— Annual: culms slender, weak, the long-

est 2 or 2.5 dm. long: heads elliptic-lanceolate, about 1 cm. long, more

densely flowered than in E. intermedia (Fig. 25), the ovate-lanceolate or

oblong-lanceolate acutish or blunt scales dark brown : achene much com-

pressed, obscurely triangular in cross-section, obovate, less elongated than

that of E. intermedia (Fig. 26); the deltoid-conical tubercle nearly as

broad and one half as high as the body of the achene. — Borders of

marshes. North Wakefield, Quebec, Sept. 13, 1893 {James M. Macoun,

no. 7552). In its elongated dark heads this Canadian plant more nearly

resembles the European E. carniolica than the American E. intermedia.

From them both, however, it is clearly distinguished by its more com-

pressed obscurely angled achene, and its much broader tubercle.

1 The reference here made by Dr. Britton to a note of Dr. Gray in Bot. Gaz.

iii. 81, must have arisen through a misapprehension, for the only plants mentioned

by Dr. Gray in tlie place cited are true E. Engelmanni and its var. detonsa.

VOL. xxxiv.— 32
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II. — SCIRPUS ERIOPHORUM AND SOME RELATED FORMS.

In July, 1891, while collecting in the Saco valley about Cornish, Maine,

I was puzzled by a strange " wool-grass " which there abounded in the

low thickets and meadows. Eventually, however, the plant was con-

signed, with some other very different forms, to the one place provided

for it in the American manuals— Scirpiis Eriophorum, Michx. (^Erio-

phorum cyperinum, L.). Again in 189G, my attention was called by Mr.

J. C. Parlin to another " wool-grass " in southern IMaine, which in size,

color, and fruiting season was very unlike the common species of north-

ern New England ; and more recently Messrs. Luman Andrews and

Chas. H. Bissell have made careful field-notes about Southington, Con-

necticut, on three very dissimilar plants, all of which we must call, if we

adhere to the present treatment of the group, Scirpus Eriophorum.

Two other forms, one from IMaine and ^Massachusetts, the other from the

southeastern and Gulf States, have been associated with this species,

which, as now made up, includes six readily distinguished forms.

Linnaeus described Eriophorum cyperinum^ in 17G2, basing it upon

earlier descriptions of Rai,^ Plukenet,^ and Gronovius.^ The Linnean

species is a well known plant of eastern America, rather stout, the invo-

lucre ferruginous at base, and the small ovoid ferruginous spikelets

clustered in glomerules. Uncommon in northern New England, it

becomes abundant southward, extending at least to Kentucky.

In 1803, ]\Iichaux described as Scirpus Eriophorum^ a southern plant

(from Virginia to Georgia), and supposing it to be the same as the Lin-

nean Eriophorum cyperinum^ he transferred to it the latter species.

Michaux's plant, however, though apparently an extreme form of the

Linnean species, has the spikelets nearly all distinctly pedicelled, and it

is a form of more southern range than the Linnean plant. During the

present century these plants have been variously treated, as a single

species or as varietally distinct, under Scirpus or Eriophorum, and by

Persoon even as part of a separate genus, Tricophorum.^ Ordinarily,

Michaux's disposition of the plant as a Scirpus has been accepted, and,

although the plant somewhat approaches species of Eriophorum, its

1 L. Spec. ed. 2, 77. 2 Rai, Suppl. 620. 3 Pluk. Mant. 62, t. 419, f. 3.

* Gronov. Virg. 11. & Michx. PI. i. 33. 6 Pers. Syn. i. 69.
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habit is that of many Scirpi, and it seenas much better placed there than

in the other genus.

As stated, the plants of Linnaeus and his predecessors and of Michaux,

both of which are probably extremes of a single species, are coarse plants

most common from southern New England southward. The base of the

involucre and the spikelets are ferruginous, and the long tangled bristles

are also reddish brown, and in the fall, when the plants are mature, the

ample inflorescences have the appearance of loose reddish brown masses

of short wool. That this plant was clearly identified by American sys-

tematists early in this century is shown, not only by their descriptions,

but by the English name " Red cotton-grass," ^ sometimes employed

by them.

Not until 1836, however, in Torrey's monograph of the Cyperacece,

was the slender and uniformly smaller greenish-brown or drab "wool-

grass," familiar to all botanists of New England and Canada, noted in

botanical works; although from a manuscript note made by Dr. Gray

while examining the Michaux herbarium, it seems that Michaux col-

lected the smaller northern plant at Lake Mistassini, and that in the

herbarium Lestiboudois had treated it as an undescribed species. Li

his monograph Torrey described the plant without a name as a variety

of Scirpus Eriophorum (^S. Eriophorimi r]'). Apparently the next

reference to the plant is in the first edition of the Manual, where, under

Scirpus Eriophorum, Dr. Gray says, " and northward are slender, less

leafy forms, with much smaller umbels, and greenish-brown scattered

small heads." ^

The slender northern plant, with the involucre black below and with

greenish black scales and dull brown or dark bristles, by all means the

commonest " wool-grass " north of Boston, does not seem to have re-

ceived much further attention. In subsequent discussions of the group

it has been united with the now clearly identified ferruginous coarse

plant of more southern range. The latter plant, the true Scirpus Erio-

phorum, Michaux, and its var. cyperinus {Eriophorum cyperinum, L.) are

usually not mature until late August or September (the average date of

collection, without regard to locality, of the specimens examined is Sep-

tember 1), while the slender northern plant, the *S'. Eriophorum rj, Torrey,

is generally mature in late June or in July (average date July 18), though

its dead-ripe woolly umbels may remain in recognizable condition until

1 Bigel. Fl. Bost. 16. 3 Gray, Man. 528.

2 Torr. Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. iii. 331.
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late fall. This striking difference between the fruiting seasons of the two

plants, as well as the pronounced differences in size, aspect, and range, is

sufficient evidence that the common drab "wool-grass" of our northern

meadows and low thickets should no longer be confused with the more

southern and coarser ferruginous species with which it has been so gen-

erally associated.

A very handsome plant, unlike anything which seems to have been

formerly described, is found by Mr. Luman Andrews in Connecticut.

The plant is apparently an extreme form of Scirpus Eriophorum, but

unlike that species or its var. cyperinus, with short ovoid spikelets, this

stout plant has the glomerulate oblong spikelets often 1 cm. in length.

Occasional luxuriant specimens of S. Eriophorum, however, are found

with the spikelets more elongated than in the type, thus connecting the

Connecticut plant directly with that species.

The plants which have been associated as Scirpus Eriophorum may be

defined as follows.

* Culms stout (just below the involucre averaging 3 mm. in diameter), about 1.25

(rarely 1.5) m. liigh : leaves 4.5 to 11 (average 6) mm. wide: involucre usually

ferruginous at base : scales and bristles ferruginous.

S. Eriophorum, Michx. Inflorescence ample, 1.5 to 2.5 dm. high;

the dichotomous rays of the umbel elongated and drooping at the tips

:

spikelets ovate or ovoid-oblong, 3.5 to 6 (average 4.5) mm. long, clus-

tered at the tips of the branchlets, the lateral mostly on distinct generally

elongated pedicels.— Fl. i. 33; Torr. Fl. N. and Middle States, i. 50,

Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. iii. 331 (including a & y), & Fl. N. Y. ii.

356, in part; Kunth, Enum. ii. 170; Gray, Man. ed. 2, 501 (including

var. laxiis); Bockl. Linniea, xxxvi. 731, in part. S. eriophoriis, Vahl.

Enum. ii. 282; Roem. & Schultes, Syst, ii. 147. S. thyrsijlorus, Willd.

Enum. PI. Hort. Berol. 78. S. cypfrinus, Kunth, var. Eriophorum,

Britton, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci. xi. 82, in part ; Britton & Brown, 111.

Fl. i. 271, in part. Trichophorum cyperinum, Ell. Sk. i. t. 3, f. 4, not

Pers. Eriophorum cyperinum, L., var. laxum, Wats. & Coult. in Gray,

Man. ed. 6, 582, in part.— Common in the southeastern and Gulf States,

extending westward to Louisiana and north to Arkansas and New Jersey.

Perhaps of more northern range, but as yet too little collected in condition

mature enough for satisfactory identification. The following specimens

are referred here:

—

New Jersey, Woodbridge, Sept. 21, 1889, and

Barnegat Bay, Aug. 25, 1892 {J. Ji.Churchill) : Virginia, Bedford Co.,

Sept. 1, 1871 (A. H. Curtiss) ; Northwest, Norfolk Co., Sept. 23, 1892,

Sept. 6, 1893 {A. A. Heller, nos. 762, 1257) : South Carolina, Aiken
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{H. W. Ravenel) : Florida, Tallahassee, Aug. 12,1895 {Geo. V.Nash,

no. 2404); without locality {Chapman) : Georgia {Baldwin) : Alabama
{Drummond) : Louisiana {Hale) : Arkansas, southern portion of State,

July {F. L. Harvey., no. 17). Passing gradually to the northern

Var. CYPERiNUS, Gray. Inflorescence ample, the rays stiffer and less

pendulous than in the species ; base of involucre less ferruginous ; spike-

lets paler, sessile or subsessile in glomerules of 3 or more.— Man. ed.

2, 501. S. Eriophorum /3, Torr. Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. iii. 331 ;

Bockl. Linntea, xxxvi. 732. S. cyperinus, Kunth. Enum. ii. 170; Brit-

ton, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci. xi. 82; Brittou & Brown, 111. Fl. i. 271,

f. 636. Eriophorum cyperinum, L. Spec. ed. 2, 77; Bigel. Fl. Bost. 16;

Wats. & Coult. in Gray, Man. ed. 6, 582. Tricophorum cyperinum.

Pars. Syn. i. 69 ; Pursh, Fl. i. 57 ; Muhl. Gram. 47.— Of more north-

ern range than the species, from Maine to Illinois and Kentucky. Maine,
Mattawamkeag Lake, Sept. 7, 1897 {31. L. Fernald) ; Fitts Pond, Clif-

ton, Sept., 1898 {31. L. Fernald); Mt. Desert Island, Aug., Sept.,

1889-91 {E.L. Rand, J. H. Redfield) ; North Berwick, Sept., 1896

{J. C. Parlin) ; Wells, July 29, 1886 {W. Deane) : New Hampshire,

Rye Beach, Aug. 29, 1886 ( W. Deane) : Massachusetts, East Glouces-

ter, Aug., 1881 ( C. W. Sioan) ; Sherman's Pond, Waltham, Sept. 3,

1853 {iVm. Boott); Round Pond, Woburn, Aug. 16, 1868 {Wm. Boott);

bog, Medford, Aug. 19, 1894 {W. P. Rich); Boston, Sept. 8, 1881

{0. W. Swan) ; Blue Hills, Aug. 15, 1894 {W. H. 3Ianmng) : Rhode
Island, Providence (»S'. T. Olney, Geo. Thurber) : Connecticut,

Southington, Aug. 13, 1896 {G. H. Bissell, no. 707), Sept. 11, 1898

{Luman Andrews, no. 432, in part): Michigan, Alma, Aug. 24, 1893

(C. A. Davis): Illinois, Mound City, Aug., 1862 {Geo. Vasey) :

Kentucky, Clear Creek, Bell Co., Sept., 1893 {T. H. Kearney, Jr.,

no. 428).

Var. condensatus. Rays of the umbel shortened (only 6 cm. or

less in length) : glomerules of many spikelets short-peduncled or sub-

sessile in a few dense masses 2 to 5 cm. in diameter.— 5". Eriophorum ^,

Torr. 1. c. 331 ?— Marshes, Hammond's Pond, Newton, Massachusetts,

Aug. 23, 1854 {Wm. Boott); also at Seal Harbor, Mt. Desert Island,

Maine, Sept. 4, 1891 (/. H. Redfield) ; Lynnfield, Mass., July 13, 1879

{H. A. Young) ; Everett, Mass., Aug. 6, 1892 {W. P. Rich).

Var. Andre^wsii. Rays of umbel elongated and pendulous as in the

species: spikelets oblon^r, 7 to 10 mm. long, mostly in glomerules of

from 3 to 15.— Southington, Connecticut, Sept. 11, 1898 {Luman An-

drews, no. 432, in part).
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* * Culms more slender (averaging 1.5 mm. in diameter), about 8 (rarely 11) dm.

high : leaves 2 to 5 (average 3.5) mm. wide : involucre black at base : scales

greenish-black : bristles drab or olive-brown, not ferruginous.

S. atrocinctus. Inflorescence 0.5 to 1.5 dm. high; the diohotomous

rays of the umbel slender, elongated and drooping at the tips : spikelets

ovate to ovoid-oblong, 3 to 6 mm. long, scattered on slender pedicels, or

in glomerules of from 3 to 6, the outer generally distinctly pedicelled. —
S. Eriophorum rj, Torr. 1. c. 331. ^S". EriopJwrum, Torr. Fl. N. Y. ii.

356; Gray, Man. 528; Bockl. Linnasa, xxxvi. 731; in part. S. Erio-

phorum, Michx., var. laxus, Gray, Man. ed. 2, 501, in part. S. cyperinus^

Kunth, var. Eriophorum, Britton, Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci. xi. 82 ; Brit-

ton & Brown, III. Fl. i. 271; in part. Eriophorum cyperinum, L., var.

laxum, Wats. & Coult. in Gray, Man. ed. 6, 582, in part.— The common

species of the northeastern States and Canada, from Prince Edward Island

and Lake Mistassini to the Saskatchewan, south to Connecticut, western

New York, and Iowa. Specimens examined : — Prince Edward Isl-

and, Beackley Point, Aug. 24, 1888 (John Macoun) : Ontario, Nipigon

River, July 20, 1884 {John Macoun) : Manitoba, Lake Winnipeg Val-

ley, 1857 {E. Bourgeau): Saskatchewan, without more definite

locality, 1858 {E. Bourgeau) : Maine, Fort Fairfield, 1881 (Kate Fur-

bish); Orouo, July 4, 1889 (J/. L. Fernald) ; Northeast Harbor, July,

1883 {E. L. Rand, R. W. Greenleaf) ; Sargent Mt., Mt. Desert Island,

Aug. 6, 1883 {R. W. Greenleaf) ; Long Pond Meadows and "The Cleft,"

Seal Harbor, July 28, Aug. 7, 1890 {J. H. Redfield) ; Bubble Pond,

Mt. Desert Island, Aug. 13, 1890 (/. H. Redfield) ; Rumford, July 4,

1890 (/. C. Purlin) ; North Berwick, June, 1892 (./. C. Parlin) ; Wells,

July 1, 1898 {Kate Furbish) : Neav Hampshire, Crawford Notch, July

28, 1853 {Wm. Boott) ; Randolph, July 28, 1897 {E. F. Williams);

Shelburne, Aug. 12, 1883 (IF. Deane) ; Jackson, July 29, 1890 (/. R.

Churchill) ; Tuckerman's Ravine, Mt. Washington, Aug. 28, 1889 (./. R.

Churchill) ; East Jaffrey, July 19, 1897 {B. L. Robitison, no. 325) :

Massachusetts, Lynnfield, July 19, 1854 (Wm. Boott) ; Lowell, July

9, 1882 (C. W. Swan) ; Chelmsford, July 24, 1882 (C. W. Swan) ; Fresh

Pond, Cambridge, June 15, 1853 (Wm. Boott); Boston, June 27, 1881

(C. W. Swan); Sharon, July 1, 1894 (E. F. Williams); summit, Grey-

lock Mt., Aug. 4, 1898 (J. R. Churchill) : Rhode Island, Providence

(S. T. Olney): Connecticut, Southington, June 29, 1898 (Luman An-

drews, no. 431), June 30, 1898 ( C. H. Bissell, no. 706) ; New York,

in the Lake region (Asa Gray) : Michigan, Keweenaw Co., Aug., 1890

(0. A. Farwell, no. 756); Round Island, Lake Superior, Aug. 2, 1875
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{Henry Gillman, no. 12): Iowa, Clinton Co., July 1, 1878 {Geo. D.

Butler). Passing to

Var. brachypodus. Spikelets subsessile or on shortened pedicels,

in a capitate or subcapitate cluster 2 to 4 cm. in diameter ; inflorescence

occasionally with one or two elongated rays. — With the species, or

more often by itself in wet meadows or swamps. Apparently the com-

mon form iu Newfoundland. — Newfoundland, St. John's, Aug. 3,

1894 {Robinson & Schrenk, no. 65); without locality, 1835 (from Herb.

J. Gay, collector unknown) : Maine, Dead River, Aug. 13, 1896

{M. L. Fernald & W. C. Stronrj, no. 482) ; Hartford, July, 1892 (/. C.

Farlm); Cornish, July 21, 1891 {M. L. Fernald); Wells, July 8, 1898

{Kate Furbish) : New Hampshire, Randolph, July 10, 1894 {F. F.

Williams)-, above the woods, Mt. Monadnock, Aug. 10, 1883 (0. W.

Swan) ; Jaffrey, Aug. 3, 1890 ( W. Deane) ; near East JafFrey, July 9,

1897 {B. L. Robinson, no. 326) : Vermont, Willoughby Lake, Aug. 3,

1885 {W. Deane): Massachusetts, Reading, July 12, 1882 {C. E.

Perkins)

.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Eieocharis ohtusa : Fig. 1, small head ; Figs. 2, 3, scales ; Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, achenes.

E. ohtusa, var. rjiqnntea: Figs. 11, 12, achenes.

E. obtusa, vnr. jejuna : Fig. 13, head ; Fig. 14, acliene.

E. ovata : Fig. 8, scale ; Figs. 9, 10, achenes.

E. ovata, var. Heuseri: Fig. 15, liead ; Figs. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, achenes; Figs. 21,

22, scales.

E. olivacea : Fig. 23, head ; Fig. 24, aeliene.

E. intermedia : Fig. 25, head ; Fig. 20, acliene.

E. Macounii: Fig. 2G", achene.

E. lanceolata : Fig. 27, liead ; Fig. 28, scale ; Fig. 29, acheue.

E. Engelmanni : Figs. 37, 38, 39, 40, achenes.

E. Engelmanni, var. detonm : Fig. 30, head ; Figs. 31, 32, 33, scales; Figs. 84, 35,

3G, aclienes.

E. Engelmanni, var. robusta : Fig. 41, head ; Figs. 42, 43, 44, aclienes.

E. monticola : Fig. 45, liead ; Figs. 46, 47, 48, scales ; Figs. 49, 60, achenes.

E. monticola, var. teviseta : Figs. 51, 52, aclienes.

E. diandra : Fig. 53, head ; Figs. 54, 55, scales ; Figs. 66, 57, 58, achenes.
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I. — REVISION OF THE GENERA MONTANOA, PERY-
MENIUM, AND ZALUZANIA.

By B. L. Robinson and J. M. Greenman.

No considerable collection of Mexican or tropical American plants

has been received at the Gray Herbarium in recent years, which has

failed to contain one or more new or otherwise exceptionally interesting

Compositce of the subtribe Verbesinece. The repeatedly experienced

difficulty of properly placing such plants — due on the one hand to the

imperfect characterization of many of the earlier described species, and

on the other to the somewhat vague generic lines— has suggested the

revisions here presented. While by no means exhaustive treatments,

they correlate the hitherto scattered results of considerable recent work

on this group, and furnish, in the light of the fuller material now avail-

able, a new critique upon many of the earlier species. Of the genera

here treated, Montanoa has long been the most difficult, largely by reason

of the brief and obscure descriptions of many species, chiefly those of

Schultz Bipontinus, a writer whose long and intensive study of the Com-

positcB led him to a far more critical discrimination than intelligible

description of species. Probably no one in recent years has given more

attention to the work of Schultz than the late Dr. F. W. Klatt, who

examined many of his types, and, when unable to secure duplicate speci-

mens, recorded his observations by excellent sketches and notes. The

recent acquisition of the Klatt collection of Compositce by the Gray

Herbarium has rendered it possible to interpret many of these doubtful

plants with greater precision than could heretofore be effected on this

side of the Atlantic. Others, however, are still obscure, and must remain

so until their types can be examined in scattered European herbaria.

Even when this can be accomplished, it is a question with how much
practicality or justice such species, many of which are merely nomina

subnuda, can be revived to displace fully and carefully characterized
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species of later date. At all events, it is highly inexpedient to per-

mit the existence of imperfectly described plants to block the advance

of classification in the groups concerned, and, while anxious to give

proper recognition to all the more careful work of Schultz and others,

we have no hesitation in frankly relegating their less intelligible siDCcios,

for the present, to that limbo of dubice which must long be appended to

several of the larger genera of the Verhesinece.

In citing specimens, literature, and synonymy, the writers have aimed

to supplement rather than to repeat what can be readily found in the

Synoptical Flora, Biologia Centrali-Americana, Flora Brasiliensis, or

Index Kewensis. Species of which no specimens have been seen during

these revisions are marked by an asterisk (*). The writers are grateful

to Mr. F. V. Coville and Dr. J. N. Rose for the loan of the genus Mon-

tanoa from the U. S. National Museum, and to Miss Mary A. Day for

the verification of references and other bibliographical assistance.

MONTANOA, Llav. &, Lex. Heads (except in one species) hetero-

gamous with neutral ligulate uniseriate ray-flowers and few to many per-

fect dif^k-flowers (the inner sometimes sterile). Involucre subcylindric to

hemispherical, its bracts mostly narrow, 1-2-seriate, linear- to lance-ob-

long, rarely spatulate. Pales keeled, folded about the achenes, papery to

subcartilaginous, attenuate or abruptly narrowed to an acute and often

spinescent tip, persistent, accrescent, and more or less squarrose in fruit,

always somewhat villous (densely so in the first subgenus), but sometimes

quite glabrate ; receptacle conical. Ligules spreading, usually oblong and

emarginate at the end, without styles ; achenes of the ray-flowers abor-

tive, empty, pappusless. Disk-flowers regular, tubular, 5-toothed ; proper

tube slender, throat campanulate, and nerveless teeth ovate, acute.

Style-branches slightly thickened upwards and appendaged with a short

or slender acumination ; achenes thickish, laterally compressed, rela-

tively short, obovate ;
pappus none. — Pithy-stemmed shrubs, sometimes

arborescent, with opposite serrate, dentate, or often lobed leaves, and

white or purplish corymbose heads.— Nov. Veg. Desc. ii. 11 (1825);

Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr. vii. 406-408 ; Benth. & Hook. f. Gen.

ii. 364; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 164; HofFm. in Engl. & Prantl,

Nat. Pflanzenf. iv. Ab. 5, 232. Eriocarpha, Cass. Diet. Sci. Nat. lix.

236 (1829). Eriocoma, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 2Q7, t. 396

(1820). Montagncea, DC. Prodr. v. 564 (1836). — An exclusively

neontogenous and very natural group of 32 distinct species, extend-

ing from Northern Mexico to Panama, with outlying species as far
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south as the Andes of Ecuador. Three natural subgenera are readily

recognizable.

Subg. 1. Eriocarpha. Heads snaall, numerous, corymbose : ligules

2 to 5 or : pales conspicuously, densely, and permanently silky-villous,

the spinescent tip mostly recurved in fruit: leaves various, 3-nerved.

—

Eriocarpha, Cass. 1. c. Montagncea § Eriocarjihce, DC. Prodr. v. 564.

Eriocoma, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 267. — Seven species, all

Mexican.
* Ligules none : disk-flowers only 3 or 4.

1. M. anomala. Branches lignescent, pithy, obscurely 4-angled,

striate, retaining only short and sparse remnants of a pubescence which

in the early stages of growth is evidently copious and silvery : leaves

opposite even up to the inflorescence, petiolate, the uppermost (the only

ones known) suborbicular, bioader than long, 4 cm. in length, 5 cm. in

breadth, mucronulate-denticulate, not lobed, puberulent and scabrous

above, rusty-tomentose beneath: panicle round-topped, 1.8 dm. broad;

the branches and linear bractlets tomentose ; heads crowded ; involucral

scales about 5, uniseriate, linear to linear-lanceolate, silky-villous on the

outer surface : corollas densely pubescent except on the tube below. —
Montanoa sp. Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 166, where remarkable

character is noted. — Collected by Bourgeau in the Valley of Cordova,

Vera Cruz, Mexico, 16 March, 1866, no. 2057.

* * Ligules present, (2 to) 5; disk-flowers usually more numerous.

1- Bracts of the involucre, during antliesis, 2.5 to 4 mm. long.

M- Leaves ovate, ovate-deltoid, or lanceolate, sometimes crenate-toothed and

hastate, but not otherwise lobed
;
petioles wingless.

= Leaves crenate-dentate, with base mostly obtuse, truncate, or cordate.

2. M. FLORiBUNDA, Sch. Bip. Branching shrub, 1.5 to 2.5 m. high:

branches terete, striate, tomentose, at length glabrate : leaves all or nearly

all opposite, ovate or more commonly deltoid-ovate, acute, rounded or

more often truncate or broadly cordate at the base, shallowly crenate-

dentate, 3 to 6 cm. long, often as broad, scabrous above, more or less

sordid-tomentose beneath
; petioles 1 to 2 cm. long, tomentose, usually

naked, rarely appendaged near the leaf-blade : panicle corymbose, the

branches slender, much exceeding the leafy bracts : disk-flowers about

15 ; ligules 5, from 5.5 to 7 mm. long. — Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr.

vii. 406; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 165, in part (excl. pi. Bour-

geau). Eriocoma Jioribunda^ HBK. Nov, Gen. & Spec. iv. 268, t. 396.

Montagncea Jloribunda, DC. Prodr. v. 564. — Eastern-central and South-
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era Mexico, from 1,000 to 2,500 m. altitude; between Guadalupe and

the city of Mexico, Humboldt & Bonplmid, and at a neighboring station,

Schaffner ; Mountains of Oaxaca, Galeotti, no. 2008, Pringle, nos. 4969,

5651, E. W. Nelson, nos. 1544, 1920, L. C. Smith, no. 542, Gonzalez,

no. 46, O. L. Smith, no. 272.

3. M. TOiiENTOSA, Llav. & Lex. In habit and floral characters very

similar to the preceding : leaves decidedly longer than broad, conspicu-

ously attenuate, often hastate, with a decided tendency towards coarse

crenate dentation near the base, usually subcordate or cordate, scabrous

above, canescent-tomentose beneath, 5 to 10 cm. long, 2 to 7 cm. broad;

petioles often appendaged above. — Nov. Veg. Descr. ii. 11 ; Sch. Bip.

1. c. ; Hemsl. I. c. 166. Montagncea tomentosa, DC. 1. c. inch var.

f3 cordifolia. Eriocoma heterophylla, Schrad. Liuna^a, x. Lit.-Ber. 70.

E. fragrans, Sweet, Brit. Fl. Gard. ser. 2, t. 44. — State of Mexico,

chiefly about the city, La Llave, Bustamente & Rocho, Berlandier, no. 574,

Schaffner, no. 252, Bourgeon, nos. 501, 706, Bilimek, no. 25, Pringle,

no. 3155 ; Morelos at Cuernavaca, Bilimek, no. 511 ; Puebla at Tehua-

can, Liehmann, no. 262; San Luis Potosi, Parry & Palmer, no. 714,

Pringle, no. 3307.

Var. TERNiFOLiA, Hemsl. Leaves ternate. — Hemsl. 1. c. in syn.

M. ternifolia, Sch. Bip. 1. c. Montagncea tomentosa, var. ternifolia, DC.

1. c. 565. — Chopalojia, Mexico, Bo-landier, no. 574, in part.

= = Leaves serrate, rhombic-ovate or lanceolate in outline, narrowed to a

more or less cuneate base.

4. M. Seleriana. Shrub : branchlets terete, soon glabrous : leaves

opposite, undivided, callous-serrulate or almost entire, tuberculate-sca-

brous above, canescent- or tawny-tomentose, at length subglabrate beneath,

5 to 10 cm. long, 2 to 7 cm. broad, 3-5-nerved above the cuneate

base
;
petioles 1 cm. long : panicles rounded, 1 dm. broad ; pedicels fili-

form, tawny-tomentulose : heads much as in the preceding species : ray-

flowers 3 to 4 ; ligules 4 to 5 mm. long ; disk-flowers about 9 : fruit

unknown. — Tuxtla, Chiapas, Mexico, G. & E. Seler, 19 February, 1896,

nos. 1965, 1943.

*+ ++ Leaves lanceolate, not lobed, conspicuously attenuate into winged petioles.

5. M. JiiCROCEPHALA, Sch. Bip. 1. c. Rusty-tomentose : leaves ellip-

tic-lanceolate, 6 cm. long including the winged petiole, 1.8 to 2 cm.

broad, serrate, acute at each end, scabrous above, densely tomentose and

minutely glandular beneath : heads very small, slender-pedicelled, nu-

merous but not densely crowded. — Hemsl. 1. c. 166 j Klatt, Leopoldina,
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xxiii. 90 (where the leaves are incorrectly described as glandular above).

— Ejutla, Mexico, Liebmann, no. 483. Type in herb. Bot. Gard. Copen-

hagen ; a fragment and good drawing in herb. Gray.

w -w- ++ Leaves (rather large) decidedly lobed, more or less attenuate

at the base.

6. M. myriocephala. Shrub, copiously branched : stems terete,

pithy, at first tomeutose, at length glabrate : leaves all opposite, petiolate,

8 to 14 cm. long, about half as broad, scabrous, and minutely tuberculate-

puberulent above, thinly tomentose or at length glabrate beneath ; lobes

broad, the terminal one ovate, acuminate, the lateral single, broad and
truncate or somewhat bifid, crenate-serrate or dentate; base of the blade

at first abruptly then gradually narrowed and decurrent about half way
down the petiole, the wings thus formed terminating rather abruptly and

leaving the lower portion (1 to 4 cm.) of the petiole naked : heads very

numerous, in open convex terminal corymbs ; branches of the inflo-

rescence usually exceeding the leaves ; involucral scales 7, ovate-oblong,

acute : ligules 6 to 7 mm. long, 4 mm. broad ; disk-flowers about 9.—
Jalisco, at Chapala, October-November, 1886, Dr. Edward Pulmer, no.

714; Oaxaca, 9 km. above Dominguillo, altitude 1,380 to 1,690 m.,

30 October, 1894, E. W. Nelson, no. 1854, below Jayacatlan, altitude

1,000 m., 19 October, 1895, L. C. Smith, no. 923; Puebla, between

Petlacingo and Acatlan, altitude 1,070 m., 20 November, 1894, E. W,

Nelson, no. 2000 ; Chiapas, between Hacienda Juncana and San Vicente,

altitude 1,300 to 1,800 m., E. W. Nelson, no. 3503. Types in herb. Gray

and herb. U. S. National Museum.

7. M. XANTHiiFOLiA, Sch. Bip. 1. c. Similar to the preceding, the

leaves of different contour, very scabrous above, 1.2 dm. long, 9 cm.

broad, 3-lobed, cuneately narrowed into a stoutish rusty-tomentose peti-

ole ; the lobes upwardly directed, ovate or triangular, acute to caudate-

acuminate, glandular-denticulate : disk-flowers about 10 ; ray-flowers 2

to 3 ; spinescent tip of the pales strongly reflexed in fruit.— Hemsl. I. c.

;

Klatt, 1. c. & Bull. Soc. Bot. Belg. xxxi. pt. 1, 201.— Chacalepa Estate,

Mexico, Liebmann, no. 265 ; also Rodeo, Costa Rica, altitude 750 m.,

Pittier. Type in herb. Bot. Gard. Copenhagen ; a good drawing and

fragments in herb. Gray.

-t- •(- Bracts of the involucre, during anthesis, 5 to 6 mm. long.

8. M. Palmeri, Fernald. Shrub : branches tomentulose above, but

soon quite glabrate : leaves broadly ovate, more than half as wide as

long, some of them strongly angled or shallowly lobed, caudate-acumi-
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Date, crenulate, 1.4 dm. long; petioles 3 cm. long: heads in a loosft

leafy panicle.— Proc. Am. Acad, xxxiii. 93. — Hillsides near Acapulco,

Palmer, no. 44. Type in herb. Gray.

9. M. RosEi, Robinson & Greeuman. Similar to the last, but with

lance-ovate serrate unlobed leaves, buUate above, green beneath, not half

so broad as long : heads numerous, very silky, borne on filiform pedicels.

— Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 45. Montanoa sp. Rose, Contrib. U. S. Nat.

Herb. i. 103.— Alamos, "W. Mexico, Palmer, no. 394, Goldman, no.

294. Type in herb. Gray.

Subg. 2. AcANTHOCARPHA. Heads of medium size, less numerous

:

ligules 7 to 10 : pales sub-glabrous or thinly villous, the spiuescent tip

straight or recurved. — Montagncea § Acanthocarphce, DC. 1. c. 565.

—

Leaves ovate to lance-oblong, crenate, serrate, angled or palmately lobed,

very rarely {M. macrolepis) pinnately lobed. Nineteen species of Mex-

ico and Andean South America.

* Invoiucral bracts (1 cm. long) spatulate-obovate, considerably exceeding

the disk-flowers.

10. M. Pringlei. Shrub: branches glabrate, covered with a rough

gray cortex ; branchlets pulverulent-tomentulose : leaves lanceolate or

oblong-lanceolate, acute, serrate, 4 to 8 cm. long, 1.5 to 3 cm. broad,

green and scabrous above, canescent-tomentose beneath, gradually nar-

rowed into wings decurrent nearly to the base of the petiole : heads few,

2 or 3 at the ends of the branches, on slender erect peduncles (4 to 5 cm.

long) : ligules about 7, from 6 to 8 mm. long: pales (in anthesis) grad-

ually attenuate, villous.— Calcareous hills near Tehuacan, Puebla, 28

Jul}", 1897, C. G. Pringle, no. 7491. Well marked by its spatulate

invoiucral bracts, which appear to be unique in the genus. Type in

herb. Gray.

* * Invoiucral bracts broadly oblong, obtuse or rounded at the apex (7 to 10 mm.
long, half as broad) : leaves pinnately and sinuately 3(-5)-lobed.

11. M. MACROLEPIS, Robinson & Greenman. Shrub, 1 to 2 m. high:

heads few (1 to 5 at the ends of the branches), 1 to 2 cm. in diameter

exclusive of rays, conspicuous and well marked in fruit by the elongated

gradually attenuate straightish pungent stramineous ciliate but otherwise

glabrate pales.— Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 44. — Oaxaca, Las Sedas,

Pringle, no. 4932, Nacaltepec (Salome), L. G. Smith, no. 818, 29 km.

southwest of the city of Oaxaca, E. W. Nelson, no. 1375. Type in herb.

Gray.
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* * * Involucral bracts smaller and narrower, linear-oblong to linear.

•I- Leaves oblong-lanceolate, subsessile or attenuate at the base to a winged or rela-

tively sliort naked petiole : heads rather few, in leafy cymes or loose panicle.

12. j\r. SAMALENSis, Coulter. Suffrutescent (?), "about 3 m. high,"

cymosely branched above, the branches sordid-tomentose, at length gla-

brescent : leaves crenate, deep green and more or less tuberculate, puber-

ulent, and scabrous above, at first canescent-tomentose, at length green

and glabrate beneath, 8 to 24 cm. long, a third as broad, passing without

sharp demarcation into a short more or less winged petiole : peduncles

axillary, 4 to 7 cm. long, simple or few-branched ; involucral scales

oblong, acutish, canescent-tomentose on the outer surface : rays about

10, from 1.2 to 1.5 cm. long: pales truncate, with spinesceut mucro.

—

Bot. Gaz. XX. 49.— Guatemala, on the Rio Samala, Depart. Retalhulen,

altitude 500 m., J. Donnell Smith, no. 2858 ; also recently found in

Zacatecas, Mexico, near IMoute Escobedo, Rose, no. 2657, an interesting

extension of range.

1- -1- Leaves sinuately and palmately 5(-7)-lobed, lobes acuminate; petioles aiiricled

near the summit, otherwise wingless.

13. M. HiBisciFOLiA, Benth. Leaves large, broadly cordate, 2 to

3 dm. broad, orbicular or reniform in general contour, sinuate-lobed

nearly to the middle or sometimes much more deeply palmatifid
;

petioles

enlarged and at first woolly toward the connate bases, bearing near the

summit two oblong auricles : heads numerous in a corymb : ligules 8 to

10, 1 cm. long, white with roseate tinge : pales in fruit 1 cm. long, broad,

emarginate, shortly mucronate. — Benth. ace. to Sch. Bip. in Koch,

Wochenschr. vii. 407; Hemsl. 1. c. 165; J. Donnell Smith, Enum. PI.

Guat. pt. 4, 85; Klatt, Bull. Soc. Bot. Belg. xxxi. pt. 1, 201. Mon-

tagncea hibiscifoUa, Benth. in Oerst. Vidensk. Meddel. 1852, p. 89. —
Nicaragua, Segovia, Oersted, no. 235 ; Costa Rica, Volcan de Barba,

Oersted, no. 134, thickets on the banks of the Rio Torres, Tonduz, no.

8478b ; Guatemala, Depart. Santa Rosa, altitude 600-1,500 m., Heyde

& Lux, nos. 3805, 6155, of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets ; Chiapas, near

Yajalon, E. W. Nelson, no. 3417.

H- -1- -t- Branchlets thick, more or less 4-angled : leaves large, suborbicular or po-

lygonal, about as broad (9 to 17 cm.) as long; petioles not winged.
'

++ Leaves puberulent but not scabrous above.

14. M. QUADRANGULARis, Sch. Bip. 1. c. Glabrescent shrub: leaves

large (1.5 dm. long, 1,7 dm. broad), thin, rounded throughout or obtusely

1-2-angled on either side, obtuse or broadly cordate and sometimes

VOL. XXXIV.— 33
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slightly auricled at the base, little paler beneath, the margin essentially

entire; petioles 4 to 10 cm. long: heads rather small, 8 ram. in diameter

(excl. of ligules), on flexuous pubescent pedicels in a loose panicle : rays

about 5, white, 7 ram. long. — Temperate regions on the Andes of

Venezuela, Merida, Moritz, no. 1386; Quebrada near Quetame, U. S.

Colombia, Andre, no. 862.

15. M. guateraalensis. Leaves subcoriaceous, wholly glabrate

above, and canescent-tomentulose beneath, subentire, 1 dm. in breadth:

heads larger, 1 cm. broad in anthesis ; rays 1.5 cm. long: otherwise simi-

lar in most of its characters to the preceding species.

—

M. patens, Coulter

in J. Donnell Smith, 1. c, not Gray.— Guatemala on the Volcano Jumay-

tepeque, Depart. Santa Rosa, altitude 1,800 m., Heyde & Lux, December,

1892, no. 4216 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets.

•w- -M- Leaves scabrous above.

1 6. M. hexagona. A large tree : branchlets thick, strongly quad-

rangular, fulvous-tomentose above, at length glabrate : leaves hexagonal-

ovate, distinctly and rather regularly serrate, about 1.4 dm. long, 1.3 dm.

broad, acute or subacuminate, scabrous-puberulent above and arachnoid-

tomentose beneath even in age, obtuse and unappendaged at the base ;

petioles thick, channelled above, wingless, tomentose, 7 cm. long: heads

numerous and rather large in a very regular opposite-branched leafy-

bracted panicle; pedicels 1.5 cm. long: involucral bracts lance-oblong,

2-seriate, acute, 3 to 4 mm. long : ligules 8 to 10, white, more than 2 cm.

long : fruit unknown. — Temperate regions in the mountains of Chiapas,

Ghiesbreght, no. 535 ; flowering in October. Type in herb. Gray.

•<- t- -^ I- Leaves petioled, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 4 to 7 cm. broad, crenate

or serrate, or shallowly 1-lobed on either side.

*+ Erect shrubs (at least showing in specimens no sign of climbing or trailing

habit) : leaves of membranous but of firm often harsh texture : peduncles

erect or nearly so.

= Pales gradually narrowed to a long stout at length squarrosely spreading or

recurved stramineous spintescent tip.

17. M. FRUTESCENS, Hemsl. Shrub, 3 m. high, with terete glabrous

or early glabrate often purple branches : leaves ovate-lanceolate, serrate,

caudate-acuminate, narrowed and unappendaged at the base, bright green

and scabrous above, slightly paler and glabrate beneath : heads (not

numerous) on stiffish peduncles; disk globose, in anthesis 1.3 cm. broad:

rays about 8, 1 cm. long, white : pales nearly glabrous, accrescent, at

length 1 to 2 cm. long, contorted and squarrose, thickish, firm and pun-
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gent.— Eiol. Cent.-Am, Bot. ii. IGo. Montagncea frutescens, Mairet in

DC. Prodr. V. 5 Go. Aldama Montanoa, Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr.

vii. 406. — Mexico without locality, Mairet, Bates (1846) ; Valley of

Mexico, Berlandier, no. 908, Bourgeau, nos. 592 (leaves sometimes 3-

lobed), 966, Pringle, no. 7196; Michoacan, cool canons near Patzcuaro,

Pringle, nos. 4270, 5059.

18*. M. ARBOKESCENS, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 406. From description very

near the preceding and differing chiefly in the inflexed points of its fruit-

ing pales.— Hemsl. 1. c. 164, only in part. M. Jloribunda, Cerv. and

Eriocoma arborescens, Alam. ace. to DC. 1. c. Montagnaea arhorescens,

DC. Prodr. v. bQb.— Mexico without locality, Alaman, Mairet; Cor-

dillera Guchilaqua, Berlandier, no. 1006.

= = Fruiting pales scarious-papery, rather abruptly contracted to a short

more or less spreading point.

a. Leaves green beneath : Mexican.

] 9. M. purpurascens. Sordid-tomentose shrub : leaves ovate-

rhombic or sometimes hastate, caudate-acuminate, crenate-serrate, more

coarsely so toward the base, scabrous above, green but tomentose and

often somewhat scabrous beneath, cordate to subcuneate and commonly

biauriculate at the insertion of the petiole, 4 to 12 cm. long, 2 to 8 cm.

broad ; petioles tomentose, 1 to 2 cm. long : heads rather numerous in an

open leafy-bracted corymb: rays 8 to 10, nearly 2 cm. long: fruiting

pales turning purple, 1 cm. broad when flattened out. — M. grandijiora,

Herasl. 1. c. 165, as to pi. Hartweg. MoniagncBa grandijiora, Benth. PI.

Hartw. 19, not DC. — Aguas Calientes, Hartweg, no. 134; canons and

hills about Zacatecas, Pringle, nos. 2184, 3985, Rose, no. 3647 ; Guana-

juato, Guillemin-Tarayre, Duges, no. 456; Faval, W. Schumann, no. 115.

Types in herb. Gray.

b. Leaves canescent-tomentose beneath : South American.

20. M. OVALIFOLIA, Sch. Bip. Shrub, 2 to 3 m. high, " subscan-

dent," tomentose : leaves deltoid-ovate, 6 to 8 cm. long, three fourths as

broad, permanently tomentose upon both surfaces, white beneath, serrate,

acuminate: heads on tomentose peduncles (1.5 to 4 cm. long) few or

more numerous and disposed in a regularly branched open panicle : rays

about 10, from 1.8 to 2 cm. long: pales (still young) with a short sharp

straight or often incurved point. — Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr, vii.

407. Montagncea ovalifolia, DC. 1. c. 566. ? Verbesina atriplicifolia,

Juss. & Desf. in CoUa, Hort. Rip. 144, t. 31 (but ray depicted as stylif-

erous). Montanoa atriplicifolia, Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii. 90, at least
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in part, not however Sell. Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 304.— Appar-

ently common about Bogota, where coll. by Funck & Schlim, without

number, Holton, no, 364 ; also in Ecuador at Chiquiribamba, altitude

3,000 m., Andre, no. 4444.

= = = Fruiting pales as in the last group but their points decidedly

recurved and uncinate.

a. Leaves rarely lobed, tomentose beneath.

21. M. UNCINATA, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 406. Shrub, 2 to 4 m. high : sordid-

or canescent-tomentose ujoon the younger parts : leaves ovate-lanceo-

late, serrulate, undivided or sub-3-lobed, caudate-acuminate at the apex,

narrowed to an inconspicuously or obsoletely biauriculate base ;
petioles

tomentose, 2 to 3 cm. long : heads numerous in an open corymb : fruiting

pales conduplicate, obovate, somewhat narrowed below, stramineous,

passing at the summit into a small recurved point. — Hemsl. 1. c. 166.

^—Mexico, Cumbre de Estepa, Z2'eZ»»zrt«7?, no. 484, also mountains of

Oaxaca, Pringle, no. 4929, E. W. Nelson, nos. 1853, 1959, C. & E. Seler,

no. 1512, C L. Smith, no. 243. Type number in herb. Gray.

I. Leaves mostly angulate-lobed, pruinose-tomentulose beneath.

22. M. PATENS, Gray. Shrub, 2 to 4 m. high : branches pruinose-

puberulent : leaves broad and distinctly 3(-5)-angled or -lobed, abruptly

contracted to a biauriculate base, green and scabrous above, paler beneath,

1.2 to 2 dm. long, 7 to 14 cm. broad, apex and upper lobes acute, the

lower angles mostly obtuse ;
petioles 2 to 3 cm. long: corymb 2 to 3 dm.

broad ; heads (inch rays) 2 to 3 cm. broad
;
pedicels slender

;
pales much

as in the preceding, at length very large, 1.1 cm. long; the wings with

sliort rounded lateral lobe.— Proc. Am. Acad. xxi. 388. M. atriplici-

folia, Sch. Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 304, as to plant Seemann, but not

as to synon. 31. arborescens, Hemsl. 1. c. 164, in part, not Montagncea

arborescens, DC. 1. c. 565. — S. W. Chihuahua, Palmer, August to

November, 1885, no. 164, Goldman, no. 216; Sonora, altitude 1,200 m.,

Hartman, no. 302 ; N. W. Mexico, Seemann ; Alamos, Palmer, no. 361
;

Oaxaca at Jayacatlan, altitude 1,300 m., L. C. Smith, no. 266. Type

in herb. Gray.

= = = = Fruiting pales retuse at the summit and tipped with a short straight

mucro.

23. M. SUBTRUNCATA, Gray. Branches somewhat 4-angled ; branch-

lets, pedicels, and petioles subglabrous : leaves ovate, serrate, acuminate,

with or without one or two obtuse angles at the sides, truncate or broadly
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subcordate at the exauriculate base: fruiting heads (1.4 cm. in diameter)

considerably smaller than in the preceding related species. — Proc. Am.
Acad. xxii. 424. — Jalisco on the Rio Blanco, Palmer, no. 599, near

Guadalajara, Pringle, nos. 2467 (distr. as 31. patens), 4545 ; at Balafios,

Hose, no. 2939. Readily distinguished by the retuse pales.

++ ++ Climbing shrubs with slender terete stems, thinner more delicate leaves, and
long slender and mostl}' hooked peduncles : clematoid plants of lower and more
tropical regions than the preceding group : nearly related and imperfectly

known species.

= Leaves large (1.2 dm. long), crenate-serrate, conspicuously appendaged at the

base, obsoletely 3-lobed, caudate-acuminate, some of the upper ones usually

alternate.

24. M. Pittieri. Bracchlets green, in dried state striate, at first

tomentulose, soon only puberulent or wholly glabrate : leaves ovate or

somewhat rhombic in general contour, with a shoulder-like angle or short

lobe on each side, appressed-puberulent not scabrous above, somewhat

paler and soft-puberulent beneath, crenate-serrate with mucronulate

teeth, rounded at the base but extended at the insertion of the petiole

into a quadrate biauriculate appendage
;
petioles (2 to 3 cm. long) pubes-

cent : peduncles alternate (4 cm. long), very flexuous and at length

recurved: heads not numerous, in anthesis l.l to 1.2 cm. in diameter

excl. rays; the latter about 8, white, 1.5 cm. long; involucral bracts

about 6, lanceolate, acute, 4 mm. long ; pales in young fruit papery,

obovate, erose-dentate, tipped at the usually retuse summit with a short

sharp incurved point.— M. liibiscifolia, Klatt, Bull. Soc. Bot. Belg.

xxxi. 201, not Benth. — Costa Rica, in a hedge ou the llanos of Ala-

juelita, Pittier, no. 1455.

= = Leaves smaller (4 to 9 cm. long), deltoid-ovate, acuminate, mostly opposite

to the summit of the stem, serrate, undivided or somewhat 3-lobed, rounded,

truncate, or subcordate at tiie base but often with a slight appendage or short

acumination at the insertion of the petiole.

25. M. PAUCiFLORA, Klatt. Puberulent : leaves slightly scabrous

above, regularly serrate, undivided and shallowly but acutely 3-lobed

upon the same shoot
;
petioles 1 to 4 cm. long : heads few or many ; in-

volucral bracts oblong- or linear-lanceolate, 4 mm. long, j^ubescent

:

branches of the inflorescence opposite and divaricate, flexuous : ligules

1.3 to 1.5 cm. long. — Leopoldina, xxiii. 90. Coreopsis trilobata, Yahl

in herb. ace. to Klatt, 1. c. — South America without locality, " e pi.

West." With Dr. Klatt's not over satisfactory type we should iden-

tify the following : J. Donnell Smith's no. 4242, coll. Heyde & Lux at
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Casillas, Depart. Santa Rosa, Guatemala, altitude 1,200 m. and no. 5324
of the same set, coll. Thieme at San Pedro Sula, Honduras, altitude

250 m. In these plants, which are old enough to show immature fruit,

the pales are not only retuse and mucrouate at the apex, but have the

wings more or less 2-lobed. Type in herb. Gray.

26. M. Schottii. Similar in habit : leaves ovate, unlobed, unap-

pendaged, serrate, decidedly scabrous above, sordid-tomentulose beneath,

9 cm. long: heads decidedly larger than in the preceding species: invo-

lucral scales linear, acute, 7 mm. long, pubescent; ligules (about 10)

2.2 cm. long.—Yucatan, on a road between Merida and Sisal, Dr. Arthur

Schott, 24 October, 1865, no. 913. Type in herb. Field Columbian

Museum.
= = = Leaves similar in size and contour but dentate with more spreading teeth.

27. M. DUMICOLA, Klatt. Puberulent : leaves deltoid-ovate, un-

lobed, dentate rather than serrate, 5 to 6 cm, long, nearly as broad:

heads in all observed characters identical with M. paucijlora described

above.— Bull. Soc. Bot. Belg. xxxi. 200.— Costa Rica, in a hedge on

llanos of Alajuelita, altitude 1,100 m., Pittier, no. 1454 (from the same

locality as M. Pittieri, which differs much in the size, contour, and ser-

ration of its leaves). Type in herb. Gray.

= = = = Leaves ovate-lanceolate, rather gradually narrowed to an unappen-

daged base, serrate, about 5 cm. long.

28. M. GRACILIS, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 407. Also near M. paucijlora, from

which it differs solely, so far as can be learned, in its more lanceolate-

ovate leaves, cuneately narrowed at the base, and in its less numerous

ligules (5 in number). — Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii. 91. — S. Miguel, La
Grabra, Liehmann, no. 633. Type in herb. Bot. Gard. Coi)enhagen (?)

;

a leaf and good sketch in herb. Gray. If Dr. Klatt is correct in stating

the involucral bracts to be glabrous, the species is in this regard very

different from the related members of the genus.

Subg. 3. Uhdea. Heads very large, 4.5 to 8 cm. in diameter incl.

the 8 to 12 white or purplish rays: leaves large, sinuate-lobed, mostly

pinnatifid. — Uhdea, Kunth, Ind. Sem. Hort. Berol. 1847, p. 13, & Ann.

Sci. Nat. ser. 3, ix. (1848), 316.— Probably to be reduced to the follow-

ing four species, all of Mexico.

* Petioles with broad undulate wings extending to the base; lobes of the leaves

very unequal.

29. M. GRANDiFLORA, Sch. Bip. Tall shrub, 2 to 4 m. high : young

branches canescent with minute pulverulent pubescence : leaves large,
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3 dm. long including the petiole, scabrous above, at first canescent and

velvety-tomentose but at length pale green and merely tomentulose be-

neath; lobes about 7, acuminate, serrate, the middle ones much larger

than the others and again 2-4-lobed; winged petioles 6 to 8 cm. long,

half as broad, flat, irregularly crenate-toothed, auriculate-amplexicaul at

the base : heads numerous, showy : fruiting pales gradually narrowed to

a point.— Sch. Bip, in Koch, Wochenschr. vii. 408; Hemsl. 1. c. 165,

only in part if at all. 1 M. mollissima, Brongn. ace. to Groenland, Rev.

Hort. ser. 4, vi. (1857), 543 ; Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr. vii. 408.

Montagncea grandijiora, DC. Prodr. v. 565. Eriocoma grandijiora,

Alam. and "^ Prlestleya longifolia, Fl. Mex. Icon. ace. to DC. 1. c.— Hills

about Patzcuaro, Michoacan, Pringle, no. 3306 ; Guanajuato, Duges, no.

456a. Originally collected in Mexico without locality by Alaman.

* * Petioles with wings narrow, irregular, incomplete, or none.

*- Leaves permanently canescent-tomentose beneath.

30. M. SPECIOSA, Sch. Bip. 1. c. Wings of the petiole narrow, crisped,

crenate-lobed : inflorescence a simple corymb, the primary branches 5 to

8 cm. long, 1-headed. — Hemsl. 1. c. 166. — Montagncea speciosa, DC.
1. c. 565.— Cuernavaca, Morelos, Berlandier, no. 1057. Said (probably

erroneously) to be herbaceous. Not secured by recent collectors. Type
number in herb. Gray.

t- -I- Leaves soon green and merely puberulent beneath.

31. M. PYRAMiDATA, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 408. Erect shrub, 3 m. high,

with pithy stems and obtusely 4-angled branches : leaves sinuate-pin

-

natifid with 7 to 9 oblong-lanceolate acuminate serrate very unequal lobes
;

intermediate lobes 2-cleft; petioles narrowly or obsoletely winged and

bearing near the summit several rounded lobes, and at the base usually

large foliaceous amplexicaul auricles : heads in a compound corymb

;

fruiting pales papery, obovate, subtruncate, with short delicate point. —
Hemsl. 1. c. 166. M. grandijiora^ Hemsl. 1. c. 165, in part, as to pi.

Bourgeau. — Jalisco, Guadalajara, Oliva, Palmer, no. 492, Pringle, no.

2930; Morelos, at Cuernavaca, Bourgeau, no. 1199, Pringle, no. 7044;

near the boundary of Oaxaca and Puebla, altitude' 1,470 to 2,000 m.,

E. W. Nelson, no. 1984; Colima, Palmer, no. 1159 (coll. of 1891).

32. M. BiPiNNATiFiDA, C. Koch. Similar to the preceding in most

regards : lobes of the leaves 9 to 11, narrowly oblong, subequal, although

the second and third pairs are 2-3-lobed; petioles channelled but not

winged or appendaged except at the summit and base where provided

with two or more small rounded or obtuse auricles : heads iu a compound
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corymb; pedicels 3 to 5 cm. long, tomentose; involucral scales lanceo-

late, externally tomentose, 8 to 10 mm. long: ligules about 12, oblong,

cuneate at the base, 3 cm. long. — Wocheuschr. vii. 407 ; liemsl. 1. c.

165. 31. heracleifolia, Brougn. ace. to Groeuland, Rev. Hort. ser. 4,

vi. (1857), 544, nomen nudum. Uhdea blpinnatijida, Kuuth, lud. Sem.

Hort. Berol. 1847, p. 13. Polymnia grandis, Hort. ace. to Kunth, 1. c.

3Ion(agncea heracleifolia, Brongn. ace. to Audre, Rev. Hort. 1863, p. 370

(where heads are said to be small and rays six). — Discovered (ace. to

Koch, 1. c.) by Uhde at Matamoras (Puebla?), Mexico, and sent to the

Berlin Garden in 1845. Subsequently cultivated at various places, but

ajjparently uot secured by recent collectors in Mexico.

Doubtful or Transferred Species.

M. AsCHENBORNii, Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr. vii. 407, collected

by Aschenborn in Mexico (?), is described merely as having deltoid-ovate

serrate leaves pubescent only upon the nerves and larger vein* beneath

;

the petioles thickened and pales straight. — Type in herb. Bot. IMuseum

Berlin.

M. ATRiPLiciFOLiA, Klatt. See synon. of J/, ovallfolia, Sch. Bip.

M. ATRIPLICIFOLIA, Sch. Bip. See synon. of M. patens, Gray.

M. CLEMATiDEA, Hemsl. 1. c. 105. See synon. of M. KarwinsKi^

Sch. Bip. below.

M. CRENATA, Sch. Bip. in Koch, Wochenschr. vii. 407, collected by

de Berghes in Mexico without locality, is described as having stout peti-

oles and ovate crenate leaves 7.7 cm. long and 2.8 cm. broad, 3-nerved

from above the shortly cuneate base and tomentose beneath ; the pales

straight-pointed.— No plant satisfactorily corresponding to this species

seems to have been secured in recent years.

M. ELEGANS, C. Koch, Wochenschr. vii. 408, Hemsl. 1. c. 165, of

unknown country and characterized only as to leaf contour, must be most

nearly related to if not identical with M. pyramidata, Sch. Bip., from

which so far as known it differs only in the absence of the inconstant

petiolar appendages.

M. HERACLEIFOLIA, Brongn. See synon. of M. hipinnatijida, C.

Koch.

M. HETEROPHYLLA, Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 166, in syn. is a

clerical error for Eriocoma heterophylla, Schrad., which is 3L tonientosa,

Liav. & Lex.

M. Karwinskii, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 407, as Karwmskyi (^MonlagncBa

Karcinskii, DC. J. c. 565; also 31. clematidea, Walp. Linucca, xiv. 308,
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& Rep. ii. G12, ace. to Sch. Bip. 1. c, hence Montanoa clematidea, Ilemsl.

1. c. 165). Stem herbaceous (?), terete, subglabrate : leaves opposite, pet-

iolate, ovate, obtusely sinuate, 3-5-nerved from the base, very sparsely

pubescent : panicles lax, many-headed ; involucral scales linear-lanceolate,

acuminate, unequal: ligules 10, obovatc-oblong, 1 to 1.2 cm. long, 4 to

6 mm. broad.— Mexico, without locality, Karwinski. The writers have

seen no specimen of this species and fail to place it satisfactorily.

M. Oliv^, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 406, is, according to the original brief

characterization, distinguished by its small (3.5 cm. long) ovate serrate

leaves (which on the lower surface have not only a soft pubescence but

glands) and glabrous pales. — Guadalajara, Dr. Oliva, in 1855. We
have seen no species of this nature, and as the region about Guadalajara

has been repeatedly and thoroughly explored in recent years by Mr.

Pringle and Dr. Palmer without bringing to light a Montanoa of this

type it seems likely that the plant described by Schultz belonged to

some other genus, as the glabrous pales would suggest.

M. Orbignyana, Klatt, Abh. Naturf. Gesellsch. z. Halle, xv. 328,

p. 8 of rejirint, is Hyptis crenata, Pohl!

M. PURPUREA, Brongn. ace. to Greenland, Rev. Ilort. ser. 4, vi.

(1857), 544, and Montagn<Ba purpurea, Brongn. ace. to Andre, Rev.

Hort. 1863, p. 370, are merely names.

M. Thomasii, Klatt, Abh. Naturf. Gesellsch. z. Halle, xv. (1882),

328, is Gymnolomia 'patens, Gray. The types of both species are in

herb. Gray.

M. TRILOBA, Sch. Bip. in Koch, "Wochenschr. vii. 406, is wholly

dubious, resting upon a brief and very imperfect characterization based

upon a specimen of unknown origin. It is said to resemble 31. xanthii-

folia, Sch. Bip., but to have 3-5-lobed leaves with soft pubescence.

MoNTAGNiEA EXSiFOLiA, Sch. Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 304, is

Gymnolomia ensifoUa, Benth. & Hook. f.

MoNTAGN^A HETEROPHYLLA, "Walp. Rep. ii. 612, is Montauoa tomen-

tosa, Llav. & Lex.

PERYMENIUM, Schrad. Heads (mostly small or of medium size)

heterogamous ; ray-flowers ligulate, styliferous, fertile ; disk-flowers per-

fect, regular. Involucre hemispherical, campanulate or subcylindric, the

bracts 1-4-seriate, ap2:)ressed or squarrose, often ciliated. Pales carinate,

folded about the achenes ; receptacle convex. Disk-flowers with a rela-
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lively short tube, rather long throat and 5 ovate teeth. Appendages of

the style-branches short. Disk-achenes laterally compressed, the ray-

achenes triangular, both wingless; pappus of several to many unequal

awns; these sometimes slightly connate below.— Perennial herbs, un-

dershrubs or tall shrubs, with opposite entire, serrate, or crenate (not

lobed) 3-nerved usually scabrous leaves, and solitary to umbelliform-

corymbose heads. Flowers yellow.— Ind. Sem. Hort. Gotting. 1830;

Liunaja, vi. (1831), Lit.-Ber. 73 ; DC. Prodr. v. 608 (excl. synon. Schis-

tocarpha) ; Benth & Hook. f. Gen. ii. 377 ; Hemsl. 1. c. 180 ; HofFm. in

Engl, and Prantl, Nat. Pflanzenf. iv. Ab. 5, 236. — DeCandolle in

1836 enumerates 8 species, Bentham and Hooker in 1873 ascribe to the

genus 10 species, Hemsley in 1881 enumerates 12 named species within

the limits of the Biologia Centrali-Americana, and Hoffmann in 1890

places the species at 13,— a number which is just doubled in the present

revision. The species are chiefly local, and are most numerous in South-

ern and Central Mexico. The genus as a whole ranges from Northern

Mexico to the United States of Colombia.

§ 1. Scales of the involucre subequal, herbaceous, uniseriate or ob-

scurely biseriate : heads few, long-peduncled from the ends of the

branches; ligules 8 to 12, showy for the genus, 1 to 1.4 cm. in length:

herbaceous or nearly so with several mostly decumbent stems from a

thick lignescent root or stock.

* Involucral scales covered with a ratlier coarse somcwliat spreading pubescence

and often ciliate.

-t- Involucral scales broad, ovate-oblong, obtuse or rounded at the apex.

1. P. TENELLUM, Gray. Stems prostrate, spreading, with numerous

assurgent simple 1-2-headed branches : leaves oval or elliptical, obtuse,

pubescent, crenate-serrate, rugose above, scarcely paler beneath, rounded

at the base, 1.5 to 2 cm. long, 1.2 to 1.8 cm. broad; petioles coarsely

pubescent, 3 mm. long: peduncles 3 to 8 cm. long; involucral scales

about 10 : rays about as many, elliptical, 1 cm. long, 5 to 6 cm. broad.—
Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 36; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 182.— Moun-

tains oi San Luis Potosi, Schaffner, no. 302, Parry & Palmer, no. 450

;

also between Sta. Gertrudis and Sta. Teresa in the Sierra Madre of

Tepic, Pose, nos. 2077, 3313; also a doubtful specimen from the Sierra

of Guanajuato, altitude 2,000 m., Guillemin-Tarayre. Likely to be

reduced to the following.

2*. P. Barclayanum, DC. This species, said to be a subscandent un-

dershrub, does not diflfer materially from the preceding in other described
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characters.— Prodr. v. 608; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 180.— Char-

acterized from a plant cultivated in Mexico. Not seen by the writers.

t- H- Involucral scales narrower, ovate-lanceolate, acute or at least much narrowed

to an obtuse tip.

3. P. BUPHTHALMOiDES, DC. Suffruticose : branches appressed-

puberulent : leaves opposite, subsessile, elliptic-lanceolate, acuminate,

3-5-nerved at the base, coarsely serrate, sparingly puberulent above,

puberulent especially upon the veins beneath ; peduncles terminal, elon-

gated, subsolitary : involucre campanulate ; scales oblong-lanceolate, sub-

acute, appressed-puberulent : rays 7 to 10, oblong, 1.5 cm. long, 4 to 5

mm. broad. — Prodr. v. 609 (whence descr. is compiled) ; Hemsl. 1. c.

181. — Mexico, Alamaii, ace. to DC. Having seen no authentic speci-

men of this species we have been obliged to interpret it from the descrip-

tion and from a careful drawing in the Klatt herbarium. To this species

we refer Pringle's no. 7636, collected on the Serrania de Ajusco, in the

Federal District, Mexico, altitude 3,000 m. Most of its leaves are acute

but a few are acuminate and the pubescence of the involucral scales is

not appressed.

4. P. Rosei. Stems from a lignescent base, erect or nearly so,

3 dm. high, covered with a coarse spreading pubescence : leaves ovate to

oblong-lanceolate, coarsely and sharply serrate-dentate, acute, green and

pubescent on both surfaces, 3-5-nerved from the rounded essentially

sessile base, 3 to 4 cm. long, 1 to 1.5 cm. broad : peduncles mostly 2 or

3 at the ends of the branches, 5 to 8 cm. long, 1-headed ; involucral

scales about 10, oblong-lanceolate, acute, 8 mm. long: rays about 7,

bright orange, elliptical, 1.3 cm. long, 9 mm. broad. — Road between

Mesquites and Monte Escobedo, Jalisco, Dr. J. A^. Eose, 26 August, 1897,

no. 2608. Types in herb. U. S. Nat. Museum and herb. Gray.

* * Involucral scales minutely strigose with closely appressed hairs not ciliate.

5. P. Cervantesii, DC. Stems numerous, decumbent, subsimple,

appressed-puberulent : lowest leaves ovate, the others narrowly elliptic,

strongly 3-nerved, regularly but rather finely and remotely serrate,

scabrous-puberulent, acute, green on both sides : peduncles long, mostly

solitary at the ends of the stems ; involucral scales ovate-lanceolate,

narrowed to au obtusish or acute tip : rays about 11, oblong, 1.5 cm. in

length, 4 mm. in breadth. — Prodr. v. 609 ; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot.

u. 181. — Valley of Mexico, Santa F^, Bourgeau, no. 378, Flor de

Maria, Pringle^ no. 3169.
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§ 2. Scales of the involucre decidedly unequal, imbricated in 2 to 4

rows, the outer shorter : mostly shrubs.

* Heads (seldom numerous) borne on long pedicels (6 to 10 cm. in length) or

umbellately clustered at the summit of long nearly naked peduncles.

1- Perennial herb with short thick woody stock and fibrous roots : leaves con-

duplicate.

G. P. JALISCENSE, Robinson & Greenman. Scabrous-puberulent

throughout : middle and upper leaves oblong or narrowly elliptic, regu-

larly folded along the miduerve, recurved : involucral scales short, ovate,

finely puberulent, obtuse, scarcely or not at all ciliate. — Am. Jour. Sci.

ser. 3, 1. 154.— Rocky Hills about Guadalajara, Jalisco, Falmer, no.

310, Pringle, no. 5426.

H- -1- Perennial herb from a long stout root : rameal leaves small, elliptic-oblong,

entire.

7. P. PARVIFOLIUM, Gray. Stems 3 dm. or more high, copiously

branched: stem-leaves ovate, 2 to 4 cm. long; the rameal 7 to 12 mm.
long, numerous : heads on relatively short erect pedicels umbellately

clustered at the ends of long peduncles (1 to 1.5 dm. in length) ; involu-

cral scales blunt, ciliate. — Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 3G ; Hemsl. 1. c. 182.—
Mountains of San Luis Potosi, Schaffner, no. 352, Parry & Palmer, no.

475 ; Durango, Palmer, no. 320 (coll. of 1896), Nelson, no. 4624.

H- H- H- Shrub : rameal leaves large, ovate, serrate.

8. P. subsquarrosum. Stems distinctly woody ; branches opposite,

scabrous-puberulent: leaves large, ovate, 7 cm. long, 3 to 3.5 cm. broad,

serrate, acute, rounded at the base, green and scabrous-pubescent on both

surfaces; petiole about 2 mm. long: heads 7 mm. broad (excl. of the

rays), borne on long pedicels from the upper axils or on shorter pedicels

in a pedunculate umbel ; involucre campanulate, the scales with obtuse

herbaceous tips tending to be squarrose : rays about 10, orange-yellow,

brownish towards the base, 1.2 cm. long, 5 mm. broad : achenes of the

disk-flowers slender, slightly constricted above.— Near Plateado, Zaca-

tecas, Dr. J. N. Rose, 2 to 4 September, 1897, nos. 2751, 3649.

* « Heads usually numerous
; pedicels and peduncles not greatly elongated, sel-

dom exceeding 4 cm. in length. (Long peduncles or pedicels are occasion-

ally found in P. rude and P.pellitum.)

-I- Involucral scales acute or acuminate.

** Leaves ovate, cordate, subcordate, or truncate at the base.

9. P. VERBESINOIDES, DC. luvolucral scales ovate, acuminate, very

unequal in length : rays about 10, linear-oblong.— Prodr. v. 608 ; Hemsl.
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1. c. 182. — Mexico, Berlandier, ace. to DC. 1. c. To this species we
should refer Pringle's no. 6398 from hillsides about Cuernavaca, altitude

1,500 m. (a shrub 1.6 to 2.3 m. high) ; also an unnumbered specimen coll.

by Bates in Mexico in 1846.

10. P. ASPERiFOLiUM, Sch. Bip, Involucral scales oblong-lanceolate,

acute, not very unequal, coarsely pubescent : leaves tuberculate-pu-

bescent and very scabrous above, copiously pubescent with softer hairs

beneath: rays "about 16, oval." — Sch. Bip. in Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii.

143. — Ejutla, Mexico, Liebmann, no. 568. Type in herb. Bot. Gard.

Copenhagen ; a fragment and good drawing in herb. Gray.

w -w Leaves lanceolate to lance-oblong, acute at the base.

11. P. chalarolepis. Shrub with slender quadrangular strigillose

branches : leaves lanceolate, narrowly acuminate, 3-nerved from above

the base, sharply serrate, finely pubescent and very scabrous upon both

surfaces, 4 to 6 cm, long, a fourth as broad, scarcely paler beneath
;

petioles slender, 6 to 9 mm. long: heads many, small (6 mm. in diameter

excl. of rays), borne in numerous open terminal 5-headed corymbs and

not at all umbellate ; involucral scales ovate, acuminate, with lax spread-

ing tips, at length purplish : rays 6 to 9, oblong, 6 mm. long : anthers

black. — Mountains of Chiapas, Dr. Ghieshreght, 1864—1870, no. 563*

Flowers in November. Type in herb. Gray.

12. P. Ghiesbreghtii. Shrub, 1 to 2 m. high : branches tetragonal,

strigillose, soon glabrate : leaves lance-oblong, acute, serrate, 8 to 11 cm.

long, 2 to 3 cm. broad, glabrate and smooth above, green and finely

scabrous-pubescent beneath
; petioles 5 mm. long : inflorescences (young)

condensed and umbelliform : together forming a flat-topped corymb

;

involucral scales ovate, acute, minutely strigillose with white hairs : rays

7 to 8 mm. long.— Mountains of Chiapas, Dr. Ghieshreght, 1864-1870,

no. 576; also near San Cristobal in the same State, altitude 2.000 to

2,700 m., E. \V. Nelson, no. 3205. Flowers in September and October,

Type in herb. Gray.

1- H- Involucral scales rounded or somewhat narrowed to an obtuse or

obtusish tip.

*+ Inner involucral scales 3 to 6 mm. long.

= Heads very small : involucre 3 mm. in diameter : scales ciliolate.

13. P. MiCROCEPHALUM, Sch. Bip. Shrub : branches spreading,

tetragonal, minutely strigillose, soon glabrate : leaves ovate-lanceolate,

not exceeding 3 cm. in length, half as broad, sleuder-petioled, 3-nerved,
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obscurely serrate, acute or acumiDate: filiform pedicels 7 to 16 mm. long;

heads numerous, in leafy-bracted corymbs, few-flowered : rays 5 to 8,

oblong, 7 mm. long. — Sch. Bip. in Klatt, 1. c. — Sta. Talca, Liebmann,

no. 374; also near Totontepec, altitude 1,100 to 1,700 m., E. W. Nelson,

no. 783. Type in herb. Bot. Gard. Copenhagen ; a fragment in herb.

Gray. Perhaps a form of the next.

14*. P. GRACiLE, Hemsl. From description very like the last pre-

ceding but leaves said to be sometimes as much as 1 dm. in length (more

than 3 times the size of any noted in P. microcephalum) : pedicels 1.2

to 2.5 cm. long.— Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 181.— San Cristobal, Orizaba,

Bourgeau, no. 3206. Not seen by the writers. Type in herb. Kew.

= = Heads larger ; involucral scales ciliate.

a. Leaves green and scarcely paler beneath, scabrous-pubescent upon

both surfaces.

15. P. Pringlei. Shrub, scabrous throughout ; brauches and pedun-

cles strigillose with minute appressed white hairs : leaves large (GL to

11 cm. long, 2 to 4 cm. broad), subentire to coarsely serrate-dentate,

reticulate-veiny beneath; petioles 1 to 2 cm. long: pedicels filiform, sub-

umbellate at the ends of the branches, 2 to 3 cm. long ; involucral scales

ovate to ovate-oblong: ligules about 8, pale yellow, 5 mm. long. — Slopes

of canons near Guadalajara, Jalisco, C. G. Pringle, 11 October, 1889,

no. 2338 (distrib. as P. Mendezii?).

16. P. GYMNOLOMOiDES, DC. Shrub with tetragonal strigillose

branchlets: leaves ovate-lanceolate, entire, attenuate, acute, rounded at

the base, 5 cm. long, 1.5 to 1.7 cm. broad; petioles 3 mm. long: corymbs

few (3-5) -headed
;

pubescence of the pedicels spreading; involucral

scales broadly ovate, rounded at the ciliated summit : achenes narrowly

or sometimes obsoletely winged, upwardly ciliated.— Prodr. v. 609 ;

Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 95. Lipotviche gyvinolomoides. Less. Linnzea,

vi. 408. — Mexico, Misantla, Sckiede & De^jpe, Mirador, Sartorius

;

Guatemala, in copses near Coban, Alta Vera Paz, von Tuerckheim,

no. 339.

17. P. rude. Shrub, 1 to 2 m. high, scabrous throughout: leaves

ovate, acutish, serrate, rounded or subcordate at the base, 2.5 to 3.7 cm.

long, 1.5 to 2 cm. broad: heads corymbose or subumbellate by 3's or 5*s

at the summit of short or sometimes elongated peduncles ; pubescence on

pedicels strigose, appressed; involucral scales in 2 to 3 series, broadly

ovate : ligules 8 to 10, oblong, bright orange, 7 to 9 mm. long — Hills

of Oaxaca, at Las Sedas, C. G. Pringle, no. 4803 (distrib. as P. gym-
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nolomoides), Huitzo, L. C. Smith, no. 218, Yalalag, E. W. Nelson,

no. 954; also on the extinct volcano of Batea, Gioillemin-Tarayre,

and (?) rocky bills near Chihuahua, Prlngle, no. 152 (distrib. as

P. parmfolium)

.

b. Leaves ovate-oblong to lance-oblong, obscurely serrate to entire, distinctly paler

and very finely pubescent or canescent-tomentulose beneatli.

18. P. croceum. Copiously branched shrub; branchlets slender,

tetragonal, scabrous : leaves ovate- to lance-oblong, acute to attenuate,

3-nerved, obsoletely serrate, rather abruptly narrowed at the base, 4 to 9

cm. long, 1.3 to 1.8 cm. broad, puberulent and scabrous above, very

finely appressed-pubescent between as well as upon the veins beneatli

;

heads numerous, showy, borne in the upper leaf-axils and subumbellate

at the ends of the branches
;
pedicels 1.5 to 2 cm. long : involucral scales

appressed, imbricated in 2 to 3 rows, unequal, the outer not only shorter

but narrower, lanceolate, the inner ovate, rounded and ciliate at the

summit: ligules about 7, oval, 8 to 10 mm. long, 6 mm. broad, yel-

low shading into deep orange towards the base.— State of Duraugo,

Dr. J. TV. Rose, no. 2321; also secured by the same collector between

Pedro Paulo and San Blascito, Topic, no. 1991. Types in herb. U. S.

Nat. Museum and herb. Gray.

19. P. PELLiTUM, Klatt. Leaves thinnish, ovate-lanceolate, attenuate,

entire or nearly so, drying dark, the under surface covered with a very

fine cauescent tomentum: heads 3 to many at the ends of the branches;

pedicels sometimes very short, sometimes much elongated. — Leopoldiua,

xxiii. 143. P. discolor, Sch. Bip. ace. to Klatt, 1. c. ; Hemsl. 1. c, in

part ; not Schrad. — Mexico, Yavesia, Liehnann, no. 375 ; also moun-

tains of Orizaba, Thomas, Potteri, no. 313, Bouryeau, no. 2927, Seaton,

no. 125. Specimens from the Berlin Garden (1839) have elliptic obtuse

crenate leaves.

20. P. DISCOLOR, Schrad. Shrub 3 to 5 m. high, very similar to the

preceding species but with smaller thicker tomentulose leaves very rugose

above, and not turning dark in drying : heads numerous
; pedicels never

much elongated. — Ind. Sem. Hort. Getting. 1830; Linnsea, v. Lit.-Ber.

72 ; DC. Prodr. v. G08, excl. synon.; Hemsl. 1. c. as to plants of Oaxaca.

— Mountains and foothills of Oaxaca, A.ndrieux, no. 305, Prlnrjle, no.

4650, L. G. Smith, nos. 129, 820.

= = = Heads as in the preceding group ; involucral scales not ciliated.

a. Leaves linear-oblong, very small.

21. P. microphyllum. Shrub with slender terete smooth gray
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opposite branches : leaves linear-oblong, entire, acute at each end, green

on both sides, revolute at the margins, 3-nerved, thickish, scabrous, 1.4

to 1.7 cm. long, 2 to 4 mm. broad, puberulent under a lens: heads scat-

tered, borne in the forks of the branches and terminally on short branch-

lets : pedicels about 7 mm. long, appressed gray-pubescent : scales of the

involucre ovate, narrowed to an obtusish or sometimes exjjanded and

obtuse tip : rays about 6, light yellow, oblong, 8 mm. in length. — Du-

rango, Mexico, 13 August, 1897, Dr. J. N. Hose, no. 2252.

b. Leaves ovate.

22. P. Mendezii, DC. Shrub, scabrous : leaves ovate-lanceolate,

short-petioled, serrulate or nearly entire : heads numerous, on erect stiff-

ish fastigiate pedicels: invokicral scales in about 3 rows, the outer ovate,

the inner oblong: rays "3 to 4" to 8. — Prodr. v. 608; Hemsl. 1. c,

182. — South Mexico at Villalpanda, Mendez. Type in herb. DC.

;

fragment in herb. Gray. To this species may be referred E. W. Nel-

son's no, 3433 from Chiapas, and Pringle's no. 7610 from Hidalgo.

Var. cylindrocephalum. Leaves lanceolate: involucre more cylin-

drical ; scales in 4 rows. — Mountain side near Cuernavaca, Morelos,

altitute 2,500 m., C. G. Pringle, 22 May, 1898, no. 7658. Type in

herb. Gray.

++ + Leaves and heads large, the latter rather crowded at the ends of the branches :

inner scales of the involucre 8 to 12 mm. long.

== Pubescence on branches and petioles fine, appressed : petioles not over 1 cm.

in length.

23. P. Berlandieri, DC. Leaves ovate, serrate or subentire, acute,

rounded or scarcely cuneate at the base, 5 to 9 cm. long, obscurely pubes-

cent : brauchlets slender, nearly glabrous : rays 1 cm. long. — Prodr. v.

608; Herasl. 1. c. 181. — South Mexico, Guichilapa, Berlandier, no.

1040; also Valley of Mexico, Bourgeau, no. 964, and Mexico without

locality, Schmitz.

24. P. Klattii. Tall shrub (4 m. high) with spreading branches

;

brauchlets thickish, silky-pubescent with appressed hairs : leaves ovate-

lanceolate, acuminate at each end, finely gray-pubescent on both surfaces,

crenate-serrate or subentire, large for the genus, 1.5 to 1.9 dm. long,

6 to 7 cm. broad: scales of the large involucre very broad and rounded

at the summit; rays 12, oblong-lanceolate, 1.8 cm. long. — P. grande,

Ivlatt in Engl. Jahrb. viii. 43, not Hemsl.— On the Rio Risasalda, Cauca,

U. S. Colombia, altitude 1,400 to 1,800 m., 24 November, 1883, F. C.

Lehmann, no. 3282. Type in herb. Gray.
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25. P. Nelsonii. Shrub with stout subterete branchlets, cinereous

with copious short appressed or subappressed pubescence : leaves ovate,

acuminate, serrate, thickish, finely scabrous-pubescent above, pubescent

or almost tomentose beneath, rounded at the base, 6 to 10 cm. long, half

as broad : heads large, showy, corymbose
; pedicels subrigid, covered

with grayish subappressed or strigillose pubescence; bracts linear; in-

volucral scales oblong, rounded at the summit, ciliated : rays 8 or 10,

oblong, orange-yellow, 1.5 cm. long.— Chiapas, Mexico, E. W. Nelson

at two stations, namely, between San Cristobal and Teopisca, altitude

2,050 m. to 2,600 m., 4 December, 1895, no. 3465, and between Ocui-

lapa and Tuxtla, altitude 650 m. to 900 m., 29 August, 1895, no. 307G;

also at Comitan, C. & E. Seler, no. 2970. Types in herb. Gray, herb.

U. S. Nat. Museum, and herb. Berlin Museum.

= = Petioles 2 to 3 cm. long.

26. P. GRANDE, Hemsl. Shrub, hirsute throughout with spreading

hairs : leaves ovate-oblong, crenate-serrate, nearly 2 dm, long, acuminate

at the apex, acute but not attenuate at the base: rays 1.5 to 2 cm.

long: involucral scales ovate, narrowed to an obtuse apex, pubescent and

ciliate; heads numerous in an open corymb, showy: achenes frequently

more or less winged.— Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 181. P. Tuerckheimii,

Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 95.— Coban, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala, altitude

1,300 m., von Tuerchheim, 1879 and 1886 (no. 336 of Mr. J. Donnell

Smith's sets).

Var. strigillosa. Habit and all technical characters of the species,

but iDubesceuce of the stem and pedicels minute, appressed, strigillose.

—

Zexmenia faseiculata, Coulter in J. Donnell Smith, Enum. PI. Guat. pt.

4, 86, not Gray.— Cenanguilla, Depart. Santa Rosa, Guatemala, altitude

1,200 ra., Heyde & Lux, no. 4244 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets. Type

in herb. Gray.

Excluded Species.

P. ALBUM, Wats. Proc. Am. Acad. xxv. 154, is Calea scabrifoUa,

Benth. & Hook. f.

The Peruvian plant of Matthews, mentioned by Bentham and Hooker

(Gen. ii. 377) as probably of this genus, has alternate leaves, sterile ray-

flowers, and other essential characters of a Vigulei'a.

VOL. XXXIV.— 34
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ZALUZANIA, Pers. Heads (medium-sized) heterogamous with obvi-

ous rays or iu one species homogamous and discoid. Involucre hemispher-

ical; bracts 1-3-seriate, linear to ovate, appressed, subequal. Receptacle

conical
; pales couduplicate : ray-flowers uniseriate, few to many, stylif-

erous and fertile, rarely wanting: disk-flowers regular, perfect, fertile

;

the tube usually slender and pubescent, tending to expansion over the

summit of the acheue ; the subcylindric throat of about equal length

;

limb of 5 ovate or triangular acute teeth. Anthers unappendaged at the

base. Style-branches obtuse or with a short acute appendage. Achenes

of the disk-flowers somewhat flattened ; j^appus none ; achenes of the

ray-flowers 3-gonal, sometimes crowned with a few deciduous scales.—
Syn. ii. 473 (1807); DC. Prodr. v. 553; Benth. & Hook. f. Gen. ii.

362; Hoffm. in Engl. & Prantl, Nat. Pflanzenf. iv. Ab. 5, 233. Chili-

ophyllum, DC. 1. c. 554. Hybridella, Cass. Diet. xxii. 86. Ferdinanda,

Lag. Elench. 31. Chrysopluinia, Kunth in Less. Syn. Comp. 224. —
Twelve species extending from Arizona to South Mexico and (?) Central

America.

Subg. 1. Hybridella. Palustrine perennial herbs: leaves 3-4-

pinnatifid : disk globose, large, 1.2 to 1.6 cm. in diameter; pales very

narrow: rays oblong-linear, yellow, numerous (20 to 30), irregularly

bifid at the apex.— Hybridella, Cass. Bull. Soc. Philom. 1817, p. 12, &
Diet. xxii. 86. Chiliophrjllum, DC. Prodr. v. 554.

1. Z. GLOBOSA, Sch. Bij). Decumbent, hirsute : stems 3 dm. high,

bearing 3 to 5 leaves and about 6 long-peduncled heads : radical leaves

several, 1 to 1.5 dm. long, 4-pinnatifid, the ultimate lobes lance-linear,

acute, 2.5 to 3.5 mm. long: cauline leaves similar, oblong in general con-

tour, the margined petioles copiously ciliate or even lanate near the base:

involucral scales lanceolate, acute.— Flora, 1861, p. 564; Hemsl. Biol.

Cent-Am. Bot. ii. 159, excl. pi. Hartw. and syn. in part. Anthe7nis

globosa, Ort. Dec. 46 ; Jacq. Hort. Schoenb. iii. t. 372 (cited in text as

371). Chiliophyllum globosum, DC. Prodr. v. 554. — Swamps, low

meadows, &,c., San Luis Potosi, Parry & Palmer, no. 527 ; Valley of

Mexico, Bourgeau, no. 385, Schajfner, no. 80, Pringle, nos. 2925, 3204

;

Mexico, without locality. Pates, Schmitz, no. 46.

2. Z. MYRiOPHTLLA, Sch. Bip. 1. c. 565. Identical in habit, pubes-

cence, and floral characters with the preceding: leaves also oblong in

contour, the cauline about 4; ultimate segments very small (2 mm. long

or less, and 0.8 to 1 mm. wide), rounded at the apex. — Z. globosa,

Hemsl. 1. c. in part. — Aguas Calientes, Hartweg, no. 111. Type num-
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ber in herb. Gray. Notwithstanding the general similarity subsisting

between this species and the preceding, the difference in the size and

form of the ultimate leaf-segments is sufficiently marked to warrant at

least varietal distinction, and in the absence of any evidence of inter-

gradation it seems best to maintain the species as proposed by Schultz.

SchafFuer's no. 345 from San Luis Potosi appears to be a glabrescent

form of this species.

3. Z. anthemidifolia. Nearly glabrous except on the younger

parts : stems decumbent : radical leaves unknown, the cauline numerous

(12 to 22, the lower successively caducous), ovate and acute in general

contoui', 2-3-pinnate; ultimate segments obtuse or obtusish : peduncles

2 to 5 cm. long (shorter than in the related species) ; involucral scales

puberulent, obtuse or obtusish. — Wet sandy river banks, Guadalajara,

Jalisco, Pringle, 23 September, 1891, no. 5156. Type in herb. Gray.

With heads and habit of Z. globosa, but a smooth stem and numerous

cauline leaves of quite different contour and lobing.

Subg. 2. Ferdinanda. Plants of drier habitat: disk 7 to 12 mm. in

diameter: rays 5 to 12 or none. — Ferdinanda., Lag. Elench. 31.

* Rays present.

I- Leaves sinuate-lobed.

++ Annual or biennial, usually pale with copious canescent or sordid pubescence

:

rays about 8, short, 6 to 8 mm. in length.

4. Z. TRILOBA, Pers. Stems 3 to 7 dm. high, branched above, canes-

cent-tomentulose to hirsutulous or granular : leaves sinuately bipinnatifid

with angular segments : heads rather numerous in terminal corymbs.—
Syn. ii. 473; DC. Prodr. v. 553; Hemsl. 1. c. ii. 160, iv. 55; Wats.

Proc. Am. Acad, xviii. 105. Z. trilohata, Hoffmgg. Verz. Pfl. Nachtr.

ii. 231, ace. to Hook. f. & Jacks. Ind. Kew. ii. 1245. Anthemis sinu-

ata, Llav. & Lex. Nov. Veg. Descr. i. 30. A. triloba, Ort. Dec. 72.

—A distinct and readily recognized species, apparently common from

Coahuila, throughout Central Mexico to Orizaba.

++ -M- Perennial, green and smoothish; rays about 10, 2 cm. or more in length.

5. Z. Grayana. Suffruticose, 6 to 8 dm. high, from a branched

lignescent stock surmounting a thick woody root : leaves ovate, petiolate,

3-lobed ; lobes rather broad, unequally toothed : involucral scales linear,

acute, canescent-pubescent : ray-flowers styliferous and fertile, their

achenes provided with a short irregular deciduous scale-pappus.— Gym-
nolomia triloba, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xvii. 217, & Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2,
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269, 450, not Z. triloha, Pers.— Higher peaks of S. Arizona, south of

Rucker Valley, Lemmon, coll. of 1881, in Huachuca Mts., Lemmon,

coll. of 1882, Prlngle (small-leaved form) ; also in Chihuahua in shaded

ravines and slopes of mountains, Pringle, nos. 755, 1310. The fertile

rays in this species necessitate its transfer to this genus, with which iu

fact it corresponds habitally quite as well as with Gymnolomia.

•)- -t- Leaves crenate, serrate, or subentire, not lobed.

w- Leaves obtuse, pale above, canescent-tomentose beneath ; blades rather abruptly

contracted into winged petioles.

= Rays about 1 cm. long : involucral scales canescent-tomentose.

6. Z. MOLLissiMA, Gray. Shrub: leaf-blade ovate, subentire : invo-

lucral scales (not very numerous) ovate-oblong, obtuse, white with per-

manent tomentum. — Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 35 ; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am.

Bot. ii. 160.— North Mexico, in fields near San Miguel, San Luis Potosi,

Schaffner, no. 342 ; between San Antonio, Texas, and San Luis Potosi,

C. C. Parri/, nos. 35, 446 ; also on Mt. Orizaba, at 2,700 m. altitude,

Seaton, no. 286.

= = Rays 5 to 7 mm. long: involucral scales puberulent, green.

7. Z. AUGUSTA, Sch. Bip. Shrub : leaf-blade ovate to lance-oblong,

usually crenate : involucral scales numerous, lanceolate, the outer acute,

subglabrate.— Flora, 1861, p. 562; Ilemsl. 1. c. 159 (excl. syn. Z. me-

gaceplialob). Ferdinanda augusta, Lag. Gen. & Spec. Nov. 31, t. 2.

F. lutescens, DC. Prodr. v. 553. Anthemis lutescens, Llav. & Lex.

Nov. Veg. Descr. i. 30. ChrgsopJuniia fastigiata, Kunth, in Less.

Syn. 224.— Apparently common in Central Mexico, near Guadelupe,

Bourgeau, no. 803, Bilimelc, no. 541 ; Chapultepec, Bilbnek, no. 542;

Rio Hondu Canon, Pringle, no. 3144; Queretaro, Berlandler, no. 1254;

near Guanajuato, Duges.

4-t. *+ Leaves acute, deltoid-ovate or -lanceolate, abruptly contracted to winged

petioles.

8. Z. ASPERRiMA, Sch. Bip. Stem terete, glabrate : blade of lower

leaves dentate, of the upper subentire, 5 cm. long, 3 cm. broad : fastigi-

ately branched corymbose panicle leafy-bracted : heads (exclusive of the

rays) ovoid-conical, 7 to 9 mm. in diameter : rays 8 to 10, broadly oblong,

5 ram. long.— Flora, 1864, 218.— Chapulco, Liebmann, no. 544. Type

number in herb. Gray.

Var. montagnaefolia. Blades of even the upper leaves conspicu-

ously crenate-dentate.— Z. montagncefolla, Sch. Bip. I.e. 1861, p. 563;
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Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii. 89. Ferdlnanda montagncefoUa, Sch. Bip. in

Koch, Berl. Allgera. Gartenz. 1858, 179.— S. Mexico, between Vera

Cruz and Orizaba, Milller; Ocotla, Liehmann, no. 272; also in Oaxaca

near Monte Alban, altitude 1,600 m,, Pringle, no. 4928 (distrib. as Z.

asjicrrlma).

++ ++ -M. Leaves acute, elliptic- or rhombic-ovate; petioles short or none.

= Base of corolla-tube expanded over the rounded summit of tlie achene.

9. Z. MEGACEPHALA, Sch. Bip. Leavcs rhombic-ovate, serrulate

above the middle, narrowed into an entire cuneate petiole, acute at the

apex: corymb many-headed: heads the size of a filbert.— Flora, 1861,

p. 562. Ferdlnanda augusta, var. megacephala^ Sch. Bip. fide ipsi 1. c.

563.— Near Real del Monte, Ehrenberg, ace. to Sch. Bip. The above

brief compiled character comprises all distinctions as yet published of this

plant. Dr. Gray referred to the species a specimen collected by Dr.

Palmer in the Sierra Madre, south of Saltillo, Coahuila, no. 734. It has

an erect subsimple leafy puberulent stem, ovate acute thinnish leaves, 7 to

10 cm. long, 4 to 8 cm. broad, canescent beneath, serrulate except near

the base where cuneately narrowed to very short scarcely winged petioles

(4 to 7 mm. in length) : heads in an irregular corymb ; involucral scales

narrow, oblong, obtusisl?, canescent-puberulent: ligules about 9,8 mm.

long. Mr. Pringle has also secured specimens of the same plant near

Carneros Pass, Coahuila, altitude 3,000 m., no. 2398 (distrib. as Z.

Coulteri).

10. Z. Coulteri, Hemsl. Stems puberulent, purple, leafy, simple

to the leafy-bracted corymb : leaves ovate, serrate, pubescent above, to-

mentose beneath, rounded at the base, slightly acuminate at the insertion

of the short petiole : involucral scales ovate-oblong, soft-pubescent. —
Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 159, t. 46.— Real del Monte, Co^dter, no. 350;

also collected by C. G. Pringle on the Sierra de Pachuca, Hidalgo, alti-

tude 2,700 m., 13 August, 1898, no. 6956. Type number in herb.

Gray.

= = Base of corolla-tube not perceptibly expanded : achene margined at the

summit.

11. Z. RESiNOSA, "Watson. Stoutish, pubescent: leaves rhombic-

ovate, very large, 1.4 to 2.6 dm. long, 8 to 14 cm. broad, dentate, green

on both sides, bearing minute resinous globules beneath : heads short-

peduncled in a loose irregular corymb ; involucral scales numerous, the

outer ovate-lanceolate, acutish, tomentose, the inner broader, rounded at

the summit, striate, glabrate.— Proc. Am. Acad. xxv. 153.— Canons of
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the Sierra Madre, near Monterey, Nuevo Leon, Pringle, nos. 2222,

2412. Type in herb. Gray. This species is reported by Mr. J. Don-

nell Smith (Intercont. Ry. Comm. i. pt. 2, append. 3, 12) as collected at

Calel, Guatemala, but from the extraordinary extension of range we are

forced to doubt the identity of the Guatemalan plant (which we have not

seen) with the North Mexican species.

* * Rays none.

12. Z. DiscoiDEA, Gray. Stem simple, erect, 7 dm. high, canescent-

tomentulose : leaves round-ovate, crenate-dentate, scarcely acute, pale

green above, white-tomentose beneath, 9 cm. long, 8 cm. broad, truncate

or subcordate at the base but cuneate at the insertion of the petiole (1 to

1.4 cm. long) : heads numerous, small, in a dense almost naked terminal

corymb.— Proc. Am. Acad. xxi. 388. — Rocky hills near Chihuahua,

Pringle, no. 309 ; along road between Cerro Prieto and La Providencia,

State of Durango, 11 September, 1898, E. W. Nelson, no. 4970. Type
in herb. Gray.

IL — SYNOPSIS OF THE GENUS VERBESINA, WITH AN
ANALYTICAL KEY TO THE SPECIES.

By B. L. Robinson and J. M. Greenman.

The genus Verhesina has not been revised as a whole since its treat-

ment in the fifth volume of the Prodromus (1836). In this work

DeCandolle describes 33 species with definiteness and appends 8 more

indefinitely as " non satis notse." All but 2 of these 41 species were

American. DeCandolle divides the genus into three sections : Verhesi-

naria with radiate heads and straight pappus-awns, Hamulium with

radiate heads and uncinate awns, and Platypteris with discoid heads.

In 1883, Dr. Gray (Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 11-15) synopsized the North

American, West Indian, and Mexican forms known to him, adding to

the sections Ximenesia with loose herbaceous involucre, and Pterophy-

ton, including a part of DeCandoUe's Verhesinaria and most of the

obscurely distinguished genus Actinomeris. From 1883 to 1889, Dr.

Klatt (Leopoldina, xx.-xxv.) characterized many species and sought to

disentangle the synonymy. In the second volume of Hemsley^s Biologia
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Cent.-Ara. Bot, are enumerated, with synonymy and citation of specimens,

30 named species known to grow in Mexico and Central America. So

rapid, however, has been the recent exploration of the regions mentioned

that this number is already more than doubled.

The genus is now generally conceded to be exclusively American,

except so far as species have been introduced or naturalized in some

parts of the Old World. Various obscure gerontogeous plants, early

ascribed to Verhesina and enumerated in the Index Kewensis, are

omitted from the following revision as they are with little doubt generi-

cally distinct.

The genus as here presented contains 109 species. More than 70% of

these are local, and over 90 % are confined to some one of the following

regions.

S. E. United States (S. Car. to Fla. and Ala.) ... 3 species.

Region of the Lower Rio Grande 2 "

Sonoran Region (W. Tex. to L. Calif, and N. W. Mex.) 16 "

Central and S. Mexico 44 "

Central America 9 "

N. South America (U. S. Colombia to Guiana) ... 4 "

Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentine Rep. . . . 11 "

Andean Region (Ecuador to Chili) 8 "

W. Indies 2 "

Verhesina, as a whole, reaches its highest specific diversity in the

uplands of Central and Southern Mexico, where no less than 40% of its

species are endemic. The genus is conveniently divided into 1 2 sections,

of which HamuUum, Platyptera, Stenocarpha, Alatqjes, Pteropliyton,

Sonoricola, Ximenesia, and Pseudomontatioa are obviously natural

groups. Of these Hamulmm, Platyptera, Stenocarpha, Alatipes, and

Sonoricola are each composed of species of uniform or contiguous ranges.

Pseudomontanoa, apparently unrepresented in Central America and

"W. Indies, is found in Mexico and Caribbean S. America. Ximenesia

exhibits in the species V. australis a new instance of the interesting

community of character between the flora of the Rio Grande region and

that of extra-tropical S. America.

The sections Verbeslnaria, Saubinetia, Ochractinia, and especially

Ltpactmia, must be regarded rather as provisional aggregates than

natural or wholly satisfactory groups. In the general arrangement of

the sections the sequence is from the large-headed to the small-headed

forms. It may be noted that discoid heads occur only in Platyptera and
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Lipactinia, and that roughly speaking the size of the plant is apt to be

inversely proportionate to the size of the heads, i. e. the large-headed

species are chiefly herbaceous, the medium-headed species fruticose, and

the small-headed fruticose or arborescent, — a rule which, of course, has

many exceptions. Annual species are known only in Ha7nuHuvi and

Ximenesia. The related genus Actinomeris is maintained, as by Dr.

Gray, for the two typical species, which in their divergent pappus-awns

and globose receptacles are sufficiently marked. The genus Otojjtvppus

cannot be distinguished solely upon the ear-like wing of the achene, but

is readily recognized by its more paniculate (less corymbose) inflorescence

and opposite oval attenuate undivided leaves, which are 3-5-nerved from

near the base.

VERBESINA, L. (name a derivative of Verlena, applied because of

some resemblance in foliage) . — Heads radiate or discoid : ray-flowers

when present usually styliferous and fertile but sometimes styliferous

and sterile, and sometimes neutral : disk-flowers fertile. Involucre hemi-

spherical or campanulate, sometimes much shorter than the disk-flowers
;

bracts imbricated in 2 to 6 series, ovate to lance-oblong or linear, seldom

squarrose, the outer usually but not always shorter. Receptacle usually

conical ; pales concave, folded about the outer edge of the laterally com-

pressed disk-achenes, sometimes squarrose in age. Corollas orange-yellow

to cream-colored or white ; rays short and scarcely exserted or more often

long and showy ; disk-corollas regular, with short tube, cylindrical throat

and 5-toothed limb. Anthers unappendaged at the base. Style-tips

acute or attenuate. Achenes glabrous or upwardly pubescent, sometimes

tuberculate, strongly compressed laterally, usually oblong or obovate,

winged on each edge. Pappus of 2 deciduous or persistent usually

straight rarely hooked or obsolete awns. Herbs or shrubs (becoming

arborescent in the tropics) with leaves serrate, dentate, or variously lobed,

sometimes opposite, sometimes all or partly alternate, often of harsh

texture and more or less scabrous, seldom glabrous, often decurrent.

Heads small to large, numerous and corymbose to solitary on long ter-

minal peduncles. Wings of the achenes white, chartaceo-cartilaginous.

—

Syst. Nat. (1735), & Spec. ii. 901, in part; DC. Prodr. v. 612 ; Benth.

& Hook. f. Gen. ii. 379 ; Baillon, Hist. PI. viii. 204; Gray, Proc. Am.

Acad. xix. 11-15 ; Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 92-94, xxiii. 143-144; Hoff-

mann in Engl. & Prantl, Nat. Pflanzenf. iv. Ab. 5, 238. Chief syno-

nyms : Ancistrophora, Gray, Mem. Am. Acad. n. ser. vi. 457. Hamulium,

Cass. Bull. Soc. Philom. 1820, p. 173. Platypteris, HBK. Nov. Gen.
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& Spec. iv. 200. Sauhinetia, Remy in Gay, Fl. Chil. iv. 282. Ximene-

sia, Cav. Ic. ii. 60, t. 178. For more complete generic synonymy see

Hook. f. & Jacks. Ind. Kew. under Verhesiiia and Actinomeris.

§ 1. Hamulium, DC. 1. c. 617. Awns of the pappus hooked at the

summit. Heads subsolitary, radiate ; ligules short, yellow, more or less

biseriate.— Hamidium, Cass. 1. c. & Diet. xx. 260. Ancistrophora,

Gray, 1. c.— Two species, chiefly West Indian.

* Acaulescent.

1. V. Wrightii, Griseb. Dwarf herb with radical spatulate leaves

and naked scapose peduncles. — Cat. PI. Cub. 155 (1866). V. ancis-

trophora, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 14 (1883). Hamulium Wrightii,

Sch. Bip. Bonplandia, ix. 365 (1861). — Cuba, Wright, no. 1317.

* * Caulescent : leaves alternate, decurrent.

2. V. ALATA, L. Spec. ii. 901. Hamulium alatinn, Cass. I.e. 261.

— Common and generally distributed in the West Indies. Said also to

grow in Dutch Guiana and in Mexico, but not obtained in the latter

country by recent collectors.

§ 2. Platypteris, DC. 1. c. 617, in part (as to § 1). Heads discoid,

large, subglobose.— Platypteris, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 200.

—

Three species of S. Mexico and Central America with opposite leaves

and winged stems.

* Bracts of the involucre of subequal length, the outer obovate or oblanceolate.

3. V. Fraseri, Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 187.— Guatemala,

Duenas, Fraser, Savin, & Godman, ace. to Hemsl. ; Depart. Santa Rosa,

Heyde & Lux, no. 4236 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets.

Var.* Nelsoni, J. Donnell Smith, Bot. Gaz. xxiii. 9. — Near Neuton,

Depart. Huehuetenango, Guatemala, Nelson, no. 3551. Said to have

leaves lobed and heads smaller than in the typical form.

* * Involucral bracts narrow, oblong to linear, the outer much shorter,

t- Leaves ovate, serrulate.

4. V. ovATiFOLiA, Gray in Hemsl. 1. c. 189, & Proc. Am. Acad,

xix. 15.— Chiapas, Mexico, Ghieshreght, no. 523.

f- t- Leaves dentate or sinuately lobed.

5. V. crocata, Less. Syn. Comp. 232; DC. Prod r. v. 617; Hemsl.

1. c. 187. V. Fraseri, Klatt, Bull. Soc. Bot. Belg. xxxi. 205, not

Hemsl. Bidens crocata, Cav. Ic. i. 66, t. 99. Spilanthes crocata,
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Sims, Bot. Mag. t. 1627. Platypteris crocata, HBK. 1. c. 201.— Tepic,

Santiago, Lavih, no. 548-; Jalisco, in ravines near Guadalajara, Palmer,

no. 700, Priyigle, nos. 1796, 1807; Morelos, Cueruavaca, Bourgeau,

no. 1770; between Huajuapam, Oaxaca, and Retlatzingo, Puebla, alti-

tude 1,400 to 2,000 m., E. W. Nelson, no. 1991 ; Costa Rica, Pittier,

nos. 4136, 4905.

§ 3. Stenocarpha. Heads of medium size, globose : rays present,

inconspicuous. Pales narrowly linear. Achenes papillose. Leaves op-

posite, sinuate-pinnatifid.

6. V. plattptera, Sch. Bip. in Klatt. Leopoldina, xxiii. 144 (1887),

not Benth. & Hook. f. Gen. ii. 350 (in note), which, although earlier

(1873), is a uomen nudum.— Mexico, Puerto de Sta. Cruz, Liehmann,

no. 454.

§ 4. Alatipes. Heads large, subglobose : rays present, pale yellow.

Peduncles (except sometimes in V. splicerocephal(C) winged. Scales of

the involucre ovate or broadly oblong, some or all rounded at the apex

(occasionally involute and not showing at once their full breadth).

* Heads numerous, short-peduncled : leaves ovate, serrate, not lobed : wings of

the stem narrow or obsolete.

7. V. SPH^ROCEPHALA, Gray. Woody at the base, 1 to 2 m. high.

— Gray in Wats. Proc. Am. Acad. xxii. 428 (1887). — Mountains near

Guanajuato, Dugcs, no. 472_: Jalisco, on hills near Guadalajara, Palmer,

no. 448, Pfingle, no. 1779; Colima at Manzanillo, Palmer, no. 1404.

* * Heads few : leaves dentate or lobed : stems and peduncles broadly winged.

1- Leaves rhombic-ovate to oblong, dentate but not lobed.

8. V. SCABRA, Benth. PI. Hartw. 41. This species is reduced by

Mr. Hemsley and by Dr. Gray to V. teti'aptera, but from a drawing

by Klatt and Bentham's brief characterization of the involucre we iden-

tify with the species Palmer's no. 377, from Tequila, Jalisco, which with

its few broad herbaceous involucral scales is surely distinct from V. te-

traptera. The type of V. scabra was collected by Hartweg at Zita-

quaro in Eastern Michoacan.

•^ •«- Leaves, at least the lower ones, sinuate-lobed and borne on a distinct though

broadly winged petiole.

9. V. Klattii. V. heterophylla, Klatt, Arbeit. Bot. Mus. Hamb.

1892-93, p. 3 of reprint, not Gray.— Mountains near Patzcuaro, Mi-

choacan, Pri?2^^e,. no. 3983 (distrib. as V. lilatyptera'i').
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§ 5. Pterophyton, Gray. Heads large or medium-sized, solitary

or very few (rather numerous in V. ovata), mostly terminal on long

peduncles. Rays present, yellow. Scales of the involucre narrower,

oblong (broadly so in V. Lindheimeri) to linear. Pappus-awns short

or obsolete, never longer than the breadth of the achene. Leaves

opposite (except sometimes the uppermost), oblong and sessile or often

rhombic-ovate upon cuneately winged petioles.— Proc. Am. Acad. xix.

12, & Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 287, in part. Fterophyton, Cass. Bull. Soc.

Philom. 1818, p. 76, in part.— Herbaceous perennials of the Gulf

States and Mexico.

* Peduncles winged to the heads : leaves opposite, rhombic to deltoid.

10. V. TETRAPTERA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 13 (1883). xictl-

nomeris tetraj)tera, DC. Prodr. v. 57.5 (1836) ; Hemsl. 1. c. 186 (excl.

syn. V. scahra) . Helianthus tetrajjterus, Ort. Dec. vi. 74 (1798).

Coreopsis alata, Cav. Ic. iii. 30, t. 260 (1794).— Mexico, San Luis

Potosi, Parry & Palmer, no. 473|-, Schaffner, no. 257 ; State of

Mexico, Bourgean, no. 604, Pringle^ no. 3151; Oaxaca, Conzatti &
Gonzalez^ nos. 399, 399% Coulter^ no. 370.

* * Main axis broadly winged up into a compound 12-20-headed corymb : leaves

alternate, oblong.

11. V. PTEROCAULA [Moc. & Scss.], DC. Prodr. V. 616 (1836);

A. DC. Caiques des Dess. t. 597. V. ovata, Gray, 1. c. (1883). V.

tetraptera, Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 94, not Gray. Coreo2}sls ovata,

Cav. 1. c. 41, t. 280 (1794). Actinomeris ovata, Nutt. Gen. ii. 181

(1818); Hemsl. 1. c. 185.— S. Mexico, Eeal del Monte, Coulter, no.

363, Elirenhevfj, no. 351 ; Mt. Orizaba, Seaton, no. 340.

* * * Peduncles long and wingless: heads solitary or few: stem winged below

(except in V. Schaffneri, var. exalata).

-t- Leaves oblong, green on both sides, sessile.

w- Rays yellow : Mexican.

12. V. Rosei. Erect herbaceous perennial, 3 to 6 dm. high, bright

green and appearing glabrous, but under a lens strigillose : stems (nar-

rowly or broadly winged up to the highest pair of leaves) 1 or more from

a small lignescent stock with tough fibrous roots: leaves (3 to 4 pairs)

opposite, oblong to oblong-lanceolate, acute or obtuse, serrulate, 5 to 9 cm.

long, 1.5 to 2.5 cm. broad: peduncles 1 to 2, slender, 1-3-headed ; bracts

linear; pedicels long and slender; heads medium-sized 1 to 1.2 cm. broad

exclusive of the rays ; involucral scales 1-2-seriate, herbaceous, linear-
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oblong, obtusish: llgules about 7, bright yellow, 1.7 cm. long: disk-

achenes obovate, upwardly hispidulous ; wings very narrow ; awns two,

short.— Tepic, on foothills between Acaponeta and Pedro Paulo, 2 Au-
gust, 1897, Dr. J. N. Rose, no. 1948, and by the same collector between

Pedro Paulo and San Blascito, 4 August, 1897, no. 3343. Types in herb.

U. S. Nat. Museum and herb. Gray.

•-*• •<-+ Rays nearly white. Florida species.

13. V. HETEROPHYLLA, Gray, 1. c. 12 (1883), & Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 288

;

Chapm. Fl. S. U. S. ed. 3, 255. Actinonieris heterophylla, Chapm.

Bot. Gaz. iii. 6.— Low pine barrens, E. Florida, Chapman, Palmer^

Curtiss, no. 1468% Garher.

1- -1- Leaves rhombic or deltoid with cuneate petiolar base.

++ Leaves densely canescent-tomentose beneath.

14. y. CouLTERi, Gray. Leaves rhombic-oblong, finely toothed;

blade not at all hastate or deltoid.— Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 13; Hemsl.

1. c. iv. 57. V. Ccqy'itaneja, Hemsl. 1. c. ii. 187, in part, not Nees.

—

S. Mexico, Zimapan, Coulter^ nos. 341, 369.

*+ ++ Leaves covered with slightly scabrous subappressed pubescence, pale green

on both surfaces ; blade subhastate or deltoid.

15. V. Schaffneri. Erect 1 -several-stemmed perenniaJ, slightly lig-

neous at the base : leaves about 3 pairs, opposite, the blade triangular,

coarsely crenate-toothed, acutish or obtuse, contracted below into cuneate

broadly winged entire petioles half their length; these decurrent upon

the stem in herbaceous wings : peduncles long, terminal, terete, wingless,

1-2-headed; pedicels relatively short: bracts of the involucre 2-3-seriate,

oblong, obtuse, canescent-pubescent about the margins : ligules about 12,

oblong, deep yellow, 1.8cm. long: achenes obovate, 7 mm. long, gla-

brous ; body black, lucid ; wings of medium breadth, thin, translucent.—
Mexico, San Luis Potosi, in sandy ground near the city, September,

1876, Schaffner, nos. 258, 301, in part. Parry & Palmer, no. 473.

Var. exalata. Winged petioles subauriculate at the base not at all

decurrent. — AVith the type at San Luis Potosi, Schaffner, no. 301 in

part, also in " North Mexico," Parry (1878), no. 26J in part.

*+***+ Leaves (yellow-green) papillose-scabrous, rhombic-ovate, shallowly

serrate-dentate.

16. V. Capitaneja, Nees, Linnsea, xix. 729 (1847); Hemsl. 1. c.

187, in part (only as to pi. Bourgeau). ? F. crocea, Klotzsch in Klatt,

1. c. 94 (nomen subnudum). Actinomcris pedunculosa, DC. Prodr. v.
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576. — Valley of Mexico, Santa Fe, Bourgeaii, no. 377, Tacubaya,

Schaffner, no. 242; Durango, E. W. Nelson, no. 4600, Palmer, no. 318

(coll. of 1896).

* * * * Peduncles long and wingless ; stems also wingless throughout.

I- Species of Mexico and S. W. United States.

*+ Leaves chiefly opposite, very obtuse, narrowed to a distinct although winged

petiole.

17. V. LONGiPES, Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 188. — Mexico

witliout locality, Coulter, no. 342. To this species we should refer

Pringle's no. 3215, collected on rocky hillsides, San Jose Pass, State of

San Luis Potosi, 22 July, 1890.

•w- -w- Leaves chiefly alternate, the upper lanceolate, narrowed to an obtuse apex,

sessile by a somewhat contracted but auriculate-clasping base : involucral

bracts narrowly oblong.

18. V. Rothrockii. Stems erect, herbaceous, 6 dm. liigh, usually

simple and 1 -headed, terete, puberulent, scabrous, 1 to 4 from a thickish

woody stock : leaves oblong-obovate, crenate-dentate from below the

middle, green and scabrous-pubescent on both sides, 5 to 8 cm. long,

half as broad, amplexicaul by two broad basal auricles : peduncles long,

naked, terminal, rarely branched: heads 1.5 to 2 cm. broad exclusive of

rays ; involucral scales about 2-seriate, not very unequal, oblong, obtuse,

hirtellous to strigillose, the inner somewhat erose-dentate : rays 8 to 12,

orange-yellow, 1.5 to 2 cm. long: achenes 7 mm. long, broadly winged,

glabrous
; pappus obsolete. — V. Wrightii, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix.

12, in part, & Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 287, in part. Actinomeris Wrightii,

Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 89, not of PI. Fendl. ; Rothrock in Wheeler, Rep.

vi. 162, t. 8; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 186, excl. pi. Texas.

—

S. Arizona, Camp Bowie, Dr. J. T. Rothrock, no. 452, Ojo de Gavilan,

Tlmrber, no. 1058, foothills of the Sta. Rita Mts., Pringle ; Arizona

without locality, Lemmon ; New Mexico, between the Copper Mines and

Conde's Camp, Wright, no. 1235; Coahuila, Palmer, nos. 585, 597, 598.

We take pleasure in dedicating this sjiecies to Dr. Rothrock, who (1. c.)

first noted differences between this plant and the Texan species to which

it has long been referred.

M- -M- ++ Leaves subsessile by a cuneate exauriculate base ; the upper oval

:

involucral bracts broadly oblong.

19. V. Lindheimeri. V. Wrightii, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 12

(1883), in part, & Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 287, in part, not Griseb. (1866).
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Actinomerls Wrightii, Gray, PI. Fentll. 85. — Rocky places iu woods,

W. Texas, Lindheimer, nos. 37, 38, 643, Wright.

•*- •<- Species of the S. E. United States.

++ Leaves coarsely serrate-dentate : rays very long.

20. V. NUDiCAULis, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 12 (1883), & Syn.

FI. i. pt. 2, 288 ; Chapm. Fl. S. U. S. ed. 3, 255. Helianthus^ aristatus,

Ell. 8k. ii. 428. Actinomerls tiudicaidis, Nutt. Trans. Am. Phil. Soc.

vii. 364; Torr. & Gray, Fl. ii. 336. — Rich pine woods, Georgia, Bog-

hin ; Alabama, Buckley, Donndl Smith; Florida, Chapman, Curtiss, uos.

19, 5910, Nash, no. 2202.

M- ++ Leaves remotely serrulate or subentire : rays very short.

21. V. Warei, Gray, 11. cc. Actinomeris -pauciflora, Nutt. Am. Jour.

Sci. V. 301, & Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. vii. 364. — Low pine barrens,

W. Florida, Ware, Chapman.

§ 6. SONORICOLA. Heads large or medium-sized, seldom numerous

:

rays yellow, often pale ; scales of the involucre narrowly to broadly

oblong ; awns of the pappus long and slender, at least when young much
longer than the breadth of the achene : leaves opposite (at least below),

ovate (lanceolate in F. cliilmahuensis), not decurrent along the stem.

Stems wingless, often ligneous. Species of the general Sonoran region

forming a natural group.

* Body of the mature achenes 6 to 10 mm. long.

*- Leaves sessile.

22. V. DissiTA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xx. 299.— Lower California,

near Todos Santos Bay, Orcutt, no. 1233, and La Guilla, no. 1355.

'- -1- Leaves on broadly winged auriculate-clasping petioles : Lower Californian.

23. V. Palmeki, AVats. Proc. Am. Acad. xxiv. 56 (1889). — Moun-

tain Canons, Los Angeles Bay, Lower California, Palmer, no. 528.

•^ t- -t- Leaves on long narrowly winged exauriculate petioles: Mexican.

24. V. LEPTOCH.^TA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xxi. 389 (1886). —
S. W. Chihuahua, Palmer, no. 170.

* * Body of achenes 4 to 5 mm. long, glabrous ; wings broad, fringed.

25. Y. EROSA, Brandegee, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci. ser. 2, iii. 146

(1891). — Sierra de San Francisquito, Lower California, Brandegee.
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* * * Body of tlie achenes 3 to 5 mm. long, upwardly pubescent ; wings narrower,

-t- Bracts of the involucre not very unequal, 2-3-seriate, grayish green : Mexican.

26. V. CHiHUAHUENSis, Gray, 1. c. — Limestone ledges, Jimulco,

Durango, and Carneros Pass, Coaliuila, Prinyle, nos. 121, 2782, and Sta.

Eulalia Mts., Chihuahua, Pringle, no. 657 ; Durango, Palmer, no. 322

(coll. of 1896), a form with broader deltoid leaves.

H- -)- Bracts of the involucre strongly unequal, 4-5-seriate, at length nigrescent

:

Lower Californian.

29. V. VKNOSA, Greene, Bull. Torr. Club, ix. 110 (1882). V. has-

tata, Kellogg, ace. to Mrs. Curran, Bull. Calif. Acad. Sci. i. 140 (1885).

Encelia cedrosensis, Rose, Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. i. 17 (achenes too

young to show wings).— Cedros Island, off the coast of Lower California.

Palmer, no. 741, Anthony, nos. 63, 296.

§ 7. XiMENESiA, Gray. Heads large ; involucral bracts narrow,

herbaceous, 2-3-seriate, subequal or the outer often more. elongated and

foliaceous : rays showy, yellow or orange, broad, deeply 3-toothed or

-lobed at the apex : mostly annuals, always more or less canescent at least

on the under surface of the coarsely toothed petiolate leaves.— Syn. Fl.

i. pt. 2, 288. Ximenesia, Cav. Ic. ii. 60, t. 178; DC. Prodr. v. 627.

* Pales very narrow, almost filiform, persistent: petioles winged: rays short:

apparently perennial.

28. V. nana. Dwarf, canescent-pubescent, branched from near the

base; branches 1 to 1.5 dm. long, procumbent: leaves chiefly opposite,

oval, obtuse or obtusish, irregularly and more often obtusely dentate,

3 to 5 cm. long, nearly half as broad, narrowed below to winged peti-

oles ; these entire or bearing two to four spreading teeth near the stem

:

peduncles solitary, terminal upon the branches : involucral bracts oblong

to lance-linear, 8 mm. long, subequal : rays deep orange, seldom over 8 or

10 mm. in length: achenes suborbicular, broadly winged, villous ; wings

obtuse at the summit; pappus none. — V. encelioides, Gray, Syn. Fl. i. pt.

2, 228, in part. Ximenesia encelioides, a dwarf form. Gray, PI. Wright.

i. 112. X. encelioides, var. nana, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 92. — S. W. Texas,

Laredo, Berlandier, nos. 1474, 214, Wright, coll. of 1851, Limpia, Sutton

Hayes, no. 463; Coaliuila, La Ventura, E. W. Nelson, no. 3918.

Tliere has been an unfortunate confusion in the labelling or mounting

of Wright's no. 1407, cited by Dr. Gray as the type of his var. nana.

The plant mounted with the label no. 1407 (which shows evidences of

erasure and change) is V. encelioides, var. cana, while the plant which Dr.

Gray really described is undoubtedly the one here taken as V. nana.
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* * Pales linear-oblong, entire or 2-3-toothe(l : annuals.

-1- Aclienes broadly winged from the summit to the base.

29. V. ENCELioiDES, Benth. & Hook. f. Leaves appressed-pubescent

but green above ; petioles (at least of the upper leaves) provided on each

side with a wing which broadens towards the base into a semi-ovate

incised stem-clasping auricle : outer involucral scales long, green, much

surpassing the disk : wings of the achene rather broad, acutish at the

apex. — Benth. & Hook. f. ace. to Gray, Bot. Calif, i. 350 ; Gray, Syn.

FL i. pt. 2, 288, in part. Xivienesia encelioides, Cav. 1. c. ; DC. 1. c.

— Florida, CuHiss, nos. 1503, 5650, Palmer, no, 291 ; Texas, Heller,

no. 1785 ; Mexico, San Luis Potosi, Parry & Palmer, no. 468, State of

Tamaulipas, Victoria, i^. W. Nelson, no. 4425; Cuba, Wright, no. ZQW.
Naturalized in the warm parts of the Old World and cultivated in a broad-

leaved form (^Ximenesia encelioides, var. hortensls, DC. 1. c).

Var. cana. More canescent throughout, even the upper surface of

the leaves usually whitish with copious ai^pressed pubescence : involucral

bracts shorter, subequal.— Ximenesia encelioides, var. 8 cana, DC.

1. c. ; Gray, PI. "Wright, ii. 92.— Texas, Laredo, Berlandier, nos. 2068,

2074; S. W. Texas, Wright, no. 352, Palmer, no. 617; New Mexico,

Fendler, no. 421; Cuba, Combs, no. 577; Hawaiian Isls., Hillehrand.

Var. exauriculata. Pale green annual : petioles entirely naked and

slender or rarely the upper bearing a divaricate usually oblong subentire

lobe on each side of the base: scales of the involucre subequal, scarcely

or not at all surpassing the disk : wings of the achene broad, corky, ob-

tuse at the apex. — V. ericelioides, Gray, Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 288, in part

;

Hemsl. 1. c. Ximenesia encelioides, Rothrock in Wheeler, Rep. vi. 163.

— Kansas, Hitchcock, no. 277 ; Colorado, in the Arkansas Valley near

Pueblo, Greene, Colorado Springs, Miss Mulford ; Arizona, on the Little

Colorado, Sitgreaves Exp., Thurher, no. 667, Rothrock, no. 772,

Pringle; Mexico, Coahuila, Palmer, no. 2064, Sonora, Hartman, no.

229, without locality, Rose, no. 3076.

-f- -t- Achenes narrowly winged or only winged near tlie summit.

30. V. AUSTRALis, Baker in Mart. Fl, Bras. vi. pt. 3, 215. Xime-

nesia micro2)tera, DC. I.e. ; Hook. & Am. in Hook. Jour. Bot. iii. 316;

Griseb. Symb. Fl. Argent. 195. X. australis, Hook. & Arn. in DC.

1. c. vii. 291.— South America, Buenos Ayres, Bade ; Concepcion del

\jT\x^&j, Lorentz ; Central Paraguay, Jlfo^'ow^, no. 98 ; Bolivian Pla-

teau, Bang, no. 1003 ; also N. E. Mexico at Matamoras, Berdandier,

no. 2286. From description we cannot separate V. aurita, Philippi,

Ann. del. Mus. Nat. Chile, Bot. 1891, p. 48.
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§ 8. Verbesinaria, DC. Heads mostly numerous, medium-sized or

large ; involucral bracts lanceolate to liuear-oblong : rays relatively long

(1 to 2.5 cm.) and showy, yellow : leaves linear- to lance-oblong, or ovate,

alternate (except in V. hi/j)0(/lauca, V. sororia, V. occidentalls, and

V. elegans), never lobed.— Prodr. v. 612, in part.

* Leaves narrow, linear to oblong, entire or remotely serrulate.

•<- Outer bracts of tlie involucre of irregular lengtli, some of them elongated and

much surpassing the disk : stem wingless : leaves 1 to 2 dm. long.

31. V. LoNGiFOLiA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 12 (1883), & Syn.

Fl. i. pt. 2, 287. Actinomeris longifolla, Gray, PI. Wright, ii. 89;

Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 185.— Mountains east of Santa Cruz,

Sonora, Wrirjht, no. 1234; Arizona, Rothroclc, no. 608, Pr'mgle, no.

327, Lemmon ; Chihuahua, Pringle, no. 1286.

t- -i- Outer bracts of the involucre not surpassing the inner nor the disk.

++ LeiBves soft-pubescent or tomentose beneath.

32. V. hypomalaca. Erect perennial herb, 4 to 6 dm. high : stems

single or several, virgate, simple, terete, pubescent to hirsute, very leafy

:

leaves narrowly oblong to linear, obtuse or acute, obsoletely crenulate or

serrulate (the margins tending to be revolute), 3 to 8 cm. long, 4 to 10

mm. broad, sessile by a cordate-auriculate base, pubescent and very sca-

brous above, canescent-tomentose beneath : heads 6 to 30, ovate or at

length subconical, 1 cm. in diameter excluding the rays, borne on erect

pubescent pedicels in a flat-topped corymb : involucral scales about 2-

seriate, linear-oblong, obtusish, pubescent: ligules 15, about 1 cm. long.

— V. stricta^ Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 13, in part, & xxii. 427. Ac-

tinomeris stricta^ Hemsl. 1. c. 186, in part.— Orizaba, Botteri, no. 95,

Seaton, no. 367; Rio Blanco, Jalisco, Palmer, no. 163; Cerro Ventoso

above Pachua, Hidalgo, Pringle, no. 7611 ; Coahuila, Palmer, nos. 627,

628 ; Mexico without locality, Coulter, no. 362.

Var. hypochlora. Leaves yellowish green and soft-pubescent

rather than tomentose beneath.— Hills of Patzcuaro, Michoacan, Prin-

gle, no. 4136; near Monte Escobedo, Zacatecas, Dr. J. N.Rose, no.

2630. Types in herb. Gray and herb. U. S. Nat. Museum.

-^ tH- Leaves glabrous or covered with a short sparse and scabrous pubescence

beneath.

= Stem wingless : rays deep yellow.

33. V. STRiCTA, Gray, 1. c. xix. 13, in part. Actinomeris stricta,

Hemsl. 1. c. as to first named type.— San Luis Potosi, Parry & Palmer,

VOL. XXXIV. — 35
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no. 461, Schaffner, no. 343 ; Durango, Palmer, no. 453, E. W. Nelson,

no. 4564; Chihuahua, Pringle, nos. 1151, 1285; near Sta. Teresa,

Tepic, Rose, no. 3397. This species differs from the preceding in its

broader (oblong) less crowded leaves very different in pubescence and

tending to be couduplicate along the midnerve. The range is also quite

different.

= = Stems narrowly winged : rays pale yellow.

34. V. STENOPHYLLA, Greeum. Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 309,— Moist

slopes above Cuernavaca, Morelos, altitude 2,000 m., Pringle, nos. 6503,

6668.
* * Leaves broader, lanceolate to ovate.

1- Leaves coarsely dentate : Mexican.

++ Leaves, at least in part, decurrent upon the stem.

35. V. COAHUILEXSIS, Gray, 1. c. 14 ; Hemsl. I. c. iv. 57.— Coahuila,

9.5 km. east of Saltillo, Palmer, nos. 584, 619 ; Nuevo Leon, mountains

about Monterey, Prlngle, no. 2870.

Var, viridior. Lower surface of the leaves green, scabrous-puberu-

lent iostead of canescent-tomentose as in the typical form. — Limestone

ledges, Carneros Pass, Coahuila, 12 August, 20 September, 1890, Prin-

gle, no. 3268. Type in herb. Gray.

++ ++ Leaves sessile and auricled, but never decurrent.

36. V. HYPOLECCA, Gray, 1. c. xv. 37, xix. 13; Hemsl. I. c. ii. 188.

— San Luis Potosi, Mexico, Parry &, Palmer^ no. 474, Schaffner,

no. 300.

H- t- Leaves serrate or entire (serrate to coarsely dentate in the S. American

T'. suhcordata).

++ Perennial herbs or shrubs, with solitary heads and wingless stems : S. American.

= Achenes narrowly winged.

37*. V. Arxottii, Baker, 1. c. 215. V. helianthoides, Hook. &
Arn. in Hook. Jour. Bot. iii. 316, not Michx. V. Hookerii, Klatt,

1. c. XX. 92.— Paraguay at Asuncion, Gilbert, no. 1043: Argentine

Republic, Entre Rios, Tiveedie.

= = Achenes broadly winged.

a. Leaves opposite.

38*. V. ASPiLioiDES, Griseb. Symb. Fl. Argent. 194. — Argentine

Republic in Pro v. Cordoba.
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b. Leaves all alternate.

39*. V. yiGUiEROiDES, Baker, 1. c.— Paraguay at Caaguasu, Ba-

lansa, no. 852a.

++ ++ Stems wingless : heads corymbose : South American shrubs.

= Scales of the involucre short, obtuse or obtusish, very unequal: leaves slender-

petioled, not at all auricled.

40. V. GLABUATA, Hook. & Am. in Hook. Jour. Eot. iii. 315 ; Baker

1. c. 211. V. hellanthoides, Gardn. in Hook. Loud. Jour. Bot. vii. 424,

ace. to Baker, 1. c. — Common in the woods of E. Brazil, Martius, no.

821, Burchell, no. 4593, Sello, nos. 863, 804, 1100, 1101.

= = Scales of the involucre about 2-seriate, not very unequal, obtuse to acute,

canescent-tomentulose : wings of the achenes very narrow : petioles very

short, narrowly wing-margined and subauriculate at the base or none; leaves

cauescent-tomentose beneath.

a. Andean.

41. V. ELEGANS, IIBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 204; Klatt, Leo-

poldina, xx. 93. — Andes of Ecuador, Humboldt »fe Bonpland, Jameson,

Couthouy.

b. E. South American.

42. V. SUBCORDATA, DC. Prodr. V. 614 (where described as a shrub)
;

? Baker 1. c. 213 (where described as a perennial lierb). ? V. auricidata,

Hook. & Arn. in Hook. Jour. Bot. iii. 315, not DC. — Uruguay and Ar-

gentine Republic.

= = = Scales of the involucre caudate-attenuate, very unequal, gray-villous

:

leaves sessile, subauriculate at the base.

43. V. Mandonii, Sch. Bip. in herb. Grayish-pubescent shrub with

terete wingless branches: leaves alternate, ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate,

acuminate to attenuate, subentire or repandly few-toothed, finely ap-

pressed-pubescent and somewhat scabrous above, soft-pubescent and paler

but green beneath, piunately veined, 6 to 15 cm. long, 1.5 to 3 cm.

wide, narrowed (gradually or more abruptly) to a sessile sub-biauricu-

late base ; the auricles slightly decurrent and tending to persist upon the

stem after the fall of the leaf: corymbs about 12-headed, flat-topped,

villous to tomentose ; iuvolucral scales 3-4-seriate, linear, acute to atten-

uate: rays about 14, oblong, light yellow, 1.2 cm. long, 4 mm. wide:

achenes of the disk-flowers oblanceolate, attenuate at the base, narrowly

and equally winged on both sides above, the wiugs extending upward on
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the two short awus. — Linnsea, xxxiv. 528 (nomen nudum), & Bull.

Soc. Bot. France, xii. 79 (nomen nudum) ; Britton, Bull. Torr. Club,

six. 150 (nomen subnudum) ; Rusby, Mem. Torr. Club, iii. no. 3, 60

(nomen nudum).— Andes of Bolivia, in woods, La Paz, altitude 2,600

to 3,700 m., January, 1861, G. 3Iandon, no. 57 in herb. Gray; October,

1895, Rushy, no. 1721 ; 1889, Bang, no. 4.

++«*+ Stem wingless : leaves opposite at least below : heads corymbose :

Mexican species.

= Leaves large, gray-pubescent beneath : achenes with broad fimbriate wings.

44. V. SOKORIA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xv. 37 ; Hemsl. 1. c. 190.

—

San Luis Potosi, Parry & Palmer, no. 466.

= = Leaves smaller, lanceolate, white beneath : achenes very narrowly winged.

45. V. HYPOGLAUCA, Sch. Bip. An attractive shrub, 3 to 5 m. high,

with habit of the following species. — Sch. Bip. in Klatt, Leopoldina,

xxiii. 144 (1887). — S. Mexico, Ciimbre de Acalcingo, Liebmann, no.

485; Oaxaca on the Sierra de San Felipe, altitude 3,000 m., Pr'mgle,

no. 6041.

++ ++ H-,. ++ Stem (at least on the upper part of the internode) bearing narrow, soon

corky wings : leaves alternate : aciienes very narrowly margined : fruticose.

S. Mexican species.

= Leaves whitened beneath by an extremely fine and close pubescence : pedicels

short, glabrous.

46. V. NERiiFOLiA, Hemsl. 1. c. 188.— Chiapas, Ghlesbreght, no. 528,

Nelson, no. 3466, Type number in herb. Gray.

= = Leaveslooselycanescent-tomentose beneath : pedicels longer and more slender,

pubescent with spreading hairs.

47. V. OAXACANA, DC. Prodr. v. 614, not Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 144.

—

Mountains of Oaxaca, Andrieux, no. 301, ace. to DC. 1. c. To this spe-

cies may be referred L. C. Smith's nos. 877 and 895, coll. at San Juan

del Estado at 1,800 m. altitude.

= = = Leaves slightly paler but green beneath : pedicels puberulent to

tomentulose.

48. V. LiEBiiAXN'ii, Sch. Bip. in Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 144 (1887). V.

variabilis, Rob. & Greenm. Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 47 (1896).— S.

Mexico, Cumbre de Estepa, Liebmann, no. 538 ; mountains of Oaxaca,

E. W. Nelson, no. 1393, Pringle, no. 4918, Conzatti, no. 31 ; and a doubt-

ful specimen from Guerrero, E. W. Nelson, no. 2215.
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++++++ -M- -i-h Stem mostly provided with narrow or broad herbaceous wings : tall

herbaceous species of the United States.

= Wings of the achene very narrow or obsolete : leaves ovate, opposite : heads

rather small and few-flowered.

49. V. occiDENTALis, Walt. Fl. Car. 213 (1788); Gray, Syn. Fl. i.

pt. 2, 287, q. V. for rather extensive synonymy. — Woods, etc., Pennsyl-

vania to Florida ''and Illinois" (doubted).

= = Wings of the achene broad : leaves chiefly alternate : heads rather large,

numerously flowered : rays long.

50. V, HELiANTHOiDES, Michx. Fl. ii. 135 ; Gray, Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2,

288. Actinomeris helianthoides, Nutt. Gen. ii. 181 ; DC. Prodr. v. 575,

vii. 290, iucl. formal vars. Nuttallii and Elliottii. ?A. oppositifolia, DC.
1. c. vii. 290 (opposite-leaved form). — Open woods, etc., Ohio to Iowa,

Georgia, and Texas ; common.

§ 9. Saubinetia {Saublnetia, Remy in Gay, Fl. Chil. iv. 284, ex-

tended). Heads as in the last or smaller : i-ays present, yellow (rather

pale in V. holiviana, of uncertain color in V. guatemalensis), short, little

exserted : leaves oblong or ovate to lanceolate, not lobed (except some-

times in V. boliviand).

* Stem wingless : leaves sessile and biauriculate or borne on winged biauriculate

petioles; auricles (narrow and sometimes obscure in V. oreopola) herbaceous,

continuous with the blade, neither deciduous nor decurrent.

•<- Leaves ovate or ovate-lanceolate, narrowed to winged auriculate petioles :

S. American.

51. V. BOLiviANA, Klatt, Ann. Naturh. Hofmus. Wien, ix. 361 (1894).

V. Bridgesii, Rusby, Mem. Torr. Club, iv. 212 (1895).— Andes of Bo-

livia, Cuming, near Cochabamba, Bang, no. 974. Rays pale yellow.

•t- •<- Leaves oblong, sessile, more or less auriculate or amplexicaul : Mexican.

++ Leaves green and glabrous beneath.

52. V. Nelsonii, Rob. & Greenm. Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 46. —
Mountains of Guerrero between Ayusinapa and Petatlan, altitude 1,500

to 2,100 m., 14 December, 1894, E. W. Nelson, no. 2118. Types in

herb. Gray and herb. U. S. Nat. Museum.

++ -M- Leaves pubescent to canescent-tomentose beneath.

— Involucral scales lanceolate, acuminate.

53. V. POTOSiNA, Rob. Proc. Am. Acad, xxvii. 175. — San Luis

Potosi, mesas at Hacienda de Angostura, Pringle, no. 5113.
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= = Involucral scales oblong, obtusish.

a. Rays 7 to 8 mm. long.

54. V. oreopola. Shrub with short internodes and pale buff cortex

:

branchlets pubescent with fine white soft sub-appressed hairs : leaves nar-

rowly lance-oblong, subentire or remotely serrulate, attenuate at the apex,

narrowed to a sessile somewhat biauriculate base, green, puberulent, and

slightly scabrous above, canescent-tomentose or merely pubescent and

scarcely paler beneath, 5 to 15 cm. long, 1 to 2.5 cm. broad: heads (7 to

10 mm. in diameter exclusive of rays) 14 to 20 in a compound flat-topped

corymb: rays 10 to 12, oblong, yellow : bracts of the inflorescence linear-

oblong, acute ; involucral scales oblong, obtusish, soft-pubescent and cili-

ate ; chaff stramineous, abruptly contracted to a straight erect mucro

:

body of the achene black, puberulent, obovate ; wings relatively broad,

divergent at the summit ; awns of the pappus 2, slender, two thirds as

long as the body of the achene.— Collected in mountains about San Luis

Potosi, August, 1876, Schajfner, no. 344; Parry &, Palmer, no. 457

(1878). Incorrectly referred to V. persicifolia and V. salicifolia

{= V. virgata).

b. Rays broadly oblong, 3-dentate, 3 nmi. long.

55. V. guatemalensis. Stems striate, wingless, alternately branched,

sparingly pubescent: leaves alternate, lance-oblong, acute, subentire, gla-

brate and buUate above, somewhat paler and canescent with fine close

appressed pubescence beneath, 7 to 10 cm. long, 1 to 2 cm. broad, nar-

rowed below to a biauriculate subamplexicaul base, not decurrent upon

the stem: inflorescence at first loosely but above fastigiately much-

branched, sordid-pubescent : heads numerous, in fruit 7 to 9 mm. in di-

ameter : rays very short, 3-dentate, little exserted, probably yellow

:

achenes obovate, broadly and equally winged ; wings rounded at the apex

;

body 5 mm. long, tuberculate especially along the prominent miduerve

:

pappus-awns 2, long, slender, equal.— V. virginica. Coulter in Donnell

Smith, Enum. PI. Guat. pt. 4, 8S, not L.— Palin, Depart. Amatitlan,

Guatemala, altitude 1,100 m., February, 1892, J. Donnell Smith, no.

2860.
* * Leaves more or less decurrent upon the stem.

•f- Involucral scales narrow, linear : pales villous near the summit.

•w. Leaves sparsely pubescent or at length glabrate beneath : Central American.

56. V. FALLENS, Benth. in Oersted, Vidensk. Meddel. 1852, p. 97;

Hemsl. 1. c. 189.— Nicaragua, on the western slopes of the volcano El

Viejo, Oersted.
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++ ++ Leaves permanently sordid-tomentose beneath : Bolivian.

57. V. Soratse, Sch. Bip. ined. Branches terete, pubescent, nar-

rowly and irregularly winged by the decurreut bases of the winged petioles

:

leaves alternate, ovate, acuminate, crenate-serrulate, rugose, scabrous-

tomentose above, paler and soft sordid-tomentose beneath, 6 to 10 cm.

long, 2.5 to 5 cm. broad, pinnately veined, rather abruptly narrowed to

a winged and somewhat crisped petiolar portion ( 1 to 2.5 cm. long)

:

corymbs much branched ; branches and pedicels covered with loose sordid

woolly pubescence; involucre campanulate, 7 mm. in diameter: rays

about 10, oblong, pale yellow?, 7 mm. long: achenes of the disk-flowers

(immature) linear, attenuate below
;
pappus of 2 unequal slender awns.

— Linnaea, xxxiv. 528, & Bull. Soc. Bot. France, xii. 79 ; Britton, Bull.

Torr. Club, xix. 150 (all mere mentions).— Sorata, Bolivia, Mando7i,

no. 55, and in the same locality at 2,400 m. altitude, February, 1886,

Dr. H. H. Rusby, no. 1722.

-1- H- luvolucral scales obovate-oblong, rounded at the apex : pales villous at the

summit: Chilian.

58. V. Saubinetia, Klatt, 1. c. xx. 92. SavMnetia heliantJioides,

Remy in Gay Fl. Chil. iv. 284, t. 49. —Near Coquimbo, Chili.

1- -I- -1- Involucral scales broad, ovate : pales glabrous or nearly so.

++ Involucral scales acute : leaves acuminate, tomentulos^ beneath, alternate.

59. V. acapulcensis. Stem tomentulose, partially winged by the

cuneate decurrent herbaceous bases of the leaves : leaves alternate, ovate,

cuspidate-denticulate, acuminate at each end, green, scabrous, and lepi-

dote above, paler and sordid-tomentulose beneath, 1 to 1.8 dm. long, 2.5

to 7.5 cm. broad, pinnately veined
;

petioles relatively short, winged

;

heads 35 to 40, short-pedicelled in a rather dense leafless corymb, sub-

globose, 1.2 to 1.8 cm. in diameter; involucral bracts 2-seriate, ovate,

acute, scarcely herbaceous, somewhat stramineous, striate, ciliate : rays

about 10, oblong, scarcely exserted : achenes of the disk-flowers about

4 mm. long, narrowly to rather broadly winged, often tuberculate above;

awns subequal. — Vicinity of Acapulco, Mexico, Dr. Edward Palmer^

no. 162 (coll. of 1894-1895). Type in herb. Gray.

++ ++ Involucral scales obtuse : leaves obtuse, barely puberulent beneath, opposite,

the uppermost alternate.

60. V. xanthochlora. Herbage yellowish green : stem canescent-

puberulent, narrowly winged by the green decurrent bases of the leaves

;

these mostly opposite, ovate-oblong, obtuse, subentire or denticulate,

green and concolorous on both sides, appressed-puberulent under a lens

:
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heads 1 to 1.5 cm. in diameter, subglobose, very short-pedicelled in a

loose leafy corymb ;
pedicels canesceut-tomentose ; scales of the involu-

cre herbaceous, suborbicular, obtuse or rounded at the apex, tomentulose

:

ligules about 10, bright yellow, oblong, little exserted : achenes of the

disk-flowers oblanceolate, attenuate below, narrowly winged, 6 mm. long,

tipped with 2 (to 3) short subequal awns.— Atlixco, Puebla, Mexico,

E. W. Nelson, 25 July to 1 August, 1893, without number. Type in

herb. Gray and herb. U. S. Nat. Museum.

* * » Leaves (silky-tomentose beneath) not decurrent, but stem with herbaceous

wings.

Gl. V. MOLLIS, HBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 203; DC. Prodr. v.

617 ; Hemsl. 1. c. 188 ; Klatt, 1. c. xx. 94 (where identity of V. sericea

is suggested). V. sericea, Kunth & Bouche, Ind. Sera. Hort. Berol.

1848, 14; Walp. Ann. ii. 867; Hemsh 1. c. 190.— S. Mexico, origi-

nally coll. between Guanajuato and Villalpando by Humboldt & Bon-

2)land, mountains of Oaxaca, Galeotti, no. 2002, Pringle, no. 4863,

E. W. Kelson, no. 1782, CoJizatti & Gonzalez, no. 400.

* * * * Leaves tomentulose beneath, bearing at the base of the short petiole one

or two small thickish auricles which soon become corky and fall off: stem

^ wingless : tips of the pales straight.

62. V. ONCOPHpRA, Robinson & Seaton, Proc. Am. Acad, xxviii.

109. V. virgata, var. ? conyzoides, DC. Prodr. v. 616; A. DC. Caiques

des Dess. t. 596. V. conyzoides, [Moc. &. Sess. ace. to] DC. 1. c.

(1837), not Trew (1769).— State of Mexico, Bourgeau, no. 967, Prin-

gle, no. 4310.

***** Leaves smoothish beneath : stem usually provided with narrow soon

corky wings or ridges more or less decurrent from the short petioles : tips of

the pales recurved.

63. V. VIRGATA, Cav. Shrub 1 to 3 m. high.— Ic. iii. 38, t. 275.

V. salieifolia, HBK. 1. c. 205, although described as herbaceous, is with

scarcely a doubt a synonym, as suggested by Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am.

Bot. ii. 190. V. persicifolia, Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 93, not DC. —
Valley of Mexico, Bourgeau, no. 963, Schmitz, no. 52, Schaffner, no. 6;

mountains of Oaxaca, Pringle, no. 4946, E. W. Nelson, no. 1380, Con-

zatti, no. 714; near Plateado, Zacatecas, Rose, no. 2753.

****** Leaves not auricled at the base : stem not winged.

+- Leaves opposite, coarsely dentate.

64. V. sERRATA, Cav. Leaves ovate, finely pubescent above, cinere-

ous-pubescent beneath : pales shorter than or not greatly exceeding the
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acheues. — Ic. iii. 7, t. 214 ; DC. I. c. C13 ; Ilemsl. 1. c. 190; Klatt, 1. c.

92, but "angustissime alatis" can apply only to the very young achenes.

— ]\[exico, Guanajuato, Humboldt & Bonjiland, Duges, no. 469 ; Aguas
Calientes, Ilartweg, no. 115; Michoacan, Pringle, no. 4114; Hidalgo,

Prlngle, no. 6537; Monte de San Juan del Rio, Ihrlandier, no. 1289.

Var. Pringlei. Leaves ovate-oblong, coarsely and irregularly ser-

rate, papillose-scabrous above, pubescent and subcinereous beneath :

pales long, recurved, considerably exceeding the mature achenes. — V.

Pringlei, Robinson, Proc. Am. Acad, xxvii. 175. — Barrancas near

Guadalajara, Jalisco, Pringle, no. 3845.

Var. amphichlora. Leaves lance-ovate, finely appressed-pubescent

and bright green upon both surfaces.— Collected between Ramos and

lude, Durango, Mexico, E. W. Nelson, 11-14 August, 1898, no. 4680.

Types in herb. Gray and herb. U. S. Nat. Museum.

H- -t- Leaves opposite, serrulate.

++ Leaves green and sparingly pubescent beneath : involucral scales obtuse.

65. V. RESINOSA, Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii. 144.— S. Mexico, Yavesia,

Llebmann, no. 331. Type in herb. Bot. Gard. Copenhagen; fragments

and a good sketch in herb. Gray.

•w. ++ Leaves pale, tomentulose, and prominently reticulated beneath : involucral

scales acute.

66. V. Grayi, Benth. & Hook. f. ace. to Hemsl. 1. c..l88. Zexmenia
Grayii, Sch. Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 305. — North Mexico, Sierra

Madre, Seeviann, no. 2004.

++++++ Leaves canescent-tomentose beneath without prominent reticulation

:

involucral scales acute to acuminate.

67. V. molinaria. Branches terete, canescent with an almost mi-

croscopic appressed pubescence : leaves opposite^ oblong-lanceolate, acu-

minate at each end, serrulate, pinnately veined, pale green and slightly

scabrous-puberulent above, canescent and silky-tomentose beneath, 1,2

to 1.4 dm. long, 3 to 3.7 cm. broad
; petioles 7 mm. long: heads corym-

bose, 8 to 10 mm. in diameter; involucral scales about 2-seriate, oblong,

acute: rays about 6, oblong, yellow, 4 mm. long, half as broad; the

tubular portion pubescent: pales oblong, subtruncate, apiculate : achenes

of the disk-flowers 2 to 3 mm. long, puberulent, moderately winged on

both edges : pappus of two short awns.— V. oncopliora ? Greenm. Proc.

Am. Acad, xxxii. 309. — Under bluffs of a barranca above Cuernavaca,

Morelos, altitude 2,000 m., 1 November, 1896, C. G. Pringle, no. 6600.

The specific name is suggested by its dusty appearance. Type in herb.

Gray.
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1- •*- -I- Leaves alternate or scattered.

++ Fruiting lieads about 1 to 1.5 cm. in diameter.

= Leaves not lepidote above.

a. Scales of the involucre 8 to 10 mm. long : achene with a single small earlike

wing in the manner of Otopappus, or with two very unequal wings : Mexican.

68. V. Robinsonii, Fernald iu herb. Otopapinis alternifolius,

Robinson, Pi'oc. Am. Acad. xxvi. 1G5 (1891); 0. Bohinsonii, Klatt,

Ann. Naturh. Hofmus. Wien, ix. oG2 (1894).— Limestone hills, San Jose

Pass, San Luis Potosi, Pringle, uo. 3310. While this species possesses

the typical pappus of Otopappus, its habit, and as we now believe its

genetic relationship, are nearer to Verhesina. The original specific

name, alternifolius, being preoccupied under Verbesina^ the species is

transferred under the next name. To this species may be referred, with

some doubt, V. Ilumholdtil, Klatt, Leopoldiua, xx. 92 (as to pi. Mex.),

not Spreng. V. ITumholdtli, Spreng. ( F. helianthoides, HBK. Nov.

Gen. &, Spec. iv. 204), is supposed to be Ecuadorian and is described by

Ivuuth as having leaves glabrous above, which is not the case here.

h. Scales of the involucre about 1 cm. long: Bolivian.

69. V. ciNEREA, Rusby, Mem. Torr. Club, vi. 63. — Near Cocha-

bamba, Bolivia, Bamj, no. 1092.

c. Scales of the involucre about 7 mm. long : E. South American.

70. Y. SORDESCENS, DC. Prodr. v. 613 ; Baker in Mart. Fl. Bras,

vi. pt. 3, 214, and var. seinlserrata (=V. semiserrata, Sch. Bip. in

herb. ace. to) Baker, 1. c. — ^tslzW, Riedel, and others; Central Para-

guay, Ilorong, no. 628a.

d. Scales of the involucre 4 to 6 mm. long: wings of the achenes usually sub-

equal : leaves serrate or serrulate : Mexican.

1. Leaves green and closely appressed-puberulent (not scabrous) beneath.

71. V. chiapensis. Branchlets striate, appressed-puberulent, at

length gjabrate and smooth; internodes rather long: leaves lance-oblong,

mucronulate-serrulate, attenuate at each end, subglabrous above, scarcely

paler and finely appressed-puberulent beneath, pinnately veined, becom-

ing 2 dm. long, 6 cm. broad: corymb 20-30-headed, 1.5 dm. broad;

heads 1.2 cm. in diameter excluding the linear-oblong spreading deep

yellow rays (8 mm. in length) ; pedicels slender, 1 to 4 cm. long, covered

with short but copious somewhat spreading pubescence; scales of the

involucre sub-uniseriate, ovate-oblong, acutish, 3 to 4 mm. long, much
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exceeded by the flowers of the at length subglobose disk : achenes (young)

obovate, 2 mm. long, puberulent; wings equal but ear-like, confined to

the upper part of the achene and more or less adnate to the two pappus

awns, these nearly as long as the body of tlie achene.— Chiapas, Mexico,

near Tumbala, altitude 1,200 to 1,700 m., E. W. Nelson, no. 3364.

Types in herb. Gray and herb. U. S. Nat. Museum.

2. Leaves grayish-tonientulose (not scabrous) beneatli : pedicels slender : Mexican.

72. V. cinerascens. Branches downy with soft spreading pubes-

cence, terete, pithy : leaves alternate, lance-oblong, attenuate at both

ends, remotely serrate, puberulent and scabrous above, grayish-tomentu-

lose beneath, piunately veined, 1 to 1.3 dm. long, 3 cm. broad: corymbs

compound, fastigiate, about 40-headed
;
pedicels tomeutulose, 3 cm. long,

erect, the middle one abbreviated ; ovate-oblong involucral scales acutish,

pubescent, 4 mm. long: flowers pale yellow: rays about 10, narrowly

oblong, 8 mm. in length : achenes of the disk-flowers narrowly and some-

what unequally winged; the body 2.5 mm. long, upwardly puberulent.

— On cool wooded slopes of a barranca near Guadalajara, Jalisco, 20

November, 1888, C. G. Pringle, no. 1806 (distributed as V. salici-

folia). Type in herb. Gray.

3. Leaves tomentulose at least on the veins beneath, green and at length decidedly

scabrous on both surfaces: scales of involucre broadly ovate; pedicels short

and thick.

73. V. crassipes. Shrub with terete wingless dark purple scabrous-

tomeutose branches : leaves alternate, obovate-lanceolate, serrate, acute,

sessile by a cuneate neither auriculate nor decurrent base, papillose and

very scabrous above, green, tomentulose (at least on the nerves and

pinnate veins) and at length scabrous beneath, 6 to 9 cm. long, a third

as broad, the margins tending to be revolute : corymbs dense, many-

headed ;
pedicels thick, mostly very short : fruiting heads depressed-

globose, 1.5 cm. in diameter: involucral scales ovate-oblong to obovate,

finely appressed-pubescent, the outer obtuse, thickened below, the inner

acute, somewhat stramineous; jjales broad, ovate, acute, stramineous,

somewhat ciliate above: rays about 10, linear-oblong, 8 to 9 mm. lono-

;

achenes of the disk-flowers, 3 to 4 mm. long, oblong, narrowly and sub-

equally winged ; awns 2, slender, subequal. — Oaxaca, Caiiada Sta.

Maria, 8 December, 1895, C. & E. Seler, no. 1476, also by the same

collectors in the district of Nochistlan, 14 December, 1895, no. 1590.

Types in herb. Gray and herb. Berlin Museum.
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4. Leaves white and silvery beneath with appressed microscopic hairs.

74:. V. hypargyrea. Shrub or tree with leafy, at first cinereous-

puberulent, at length glabrate and warty branches : leaves (smaller than

in the related species) lanceolate, attenuate at each end, serrate, conspic-

uously discolorous, green and microscopically puberulent above, silvery-,

white beneath, pinnately veined, with somewhat prominent reticulation-

beneath, 8 to 11 cm. long, 1.5 to 2 cm. broad : heads subglobose, numerous,

in compound corymbs; pedicels cinereous-puberulent, 6 to 12 mm. long;

pales stramineous, tipped by au erect mucro: achenes of the disk-flowers

2 mm. long, glabrous, narrowly and about equally winged, the wings con-

tinuous upon the subequal pappus-awns. — Chiapas, between Hacienda

Juucana and San Vicente, altitude 1,300 to 1,800 m., 12 December, 1895,

£. W. Nelson, no. 3510.

e. Inner scales of the involucre about 5 mm. long : leaves coarsely dentate :

S. American.

75. v.? DENTATA, IIBK. Nov. Gen. & Spec. iv. 205, Pallasia den-

tata, H. & B. PI. iEq. ii. 101, t. 111.— Ecuador, between Penipe and

Rio HamhsL, Huynboldt & Bon]jla7id ; Ecuadorian Andes, Spruce, no.

5792. The achenes of this species seem to be somewhat 4-aDgled, and

the i^appus-awns are very unequal.

= = Leaves (at least in age) distinctly lepidote-maculate above with round white

dots (bases of fallen trichomes).

a. Lower surface of the leaves sordid-pubescent : involucre campanulate : wings of

the achene broad, equal.

7G. Y. Donnell-Smithii, Coialter, Bot. Gaz. xx. 50, & in Donnell

Smith, Enum. PI. Guat. pt. 4, 88. Encelia pleistocephala, J. Donnell

Smith, Bot. Gaz. xiii. 189, &, Enum. PI. Guat. pt. 1, 22.— Guatemala,

Coban, Depart. Alta Yerapaz, altitude 1,300 m., von Tuerckheim, no.

1121 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets; San Miguel Uspantan, Depart.

Quiche, altitude 1,800 m., Heyde &, Lux, no. 3385 of Mr. J. Donnell

Smith's sets. Type number in herb. Gray.

b. Lower surface of the leaves essentially glabrous from the first: involucre soon

saucer-shaped or reflexed.

77. Y. PEUSiciFOLTA, DC. 1. c. 614; Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. v. 183

(persiccefolia)
',

Hemsl. 1. c. 189; ? Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 144, but not of

Klatt, 1. c. XX. 93, which is V. virgata, Cav.— Between Santander and

Yictoria, N. E. Mexico, Berlandle'>', nos. 2209, 789, San Luis Potosi,

Pringle, no. 3078 ; Warteuberg, Huasteca, Ervendherg, nos. 84, 91.
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c. Lower surface of the leaves sordid-pubescent on the veins beneath : involucre

saucer-shaped or at length reflexed by the enlargement of the globose head

:

W. Indian.

78. V. LEPROSA, Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 93.— Morne Rouge, Mar-

tinique, Hahn, no. 1214.

d. Lower surface of the leaves tawny-tomentose : involucre as in the jjreceding:

wings of the achenes variable in the same head and often very unequal and

adnate to the pappus-awn in manner of Otopappus : Mexican.

79. V. OLiVACEA, Klatt, 1. c. 93. V. oaxacana, Klatt, 1. c. xxiii.

144, not DC. Otopappus oUvaceus, and 0. oaxacanus, Klatt, Ann.

Naturh. Hofmus. Wien, ix. 362.— S. Mexico, Hacienda de la Laguna,

Schiede, no. 340; Mirador, at Consaquitla, Llehmann, no. 540 {V. lep-

7'osa, Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii. 143, not 1. c. xx. 93 ; also the undescribed

V. Sartorli, Sch. Bip. ace. to Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 143), and at Trapiche de

la Coucepcion, Liehmann, no. 543 (by clerical error cited as no. G14 by

Klatt, 1. c).

•H- ++ Heads somewhat smaller, in fruit 7 to 9 mm. in diameter.

= Tips of the pales recurved.

80. V. Seemannii, Sch. Bip. in Seem. Bot. Herald, 306; Hemsl.

1. c. 190.— N. AV. Mexico, Sierra Madre, Seemann^ no. 2027 (with well

developed pappus) ; S. W. Chihuahua, Palmer^ no. 324 (with pappus

reduced).
= = Tips of the pales straight.

a. Heads 14 to 25 in a rather small corymb ofren surpassed by the leaves : cortex of

the branches gray, soon glabrate : pedicels tomentose with spreading hairs.

81. V. ABSCONDiTA, Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 93. — Mexico, without

locality, Ehrenherg ^ no. 837. Although characterized as being an herb

and as having 5-piloso-costate achenes, this species proves (from a detailed

drawing by Klatt) to be the plant formerly described by us as V. Smithil,

Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 46, and its range may be more definitely given

as follows: Jaycatlan, Oaxaca, altitude 1,300 m., L. C. Smith, no. 132
;

limestone ledges, near Tehuacan, Puebla, Pfingle, no. 7497.

h. Branches not lanate : heads very numerous in broad corymbs; pedicels silky-

canescent with subappressed hairs.

82. V. PERYMENioiDES, Sch. Bip. in Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 143. — S.

Mexico, Yavesia, Liehmann, no. 330; Oaxaca, C. & E. Seler, no. 33,

Pringle, no. 4804; L. C. Smith, nos. 216, 295, 898 (smoothish formj;

E. W. Nelson, no. 1507.
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c. Heads numerous : branches lanate.

1. Tips of the involucral scales squarrose : rays 7 to 8 mm. long: leaves remotely

incurved-dentate, 3 to 5 cm. broad.

83. V. Oerstediana, Benth. iu Oersted, Vidensk. Meddel. 1852,

p. 9G; Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 144.— Costa Rica, on the side of the Volcano

Irasu, altitude 2,000 to 2,500 m,, Oersted, Pittier, no. 11583.

2. Tips of the involucral scales appressed: rays 1.1 cm. long: leaves essentially

entire, to 10 cm. broad.

84. V. lanata. Stem stout, pithy, terete, woolly: leaves elliptic-

lanceolate, obsoletely denticulate, pubescent upon both surfaces, 1.5 to

2.5 dm. long, 6 to 10 cm. broad, rather abruptly narrowed to a caudate

acumination at tlie apex, gradually narrowed below to a wingless woolly

petiole 4 cm. in length: branches of the compound flat-topped many-

headed corymbs sordid-lanate or -tomentose ; involucre turbinate, about

4-seriate, sordid-tomentulose ; scales oblong, obtusish: rays about 10,

elliptic-oblong, G mm. long, white (?) ; awns of the pappus long and slen-

der.— V. Oerstediana, Donnell Smith, Enum. PI. Guat. pt. 1, 23, not

Benth.— Guatemala, Coban, Depart. Alta Yerapaz, //. von Tuerck-

heim, February, 1888, no. 1344 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets.

§10. PsEUDOMONTANOA. Heads small: rays yellow : leaves sinu-

ately 3-5-lobed : pales broad.

* Leaves alternate.

85. V. fastigiata. Tomentulose, younger parts more or less white-

woolly : stems with rather broad herbaceous wings : leaves alternate,

palmately 3-lobed, slightly scabrous above, loosely canescent-tomentose

beneath, 3-nerved from above the base, 8 to 20 cm. long, 5 to 14 cm.

broad, decurrent into winged petioles; nerves prominent beneath: heads

numerous, in anthesis 5 mm. in diameter, in fruit 1 to 1.2 cm. in diam-

eter, subglobose, in compound flat-topped fastigiate corymbs
j scales of

the involucre about 3-seriate, unecpial, narrowly ovate, acute, appressed-

pubescent and ciliate; pales stramineous, acute, with an erect tip: rays

small, pale yellow : achenes broadly winged, pale in color, broadly obo-

vate, the body 3 mm. long; pappus of 2 unequal awns.— Mexico, with-

out locality. Dr. J. Gregg, 1848-1849, no. 575.

* * Leaves opposite.

->~ Stems broadly winged : outer involucral bracts minute, ovate, acute, somewhat

decurrent upon the puberulent pedicels ; these subumbellate, 1 to 3 cm. long

:

INIexican.

86. V. PiNNATiFiDA, Cav. Ic. i. 67, t. 100; DC. Prodr. v. 615;

Hemsl. 1. c. ii. 190, excl. synon. and pi. Oersted.— Cuernavaca, More-
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\o&, Bourgeaii, no. 1210; near Guadalajara, Jalisco, Palmer, no. 698,

Pi'ingle, no. 1797; Sinaloa, Lamb, no. 4G3, immature.

1- H- Stems narrowly winged: outer bracts of tlie involucre two thirds as long as

the inner, oblong, obtuse; pedicels tonientose, 2 to 8 mm. long: Mexican.

87. V. montanoifolia. Stems terete, narrowly 4-winged ; inter-

nodes long: leaves opposite, sinuately and pinnately 3(-5)-lobed, 8 to 16

cm. long, 8 to 13 cm. broad, scabrous above, green and densely pubescent

beneath with short stiff spreading hairs ; lobes ovate, denticulate not

incised : corymbs compound, the primary branches long, but the ultimate

tomeutose pedicels considerably shorter than in the preceding species

:

iuvolucral scales 2-seriate, green, 4 to 6 mm. long: rays 8 to 10, bright

yellow, 6 mm. long: body of the disk-achene oblanceolate, 4 mm. long,

glabrous ; wings about equal, rather broad, rounded at the summit; awns

2, long, subequal.— Eaviues, Patzcuaro, Michoacan, 11 November, 1890,

C. G. PrIngle, no. 3475.

-(- -t- -1- Stems with rather narrow wings : pedicels 4 to rarely 10 mm. long, covered

witli a sordid pubescence : S. American.

83. V. caracasana. Shrub 2 to 3 m. high : branches sparingly

scabrous-pubescent; wings 4, herbaceous, 1 to 2 mm. in breadth, straight

(not crisped as in V. innnatlfidci) : leaves opposite, sinuately 3-lobed,

very scabrous and white-punctate above, somewhat paler but green and

sordid-pubescent beneath, rather thin, 8 to 16 cm. long, 6 to 11 cm. broad :

lobes acute or acuminate, mucronulate-serrulate to dentate, neither lobed

nor incised : corymbs ample, at first fastigiate, at length loose : pedicels

slender, more or less flexuous, sordid-pubescent ; involucre in authesis

cylindrical, 5 mm. in breadth ; scales 3-4-seriate, narrowly oblong, acu-

tish, pubescent: rays 6 to 8, little exserted : fruiting heads 1.5 cm. in

diameter : achenes broadly obcordate ; the body oblong, cuneate at the

base, 4 mm. long, somewhat tuberculate ; wings broad ; awns 2, nearly

as long as the achene.— Caracas, Birschel, December, 1854 ; also near

Tovar, Venezuela, 1854-1855, at 1,200 m. altitude, A. Fendler, no. 693.

+--)-)--(- Stems wingless : Mexican.

80. V. TRiLOEATA, Rob. & Greenm. Proc. Am. Acad, xxxii. 46. —
Rocky gulches, Monte Alban, Oaxaca, Pringle, no. 4875.

§ 11. OcHRACTixiA. Heads small : rays white or nearly so : leaves

alternate.
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* Herbs of the United States, Mexico, and Fernando do Noronha.

t- Wings of the stem 4 to 5, narrow, seldom attaining the inflorescence : pappus

well developed.

90. V. viRGiNiCA, L. Spec. ii. 901; DC. Prodr. v. 616. V. poly^

cephala, DC. 1. c.— Highly variable as to foliage, but without significant

or constant technical differences.

a (typical form). Leaves undulate-dentate to entire, not lobed, soft-

pubesceut beneath : rays about 6 mm. long. — Illinois to Georgia and

Texas, common. Ervendberg's no. 58 from Huasteca, S. Mexico, is

placed here with doubt.

Var. P LACiNiATA, Gray. Leaves sinuately lobed : rays as in the

typical form. — Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 287. V. laclniata, Nutt. Gen. ii.

170. V. sinuata, Elh Sk. ii. 411 ; DC. 1. c. G15.— S. Carolina, Dr.

Mellichamj), to Florida, near the coast.

Var. y insularis. Leaves lobed or undivided : rays short, 3 to 4 mm.

long, otherwise closely like the typical form.— Fernando do Noronha,

Ridley, Lea, & Romage, 1887. Type in herb. Gray.

H- H- Wings of the stem commonly C, usually penetrating the inflorescence : leaves

mostly sinuate-dentate or deeply crenate : pubescence very short : pappus well

developed, half to two thirds as long as the achene : S. W. United States and

adj. Mexico.

91. V. MiCROPTERA, DC. 1. c. 616. — Between Laredo and Bejar,

Berland ier, nos. 182, 1442 ; on the Rio Grande near Blancos, Schott ;

Guadelupe, Falmer, no. 732 (coll. of 1880) ; Nuevo Leon, Berlandler,

June, 1844 ; Matamoras, Gregg.

Var. mollissima. Leaves velvety with dense somewhat tawny tomen-

tum beneath. — Valley near Monterey, Nuevo Leon, 7 July, 1888, C.

G. Prlngle, no. 1916, also in Nuevo Leon, Berlandler, June, 1843, and

on the Rio Coleto, Texas, September, 1850, G. Thurber, no. 8.

.^ H_ H_ Wings of the stem 5 or 6: pappus abortive, scarcely exceeding the narrow

wing : outer involucral scales spatulate with an herbaceous tip.

92. V. rumicifolia. Stems thick, herbaceous, pithy, finely pubes-

cent, broadly 5(-6 ?) -winged : leaves alternate, elliptic-lanceolate, large,

1.5 to 2 dm. lon<T, 4 to 8 cm. broad, sharply and doubly sinuate-dentate,

acute, narrowed below to a sessile and decurreut base, thin, green and

sparsely pubescent on both surfaces; the upper leaves subentire, oblong,

elongated, obtuse, crisped on the margins : branches of the corymbose

panicle winged ; pedicels sordid-villous ; heads larger and more numer-

ously flowered than in V. virginica; involucral scales canescent-villous,
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the outer somewhat spatulate with herbaceous often recurved tips

:

achenes obovate, glabrous, black and shiuiug, 5 mm. in length, narrowly

winged; awns of the pappus very short (0.2 to 0.5 mm. in length).

— V. virginica, var. Palmeri, Gray, ace. to Wats. Proc. Am. Acad,

xviii. 106, & xix. 11 (where first described); Hemsl. 1. c. iv. 57. —

•

Soledad, Coahuila, Mexico, Dr. Ediv. Palmer, no. 733 (coll. of 1880).

Type in herb. Gray.

* * Trees, slirubs, and gigantic half-slirubs of South Mexico, Central and
South America,

•i- Leaves broadly lanceolate, very large (7 to 22 cm. in breadth), undivided.

93. V. punctata. Stems pale gray, pithy, terete, smooth: leaves

alternate, ovate to ovate-lanceolate ; the blade 2 to 3 dm. long, 7 to 22

cm. broad, serrate-dentate, slightly scabrous and white-punctate above,

green, scarcely paler, veiny and sparsely pubescent beneath, acute, nar-

rowed or abruptly contracted below into a winged petiole : branches of

the compound many-headed corymb winged
; pedicels filiform, 8 to

14 mm. long; involucre campanulate, 5 to 6 mm. in diameter; scales 3-

seriate, ovate, acuminate, ciliolate, otherwise glabrous, the outer much

shorter : rays about 8, white, short-oblong : achenes of the disk-flowers

(immature) narrowly winged; pappus-awns long and slender.— V. leprosa,

Coulter in Dounell Smith, Enum. PI. Guat. pt. 4, 88, not Klatt.— Gua-

temala, Casillas, and Las Vinas, Depart. Sta. Rosa, Heycle & Lux, uos.

4241 and 6176 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets.

•<- -<- Leaves lance-oblong, undivided, 2 to 4 cm. broad, glabrate and very

smooth above.

94. V. ACUMINATA, DC. 1. c. 614. Shrub or small tree, 2 to 5 m.

high, exuding a viscid milky juice: leaves varying from entire to ser-

rate. — V. Moritziana, Sch. Bip. ace. to Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 93.

V. salicifoUa, Klatt, 1. c. not HBK.— Caracas, Vargas, Moritz, no.

832 ; Tovar, Venezuela, Fendler, no. 2352 ; U. S. Colombia, Moritz,

no. 833.

-(- H- -I- Leaves sinuatedobed or -pinnatifid occasionally subentire in Fi fer6asc(/b//a.

*+ Stems wingless above, soon glabrate and very smooth : leaves deeply pinnatifid,

lobes 5 to 11, relatively narrow.

95. V. GiGANTEA, Jacq. Branches wingless.— Ic. PI. Rar. i. t. 175

& Coll. i. 53 ; DC. 1. c. 615. V. viyriocejihala, Sch. Bip. in Klatt, 1. c.

xxiii. 144.— Chiapas, near Yajalon, E. W. Nelson, no. 3423 ; St. Augus-

tiu, S. Mexico, Llehmann, no. 271 ; Guatemala, Palin and St. Luis, J.

Donnell Smith, nos. 2861, 2378; Panama, Seemann ; Jamaica, Wolf;

Martinique, Hahn ; Magdalena, U. S. Colombia, Andre, no. 222.

VOL. XXXIV. — 36
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•t-t- ++ Stems winged even to the inflorescence.

= Leaves deeply 9-13-lobed ; lobes oblong, acuminate, not very unequal, serrulate.

96. V. PiNNATA, Clark acc. to DC. 1. c.— Country unknown. Ghies-

breght's no. 782 from Chiapas, Mexico, corresponds well with the de-

scription as to foliage, winged stem, etc., but has the stem glabrate as in

V. gig(mtea, of which it is probably only a winged form.

= = Leaves deeply 3-9-lobed ; lobes oblong, acuminate, not very unequal, serrulate.

97. V. DiVERSiFOLiA, DC. 1. c. ; Baker iu Mart. Fl. Bras. vi. pt. 3,

213, t. G5. ? Britton, Bull. Torr. Club, xix. 150.— Baliia, Brazil,

Blanchet & Salzniann ; and probably Coripati, Yungas, Bolivia, Bang,

no. 2135 (stem winged?). A portion of the type material in herb. Gray.

Leaves said to vary to an unlobed form.

= = = Leaves irregularly and seldom deeply lobed, rarely undivided; lobes

broad, often obtuse ; veins at length very prominent beneath.

98. V. TCRBACENSis, HBK. 1. c. iv. 203; DC. 1. c. ; Klatt, Leopol-

dina, xx. 93. V. verhascifolia, Walp. Bot. Zeit. ix. 63 (wrongly

referred to the opposite leaved V.pin7i((ti/ida by Klatt, 1. c). V. nicara-

guensis & V. microcephaJa, Benth. in Oersted, Vidensk. Meddel. 1852,

p. 97-98 ; Klatt, Bull. Soc. Bot. Belg. xxxi. 206. V. pinnatifida,

Hemsl. I. c. 190, in part.— S. Mexico, Oaxaca, Pringle, no. 4966, L.

C. Smith, no. 288, E. W. Nelson, no. 1852 ; Lobani, Liebmann, no. 333
;

Orizaba, Bourgeau, no. 3208, ScJiaffner ; Costa Rica, Tondiiz, no. 7247
;

Guatemala, con Tuerckheim, no. 1351 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets;

Turbaco, U. S. Colombia, Humboldt & Bo7ipland ; Tovar, Venezuela,

Fendler, no. 698; Caracas, Montz, no. 60 (leaves undivided). This

species was originally described as having yellow flowers, but this is

probably an error. The otherwise excellent description of Kunth and a

detailed drawing by Klatt are well matched by the white-flowered plants

placed here.

-M- ++ ++ Stems wingless, permanently pubescent or tomentose.

99. V. SUBLOBATA, Bcnth, PI. Hartw, 76; Hemsl. 1. c. 190; Klatt,

Leopoldina, xxiii. 144. V. gigantea, Coulter in Donnell Smith, Enum.

PI. Guat. pt. 4, 88, not Jacq.— Chiapas, E. W. Nelson, no. 3468 ; Gua-

temala, Hartiveg, no. 536, Salv'm (acc. to Hemsl.), Heyde & Lux,

no. 4238 of Mr. J. Donnell Smith's sets; "Costa Rica &, Guatemala,"

Warscewicz, no. 127. V. tonientosa, DC. 1. c. 614, is a doubtlul

synonym.
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§ 12. LiPACTiNiA. Rays none: heads small.

* Leaves (at least in great part) opposite.

-1- Erect shrub : leaves serrate, pubescent : Mexican.

100. V. PAUCiFLORA, Hemsl. Biol. Cent-Am. Bot. ii. 189(1881).

V. cymosa, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xxi. 390 (1886).— Cerro de Pinal,

Secmann, no. 14G8; S. W. Chihuahua, Palitiev, no. 135.

-1- -I- Perennial herb : leaves serrate, scabrous : S. American.

101*. V. Gkisebachii, Baker, 1. c. 214. V. heliantholdes^ Griseb.

Symb. Fl. Argent. 194, not Michx.— Argentine Republic, Entre Rios,

to Concepcion del Uruguay (ace. to Baker, 1. c).

* * Leaves alternate, bipinnatifid : Brazilian.

102*. V. BiPiNNATiFiDA, Baker, I.e. 213.— Minas Geraes, Brazil,

Martins.

* * * Leaves alternate, undivided, auriculate at the base : Mexican.

103. V. AURicuLATA, DC. Prodr. V. 617; Klatt, Leopoldina, xxiii.

144. — Tehuantepec, Andrleux, no. 302; Villa Alta, Liebniann,

no. 211.

* * * * Leaves alternate, undivided, exauriculate.

-t- Leaves very large, 1.5 to 3 dm. long, 4 to 8 cm. broad.

++ Brazilian.

= Achenes broadly winged.

104*. V. FLORiBUNDA, Gardner in Hook. Lond. Jour. Bot. vii. 407;

Baker, 1. c. 212.— Minas Geraes, Gardner, no. 4927.

= = Achenes narrowly winged.

105*. V. NicoTiANiEFOLiA, Baker, 1. c.— Brazil without locality,

Pohl, no. 621.
++ -M- Andean.

106. V. ARBOREA, HBK. I.e. 202; DC. I.e. 617. V. Cumlngii,

Sch. Bip. Linnrea, xxxiv. 528.— Mountains about Quito, Humboldt &
Bonpland ; near Sorata, Bolivia, Mandon, no. 56.

I- -4- Leaves smaller.

++ Leaves sparingly pubescent beneath.

= Leaves "sessile": heads numerous.

107*. V. GUiANENSis, Baker, I.e. 211. — British Guiana, ScJiom-

hurgk, nos. 194, 654.— Not seen by the writers.
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= = Leaves narrowed below to distinct petioles : corymbs few-headed.

3 08. V. ScHOMBURGKii, Sch. Bip. in Schomb. P'aun. FI. Brit.

Guiana, 1078 (name only) ; Klatt, 1. c. xx. 94. — British Guiana,

Schomburgk, no. 993. A form of the preceding?

*-* ++ Leaves densely pubescent beneath.

109. V. Clausseni, Sch. Bip. in Baker, 1. c. 212.— Central Brazil,

Claxissen, Mledel, V/cwviing, Langsdorf.

Doubtful Species.

v.? ^STUANS, Lam. Diet. iii. 262, DC. Prodr. v. 618 {Inula ccstic-

ans, L. Spec. ed. 2, ii. 1236), known from Plum. ed. Burm. t. 41, f. 2,

is wholly doubtful and probably not of this genus. It has very numer-

ous long narrow linear rays and a multiseriate involucre.

V. ARGENTEA, Bcrtol. Fl. Guat. 435, if (as described) with neutral

ray-flowers and triangular upwardly villous acheues, is probably au

Encelia.

V. ARGENTEA, Gaud. in Freyc. Yoy. Bot. 463, is a very imperfectly

characterized plant of the Marian Islands.

V. CONYZOIDES, Trew, PI. Ear. 8, t. 6 (1763), without locality, does

not appear to have been recognized by any subsequent author. We have

not had access to the work in which it is figured.

V. DECURRENS, Veil. Fl. Flum. viii. t. 114, represented with race-

mose heads and a pappus of several capillary bristles, is surely not of this

genus.

V. HuMBOLDTir, Spreng. Syst. iii. 577. V. heliantJi aides, HBK.
Nov. Gen. &, Spec. iv. 204, not Michx. AVe have seen no material of

this species and are unable to place it satisfactorily. It is supposed to

come from Ecuador, and is probabl}^ related to V. elegans, but has leaves

''glabrous above." The Mexican plants referred to this species by

Khitt are doubtless distinct.

v.? ILICIFOLIA, Poir. Diet. viii. 459, of San Domingo, with opjiosite

short-petiolate coriaceous dentate leaves, is still doubtful.

V. INVOLUCRATA, Rich. Tent. Fl. Abyss, i. 409, is of Abyssinia and

of doubtful generic affinities.

V. Mameana, Andre, Rev. Hort. xiv. 16, f. 5 (1885), is a horticul-

tural species described from the stem and foliage alone. There is no

satisfactory evidence that it is of this genus.
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V. MEGAPOTAMiCA, Spreng. Syst. iii. 578; DC. Prodr. v. G18, of the

Prov. Rio Grande, Brazil, but unmentioued iu the Flora Brasiliensis, is

not recognized.

y. POPULiFOLiA, Hill, Ilort. Kew. 31, poorly known and probably,

like the other Old World species, not really of this genus.

V. PROSTRATA, Ilook. & Am. Bot. Beech. 195, is a prostrate and

creeping Chinese plant with somewhat triangular achenes.

- V. SCANDENS, Roxb. Hort. Beng. 62, & Fl. Ind. iii. 441, is an E.

Indian plant unrecognized by recent writers.

V. SCAPOSA, Jones, Zoe, ii. 248, with scapose chiefly 1 -headed pe-

duncles and large radical leaves arising from a tuberous root, is a very

doubtful member of the genus, not seen by the writers.

V. TRiPLiNERViA, Vis. Nuov. Sag. Accad. Padova, v. 2G4, Walp.

Rep. ii. 621, said to be Mexican, is unrecognizable from its insufficient

characterization

.

V. TEiRADiATA, Veil. Fl. Flum. viii. t. 115, is altogether doubtful.

Transferred Species.

V. alternikolia, Britton iu Kearney, Bull. Torr. Club, xx, 485, is

Actinomeris squarrosa, Nutt.

V. ANCiSTROPHORA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 14 (1883), being

Ancistrophora Wrightii, Gray, Mem. Am. Acad. ser. 2, vi. 457 (1859),

is V. Wrightii, Griseb. Cat. PL Cub. 155 (1866), which should not be

displaced by V. Wrightii, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 12 (1883).

V. Bridgesii, Rusby, Mem. Torr. Club, iv. 212, is V. boliviana,

Klatt.

V. CTMOSA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xxi. 390, is V. 2>'^uciJiora,

Hemsl.

V. HASTATA, Kellogg cx Curran, Bull. Calif. Acad. i. 140 (1885), is

V. venosa, Greene, Bull. Torr. Club, ix. 110 (1882).

V. HoOKERi, Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 92, being F. helianthoides,

H. & A. in Hook. Jour. Bot. iii. 316, not DC, is V. Arnottii, Baker iu

Mart. Fl. Bras. vi. pt. 3, 215.

V. LiNiFOLiA, L. Syst. Nat. ed. 10, ii. 1226, founded on t. 149, f. 3

of Sloane's Hist. Jam., is Pedis linifolia, L., which rests on the same

plate.

V. OAXACANA, Klatt, I.e. xxiii. 144, not DC, is V. olivacea, Klatt.

V. OVATA, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. xix. 13, is V. pterocaiila [Moc.

& Sess.] DC.
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V. PANICULATA, Heller, Cat. N. x\m. PI. 8, not Poir., is Actinome-

ris alba, Torr. & Gray.

V. PERSiciFOLiA, Klatt, Leopoldina, xx. 93, not DC, is V. vlrgata,

Cav.

V. PiNNATiFiDA, Gray in "Wats. Proc. Am. Acad. xxii. 428 (Palmer's

no. 698 from Jalisco), certainly not of Cav., is probably sterile Montanoa

ffrandi/lora, Sch. Bip.

V. PODOCEPHALA, Gray, PL "Wright, ii. 92, is Zex77ie7ua jJodocejjJiala,

Gray, Syn. Fl. i. jjt. 2, 286.

"V. Sartorii, Sch. Bip. in Klatt, 1. c. xxiii. 143, is V. oUvacea, Klatt.

V. SCANDENS, Klatt, Leopoldina, xxv. 106, is ace. to Klatt, Ann.

Natur. Hofmus. "Wien, ix. 362, Salmea Eupatoria, L.

V. TOMENTOSA, DC. Prodr. V. 614, imperfectly described and without

exact locality, may be doubtfully referred to V. sublohata, Benth.

"V. TRiDENTATA, Spreng. I.e. 577, is Asjnlia hnphthalmijlora, Griseb.

"V. TUBEROSA, Klatt, Ann. Natur. Hofmus. "Wien, ix. 361, is Zex-

Tnenia aurea, Benth. & Hook. f. Gen. ii. 373 ( Wedella ? aurea, D.

Don, Bot. Mag. t. 3384; Verbesina aurea, DC. Prodr. v. 613).

III. — SOME NEW SPECIES, EXTENDED RANGES, AND
NEWLY NOTED IDENTITIES AMONG THE MEXI-
CAN PHANEROGAMS.

By J. M. Gheenmax.

Eleocharis aciculariformis. Perennial : rhizomes dark brown,

creeping, rather stout, freely branched : culms 5 to 8 cm. high, tufted at

the nodes of the rhizome, vaginate at the base : sheaths reddish-brown

below, hyaline above: spikes elliptic-ovate, 4 to 6 mm. long, about 12-

flowered; scales ovate, obtuse, somewhat compressed, green on the back

with reddish-brown sides and scarious margins: setoe 3, a little over

1 mm. in length : achenes oblong-obovate, about 1 mm. long, rather ab-

ruptly narrowed at the summit, longitudinally ribbed, and transversely

striated : tubercle about one third as broad as the achene.— Collected by

C. G. Priugle in the Valley of INIexico, Federal District, 7 May, 1898,

no. 6818.
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This species seems most nearly related to E. acicularis, E. Br., but

differs in the stouter habit, the more conspicuously sheathed culms, and

the more persistent and longer setaj.

Smilax Pringlei. Stems terete, unarmed, somewhat tawny-pubes-

cent, later becomino- glabrous or nearly so: leaves alternate, ovate or

ovate-oblonty, 7 to 12 cm. long, 4 to 6.5 cm. broad, cordate or occasion-

ally subtruncate, short-acuminate, acute, entire, 5-7-nerved with rather

prominently reticulated veins, glabrous above or slightly pubescent on

the nerves, more or less pubescent beneath, later becoming glabrous ex-

cept on the rather densely hirsute-pubescent nerves; petioles 1.5 to

2 cm. long, pubescent, ceriferous near the base : peduncle 2 to 4.5 cm.

long, pubescent; pedicels 6 to 12 mm. long, these as well as the slender

flower-buds grayish-puberulent : perianth-divisions of the staminate flow-

ers linear-oblong, 6 to 8 mm. long, 1 to 1.5 mm. broad, obtuse, 1-nerved,

in anthesis recurved : pistillate flowers not seen : mature fruit smooth,

globose, about 1 cm. long ; seeds ovate, 5 mm. long, 3 mm. broad, red-

dish-brown. — Collected by C. G. Pringle in a barranca near Cuernavaca,

State of Morelos, 20 November, 1895, no. 7060, and in the same locality

at an altitude of 1,800 m., 18 June, 1896, no. 7259, also in mountain

canon above Cuernavaca, altitude 2,000 m., 15 May, 1898, no. 6843.

A species climbing to 6 m. and most nearly related apparently to

S. enjthrocarjja, Kunth, from which it is distinguished by the pubescent

character and by the shorter peduDcles.

Agave (Littsea) intrepida, Acaulescent : leaves numerous in a

rosette, lance-attenuate, about 4.5 dm. long, 1.5 to 2.5 cm. broad, gradu-

ally narrowed to a rather slender reddish-brown end spine, somewhat

dilated at the base to a breadth of 2.5 to 4 cm., smooth and in the dried

state more or less striate upon either surface, margins cartilaginous, mi-

nutely, closely, and evenly serrulate from base to apex : scape 1 to 1.25 m.

high, clavate : bracts of the peduncle scattered ; floral bracts lance-

attenuate, slightly exceeding, the flowers, scarious : flowers in pairs, 3.5

to 4 cm. long: perianth-tube 1.2 to 1.4 cm. in length; lobes oblong,

somewhat shorter than the tube, slightly thickened at their pubescent

apices : stamens inserted at about the middle of the perianth-tube, over-

topping the stigma and more than twice exceeding the perianth : capsule

1.7 cm. long, nearly 1 cm. in diameter. — Collected by C. G. Pringle on

mossy cliffs, Parque Station, State of Morelos, altitude 2,100 m., 2 June,

1898, no. 6868.

This species is apparently related to A. dasylirioides, Jacobi & Bouche,

but differs materially in size and habit. In Mr. Pringle's plant the
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scape is erect, not pendulous, and the bracts of the peduncle are scattered,

not secund and falcate, which is perhaps the most striking character of

A. dasylirioides. The specific name is suggested by the seemingly

perilous habitat of the plant in its native haunts. As stated by Mr.
Pringle, A. intrepida grows " on the faces and tops of the strange castel-

lated knobs of bare conglomerate, which form a range fifteen to twenty

miles to tlie east of Cuernavaca."

SiSYMBiiiuM CouLTERi, Hemsl. Diag. PI. Nov. pars alt. 18, & Biol.

Cent.-Am. Bot. i. 35. Specimens of this species were collected by
Mr. C. G. Pringle on limestone hills near Pachuca, State of Hidalgo,

altitude 2,500 m., 17 August, 1898, no. 6963. In the original charac-

terization the flowers are described as white. This character, however,

must pertain to the corolla oidy, as the sepals in the type specimen,

namely Parry and Palmer's no. 14 (coll. of 1878), and especially in Mr.

Pringle's specimens above cited, are distinctly roseate.

Phaseolus microcarpds, Mart. Ausw. Merkw. Pfl. 18, t. 12 (18S0?

ace. to Jackson, Lit. Bot. 429). This species, although well character-

ized and excellently illustrated in the above cited work, seems to have

been overlooked and omitted from the more generally used lists of Mex-

ican plants, including Hemsley's Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. P. monospenmis,

Rob. & Greenm. Proc. Am. Acad, xxix (1894), 385, is now regarded

as a synonym of P. mio'ocarjms, Mart., and to the latter species may

be referred Pringle's no. 5446, collected in a barranca near Tequila,

State of Jalisco, and also specimens collected by the late Rev. Lucius C.

Smith at Monte Alban, State of Oaxaca, altitude 1,900 m., 11 October,

1895, no. 931.

Croton Ehrenbergii, Schl. Linnsea, xix. 248 ; DC. Prodr. xv. pt.

2, 636. Specimens collected by Mr. C. G. Pringle at Cerro Ventoso

above Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 2,600 m., 18 August, 1898,

no. 6967, are referred confidently to the above species, notwithstanding

the slightly larger leaves.

Euphorbia dictyosperma, Fisch. & Mey. Ind. Sem. Hort. Petrop.

ii. 37; DC. Prodr. xv. pt. 2, 135. Excellent specimens of this very

characteristic species were collected by Mr. C. G. Pringle on wet mead-

ows of the Sierra de Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 2,900 m., 13

August, 1898, no. 6960. The species seems not to have been hitherto

recorded from Mexico.

Styrax Ramirezii. Tree, 9 to 12 m. high: branchlets finely ferru-

gineous-stellate, furrowed : leaves alternate, petiolate, oblong-lanceolate,

1 to 1.5 dm. long, 3.5 to 5 cm. broad, acuminate, acute or obtusish, cune-
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ate at the base, entire, glabrous and smooth upon either surface, or

slightly roughened on the prominent midrib and nerves beneath, rather

strongly reticulately veined, the lower surface somewhat glaucous : in-

florescence racemose ; racemes axillary, including the peduncle 6 cm. or

less in length ; rhachis, pedicels, and the minute bracts closely ferrugine-

ous-stellate : flowers subsecund : calyx cupulate, 5 to 6 mm. high, about

equalling the pedicels, shallowly sinuate, 5-dentate, argenteous-lepidote

:

corolla about 1.5 cm. long ; externally and along the margins of the

upper surfaces of the lobes argenteous-pubescent or somewhat scaly :

filaments and ovary above stellate-pubescent: fruit not seen.— Collected

by C. G. Pringle in mountain canons above Cuernavaca, State of Morelos,

altitude 2,000 m., 15 May, 1898, no. 6848.

The species is named in honor of Sr. Dr. Jose Ramirez, Director of

El Institute Medico Nacional, City of Mexico.

Menodora helianthemoides, Humb. & Boupl., var. parviflora.

Stems several, procumbent, more or less branched, 5 to 20 cm. long:

foliage and inflorescence of the species : calyx 6 to 7 mm. long, usually

11-lobed: corolla about 1cm. long, equally 5-lobed ; lobes oblong-

elliptic, 6 to 7 mm. long, 3 to 4 mm. broad : mature capsule about 6 mm.
high, nearly 1 cm. broad.— Collected by C. G. Pringle on bare hills

above Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 2,600 m., 30 July, 1898,

no. 6918.

A well marked variety, differing from the species chiefly by the smaller

flowers and less hirsute-pubescent branches.

Sabbatia arenicola. Annual, glabrous throughout: stems 5 to 10

cm. high, dichotomously much-branched, more or less 4-angled : leaves

sessile, ovate-oblong to elliptic-oblong, 0.5 to 1.5 cm. long, about one

half as broad, obtuse, entire, thickish. inconspicuously 3-5-nerved : flowers

terminating the branches, pedunculate : peduncles 0.5 to 1.5 cm. in

length : calyx campanulate, pentagonal, later becoming turbinate and

strongly 5-ribbed along the angles ; lobes lance-oblong, 5 to 10 mm.
long, 2 to 4 mm. broad, obtuse, entire : corolla lilac or rose-purple, about

1 cm. or more in diameter, yellowish in the throat, persistent ; lobes

obovate-rotund : stamens adnate to the throat of the corolla ; filaments

one half as long as the corolla-lobes : mature capsule 5 to 6 mm. long

;

seeds strongly reticulated. — Collected by C. G. Pringle on damp sands

of seacoast near Tampico, State of Tamaulipas, 28 April, 1898, no.

6808.

A species most nearly related to S. camjyestris^ Nutt., but readily

distinguished by the less attenuate calyx-lobes and the much smaller

corolla.
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Acerates Pringlei. Stems 10 to 20 in clumps, stout, herbaceous,

rather densely and finely pubescent : leaves opposite, short-petiolate,

ovate or ovate-oblong, 6.5 to 10,5 cm. long, 3 to 6 cm. broad, acute,

entire, somewhat truncate or subcordate at the base, rarely slightly nar-

rowed below, sparingly pubescent to essentially glabrous above, paler

and pubescent especially upon the prominent veins beneath; petioles 4 to

14 mm. long, canaliculate and often bearing above at the junction of

the blade several small gland-like bodies : inflorescence lateral, extend-

ing well down on the stem, interpetiolar; peduncles 3 to 8.5 cm. in

length, many-flowered, these as well as the pedicels (1.2 to 1.5 cm. long)

closely pubescent or subtomentose : bracts linear, setaceous, about 6 mm.

long, fugaceous; flowers about 5 mm. high: sepals linear, acute, 4 mm.
long, externally pubescent : lobes of the corolla oblong, 5 mm. in length,

usually slightly retuse at the apex, glabrous, externally more or less

purplish and with the purplish-tinged sepals early reflexed : collar of the

gynostegium short but distinct, the short ovate-oblong incurved-auricled

hoods of the crown exceeding the gynostegium and entirely devoid of

any horn-like process : immature follicles somewhat ovoid or slightly

ovate-oblong, short-acuminate, slightly puberulent : seeds reddish-brown,

smooth, about 8 mm. broad.— Collected by C. G. Pringle, on the Sierra

de Ajusco, State of Morelos, altitude 2,800 m., 21 May, 1898, no. 6853

(in flower), and on the Plan de Salazar, State of Mexico, altitude 3,000 m.,

13 August, 1896, no. 7309 (in fruit).

A species superficially resembling Ascleplas neglecta, Hemsley, but

distinctly different in floral structure.

GoNOLOBUs (§ Chthamalia) bifidus, Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot.

ii. 330. G. (§ ChthamaUa) Schaffneri, Gray, in Hemsl. 1. c. 334.

After a careful examination and comparison of the type specimens repre-

senting these two species there can be no doubt as to their absolute iden-

tity, and the name of Dr. Gray must give way to that of Hemsley by

right of priority of position.

Here also may be referred Pringle's no. 0898, collected on the plains

near Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 2,500 m., 3 July, 1898.

JpOMCEA NYSiPH^iFOLiA, Griseb. Cat. PL Cub. 203. It is inter-

esting to note that this characteristic "West Indian species was collected

by C. & E. Seler in Chiapas, 11 February, 1896, no. 1802. This

species seems not to have been hitherto reported from Mexico.

Macromeria Pringlei. Stems herbaceous, erect, about 4 dm. high,

branching from a perennial base, subappressed, hirsute-pubescent : leaves

sessile or nearly so, lance-oblong, 5 to 11 cm. long, 1 to 3 cm. broad,
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acuminate, acute, entire, appressed-tuberculate-hispid above, more or

less ajipressed-hirsute-hispid slightly paler and promiueutly nerved be-

neath : intlorescence terminal ;
pedicels 5 to 6 mm. long: calyx 8 to 10 mm.

long, deeply 5-parted, canesceut-hirsute; lobes linear, acute: coroha

4 to 4.0 cm. long, covered externally with a spreading hirsute pubescence;

lobes ovate-oblong, about 8 mm. long, obtuse : stamens nearly or quite

equalling the corolla. — Collected by C. G. Pringle uuder firs, on the

Sierra de Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 3,000 m., 4 August, 1898,

no. 6949.

Solanum jaliscanum. Stems ligneous, unarmed, covered below

with a grayish-green cortex, the younger branches, as well as the foliage,

pedicels, and calyx, stellate-pubescent : leaves thin, submembranous,

usually in pairs, very unequal in size, the larger 8 to 13 cm. long, 2.5 to

4.0 cm. broad, the smaller less than half as large, obtuse, gradually nar-

rowed at the more or less unequal base into a petiole 5 to 20 mm. in

length, stellate-pubescent on either surface : inflorescence in sessile ex-

tra-axillary umbels : pedicels during anthesis 8 mm. or less in length,

later erect, about 1 cm. long : calyx 5 to 7 mm. long, 5-lobed ; lobes

somewhat irregular, ovate-oblong to oblong-linear, obtuse : corolla rotate,

about 1 cm. in diameter; lobes ovate, acute, externally stellate-pubes-

cent, the upper or inner surface glabrous : stamens equal, about 2.5 mm.
long: fruit globular, smooth, nearly or quite 1 cm. in diameter.— Col-

lected by C. G. Pringle, barranca of Guadalajara, State of Jalisco, 29

June, 1889, no. 2909, and in the same locality, altitude 1,200 m., 10 June,

1898, no. 6870.

A species having the general habit of S. capsicastnim, Link, S. vali-

dum, Rusby, and ;S'. lignescens, Fernald, and perhaps most nearly related

to the last, from which, however, it is distinguished by the larger thinner

leaves, the somewhat smaller corollas, and erect fruiting pedicels.

Solanum jasminifoi.ium, Sendt. in Mart. Fl. Bras. x. 13; DC.

Prodr. xiii. pt. 1, 81. Specimens collected by Mr. C. G. Pringle in

hedges about Cuernavaca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 1,500 m., 25 June,

1898, no. 6901, are referred to the above species, hitherto unreported

from Mexico. The leaves on the specimens at hand from Mr. Pringle

are for the most part simple and entire. Several specimens, however, of

S. jasminifolium in the Gray Herbarium have leaves from entire to

deeply piunatisect, thus indicating considerable variability as to foliage.

It may be said further that it is difficult to separate from this species

the nearly related and also South American !S. hoerhavicefolium, Sendt.

I. c. 48, t. 11.
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Oestrum flavescens. Shrub, about 1 m. in height : stems covered

with a light grayish bark, the young shoots finely pubescent : leaves

ovate to ovate-elliptic, 3 to 5 cm. long, one half to two thirds as broad,

obtuse, narrowed at the base into a slightly winged petiole (5 to 10 mm.
in length), more or less pubescent on either surface, especially on the

veins beneath : inflorescence subracemose at the ends of the branches

;

peduncles and sometimes the pedicels apparently adnate to the base of

the petioles: calyx about 5 mm. long, 5-lobed; tube glabrous or slightly

puberulent; lobes triangular-ovate, a little irregular, 1 to 1.5 mm. long,

acute, tomentulose at the tips: corolla 2 to 2.5 cm. long, reddish-yellow,

tubular, gradually arapliated above, constricted at the throat, glabrous;

lobes broadly ovate, about 2 mm. long, obtuse, pubescent along the

margins, reflexed : stamens included, glabrous: immature fruit glabrous.

— Collected by C. G. Pringle, in lava fields near Cuernavaca, State of

Morelos, altitude 1500 m., 11 May, 1898, no. G832.

In general appearance this species bears a superficial resemblance to

tlie Guatemalan C Regelii, Planch. Fl. Serres, ix. t. 946; but from the

latter Mr. Pringle's plant is amply different, in the less acuminate

leaves, the shorter and broader calyx-lobes, and finally in the longer

and more slender corollas.

PiTHECOCTENiUM BDCCiNATGRiuM, DC. Prodr. ix. 195. Blf/nonia

huccinaforia, Mairet in DC. 1. c. ; Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-Am. Bot. ii. 490;

Hooker in Bot. IMag. t. 7516. f

In 1878 Parry and Palmer collected in the mountains of San Luis

Potosi both flowering and fruiting specimens of this species, and later in

1880 complete specimens were secured by Prof. Duges in the vicinity of

Guanajuato. The characters of the fruit, hitherto unknown, clearly in-

dicate that the affinity of the plant is with the genus Pithecocteniu?n and

not with Bignonia. The following supplementary description may be

given: capsule oblong-elliptic, 1.4 to 1.6 dm. in length, about 6 cm.

broad, somewhat narrowed at either end and densely echinate over the

entire surface; valves at maturity falling away from the replum : seeds

disposed in 4 to 5 rows. To this species may be referred specimens from

the following stations : San Luis Potosi, Parry & Palmer, no. 695,

Schaffner, no. 746; vicinity of Guanajuato, Duges (coll. of 1880), with-

out number; Puebla, Bilimek, no. 230, and by the same collector at

" Cakobaya," no. 229 ; and in the cultivated state at Orizaba, Botteri, no.

915, and A. Gray (coll. of 1885), without number.

Ruellia malacosperma. Perennial, conspicuously lineolate through-

out: stems 3 to 5 dm. high, erect or ascending from a ligneous base, te-
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rete or obtusely 4-angled, glabrous or sparingly villous : leaves opposite,

oblong-lanceolate, including the narrow less villous petiole 5 to 13 cm.

long, 1 to 3 cm. broad, acuminate, acute or the lower obtuse or even

rounded at the apex, narrowed at the base into a petiole, entire or sub-

repand, densely lineolate on either surface, and with a few scattered

villous hairs on the midrib and margins, especially towards the base

:

inflorescence cymose-pauiculate
;

peduncles 4 to 6 cm. long
;
pedicels

0.5 to 1.5 cm. long; bracts and bracteoles lance-linear, 1 cm. or less in

length: calyx deeply and regularly 5-parted; tube 2 to 4 mm. long;

divisions linear-attenuate, 1 to 2 cm. long, these as well as the pedicels

densely lineolate and stipitate-glandular, not hirsute : corolla purple, 4 to

5.5 cm. long, tubular-funnelform, externally puberulent; tube slender

below, ampliated above ; lobes subrotund, 1.5 cm. or more broad : mature

capsules 2.5 to 3 cm. long, glabrous, about 15-seeded; seeds slightly

oblique, 3 mm. broad, flattened, canescent.— Collected by C. G. Pringle

in lowlands near Tampico, State of Tamaulipas, 30 April, 1898, no.

6806 ; and by Dr. Edward Palmer in the vicinity of Acapulco, October,

1894, to March, 1895, no. 570 (distributed as Ruellia ? ovcdifolla,

Hemsl. ex char. ?) ; also by Botteri at Orizaba, in herb. Gray without

number.

A species having its affinity apparently with R. d'qjteracanthus, Hemsl.,

and R. tuherosa, L., but differing from the former by inflorescence and

longer corolla, also by the character of the calyx, and from the latter by

the foliar characters. The seeds of this plant in the dried state are cov-

ered with an appressed canescent pubescence, which however, when

moistened, is more or less spreading and almost velvety, hence the specific

name.

Randia canescens. Shrub or small tree, 3 to 5 m. high : stems

terete, covered with a grayish bark : spines 5 to 10 mm. in length : leaves

broadly obovate, 1 to 1.5 cm. long, nearly as broad, abruptly narrowed

below into a short petiole or subsessile, rounded or obtuse at the apex,

canescent-pubescent on either surface : flowers solitary, terminating short

axillary branches : calyx-tube about 4 mm. long, appressed-canescent-

pubescent ; lobes linear, acute, about equalling the tube, grayish-pubes-

cent : corolla salverform ; tube nearly 1 cm. long, somewhat folded on

itself near the middle, externally pubescent, internally glabrous : lobes

somewhat thickened, broadly ovate, about 6 mm. long, nearly as broad,

obtuse or rounded at the apex, glabrous above, ciliate : fruit not seen. —
Collected by C. G. Pringle in barrancas near Cuernavaca, State of

Morelos, altitude 1,500 m., 28 May, 1898, no. 6863.
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Randia Nelsonii. Stems sparingly armed, covered with a grayish

or reddish-brown bark, rather numerously dotted with lenticels ; the

young shoots pubescent: leaves thin in texture, obovate or subcuneate,

1.5 to 3 cm. long, two thirds as broad, narrowed at the base into a short

petiole, usually rounded, but occasionally slightly retuse, obtuse, or even

short acumiiiate-apiculate at the apex, soft-pubescent on either surface

:

flowers axillary, solitary, sessile : calyx including the slender spreading

lobes not exceeding 5 mm. in length, canescent-pubescent especially on

the tube : corolla including the lobes 2.5 to 3 cm. long ; tube about 1.5 cm.

long, externally puberulent, internally pubescent in the upper half; lobes

oblong-ovate, obtuse, nearly glabrous.— Collected by E. W. Nelson on

the way from Juchitan to Chivela, State of Oaxaca, altitude 46 to 277 m.,

1895, no. 2635.

A species somewhat resembling B. Pringlei, Gray, but readily distin-

guished from it by the texture of the leaves, the infloresence, the longer

corolla, and shorter calyx-lobes.

Eupatorium Conzattii. Glabrous throughout: stems herbaceous,

ancipitally compressed and subhexagonal, striate, reddish-brown : leaves

petiolate, oblong-lanceolate, 5 to 15 cm. long, 2 to 6 cm. broad, acuminate,

acute, obtuse or somewhat rounded at the base and slightly decurrent on

the (7 to 20 mm. long) petioles, crenate-dentate, distinctly 3-nerved from

above the base, conspicuously veined, pellucid-jDunctate : inflorescence

terminating the stems in a compound pyramidal panicle : heads 8 to 9 mm.
long, clustered at the tips of the branchlets in threes or fives, sessile

or short-pedicellate, 5-6-flowered ; involucre cylindrical ; scales imbri-

cated, 5-6-seriate, oblong, obtuse or rounded at the tip, distinctly nerved,

purplish or stramineous, the outer gradually shorter and darker: flowers

about 8 mm. long: achenes 4 mm. long, glabrous; pappus equalling the

corollas.— Collected by Prof. C. Conzatti in humid forests on the Cerro

del Chiquihuite, Colonia Melchor Ocampo, Cordoba, State of Vera Cruz,

altitude 1,300 m., 7 December, 1895, no 17.

This species may be recognized readily by the 3-nerved prominently

veined i^ellucid-punctate leaves associated with the few-flowered cylin-

drical heads. In general aspect E. Conzattii resembles E. vanillosmoi-

des, Sch. Bip., but is easily distinguished from it by the venation of the

leaves. From E. tepicanum, Hemsl., which is said to have ovate-lance-

olate pellucid- punctate leaves, our plant differs in having herbaceous

instead of woody branches.

Eupatorium leptodictyon, Gray, in "Wats. Proc. Am. Acad. xxii.

420. Excellent specimens of this characteristic species were collected by
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Dr. Rose ia the Sierra Madre, State of Tepic, nos. 1984, 3418. The

following supplementary characters may be appended : stems herbaceous

from a thick perennial base, 5 to 6 dm. high, simple or sparingly branched

:

leaves usually alternate, not unfrequently opposite or at least subopposite.

E. leptodictyon closely resembles E. strictum, Gray, but may be distin-

guished readily from it by the fewer broader and more blunt bracts of the

involucre, and by the larger flowers.

Grindelia glandulosa. Apparently biennial : root somewhat ob-

conical : stems subcespitose, erect, simple or sparingly branched, 2 to 3 dm.

high, glandular-pubescent with spreading hairs intermixed : basal leaves

spatulate, attenuate at the base, including the petiole G to 10 cm. long,

1 cm. or less in breadth ; stem leaves narrowly oblong or oblong-lance-

olate, slightly broadened at the sessile subclasping base, acute, regularly

and rather closely serrate, glandular-pubescent upon either surface, 2.5 to

5 cm. long, 6 to 10 mm. wide; the uppermost leaves gradually reduced

and more or less acuminate : heads terminating the stems, solitary, ex-

cluding the rays 1.5 to 2 cm. in diameter; involucral scales strongly

imbricated, purplish, lanceolate, acuminate, terminated by an acutish

glandular-viscid tip; margins thin, purplish, suberose, glandular-ciliate,

the outer somewhat narrower: ray-flowers 20 to 35; ligules oblong-

spatulate, including the tubular portion nearly 2 cm. long : pappus usu-

ally bisetose, rarely trisetose or sometimes with a single awn, fugaceous

:

achenes smooth.— Collected by C. G. Pringle in wet meadows of the

Sierra de Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude 3,000 m., 13 August, 1898.,

no. 6962. Seemingly a very distinct species, readily recognized by the

glandular character of the pubescence throughout the entire plant.

Baccharis macrocephala, Sen. Bip. in herb. Gray. Perennial,

glabrous throughout: stems somewhat striated, covered with a grayish

bark : leaves scattered, sessile, spatulate-lanceolate, 2 to 3 cm. long, 3 to

6 mm. broad, acute, often with a sharply recurved apex, entire and usually

hispidulous on the margins or with a few remote horizontally spreading

teeth near the apex, glandular-dotted on either surface and more or less

visc'.^ 1-3-nerved, the leaves of the flowering branches much smaller and

more or less squarrose-imbricated : inflorescence paniculate-virgate, leafy

:

heads terminating the branches of the inflorescence, those of the fertile

plant nearly or quite 1.5 cm. high, many(90-100)-flowered : involucral

scales unequal, 6-7-seriate, imbricated, lance-linear with a dark green

midnerve, acute, glabrous, margins scarious and often slightly erose, the

inner about 7 mm. long, the outer shorter : pappus white or slightly tawny,

nearly or quite 1 cm. in length ; achenes glabrous : heads of the staminate
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plant about 1 cm. high.— Collected by C. Sartorius in Vera Cruz, alti-

tude 2,700 m., April, 1856; and by C. G. Pringle, Serrania de Ajusco,

Federal District, altitude 2,700 m., 23 May, 1898, no, 6859.

A species resembling in habit B. vamiflora, var. squarrulosa, Gray,

but having larger and more numerously flowered heads, and a longer

pappus, also related apparently to B. squarrosa, HBK., from which,

however, it is distinguished by the entire absence of the squarrose char-

acter of the iuvolucral scales. Only staminate plants were collected

by Sartorius, yet the specimen in herb. Gray in the inflorescence, foliar

and involucral characters, agrees so closely with Mr. Pringle's specimens

that the writer has no hesitation in referring both to the above hitherto

unpublished species.

Desmanthodium lanceolatum. Herbaceous, perennial (?) : stems

1 to nearly 2 m. high, freely branching above, striate, glabrous, purplish

;

internodes much exceeding the leaves : leaves lanceolate to lance-ovate,

acuminate, acute, 5 to 10 cm. long, 2 to 4 cm. broad, narrowed below into

a subpetiolate base, sharply and somewhat unequally dentate with promi-

nent and moi*e or less divaricately spreading teeth, essentially glabrous

u^jon either surface, paler beneath, margins ciliate-hispid : heads termi-

nating the branches in sessile dense glomerules disposed in a cymose-pan-

icle : bracts broadly ovate, acute, glabrous ; margins whitish or subscarious :

fertile achenes elliptic-oblong, narrowed at either end, 3 mm. long, black,

shining.— Collected by C. G. Pringle, on mountains above Cueruavaca,

State of Morelos, altitude 2,100 m., 9 August, 1898, no. 6940.

This species is similar in habit and inflorescence to D. ovatuvi^ Benth.,

but easily distinguished by the lanceolate sharply dentate leaves, and by

larger and less obovate achenes.

Lepachys columnaris, Torr. &. Gray, var. pulcherrima, Torr. &
Gray, Fl. ii. 315 ; Gray, Syn. Fl. i. pt. 2, 264. Obeliscaria pidclierrima,

DC. Prodr. V. 559. Ratibida columnaris, var. pulcherrima, Don in

Sweet, Brit. Fl. Gard. n. s. iv. t. 361.

To this well marked variety, characterized by the brown-purple rays

more or less bordered with yellow, the following Mexican specimens may

be referred.— Coahuila, Carrizilos, 28 May, 1847, Gregg, no. 60, Palmer,

no. 717 (coll. of 1880) ; Nuevo Leon, 28 September, 1897, Bose, no.

3077.

Bidens decumbens. Stems decumbent, 1.5 to 3 m. long, tetragonal,

striate, glabrous except at the nodes, purplish : leaves simple and broadly

ovate, oblong-ovate to obovate, or pinnately 3-parted (the terminal di-

vision often rhombic-ovate, the lateral divisions obovate, unequal at the
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base), decurrent into a petiole, acute or short-acuminate, mucronate, cre-

uate-serrate with mucronate teeth, cuneate at the base, thickish, conspic-

uously veined, glabrous upon either surface or with a few scattered hairs

on the midrib beneath ; petioles 8 to 20 mm. long, channelled above, usu-

ally ciliate : inflorescence cymose or cymose-paniculate, few-headed ; pe-

duncles 1 to 3 cm. long : heads about 1 cm. high, radiate ; outer scales of

the involucre about 14, spatulate, 4 mm. long, obtuse, ciliate, the inner

lance-oblong, 6 to 7 mm. long, narrowed near the obtuse puberulent tip

:

ray-flowers sterile; achenes o-angular, exaristate; rays oblong-obovate,

2 cm. long, 8 mm. broad, white with yellowish nerves : disk-flowers nu-

merous ; mature achenes linear, 6 to 10 mm. long, longitudinally ribbed,

glabrous or hispidulous on the angles especially towards the apex, 2-4-

aristate.— Collected by C. G. Pringle on sand dunes near Tampico, State

of Tamaulipas, 29 April, 1898, no. 6820.

Bahia xylopoda. Perennial : stems decumbent, branching from the

base : branches ascending, about 1.5 dm. high, more or less hoary-pubes-

cent : leaves opposite or alternate, triternately compound, segments linear

or subterete, obtusish, hirtellous-puberulent : heads radiate, about 1 cm.

high, usually long-pedunculate, erect or nodding : involucral bracts sixb-

biseriate, the outer oblong, somewhat truncate, rounded or obtuse at the

apex, the inner often more narrowed at either end and acutish, veiny

with thinnish margins, grayish-white-pubescent on the outer surface with

stipitate glandular hairs intermixed : ray-flowers fertile ; ligules including

the pubescent tube nearly or quite 1 cm. long ; disk-flowers numerous

;

pappus usually of 8 narrowly oblong-obovate subequal scales, about 2 mm.
long, cuneate at the base : corollas of the disk-flowers 4 mm. long, below

pubescent on the outside : mature achenes 5 to 6 mm. long, hirtellous-

pubescent above, canescent on the angles of the slender base.— Collected

by C. G. Pringle, on bare hills above Pachuca, State of Hidalgo, altitude

2,600 m., 30 July, 1898, no. 6931.

This species is nearly related to B. Pringlei, Greenm., but is distin-

guished readily by the longer achenes, narrower scales of the pappus, and

also, according to Mr. Pringle, by the entire absence of running roots.

Cacalia ampuUacea. Stems 1 to 2 m. high, striate, purplish, pu-

berulent: lower leaves petiolate, oblong-ovate, 2 to 3 dm. long, two

thirds as broad, membranous, pubescent above, white-tomentose beneath,

about 13-lobed, with rounded sinuses, the main lobes 6 cm. or less long,

these again irregularly dentate-lobed ; stem leaves sessile, ovate-oblong,

1 dm. or less long, 1 to 1.5 cm. broad, strongly saccate below and sur-

rounding the stem : inflorescence rather densely corymbose : peduncles
VOL. XXXIV. — 37
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and pedicels tomentulose ; bracts linear, setaceous ; heads about 1 cm.

high, 5-6-flowered ; scales of the involucre 5 to 6, oblong-oblanceolate,

8 mm. long, 2 to 3 mm. wide, obtuse and slightly pubescent at the apex,

otherwise glabrous ; margins thin, subscarious : pappus somewhat tawny,

about 5 mm. long ; corolla glabrous : achenes pubescent.— Collected by

C. G. Pringle along streams on the Sierra de Pachuca, State of Hidalgo,

altitude 2,700 m., 17 July, 1898, no. 6917.

A species having its affinity with C. tussilaginoldes, HBK., and

C. mnidifolia, DC. From the former it is distinguished by the outline

and general character of the leaves, and from the latter by the white

tomentum on the lower surface of the leaves, and the pubescent achenes.

Lactuca brachyrrhyncha. An erect herbaceous annual : stems 1 m.

or more high, glabrous or nearly so^ purplish : leaves lance-attenuate,

1 to 1.3 dm. long, about 1 cm. broad, acute, entire or remotely denticu-

late, sessile by a clasping sagittate base, glabrous upon either surface or

bearing on the midrib beneath, especially towards the base, scattered

rather long hairs, these often continuing with the subdecurrent midrib

to the stem, the upper leaves gradually reduced: inflorescence in a

terminal panicle; peduncles bracteate ; heads 1.2 to 1.5 cm. high, about

20-flowered ; involucral bracts imbricated, more or less deeply colored

with purple, the outer short, ovate, acutish, the inner lance-linear: flow-

ers blue : pappus white : achenes oblong-elliptic, 4 mm. long, one half as

broad, abruptly contracted at the summit into a short beak less than

1 mm. in length. — Collected by C. G. Pringle at Tlalnepantla, Valley

of Mexico, Federal District, 6 July, 1898, no. 6883.

A species habitally like L. inteffrifolia, Bigel., from which it is readily

distinguished by the short yet distinct beak of the achenes.
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A COLLECTION, consisting of specimens of volcanic rocks from the

various islands of the Fiji group, collected by Mr. Alexander Agassiz

during the winter of 1897-98, was kindly placed in the hands of the

writer for a petrographical study. Each of the islands is, in general,

represented by specimens from one locality only, since the purpose was

to obtain simply an idea of the nature of the island rock, and not to

obtain a complete petrographical knowledge of the islands. In the case

of the very small islands, some of which are simply single exposed rocks,

the specimens collected can be considered as representative, but with the

majority of the islands structural and mineral differences may, and prob-

ably do, exist in the rocks iium different localities. The description,

therefore, of the specimen or specimens from each island, as given in this

paper, cannot be oflTered as the representative petrography of the island.

The Fiji group comprises two large islands, Viti Levu or Great Fiji

and Vauua Levu, together with a multitude of much smaller ones lying

east, south, and west of Viti Levu. Many of these small islands were

visited by Mr. Agassiz, and sjiecimens from about twenty-five of them

were collected.

In 1876 Th. Kleinschmidt visited some of these islands and collected

specimens of the rocks for the Museum GodefFroy in Hamburg.* These

specimens were later studied by Arthur Wichman,t and it is from his

published results that we have gained the most of our pi-esent knowledge

of the petrography of these islands.

* Jnurn. Museum Godeffroy, 1870, XTV. 264.

t .Min. und petrog. Mitth , 1883, V. 1-CO.
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Viti Levu, besides being the largest and most important island of the

group, possesses mucli more geological interest than the rest of the islands,

since it is essentially different in its rock formations. Wichman has

shown that granites, syenites, diorites, and gabbros occur on this island,

as well as crystalline schists and limestones ; and he reaches the conclu-

sion that the island was an old continental mass composed of these older

plutonic rocks which stood above the water during the whole of the

Paleozoic and Mesozoic ages. During the Tertiary the island was sub-

merged, and received its stratified deposits of limestone, sandstone, and

conglomerate, and was also rent by volcanoes. A few specimens from the

interior of the island were given to Mr. Agassiz, one of them being a

small piece of dioritic granite having the typical hypidiomorphic granular

structure, and thus tending to confirm the presence of plutonic rocks on

the island.

The large island of Vanua Levu, which lies northeast of Viti Levu, is

said to be similar to Viti Levu in structure, but very little is known

about it. Kleinschmidt desci'ibes a visit to the hot springs on it, but

apparently made no petrographical collections. The rest of the islands

of the group are volcanic or of coral formation.

The various types of igneous rocks found in the collection might be

conveniently included under the following heads:—
Dioritic granite. Hypersthene andesite.

Augite andesite. Hornblende andesite.

Augite-biotite andesite. Basalt.

Augite-olivine andesite. Olivine basalt.

Andesites and basalts are the characteristic rocks of the region, and

they show the usual variations in structure and mineral components.

Augite andesite seems to be the predominating rock of the islands, and it

varies from types having a small amount of augite with a large amount

of feldspar, with biotite as an accessory, to those in which augite is the

dominant constitueut, showing a gradation into a basalt. Hypersthene

andesite was shown by one specimen, so it can be considered as of rare

occurrence. Hornblende andesite is more common, yet is also very

limited in amount compared to the augite andesite. In fact, the more

basic type of the andesitic family predominates, augite, olivine, and

labradorite forming the most abundant constituents of the specimens.

In the description which follows each island represented in the collec-

tion has its specimen or specimens described in detail.
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VlTI Levu.

Specimeus of eruptives were obtained by gift from three localities on

this island.

Kai Vatu Lola.— Specimens of jasper, quartz, and the granite pre-

viously mentioned are labelled from this place, which is believed to be in

the central part of the island.

The granite megascopically presents a white granular rock, having

plates of dark hornblende well disseminated through it. The structure

is hypidiomorphic graiudar, and the composition is essentially of plagio-

clase feldspar with green hornblende plates and quartz grains. Most of

the feldspar sections exhibit fine polysynthetic twinning combined very

often with Carlsbad twinning. The extinction angles on sections normal

to the brachypinacoid 010 vary from a small angle up to a maximum
extinction of 18°. The index of refraction of the sections showing the

larger extinction angles is slightly below that of the Canada balsam,

indicating albite as the feldspar, while oligoclase is also present, but not

so prominent. A few sections of orthoclase more cloudy in appearance

than the plagioclases occur, and also two or three sections of microcline

showing a beautiful grating structure. The feldspars are in general

quite fresh and free from inclusions with the exception of an occasional

apatite and zircon crystal. A few of the smaller sections possess good

crystal boundaries.

Hornblende is abundant in plates with ends usually frayed out. Much
of it is altered to yellowish green chlorite and granular epidote and the

formation of some calcite. The fresh hoi'ublende shows strong pleo-

chroism.

Quartz is not very abundant in the rock, and cannot be detected in the

hand specimen. A few basal and prismatic anhedrons are seen however

in the thin section as an original filling between the feldspars. Magnetite

occurs which is evidently titaniferous, as it usually has a border of grayish

leucoxene surrounding the grains.

An analysis of this rock would doubtlfess show a large percentage of

soda in its composition because of the large amount of albite present, as

well as of oligoclase, and the small amount of potash feldspar. While

designated here as a dioritic granite, it might perhaps equally well be

considered a quartz diorite. It is the only one of the specimeus in the

collection which is not effusive in its origin. Wichman describes an

amphibole granite very rich in plagioclase from INEuanivatu Mountains*

* Loc. c'lt., p. 8.
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in the island, which agrees quite closely with this rock, and may possibly

be the same rock.

Mt. Victoria. — A specimen of augite andesite is from this mountain,

which rises in the nortlieru part of the island. The rock shows mega-

scopic prisms of augite, magnetite grains, and a few feldspars in a dense

greenish black base. Under the microscope the groun<lmass appears as

a web of feldspar and augite microlites with many magnetite grains, ce-

mented by a colorless to yellowish glass, the whole having a hyalopilitic

structure.

Plagioclase, augite, and anhedrous of magnetite occur as phenocrysts.

The feldspar phenocrysts predominate. The sections are large twinned

plates and give an average extinction of 28° normal to 010, showing

them to be labradorite. Zonal structure is seen well in some of the

brachypinacoidal sections, and the extinction angles of the zones range

from +7° on the outer shell to —39° in the centre. Colorless and

yellowish glass inclusions are abundant in the feldspar phenocrysts in

zonal arrangement. Augite or diopside occurs in pale green, large basal

and prismatic sections occasionally containing inclusions of glass and

magnetite with a few apatite needles.

The feldspar and augite phenocrysts have been penetrated along the

cleavages and fissures by a yellowish brown oxide of iron which also

lines some of the cavities with brown banded layers. This oxide has

apparently been derived from an iron-rich olivine, whose former presence

is indicated by a few irregular sections of fibrous serpentine mixed with

brown iron oxide and carbonates.

The base of the rock w^eathers to a light brown, leaving the augite

crystals standing out prominently unaltered.

Na dari Vatu.— An olivine-bearing augite andesite is labelled from

this locality, which id said to be in the northern part of the island.

The rock has a dark gray holocrystalline base in which megascopic

crystals of black augite are prominently disseminated. The base is largely

feldspathic, but includes some small augites, although most of the py-

roxenic constituent of the rock is in large phenocrysts.

Plagioclase, augite, and olivine are the chief constituents.

Sections normal to 010 of the feldspars give an average extinction of

22°, indicating an andesine or perhaps the soda-lime end of labradorite,

as the kind of plagioclase phenocrysts. Zonal structure is common, and

inclusions of the older formed minerals augite, olivine, and apatite, besides

much glass, zonally arranged, are seen.

Augite occurs in automorphic sections, containing apatite and olivine

inclusions. It is suboi'dinate to the feldspars in amount.
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Olivine is present in large and small irregular grains, but is not

abundant. A slight serpentiuization has taken place along some of the

fissures.

Small grains of magnetite occur.

Besides these eruptive rocks just described from Viti Levu, a few

specimens of sedimentary formation were collected from along the south-

ern shore of the island. One of them is a coarse conglomerate, which

forms a bluff near Suva. It consists of large rounded pebbles and frag-

ments of rock, apparently decomposed andesite, cemented by a very

impure calcareous cement. A specimen of a compact white limestone,

somewhat siliceous and stained slightly yellowish by iron oxide was col-

lected from a locality twenty-five miles up the Singatoka River.

Specimens were also brought from the two very small islands, Viwa

and Mbau, which are close to the eastern coast of Viti Levu. From
Viwa is a dark gray compact fossiliferous limestone, and from Mbau a

brown decomposed mass termed " soapstone," apparently a sedimentary

de|)osit from an altered eruptive rock.

AUGITE-BIOTITK AnDESITE FROM Na SoLO.

The Solo rock on which the lighthouse stands rises just above the

water in the centre of the lagoon formed by the North Astrolabe coral

reef. Several specimens of this rock were collected, but no differences

are seen in any of them.

The rock has a very fine liolocrystalline structure with no porphyritic

tendency apparent in the hand specimen. It is light ash gray in color,

sprinkled with small dark augite crystals.

Microscopically, however, the rock, while not possessing a prominent

porpliyritic structure, does show many small idiomorphic phenocrysts in

a distinctly finer feldspathic base. The feldspars are characterized by

isometric forms and zonal structure. Extinctions on the successive

zonal layers show a passage from an acid rim to a very basic centre,

the maximum extinction in the centres being 35°. The extinction

angles of the laths vary from 0° to 20°, the majority being low and indi-

cating oligoclase as the chief feldspar. The Carlsbad and albite twinning

are common.

Augite or diopside is well disseminated in the rock as very pale green

rounded crystals and fragments. They have all lost their original boun-

daries, and some have altered to calcite.

Biotite occurs in small brown plates, but is not abundant. It is only
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seen in the more acid varieties of the andesites, and therefore ajjpears in

but two or three of the rocks from this region. Magnetite is common as

fine dust particles and occai^ionally as anhedrons. A few apatite prisms

occur in the feldspars.

HORNBLENDE-ANDESITE FROM KaNUAVD.

Kandavu is an irregularly shaped island, stretching northeast to south-

west about thirty-two miles long and quite variable in width, lying south

of Viti Levu. It is of volcanic origin and has several elevated peaks,

that of Mbuke Levu or Mt. Washington, 2,750 feet, being the highest.

Specimens from this mountain are light gray in color, and have plieno-

crysts of feldspar and hornblende distinctly visible in a glassy base.

Under the microscope the grouiidrnass is seen to be a thick filz of

feldspar rods with much magnetite in grains, in a colorless glass, the

structure being hyalopilitic. The phenoci-ysts are miiinly plagioclase and

hornblende.

The feldspar pheuocrysts occur in automorphic plates with a zonal

structure. The extinctions of these zonal layers show also a passage

from acid rims to basic centres. The small rods of feldspar in the

groundmass usually extinguish under 5°, making oligoclase the main

feldspar. A lew of the large plates contain glass and gas inclusions.

Hornblende is present in yellowish green to deep green pleochroic

basal and prismatic sections, having perfect boundaries. Some of the

plates are twinned on the orthopinacoid and some show resorption borders.

Stout apatites are included. A little calcite has been formed from the

alteration of the hornblende.

Biotite is seen in one or two flakes only, showing that it is a rare

accessory. A few grains of very pale green, almost colorless pyroxene

also occur, probably a diopside ; a few anhedrons of magnetite and some

basal and prismatic sections of apatite constitute a part of the accessories.

A specimen collected from the John Wesley bluff, which is on the

north shore of the southern half of the island, near Tavukie, is an ande-

sitic tuff, showing remains of hornblende crystals whose contents have

been altered to chlorite and calcite with a separation of magnetite, em-

bedded in a dusty amorphous base. Considerable tridymite has formed

along the fractures in the rock and in cavities.

Kandavu is the only island of the group besides Viti Levu from

which specimens were collected, which have been previously described by

Wichman. A description of the hornblende andesite from Mt. Wash-

ington is given by him.
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Basalt from Mbengha.

Mbengha is a small islaud lying near tlie southern coast of Viti Levu.

The structure of the biisalt is somewliaL hitersertal, cousisting of stout

laths of feldspar with the interspaces hlled with a mixture of glass and

mascnetite grains and some au<rite niicrolites.

The feldspar phenocrysts show labradoritic extinctions, and are gener-

ally cloudy from numberless brownish glass inclusions and dust particles

zonally arranged. The centres of the sections are mostly ([uite dark with

these inclusions, vvliile the rims are pure and colorless.

Augite occurs abundantly as the largest phenocrysts. It is of the

common pale green color, non-pleochroic, and occurs in very perfect

idiomorphic crystals. Tliey show a well developed cleavage, and often

a zonal and also a beautiful hourglass structure. The orthopinacoidal

twinning is seen on some of the plates. Large well formed crystals of

apatite are present. Yellowish brown stains of iron oxides traverse' the

groundmass and line the cavities with banded layers.

Specimens were collected from a few of the small islands lying directly

west of Viti Levu which appear to belong to the more acidic end of the

andesitic group of rocks.

Andesite from Malolo.

Malolo is a small low island lying near the west coast of Viti Levu.

The rock from this island is compact, holocrystalline, and of a lead

gray color. It has a feebly polarizing feldspathic base in which frayed

out rods of feldspar occur, giving the rock a trachytic appearance. The

small laths of feldspar show less than 5° extinction angles. A few

small patches of chlorite in bright grenu plates occur. The specimen is

from the surface, and appears as if it had been exposed to the action of

the waves, by which its original condition has been changed into a felsitic

appearing rock. Magnetite is present in grains.

Andesite from Vatu Mbulo.

Vatu Mbulo is a mere projecting rock above the water, belonging to

the Malolo group. In appearance the specimen from this island is very

much the same as the preceding. It has the same compact felsitic

a[)pearance, with a lead gray color, and seems also to have been altered

by the constant exposure to the waves. Under the microscope, however,

it shows a few phenocrysts in the base. The groundmass is a mixture of
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allotriomorphic feldspar and quartz grains, while both plagioclase and

quartz appear as plienocrysts in this microcrystalline base.

An extinction angle normal to the albitic twinning was 20° on the

best section. Some of the sections show no polysyntlietic twinning, and

resemble glassy sanidine with Carlsbad twinning common.

Quartz occurs as an original constituent in large crystals with rounded

edges. They contain inclusions of glass and licjuid. Some of the sec-

tions have a wide resorption rim.

Some of the feldspar has altered to calcite. Magnetite dust is plenti-

ful. There are some areas of yellowish green material which seem to be

mixtures of chloritic substance with carbonates, which may have resulted

from the alteration of some ferromagnesian mineral, but further than this

there is no indication of a dark silicate present.

The rock is {)erhaps more a dacite than an andesite, but from its pres-

ent condition little can be learned regarding its former nature.

Hornblende Andesite fuom Waia.

Waia is a small island three and a half miles long by about three

miles wide, lying tliirty miles west of Viti Levu. It is one of the most

southern of a train of volcanic islands belonging to the Yasawa group,

and has several high peaks, one rising 1,870 feet above the sea level.

The specimen from this island is a hornblende andesite having a lead

gray color and compact texture. Small glassy feldspars can be detected

in the groundmass.

The base lacks glass, and appears microfelsitic with some microlites,

and many allotriomorphic grains, of feldspar. Plauioclase phenocrysls

occur, having an average extinction on sections normal to 010 of 21°.

Polysyntlietic and Carlsbad twinning are common. Many of the sections

show the zonal structure. Some calcite has been developed from the

alteration of the feldspar. Well defined basal and prismatic outlines of

hornblende crystals are shown by magnetite, but the original hornblende

has completely altered, yielding a mixture of chlorite with calcite.

Pyroxene was also a constituent of the rock, although not so abundant

as the hornblende. One crystal, presumably diopside, is seen which has

completely altered to calcite.

Magnetite occurs abundantly in fine dust and occasionally in good-

sized anhedrons.

This rock is probably the same as the hornblende andesite from Kan-

davu, but is in a more advanced stage of alteration.
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HyPERSTHENE AnDESITE from VomO LAI LAI.

Vomo lai I:ii is a rock about two huiulred feet high on the island of

Vomo, which lies near Waia.

The specimen is a gray porous rock liaving visible small pheiiocrysts

of pyroxene and feldspar.

The groundmass has a hyalopilitic structure consisting of a dense mat

of feldspar rods and augite microlites with magnetite grains cemented by

a greenish brown glass. The amount of base is small compared with the

phenocryst constituent of the rock.

The pyroxene microlites appear to be wholly augite, as they are non-

pleochroic and do not extinguish parallel. The phenocrysts are plagio-

clase, hypersthene, and augite.

The plagioclase plienocrysts predominate, and most are short rectangu-

lar sections and square plates, abundantly filled with zonally arranged

brownish glass inclusions which impart a cloudy aspect to the sections.

Undulating extinction due to pressure or strain is noticeable in several

of the larger plates. The extinction angles on sections normal to the

twinning lamellsB reach 33°, showing the presence of a quite basic labra-

dorite. The rods, however, and some of the phenocrysts, show much

smaller extinction angles, under 10°, and are probably oligoclase.

The pyroxene phenocrysts are both hypersthene and augite, which are

at times intimately associated. The hypersthene occurs in prismatic and

basal sections which give the common optical characteristics. The pleo-

chroism is quite marked, although not especially strong ; c = bluish

green, a = reddish brown, and b = brownish yellow. The plane of the

optic axes is 010, and sections parallel to 100 show they are normal to

the acute bisectrix, although the optic angle is a little wider than the field

of the microscope. The augite is bluish green, exactly matching the

color of the hypersthene in the vertical direction. It is non-pleochroic

and shows the large extinction angle. One section encloses an irregular

core of the pleochroic hypersthene.

This is the only instance where the orthorhombic pyroxene was noted

as a constituent of the rocks from this region, yet its presence might be

more generally shown from a study of a larger amount of material.

There is a noticeable absence of olivine in the rocks of these islands,

while on the other hand it is a common constituent of the rocks from

all of the volcanic islands lyiiig at a distance to the east of Viti Levu.

These eastern islands are composed of rocks decidedly more basic in

composition than those from the islands immediately adjacent to the large

island of Viti Levu, as will be seen in the descriptions which follow.
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OVALAU.

This is a very important island of the <^roup, lying just east and near

Viti Levu, but no specimens other than some mm-h decomposed rock

from the vicinity of Levuka were collected. The specimens appear to be

altered andesites, either hornblende or augite andesites. According to

VVichman the prevailing rock is augite andcsite, although some hornblende

andesite does occur.

Olivine Basalt fkom Wakaya.

Wakaya is about four miles long, lying nine miles east of Levuka.

Its highest peak rises 595 feet above the sea.

The basalt is a dark greenish brown vesicular rock containing amyg-

daloids of calcite.

Microscopically the rock shows a brown vitro})hyric base which has a

slight tendency to perlitic structure developed in the consolidation.

Long, slim feathery forms of feldspar are scattered through the amor-

phous base. There are only one or two lath-shaped sections present, and

these show by their extinctions that they are labradorite. The pheno-

crysts are olivine and augite. Olivine occurs in perfect automorphic

crystals which are often stained yellowish by the oxide of iron which has

resulted from a slight alteration of the olivine. Embayments formed by

the groundmass are seen in some of the crystals.

Augite is less than the olivine in amount. It occurs in pale green

automorphic crystals, and contains inclusions of the older minerals, olivine

and magnetite, besides some glass.

The rock from its mineral composition might be considered a lim-

burgite, yet the large amount of glass base present would doubtless show

the rock to be, chemically, a more acidic type of rock than a limburgite.

Olivine Basalt from Makongai.

Makongai is two miles long by one and a half miles wide, lying

seven and a half northwest of Wakaya. It has two peaks in the centre,

with an average height of 875 feet.

The specimens from this island are too much altered to determine

their petrographic characters, but the rock appears to have been like

that from Wakaya. Well developed olivine and augite crystal? are still

preserved in the decomposed base.
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Olivine Basalt fuom Ngau.

The island of Ngau lies twenty-seven miles southeast of Ovalau, and is

eleven miles long by four miles wide.

The rock is porous, of a gray color, and under the microscope shows

a base composed mainly of stout plagioclase laths, whose angular inter-

spaces are filled with a speckled mixture of bluish green augite microlites,

minute feldspathic rods, and magnetite grains, the whole forming an

intersertal structure. No glass is however apparent. The feldspathic

constituent is limited to the plagioclase laths and rods in the groundmass,

and is subordinate to the pyroxene in amount. Albitic twinning com-

bined with the Carlsbad is common, and the extinction angles on sections

normal to the twinning planes are those of labradorite, averaging 28°.

Most of the phenocrysts are large automorphic augites, the olivine being

subordinate in amount and size.

Augite occurs in light green perfect crystals, some of which show a

very weak pleochroism to yellowish tones. Zonal structure and twin-

ning is seen in several of the sections. Inclusions of olivine and magne-

tite are present and some of the sections have been penetrated along the

cleavage by the groundmass. Olivine occurs here and there in the slide

in rounded grains without any original crystal boundaries, and most of it

has altered slightly so as to be coated yellowish brown.

A few auhedrons of magnetite occur, but most of the magnetite is in

small grains,

Augite Axdesite from Nairai.

Nairai Island is four miles long by one and a half to three miles wide,

lying about ten miles east of Ngau.

The rock has a hyalopilitic base, consisting of minute short rods of

feldspar with augite grains and magnetite particles in a glass cement.

The feldspar phenocrysts which were present have all been altered to a

brown carbonate, leaving only the rims of the original mineral. The

brown carbonate is apparently calcite stained with the iron oxides, this

staining solution saturating a good portion of the groundmass and filling

the cavities wiih banded walls of brownish opalitic material.

Augite occurs in automorphic crystals, which occasionally show twin-

ning parallel to tlie orthopinacoid. A few grains of olivine can be

detected stained reddish brown.

Na Kobii. — This is a peak in a small island of the Nairai group, just

off the south coast of the main island.
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Specimens of augite andesite were collected from the top and base of

the Kobu which show only a slight structural difference. The rock

from the top is dark gray and fine-grained. It shows under the micro-

scope a groundmass having a hyalopilitic structure. Feldspathic rods,

green augite microlites, and magnelite grains are thickly strewn in

a glass base. Some of the feldspars reach dimensions to be called plieno-

crysts, but iu general the porphyritic character of the rock is not marked.

The feldspar rods have a distinct parallel flow arrangement.

The pyroxene constituent is only in microlitic form, no phenocrysts

occurring.

The specimen from the base of the Kobu is of the same nnture as that

from the top, but it shows a distinct porphyritic structure, having numer-

ous large phenocrj'sts of feldspar.

AUGITE-OLIVINE AnDKSITK FROM MoALO.

Moalo is a triangular ^haped island seven miles long by five miles

wide, lying southeast of Viti Lcvu. The specimen was collected from

the Observatory llocks on the northern coast.

The rock is dark gray, compact, and shows megascopic crystals of

augite and olivine in the base.

IMicroscopically the groundmass has a pilotaxitic structure, and consists

of minute uniform-sized crystals of augite and feldspar in distinct flow

arrangement, sprinkled with grains of magnetite and some brown grains

of olivine.

The uroundmass forms the larger part of the rock, and the phenocrysts

are mostly augite and olivine.

The few plagioclase phenocrysts give labradoritic extinctions, averag-

ing 27° on sections normal to 010.

The phenocrysts of augite and of olivine are large, the latter pre-

dominating in number.

Augite is in good automorphic sections, and contains inclusions of the

older olivine. The olivine sections usually have a yellowish brown
border enclosing the colorless centres, and the iron oxide has also pene-

trated along the fractures.

Olivine Basalt from Totoya.

Totoya is a circular island about six miles in diameter, being an ex-

tinct volcano with a crater bowl three miles in diameter and a ridge 1,200

feet above the sea. It lies a few miles southeast of Moalo. Specimens
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were collected from the top of the ridge, and from the interior of the

bowl.

The specimen from the top of the ridge is somewhat decomposed, but

resembles the basalt from Wakaya.

The groundmass has a pilotaxitic structure consisting of rather long

parallel arranged laths of feldspar and a speckled mixture of augite and

feldspar niicrolites with magnetite and olivine grains. The phenocrysts

are labradorite, augite, and olivine.

The rock contains very few large sections of feldspar, most of this

constituent appearing as slender laths in the groundmass.

Augite occurs in very large pale green crystals, which are usually

much broken up and of irregular form. Zonal structure is well shown.

Some of the sections contain areas of rectangular-shajied glass inclusions.

These are also seen in the larger feldspar sections.

Olivine is scattered throughout the rock in small corroded grains, with

a few fragments of larger phenocrysts. It is all coated reddish brown.

From the characteristic yellowish to reddish brown grains in many of

these rocks, iddingsite is strongly suggested
;
yet the coloring matter is

in general not homogeneous throughout the grain, the centres often being

colorless and showing the high polarization colors of olivine.

Calcite fills several of the cavities as a secondary formation, and usu-

ally has a brown border from the presence of much iron oxi<le. This

oxide of iron, which has apparently arisen through the alteration of the

olivine, has filled many of the cavities with the same banded layers as

previously noted.

The specimen from the interior of the crater has an orthophyric type

of groundmass, and the rock is a basaltic lava.

Short rectangular and square sections of feldspar are numerous, be-

tween which is a dusty brown glass. No original dark silicate is present,

but secondary serpentine is common and in many cases fills the cavities

with light yellowish green radiating fibrous bands. Brown limonite is

also a frequent filling for these cavities. Large areas of calcite and a

few cavities having quartz in them occur.

Olivine Andesite from Kambara.

Kambara is the next island visited, just east of Totoya. It is one of

the southern islands of the Lau or Eastern group, and is four and a half

miles long by three miles broad.

The hand specimen shows a very fine dark gray holocrystalline rock,

with no porphyritic structure apparent.

VOL. XXXIV. — G8
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The groundmass under the microscope is seen to be composed of a filz

of violet tinged augite microlites and feldspar laths, presenting a very

homogeneous structure which can be designated as pilotaxitic. The
small augite prisms have rounded ends, and seem fully equal in amount

to the feldspar.

The rock lacks phenocrysts of any size. The only mineral present

which is plainly of an older crystallization is olivine. This is well dis-

seminated ill the rock as small rounded sections whose original crystal

boundaries have been lost by corrosion. These sections are not much

larger than those of the groundmass. They have the common yellowish

to yellowish brown color from the iron staining, and only a few show

colorless centres.

A small flake of biotite, which is nearly colorless normal to and deep

brown parallel to the polarizer, can be detected here and there in the

groundmass.

Augite Andesite Lava from Komo.

Komo is another island of the Eastern group, lying northeast of Kam-

bara. It is very small, one and a half miles long by half a mile wide.

The specimen was collected from the shore blutf, and is a black vesicular

rock.

The groundmass shows a multitude of short rectangular sections with

a less number of augite grains in a brownish amorphous base which is

quite dusty from magnetite grains. There is a consideral)le inqji-egna-

tion of this base by brownish limonitic stains, and the same banded lilliug

of op-il in the cavities is noted.

The phenocrysts are in the main large automorphic crystals of labra-

dorite. Many have been corroded by the magma, and most are filled

with dark glass inclusions. Some of the sections show alternate zones

of clear and cloudy layers.

Auo^ite occurs, but is much inferior to the feldspar in amount. One

automorphic crystal has a pleochroic core, yellowish green to brown,

which resembles hypersthene, but no other indication of hypersthene was

seen in the slide.

Olivine Andesite from Yanu Yanu.

This is a very small island, two hundred feet high, of the Exploring

Isles.
,

The specimen presents a dark gray compact holocrystalline rock. It

lacks any definite porphyritic structure, although a few of its constituents
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show a different period of crystallization from tlie groundmass, and reach

a size to be designated as phenocrysts.

The groundmass is pilotaxitic, consisting of short green augite micro-

lites, feldspar rods, and magnetite grains. No glass is present in the

base.

The feldspar plates show an extinction angle of about \2° normal to

010, which indicates a soda-lime feldspar of an oligoclase or andesine

composition.

The larger phenocrysts are olivine. They occur as rounded sections,

usually much corroded by ttie magma, and show alteration to serpentine

along the fractures. Ci'ystal sections and anhedrons of magnetite are

common.

The above descriptions are made in the form of a report on the indi-

vidual specimens in the collection, and no generalizations are attempted,

because of the lack of sufficient representative material. Notes re-

garding the appearance and general structure of these volcanic islands

are not at hand, consetjuently the contents of this paper are purely

petrographicaL
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Investigations on periodicity in the weather have occupied the at-

tention of many workers, and I can refer only in a brief way to inves-

tigations along other lines than those on which I have been engaged.

A knowledge of the existence of annual and diurnal periods in the

weather is older than history, and the fact that these periods depend on

changes in the position of the sun is universally recognized. A larf^e

part of the labor of meteorologists at the present time is devoted to

determining, for different parts of the world, the amount of change in

weather conditions resulting from these periods.

Many investigators have sought to prove a period in terrestrial mag-

netism and in meteorological phenomena coinciding with the rotation of

the sun on its axis. Among these are Broun (Comtes Rendus, 1873),

Hornstein (Sitzungsberichte Wien-Ak., 1873), Liznar (Sitzungsberichte

Wien-Ak., 1885, '86, '87, and '88), Balfour Stewart (Nature, 1879 and

1884), Nerwander, (Poggendorffs Annalen, Bd. LVIH.), Buys Ballot

(Archives Neerlandaises, Tom. XX.), Muller (Melanges physiijues et

chemiques, Bnll. Ac. St. Pet., 188G), Schmidt (Sitzungsberichte Wien-

Ak., 1888), Veeder (Proc. Rochester Acad. Sci., 1889), Hall (Araer.

Jour, of Sci., Vol. XLV., 1893), and Bigelow (Amer. Meteor. Jour.,

1893). The results of these researches differ from one another, and

none has received general acceptance.

Also there has been much study of the relation between the frequency

of sun spots and corresponding periods in the weather. The results are

conflicting, and the relation is not accepted as proved. The relation if it

exists is undoubtedly complex, but this is what might be expected in

meteorological phenomena. An excess of rainfall in India implies an

increased ascent of air. This demands an increased descent of air in

some other part of the world, as for example in Russia. Hence, an

excess of rainfall in India would be coincident with a deficiency in Russia,

and the two would have opposite phases in regard to the sunspot period,
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as is found to be the case. Again, if during sunspot maxima there

should be an increase in atmospheric pressure over the Mid-Atlantic,

there would be an excess of soutliwest winds over the British Isles

during this time. Since winds in blowing over mountain chains have

their moisture condensed, and descend on the other side dry, the above

conditions might result during a sunspot maximum in an excess of

moisture on one side of a mountain chain and a deficiency on another.

Hence, in an area as small as Scotland, opposite weather conditions in

different places during the sunspot cycle do not necessarily disprove the

existence of the cycle. The results of various investigators from vari-

ous parts of the world need to be gathered and carefully considered from

numerous standpoints, before the weather cycle can be said to be dis-

proved, or before all the phenomena can obtain rational explanation as a

result of the cycle.

Next to the sun, the heavenly body which has obtained most attention

as a probable cause of weather cycles has been the moon. A popular

belief in the influence of the moon on the weather is older than history,

and exists in full vigor to-day. The earlier meteorologists, attracted by

this general belief, devoted much time to investigating the question of

the relation of weather to the moon's position. Considerable data of vari-

ous kinds were accumulated, to which full references are found in Van

Bebber's Handbuch der Witterungskunde. The results given in most

detail were plotted by Van Bebber, and are here reproduced in Plate I.

from traces made with a pantograph. Curve I. was j)lotted from the mean

atmospheric pressure at Paris for each day of the synodic peiiod of the

moon, as obtained by Eugene Bouvard for the twenty-three years 1810-

32. Curves II. and III. are the means of the atmospheric pressure at

Carlsruhe and Strassl)urg for each day of the synodic period of the moon,

as obtained by O. Eisenlohr for the years 1810-21 and 1806-32, respect-

ively. The three curves are in close agreement, showing a minimum

pressure about midway between the first (juarter and full moon and a

maximum near the last quarter. Curves IV., V., and VI. show the

number of rainy days at Paris, Carlsruhe, and Strassburg for each day

of the synodic period as worked out by Bouvard and Eisenlohr for the

intervals given above. These curves are alike, and show a maximum
frequency of rainy days at the time of the minimum of pressure. Curves

VII. and VIII. show the number of clear days at Vigevano and Krakau

for each day of the synodic period as obtained for the first place by

Schiaparelli for the interval 1827-64 and for the second place by Wierz-

bicki for the interval 1826-40. The curve for Vigevano shows the
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maximum frequency of clear days about the time of the last quarter of

the moon, corresponding with the time of maximum pressure at Paris,

Carlsruhe, and Strassburg. The curve for Krakau, however, shows the

opposite condition. For purposes of comparison Van Bebber collected

in tables the results of various investigators. Tlie results showing the

relation of the moon's phases to atmospheric pressure ai'e given in Table

I., except that two stations where the interval of observation did not

exceed five years are omitted. In a large proportion of these results

the minimum of barometric pressure is about the time of the moon's

second octant and a maximum about the time of the last quarter. The
range from maximum to minimum is small, but the stations cover a con-

siderable portion of Europe and there is one as distant as Batavia. The
general agreement of tlie results is surprising in view of tlie fact that

some of the investigators were seeking to disprove the lunar period in

atmospheric phenomena, or at any rate were sceptical of its existence.

It is improbable that the pressure is high over all the earth at the same

time, so tliat fnture investigators will probably find opposite phases of

the period for different parts of the world.

In Plate II. are curves plotted from the mean temperature for each

day of the lunar synodic period. They are drawn by means of a panto-

graph from curves given by J. Park Harrison in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society of May 4, I8G0, except No. IV., which I derived from

thirteen years' observations at the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory

(1886-98). The curves were plotted from the unsmoothed mean of

each day of the period. No. I. is from the daily mean of temperature

at Greenwich, Eng., from 1856-G4. No. II. is from the minimum tem-

peratures for the same interval at the same [ilace. No. III. is from the

daily means of temperature at Oxford, Eng., from 18o9-Gl. No. IV. is

from the daily means of temperature at Blue Ilill, Mass., from 1860-98.

No. V. is from the daily means of temperature at Oust Silosk, Siberia,

from 1837-43. The maximum and minimum values are given by

numerals printed near the curves. The curves are irregular and the

rano-es not large, but they all agree in showing a generally higher tem-

perature between new moon and full than between full moon and new.

At the European stations the warmest weather seems to be about the

first quarter, and the coldest about the last, thus agreeing approximately,

either directly or inversely, with the times of maximum found by other

investigators for the pressure and for the number of rainy days.

In Plate III. are curves showing the number of thunderstorms on

each day of the moon's synodic period. No. I. is plotted from results
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obtained by Dr. Ekholm and Mr. Arrhenius from the thunderstorms

observed throughout Sweden in 1880-95. The uusmoothed results give

a decided maximum of thunderstorms (50 per cent above the mean) on

the third day after the first quarter, and a minimum (34 per cent below

the mean) three days before the last quarter. But the plotted curve is

irregular and the curve given here is plotted from the results smoothed

by a process described in the pamphlet " Ueber den Einfluss des Mondes

auf die Polarlichter uiid Gewitter, von Nils Ekholm uiid Svante Arrhe-

nius " (Swedish Academy of Science, 1898). No. II. shows the number

of lightning strokes which were recorded in Bavaria from 1844-78 as de-

termined by E. Wagner for each day of the moon's synodic period (Mete-

orologische Zeitschrift, August, 1889). No. III. is from the number

of thunderstorms found in Germany by Dr. Koeppen for each quarter of

the moon from 1879-83 (Meteorulogische Zeitschrift, January, 1885),

A smooth curve is plotted through the numbers ut each quarter. No.

IV. is plotted from the number of thunderstorms in Bavaria found by

E. Wagner for each day of the synodic period from 1880-88. Before

plotting, the numbers were smoothed by taking the mean of each five.

No. V. was plotted from the total number of thunderstorms on each day

of the period from 1894-98, determined for me by Mr. A. E. Sweetland,

The results were reduced to percentages, and smoothed by getting the

second mean of each successive two before plotting. The range is from

+8 to —12 per cent of the mean.

The well known meteorologist Luke Howard was much interested in

the question as to whether there was a period in the weather correspond-

ing to the tropical period of the moon, or to the time of its movement

back and forth across the plane of tlie earth's equator. From a careful

study of the observations made in the vicinity of Loudon, for the eighteen

years from 1815-32, he arrived at the conclusion that the most rain (by

measure at the earth's surface) falls in the weeks when the moon is south

of the equator and least when it is passing over the equator southward,

the full north declination and tlie week during which it is approaching

the equator having a mean quantity. " On investigating the connection

of rain with thunder he finds that the atmosphere of our climate is sensi-

bly more subject to electrical accumulation in the clouds and to the

consequent changes when the moon is either south of the equator or

returning from that position." From his studies of the air temperature

he deduces the following conclusions :
" (1) That the pressure of an

atmospheric tide which attends the approach of the moon to these lati-

tudes, raises the mean temperature 0.35 of a degree. (*2) That the
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rarefaction iiiider the moon in north declination lowers the temperature

0.13 of a degree. (3) That the northerly swell following tlie moon as

she recedes to the south further cools the air 0.18 of a degree. (4) That

this cold continues while the moon is away south, reducing the mean
temperature yet lower by 0.04 of a degree." (Papers on Meteorology,

etc., by Luke Howard, F. R. S., London, 1854, p. 44.) In showing

the greatest number of thunderstorms when the moon is south, Howard's

results agree with the later ones of Dr. Ekholm and Arrhenius and of

Mr. Sweetland and myself. M. P. Garrigou Lagrange of the Obser-

vatoire Physique et Meteorologique, at Limoges, France, investigated

the relation between the moon's change in declination and the change in

the pressure of the atmosphere over the northern hemisphere, using for

this purpose the international observations of 1882-83. His conclusions

as communicated to the Societe Meteorologique de France are: — (1) In

the atmosphere of the northern hemisphere there exists an oscillation

from one side to the other of about the 30th parallel synchronous with the

movement of the moon in declination and of such a nature that when

the moon is north the pressure is lower below the 30th parallel and higher

above it, and inversely when the moon is south. (2) The gradients

show correlative moditications. The barometric slope from latitude 30°

toward the south and toward the north is alternately raised and lowered,

being steepest below 30° when the moon is north and less steep above

30° and inversely when the moon is south. (3) These differences in the

pressure and the gradients increase in proportion as one advances toward

the pole, at least as far as the 70th parallel. (4) These movements are

superposed on the more general movements which they strengthen or

weaken as they are in the same or in a contrary direction.

In 1894, Dr. Nils Ekholm and Svante Arrhenius published an investi-

gation on the relation between the electrical potential of the air and the

position of the moon in declination. (Ueber den Einfluss des Mondes au£

den Electrischen Zustand der Erde, Bihang till K. Svenska Vet. Akad.

Handlingar, Band XIX., Afd. I., No. 8, Stockholm, 1894.) They found

that in the northern hemisphere the difference in potential between the

earth and air was greatest when the moon was in southern declination

while in the southern hemisphere it was greatest when the moon was in

northern declination, the variations being 20 per cent or more above

and below the mean. In Plate IV. the curves marked "Atmospheric

Electricity " show the results for Cape Horn and Cape Thordsen (Spitz-

bergen). The curve marked " S. Hemisphere" is for Cape Horn; the

one marked " N. Hemisphere" is for Cape Thordsen. The explanation
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suggested for this phenomenon was that the moon is negatively electrified

like the earth, and, acting by induction on the earth's surface, diminishes

the electrical potential on the portion of the earth nearest the moon and

increases the potential on the opposite side of tlie earth. In 1896-97,

from observations made throughout the United States, I investigated the

relation of the frequency of auroras to the moon's position in declination,

and found the greatest number of auroras when the moon was in south

declination. (Paper i-ead before the Boston Sci. Soc, May 11, 1897.

See Boston Evening Herald of May 12, 1897, and Amer. Jour, of Science

of February, 1898.)

In 1898, Dr. Ekholm and Mr. Arrhenius published an exhaustive and

most careful research on the relation of auroral frequency to the position

of the moon in declination, in which the various sources of error which

might influence the results were considered and eliminated. (Ueber den

Einfluss des Mondes auf die Polarlichter uiid Gewitter. von Nils Ekholm

and Svante Arrhenius, Bihang der k. sclnvedischen Akad. d. Wissen-

schaften, 1898.) They made use of all the available observations both

in the northern and southern hemispheres. Their results from all the

observations in each hen)isphere are plotted in the curves marked auroras

in Plate IV. The curves are nearly opposite in phase, and clearly

follow the same course as that of atmospheric electricity shown in the

upper part of the same plate. Ekholm and Arrhenius also determined

the frequency of thunderstorms in Sweden as related to the moon's posi-

tion in declination, and their results are plotted and marked thunder-

storms in Plate IV. The frequency follows the same coui-se as that of

the auroras and of the amount of atmospheric electricity except that there

is a secondary maximum about the time of the moon's gi-eatest northern

declination, a phenomenon which I found also for auroras in the United

States. From the observations in the lj"ited States published in the

Monthly Weather Review, Mr. A. E. Sweetland worked out for me the

frequency of thunderstorms as related to the moon's position in declina-

tion and obtained the results plotted in the broken curve marked United

States. The range is very small but the curve follows a similar course

to the one for Sweden showing a maximum a few days preceding the

greatest northern declination.

My work in meteorology was instigated by the popular belief in the

influence of the moon on the weather. The general prevalence of this

belief led me when a youth to investigate whether the weather conditions

supposed to follow certain positions of the moon really did so. I found

the subject a complex one, and, taking up the study of modern mete-
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orology, I adopted the general belief of meteorologists that, as there was

uo rational reason vvliy the moon shonld influence the weather, it prob-

ably did not. I had, however, in my investigation found evidence of

j)eriodic changes in the weather independent of the annual and diurnal

periods. I decided to lay aside any theory as to their cause, and to

determine as definitely as possible the lengths, ranges, and methods of

oscillation of the periodic changes. My investigations led me to the

following conclusions which 1 believe are important : — (1) That every

weather period is leiidered complex by the existence of periods which

bear the relation of harmonics to the primary, that is, their lengths are

twice, one half, one third, one fourth, etc., the length of the primary.

(2) The periods in different parts of the world have different phases, as

for example in the annual period it is cold in the northern hemisphere

when it is warm in the southern, and in the sunspot period it is dry in

Russia when it is wet in India. (3) At any given place on the earth's

surface the harmonics, and in some cases the primaries, reverse in j^hase.

In the case of some of the longer periods this has been traced to a move-

ment of the centre of oscillation from place to place. (4) At any given

place the periods and their harmonics do not vary synchronously. Some-

times the primary period is weak, while one or more of the harmonics

are strong, and the reverse.

One of my earliest investigations, made in 1882-84, was concerning

a period of about two years wliicli I now believe is a periodic cliange

in the weather, arising from the annual period, and having twice its

leno'th. The results were published in the American INIeteorological

Journal for August, 1884, and April, 1885. Some of the diagrams are

here reproduced. The contiimous curve in Plate V. was obtained by

takino- the average of the monthly barometric means for each twelve

consecutive months from 1874 to 1881. The dotted curve was obtained

by taking the mean of each consecutive twenty-five months. The dotted

and broken curves in Plate VI. were obtained in the same way for the

rainfall. In each case the annual period is eliminated, and the unbroken

curves show secondary oscillations in pressure and rainfall with about

two years between each maximum and minimum.

Tliat the same oscillation prevaHed in the temperature is shown by

Table II., page HI 3, giving the departures from the average temperature.

On the eastern coast of the United States the oscillations in pressure

were found to be opposite in phase to those over the interior. A table

was made showing the departures from the average of twenty-five

months at the times of the maxima and minima of the waves. These
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TABLE IL

Departures of Tempkrature prom Normal.
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DiSCEMBEK, 1874.

Janoarv, 1877.

Febrdary, 1879.
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December, 1875.

Febeuauy, 1878.

March, 18SU.
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would fulfil the condition as well as the period I had supposed, and I

was led to adopt the length of the lunar periods in my investigations as

a working hypothesis. This seems justified by the fact that other inves-

tigators have found certain constant relations between the positions of

the moon and weather phenomena as described in the foregoing pages.

The average changes in the weather conditions as related to the moon

appear to be very small, and meteorologists . have heretofore assumed

that, if such a relation existed, it was so small as to be negligible. How-
ever, since certain of the weather periods have been found to reverse in

phase, is it not possible that periodic motions in the atmosphere set up in

some way by the motions of the moon may be much larger than shown

by the average for a long time at any given place ?

On Plate IX. are plotted the mean daily departures from the normal

temperatures at Blue Hill from October, 1898, to February, 1899. It is

seen that during October and November there was a rise and fall in tem-

perature about every three and a half days, which is about one eighth of

a lunar period. A dotted curve representing a harmonic exactly one

eighth of tlie synodic period of the moon is plotted for comparison with

the observed temperatures. The curves show that for every maximum

of the dotted curve there was a corresponding maximum of the observed

temperature, though the two were not always synchronous, and near the

end of November the phenomenon of reversal of phase appears. Fur-

thermore, it is seen that the minimum temperatures of October, December,

January, and February occurred very near the times indicated by the

round black circles. These circles indicate the time of new moon, and

show that the intervals between the minima approximate the length of a

synodic period of the moon. Moreover these minima were from 10° to

30° F. below the normal of the time of year, and, if periodic, were the

result of some strongly acting cause. Whatever the cause of these oscil-

lations may be, a knowledge of the laws controlling their action would

be of vast importance for weather forecasting. An urgent present need

is to find the reason for, or the law of, their reversal of phase. Such

researches deserve financial aid and sympathy. The problems to be solved

are fascinating and important, and in the time which can be spared from

other pursuits I am making an earnest effort to find a clue to the cause

or the method of the reversals. One cause appears to be a movement

of the centres of oscillation. In other cases there is evidence of an annual

period. Taking, for example, Luke Howard's tables, which show for

the eighteen years 1815-32 the mean temperatures for the weeks when

the moon was in south and in north declination respectively, I found the
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PLATE IX.

TEMPERATURE. 1898- 1899.

OCTOBER.
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differences between them. An excess of temperature when the moon

was south was indicated by a plus sign, and a deficiency by a minus sign.

Dividing the year into thirteen lunations, averages of these differences

were obtained for each lunation with the following results :
—
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PROCEEDINGS.

Nine hundredth Meeting.

May 11, 1898. — Annual Meeting.

Vice-President Lowell in the chair.

Ill the absence of the Secretaries, John Trowbridge acted as

Corresponding Secretary and Edwin H. Hall as Recording

Secretary.

The Report of the Council was read.*

The Treasurer presented his annual report, of which the

following is an abstract :
—

General Fund.

Receipts.

Balance, May 1, 1897 $1,961.73

Assessmeuts $1,005.00 >

Sale of publications 238.86 $1,241.86

Income from investments 4,663.82

Retnrn of bank tax 40.00

Legacy of Hon. Jobn Lowell 3,000.00

Donations 105.00 9.050.68

$11,012.41

Expenditures.

General expenses $2,026.00

Publishing expenses 1,365.31

Library expenses 1,139.15 $4,530.46

Investments '.
'.

\ . 3.000.00

Balance, April 30, 1898 3.481.95

$11,012:41

* See Proceedings, Vol. XXXIII. p. 517.
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RuMFORD Fund.

Receipts.

Balance, May 1, 1897 $3,133.66

Income $2,366.25

Return of bank tax 94.04 2,460.29

$5,593.95

Expenditures.

Books and binding $94.10

Publishing 59.91

Investigations 1,651.50

Rent 10.00 $1,815.51

Investment ".
\

'.

. 2,000.00

Balance, April 30, 1898 1,774.84

$5,593.95

Warken Fund.

Receipts.

Balance, May 1, 1897 $870.95

Income 855.00

$1,725.95

Expenditures.

Investigations $800.00

Balance, April 30, 1898 925.95

$1,725.95

Building Fund.

Receipts.

Balance, May 1, 1897 $773.78

Income 494.36

$1,268.14

Balance, April 30, 1898 $1,268.14

The Librarian presented his annual report, of which the

following is an abstract :
—

.2,751 books and pamphlets have been added to the library

during the past year, of which 2,089 were obtained by gift and
exchange, 513 purchased with the appropriation from the
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income of the General Fund, at a cost of $336.25, and 149 with

the appropriation from the income of the Rumford Fund, at a

cost of $23.92. 224 volumes were bound at an expense of

$331.95, of which $32.75 was charged to the Rumford Fund.

185 volumes were borrowed from the Library by 33 persons, of

whom 24 were Fellows of the Academy.

The following reports were also presented :
—

Report of the Rumford Committee.

At the last Annual Meeting of the Academy the sura of $1,000

was placed at the disposal of the Rumford Committee for use in aid

of investigations to which the Rumford Fund may properly be

applied.

During the past year appropriations from this have been made as

follows :
—

(1) To Professor George E. Hale, Director of the Yerkes Obser-

vatory, $400, to meet in part the expense of the construction of a large

spectro-heliograph.

(2) To Professor A. G. Webster, of Clark University, $250, for the

construction of an electrically governed revolving mirror.

(3) To the same, $100, for an investigation upon the Zeeman effect.

(4) To Professor A. A. Michelson, of the University of Chicago,

$250, to meet the cost of constructing a new form of interference spec-

trometer. To this appropriation an additional amount of $250, from the

Rumford Fund, was added by vote of the Academy at its March meeting,

on recommendation of the Committee.

(5) In addition to these, at tlie request of the Committee, the Academy

at its January meeting voted to grant the sum of $400, from the

Rumford Fund, to Professor W. C. Sabine, of Harvard University, for a

research on ultra-violet radiations.

In response to a request sent to these and other recent grantees, asking

for information as to the progress of the researches to which aid had been

rendered, replies have been received as follows :
—

Professor Hale writes :
" I have at last succeeded in obtaining two

Yoigtliinder portrait lenses of 6j in. aperture, which are to serve as the

principal optical parts of the spectro-heliograph. These lenses, which

now cost $600 each, were purchased for $185 each. The bal-

ance of the $400 appropriation is to be used in paying an instru-

ment maker who will be employed iu constructing the spectro-heliograph.
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I have engaged for this purpose the most skilful instrument maker we
ever had at the Observatory, and feel certain that he will build a most

satisfactory instrument. The large 60° prisms (4 in. on an edge and G^V in.

high) have already been obtained, and as I am now engaged in making

the drawings of the spectro-heliograph, we may reasonably hope that it

will be ready before many months have elapsed."

Professor Hale adds, " I feel very grateful to the Rumford Commit-

tee for rendering possible the construction of an instrument which

should certainly give valuable results when employed with the 40-inch

telescope."

Professor Webster writes as follows regarding (2). The " appropria-

tion of $250 for a revolving mirror has not been drawn upon. I have

made various experiments to determine the power required, and the fi'ic-

tion of bearings of various sorts, and expect to have the instrument

constructed during the summer vacation."

Regarding (3) he writes :
" The intention was to apply Michelson's

method of the interferometer, using however an instrument to measure

the visibility, instead of depending, as has hitherto been done, upon eye

estimates. On considering the relative advantages of the bolometer, the

radiomicrometer, and the radiometer, the last named instrument appeared

to be the most convenient, and was therefore chosen. Most of the time

has been spent in constructing and experimenting with the radiometer,

with the result that, if the instrument was made sensitive enough to

measure the quantities involved, its zero was constantly changing, and the

instrument was altogether too slow for the purpose. The glass plates of

the interferometer also absorbed such a large fraction of the radiation

that the method would have been impracticable, without fluorite plates,

which would have entailed a large expense. We have therefore

reluctantly been obliged to give up work on the Zeeman effect, and the

money will be returned."

Professor Michelson wn-ites that his paper read at the April meeting of

the Academy may be considered as a report of progress of his investigation,

the " echelon spectroscope " there shown being the first made instru-

ment of its kind. The amount of the appropriation still unexpended,

about $300, will be applied to the construction of a larger instrument

of the same character.

Professor Sabine states that the camera made for his investigation by

Clark and Sons has barely been completed wMthin the past few days, under

which circumstances it has not yet been possible to begin experimental

work.
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Statements have also been received from persons to whom recent

appropriations have been granted, but prior to May, 1897, as follows:—
Professor B. O. Peirce, of Harvard University, was granted an appro-

priation of $200 in 1892, and a further appropriation of $250 in

1895, for researches upon the thermal conductivity of rocks and other

poor conductors. A preliminary pajjer has been published in the

American Journal of Science, with the consent of the Rumford Commit-

tee, and also a table of roots of a Bessel Equation, in the Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society. The cost of the investigation, which has

proved to be a very laborious one, has greatly exceeded the amount of the

grant. It is expected to publish the final results in the near future.*

Professor F. A. Laws, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

was granted $300 in 1894, to aid in an investigation of the thermal

conductivity of metals by a new method proposed by him. The research

was delayed for a time, but is now in active progress, and it is probable

that numerical results will be secured very soon. The unexpended

balance of the appropriation will be applied to the determination of the

conductivities of other metals.

Professor E. L. Nichols, of the Cornell University, received in 1894 a

grant of " a sum not exceeding $500 " (on the authorization of the

chairman) in aid of a study of the emissive power of carbon at different

temperatures. Professor Nichols reports that absence from the country

for a year, and various unforeseen difficulties have delayed progress,

although much time has been spent on preliminary work. The expenses

of the research are only in part met by the appropriation from the Rum-

ford Fund, of which about $200 has been expended.

Professor Edwin II. Ilall, of Harvard University, received a grant of

$250 iu 1895, in aid of an investigation on the thermal conductivity

of metals. The research thus aided was embodied in part in a paper

presented to the Academy on January 8, 1896, on the " Thermal Con-

ductivity of Mild Steel." A second paper relating to the thermal con-

ductivity of cast iron is likely to be ready for publication during the

coming summer.f There is at present an unexpended balance of $120.

Professor A. G. Webster received a grant of $250 in 1895, for a

research on the velocity of electrical waves. Regarding this research

Professor Webster says :
" A part of the money has been expended par-

tially to defray the expense of the construction of a machine for measur-

ing the interval between the rupture of two electrical contacts, which is

* See Proceedings, Vol. XXXIV. No. 1. t Ibid., No. 11.

vol.. XXXI V. — 40
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the main apparatus used. I have undertaken to attain an accuracy up to

one ten-millionth of a second, and the experiments already made encour-

age me to believe that I shall succeed. On account of the mechanical

difficulties involved by the high speeds used, the apparatus has had to be

changed a great many times, and the work has been very intermittent.

The apparatus is therefore not yet completed, but I hope it will be by

summer, when I shall be able to complete the experiments. The sum

of about $100 remains unexpended, but will be required before the ex-

periments are completed."

Professor Henry Crew, of the Northwestern University, was granted

$400 in 1896, to aid a research upon the ai'C-spectra of metals. A
paper embodying in part the results of this research, entitled " Sources

of Luminosity in the Electric Arc," was recently presented to the

Academy, and is now in press.* An unexpended balance of $29.84 will

be employed in the prosecution of further research in the same general

direction.

Mr. R. O. King, then of Harvard University, received a grant of $100

in 1896, for aid in a research upon the "Thomson E^ffect in Metals."

A paper embodying the results of the research thus aided, and entitled

" The Thomson Effect in Copper," was presented to the Academy by

Professor E. H. Hall at its meeting in April, 1898. A balance of about

$10 remains unexpended.

It was voted by the Committee, at a meeting held IMarch 9, 1898, that

the Academy at its Annual Meeting be asked to appropriate the sum of

$1,000, as in previous years, to be expended under the direction of the

Committee in furthering investigations in Light and Heat.

The Committee has also considered at length the question of an award

of the Rumford Medal. The claims of various investigators and inventors

have been considered with great care, and more than one among them

appeared to be deserving of such recognition. After prolonged considera-

tion, the Rumford Commitee has voted at two separate sessions, in accord-

ance with long established custom, to recommend to the Academy an

award of tlie medal to Professor James E. Keeler, now Director of the

Lick Observatory, for his application of the spectroscope to astronomical

problems, and especially for his investigations of the proper motions of

the nebulae, and the physical constitution of the rings of the planet

Saturn, by the use of that instrument.

Charles R. Cross, Chairman.
May 11, 1898.

* See Proceedings, Vol. XXXIII. No. 18.
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Report of the C. M. Warren Committee.

In behalf of the C. M. "Warren Committee, I have to report that

at the last Annual Meeting of the Academy the sum of $600 from

the income of the Warren Fund was granted to Professor C. F. Mabery,

of Cleveland, in furtherance of his researches on the composition of

petroleums. A letter from Professor Mabery, dated March 23, 1898,

gives a clear idea of the present condition of his work.

With regard to other grants from the Warren Fund, now outstanding,

viz ., those to Professor Phillips of Allegheny City for the investigation

of natural gas, and to Professor Hofman of Boston for work on the

fusibility of slags, there are good reasons for believing that satisfactory

progress is being made by both these chemists.

F. H. Storer, Chairman.

May 11, 1898.

Report of the Committee of Publication.

The publications of the past year consist of four numbers of Vol.

XXXII., and the first seventeen numbers of Vol. XXXIII., of the

Proceedings, aggregating 464 pages and 9 plates.

Only one of these numbers was printed at the charge of the Rumford

Fund. The others have cost $1,365.31. The appropriation foi* publica-

tions made by the Academy from its General Fund in May last was $2,100,

leaving an unexpended balance of $734.69, to which must be added.

$236.86 from the sales of the year, or a total balance of $971.55;

The Committee hopes that at least the greater part of this may-

be added to the ordinary annual appropriation of $1,800, as some

unusual expenditures are looked for.

Samuel H. Scudder, Chairman.

May 11, 1898.

On the recommendation of the Committee of Finance it was

Voted, To make the following appropriations from the income

of the General Fund for the ensuing year:—
For general expenses $1,500.00

For the Library 1,600.00

For publishing 2,500.00

Voted, That the assessment for the ensuing year be five

dollars.
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On the recommendation of the Rumford Committee it was

Voted, That one thousand dollars ('"3^ 1,000) .from the income

of the Rumford Fund be placed at the disposal of the Rumford

Committee to be expended in aid of investigations on Light and

Heat, payments to be made on the order of the Chairman of the

Committee.

Voted, To award the Rumford Premium to James Edward

Keeler, for his application of the spectroscope to astronomical

problems.

On tiie recommendation of the C. M. Warren Committee it

was

Voted, That the sum of six hundred dollars (8600.00) from

the income of the Warren Fund be granted to Professor

Charles F. Mabery, of Cleveland, Ohio, for the continuation of

his researches on petroleums.

Voted, That the sum of thirty dollars (•'ii^SO.OO) from the

income of the Warren Fund be granted to Professor H. O.

Ilofman of Boston, for the continuation of his research on the

composition and fusibility of slags.

The annual election resulted in the choice of the following

officei"S and committees :
—

Alexander Agassiz, President.

John Trowbridge, Vice-President for Class I.

Alpheus Hyatt, Vice-President for Class II.

Augustus Lowell, Vice-President for Class III

Samuel H. Scudder, Correspond inr^ Secretary.

WiLLTA:yi: Watson, Recording Secretary.

Eliot C. Clarke, Treasurer.

Henry W. Haynes, Librarian.

Councillors.

Edwin H. Hall, \

Henry Taber, > of Class L
Theodore W. Richards, )

Benjamin L. Robinson, ^

William T. Councilman, > of Class H.

John E. Wolff, )
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1
John E. Hudson,
Barrett Wendell, ^of Class III.

:/Edward Robinson

Member of the Committee of Finance.

Augustus Lowell.

Humford Committee.

Erasmus D. Leavitt, Amos E. Dolbear,

Edward C. Pickering, Arthur G. Webster,
Charles R. Cross, Theodore W. Richards,

Thomas C. Mendenhall.

C. M. Warren Committee.

Francis H. Storer, Henry B. Hill,

Charles L. Jackson, Leonard P. Kinnicutt,

Samuel Cabot, Arthur M. Comey,

Robert H. Richards.

The Chair appointed the following standing committees :
—

Committee of Publication.

Samuel H. Scudder, Seth C. Chandler,
Crawford H. Toy.

Committee on the Library.

Amos E. Dolbear, G. Stanley Hall,

Samuel Henshaw.

Auditing Committee.

Henry G. Denny, John C. Ropes.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Academy :
—

Robert DeCouvcy Ward, of Boston, as Resident Fellow in

Class II., Section 1 (Geology, Mineralogy, and Physics of the

Globe).
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Francis Cabot Lowell, of Boston, as Resident Fellow in Class

III., Section 1 (Philosophy and Jurisprudence).

George Lyman Kittredge, of Cambridge, as Resident Fellow

in Class III., Section 4 (Literature and the Fine Arts).

George Howard Darwin, of Cambridge, as Foreign Honorary

Member in Class I., Section 1 (Mathematics and Astronomy),

in place of the late James Joseph Sjdvester.

Nine hundred and first Meeting.

October 12, 1898.— Stated Meeting.

Vice-President Hyatt in the chair.

The Chair announced the death of Samuel Eliot, Resident

Fellow in Class IH., Section 3 ; James Hall, Associate Fellow in

Class II., Section 1 ; Thomas Mclntyre Cooley, Associate Fel-

low in Class III., Section 1 ; William Ewart Gladstone, Foreign

Honorary Member in Class III., Section 3.

The Corresponding Secretary read letters from G. L. Kit-

tredge, Francis C. Lowell, F. Brunetiere, G. H. Darwin, and

Alb. Heim, acknowledging their election into the Academy ;

from Alexander Agassiz, announcing his resignation as Director

and Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cam-

bridge ; from the Royal Academy of Sciences of Turin, announ-

cing the death of Carlo Giacomini and of Giuseppe Gebelli ; from

the Polish Association for the Promotion of Medical and Natural

Knowledge, in reference to the exclusion of Poles from its

meeting at* Posen ; from the Physico-economical Society at

Konigsberg, stating the subjects and conditions of award of

certain prizes ; from August Dauber, of Bochum, calling atten-

tion to Professor Edward Buchner's experiments made in

Berlin; and from W. Potter, of Victoria, soliciting subscriptions

to the Baron von Miiller's grave monument fund.

A communication from the Department of State, announcing

the date of the next meeting of the International Congress of

Orientalists, and inviting the Academy to send delegates, was

referred to a committee, consisting of the President, the Vice-

President of Class HI., and the Corresponding Secretary.
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James Ford Rhodes, of Boston, was elected a Resident Fel-

low in Class III., Section 3 (Political Economy and History).

On the motion of A. G. Webster, it was

Voted, That the date of reception be placed at the head of

papers received for publication, instead of or in addition to the

date of presentation, so that papers may be printed, if necessary,

without waiting for presentation at a meeting.

Arthur G. Webster exhibited and described Maxwell's

Dynamic Top.

The following papers were read by title :
—

On Certain Derivatives of Symmetrical Trichlorbenzol. By
C. Loring Jackson and F. H. Gazzolo.

On the Action of Sodic Ethylate on Tribromdinitrobenzol. By
C. Loring Jackson and Waldemar Koch.

Trinitrophenylmalonic Ester, Second Paper. By C. Loring

Jackson and J. L Phinney,

A Revision of the Atomic Weight of Nickel, Second Paper.

The Determination of the Nickel in Nickelous Bromide. By
Theodore Wm. Richards and Allerton S. Cushman.

A Revision of the Atomic Weight of Cobalt, Second Paper.

The Determination of the Cobalt in Cobaltous Bromide. By
Theodore Wm. Richards and Gregory P. Baxter.

The Contact-potential between Metals and Fused Salts, and

the Dissociation of Fused Salts. By Clarence McC. Gordon.

Presented by Theodore Wm. Richards.

Some Electrochemical and Thermochemical Relations of Zinc

and Cadmium Amalgams. By Theodore Wm. Richards and

Gilbert N. Lewis.

On the Thermal Conductivity of Cast Iron. By Edwin H.

Hall and C. H. Ayres.

On Fluctuations in the Composition of Natural Gas. By
Francis C. Phillips. Presented by the C. M. Warren Com-

mittee.

Shoreline Topography. By F. P. Gulliver. Presented by W.
M. Davis.
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Nine hundred and Second Meeting.

November 23, 1898.— Special Meeting.

The Academy met at the house of the President, Cambridge.

The President in the chair.

The Chair announced the death of David Ames Wells,

Associate Fellow in Class III., Section 3 ; and of Pierre C^cile

Puvis de Chavannes, Foreign Honorary Member in Class III.,

Section 4.

A letter was read from the Corresponding Secretary of

the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, thanking the Academy
for past courtesies, and requesting the use of its hall for the five

stated meetings of the Society during the ensuing year.

On the motion of the Recording Secretary, it was

Voted, To grant the request of the Colonial Society.

The following papers were presented by title :
—

Japanese Collembola. By J. W. Folsom. Presented by S. H.

Scudder.

The Use of the Transition Temperatures of Complex Systems

as Fixed Points in Thermometry. By Theodore Wm. Richards

and J. B. Churchill.

The following papers were read :
—

On the Relationship of the Oceanic Currents and the Pelagic

Fauna. By Alexander Agassiz.

Notes, (a) On Allen's Application of the Indicator Diagram

to Rowing. (5) Progress in the Use of a Ring Pendulum for

Gravity Determinations. By Thomas C. Mendenhall.

Nine Hundred and tbird Meeting.

December 14, 1898.

The Academy met at the Jefferson Physical Laboratory,

Cambridge.

Vice-President Trowbridge in the chair.

John Trowbridge spoke on High Tension Electricity and

exhibited a number of photographs which illustrated the dis-

ruptive effects of electrical discharges.
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The Academy then visited tlie Laboratory rooms and wit-

nessed several experiments, among which were the passage of

electrical discharges over water in preference to a path through

it, and other experiments illustrating the good conducting power
of air under powerful electro-motive force. Electrical discharges

six feet in length in ordinary air were shown, and it was made
evident that in order to submit atmospheric air to a pressure of

three million volts the apparatus would have to be raised to a

considerable height above the earth, and be removed from all

surrounding objects. The various investigations now being

pursued in the Laboratory were exjilained, and the apparatus

shown. Among these investigations were three which are being

carried on under the aid of the Kumford Committee : one on

Heat Conductivity, by B. O. Peirce and R. W. Willson ; one

also on Heat Conductivity, by Edwin H. Hall, who explained

his apparatus ; and one on the measurement of very short waves

of light. In this latter subject Theodore Lyman and E. H.

Colpitts have succeeded in obtaining the shortest wave lengths

of metals hitherto measured.

Harold Edwards explained his investigation on measurements

with an improved air thermometer. H. H. Brown exhibited

his apparatus for the measurement of dielectrics, and a new
method of measuring electric waves in air was described and

exhibited.

John E. Wolff presented the following papers by title :
—

A Comparative Study of Etch-figures : the Amphiboles and

Pyroxenes. By R. A. Daly.

On the Optical Characters of the Vertical Zone of Amphiboles

and Pyroxenes : and on a new ]\Iethod of determining the

Extinction-Angles of these Minerals by Means of Cleavage-

Pieces. By R. A. Daly.

Nine hundred and fourth Meeting.

January 11, 1899. — Stated Meeting.

Vice-President Hyatt in the chair.

The Corresponding Secretary read letters from the Inter-

national Geographical Congress, announcing its seventh meet-
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ing at Berlin on the 28tli of September, 1899 ; from the RoyaV
Academy of Sciences, Letters, and Arts in Modena, announcing

the death of its President, Pietro Riccardi ; and from James
Ford Rhodes, accepting Fellowship in the Academy.
The Chair announced the death of John Cummings, of

Woburn, Resident Fellow in Class III., Section 3.

Letters of resignation were received from Mellen Chamber-

lain, Charles James Sprague, and Warren Upham, Resident

Fellows.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Academy :
—

Arthur Amos Noyes, of Boston, as Resident Fellow in Class

I., Section 3 (Chemistry).

Henry Paul Talbot, of Newton, as Resident Fellow in Class

I., Section 3.

Oliver Fairfield Wadsworth, of Boston, as Resident Fellow

in Class IL, Section 4 (Medicine and Surgery).

Charles Doolittle Walcott, of Washington, as Associate

Fellow in Class IL, Section 1 (Geology, Mineralogy, and

Physics of the Globe), in place of the late James Hall.

Oliver Ileaviside, of Newton Abbots, as Foreign Honorary

Member in Class L, Section 2 (Physics).

John Fiske gave a talk on Eccentric Literature.

Remarks on this communication were made by E. H. Hall

and T. C. Mendenhall.

Tfine hundred and fifth Meeting.

FebruaPwY 8, 1899.

Vice-President Hyatt in the chair.

John E. Wolff presented, by title, a paper by R. A. Daly, On
a New Variety of Hornblende.

William E. Story gave a talk on some mathematical curiosi-

ties, exhibiting and explaining some things commonly called

puzzles or tricks.
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Nine hundred and sixth Meeting.

March 8, 1899— Stated Meeting.

Vice-President Hyatt in the chair.

Tlie Corresponding Secretary read a letter from the Imperial

"Mineralogical Society of St. Petersburg, announcing the death

of Paul leremeiew.

The Chair appointed the following Councillors to serve as

Nominating Committee :
—

Edwin H. Hall, of Class I.

Benjamin L. Robinson, of Class H.

John E. Hudson, of Class HI.

The following papers were read :
—

On Hardystonite, a new Calcium Zinc Silicate from Franklin

Furnace, New Jersey. By John E. Wolff.

Investigations on Periodicity in the Weather. By H. Helm
Clayton.

Remarks on these papers were made by Messrs. Story, Hall,

and Webster.

The following papers were presented by title :
—

-

Contributions from the Gray Herbarium of Harvard Uni-

versity, New Series. — No. XV. I. Eleocharis ovata and its

American Allies. II. Seirpus Eriophorum and some related

Forms. By M. L. Fernald. Presented by B. L. Robinson.

Contributions from the Gray Herbarium of Harvard Uni-

versity.— New Series, No. XVI. I. Revision of the Genera

3Iontanoa^ Perymenimn, and Zaluzania. By B. L. Robinson

and J. M. Greenman. II. Synopsis of the Genus Verbesina, with

an analytical Key to the Species. By B. L. Robinson and J.

M. Greenman. III. Some new Species, extended Ranges, and

newly noted Identities among the Mexican Phanerogams. By
J. M. Greenman.

The Orthopteran Genus Schistocerea. By Samuel H.

Scudder.
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Nine hundred and seventh Meeting.

April 12, 1899. — Adjourned Stated Meeting.

The Academy met at the Mineralogieal Laboratoiy, Univer-

sity Museum, Cambridge.

The PRESIDENT in the chair.

The Chair announced the death of Othniel Charles Marsh, of

New Haven, Associate Fellow in Class II., Section 3.

A letter was read from the Massachusetts Historical Society,

tlianking the Academy for tlie use of its hall for the meetings

of the Society during the last two years.

The following papers were read :
—

The Structure and Origin of Agates, illustrated by Specimens

from the Bigelow Collection, and by the Projection on the Screen,

by the Arc Light, of Sections in Polarized Light. By John E.

Wolff.

A new Manganese Pyroxene from Franklin Furnace. By
John E. Wolff.

Petrographical Notes on some Rocks from the Fiji Islands.

By A. S. Eakle. Presented by J. E. Wolff.
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OF Seventy-four Elements.

Compiled In April, 1899, //-om ihe most Recent Data.

Br Theodore William Richards.

Name.
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NOT E.

SiNXF. the jqjpearance of this table last year, the Committee of the Ger-

jiian Chemical Society, Messrs. Landolt, Ostwald, and Seubert, have made
their interesting report upon the subject, and have invited the chemists of

the world to join them in deciding upon one standard to be used everywhere.

The fulfilment of this very desirable end must necessarily be a matter of

many months ; hence the present table is republished this year in accordance

with the original iilan. Jt is to be distinctly understood that the repub-

lication is not in any way an attempt to compete with or to foi-estall the

International Committee ; it is merely an expression of opinion, which may
be of temporary service. The fact that none of the other recent tables

follow the accepted scientific usage concerning significant figures seems to

afford an additional reason for reprinting this one.

The investigations of the past year have pointed to a change in four

values given in the table of 1898. Calcium is made 40.1 instead of 40; for

recent experiments (as yet unpublished) in this Laboratory indicate that

last year's estimate was too low. Neo- and praseodymium were oddly

transposed by their discoverer, and the more accurate values of Jones * and

others are substituted. Lastly, Lenher's f careful investigation upon sele-

nium seems to show that this element has a higher atomic weight than was

formerly supposed to belong to it. For,the present a compromise number,

79.2, is recorded above.

* Am. Chem. Journ., XX. 345 (1898).

t Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, XX. 555 (1898). Compare Clarke, Ibid., XXI. 200

(1899).
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IIEPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

Since the Annual Meeting of May 11, 1898, the Academy
has lost by death nine members :

—
- two Resident Fellows, John

Cummings, Samuel Eliot ; five Associate Fellows, Alvan Went-

\Yorth Cliapman, Thomas Mclntyre Cooley, James Hall, 0th-

niel Charles Marsh, David Ames AVells ; and two Foieign

Honorary Members, Pierre Cecile Puvis de Chavannes and

William Ewart Gladstone.

JUSTIN WINSOR.

The career of Justin Winsor is remarkable both for what he accom-

plished, and for the way in which he accomplished it. There is a proverb

that a man must make his mark before he is thirty, or he will never

make it at all ; but at that age Mr. Winsor had done little to attract

public attention, or to give certain promise of great future usefulness and

renown. The forces of his nature were still maturing, and it was not

until the middle point of life had been passed that lie gave proof of

effective power. But the right opportunity had no sooner been presented

than his intellectual resources and the vigor of his character were

displayed with marvellous rapidity. Every decade revealed him as a

leader in some new field of work, and in each he was a pioneer and a

master.

He was born in Boston on January 2, 1831, and got his early

education there. As a boy he was exceedingly fond of reading, and kept

a diary in which he entered many statistics, scraps of history, and mis-

cellaneous notes of all sorts. But he disliked school with its tasks, and

did not enter Harvard College until he was more than eighteen years

old,— rather an advanced age for a Boston boy in those days. Ilis child-

hood, indeed, showed more than one point of contrast with his later life,

for his silent, reserved, and somewhat unsociable tendencies were no less

marked in his youth than his genial sympathy was in after times. The
VOL. XXXIV.— 41
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qualities of his boyhood followed him to college and grew stronger

tliere. He led the same half solitary life, devoting most of his time

to reading by himself. He both read and wrote with the furious energy

that always characterized hira
;
yet at the time his efforts seemed fruitless,

or at least misdirected. Before coming to college he had, it is true,

written a History of the Town of Duxbury, which was published in his

Freshman year ; but although his ambition lay in literature, he met
with no further success to encourage him. He took, for example, a great

interest in the stage, and wrote dramas that were never acted. In 1850

he planned a life of Garrick, and for the next fifteen years he worked

ujDou it, collecting a vast quantity of materials, but it never saw the light.

He did not abandon, however, his love for historic research, and about

this time he devised a systematic method of taking and arranging notes

of his reading. This he continued to employ until near the end of his

life, and by its aid- he accumulated a reservoir of knowledge that was

invaluable when an active career opened before him.

Although essentially a scholar, Mr. Winsor paid little attention to the

curriculum of the College. At last it became irksome, positively re|)ul-

sive to him, and, instead of graduating with his class in 1853, he left

College, with the approval of President Sparks, at the beginning of his

Senior year, and sailed for Europe. The next two years he spent in

Paris and Heidelberg, reading, of course, assiduously, learning the

languages, and preparing a book of translations and criticisms of Ger-

man poetry. This again was never published as a whole, though many

parts of it afterwards appeared in a fugitive form in several magazines.

In the autumn of 1854 he came home, and the next fourteen years were

passed in study, and in writing frequent literary contributions for "The

Crayon," '• The Round Table," and other periodicals. A great deal of

work was devoted also to his life of Garrick, which was brought nearly

to completion ; but as yet he had not found his true career. He had

been industrious, but far less successful than his talents warranted,

because his immense energy had not been turned in a direction where it

could be effective. It is impossible to say how long it would have been

before he discovered the right path, if an accident, or something very like

an accident, had not revealed it to him.

In 1866 lie was appointed a Trustee of the Boston Public Library, and

the next year he made a report which attracted attention, and showed

that he had grasped in a most extraordinary degree the problem of

managing a great public library. In fact it outlined the changes that he

was himself to carry out within the next few years. It so happened
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that in 1868 the Superintendent died, and Mr. Winsor was asked to take

the place, at first merely as a stop-gap, but soon as the permanent suc-

cessor. His career had at last begun, and was destined to grow greater

and greater till his death.

Mr. Winsor's opinions on libraries were at this time somewhat
heretical. He believed that, to be useful, books ought to be read, and
that the more they were read, the greater their usefulness became. He
therefore strove not only to permit, but to encourage, in fact even

to tempt, the public to use the library freely. With this object he

lowered the age at which young people were allowed to take out books,

and reduced the guaranties required of borrowers. He also gave up the

customary habit of closing the library for a month every year for the pur-

pose of cleaning and of inspecting the books, and he opened new avenues

to the public by establishing branch libraries in various parts of the

city. But this iu itself was not enough for him, nor was it the most

remarkable part of his innovations. To most people, a great library is

nothing but a museum of incomprehensible things,— a labyrinth in which

it is impossible to find one's way. Such people are perplexed and dis-

couraged, feeling that the treasures of a library can be used only by the

few learned persons who understand such* subjects. Now Mr. Win-

sor set to work to make threads by means of which any one could find

his way through the intricate maze of books, and he devised for that pur-

pose a system of bulletins and annotated catalogues. Here his long

habits of diligent reading and study and his prodigious memory helped

him, for they had enabled him to acquire a bibliographic knowledge of

marvellous range.

By methods of this kind, the annual circulation of books was increased

seven-fold during Mr. Wijisor's nine years' tenure of office. All these

things have been developed since his time to such an extent that one

finds it hard to realize how recent they are. The Boston Public

Library does a vast deal more for the public to-day, and gives more

assistance to readers in finding books by mean of bulletins and special

catalogues than ever before, and all this is a development of the policy in

which Mr. Winsor was a pioneer. The result has been to make read-

ing more general throughout the community. It may almost be said

to have made a thorough use of the library possible, for with the vast

growth in the number of books the public would have found their use

increasingly difficult without the system of dictionary catalogues that

has come into existence.

Mr. Winsor had shown that he possessed both the capacity to conceive
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what a great public library should be, and the executive ability to carry

out his ideas. He was soon the foremost figure among the librarians of

the United States, and in 1876 he was elected the first President of the

newly formed American Library Association ; but as yet he was not an

historian. During his stay at the Public Library, his bibliographical

work was connected rather with the institution than with the progress of

American history. In 1877 he was transferred from the Boston Public

Library to that of Harvard University. At the Harvard Library there

still lingered traces of the old pagan superstition that the worst enemy of

books was the general reader, who ought to be kept away from them by

every competent librarian. But times were changing. The laboratory

method of instruction had been winning one field of education after another,

until it was rapidly becoming universal. Now Mr. Winsor, in harmony

with the views that were rapidly gaining ground with the Professors, looked

upon a library as being, for educational purposes, the laboratory of the

literary and historical branches of study ; and he gave his most cordial

co-operation in j)Utting the largest number of books at the disposal of

the students with the greatest possible freedom.

But his work at Harvard was by no means confined to increasing the

usefulness of the librarj-. ^^ithout deserting his old line of activity^ he

opened a new one. lie continued to write and edit bibliographies on

various subjects, the most notable at this period being the '• Headers'

Handbook of the American Revolution," published in 1879. At the

same time he made a new departure by undertaking to write history.

Since he published his History of Duxbury as a lad, he had never lost

his interest in the subject, and had never failed to devote much time to

the study of it; but for more than thirty years he had not attempted to

produce a history, and, when at last he took this work up again, it was

in the new and peculiar form of co-operative authorship. In his earliest

venture of the kind, the " Memorial History of Boston," published in

1880-81, he divided and assigned the various portions of the work

among a number of writers, while he annotated the whole himself. The

first experiment was soon followed by anotlier, the " Narrative and

Critical History of America," which was prepared upon the same plan,

and published in parts from 1885 to 1889. These works have been

criticised on the ground that they lack unity, and that the parts are of

unequal value,— defects inseparable from the co-operative authorship.

In fact, they are not histories so much as storehouses of information fur

historical students, and in this they fulfil the purpose for which they were

designed. Mr. Winsor intended them to be a bibliographical and critical
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record of all the sources of American history down to the middle of the

present century, and he made himself beyond question the first authority

on the subject in the United States. In fact, his position among his-

torians was recognized by his election as President of the American His-

torical Association, just as his standing among librarians had been shown

when he was chosen President of the American Library Association ten

years before. In the seventies, he had surprised the world by proving

himself a great librarian. In the eighties he had become a leading

historian, and the first bibliographer of American history. The nineties

were to show him in still another light.

Among the subjects in which he had always been interested, and

which he treasured in his note books, was the study of maps, and this

in turn was developed until he became the first cartographer of the

United States. He applied his knowledge of maps to the subject of

the discovery of America, and made himself so distinctly the authorit}-

on the geographical questions connected with the discovery and settlement

of this country that the government naturally had recourse to him in the

controversy about the Venezuela boundary. In a few years he produced

four remarkable books, prepared, not as the earlier ones had been, on the

co-operative plan, but written entirely by himself. The first of these

four books, "The Voyages of Columbus," was i)ublished in 1891; the

second, " Cartier to Frontenac,"' appeared in 1894 ; it was followed the

next year by his work on the "Mississippi Basin "
; and finally the last

of the four on the " Western Movement," was in press at the time of his

death, on October 22, 1897.

Industrious, painstaking, and energetic, Mr. "Winsor accomplished an

incredible amount of work in the last thirty years of his life ; for it

must be remembered that, although his work at the Boston Public

Library was doubtless more arduous than that at Harvard, nevertheless

the management of the Harvard Library is no sinecure, and be was

managing this with the greatest diligence and efficiency during the very

years when he was writing his great works on American history. But

although his life became more and more full of labor as the years went

by, he did not become aVjsorbed in bis work to the exclusion of other

things, — he did not become so pressed that he could not spare time for

social intercourse. On the contrary, his solitary habits wore away as his

own life grew fuller, and with the increase in his activity and usefulness

there developed his genial social side, his warm friendship for his fellows,

and his kindliness for younger men.

A. Lawrence Lowell.
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SAMUEL ELIOT.

Samuel Eliot, son of William Havard Eliot, whose wife was Mar-

garet Bradford, was born in Boston on the 22d of December, 1821.

In 1839 he was graduated from Harvard College. After a little

experience of business life, be went abroad for a while. On his return

he engaged in some schemes of charitable education, and in historical

writiug. In 1849 he published the first volume of his " History of

Liberty"; the second followed in 1853 ; and in 1856 came his popular

" History of the United States from 1492 to 1850." In this same year

he became Professor of History at Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut.

Of this College he was President from 1860 to 1864. In 1872, having

returned to Boston, where he lived thenceforth, he became master of

the Girl's High School there. From 1878 to 1880 he was Superin-

tendent of the Boston Public Schools ; and afterwards, from 1885 to

1888, he was a member of the Boston School Committee.

His activity in charitable and other philanthropic work meanwhile

was constant. To mention only a few of his services, he was for jears

a Trustee of the Massachusetts General Hospital, and during most of

the time chairman of the board ; for twenty six years he was President

of the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind
;

and for twenty-one years President of the Massachusetts School for the

Feeble Minded. He was President too of the Boston Episcopal Chari-

table Society. In more purely educational matters, and the like, he was

equally active. For more tlian forty years he was a Trustee of St.

Paul's School, at Concord, New Hampshire ; for many years he was

President of the Boston Athenaeum ; and from the foundation of the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts until his death he was one of its Trustees.

From 1866 to 1872 he was an Overseer of Harvard College. In brief,

it is hard to name any position of educational or philanthropic trust in

Boston which he was not called on to fill, and which he did not fill with

unobtrusive distinction.

In 1863, while still President of Trinity College, he received from

Columbia College the degree of LL. D.; and in 1880 he received the

same honor from his own College, Harvard. In 1865 he became both

a member of the Massachusetts Historical Society and a Fellow of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 1853 he married Emily

Marshall Otis, daughter of William Foster Otis, of Boston. Their two

sons died, the younger in childhood, the elder at the age of twenty
;
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their daughter, Mrs. John Holmes Morison, survives. Dr. Eliot died

at Beverly Farms, Massachusetts, on the 14th of" September, 1898.

Among the traits which are passing from New England, and now

rather enrich the memory of times gone by than give promise for the

days to come, none was more marked than the personal distinction of

our older gentry. The term may sound dissonant with the traditions

of a democratic country. Yet whoever has known this region through

the century which is closing must in candor admit that, for better or

worse, we have had here social distinctions perhaps the more rigid be-

cause they were protected only by their own worth. The true worth of

this New England gentry was nowhere more evident than in their deep

sense of public duty. If they felt themselves born to the privilege of a

certain social isolation, they felt, as every truly vital aristocracy must

feel, that this privilege involved profound obligations. The older and

officially recognized aristocracies of Europe find scope for their best

powers in public careers, — military or political. In America, such

careers, beset with far greater uncertainties than elsewhere, have proved

less and less practicable for people of principle whose temper is not

genuinely, unaffectedly democratic. Our first generation of independence,

to be sure, found its highest ideal, military and civil alike, in Washington

;

our later century has found its chief civil hero in Lincoln, and its chief

military hero in Grant,— admirable men, true worthies, but both alike

sprung from the common people. In the generation which is passing,

then, the old gentry of New England were mostly placed where they mus-t

either swerve from their traditions or do their public services elsewhere

than in regular public life.

From this state of affairs has resulted a century of faithful activity

in works which, while of public usefulness, are in many aspects priv^ate.

Almost all of the serious literature of New England, like almost all of

its riper scholarship, has been animated by its gentry. Almost all its

great charities and public institutions have sprung from this class, and

have been fostered by their care. To go no further than two instances

familiar to all who know Boston, it is to our gentry, and almost to them

alone, that we owe the Massachusetts General Plospital and the Boston

Public Library, civic monuments which may serve as types of a hundred

more, destined to survive any revolutions which may come, and so sur-

viving to justify the lives and the privileges of the men to whom posterity

shall owe them.

The older gentry of New England were probably at their best in a
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generation which preceded Dr. Eliot's, — the generation preserved for

us in the portraits of Gilbert Stuart. Their traditions, however, their

principles, and to a great degree their manners, have here and there

persisted ; and in no familiar personality were they more typically pres-

ent than in Dr. Eliot's own. His nature had a vitality, his temper a

sunny freshness of feeling,— not inconsistent with occasional and sudden

breezes, — which made him at seventy-five seem in many aspects almost

a young man. And yet you could not see him or speak to him without

the sense that here was one who could not be himself if for a moment

he should strive to disguise that gracious personal distinction which

marked the gentlemen of the elder time as distinct fiom the gentlemen

of to-day and of the days to come. There was no lack of kindness in

all this, no lack even of sympathetic affability, no lack of cordial human

feeling such as heartily shares alike in joys and in sorrows. But there

was a beautiful, impalpable something which forbade any thought or act

of intrusive familiarity. His self-respect was so simple, so true, so

worthy, that it could not fail instantly to command the respect of whoever

had the privilege of meeting it.

For such a nature the most welcome vehicle of expression during Dr.

Eliot's earlier years was probably literature, in its more scholarly aspect.

Mr. Ticknor and Mr. Prescott were only a generation older than he ;

Mr. Motley and Mr. Parkman were his contemporaries. His earliest

impulse, then, seems to have been towards that dignified and vigorous

school of historical writing which is among the most jjrecious possessions

of New England. That kind of literature demands special gifts which

he never quite revealed. His unfinished history shows neither such

vivid jiovver of concrete imagination as is essetitial to a notable historian,

nor yet a vital command of style. In substance and in form aldve it

indicates little creative power. Whether he realized this, and so relin-

quished his pen, or whether the pressing call of other and more im-

mediate duties diverted him from pure literature, it is hard to say. In

either event, the experience might well have been disheartening. A
man who has once felt the yearning to create works of art can seldom

rest happy in any other effort. What is most characteristic of Dr. Eliot

in all this, then, is that no one ever felt in him the least suggestion of

disappointment or of discouragement. Among his many admirable trait?,

none was more salient than his constant, serene courage.

Disappointed or not, he found in the works which finally distracted

him from literature opportunity for wider, more lasting usefulness than

in mere letters he would ever have achieved. Very various these works
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seem
;
yet all agree in being at once private in form and public in scope.

Though the superintendence of the Boston Public Schools may technically

be held a public office, and surely is exposed to that ignoble kind of

attack which to-day makes public office most repugnant to sensitive

natures, it was in his hands as free from actual complication with politics

and the like as was Trinity College, or the Athenaeum, or St. Paul's

School. His true career, then, through all the riper years of a manhood

unbroken until the very end, was that of a faithful public servant, whose

service was done in the unofficial retirement of privacy.

Professionally, so far as he can be held to have had a regular profes-

sion, he became a teacher, or perhaps one should rather say he devoted

himself to education. As a Professor at Trinity College and for a while

its President, as master of the Girls' High School in Boston and later

as Superintendent of the Public Schools there, and for years as a Trustee

of St. Paul's School at Concord, New Hampshire, he exerted a wide,

varied, and constantly thoughtful influence on the education of New
England. Precisely to define the nature of this influence and its result

is needless. One thing about it seems certain. Wherever it was felt,

and wherever it has persisted, it tended and it tends toward that sure

righteousness of spirit which must come from ardently and constantly

cherished ideals. In his public school work, to be sure, the condition of

our society forbade him actively to assert the ideal which with him was

doubtless the most profound. In his work at Trinity College, on the

other hand, and in his constant watchfulness over St. Paul's School, he

was able to care for this with all his heart and with all his power. For

these, college and school alike, are not only institutions of learning but

seminaries of religion,— and religion in that form which seemed to him

most true, the gentle and flexible dogmatism of the Protestant Episcopal

Church.

Not professedly religious, any more than was his work in the public

schools, the other great range of his mature activity had in it something

akin to consecration. In our time it has generally joroved wisest to

separate charity from dogma,—-to serve the suffering and the wretched

with no question as to anything but their sufferings and their needs. To
charitable work, and especially such charitable work as should directly

alleviate suffering, he gave himself with all his heart. The Massachu-

setts General Hospital, the Perkins Institution for the Blind, and many

another admirable expression of the broadly humane benevolence which

has marked our passing New England, owe as much to him as to any

name in their history. In the coming time, to be sure, little distinct trace
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of him may remain. This makes small difference; such work as his has

the supreme grace of permeating that with which it deals. More and

more, as one considers it, one feels that, for all the distinction of pres-

ence which in life made him always seem a personage, he labored in full

humility of spirit, as a servant of the Master to whom his loyalty never

wavered.

For, beyond doubt, the deepest trait of his true character was the sim-

ple fervor of his religious faith, a faith which sustained him in every trial,

which inspired him in every duty. A single example of this will recur

to whoever saw him in wliat must have been among the most trying

moments of his later years. At a meeting in memory of an old friend,

for whom he had personally cared, and whose character and life he had

deeply respected, he was called on, amid the general eulogy, to pay his

own tribute to the departed. He did not speak long ; and he spoke

kindly, gently, appreciatively. But you felt in his speech a touch of

hesitation, a touch even of chill, which you did not quite understand.

Then finallv, — very simply, but very firmly, and with a rigidity of face

wliich showed a rigid sense of duty impelling him, — he told us that be

could not truthfully refrain from expressing his deep sorrow tliat our

friend who was gone had not crowned a character which was almost

complete by the final grace of Christianity. Written down, this act of his

may seem bigoted, tactless, narrow. What made it so admirably mem-

orable to those who witnessed it was the noble fearlessness of its con-

scientious sincerity,— a trait which freed it from all the invidiousness it

might have had if the words had fallen from any other lips than his.

Such a memory of him as this might seem to imply tliat a dominant

trait of his personal presence was austerity. Nothing could be further

from the truth. It is doubtful, indeed, whether any of those who had

the privilege to know him in the hearty intercourse of his private life,

will remember anything of him sooner or more constantly than his

simple, wholesome sense of liumor. It was not that he uttered clever

things, or told stories, or gave himself over to any conventional whim-

sicalities of thought or phrase. But in the unfailing oddities of daily life,

in a thousand turns of fact or of speech which to most of us would seem

commonplace, he found, with something like boyish zest, inexhaustible

stimulus to such hearty, spontaneous la'ughter as speaks at once un-

trammelled power of enjoyment, unfailing sympathy with the little

failings and vexations and absurdities of human beings, and all the while

a singular purity of spirit.

Purity of spirit is what one finally feels to have been his rarest gift.
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There were moments, no doubt, when this asserted itself in a some-

what rigid way. No man ever believed more firmly iu tlie principles

which his faith and his experience had combined to teach him ; and,

as the years passed, these principles had in them enough of the old

school sometimes to formulate themselves in a manner which came very

near to prejudice. Then appeared that firmness of feature from which

every trace of laughter or mirth, of everything but deep, earnest convic-

tion, had all faded. Then, instead of buoyant, cheery words came words

of marked, cool, and sometimes sharp decision. And yet even iu mo-

ments like these, when to those who did not wholly share his opinions

and feelings his motives seemed least liberal, there was always an under-

lying, evident truth and simplicity of heart which brought, even with

a sense of unmerited reproof, a feeling of tenderness for him. Like all

of us, he was human, with foibles and with fallings which be would

have been the last to dissemble or to deny. He had the limits and the

prejudices of his race and of his time; but more surely still he possessed

the virtues of that vanishing old New England whose tiaditions he so

loyally preserved to the end.

"Integer vita3, sceleiisque purus," wrote the Roman poet; and for

centuries the words have been held to typify such a character as so lately

has passed from among ourselves. And there is another saying, a sacred

one which he would have cherished most, with little thought of how

truly we who are left can repeat it of him :
" Blessed are the pure in

heart ; for they shall see God."

Barrett Wendell.

JULES MARCOU.

Jules Marcou, the subject of this notice, was born at Salins,

France, April 20, 1824. He was educated at the College of Salins

and the Lyceum of Besangon, and entered the College of St. Louis at

Paris in October, 1842, but retired on account of ill health occasioned

by too great application to mathematical studies in the spring of 1844,

and returned to his native place. Previous to this three papers upon

mathematical subjects had been accepted and published in the " Nouvelles

Annales de Mathematiques," Terquem et G^rono. Paris, 1843-44.

By the advice of his family physician. Dr. Germain, he made long

excursions on foot into the country around his native city, and iu order

to give objective interest to these walks collected and studied plants
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with such energy that the knowledge obtained was of use to him in his

subsequent work. Dr. Germain was in his leisure hours an enthusiastic

collector of fossils, and possessed a considerable series of these which he

had gathered himself. The interest excited in Marcou's mind by talks

with Dr. Germain over his collection, and by tramps in company with

him to deposits of organic remains in the strata of the Jura, gradually

turned his attention from botany to the more exciting and absorbing

pursuit of geology. The astonishingly active and original mind possessed

by young Marcou, however, soon got beyond the stage of development

reached by his teacher, and he speedily repaid his assistance by greatly

increasing the value of his collections through his work in arranging,

describing, and naming the specimens.

In consequence of his rising reputation Marcou was visited by

Thurmann, then one of the most prominent of Swiss geologists, and

also by Louis Agassiz. Both of these men, especially the latter, had

great influence upon his subsequent career. It was largely owing to

their encouragement that he offered for publication, in 1845, his first

geological work, " Recherches Geologiques sur le Jura Salinois," which

was published iu '' Memoires de la Sociote d'Histoire Naturelle de

Neuchutel," of which Louis Agassiz was then editor, and subsequently

appeared in fuller form in the " Memoires de la Societe Geologique de

France," in 1846. The excellence of this work and his high recommen-

dations made him the favored candidate for the chair of Professor of

Mineralogy at the College of the Sorbonne in Paris in 1846. In 1847

he was intrusted with the important work of classifying the collections

of fossil shells and corals in the Jardin des Plantes, and is said to have

completed this task within a year, and so satisfactorily that he was offered

by the great botanist Jussieu, then Director of the Jardin des Plantes,

the position of Travelling Geologist, lately made vacant by the assassina-

tion of the former incumbent in Peru. This hazardous but much sought

for post was exactly suited to his taste, and he accepted it joyfully,

choosing for his field of exploration North America, principally on

account of the presence of his friend Louis Agassiz in the United States.

His first expedition after his arrival in May, 1848, was with Agassiz

upon the Lake Superior expedition in the same year ; but he left the

party at Keeweenaw Point to engage in the study of the copper bearing

rocks of that region. His activity in travelling and collecting was at

this time prodigious, and the mere list of the places visited and explored

would be too long for so limited a notice as can be given here. He

sent back to France large collections from many localities, ranging from
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Richmond, Virginia, to Cape Breton and Quebec in Canada, and even as

far west as Pittsburg and Cincinnati and Lake Superior.

In 1850 he married Miss Jane Belknap of Boston, and from that

time he was actively seconded and assisted by this lady, whose devotion

lightened the strains of his severest trials, including even that of his last

sickness. Soon after his marriage he went back to France with his wife,

but resigned before doing so the arduous post of Travelling Geologist,

the duties of which had already begun to tell upon his not over strong

constitution. He returned to America the following year, and im-

mediately began the more minute study of the geology of New England,

and also to write his " Geology of North America," the first work that

attempted to assemble what was then known of the geology of this

continent. This was published in 1853, and gave him naturally the

best claim to be appointed geologist of one of the great expeditions

then being organized by the United States for the survey of feasible

routes for the projected railroads which were destined to unite the

Atlantic and Pacific seaboards.

Professor Marcou accompanied the expedition under command of Lieu-

tenant Whipple, which took the most southern route, departing from

Napoleon on the Mississippi at the mouth of the Arkansas River in 1853.

The main geological results of this expedition were the discovery of the

wonderful structure of the great plateaus and the enormous deposits of

secondary rocks in the Southwest, especially in the neighborhood of the

Red River, and, although the age of these has since been settled differ-

ently from what was maintained by Professor Marcou, the importance

of the facts and the credit due him as their first explorer have always

been acknowledged. Unfortunately ill health obliged him to leave the

United States for Europe in 1854, and he was forced to resign his posi-

tion, and give up the hope of publishing his results in the official reports

of the United States Survey.

The notes he had made were edited by W. P. Blake, and appeared

in the Report published by the Senate, entitled "Explorations and Sur-

veys of a Railroad Route from the Mississippi River to the Pacific

Ocean," Vol. III., Washington, 1856.

Marcou was never satisfied with this necessarily meagre presentation

of his views, and subsequently himself published a " Geology of North

America, with two Reports on the Prairies of Arkansas and Texas, the

Rocky Mountains of New Mexico, and the Sierra Nevada of California,

originally made for the United States Goverment," Zurich, 1858, with

three maps and seven plates of fossils.
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He was appoiuted Professor of Paleontology at the Ecole Polytech-

nique at Zurich in 1856, and taught there for four years. The spirit

of investigation and untiring devotion to science, however, was as great

daring this time as in previous years, and he continued publishing at

intervals works of great importance upon the Jura, and began to write

the manuscript of his " Geological Map of the World." The difficulties

of this last work, including as it did extended correspondence with

geologists in all parts of the world, and a vast amount of reading and

compilation, were overcome only by untiring critical study and hard

work ; but the first and to the present time the only " Geological Map of

the World" was constructed and finally published by him in 1862. Tliis

was the acme of his career, and probably no other geologist of his gener-

ation was so well qualified to accomplish such a general statement of what

was then known of the geology of the world, and it must necessarily

become the point of departure for all subsequent maps of this class.

Marcou resigned his professorship at Zuricl), and returned to America

in 1860 before this map .was out of press, and there became involved

in the great controversy with regard to Emmons's Taconic system of

rocks. This, and the trips that he made into parts of New England in

order to establish the credit of Emmons's discoveries pf a primordial

fauna, did not prevent him from making long journeys on his own account.

We find him in the summer of 1863, during the dangerous times of the

Civil War, exploring the country traversed by the Platte River and

lying between the Kansas and Big Sioux. In 1875 he accompanied as

geologist one of the expeditions under Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler, which

surveyed a portion of Southern California starting from Los Angeles,

and his results were given in a " Report on the Geology of a Portion

of Southern California" that appeared in the Report of Lieut. Wheeler's

"Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian" for 1876, included

in the " Report of the Chief of Engineers," Part IIL, 1876. This seems

to have been his last expedition to far western localities, and the re-

mainder of his life was filled by one or two trips to and from Eiirope,

and the writing of numerous papers mostly upon geology and of a

controversial nature.

The biological side of his profession was regarded by Marcou as sub-

servient to geology. In other words, he as a rule looked upon fossils

mainly from the side of their importance in determining the age of

strata, and yet to him belongs the credit of highly important results of

a purely biological character. He was the first author to lead off" in

the effort to synchronize the different faunas of the Jura in Europe, and
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Oppel, the most successful worker in this direction, always looked up to

him as his teacher.

The eminent geologist of Vienna, Neumayr, and the author of this

notice have always regarded themselves as following in his footsteps

when endeavoring to map out the limits of the zones of life in geologic

time, since Marcou in his " Roches des Jura " was the first author to

distinctly define such areas of distribution. In that work he described

tropical, temperate, and polar divisions in the Jura, and showed that the

faunas of these circumterrestrial " bands " were distinguishable through

the different characteristics of their faunas.

The writer's acquaintance with Prof. Marcou began during his first

years of student life in Cambridge, and the kindly and courteous sym-

pathy extended to him and to others was doubly grateful, since in those

days personal interest and social intercoui'se between men in his position

and students were exceptional.

Prof. Marcou's bibliography is extensive, one hundred and eighty-one

titles being given in his manuscript list, extending from 1843 to the year

of his death, 1898. This list shows that he completely gave up his early

mathematical bent for geology, but he made one or two excursions into

the domain of anthropology, and also into history, in his discussions of

" the origin of the name America."

His most important independent work outside of geology was perhaps

a book of 324 pages octavo, entitled, " De la Science en France," which

appeared in 1869 in Paris, and excited great interest through its criticism

of the official methods of conducting scientific institutions in that country.

Another was a lively and interesting biography, the " Life, Letters, and

Works of Louis Agassiz," in two volumes, 620 pages octavo, which

appeared in this country in 1896.

Marcou was elected to membership in this Academy in November,

18G1, and was also a member of the Geological Societies of London,

Paris, Vienna, and Berlin. Numerous geographical and natural history

societies had also honored him by election in France, Switzerland, Bel-

gium, Russia, Germany, the United States, San Salvador, Mexico, Canada,

Algeria, and Mozambique.

He was a lover of books, and his library contained a number of rare

volumes, which he was always liberal in lending to investigators, and

the writer frequently received assistance from him in this and in other

ways that cannot be too gratefully acknowledged.

His acquaintance and correspondence with distinguished luen in Europe

and America were extensive and often intimate, and embraced many
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illustrious persons outside of his own profession. His retentive memory
was stored with reminiscences of personal intercourse with them, that at

times made his conversation of surpassing interest.

His health during many years of his life was not good, and he was

obliged to consider himself an invalid ; but nevertheless his power of

mental exertion remained apparently undiminished, and continued active

until his last illness. He died at Cambridge, April 17, 1898, in conse-

quence of an attack of pneumonia from which his enfeebled constitution

was unable to rally. Had he lived three days more, he would have

reached his seventy-third birthday.

Alpheus Hyatt.

THEODORE LYMAN.

Resident Fellow Class II., Section 3, November, 1S59. — Treasurer 1877-1883.—

Secretary of Committee on tlie 100th Anniversary of tlie

Founding of tlie Academy.

Theodore Lyman was born in Waltham, IMass,, on the 23d of

August, 1833, and died at Nahant, Mass., on the 9th of September, 1897.

He was of the seventh generation in descent from Richard Lyman, the

ancestor of the family, who came to this country in 1631 in the same

ship with John Eliot, and the third successive bearer of the name

Theodore Lyman.

The first Theodore Lyman, the grandfather of our late associate, came

from old York, Maine, to Boston, and, as a successful merchant in this

city, laid the foundation of the family fortunes.

His son, the second Theodore Lyman, studied in Europe in his early

life, and, returning, served in the State Legislature from 1820 to 1825.

He was Mayor of Boston in 1834-35, and while in this oflice defended

William liloyd Garrison from personal violence at the hands of a mob of

respectable rioters to whom the fearless course of the abolitionist leader

had given grave offence. Mayor Lyman secured the foundation of the

Massachusetts State Reform School at Westboro, now appropriately known

as the Lyman School, in grateful recognition of his endowment of the in-

stitution with a fund amounting to $72,500. He was a generous friend

to the Massachusetts Historical Society, and to the Boston Farm School,

an institution over which his- son presided for several years. He was the

author of works upon " The Political State of Italy " and " The Diplomacy

of the United States," of small volumes entitled " Rambles in Italy " and

" A few Weeks in Paris during the Residence of the Allied Sovereigns

in that City," and of a Fourth of July Oration delivered in 1820.
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The subject of the present sketch inherited his distinguished father's

physique, us well as his intellectual traits and his strong sense of civic

duties. He secured his early education from private instiuctors, spending

two years iu Europe from 1847 to 1849. While in Paris he suffered from

a severe attack of typhoid fever, and also from weakness of the eyes. Re-

turning home in 1849, he entered Harvard College iu the Class of 1855,

having among his classmates Alexander Agassiz and Phillips Brooks.

During his college course we find evidences of his literary activity in the

pages of the Harvard Magazine, a periodical founded by the classes of

1855 and 1856, but destined to be short-lived.

As if anticipating a career which was ten years later to engross his

whole life and thouglit, iiis contributions were frequently upon military

subjects, on which, as his classmate F. B. Sanborn says, " he joked with

a substratum of excellent sense." His literary reputation as a student

will, however, always rest securely on the song in which, as Chorister of

the Hasty Pudding Club, he described the mystical origin of that ancient

fraternity.

After graduation he studied for three years under the guidance of

Prof. Louis Agassiz, and in 1858 received the degree of S. B. sunima

cum laude. The impressions produced upon him at this period of his

life are recorded in an article entitled " Recollections of Agassiz," pub-

lished in the Atlantic Monthly in 1874. The direction given to his

studies by his great master was maintained during his whole life, and in

recognition of the high value of his biological work his Alma Mater

bestowed upon him in 1891 the honorary degree of LL. D.

Theodore Lyman's first public service was rendered in 1859-60 as

a Trustee of the Reform School, which had been founded by the State at

the instance and with the help of his father, for the instruction, employ-

ment, and reformation of juvenile offenders unfit to be at large, but not

for boys who had become hardened by a prolonged vicious course, who
were bad themselves and fitted to make others bad. By degrees how-

ever this purpose had been lost sight of, and vicious youths up to sixteen

years of age had been committed to the School. The natural conse-

quences ensued. $50,000 worth of property was destroyed by the burn-

ing of newly erected buildings by a boy who thus attempted to secure an

alternate sentence, i. e. a short sentence to a penal institution, instead of

being kept under guardianship at the School during minority. A return

to the original plan of the founders of the School was secured through

the strenuous exertions of Theodore Lyman, who, though the youngest

member of the board, evidently prevailed in their counsels through the
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same effective courage and energy which marked his later career, and

did not quit the work until the Legislature had lixed the age limit at four-

teen years, and had done away with the alternate sentence, placing all

the boys in the School's custody during- minority. It was not until

1884, when the Massachusetts Reformatory was established at Concord,

that the age limit at Westboro was fixed at fifteen years, and provision

was made for the transfer to Concord of boys who should prove to

be unfit subjects for the Reform School, which was now by act of Legis-

lature called " The Lyman School for Boys." A few years after its

removal to a neighboring farm in the town of Westboro, Theodore

Lyman came to the School for the dedication of the chapel, and, as

he watched the boys at their work and play, he expressed his satisfac-

tion at the success of the trustees in having at last made it very nearly

the kind of school that his father had wished and hoped that it might

become.

Theodore Lyman was married on November 28, 1856, to Elizabeth

Russell, eldest daughter of George R. Russell, and a few years later went

abroad for two years. It was during this period that his daughter Cora

was born, in 18G2. Returning home in 1863, he at once entered the mili-

tary service of his country, then in the throes of civil war. He secured a

commission as volunteer aid of the Governor of Massachusetts with the

rank of Lieutenant Colonel, and was assigned to special duty at the head-

quarters of General Meade, with whom he had become very well ac-

quainted before the war, and who was then in command of the Army of

the Potomac. In this capacity he served till the end of the Civil War,

taking part in the battles of the Wilderness, Spottsylvania Court House,

and Cold Harbor, in the movements around Petersburg and in the final

surrender at Appomattox Court House, where he was one of the few

officers privileged to ride through the Confederate lines after the sur-

render. During all this period he showed an active and intelligent

interest in his new work by making almost daily sketches showing the

positions of the different corps of the Army of the Potomac. Mr. John

C. Ropes, President of the Militarj'^ Historical Society of Massachusetts,

writes that he " was so much impressed with the value of these cartographic

statements of the movements of the Army of the Potomac, from the

autumn of 1863 down to and including the 9th of April, 1865, when Lee

surrendered," tliat he had them all copied for the use of the Society.

The same high authority in military matters speaks also of having seen

extracts from a diary kept by Theodore L3man during this period,

" which are as humorous and as entertaining as any pictures of the camp
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and march can possibly be." It is greatly to be hoped that this diary

may in due time be edited and published, as it cannot fail to be a valu-

able contribution to our knowledge of the civil war. Few actors in this

great drama had better opportunities of watching the succession of im-

portant historical events, or minds better qualified for observing, recording,

and commenting upon them. Nor did his interest in military matters

cease with the war, for, as a member of the Military Historical Society

of Massachusetts he had ample opportunity to discuss with his compan-

ions in arms the great events in which they had all taken part. On

June 11, 1877, he read a " Review of the Reports of Colonel Haven and

General Weld on the conduct of C4eneral McClellan at Alexandria, in

August, 1862, and on the case of Fitz John Porter."

Lyman maintained a close and unbroken friendship with General

Meade until the death of the latter, in 1872. He then wrote an obituary

notice of his old commander, which was published in Volume IX. of the

Proceedings of this Academy.

During the twenty years following the close of the civil war Theo-

dore Lyman's life was one of abounding activity, though before the

end of this period the dread disease which was to make the closing

years of his life a continual martyrdom had already marked liim for

its own.

To his Alma Mater he rendered important services as Overseer from

1868 to 1880, and from 1881 to 1888. Here his influence was always

thrown in favor of liberty in the choice of studies and in attendance upon

religious services. He- was also one of the original Trustees and Treas-

urer of the Zoological Museum, a member and Secretary of the Museum
Faculty, and Assistant in Zoology. The value of his services to the Museum
in these various capacities was gratefully acknowledged by the Director,

Alexander Agassiz, who, in his Annual Report for 1896-97 thus speaks

of Lyman's scientific work: " His zoijlogical work began with short papers

on ornithological subjects ; he subsequently became interested in corals,

and finally devoted himself specially to Ophiurans. The first Illustrated

Catalogue of the INIuseum was from his pen, and this important monograph

on Ophiurans was followed by numerous papers on the same subject,

treating of new species of the group. He wrote the Report on the

Ophiurans of the ' Hassler' Expedition, of the ' Challenger,' and of the

' Blake,' which include by far the larger number of species of Ophiurans

dredged by those deep-sea exploring expeditions."

On the establishment of the Commission of Inland Fisheries in 1866,

Theodore Lyman became its first Chairman, and gave the State devoted
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service for seventeen years without compensation. The story of his

disinterested labor in this field is told in the Commissioners' Annual

Reports, many of which are from his own pen,, and are characterized by

a brightness of style which pleasantly relieves the gravity of an official

document.

In 1884, as President of the American Fish Cultural Association, at

the thirteenth annual meeting held in Washington on May 13, he deliv-

ered an address which is printed in the 19th Annual Report of the Com-
missioners of Inland Fisheries of Massachusetts. Here he sketches in

the most charming manner the history of the fish industries of New
England from the time when the inhabitants were wont to " dunge their

grounds with codd." He shows that fifty years after the settlement of

the country a diminution in the number of fish in the New England

rivers had already been noted, and describes the various laws enacted for

their protection, culminating in 1864-65 in modern fish culture under

the auspices of several State governments, and finally in the appointment

in 1871 of the United States Fish Commission under the leadership of

Professor Spencer F. Baird.

The various fishery commissions of the country have, to use Theodore

Lyman's own words, " accumulated a vast amount of accurate information

concerning the numbers and variety of our fishes, their food, manner of

breeding, condition of life, migration, and stages of growth." Piscicul-

ture has become a State and national industry, while many private fish

preserves have been established in various parts of the country. Several

species of Salmonidre are raised regularly for the market, and it is highly

probable that nearly all the shad now taken in our Atlantic streams have

originated in State or national hatching establishments. These results,

though important, merely serve to indicate what great additions to the

wealth of the country may be effected when water culture is " practised

as universally and methodically as is agriculture." When Americans

shall have learned to cultivate the water thus methodically, and shall

desire to honor the men who in their day and generation have labored to

re-establish the fisheries of the country, no name will stand higher on the

list than that of Theodore Lyman.

In politics Theodore Lyman was distinguished for independence and

an earnest advocacy of civil service reform, a cause which, as founder and

Vice President of the Massachusetts Reform Club, he sought in every

way to promote. He was elected to Congress from the Ninth District in

1882, and, though handicapped by increasing infirmities, nobly repre-

sented the State " as long as patriotism was more prized in his district
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than partisanship." * His independent course in politics was naturally

distasteful to many political leaders, and, at the time of the " Mugwump "

defection from the Republican party, called down upon him some severe

animadversions from Senator Hoar. On this occasion he, with exquisite

humor and with generous consideration for his antagonist, compared

himself to a fellow who boasted to his neighbors that he had ''just been

cuffed by the King."

In November, 1869, he was elected a Resident Member of the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, and in December, 1880, he read before the

Society a memoir of his father-in-law, George R. Russell.

He was also a Trustee of the Peabody Educational Fund.

Theodore Lyman did so much work of a high order in so many differ-

ent directions that it is difficult to decide in what calling he was most

fitted to excel. That he possessed a decided aptitude for the duties of a

soldier is the opinion of those best qualified to judge, and it is not at all

improbable that when, in the fulness of time, his diary shall be given to

the public, his place among the military writers of the world will be

definitely assured.

His high character and his firm conviction that "public office is a

public trust" well fitted him for the career of a statesman, and there is

little doubt that he would have distinguished himself in public life had

circumstances favored the adoption of such a career.

His scientific papers are examples of conscientious observation, and are

valuable contributions to the field of knowledge in which he labored.

Perhaps the trait of character which most impressed itself upon all

who came in contact with Theodore Lyman was the cheerfulness and

gayety of his disposition. This gayety was far removed from frivolity, and

was compatible with a stern expression of indignation whenever circum-

stances called it forth. In this spirit were compiled the '' Papers relating

to the Garrison Mob,'' f in which the son indignantly repels the criticisms

of Wendell Phillips upon the conduct of the father on that memorable

occasion.

Another remarkable trait in Theodore Lyman's character was the

alertness of his mind, which, combined with the gayety of his nature, made

his companionship both socially and intellectually so charming. Even

in his serious writings, e. g. in his Reports as Fish Commissioner, his exu-

berant vitality and his cheerful humor found expression, but it was, of

* "H. L.," Transcript, Sept. 15, 1897.

t Cambridge, Welch, Bigelow, & Co., 1870.
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course, in his personal intercourse with his companions that this charm

was most distinctly felt. It was this which led to his being for many

years, by common consent, chairman of his Class dinners, as the Class

Secretary E. II. Abbot tells us in a most appropriate and affectionate

notice of him prepared for distribution to the members of the Class of

1855.

The members of the Thursday Evening Club, over which he presided

for many years, will long remember the way in which the meetings were

enlivened by his ready wit, and the happy manner in which he intro-

duced the successive speakers.

Upon this life, so filled with everything that could make life enjoyable,

early fell the shadow of a mortal disease, so gradual in its approach that

few of his friends were aware that the first warning came sixteen years

before his death. During this period he was, in the words of his friend

and classmate, E. H. Abbot, "day by day parting with the power to act,

until at last he was forced to stand still and watch the stream of life flow

by ; a soul imprisoned in a body which was gradually losing all power of

movement, and which at last became absolutely helpless and dependent

for every service upon external aid. To him of all men these years of

prolonged and growing uselessness must have seemed a living death. And

yet they who know most about him know that those years were really the

noblest of his life. His brave spiiit in this growing isolation, which at

last withdrew him from the sight of almost all except his own family,

surmounted all barriers. He never permitted liimself to lose his active

interest in the events of other lives. He cheered on the doers of good all

over the world by messages which came from his chamber with all their

old-time gayety and brightness. When his hand could no longer hold the

pen, he spoke through his tender amanuensis words full of the same high

courage and cheerful humor which had been his charm in earlier life."

In concluding this brief notice of Theodore Lyman, it may perhaps be

permitted to supplement the above tender and truthful description of his

last years with a few words employed by the writer of tliis sketch to

introduce a resolution of the Thursday Evening Club replying to an affec-

tionate message from its former President on the fiftieth anniversary of

its foundation :
—

" I remember, Mr. President, when a young man, looking around among

the men of my generation and considering whose lot in life seemed to me,

on the whole, the most enviable. I came to the conclusion that Theodore

Ljinan was, of all my acquaintances, the man for whom the future

seemed to hold out the brightest promise.
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"In vigorous health, with a personality physical, mental, and moral

which endeared him to all who came in contact with him, happily married,

with instincts and powers which led him to the highest callings, to the

service of his country in the field and in legislative halls, with tastes for

the study of the natural sciences and abundant means to gratify them,

there seemed to be nothing lacking to make his life an ideally happy

one.

" Then, when the shadow of a slow insidious disease fell upon liim, it

seemed for a time as if his life were but to afford another illustration of

the old Greek saying that no man is to be judged ha{)py before his death.

But when I saw how bravely he met the advances of his enemy, and with

what courageous cheerfulness he interested himself in the pursuits of his

friends and in the active life around him in which he could no longer

share, I could not help feeling that a happiness was reserved for him

higher than any of which the Greek philosopher had dreamed, or I, as a

young man, had formed a conception,— the hap[)iness of knowing that by

the force of his example he had helped to raise those who came under its

influence to a higher and nobler life."

Henry P. Bowditch.

Other notices are postponed.

Three Resident Fellows have resigned, and the Academy has

received an accession of seven Resident Fellows, one Associate

Fellow, and two Foreign Honorary Members. v

The roll of the Academy, corrected to date, includes the

names of 193 Resident Fellows, 92 Associate Fellows, and 66

Foreign Honorary Members.

Boston, May 10, 1899.
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OF THE

FELLOWS AND FOREIGN HONORARY MEMBERS.

(Corrected to June 1, 1899.)

RESIDENT FELLOWS.— 195.

(Number limited to two bimdred.)

Class I.— Mathematical and Physical Sciences.— 78.

Section I. — 18.

Mathematics and Astronoiny.

Solon I. Bailey, Cambridge.

William E. Byeriy, Cambridge.

Seth C. Chandler, Cambridge.

J. llayner Edmauds, Cambridge.

Gustavus Hay, Boston.

Henry Mitchell, Nantucket.

James Mills Peirce, Cambridge.

Edward C. Pickering, Cambridge.

AVilliam H. Pickering, Cambridge.

John Ritchie, Jr.,

John D. Rankle,

T. H. Safford,

Edwin F. Sawyer,

Arthur Seai'le,

William E. Story,

Henry Taber,

O. C. Wendell,

P. S. Yendell,

Boston.

Brookline.

Williamstown.

Brighton.

Cambridge.

Worcester.

Worcester.

Cambridge.

Dorchester.

Section II. —23.

Physics.

A. Graham Bell, Washington.

Clarence J. Blake, Boston.

Francis Blake, Weston.

John H. Blake, Boston.

Charles R. Cross, Brookline.

Amos E. Dolbear,

H. M. Goodwin,

Edwin H. Hall,

Hammond V. Hayes,

Silas W. Holman,

William L. Hooper,

William W. Jacques,

Frank A. Laws,

Henry Lefavour,

T. C. Mendenhall,

Benjamin O. Peirce,

A. Lawrence Rotch,

Wallace C. Sabine,

John S. Stone,

Elihu Thomson,

John Trowbridge,

A, G. Webster,

Robert W. Willson,

Somerville.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Brookline.

Somerville.

Newton.

Boston.

Williamstown.

Worcester.

Cambridge.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Boston.

Swampscott.

Cambridge.

Worcester.

Cambridge.

23.Section HI.

Chemistry.

Samuel Cabot, Boston.

Arthur M. Comey, Cambridge.

Thos. M. Drown, So. Bethlehem, Pa.

Charles W. Eliot, Cambridge.

Thomas GafReld, Boston.

Henry B. Hill, Cambridge.

Charles L. Jackson, Cambridge.
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Walter L. Jennings, Worcester.

Leonard P. Kiuuicutt, ^^^orcester.

Charles F. Mabery, Cleveland, O.

Arthur Michael, Boston.

George 1). Moore, Worcester.

Charles E. Munroe, Washington.

John U. Kef, Chicago.

Arthur A. Xoyes, Boston.

Robert H. Richards, Boston.

Theodore W. Richards, Cambridge.

Charles R. Sanger, Cambridge.

Stephen P. Sharpies, Cambridge.

Francis H. Storer, Boston.

Henry P. Talbot, Newton.

Charles H. Wing, Ledger, N. C.

Edward S. Wood, Boston.

Section IV. — 14.

Technology and Engineering.

Eliot C. Clarke, Boston.

Ira N. Hollis, Cambridge.

Gaetano Lanza, Boston.

E. D. Leavitt, Cambridgeport.

William R. Livermore, Boston,

Hiram F. Mils, Lowell.

Cecil H. Peabody, Boston.

Alfred P. Rockwell, ISLanchester.

Andrew H. Russell, St. Paul, Minn.

Peter Schwamb, Arlington.

Charles S. Storrow, Boston.

George F. Swain, Boston.

William AVatson, Boston.

Morrill Wyman, Cambridge.

Class II.— Natural and Physiological Sciences.— 6L

Section I.— P2.

Geology, Mineralogy, and Physics of
the Globe.

H. H. Clayton, Milton.

Algernon Coolidge, Boston.

WiUiara O. Crosby, Boston.

William M. Davis, Cambridge.

Benj. K. Emerson, Amherst.

O. W. Huntington, Newport, R. I.

Robert T. Jackson, Boston.

William H. Niles, Cambridge.

Jobn E. Pillsburv, Boston.

Nathaniel S. Shaler, Cambridge.

Robert DeC. Ward, Boston.

John E. Wolff. Cambridge.

Section II.

Botany.

Geo. E. Davenport,

William G. Farlow,

Charles E. Faxon.

George L. Goodale,

H. H. Hunnewell,

John G. Jack,

— 10.

IMedford.

Cambridge.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Wellesley.

Boston.

B. L. Robinson, Cambridge.

Charles S. Sargent, Brookline.

Arthur B. Seymour, Cambridge.

Roland Thaxter, Cambridge.

Section III. — 24.

Zoology and Physiology.

Alexander Agassiz, Cambridge.

Robert Amory, Boston.

James M. Barnard, Milton.

Henry P. Bowditch, Boston.

William Brewster, Cambridge.

Louis Cabot, Brookline.

Samuel F. Clarke, Williamstowa

W. T. Councilman, Boston.

Charles B. Davenport, Cambridge.

Harold C. Ernst, Boston.

J. Walter Fewkes, Washington, D.C.

Edward G. Gardiner, Boston

Samuel Henshaw,

Alpheus Hyatt,

John S. Kingsley,

Edward L. Mark,

Charles S. Minot,

Edward S. Morse,

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Somerville.

Cambridge.

Boston.

Salem.
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George H. Parker, Cambridge.

James J. Putnam, Boston.

Samuel H. Scudder, Cambridge.

William T. Sedgwick, Boston.

James C. White, Boston.

William M. Woodworth, Cambridge.

Section IV. — 15.

Medicine and Surgery.

Samuel L. Abbot, Boston.

Edward H. Bradford, Boston.

Arthur T. Cabot, Boston.

David W. Cheever,

Frank W. Draper,

Thomas D wight,

Reginald H. Fitz,

Charles F. Folsom,

Frederick I. Knight,

Samuel J. Mixter,

W. L. Richardson,

Theobald Smith,

O. F. Wadsworth,

Henry P. Walcott,

John C. Warren,

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Boston.

Class III.— 3Ioral and Political Sciences. — 56.

Sectiox I.— 10.

Philosophy and Jurisprudence.

James B. Ames, Cambridge.

Charles C. Everett, Cambridge.

Horace Gray, Boston.

John C. Gray, Boston.

G. Stanley Hall, Worcester.

Nathaniel Holmes, Cambridge.

John E. Hudson, Boston.

Francis C. Lowell, Boston.

Josiah Royce, Cambridge.

James B. Thayer, Cambridge.

Section H.— 21.

Philology and Archceology.

William S. Appleton, Boston.

Charles P. Bowditch, Boston.

Lucien Carr, Cambridge.

Franklin Carter, Williamstown.

Joseph T. Clarke, Boston.

Henry G. Denny, Boston.

Epes S. Dixwell, Cambridge.

AVilliam Everett, Quincy.

William W. Goodwin, Cambridge.

Henry W. Haynes, Boston.

Charles R. Lanman, Cambridge.

David G. Lyon,

Bennett H. Nash,

Frederick W. Putnam

Edward Robinson,

F. B. Stephenson,

Joseph H. Thayer,

Crawford H. Toy,

John W. White,

John H. Wright,

Edward J. Young,

Cambridge.

Boston.*

Cambridge.

Boston.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Waltham.

Section HI.— 13.

Political Economy

Charles F. Adams,

Edward Atkinson,

Andrew M. Davis,

Charles F. Dunbar,

John Fiske,

A. C. Goodell,

Henry C. Lodge,

A. Lawrence Lowell

Augustus Lowell,

James F. Rhodes,

John C. Ropes,

Denman W. Ross,

Charles C. Smith,

arid History.

Lincoln.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Cambridge.

Salem.

Nahant.

, Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Boston.

Cambridge.

Boston.
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Section IV.
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ASSOCIATE FELLOWS. — 91.

(Number limited to one hundred. Elected as vacancies occur.)

Class L— Mathematical and Physical Sciences.— 34.

Section L— 14.

Mathematics and Astronomy.

Edward E. Barnard, Chicago.

S. W. Burnhani, Chicago.

George Davidson, San Francisco.

Fabian Franklin, Baltimore.

Asaph Hall, Cambridge.

George W. Hill, Washington.

E. S. Holden, Washington.

James E. Keeler, Mt. Hamilton, Cal.

Emory McClintock, New York.

Simon Newcomb, Washington.

Charles L. Poor, Baltimore.

George M. Searle, Washington.

J. N. Stockwell, Cleveland, O.

Chas. A. Young, Princeton, N. J.

Section II. — 6.

Physics.

Carl Barus, Providence, R.I.

J. Willard Gibbs, New Haven.

S. P. Langley, Washington.

A. A. Miclielson, Chicago.

Ogden N. Rood, New York.

H. A. Rowland, Baltimore.

Section III. — 7.

Chemistry.

Wolcott Gibbs, Newport, R.I.

Frank A. Gooch, New Haven.

S. W. Johnson, New Haven.

J. W. Mallet, Charlottesville,Va.

E. W. Morley, Cleveland, O.

J. M. Ordway, New Orleans.

Ira Remsen, Baltimore.

Section IV. —7.

Technology and Engineering.

Henry L. Abbot, New York.

Cyrus B. Comstock, Washington.

W. P. Craighill, Washington.

F. R. Hutton, New York.

George S. Morison, Chicago.

William Sellers, Philadelphia.

Robt. S. Woodward, New York.

Class XL— Natural and Physiological Sciences.— 31.

Section I. — 15.

Geology, Mineralogy , and Physics of

the Globe.

Cleveland Abbe,

George J. Brush,

Edward S. Dana,

Walter G. Davis,

Sir J. W. Dawson,

G. K. Gilbert,

Washington.

New Haven.

New Haven.

Cordova, Arg.

Montreal.

Washington.

Clarence King,

Joseph LeConte,

J. Peter Lesley,

S. L. Penfield,

J. W. Powell,

R. Pumpelly,

A. R. C. Selwyn,

G. C. Swallovi^,

Charles D. Walcott.

New York.

Berkeley, Cal.

Milton, Mass.

New Haven.

Washington.

Newport, R.I.

Ottawa.

Columbia, Mo.

Washington.
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Section II. — 4.

Botany.

D. H. Campbell, Palo Alto, Cal.

J. M. Coulter, Chicago.

W. Trelease, St. Louis.

John D. Smith, Baltimore.

Section III. — 5.

Zoolo(jij and Physiology

.

Joel A. Allen, New York.

W. K. Brooks, Baltimore.

S. Weir Mitchell, Philadelphia.

A. S. Packard,

A. E. Verrill,

Providence, R.I.

New Haven.

Section IV. —7.

Medicine and

John S. Billings,

Jacob M. Da Costa,

W. A. Hammond,
William Osier,

Alfred Stille,

Wm. H. Welch,

H. C. Wood,

Surgery.

New York.

Philadelphia.

New York.

Baltimore.

Philadelphia.

Baltimore.

Philadeljjhia.

Class III.— 3foral and Political Sciences.— 26.

Section I.— 5.

Philosophy and Jurisprudence

James C. Carter, New York.

D. R. Goodwin,

Charles S. Peirce,

T. R. Pynchon,

Jeremiah Smith,

Philadelphia.

New York.

Hartford, Conn.

Cambridare.

Section II. — 7.

Philology and Archceology.

A. N. Arnold,

Timothy Dwight,

B. L. Gildersleeve,

D. C. Gilman,

T. R. Lounsbury,

E. E. Salisbury,

A. D. White,

Pawtuxet, R.I.

New Haven.

Baltimore.

Baltimore.

New Haven.

New Haven.

Ithaca, N.Y.

Section III. — 6.

Political Economy and History.

Henry Adams, Washington.

G. P. Fisher, New Haven.

H. E. von Hoist, Chicago.

Henry C. Lea, Philadelphia.

Edward J. Phelps, Burlington, Vt.

W. G. Sumner, New Haven.

Section IV. — 8.

Literature and the Fine Arts.

James B. Angell, Ann Arbor, Mich.

L. P. di Cesnola, New York.

F. E. Church, New York.

H. H. Furness, Philadelphia.

R. S. Greenough. Florence.

Augustus St. Gaudens, New York.

E. C. Stedman, Bronxville, N.Y.

W. R. Ware, New York.
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FOREIGN HONORARY MEMBERS.— 67.

(Number limited to seventy-five. Elected as vacancies occur.)

Class I.— Mathematical and Physical Sciences.— 21.

Section III. — 7.Skction I.
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Section III. — 7.

Zoology and Physiology.

Michael Foster,

Carl Gegenbauer,

Ludiniar Hermann,

Albrecht Kcilliker,

A. Kovalevsky,

Lacaze-Duthiers,

Cambridge.

Heidelberg.

Kbnigsberg.

Wiirzburg.

St. Petersburg.

Paris.

Elias Metschuikoff, Paris.

Section IV.— 5.

Medicine and Surgery.

W. Kiihne,

Lord Lister,

Sir James Paget, Bart.

F. V. Recklinghausen,

Rudolph Virchow,

Heidelberg.

London.

London.

Strassburg.

Berlin.

Class IIL— 3Ioral and Political Sciences.— 23.

Section I. — 6.

Philosophy and Jurisprudence.

rieinrich Brunner,

F. W. Maitland,

James Martineau,

Sir Frederick Pollock,

Baron Russell of Kil-

lowen.

Henry Sidgwick,

Berlin.

Cambi'idge.

London.

Oxford.

Tadworth.

Cambridge.

Section H. — 7.

Philology and Archmology.

Ingram Bywater, Oxford.

W. Ddrpfeld, Athens.

Sir John Evans, Hemel Hempstead.

J. W. A. Kirchhoff, Berlin.

G. C. C. Maspero, Paris.

Max Miiller, Oxford.

Karl Weinhold, Berlin.

Section HI.— 5.

Political Economy and History.

Due de Broglie, Paris.

James Bryce, Oxford.

Hermann Grimm, Berlin.

Theodor Mommsen, Berlin.

William Stubbs, Oxford.

Section IV. — 5.

Literature and the Fine Arts.

Georg Brandes,

F. Brunetiere,

Jean Leon Gerome,

John Ruskin,

Leslie Stephen,

Copenhagen.

Paris.

Paris.

Conlston.

London.



STATUTES AND STANDING VOTES.

STATUTES.
Adopted May 30, 1854 : amended September 8, 1857, November 12, 1862,

May 24, 1864, November 9, 1870, May 27, 1873, January 26, 1876,

June 16, 1886, October 8, 1890, January 11 and May 10, 1893, April

11, ilia?/ 9, and October 10, 1894, a?<fZ March 13, /l/jrt7 10, a?i(^ May
8, 1895.

CHAPTER I.

Of Fellows and Foreign Honorary Members.

1. The Academy consists of Felloivs and Foreign Honorary Mem-
bers. They are arranged in tliree Classes, according to tlie Arts

and Sciences in which they are severally proficient, viz. : Class I.

The Mathematical and Physical Sciences ;
— Class II.. The Nat-

ural and Physiological Sciences ;
— Class III. The Moral and

Political Sciences. Each Class is divided into four Sections, viz.

:

Class I., Section 1. Mathematics and Astronomy ;
— Section 2.

Physics ;
— Section 3. Chemistry ;

— Section 4. Technology and

Engineering. Class II., Section 1, Geology, Mineralogy, and

Physics of the Globe ;
— Section 2. Botany ;— Section 3. Zoology

and Physiology ; — Section 4. Medicine and Surgery. Class III.,

Section 1. Philosophy and Jurisprudence ;
— Section 2. Philol-

ogy and Archaeology ; — Section 3. Political Economy and

History ;— Section 4. Literature and the Fine Arts.

2. Fellows, resident in the State of Massachusetts, only, may
vote at the meetings of the Academy.* Each Resident Fellow

shall pay an admission fee of ten dollars and such annual assess-

ment, not exceeding ten dollars, as shall be voted by the Academy
at each Annual Meeting.

* The number of Eesident Fellows is limited by the Charter to 200.

VOL. XTCxiv. — 43
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3. Fellows residing out of the State of Massachusetts shall be

known and distinguished as Associate Fellows. They shall not

be liable to the payment of any fees or annual dues, but on remov-

ing within the State shall be admitted to the privileges,* and be

subject to the obligations, of Resident Fellows. The number of

Associate Fellows shall not exceed o??e hundred, of whom there

shall not be more than forty in either of the three Classes of the

Academy.

4. The number of Foreign Honorary Members shall not

exceed seventy-five ; and they shall be chosen from among per-

sons most eminent in foreign countries for their discoveries and

attainments in either of the three departments of knowledge

above enumerated. And there shall not be more than thirty

Foreign Members in either of these departments.

CHAPTEK II.

Of Officers.

1. There shall be a President, three Vice-Presidents, one for

each Class, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Secretary, a

Treasurer, and a Librarian, which officers shall be annually elected,

by ballot, at the Annual Meeting, on the second Wednesday in

May.

2. At the same time, and in the same manner, nine Councillors

shall be elected, tliree from each Class of the Academy, but the

same Fellows shall not be eligible on more than three successive

years. These nine Councillors, with the President, the three

Vice-Presidents, the two Secretaries, the Treasurer, and the

Librarian, shall constitute the Council. It shall be the duty of

this Council to exercise a discreet supervision over all nomina-

tions and elections. With the consent of the Fellow interested,

they shall have power to make transfers between the several

Sections of the same Class, reporting their action to the

Academy.

3. If any office shall become vacant during the year, the

vacancy shall be filled by a new election, and at the next stated

meeting, or at a meeting called for this purpose.

* Associate Fellows may attend, but cannot vote, at meetings of the Academy.
See Chapter I. 2.
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CHAPTER III.

Of Nominations of Officers.

1. At the stated meeting in March, the President shall appoint

from the next retiring Councillors a Nominating Committee of

three Fellows, one for each class.

2. It shall be the duty of this Nominating Committee to

prepare a list of candidates for the offices of President,

Vice-Presidents, Corresponding Secretary, Kecording Secretary,

Treasurer, Librarian, Councillors, and the Standing Committees

which are chosen by ballot ; and to cause this list to be sent by
mail to all the Resident Fellows of the Academy not later than

four weeks before the Annual Meeting.

3. Independent nominations for any office, signed by at least

five Resident Fellows and received by the Recording Secretary

not less than ten days before the Annual Meeting, shall be in-

serted in the call for the Annual Meeting, which shall then be

issued not later than one week before that meeting.

4. The Recording Secretary shall prepare for use, in voting

at the Annual Meeting, a ballot containing the names of all

persons nominated for office under the conditions given above.

5. When an office is to be filled at any other time than at the

Annual Meeting, the President shall appoint a Nominating Com-

mittee, in accordance with the provisions of Section 1, which shall

announce its nomination in the manner prescribed in Section 2

at least two weeks before the time of election. Independent

nominations, signed by at least five Resident Fellows and received

by the Recording Secretary not later than one week before the

meeting for election, shall be inserted in the call for that

meeting.

CHAPTER IV.

Of the President.

1. It shall be the duty of the President, and, in his absence,

of the senior Vice-President present, or next officer in order as

above enumerated, to preside at the meetings of the Academy

;

to summon extraordinary meetings, upon any urgent occasion;

and to execute or see to the execution of the Statutes of the
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Academy. Length of continuous membership in the Academy
shall determine the seniority of the Vice-Presidents.

2. The President, or, in his absence, the next officer as above

enumerated, is empowered to draw upon the Treasurer for such

sums of money as the Academy shall direct. Bills presented on

account of the Library, or the Publications of the Academy, must

be previously approved by the respective committees on these

departments.

3. The President, or, in his absence, the next officer as above

enumerated, shall nominate members to serve on the different

committees of the Academy which are not chosen by ballot.

4. Any deed or writing to which the common seal is to be

affixed shall be signed and sealed by the President, when thereto

authorized by the Academy.

CHAPTER V.

Of Standing Committees.

1. At the Annual ^Meeting there shall be chosen the following

Standing Committees, to serve for the year ensuing, viz. : —
2. The Committee of Finance, to consist of the President,

Treasurer, and one Fellow chosen by ballot, who shall have

charge of the investment and management of the funds and trusts

of the Academy. The general appropriations for the expendi-

tures of the Academy shall be moved by this Committee at the

Annual Meeting, and all special appropriations from the general

and publication funds shall be referred to or proposed by this

Committee.

3. The Rumford Committee, of seven Fellows, to be chosen

by ballot, who shall consider and report on all applications and
claims for the Rumford Premium, also on all appropriations from

the income of the Rumford Fund, and generally see to the due

and proper execution of this trust.

4. The C. M. Warren Committee, of seven Fellows, to be

chosen by ballot, who shall consider and report on all applica-

tions for appropriations from the income of the C. M. Warren
Fund, and generally see to the due and proper execution of this

trust.

o. The Committee of Publication, of three Fellows, to whom
all memoirs submitted to the Academy shall be referred, and to
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whom the printing of memoirs accepted for publication shall be

intrusted.

6. The Committee on the Library, of three Fellows, who
shall examine the Library, and make an annual report on its

condition and management.

7. An Auditing Committee, of two Fellows, for auditing the

accounts of the Treasurer.

CHAPTER VL

Of the Secretaries.

1. The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct the correspond-

ence of the Academy, recording or making an entry of all letters

written in its name, and preserving on file all letters which are

received ; and at each meeting he shall present the letters which

have been addressed to the Academy since the last meeting.

With the advice and consent of the President, he may eifect

exchanges with other scientific associations, and also distribute

copies of the publications of the Academy among the Associate

Fellows and Foreign Honorary Members, as shall be deemed

expedient ; making a report of his proceedings at the Annual

Meeting. Under the direction of the Council for Nomination,

he shall keep a list of the Fellows, Associate Fellows, and Foreign

Honorary Members, arranged in their Classes and in Sections in

respect to the special sciences in which they are severally profi-

cient ; and he shall act as secretary to the Council.

2. The Recording Secretary shall have charge of the Charter

and Statute-book, journals, and all literary papers belonging to

the Academy. He shall record the proceedings of the Academy
at its meetings ; and after each meeting is duly opened, he shall

read the record of the preceding meeting. He shall notify the

meetings of the Academy, and apprise committees of their ap-

pointment. He shall post up in the Hall a list of the persons

nominated for election into the Academy ; and when any indi-

vidual is chosen, he shall insert in the record the names of the

Fellows by whom he was nominated.

3. The two Secretaries, with the Chairman of the Committee

of Publication, shall have authority to publish such of the pro-

ceedings of the Academy as as may seem to them calculated to

promote the interests of science.
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CHAPTEE VII.

Of the Treasurer.

1. The Treasurer shall give such security for the trust reposed

in him as the Academy shall require.

2. He shall receive officially all moneys due or payable, and

all bequests or donations made to the Academy, and by order of

the President or presiding officer shall pay such sums as the

Academy may direct. He shall keep an account of all receipts

and expenditures ; shall submit his accounts to the Auditing

Committee ; and shall report the same at the expiration of his

terra of office.

3. The Treasurer shall keep a separate account of the income

and appropriation of the Rumford Fund, and report the same

annually.

4. All moneys which there shall not be present occasion to

expend shall be invested by the Treasurer, under the direction of

the Finance Committee, on such securities as the Academy shall

direct.

CHAPTEE VIII.

Of the Librarian and Library.

1. It shall be the duty of the Librarian to take charge of the

books, to keep a correct catalogue of same, and to provide for

the delivery of books from the Library. He shall also have the

custody of the publications of the Academy.

2. The Librarian, in conjunction with tlie Committee on the

Library, shall have authority to expend, as they may deem ex-

pedient, such sums as may be appropriated, either from the Eum-

ford or the General Fund of the Academy, for the purchase of

books, and for defraying other necessary expenses connected with

the Library. They shall have authority to propose rules and

regulations concerning the circulation, return, and safe-keeping of

books ; and to appoint such agents for these purposes as they

may think necessary.

3. To all books in the Library procured from the income of

the Rumford Fund, the Librarian shall cause a stamp or label to

be affixed, expressing the fact that they were so procui-ed.
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4. Every person who takes a book from the Library shall give

a receipt for the same to the Librarian or his assistant.

5. Every book shall be returned in good order, regard being

had to the necessary wear of the book with good usage. And if

any book shall be lost or injured, the person to whom it stands

charged shall replace it by a new volume or set, if it belongs

to a set, or pay the current price of the volume or set to the

Librarian ; and thereupon the remainder of the set, if the volume
belonged to a set, shall be delivered to the person so paying for

the same.

6. All books shall be returned to the Library for examination

at least one week before the Annual Meeting.

CHAPTEE IX.

Of Meetings.

1. There shall be annually four stated meetings of the Acad-

emy ; namely, on the second Wednesday in May (the Annual

Meeting), on the second Wednesday in October, on the second

Wednesday in January, and on the second Wednesday in March.

At these meetings only, or at meetings adjourned from these

and regularly notified, shall appropriations of money be made,

or alterations of the statutes or standing votes of the Academy
be effected.

2. Fifteen Fellows shall constitute a quorum for the transac-

tion of business at a stated meeting. Seven Fellows shall be

sufficient to constitute a meeting for scientific communications

and discussions.

3. The Recording Secretary shall notify the meetings of the

Academy to each Fellow residing in Boston and the vicinity; and

he may cause the meetings to be advertised, whenever he deems

such further notice to be needful.
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CHAPTEE X.

Of the Election of Fellows and Honorary Membees.

1. Elections shall be made by ballot, aud only at stated

meetings.

2. Candidates for election as Resident Fellows mnst be pro-

posed by two or more Resident Fellows, in a recommendation

signed by them, specifying the Section to which the nomination

is made, which recommendation shall be transmitted to the

Corresponding Secretary, and by him referred to the Council for

Nomination. No person recommended shall be reported by the

Council as a candidate for election, unless he shall have received

a written approval, signed at a meeting of the Council by at least

seven of its members. All nominations thus approved shall be

read to the Academy at a stated meeting, aud shall then stand on

the nomination list during the interval between two stated meet-

ings, and until the balloting. No person shall be elected a Resident

Fellow, unless he shall have been resident in this Commonwealth
one year next preceding his election. If any person elected a

Resident Fellow shall neglect for one year to pay his admission

fee, his election shall be void ; and if any Resident Fellow shall

neglect to pay his annual assessments for two years, provided

that his attention shall have been called to this article, he shall be

deemed to have abandoned his Fellowship ; but it shall be in the

power of the Treasurer, with the consent of the Council, to dis-

pense (siib silentio) with the payment both of the admission fee

and of the assessments, whenever in any special instance he shall

think it advisable so to do.

3. The nomination of Associate Fellows shall take place in

the manner prescribed in reference to Resident Fellows ; and

after such nomination shall have been publicly read at a stated

meeting previous to that when the balloting takes place, it shall be

referred to the Council for Nomination ; and a written approval,

authorized and signed at a meeting of said Council by at least

seven of its members, shall be requisite to entitle the candidate

to be balloted for. The Council may m like manner originate

nominations of Associate Fellows, which must be read at a stated

meeting previous to the election, and be exposed on the nomina-

tion list during the interval.
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4. Foreign Honorary Members shall be chosen only after a

nomination made at a meeting of the Council, signed at the time

by at least seven of its members, and read at a stated meeting

previous to that on which the balloting takes place.

5. Three fourths of the ballots cast must be affirmative, and

the number of affirmative ballots must amount to eleven to effect

an election of Fellows or Foreign Honorary Members.

6. Each Section of the Academy is empowered to present lists

of persons deemed best qualified to fill vacancies occurring in the

number of Foreign Honorary Members or Associate Fellows

allotted to it ; and such lists, after being read at a stated meeting,

shall be referred to the Council for Nomination.

7. If, in the opinion of a majority of the entire Council, any

Fellow— Resident or Associate— shall have rendered himseif

unworthy of a place in the Academy, the Council shall recommend
to the Academy the termination of his Fellowship ; and provided

that a majority of two thirds of the Fellows at a stated meeting,

consisting of not less than fifty Fellows, shall adopt this recom-

mendation, his name shall be stricken off the roll of Fellows.

CHAPTER XI.

Of Amendments of the Statutes.

1. All proposed alterations of the Statutes, or additions to

them, shall be referred to a committee, and, on their report at a

subsequent meeting, shall require for enactment a majority of

two thirds of the members present, and at least eighteen affirma-

tive votes.

2. Standing Votes may be passed, amended, or rescinded, at

any stated meeting, by a majority of two thirds of the members

present. They may be suspended by a unanimous vote.

CHAPTER XII.

Of Litekary Performances.

1. The Academy will not express its judgment on literary or

scientific memoirs or performances submitted to it, or included in

its publications.
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STANDING VOTES.

1. Communications of which notice had been given to the

Secretary shall take precedence of those not so notified.

2. Resident Fellows who have paid all fees and dues charge-

able to them are entitled to receive one copy of each volume or

article printed by the Academy, on application to the Librarian

personally or by written order, within two years from the date

of publication. And the current issues of the Proceedings shall

be supplied, when ready for publication, free of charge, to all the

Fellows and members of the Academy who desire to receive them.

3. The Committee of Publication shall fix from time to time

the price at which the publications of the Academy may be sold.

But members may be supplied at half this price with volumes

which they are not entitled to receive free, and which are needed

to complete their sets.

4. Two hundred extra copies of each paper accepted for publi-

cation in the Memoirs or Proceedings of the Academy shall be

placed at the disposal of the author, free of charge.

5. Resident Fellows may borrow and have out from the

Library six volumes at any one time, and may retain the same

for three months, and no longer.

6. Upon special application, and for adequate reasons assigned,

the Librarian may permit a larger number of volumes, not exceed-

ing twelve, to be drawn from the Library for a limited period.

7. Works published in numbers, when unbound, shall not be

taken from the Hall of the Academy, excej)t by special leave of

the Librarian.

8. Books, publications, or apparatus shall be procured from the

income of the Rumford Fund only on the certificate of the Rum-
ford Committee that they, in their opinion, will best facilitate

and encourage the making of discoveries and improvements which

may merit the Rumford Premium.

9. The Annual Meeting and the other stated meetings shall be

holden at eight o'clock, P. M.

10. A meeting for receiving and discussing scientific commu-
nications may be held on the second Wednesday of each month
not appointed for stated meetings, excepting July, August, and

September.
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RUMFORD PREMIUM.

In conformity with the terms of the gift of Benjamin, Count

Rumford, granting a certain fund to the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, and with a decree of the Supreme Judicial

Court for carrying into effect the general charitable intent and

purpose of Count Rumford, as expressed in his letter of gift, the

Academy is empowered to make from the income of said fund, as

it now exists, at any Annual Meeting, an award of a gold and

silver medal, being together of the intrinsic value of three

hundred dollars, as a premium to the author of any important

discovery or useful improvement in light or in heat, which shall

have been made and published by printing, or in any way made
known to the public, in any part of the continent of America, or

any of the American islands
;
preference being always given to

such discoveries as shall, in the opinion of the Academy, tend

most to promote the good of mankind ; and to add to such

medals, as a further premium for such discovery and improve-

ment, if the Academy see fit so to do, a sum of money not

exceeding three hundred dollars.
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